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EDWARD A. O'BRIEN, Esq., Monadnock Bldg.,

San Francisco, Calif.,

Attorney for Plaintiff.

CHARLES E. TOWNSEND, Esq., Crocker Bldg.,

San Francisco, Calif.,,

Attorney for Defendant.

In the Southern Division of the United States Dis-

trict Court, Northern District of California,

Second Division.

IN EQUITY—923.

COOLING TOWER COMPANY, INC., a Cor-

poration,

Plaintiff,

against

C. F. BRAUN & CO., a Corporation,

Defendant.

COMPLAINT IN EQUITY.

Plaintiff for its bill of complaint alleges:

1. That it is and was at all the times herein men-

tioned a corporation organized and existing under

and by virtue of the laws of the State of New

York and a citizen of said state, having its prin-

cipal place of business in the city of New York,

county of New York, in the Southern District of

New York.
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2. That (IclViulaiit was at all the times herein

iiu'iitioiu'd a coi'poration organized and existing

under and I)\' virtue of the laws of the State of

Califoniia, having its principal place of business

ill Ihe city and county of San Francisco, Northern

District of California, Southern Division, at which

j)Iace the acts of infringement hereinafter com-

])laincd of, were committed.

3. That prior to May 24th, 1911, Barton H.

Coffey, being within the meaning of the Patent

Laws of the United States of America, the inventor

of certain new and useful devices for cooling

liquids and being entitled to a patent thereon under

the provisions of said patent law^s, duly filed his

application for letters patent on said improve-

ments in the United States Patent Office and on

the 28th day of November, 1911, all of the re-

quirements of the Patent Office [1*] of the

United States, then in force having been complied

with and Barton H. 'Coffey having prior to Novem-
ber 28, 1911, duly assigned his entire right, title and

interes-t in and to the letters patent to be issued

for said improvements to the Mitchell-Tappen

Company, a corporation of the State of New York,

letters patent of the United States w^ere granted

on said application to Mitchell-Tappen Company,
a corporation of New York, bearing No. 1,010,020

and thereafter by deed of assignment duly exe-

cuted and recorded in the United States Patent
Office, the said letters patent No. 1,010,020 and all

right, title and interest therein and thereunder,

•Page-number appearing at foot of page of original certified Tran-
script of Record.
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together with all rights, to back damages and
profits due or accrued arising out of past infringe-

ments of said letters patent and the right to suit

to recover the same, were by assignment in writ-

ing, sold, assigned and transferred to plaintiff and
by vii-tue thereof this plaintiff became and now
is the sole and exclusive owner of all of the said

rights and privileges and exclusively entitled to

maintain this suit.

4. That mechanisms containing the said inven-

tion have been made, used and sold by plaintiff

in the United States in great numbers and plain-

tiff has expended large sums of money in perfect-

ing the said patented invention.

5. That the said defendant has within six years

last past, in the Southern District of California

and elsewhere in the United States of America,

made, used and sold and is now making, using and

selling devices for cooling liquids in infringement

of said letters patent and the claims thereof with-

out the license or consent of this plaintiff and

threatens to continue so to do and is advertising

the same for use and sale, and is distributing cir-

culars in [2] which he pretends to be the owner

thereof and in disregard and violation of the rights

of the plaintiff.

6. That the defendant was duly notified by this

plaintiff of plaintiff's rights imder said let-

ters patent and of his infringement, and

was requested to desist therefrom, but the

defendant has ignored said notices and has

continued his said cause of infringement with-
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out li^-lit to tlic great damage of this plaintiff.

\VHEin^:F()RP], the plaintiff prays:

(a) For process requiring the defendant to an-

swer this ])ill of complaint.

(b) For an injunction, lx)th provisional and

])OTjiotual, enjoining and restraining the defendant,

liis servants, attorneys and workmen and each and

every one of them from infringement of plaintiff's

said letters patent and the claims thereof.

(c) That the defendant be required to account

for and pay to this plaintiff the profits derived

by said defendant from his said infringements and

the damages suffered by this plaintiff thereby and

the costs of this suit and that said damages be

trebled.

(d) For such other or further relief as the cir-

cumstances of this case require.

EDWARD A. O'BRIEN,
Solicitors for Plaintiff.

ANDREW FOULDS, Jr.,

Of Counsel. [3]

United States of America, Southern District of

New^ York.

State of New York,

County of New York,—ss.

A. Bonnell Tappen, on this 29th day of June,

1922, before me personally appeared A. Bonnell

Tappen, president of the Cooling Tower 'Company,

Inc., the above-named plaintiff, who being by me
first duly sworn, deposes and says that he has read

the foregoing bill of complaint and knows the con-
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tents thereof and that the same is true of his own
knowledge except as to the matters therein stated

to be alleged upon information and belief, and

as to those matters he believes it to be true, and

that he believes Barton H. Coffey to be the true,

original and sole inventor of the infringement

described and complained in the letters patent re-

ferred to in said bill of complaint.

A. BONNELL TAPPEN.
[Seal] HARRY J. NEUSCHAFER,

Notary Public, Kings Co. No. 129. Certificate

filed in Kings Co. Reg. Office No. 3052. County

Clerk's Office, New York Co., No. 147, N. Y.

Co. Reg. Office No. 3109. Queens County

Clerk's Office No. 456.

Term expires March 30, 1923.

[Endorsed] : Filed Dec. 22, 1922. W. B. Maling,

Olerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy Clerk. [4]

(Title of Court and Cause.)

ANSWER OF DEFENDANT.

Now comes C. F. Braun & Co., defendant above-

named, and answering the bill of complaint filed

herein by plaintiff above named, admits, denies and

alleges as follows:

I.

Answering paragraph 1 of said bill of complaint,

defendant alleges that it is without knowledge of

the several allegations in said paragraph, and
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thorofore, leaves plaintiff to make such proof

tliereof as it may l)e advised.

II.

Answering i)aragraph 2 of said bill of complaint,

defendant admits that it is a corporation organ-

ized and existing under and by virtue of the laws

of the State of California, denies that it has a

])lacc of business in the city and county of San

Francisco, Northern Judicial District of California,

and denying that it has committed any act of in-

fringement, as alleged in said bill of complaint,

within said Northern Judicial District of California,

or at any other point or place, or that it has in

any manner or form, at any time or at any place,

infringed upon any rights of plaintiff under let-

ters patent No. 1,010,020, as alleged in said Bill

of Complaint.

III.

Answering paragraph 3 of said bill of complaint,

defendant denies that prior to the 24th day of

May, 1911, or at any other time, or at all, one

Bai-ton H. Coffey was, within the meaning of the

patent laws of the United States, or at all, the in-

ventor of a certain new and useful or any device

for cooling liquids, and denies that said Barton

H. Coffey was entitled to a patent thereon under

the provision of said patent laws, and is not in-

formed, except by the bill of complaint, whether

or not upon said date, said Barton H. Coffey did

duly, or otherwise, file [5] in the Patent Office

of the United States, his application for letters

patent for said alleged invention; but admits that
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on the 28th day of ISTovember, 1911, letters patent

off the United States, No. 1,010,020, were granted

or issued to Mitchell-Tappen Company; defendant

'jiot being advised except by the allegation of said

l)ill of complaint, whether the said Mitchell-Tappen

Company is, or was, a corporation of New York,

Reaves to plaintiff herein to make such proof

thereof as it may deem advisable; and defendant

further denies that said Barton H. Coffey did on,

or prior to November 29th, 1911, or at any other

time, duly, or otherwise, assign his entire or any

right, title and interest in and to said letters

patent No. 1,010,020, or to the alleged invention,

or to any application made for letters patent, to

the Mitchell-Tappen Company, and defendant de-

nies further that thereafter, or at any time, by

deed of assignment duly executed and recorded in

the United States Patent Office, the said letters

patent No. 1,010,020, and all, or any right, title

or interest therein or thereunder, together with

all, or any, rights to back damages and profits,

or to any damages or profits, due or accrued aris-

ing out of past infringement of said letters pat-

ent, and that the right to sue to recover the same

were by assignment in writing, or in any other

manner, sold, assigned and/or transferred to plain-

tiff herein, and denies that by virtue of any al-

leged sale, assignment or transfer, set forth in

said bill of complaint, the plaintiff herein became,

or now is, the sole and exclusive owner, or any

owner, of all, or any, rights or privileges under said

letters patent, or that the said plaintiff is exclu-
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sively entitled, oi" in any manner entitled, to main-

tain this suit.

IV.

Answerinji- i)aragi'apli 4 of said bill of complaint,

defendant denies that mechanisms or devices con-

taining the said alleged invention have been made,

used or sold by plaintiff in the United States or

elsewhere, in great numbers, or in any numbers,

and denies that plaintiff has expended large, or any,

sums of money in perfecting the said device, or

any device, alleged to [6] be patented under

letters patent No. 1,010,020.

V.

Answering paragraph 5 of said bill of complaint,

defendant denies that within the six (6) years last

past, or at any other time, in the Southern Dis-

trict of California, or elsewhere in the United

States of America, the defendant has made, used,

and/or sold, and/or is now making, using, and/or

selling any device or devices for cooling liquids, in

infringement of the said letters patent, or any,

or all of the claims thereof, without the license

or consent of the plaintiff herein, and defendant

further denies that it threatens to continue, or

will continue, so to do, and defendant further de-

nies that it is advertising, or ever has advertised,

without the license or consent of plaintiff, device

or devices for use and sale and/or sale, in infringe-

ment of any alleged rights, alleged to be secured

to plaintiff herein by said letters patent No. 1,010,-

020; and defendant denies that it is distributing,

or has caused to be distributed, directly or indi-
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rectly, circulars or other advei'tising matter in

which it pretends to he the owner of said device,

alleged to be patented by said letters patent No.

1,010,020, or of any rights thereunder, in disregard

or violation of any alleged rights of plaintiff

herein; but on the contrary defendant's towers are

of an entirely different design, construction and
principle, and are built and sold under defendant's

independent patents.

VI.

Answering paragraph 6 of said bill of complaint,

defendant denies that it was duly, or otherwise,

notified by the plaintiff in writing, or otherwise, of

defendant's said alleged act, or acts, of infringe-

ment, and denies that plaintiff has requested de-

fendant to desist from any alleged further in-

fringement of said alleged letters patent, or any

of the claims thereof, and therefore, denies that

defendant has ignored any such notices, or that

he has directly or indirectly continued said in-

fringement, or any infringement, of the rights of

the plaintiff under said letters patent No. 1,010,020,

or that he has infringed said alleged letters patent,

or any of the [7] claims thereof, at any time

or place, or in any manner whatsoever.

VII.

x\nd for further and separate defense, defendant

alleges that by reason of the state of prior art

existing at the time of said alleged invention by

said Barton H. Coffey of the device, or devices, al-

leged to be patented in and by said alleged letters

patent No. 1,010,020, the said device, or devices.
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was not an invention and did not require an exer-

cise of the inventive faculties for its production,

and was not patentable, and for that reason said

alleged letters patent No. 1,010,020, are null, void

and of no effect.

VIII.

And for a further and separate defense, defend-

ant alleges that the said Barton H. Ooffey was

not the original or first or sole or any inventor

or discoverer of the alleged invention, alleged to

be patented in and by said letters patent No.

1,010,020, or any, or all, of the claims thereof, or

of any material or substantial part thereof, but,

prior to the alleged invention thereof by the said

Barton H. 'Coffey, and more than two years prior

to the filing of the application for said letters

patent, the said alleged invention and every ma-
terial and substantial part thereof, had been shown,

described and patented in and by each of the fol-

lowing letters patent of the United States of

America, and has been invented by each of the

patentees named in each of said letters patent,

and each of said patentees is the first and original

inventor thereof, and, at all times, was using rea-

sonable diligence in adapting and perfecting same,
and the respective places of residence of said pat-

tentees are, as defendant is informed and believes,

respectively set forth in said letters patent to wit

:
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No. Date Patentee

104,798 June 6, 1870 Vander Weyde
107,850 Oct. 4, 1870 Anderson

140,680 July 8, 1873 Cooper

278,986 June 5, 1883 Luck [8]

303,334 Aug. 12, 1884 Southwick

395,691 Jan. 8, 1889 Carlisle

430,881 June 24, 1890 Popper

444,558 Jan. 13, 1891 Klein

463,702 Nov. 24, 1891 Mills

477,755 June 28, 1892 Hanisch

503,395 Aug. 15, 1893 Wood et al

520,994 June 5, 1894 Kessler

544,204 Aug. 6, 1895 Andrews

594,440 Nov. 30, 1897 Stocker

621,718 Mar. 21, 1899 Seymour

649,573 May 15, 1900 Fischer et al

661,192 Nov. 6, 1900 Ostendorfe

670,486 Mar. 26, 1901 Summers

683,933 Oct. 8, 1901 Halsall

693,625 Feb. 18, 1902 Schmidt

697,160 Apr. 8, 1902 Ostendorff

700,990 May 27, 1902 Stocker

710,857 Oct. 7, 1902 Oriesser

736,087 Aug. 11, 1903 Graham

772,780 Oct. 18, 1904 Burhorn

808,050 Dec. 19, 1905 Hanswirth

821,561 May 22, 1906 Wheeler, et al

836,7a2 Nov. 27, 1906 Ostendorff

844,336 Feb. 19, 1907 Doherty

899,665 Sept. 29, 1908 Gould

927,766 July 13, 1909 Bauer
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No. Date. Patentee.

<H)1,100 June 14, 1910 Burhorn

<)()2,S75 Nov. 3, 1908 Hart

m;3,ii7 July 19, 1910 Morison

<)(>r),248 July 26, 1910 Steinbart

<)7:?,1()3 Oct. IS, 1910 Burhorn

<)84,(j()0 Feb. 21, 1911 Hass

1,027,184 May 21, 1912 Coffey

Filed Feb. 24, 1910 [9]

1,040,875 Oct. 8, 1912 Burhorn

Piled Feb. 6, 1911

FRENCH PATENT.
359,426 Mar. 26, 1906 Burdon

ENGLISH PATENTS.
16,664 Aug. 16, 1899 Overhoff

21,711 Sept. 23, 1909 Pownall

25,449 Nov. 12, 1906 Hebbo

—and in addition to the above listed prior patents,

defendant believes that there are many others, of

which it is not at this time advised, and prays

leave to set same up in an amended answer at

a later date, when the same become known to de-

fendant.

IX.

As a further, separate and special defense, de-

fendant alleges as special matter that the alleged

invention attempted to be patented by said letters

patent No. 1,010,020, was described in various

printed publications prior to the supposed in-

vention or discovery thereof by said Barton H.

Coffey, and more than two years prior to his

application for letters patent therefor, but the
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name of such publication, or publications, and the

name, or names, and addresses of the respective

publishers are unknown to defendant at this time,

and defendant prays leave to set the same up by

amendment to this answer at a later date, when

the necessary information is obtained.

X.

And as a further, separate and special defense,

the defendant alleges as special matter that the

alleged invention, attempted to be patented in

letters patent No. 1,010,020, and all of the subject

matter thereof, were kno^n to and in open, no-

torious, public use by others than the said Barton

H. Coffey in the United States, prior to any alleged

invention or discovery by the said Barton H. Coffey,

and for more than two years prior to the applica-

tion for patent by the said Barton H. Coffey by

the several patentees mentioned in Paragraph VIII

above and at the [10] places specified in their

said respective patents, and by others whose names

and addresses and the places of use of the said

devices, are unknown to defendant at this time,

but defendant prays leave to set the same up m

an amendment at a later date when the necessary

information is obtained.

XI.

And as a further, separate and special defense,

defendant alleges as special matter that for the

purpose of deceiving the public, the description

and specification filed by the said Barton H. Coffey

in the Patent Office in his application which even-

tuated in letters patent No. 1,010,020, was made to
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contain less than the whole truth relative to his

invention or discovery, or more than is necessar}^

to produce the desired result; and further that

the said allej^ed invention and the said alleged

letters patent here in suit, and each and every

flaim thereof, is lacking in novelty or utility, or

the quality of invention, and that said letters

patent, and oacli of the claims thereof, are invalid

in all respects.

XII.

For a further, separate and special defense, de-

fendant alleges that the devices made, used and

sold by it, and which it believes to be the device

charged in said bill of complaint to be an infringe-

ment of plaintiff's alleged letters patent, has been

for many years last past made and sold by de-

fendant, and that the said manufacture, use and

sale of said devices was at all such times known
to the plaintiff, but, prior to the commencement

of this suit, plaintiff never notified defendant that

said devices, or any of them, were claimed by

plaintiff to be an infringement of any alleged

letters patent owned by plaintiff, but plaintiff at

all said times, with full knowledge of said manu-

facture, use and sale of said devices by defendant,

remained silent and failed to assert their rights,

if any, under said alleged letters patent No. 1,010-

020; and by reason of plaintiff's said silence and

failure to claim that said device infringed plain-

tiff's patent, and in reliance thereupon, [11] de-

fendant manufactured, used and sold said devices

and expended large sums of money in building up
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a business in the manufacture, use and sale of

said devices, in buying additional land and tools,

erecting buildings, advertising and otherwise ex-

panding its business, all with the full knowledge

of but without protest from, or the assertion of

any alleged claims or rights, by plaintiff; where-

fore, defendant charges and alleges plaintiff is

estopped from asserting or maintaining the al-

leged infringement of said letters patent sued

on herein, and by reason of said facts, plaintiff

has been guilty of laches in asserting any such al-

leged rights, and in alleging infringement of said

letters patent, and in instituting this suit thereon.

SETOFF, COUNTERCLAIM AND CROSS-

COMPLAINT.

€AU8E ONE.

And for a further and separate defense, and by

way of setoff, counterclaim and cross-complaint

against plaintiff herein, and praying for affirmative

relief, defendant alleges as follows:

xm.
That the defendant herein, under the name ori-

ginally as Standard Engineering Company, was

originally incoi-porated May 25th, 1909, and by due

process of law said name was changed on Novem-

ber 1st, 1910, to Braun, Williams & Russell, Inc.,

and again on September 29th, 1911, was changed to

C. F. Braun & Co., and as such has remained ever

since and is so to-day; that defendant for several

years last past and long prior to the filing of this

suit was lawfully engaged in the business of manu-

facturing, among other things. Water Cooling Tow-
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vvs, and during- a long- course of honorable dealing

liad and lias built up a large, successful and re-

munerative business in said structures in and

throughout the State of California and elsewhere

in the United States; that defendant's said product

and llie workmanship applied thereto has been of

high (juality and has met with general favor in

the trade from purchasers, so that the defendant

has ac(iuired and enjoyed a high reputation and an

established and profitable business and valuable

goodwill [12] in respect of said product not

only in this district but in various parts of Cali-

fornia and elsewhere in the United States, and

that save for the unlawful actions of said plaintiff

herein complained of this defendant would still

remain in the undisputed enjoyment of said busi-

ness and re])utation and goodwill.

XTV.

That the plaintiff has for several years last

past made improper and unlawful use of its al-

leged ownership of various patents on Cooling

Towers, including the patent in suit, and more re-

cently, as defendant is informed and believes, made
improper and unlawful use of the fact of bringing

this suit against this defendant, all with the unlaw-

ful purpose of harassing, annoying, injuring and

damaging plaintiff, its agents and customers, in its

and their legitimate business aforesaid.

XV.
Defendant shows that the plaintiff. Cooling

Tower Company, Inc., is a competitor of the de-

fendant in the same business field covered by the
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(lefcudant iu the sale and construction of Water
Cooling- Towers, and said plaintiff has and is un-

lawfully and maliciously misusing the said alleged

ownership of the various patents, including said

alleged letters patent No. 1,010,020, by malicious

and untrue representations in an endeavor to secure

the trade of the said defendant, and of its agents,

and to injure the reputation, trade and goodwill

of said defendant, and has succeeded therein to

the great injury and damage of defendant and its

legitimate business and goodwill and reputation.

XVI.

That plaintiff. Cooling Tower Company, Inc., has

written letters and otherwise represented to the

customers and prospective customers and prospects

of defendant herein, and who had either purchased

or were anticipating the purchase of devices and

products of defendant, unlawfully and maliciously

alleging that the defendant was at one time agent

of plaintiff'; that defendant stole plaintiff's design;

that defendant's [13] Towers were copies of

plaintiff's designs; that defendant was infringing

various and sundry patents of plaintiff, but at

no time whatever, so far as defendant is informed,

did plaintiff ever specify any particular patent

or what particular feature or features constituted

the alleged infringement; that various customers

of defendant were, in fact, customers of plaintiff,

whereas the contrary was true; that defendant had

resorted to imfair means in getting business; that

suit would be instituted against all users of de-

fendant's product.
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DefVndaiit further shows that said representations

were knowinji^ly and maliciously false and consti-

tuted «^oss slander on the legitimate business of

defendant and in some instances resulted in the

alienation of some of defendant's customers and in

lost sales, the amount of which cannot at this

time he estimated without an accounting, but, as

defendant is informed and believes, is in excess

of Hfty thousand ($50,000.00) dollars; that this

practice of writing letters and threatening cus-

tomers and prospective customers of defendant by

plaintiff has existed over a period of several years.

XVII.

That this defendant further shows, by facts

within the knowledge of its officers and its at-

torneys and on information and belief, that as long

ago as July, 1918, about the first day of July, 1918,

said plaintiff addressed a letter to the Union Oil

Company of California, one of defendant's cus-

tomers, in which plaintiff said:

"We were just about to write you when your

inquiry came in, as only a few days ago we
received report from a Californian that the

Union Oil Company of California was operating

a tower supplied by Braun. We had Mr.

Braun handle for us the California end of our

negotiations in connection with the first towers

we built for the Dutch Oil interests at their

Shell Company Plant at Martinez, Calif., but

our experience in that case did not justify our

making him our representative, and later he
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tried to procure additional business from the

same people by using [14] our designs.

"We have straightened out the matter with

the Dutch Oil interests, who have become very

good customers and friends of ours, and we
thought that Braun had discontinued his Prus-

sian methods after this adventure, but the re-

port that we received leads us to believe that

in the case of your company and one other,

he has been using his former connection with

our company to procure business for cooling

towers built on our patents.

''In order to protect our business, as well as

the reputation of our towers, every one of which

is operating in a highly satisfactory manner,

we must, of course, take the matter up vigor-

ously and would much prefer co-operating

with you in determining whether the tower you

purchased from Braun is an infringement or

not, and then licensing you to continue the

use of our various patents in connection with

this installation, rather than to determine the

question by suit against your company."

That said letter was false and malicious and was

known by plaintiff to be false and malicious; that

as a matter of fact as early as the year 1915 de-

fendant, as Erecting Engineers at that time, called

for bids from several manufacturers of Cooling

Towers, including Mitchell-Tappen Company, which

defendant is informed, was the predecessor in

interest of the plaintiff, and that the steel work

for two towers was purchased by defendant from
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tho said Mitclicll-Tappon Company and erected

for tlio Shell Company; that never at any time

did defendant represent the Mitchell-Tappen Com-

])any or this plaintiff, or hold itself out to represent

said companies, or either of them, nor did de-

fendant ever have any dealings with them, or either

of tliem, other than for the steel work for the two

towers aforesaid; that, as far as defendant is in-

formed, neither the plaintiff nor the Mitchell-Tap-

pen Company have ever at any time sold any [15]

towers of any nature to the said Shell Company, at

Martinez, California, or elsewhere; that, as de-

fendant is informed and believes, plaintiff addressed

a letter in words as follows, to wit, on July 11th,

1918, to Standard Oil Company, another of de-

fendant's customers:

"We have yours of the 5th and shall be glad to

avail ourselves of the co-operation your courtesy

implies.

"We have been informed that the tower furnished

by Mr. Braun is an infringement and of course do

not wish to take either his word or the word of

his attorney that the tower does not infringe our

patents.

"Mr. Braun 's attorney must know that the serial

number he has given of an unissued patent is of

no use to us as these matters are secret until the

Xjatent is issued, and we therefore can get no in-

formation from the Patent Office without his per-

mission.

"Braun of course could make out application for

patent which would be an exact counterpart of
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ours and mark any device that he 'built 'Patent

Applied for,' but such a procedure would not in

any way relieve him or the parties to whom he

sold the apparatus from responsibility.

"Mr. Braun might patent even a special bolt

to be used in connection with our tower and in

describing this bolt show in his patent papers our

complete cooling tower showing all our patented

'oarts, and while the patent would probably be

Hilowed and issued it would only give him the

''^ight to these bolts, and although his patent de-

scribed our towers thoroughly neither he nor the

Durchaser would be relieved of responsibility in

case he did furnish such a tower without our con-

sent.

"We would suggest that the easiest wa}^ for both

you and ourselves to determine the matter would

be for you to forward to us the plan of the tower

which he has erected for you and by going over

these plans we can determine the matter for our-

selves. We will of course return the plans to you,

and advise you as to our findings.

"If Mr. Braun wishes to furnish to you for our

[16] inspection copies of his correspondence with

the Patent Office in regard to serial niunber 212,410

we of course will ge glad to go over same.

"We know from experience that co-operation in

a matter of this kind saves both time and money

for both parties, and desiring the goodwill of pros-
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})ective fustoiners as well as their business, we

remain

''Yours very truly,

**THE COOLING TOWER COMPANY,
INC.,

''By (Signed) L. C. PHILLIPS,
Treasurer."

Copy.

FC.

That the statements therein charging or im-

puting im])roper conduct to defendant or its officers,

or an}- of them, were and are Avilfully false and

malicious and were known to be such at the time

the said letter was written by the said plaintiff.

That on July 18th, 1918, the following letter was

addressed to the Cooling Tower Company by de-

fendant's attorney;

"San Francisco, July 18th, 1918.

"Cooling Tower Company,
"90 West St.,

"New York City, New York.

"Gentlemen:

"As attorney for C. F. Braun & Company, of

this city, my attention has been called to your mis-

representations that the Braun Cooling Tower in

some way or another is in infringement of jour

patents, and to your threats of suit against the

Braun Company's customers unless they see fit

to take a license from you.

"Instead of acting in the legal way open to you

(if you consider that your patents, or any of them,

is or are being infringed) you have seen fit to
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harass and attempt to intimidate my client's cus-

tomers, which action on your part can only be

characterized as unfair and legally indefensible.

[17]

"These unfair tactics have been known to us

for some time, but we have patiently borne your

misrepresentations, fueling that they would in the

end hurt you much more than they have hurt us.

The time has come, however, when it is either

necessary that you forthwith desist from resorting

further to such discredited methods or that you

bring an action for infringement as you may be ad-

vised in the premises.

"More particular!}^ I have before me a copy of

your scurrilous, not to say libellous, letter that

you wrote under date of July 1st, 1918, to the

Union Oil Company of California.

"As to the libellous and defamatory matter of

your letter to the Union Oil Co., that is a personal

question between Mr. Braun and you, and I am
not advised what steps, if any, he may take by

way of criminal prosecution.

"The present letter is to warn you against your

unfair practices under the guise of your patents.

"Your course of procedure is particularly repre-

hensible as you have not seen fit to adopt the more

regular and usual mode of communicating your

grievance to the one primarily responsible, i. e. the

manufacturer, but, on the contrary, you have sought

the irregular method of mischievously interfering

with the manufacturer's trade in an attempt to

destroy a rival's business by endeavoring to sow
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the seeds ol' dissension and suspicion among the

trade. You must well be aware of what the courts

have had frequent occasion to say in regard to

such practices.

"The patents to which I assiune you refer are

the following:

*'# 1,010,020, Nov. 28th, 1911, Device for Cooling

Liquids,

*' #1,027,184, May 21st, 1912, Cooling Tower,

''#1,158,107, Oct. 26th, 1915, Cooling Tower. [18]

"VVitli icspect to your charge of infringement,

I have only to say that if your complaint is made

in good faith, it displays an unpardonable ignor-

ance both on what C F. Braun & Company is doing

and of the claims of the Coffey patents. If this

charge of infiingement is not made in good faith,

then you are guilty of unfair dealing.

"Assuming that your charge of infringement has

been made inadvertently and without a full and

proper investigation, I have only to say that I have

carefully examined into the claims of each of your

])atents alwve mentioned and compared them with

the structure of the Braun Company and have re-

ported to Mr. Braun that your charge of infringe-

ment is without any basis in fact.

"I beg now to advise you that C. F. Braun & Com-
pany does not propose to submit to the tactics to

which you are resorting in your attempts to secure

business, and we shall hold you strictly accountable

for any damages that may result or have resulted

from your method of pursuing my client's patrons.

"If you are honest in your belief that mv clients
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are invading upon whatever patent riglits you have,

your counsel will doubtless inform you as to the

])roper course to pursue in order to protect your al-

leged rights.

"Failing a discontinuance of your unlawful

methods, we shall seek relief in the courts for dam-

ages as well as an injunction.

"You will please be guided accordingly.

"Yours truly,

"(Signed) CHAS. E. TOWNSEND.
Attorney for C. F. BRAUN & COMPANY.''

GET :C.

That in reply thereto the following letter was re-

ceived from Andrew Foulds, Jr., as attorney for the

plaintiff

:

"Fifteen John Street,

"New York City.

"July 30, 1918.

"Messrs. Dewey, Strong & Townsend, [19]

"911-916 Crocker Building,

"San Francisco, Cal.

"Gentlemen:

"The Cooling Tower Company of this City have

handed to me for reply your letter to them of the

18th instant, relative to C. F. Braun & Co. You
are apparently misinformed as to the conditions.

From the information at hand it appears that your

clients have used cuts of the Cooling Tower Com-
pany towers in their literature and have in other

ways unfairly taken advantage of the reputation of

the Cooling Tower Co.
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''We have beeiii informed that your clients have

infringed the patents of the Cooling Tower Com-

pany, and are only awaiting definite proof before

bringing suit. The considerable distance which

separates our two cities has made it difficult to learn

the facts, which is the only reason for the delay.

"If our information is correct C. F. Braun & Co.

or someone connected with them has actually en-

larged one of the Cooling Tower Co. towers by us-

ing its plans for the purpose and the natural as-

simiption is that the same thing has been and will be

done elsewhere.

"I assume that your letter was written in good

faith and therefore request that you furnish me
with drawings and specifications of the towers

erected, in order that I may satisfy myself on the

question of infringement and also inform me
whether Braun or his company have used the Cool-

ing Tower Co. plans in construction work.

"I am satisfied that the Cooling Tower Company
have been entirely within their rights in their cor-

respondence, and I am unable to discover anything

upon which you base your inferences of any un-

fairness on their part.

"Your prompt attention to this matter will be ap-

preciated.

"Yours truly,

(Signed) ''ANDREW FOULDS, Jr.

AF:IF.

That in answer thereto Counsel for defendant

replied [20] as follows:
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''August 28th, 1918.

"Messrs. Ashley, Foulds & Galland,

"15 John St.,

"New York City, New York.

"Gentlemen:

"Re-eooling Tower Co.—C. F. Braun & Co.

"Delay in answering your favor of July 30th,

1918, has been due, first, to the fact that I have been

absent from the city, and, second, a desire to inquire

further into the matters raised by your letter.

'

' The information now before me, and particularly

the frank acknowledgment in the second and fourth

paragraphs of your letter to the effect that the Cool-

ing Tower Co. and j^our good selves are still lack-

ing definite proof as to alleged infringement, con-

firms the views previously expressed in my letter of

July 18th, 1918, to the Cooling Tower Company, and

there appear no good reasons for withdrawing any

of the statements made at that time of our inten-

tion to protect ourselves against the questionable

practices of the Cooling Tower Company.

"Naturally C. F. Braun & Co. does not desire to

engage in litigation any more than any other

reputable concern, but if it is necessary to test out

the question of alleged infringement, the sooner

such suit is instituted and determined the better;

and the Braun Co. will cheerfully co-operate in ob-

taining an early hearing and settlement of the mat-

ter. But before any suit is brought, we would sug-

gest that you ascertain the true facts not only in

regard to what the Braun Co. is actual!}^ doing but
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the true facts in regard to the past relations be-

tween the parties.

''It is not true that the Braun Co. has either

copied the Cooling Tower Company's literature or

otherwise acted unfairly. Some three years ago

they erected two Cooling Towers under a proper

and well understood arrangement wdth the predeces-

sors of your client. These towers were illustrated

in [21] some of the literature of the Braun Co.

as showing specific instances of engineering work

actually constructed by the Braun Co. (You under-

stand, of course, that neither the Cooling Tower

Co. nor the Mitchell-Tappen Company had anything

to do with the actual building of these towers or

getting the order for the towers.)

"The cuts of these towers, with others built by

the Braun Co., were simply to illustrate the Braun
Co.'s ability for constructing large work of this

kind. Those particular towers were never claimed

to be Braun towers. The Braun Co. considered

that in showing the cuts of work actually executed

by them that they were entirely within their rights.

The use of the bulletin in which these cuts appeared
was discontinued more than a year ago, so that if

your client ever had any cause for complaint, they

are rather late in asserting it. Manifestly, you
will agree with me that it was hardly a square thing

for them to express their disapproval of whatever
they thought the Braun Co. was doing or had done
in the past by offensive circumlocution.

"Furthermore, I am authorized to state on behalf
of Mr. Braun 's company that the Braun Co. has
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never used any plans of the Cooling Tower Com-

pany at any time, except in connection with the

contract for the two towers erected three years ago

under the circumstances previously referred to in

this letter.

"As I view the situation, it is simply a case of a

disgruntled competitor trying to get even without

much regard to the methods employed. It is,

therefore, with the fullest confidence that I state

that the charge of infringement, if made in good

faith by the Cooling Tower Company, is frivolous

and I am convinced that upon looking into the mat-

ter and learning the true facts in regard to the situa-

tion you will be of the same opinion.

"As far as the Braun Co. is concerned the Cool-

ing Tower Company's patents possess only a nui-

sance value. The Braun Co. has invested large

sums of money in developing its own line of spe-

cialized towers, it is proceeding in good faith, and

it is [22] in the business to stay.

"I therefore, repeat that, if it is the Cooling

Tower Company's intention to bring suit, they act

promptly in the matter with a view of early de-

termining the legal rights and liabilities of the re-

spective parties under the circumstances.

"Yours very truly,

"(Signed) CHAS. E. TOWNSEND,
"Attorney for C. F. BRAUN & CO."

CET:C.

That further the plaintiff did not reply nor did

plaintiff bring suit, but on the contrary, as defend-
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ant is inforuicd and believes, numerous and other

letters were sent out by plaintiff similar to the let-

ters aforesaid to the Union Oil Company and Stand-

ard Oil (V)mpauy ; and that notwithstanding said cor-

respondence passing between the attorneys for plain-

tiff and defendant and the invitation on behalf of de-

fendant to effect an early determination of the legal

rights and liabilities of the respective parties under

the circumstances, the said plaintiff, Cooling Tower

Company, Inc., continued to write letters and to

harass, aimoy and attempt to intimidate and to in-

timidate customers and prospective customers of de-

fendant herein.

XVIII.

That the plaintiff. Cooling Tower Company, Inc.,

well knew that a suit brought directly against this

defendant, C. F. Braun & Co., would settle once and
for all any legal or equitable differences between
plaintiff and this defendant, and of all the custo-

mers and other prospective customers of defendant,

and knew further that the burden of defending all

suits brought against any of defendant's customers
or prospective customers primarily and essentially

rested upon this defendant.

XIX.
Nevertheless, the defendant shows that notwith-

standing these facts, plaintiff has been and is en-
deavoring to break up and to destroy the business
of this defendant, and to drive the said defendant
out of the field of manufacturing Water Cooling
Towers, and to prevent the sale of said manufac-
tured [23] article by this defendant within this
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district, and elsewhere, by its campaign of malicious

and untruthful representations as to the alleged

ownership of so-called basic patents by the plain-

tiff of its alleged infringement by this defendant

and by other misrepresentations against this defend-

ant, as aforesaid; that on information and belief

said plaintiff, by advertisements and otherwise, has

given great publicity to the bringing of this suit

and has sent out threatening communications, both

oral and written, to the customers and prospective

customers and agents of this defendant, making

unjust and untrue charges against this defendant,

and misrepresenting the character and nature of the

Water Cooling Towers manufactured by it,, and

representing that the same is in violation of certain

letters patent ; but said plaintiff has failed to specify

which of the claims of said patent alleged to be in-

fringed was, or are claimed to be, infringed, and has

failed to set out the nature of the claims, or other-

wise to inform the trade or the public in what re-

spects defendant's device was, or is an infringe-

ment, if at all, w^hereas, in truth and in fact the

device manufactured and sold by this defendant,

and by its agents and customers, is in no way similar

to, or like that upon which plaintiff owns, or claims

to own, patent rights, and as a matter of fact, the said

Coffey patent No. 1,010,020 sued on covers and

claims a device in w^hich the strips or drip bars of

the decks, between which the water drips in the

process of cooling, are specifically limited to being

*' separately fastened" and "loosely splined to-

gether" and by no reasonable construction could
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\\\v claims of said patent be read upon the device

made, used and/or sold by defendant herein; never-

tbeli'SvS, plaintiff, and its attorneys, have sent out,

and ai-e continuing- now to send out threatening let-

ters and conimunieations to customers and prospec-

tive customers of this defendant, and of its agents,

threatening them with litigation, and with claims

for damages, and other dire consequences, if they

buy or sell, or use the device manufactured by this

defendant; and that if these customers or prospec-

tive customers of the defendant attempted to buy

or install any [24] Water Cooling Towers made

by defendant, that it, plaintiff, would bring suit

against said purchasers or users, and intimating

that this Court w^ould grant an injunction against

such use of said devices; that plaintiff has sought

to intimidate, and have intimidated in many in-

stances prospective customers of the defendant by

plaintiff's reckless threats and intimation of whole-

sale and indiscriminate litigation, and as defendant

is informed and believes the otherwise libelous, ma-

licious and untrue statements concerning defendant

and its officers and business, and in some instances

defendant and its agents have lost the sale that de-

fendant, or its agents, would otherwise have legiti-

mately made.

XX.
That the business and goodwill of this defendant in

manufacturing and marketing the said Water Cool-

ing Towers is an important, valuable and profitable

business as plaintiff well knows; that plaintiff by

threatening litigation as aforesaid is harassing de-
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fendant and paralyzing defendant's legitimate

))usiness, net only in cooling towers bnt in its other

products; that by so doing plaintiff is throwing the

iinaneial burden of litigation upon defendant, and

()thei*wise by its unlawful acts aforesaid is causing

defendant serious financial loss, and loss of business

and injury to its reputation and goodwill; and if

allowed to continue for even a short time will cause

this defendant great and irreparable injury in car-

rying on its lawful business, for the reason that its

production and number of sales are relatively small

because the nature of the device restricts it to a

limited number of large concerns which need a

device of this nature, and the loss of a few cus-

tomers would result and has resulted in irreparable

injury, because where the needs of a customer are

satisfied he will not and does not need additional

equipment of this nature for many years; it being

common knowledge that when one of these devices

is installed it lasts for a very long time and does

not require replacement for many years, and that,

[25] therefore, when plaintiff by its unfair methods

as set forth above deprives defendant of a sale of

such a device, it means that every prospective cus-

tomer thusly intimidated is permanently removed

from the list of prospective purchasers of defend-

ant's device; and such unfair, unjust and unwar-

ranted acts by plaintiff greatly injure and impair

the salability of the defendant's said Water Cool-

ing Towers, and injure and impair the reputation

of this defendant, especially in view of the fact, as

defendant is informed and believes, plaintiff takes
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advantage of the situation thus created publicly

and extensivel\' to advertise the facts of this suit

aj^ainst the defendant's device, and all without just

or any cause.

XXL
Tliat this suit brought against this defendant

will determine the rights of the plaintiff and de-

fendant under said letters patent No. 1,010,020;

that there is no point at issue, or to be brought to

issue in connection with defendant's manufacture,

use and sale of said Water Cooling Towers or their

use by customers and prospective customers of de-

fendant that cannot be fully litigated in this action

;

that should the plaintiff prevail in this action it can

stop the further manufacture of this device by this

defendant, and thus accomplish in one action all

that the threatened additional actions would accom-

plish for it, and this defendant stands ready and

willing to bring the above-entitled cause on for trial

at the tirst open date in the above-entitled court

without unnecessary delay, so that this matter may
be quickly settled and the rights of the various

parties fully determined.

XXII.
Defendant shows that it has not conomitted any

wrongful, unlawful or unfair act in respect to the

premises at any time against the plaintiff; and that

plaintiff has not come into court with clean hands.

XXIII.
That the acts of the plaintiff herein complained

of [26] have not been done or made in good faith
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but maliciously and without just or reasonable cause

and solely for the purpose of harassino- and injuring

and causing, and has caused, irreparable injury to

this defendant, and to destroy its business and repu-

tation and goodwill, in an attempt to obtain a mo-

nopoly on behalf of plaintiff, to which the said

plaintiff is not rightfully entitled; that said acts of

the plaintiff have been done or made wilfully, ma-

liciously, falsely and fraudulently and by so doing

plaintiff has been guilty of unfair competition

against this defendant, and has libeled, slandered,

and damaged the property rights of this defendant,

and threatens to continue so to do, and defendant

believes plaintiff will continue so to do unless re-

strained by this Honorable Court.

XXIV.
Defendant further shows that unless the plaintiff

be restrained from bringing other suits in this dis-

trict and elsewhere against defendant's agents and

customers, and from continuing its unfair course

of threats and harassment as above set forth, im-

mediate and irreparable injury, and further loss

and damage will result to this defendant before this

case can come to tinal hearing and determination,

in that by reason of the nature of the Water Cooling

Tower device manufactured by defendant and which

is believed by defendant to be the device which is

alleged to infringe letters patent No. 1,010,020, the

number of possible customers is extremely limited.

XXV.
That defendant by reason of the acts of the plain-

tiff herein complained of has suffered great and
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irreparahlc damage from the said plaintiff, the

amount of which defendant cannot state, but is in

excess of the sum of fifty tliousand ($50,000.00)

doHars. [27]

COUNTERCLAIM—CAUSE 2.

And as a further setoff, counterclaim and cross-

complaint, and as being a cause of complaint which

miglit be the subject of an independent suit in Eq-

nity by this defendant, C. F. Braun & Co., against

l)laintiff herein. Cooling Tower Company, Inc., de-

fendant alleges:

XXVI.
That prior to the 18th day of January, 1918, one

Carl F. Braun was the original, first and sole in-

ventor of a certain new and useful invention en-

titled "Water Cooling Tower," and did upon said

date file in the Patent Office of the United States an

application for letters patent for said invention.

XXVII.
That thereafter, to wit, on the 23d day of March,

1920, letters patent for said invention No. 1,334,515

were granted, issued and delivered by the Govern-

ment of the United States unto the said Carl F.

Braun, in the name of the United States of America
and signed by the Commissioner of Patents of the

United States, whereby there was granted to the

said Carl F. Braun, his heirs or assigns, the sole

and exclusive right to make, use and vend the said

invention throughout the United States of America
and the territories thereof for a period of seventeen

(17) years from the 23d day of March, 1920; and
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that prior to the issuance of said letters patent all

proceedings were had and taken which were re-

quired by law to be had and taken prior to the is-

suance of letters patent for new and useful inven-

tions; and that a more particular description of

the invention so patented will appear in and by the

said letters patent, which are ready in court to be

produced by the defendant, and profert is hereby

made thereof.

XXVIII.
That prior to the 28th day of April, 1920, one

Carl F. Braun was the original, first and sole in-

ventor of a certain [28] new and useful invention

entitled "Water Cooling Tower" and did upon said

date file in the Patent Office of the United States

an application for letters patent for said invention.

XXIX.
That thereafter, to wit, on the 16th day of Janu-

ary, 1923, letters patent for said invention No. 1,-

442,784 were granted, issued and delivered by the

Government of the United States unto the said Carl

F. Braun, in the name of the United States of

America and signed by the Commissioner of Patents

of the United States, whereby there was granted

to the said Carl F. Braun, his heirs or assigns, the

sole and exclusive right to make, use and vend the

said invention throughout the United States of

America and the territories thereof for a period of

seventeen (17) years from the 16th day of January,

1923; and that prior to the issuance of said letters

patent all proceedings were had and taken which

were required by law to be had aiul taken prior to
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the issuaneo of letters patent for new and useful

inventions; and tliat a more particular description

of the invention so patented mil appear in and by

the said letters patent, which are ready in court to

]>e produced l)y the plaintiff, and profert is hereby

made thereof.

XXX.
That said Carl F. Braun, by an instrument in

writing, duly sold, assigned and transferred unto

the defendant herein, all right, title and interest

in and to said Braun letters patent No. 1,334,515

and No. 1,442,784, and each of them, together with

all rights of action and claims for damages and

profits accrued or accruing since the issuance of

said letters patent, and each of them, and that the

defendant herein is the sole and exclusive ovnier of

all the right, title and interest in and to the said

inventions and the respective letters patent there-

for aforesaid and is solely entitled to bring and

maintain this setoff, counterclaim and cross-com-

plaint. [29]

XXXI.
That prior to and since the issuance of said re-

spective letters patent and the assignments of same

as aforesaid, defendant herein, C. F. Braun & Co.,

has gone to great expense and made great efforts

to introduce the said Water Cooling Towers to the

public and has created a favorable impression

thereof with the trade and has spent large sums of

money in developing plant and equipment for the

manufacture of same and has spent years of time in

the development of a substantial and lucrative busi-
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ness, and except for the infringements by plaintiff

herein complained of, the defendant herein has en-

joyed the monopoly granted by said respective

letters patent and the public generally has acqui-

esced therein ; and since the grant of said respective

letters patent, the defendant herein has given notice

to the public that the same were patented by affixing

to said manufactured Water Cooling Towers the

word "Patented," together with the day and year

in which the said respective letters patent were

granted.

XXII.
That the plaintiff herein, well knowing the prem-

ises and the rights secured to defendant herein, and

since the issuance of said respective letters patent

as aforesaid and within the six (6) years last past,

and within the Southern Division of the Northern

Judicial District of California and within the juris-

diction of this court, and elsewhere within the

United States, did, without the license or consent

of defendant herein and in infringement of the

aforesaid respective letters patent and of the claims

thereof, and each of them, and in violation of de-

fendant's rights thereunder, practice and use the

said invention by the manufacture, sale and use of

devices made according to the said respective letters

patent and described and claimed in the said respec-

tive letters patent, and in violation of each and all of

the claims thereof, and threatens to continue the said

infringement; and by reason of the said infringe-

ment the plaintiff. Cooling Tower Company, [30]

Inc., has realized large profits and defendant, C. F.
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Braiin & Co., has suffered large damages, but the

amount of such profits and damages is unknown to

det'cMidant and can be ascertained only by an ac-

counting.

XXIII,

That ])laintiff hei'ein threatens to continue in-

definitely the said infringement herein complained

of, and unless restrained therefrom by this Court

will continue the same, whereby defendant will suf-

fer great and irreparable damage for which there

is no plain, speedy or adequate remedy at law.

WHEKEFORE, defendant prays a decree of this

Court as follows:

First. That the bill of complaint filed by plain-

tiff herein shall be dismissed.

Second. That a writ of injunction, provisional

during the pendency of this suit as well as perma-

nent, shall issue out of this court, enjoining and re-

straining the plaintiff, its officers, directors, clerks,

attorneys, servants, agents and employees from

issuing letters or advertisements, or publishing

statements in any form whatsoever, either written

or oral, claiming that defendant's Water Cooling

Tower devices infringe said alleged letters patent

No. 1,010,020 or any other letters patent of plain-

tiff, and from sending circulars or letters to any

customer, representative, or prospective customer,

or prospect of this defendant, threatening such

person or persons with litigation or prosecu-

tion, or with the costs and expenses of litigation,

or otherwise publishing statements, either written or

oral, intended or by reasonable construction likely
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or apt to cause injury or damage to this defendant

in the business of manufacture, use and/or sale of

said Water Cooling Towers.

Third. That the Court will in rendering vsaid

decree for an injunction against said unfair compe-

tition of the plaintiff, and improper use of the al-

leged ownership of the said Coffey Patent in suit

No. 1,010,020, assess, or cause to be assessed against

this plaintiff' the damages which defendant has sus-

tained by [31] reason of such unlawful and un-

fair acts of the plaintiff, as recited herein, and also

the profits which have accrued to the plaintiff by

reason of its unlawful acts, as aforesaid.

Fourth. That the Court will increase the amount

of said damages by reason of plaintiff's willful, ma-

licious and oppressive interference with the defend-

ant's rights.

Fifth. That upon the filing of this setoff, coun-

terclaim and cross-complaint a preliminary injunc-

tion be granted enjoining and restraining plaintiff,

its officers, directors, clerks, attorneys, agents, ser-

vants and employees, pendente lite, either directly

or indirectly, from making, using or selling any de-

vice or devices which infringe upon said respective

letters patent No. 1,334,515 and No. 1,442,784, or

either of them, or from contributing to any such

infringement.

Sixth. That upon final hearing said plaintiff,

its officers, directors, clerks, attorneys, agents ser-

vants and employees be permanently and finally

enjoined and restrained from either directly or in-

directly making, using or selling any device or de-
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vices which infringe upon said respective letters

patent No. 1,334,515 and No. 1,442,784, or either of

tlicni, or from contrilniting to any such infringe-

ment.

Seventh. That the defendant have and recover

from the plaintiff the profits realized by the said

l)laintiff and the damages sustained by the defend-

ant from and by reason of the infringement afore-

said, and that because of the vicious and malicious

manner of the infringement, and the unfair prac-

tices adopted by plaintiff in comiection with such

infringement that such damages be trebled.

Eighth. That the defendant be awarded and de-

creed to recover from plaintiff its costs and dis-

bursements in this suit and such other and further

relief as to the Court may seem proper and in ac-

cordance with good conscience.

C. F. BRAUN & CO.

By OHAS. E. TOWNSEND,
Its Attorney.

CHAS. E. TOWNSEND,
WM. A. LOFTUS,
WM. S. GRAHAM,

Solicitors and Counsel for Defendant.

[32]

United States of America,

Northern District of California,

City and County of San Francisco,—ss.

Carl F. Braun, being duly sworn, deposes and

says that he is president of €. F. Braun & Co., de-

fendant in the within entitled action; that he has

read the foregoing answer and counterclaim and
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knows the contents thereof; that the same is true

of his own knowledge, except as to the matters

w^hich are therein stated on information or belief,

and as to those matters, that he believes them to be

true.

CARL F. BRAUN.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 10th day

of February, 1923.

[Seal] W. W. HEALEY,

Notary Public in and for the City and County of

San Francisco, State of California.

Receipt of a copy of the within answer admitted

this 20th day of February, A. D. 1923.

EDWARD A. O^BRIEN,
Atty. for Plff.

[Endorsed]: Filed Feb. 20, 1923. Walter B.

Maling, Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy Clerk.

[33]

In the Southern Division of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, Second Di\ision.

IN EQUITY—No. 923.

COOLING TOWER COMPANY, INC. (a Cor-

poration),

Plaintiff,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & CO. (a Corporation),

Defendant.
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REPLY OF PLAINTIFF.

Cooling Tower Company, Inc., the plaintiff above

named, for its reply to the answer of the defendant,

C. F. Braun & Co., above named, admits, denies and

alleges as follows:

REPLY TO SETOFF, COUNTERCLAIM AND
CROSS-COMPLAINT—CAUSE ONE.

L It is without knowledge of the several allega-

tions in paragraph numbered XIII of the answer

and therefore leaves defendant to make such proof

thereof as it may be advised, and it denies that it

has in any manner or form been guilty of any un-

lawful acts.

2. Repljnng to paragraph numbered XIV of

the answer, plaintiff denies that it has, at any time,

made any improper or unlawful use of its ownership

of any patents or of the patent in suit and denies

that it has made any improper or unlawful use of

this suit or of the fact of bringing the same, or that

it has, in any manner, harassed, annoyed, injured

or damaged the defendant or its agents or customers

in their business or otherwise and it denies all of

the [34] allegations contained in said paragraph.

3. In reply to paragraph numbered XV of the

answer, plaintiff admits that it is engaged in the

sale and construction of water cooling towers and

that the defendant is a competitor in the said busi-

ness field and plaintiff denies that it is now or has

at any other time, unlawfully, maliciously or im-

properly, misused its ownership of any patents or
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of the letters patent in snit, No. 1,010,020 and it

denies that it has made any malicious or untrue

representations in any way or that it has endeavored

improperly to secure any trade of the defendant or

of the defendant's agents or to injure the reputa-

tion, trade or goodwill of the defendant and it

denies that it has committed any acts to the injury

or damage of defendant or of its business, goodwill

or reputation, and it denies all of the allegations

contained in said paragraph.

4. In reply to paragraph numbered XVI of the

answer, it denies that it has written letters or other-

wise made representations to any customer, pros-

pective customers or prospects of the defendant other

than lawfully and in the regular course of business

and it denies that it has unlawfully or maliciously

alleged that the defendant was, at one time, its

agent or that the defendant stole the plaintiff's de-

sign but alleges the facts to be that the defendant

did, at one time, act as agent of plaintiff and its

predecessor and that the defendant did unlawfully

and maliciously appropriate and use the design and

style of cooling tower originated and used by the

plaintiff and it admits that it has alleged that the

alleged towers of the defendant were simulations

of the designs and towers of plaintiff" and its pre-

decessor and it admits that it has, in the course of

business, alleged that [35] defendant was in-

fringing certain patent rights of the plaintiff and

it alleges that the statements so made by plaintiff,

were and are true, and it admits and alleges that

various users of Cooling Towers asserted by the
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defendant to be its customers, were the customers

of the plaintiff and it alleges that it advertised its

Cooling Towers throughout the United States and

alleges that all of its acts and doings in the premises

wei-e lawful and proper and it alleges that the de-

fendant has resorted to unfair means in getting

business, to wit, in that the defendant did, in cir-

culars, literature and otherwise, use and publish the

designs of the plaintiff and its predecessor and did

falsely and fraudulently claim and assert that the

said designs of the plaintiff and its predecessor

were the designs of the defendant and it admits

that it has threatened to institute suits against

users of Cooling Towers and other devices which

infringe the patent rights of the plaintiff and that

it lawfully and by proper means, has, at all times,

endeavored to protect its rights in the premises and

it denies that any representations made by it were

false or that the same constituted a slander on the

business of defendant and denies that any damage

or injury resulted to the defendant, except such

damage as resulted from the natural and proper

business competition of plaintiff and its predeces-

sor and it denies that it has, in any way, unlawfully

damaged or injured defendant or its business.

5. Replying to paragraph numbered XVII of

the answer, plaintiff admits that on or about the

first day of July, 1918, it sent a letter to Union Oil

Company, a fragment of which is substantially

quoted in said paragraph, but it denies that the said

Union Oil Company was a customer of [36] de-

fendant and prays leave to produce the whole of the
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said letter before this Court, and it denies that the

said letter was false or malicious or that it was so

known to be; it is without knowledge as to whether

the defendant, as early as the year 1915, called for

bids from other manufacturers, but it admits and al-

leges that in or about the year 1915, and prior

thereto, the defendant applied to the predecessor of

plaintiff, the Mitchell-Tappen Company for local

agency for the sale of products of the said Mitchell-

Tappen Company and it admits that two Cooling

Towers of the said Mitchell-Tappen Company were

erected for the Shell Company and alleges that at

said time, the said defendant was acting as sales

agent for the said Mitchell-Tappen Company and

that the said Shell Company applied to the Mitchell-

Tappen Company for prices and estimates relative

to the said towers prior to taking the matter up

with the defendant and it alleges the fact to be that

the defendant did, at that time, to wit, in the year

1915, or thereabouts and prior thereto, represent the

said Mitchell-Tappen Company as its local sales

representative in the State of California and it

denies that the defendant did not have any dealings

with the said Mitchell-Tappen Company other than

for the steel work for the towers aforesaid and al-

leges the facts to be that the defendant, at said time,

had dealings with the said Mitchell-Tappen Com-

pany relative to the sales agency for said Cooling

Towers and that the prospective customers in said

territory were, at said time, referred by the Mitch-

ell-Tappen Company to the defendant and defend-

ant alleges that the said Mitchell-Tappen Company,
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through the said defendant, did, in 'or about the

year 1915, sell two Cooling Towers to the said Shell

Company and it admits that on or about July 11,

1918, it wrote a letter to Standard Oil Company,

a part of which is quoted [37] substantially in

the said paragraph, but it is without knowledge as

to whether said Standard Oil Company then was a

customer of defendant and leaves the defendant to

make such proof thereof as it may be advised, and

it denies that any statements contained in the said

letter were or are false, malicious or untrue or that

they were so 'known to be by the plaintiff and al-

leges that the facts stated in the said letter were

and are true.

It admits that on or about July 18, 1918, a letter

substantially as quoted in the said paragraph was

received by it from one Charles E. Townsend pur-

porting to be the attorney for the defendant and

it admits that in answer thereto, a letter dated

July 30, 1918, substantially in the form quoted in

the said paragraph was sent to Dewey, Strong and

Tovmsend of San Francisco and it admits that a

letter dated August 28, 1918, substantially as quoted

in the said paragraph, was sent by said Charles E.

Townsend, purporting to <be the attorney for the

defendant and it denies that no reply to said

letter was sent and alleges the fact to be that a

reply was sent to said letter and was received by

the said attorney for the defendant, as plaintiff

verily believes, and it admits that no suit was

brought at that time for the reason that defendant,

though requested so to do, refused to give plaintiff
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information as to its acts and plaintiff was unable

to obtain the definite information relating thereto,

and it denies that it did, in any manner, unlawfully

harass, annoy or attempt to intimidate any cus-

tomers or prospective customers of defendant

lierein, and except as herein expressly admitted,

plaintiff denies the allegations in said paragraph.

6. Replying to paragraph numbered XVIII of

the [38] answer, plaintiff denies that it had

]vnowledge that a suit, then brought against de-

fendant, would settle any legal or equitable ques-

tions of difference and denies that it knew that

the burden of defending any suit brought against

a customer of defendant would be undertaken by

the defendant and it alleges the fact to be that it

believed at that time and still believes that the

defendant would, by unlawful and dilatory tactics,

attempt to conceal the true facts and would by

reason of the distance separating the parties geo-

graphically, put the plaintiff to great expense and

annoyance in the prosecution of the said suit and

the said belief was based upon the refusal of

the defendant to give the plaintiff information as

to the infringing devices manufactured or sold by

it and the unlawful and malicious appropriation

by the defendant of the business of the plaintiff

and its predecessor and of the plaintiff's Cooling

Towers and of photographs and cuts thereof, and

it denies the allegations contained in paragraph

numbered XVIII.

7. Replying to paragraph numbered XIX of

the answer, plaintiff' denies that it has, at any
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time, endoavorcd to "break up or destroy the lawful

))iisiness of tlie defendant or to drive the defendant

out of any lawful business or to drive the defendant

out of the field of manufacturing water cooling

towers or to prevent the sale, by the defendant, of

any lawful devices, but alleges that it has endea-

vored to prevent the defendant from unlawfully

and wrongfull}" appropriating the designs and busi-

ness of the plaintiff and it denies that it has, in

any manner, made use of anj^ malicious or untruth-

ful representations or statements as to the owner-

ship of any patents by it or of the infringement

thereof by defendant or that it has made any mis-

representations against the [39] defendant as al-

leged in the said answer or otherwise and alleges the

fact to be, that all of its statements or representa-

tions in the premises have been and are true and

it denies that it has, in any manner, given unlaw-

ful or improper publicity to the bringing of this

suit or the fact of this suit and denies that it has,

in any manner, unlawfully threatened any persons,

either customers, propective customers, or agents

of defendant or otherwise, except such proper

warning notices as may have been lawfully sent

out in connection with the prosecution of the plain-

tiff's lawful business and it denies that it has

made any unjust or untrue charges against the

defendant or that it has misrepresented the charac-

ter or nature or otherwise of any Cooling Towers

manufactured by it or otherwise, but it admits

that it has alleged and does now allege that the

manufacture or sale of the pretended Cooling
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Towers of the defendant constituted and do con-

stitute a violation of the patent rights of the

plaintiff, and it denies that it has, in any manner,

concealed any of its claims whatever, but alleges

that it has given the same as full and complete

publicity as was lawful and proper in connection

with the prosecution of its business and it denies

that the device manufactured and sold by the de-

fendant and its agents and used by its customers is

not similar to or like the devices of plaintiff and al-

leges the fact to be that the devices of the defendant

are simulations and copies of the devices originated

by the plaintiff and its predecessor and it denies

that the scope and nature of the plaintiff's patent

No. 1,010,020 is properly, correctly or truly set

forth in the said paragraph and begs leave to refer

to the said letters patent or a duly certified copy

thereof here in Court to be produced and it alleges

that the devices of the defendant constitute an

infringement of the plaintiff's [40] said letters

patent and it denies that it has, in any manner,

unlawfully sent out letters, communications or

notices relative to its rights under said letters

patent and alleges that all of the letters, communica-

tions and notices issued by it, have been lawful

and proper and alleges the fact to be that it in-

tends, in good faith, to prosecute, promptly and dili-

gently, all infringements of the said letters patent

and of any and all letters patent owned by it and

it admits that it has notified users of Cooling Towers

of its rights and intentions in the premises and

it admits and alleges the fact to be that it verily
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believes that this Court will grant injunctions re-

straining the unlawful use, manufacture or sale

of infringements of its patents, and it admits that

if has so stated to users of Cooling Towers and
devices and it denies that it has, in any manner,

sought to improperly or unlawfully intimidate any
customers of the defendant and it denies that it

has made any unlawful or improper threats or

that it has ever threatened or intimated an in-

tention to prosecute, wholesale, indiscriminate or,

improper litigation in connection with its said

patents or otherwise and except as herein expressly

omitted, all the allegations in said paragraph are

denied.

8. In reply to paragraph numbered XX of the

answer, plaintiff is without knowledge as to the

value or importance of the defendant's busmess or

whether the same is profitable to the defendant,

but verily believes that the profits and business

unlawfully obtained by the defendant by the in-

fringement of the plaintiff's patent rights and the

copying of the plaintiff's designs has been profitable

io the defendant and has greatly injured the

plaintiif, and it denies that it has, in any manner,

improperly injured or damaged the [41] de-

fendant's legitimate business, and denies that it

is, in any manner, causing defendant any loss of

any nature, except that it is endeavoring to obtain

from the defendant the profits unlawfully obtained

by it from the manufacture, use and sale of the

plaintiff's devices and denies that the plaintiff's

acts will constitute or cause any loss or damage
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to the defendant improperly, but allei^es the Tact

to be that the defendant will be, as a result tjiereof,

merely deprived of the unlawful, improper and
illegal gains made by it from the infringement of

the plaintiff's patent and the infringements of

plainliff's rights, and it denies that it has been

guilty of any unfair, unjust or unlawful acts and
alleges the fact to be that all of the acts of plain-

tiff have been lawful and it denies that it has

improperly advertised or made use of the facts of

this suit and it denies all of the allegations jn said

paragraph.

9. In reply to paragraph numbered XXI of the

answer, plaintiff admits that it believes that this

suit will establish the rights of the plaintiff under

its said letters patent No. 1,010,020 and will con-

vict the defendant of infringement thereof and it

is without knowledge as to whether there is any

point at issue or to be brought in issue in con-

nection with the defendant's manufacture, use

and sale of said Cooling Towers or their use by

customers and prospective customers of defendant

that cannot be fully determined in this action and

it alleges that it desires to fully litigate the said

matter and to enforce its claims and rights against

the defendant and it admits that if it prevails

in this action, it will stop the further manufacture

of infringing devices by the defendant. [42]

10. Replying to paragraph numbered XXII of

the answer, it denies the allegations contained in

the said paragraph and alleges the fact to be that

the defendant has, as herein set forth, committed
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wron^iil, unlawful aud unfair acts in its competi-

tion with the plaintiff and alleges that the plaintiff

has not heen guilty of any unlawful or improper

acts on its part.

11. Replying to paragraph numbered XXIII
of the answer, the plaintiff denies that its acts

have not been done or made in good faith and

alleges that it has, in good faith, and fairly and

with proper and reasonable cause, done all acts

in the premises and denies that it has, in any man-

ner, improperly harassed or injured or that it

is causing or has caused any injury unlawfully to

the defendant or that it has done any act or thing

tending to destroy the business of the defendant

or its reputation or goodwill unlawfully, and alleges

that any injury or damage to the reputation or

goodwill of the defendant will result solely from

the defendant's own unlawful, malicious and

fraudulent acts as herein set forth and its infringe-

ment of the plaintiff's rights and it denies that it

has, in any manner, attempted to unlawfully obtain

a monopoly to which it is not rightfully and law-

fully entitled and denies that it has been guilty

of any wilful, malicious, false or fraudulent act

as alleged in the said paragraph or otherwise and

it denies that it has been guilty of unfair competi-

tion against the defendant and it denies that it

has libelled, slandered or damaged the rights of

the defendant or that it threatens to continue so

to do and alleges the fact to be that the defendant

has willfully, malicious^, falsely and fraudulently

conducted and carried on a course of unfair com-
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petition in an unlawful, wicked and [43] ma-
licious intent to obtain the business of the plaintiff

and to unfairl}^ compete with the plaintiff.

12. Replying to paragraphs numbered XXIV
and XXV of the answer, the plaintiff herein denies

the same.

For a separate defense to the Cause One of the

alleged setoff, counterclaim and cross-complaint con-

tained in the answer of the defendant, plaintiff

alleges

:

13. That in the year 1914 and for a long time

prior thereto Mitchell-Tappen Company was and

had been engaged in the business of producing and

selling devices including water cooling towers of

great merit and had expended large sums of

money in perfecting the same and making the

same valuable to itself and the public and ex-

pended large sums of money in advertising, in-

troducing and popularizing its said devices and

at great expense employed experts and engineers

who were engaged in solving the problems at-

tending the atmospheric cooling of water as pre-

sented by the requirements of users of such devices

and its devices and service and acquired and then

had a high reputation for efficiency and value.

14. On or about November 21, 1914, the de-

fendant applied to the said Mitchell-Tappen Com-

pany for information as to its said devices and

the sale thereof and stated that it had theretofore

sold Cooling Towers for others but of a type dif-

ferent from the devices of said Mitchell-Tappen

Company; that it no longer represented such other
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manufacturer and was desirous of making arrange-

ments for the sale of another device of equal or

superior merit.

15. Pursuant to said request of the defendant

[44] said Mitchell-Tappen Company furnished de-

fendant with the infoimation requested and ad-

vised it as to the compensation which would be

allowed for the sale of its devices and further nego-

tiations were had and as a result thereof the defend-

ant imdertook for value to sell the devices of said

Mitchell-Tappen Company in the State of Cali-

fornia and vicinity.

16. Pursuant thereto, Mitchell-Tappen Company
furnished said defendant with the names of prospec-

tive customers and with other information and in-

structions and assisted defendant in procuring

customers for its said cooling towers and devices.

17. Defendant accepted said business and with

the assistance of said Mitchell-Tappen Company,

two of its said cooling towers were sold through

the defendant to Shell 'Company in the State of

California and were erected and installed at its

plant.

18. Thereafter defendant undertook to manu-

facture and sell water cooling towers and devices

on its own account and with the wrongful and

fraudulent purpose and intent of obtaining the

business of said Mitchell-Tappen Company and

of making sales to its customers and prospective

customers the defendant caused photographs of

the said Water Cooling Towers of the said MitcheU-

Tappen Company to be made and advertised and
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iniblished the same as devices of defendant's manu-
facture and wrongfully and fraudulently pretended
to be the manufacturer of the genuine Mitchcll-

Tappcn Compan}^ devices and used the mechani-
cal drawings obtained from said Mitchell-Tap-

pen Company for the purpose of manufacturing
imitations of the genuine devices and thereby and
by fraud and device obtained business and en-

deavored to [45] obtain business intended for

said Mitchell-Tappen Company and continues so

to do and the said defendant has thereby and by
means of inferior devices sold as the genuine and
efficient devices of plaintiff greatly damaged the

business reputation of the genuine water cooling

towers.

19. Plaintiff has succeeded to the branch of

the business of said Mitchell-Tappen Company
which includes cooling towers and devices and now
carries on said business at the city of New York and

elsewhere and advertises and sells its said devices

throughout the United States and maintains the

high quality, efficiency and reputation thereof estab-

lished by its predecessor, Mitchell-Tappen Company

and is and has been continually obstructed,

damaged and injured in its business by the afore-

said unlawful acts and competition of defendant.

20. That plaintiff' requested that the defendant

discontinue its unlawful practices and was in-

formed by counsel for defendant that it had dis-

continued the unlawful use of pictures of plaintiff" 's

cooling devices in its advertising literature and

plaintiff by letter to defendant's counsel requested
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tliat it be iiiforaicd as to whether the defendant

had used plaintiff's plans and drawings for the

construction of such devices but such information

was refused, and defendant has endeavored to con-

ceal its unlawful acts from plaintiff.

21. That the letters, communications and state-

ments made by it as alleged in the said answer of

the defendant and otherwise were lawfully and

properly made by it for the purpose of lawfull}^

carrying on its said business.

REPLYING TO THE COUNTEECLAIM,
CAUSE 2, plaintiff alleges:

22. Replying to paragraph numbered XXVI of

[46] the answer, plaintiff denies that Carl F.

Braun was, at any time, the inventor of any in-

vention as alleged in said paragraph or otherwise,

but admits that on or about January 18, 1918,

the said Carl F. Braun did file in the United States

Patent Office, an application for letters patent.

23. Replying to paragraph numbered XXVII
of the answer, plaintiff admits that on March 23,

1920, letters patent Xo. 1,334,515, were issued to

Carl F. Braun but denies that said alleged letters

patent were valid and denies that said letters

patent were effective to grant any exclusive right

to make, use or vend the alleged invention therein

set forth and denies that the said Carl F. Braun

was entitled to a patent thereon under the provi-

sions of the Patent Laws of the United States and

denies that the proceedings required by law to

be had or taken prior to the issuance of said letters

patent were had or taken.
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24. Replying to paragraph numbered XXVriT
of the answer, plaintiff denies that on April 28,

1920, or at any other time, said Carl F. Braun
was the inventor of any invention within the mean-
ing of the patent laws of the United States and is

not informed, except by the said answer, whether
or not upon said date the said Carl F. Braun did

file in the United States Patent Office, an applica-

tion for letters patent for said alleged invention.

25. Replying to paragraph numbered XXIX of

the answer, plaintiff admits that on January 16,

1923, letters patent No. 1,442,784 were issued to

Carl F. Braun but denies that said letters patent

were effective to grant to the said Carl F. Braun

any right to make, use or vend said alleged inven-

tion and denies that the proceedings required [47]

by law to be had and taken prior to the issuance

of the said letters patent were so had and taken.

26. Replying to paragraph numbered XXX of

the answer, plaintiff is without knowledge as to

whether the said Carl F. Braun assigned any alleged

interest in the said alleged letters patent No. 1,344,-

515 and No. 1,442,784 or any claims arising out of

said letters patent or either of them to the defend-

ant and denies that the defendant is the owner of

any right, title or interest in or to the said alleged

inventions or the said alleged letters patent, or that

it is entitled to bring or maintain its alleged set-

off*, counterclaim and cross-complaint.

27. Replying to paragraph numbered XXXI of

the answer, plaintiff denies that the defendant has,

at any time, gone to any expense or made any effort
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to introduce the said alleged Water Cooling Towers

to the public and denies that it has created any

favorable impression thereof or that it has spent

any money in connection with the manufacture of

the same or the development of the alleged business

and denies that the alleged rights of the defendant

have been acquiesced in and denies that the defend-

ant has given notice of its alleged patent as alleged

in the said paragraph or otherwise and denies each

allegation in the said paragraph.

28. Replying to paragraph numbered XXXII
of the answer, plaintiff denies that it has at the time

alleged in said paragraph or at any other time, and

at any place infringed the alleged letters patent

of the defendant or any of the claims thereof or

that he has in any manner violated any rights of

the defendant and denies that it has realized any

gain or profit therefrom or that the defendant has

[48] suffered an}^ damage by reason of any acts

of the plaintiff and denies every allegation in the

said paragraph.

29. Replying to paragraph numbered XXXIII
of the answer, plaintiff denies that it has ever in-

fringed or threatened to infringe any rights of the

defendant and denies every allegation in the said

paragraph. [49]

20. For a further and separate defense and re-

ply to said counterclaim. Cause 2, plaintiff alleges

that by reason of the state of the prior art exist-

ing at the time of said alleged invention by the

said Carl F. Braun of the device or devices alleged

to be patented in and by the said alleged letters
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patent No. 1,334,515 and No. 1,442,784 and each of

them the said device or devices and each of them

were not an invention or inventions and did not re-

quire an exercise of the inventive faculties for it

or their production and were not patentable and

that for that reason the said alleged letters patent

No. 1,334,515 and No. 1,442,784 and each of them

were and are null, void and of no effect.

31. For a further and separate defense and re-

ply plaintiff alleges that said Carl F. Braun was

not the original or first or sole or any inventor or

discoverer of the alleged invention, alleged to be

patented in and by the said alleged letters patent

No. 1,344,515, or any or all of the claims thereof,

or of any material or substantial part thereof, but

that prior to the alleged invention thereof by the

said Carl F. Braun and more than two years prior

to the filing of the application for said alleged let-

ters patent, the said alleged invention and every

material and substantial part thereof, had been

shown, described and patented in and by each of the

following letters patent of the United States of

America, and had been invented by each of the pat-

entees named in each of said letters patent and each of

the said patentees is the first and original inventor

thereof and at all times was using reasonable dili-

gence in adapting and perfecting the same and the

respective places of residence of said patentees,

are, as plaintiff is informed and verily believes,

respectively set forth in said letters patent, to wit:

[50]

'

-.-^
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Patent No . Date of Patent. Patentee.

H452 May 7, 1867 F. Schweikhart

107,9r)0 Oct. 4, 1870 H. Anderson

111,292 Jan. 24, 1871 F. Windhausen

394,921 Dec. 18, 1888 A. Hallowell

395,691 Jan. 8, 1889 F. Carlisle

382,155 May 1, 1888 C. C. Hanford

430,881 June 24, 1890 J. Popper

444,558 Jan. 13, 1891 J. Klein

477,755 June 28, 1892 G. E. Hanisch

481,955 Sept. 6, 1892 F. Kaiser

537,392 Apr. 9, 1895 F. H. Moore

594,440 Nov. 30, 1897 J, Stocker et al.

621,718 Mar. 21, 1899 J. M. Seymour, Jr.

626,390 June 6, 1890 J. McCreery

638,931 Dee. 12, 1899 E. D. Kimball et al.

649,573 May 15, 1900 G. K. Fischer et aL

653,418 July 10, 1900 W. R. Jennison

661,192 Nov. 6, 1900 W. Ostendorf

666,361 Jan. 22, 1901 I. D. Snead

693,625 Feb. 18, 1902 H. B. Schmidt

700,990 May 27, 1902 Stocker

710,857 Oct. 7, 1902 W. Griesser

746,277 Dec. 8, 1903 J. N. Brennan

808,050 Dec. 19, 1905 F. Hauswirth

707,042 Aug. 12, 1902 C. H. Wheeler et al.

821,561 May 22, 1906 C. H. Wheeler et aL

836,702 Nov. 27, 1906 W. Ostendorf

890,332 June 9, 1908 E. Burhorn

844,336 Feb. 19, 1907 H. L. Doherty

826,658 July 24, 1906 W. W. Harris

412,886 Oct. 15, 1889 Hopper [51]
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Patent No. (cont.;) Date of Patent. Patentee.

902,875 Nov. 3, 1908 B. F. Hart, Jr.

907,874 Dee. 8, 1908 Haverstick

973,163 Oct. 18, 1910 E. Burhorn

978,986 Dec. 20, 1910 E. Burhorn

1,014,371 Jan. 9, 1912 E. Burhorn

1,050,909 Jan. 21, 1913 F. Bauer

1,052,226 Feb. 4, 1913 W. D. Douglas

1,128,513 Feb. 16, 1915 Gr. A. Eichards

1,118,267 Nov. 24, 1914 E. Burhorn

—and in addition to the above-mentioned patents,

plaintiff verily believes and alleges the fact to be

that there are many others of which it is not at

this time advised and prays leave to insert the same

herein or to set the same up by an amended answer

when the same become known.

32. As a further separate and special defense

and reply plaintiff alleges that the alleged invention

attempted to be patented in and by the said alleged

letters patent No. 1,334,515 was described in vari-

ous printed publications prior to the alleged in-

A'ention or discovery thereof by the said Carl F.

Braun and more than two years prior to his appli-

cation for said alleged letters patent therefor, to wit,

in the several letters patent above set forth which

were severally printed and published on the said

dates respectively set forth at the city of Washing-

ton, D. C. and in various other publications, the

names and places of publication of which are [52]

at this time unknown to plaintiff but which it prays

leave to set up by amendment to this answer and

reply when the same are discovered and become

known to plaintiff.
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33. As a separate and special defense and reply

the plaintiff alleges that the alleged invention at-

tempted to be patented by the said Carl F. Braun

in letters patent No. 1,334,515 and all of the sub-

ject matter thereof was known to and in open no-

torious publico use by others than the said Carl F.

Braun in the United States prior to the alleged

invention or discovery thereof by him and for more

than two years prior to his alleged application for

the aforesaid alleged letters patent and among

others by the said several patentees above men-

tioned and at the places of residence specified in

their aforesaid letters patent and at and prior to

the dates of the said several patents and by Barton

H. Coffey of and at the city of New York, in the

State of New York, by Louis A. Phillips of and at

the city of New York in the State of New
York and by others whose names and addresses

and the places of use are at this time luiknown to

plaintiff but which it prays leave to insert herein by

amendment when discovered.

34. For a further separate and special defense

and reply plaintiff alleges that for the purpose of

deceiving the public, the description and specifica-

tion filed by the said Carl F. Braun in the Patent

Office in his application for the said letters patent

No. 1,334,515 was made to contain less than the

whole truth relative to his invention or alleged dis-

covery or more than is necessary to produce the de-

sired result and further that the said alleged in-

vention and the said alleged patent is lacking in

novelty or utility and the quality of invention and
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tlie said letters patent No. 1,334,515 and each of

the claims thereof are invalid in all respects. [53]

35. For a further separate defense and reply

plaintiff alleges that the said Carl F. Braun was

not the original or first or sole or any inventor or

discoverer of the alleged invention alleged to be

patented in and by the said alleged letters patent

No. 1,442,784 or any or all of the claims thereof or

of any material or substantial part thereof, but that

prior to the alleged invention thereof by the said

Carl F. Braun and more than two years prior to

the filing of the application for the said letters

patent, the said invention and every material and

substantial part thereof had been shown, described

and patented in and by each of the letters patent

herein above set forth and in each of the fol-

lowing letters patent of the United States of

America and had been invented by each of the pat-

entees named in each of the said letters patent and

each of the said patentees is the first and original

inventor thereof and at all times was using rea-

sonable diligence in adapting and perfecting the

same and the respective places of residence of said

patentees are as plaintiff is informed and believes,

respectively set forth in the said letters patent, to

wit:
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No. of Patent Date Patentee

430,881 June 24, 1890 eJ. Popper

594,440 Nov. 30, 1897 J. Stocker et al.

621,718 Mar. 31, 1899 J. M. Seymour, Jr.

649,593 May 15, 1900 G. K. Fischer et al.

661,192 Nov. 6, 1900 W. Ostendorf

693,625 Feb. 18, 1902 H. B. Schmidt

710,857 Oct. 7, 1902 W. Griesser

821,561 Ma}^ 22, 1906 C. H. Wheeler, et al.

902,875 Nov. 3, 1908 B. F. Hart, Jr.

973,163 Oct. 18, 1910 E. Burhorn

122,937 Jan. 23, 1872 A. Derrom

[54]

826,390 June 6, 1899 J. McCreery

1,228,207 May 29, 1917 B. F. Hart

—and in addition to the above-mentioned patents,

plaintiff verily believes and alleges the fact to be

that there are many others of v^hich it is not at this

time advised and prays leave to insert the same

herein or to set the same up by an amended an-

swer and reply when the same become known.

36. As a further separate and special defense

and reply plaintiff alleges that the alleged invention

attempted to be patented in and by the said alleged

letters patent No. 1,442,784 was described in various

printed publications prior to the alleged invention

or discovery thereof by the said Carl F. Braun and

more than two years prior to his application for

said alleged letters patent therefor, to wit, in the

several letters patent above set forth which were

severally printed and published on the said dates

respectively set forth at the city of Washington,
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D. C, and in various other publications the names

and places of publication of which are at this time

unknown to plaintiff but which it prays leave to

set up by amendment to this answer and reply when

the same are discovered and become known to plain-

tiff.

37. As a separate and special defense and reply

the plaintiff alleges that the alleged invention at-

tempted to be patented by the said Carl F. Braun

in letters patent No. 1,442,784 and all of the sub-

ject matter thereof was known to and in open

notorious public use b}^ others than the said Carl

F. Braun in the United States prior to the alleged

invention or discovery thereof hj him and for more

than two years prior to his alleged application for

the aforesaid [55] alleged letters patent and

among others by the said several patentees above

mentioned and at the places of residence specified

in their aforesaid letters patent and at and prior

to the dates of the said several patents and by Bar-

ton H. Coffey of and at the city of New York, in

the State of New York, by Louis A. Phillips of

and at the city of New York in the State of New
York and by others whose names and addresses

and the places of use are at this time unknown to

plaintiff but which it prays leave to insert herein

by amendment when discovered.

38. For a further separate and special defense

and reply plaintiff alleges that for the purpose of

deceiving the public, the description and specifica-

tions filed by the said Carl F. Braun in the Patent

Office in his application for the said letters patent
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No. 1,442,784 was made to contain less than the

whole truth relative to his invention or alleged

discovery of more than is necessary to produce the

desired result and further that the said alleged in-

vention and the said alleged patent is lacking in

novelty or utility and the quality of invention and

the said letters patent No. 1,442,784 and each of

the claims thereof are invalid in all respects.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays a decree of this

Court that the setoff, counterclaim and cross-com-

plaint of the defendant he dismissed and for the

relief prayed in its bill of complaint with costs and

such other and further relief as to this Court may
seem proper and in accordance with good con-

science.

THE COOLING TOWER CO., INC.

By A. B. TAPLIN,
President.

[Seal] Attest: J. H. TAYLOR,
Secretary.

ASHLEY and FOULDS,
EDWARD A. O'BRIEN,

Solicitors and Counsel for Plaintiff.

[Endorsed]: Filed Apr. 14, 1923. Walter B.

Maling, Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy Clerk.

Receipt of copy of within answer admitted this

14th day of April, 1923.

CHAS. E. TOWNSEND,
WM. A. LOFTUS,
Attys. for Defendant. [56]
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In the Soutbem Division of the United States Dis^

trict Court, for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, Second Division.

IN EQUITY—No. 923.

For Infringement of Letters Patent No.

1,010,020.

COOLING TOWER COMPANY, INC. (a Cor-

poration),

Plaintiff,

vs.

€. F. BRAUN & CO. (a Corporation),

Defendant.

DEPOSITIONS.

Depositions on behalf of plaintiff taken pur-

suant to notice and the law and practice of this

court before John J. Coyle, Notary Public, at Room
900 No. 120 Liberty Street, Borough of Manhattan,

City of New York and State of New York on June

6th, 1923, at ten A. M.

Present: WILLIAM F. ASHLEY, Jr., of Counsel

for Plaintiff.

FREDERICK S. DUNCAN, of Counsel

for Defendant.

Adjourned by consent to Saturday, June 9, 1923,

at the same hour and place. [57]
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June li; 1923.

Met pursuant to adjournment.

Present: ANDREW FOULDS, Jr., of Counsel for

Plaintiff.

FREDERICK S. DUNCAN, of Counsel

for Defendant.

DEPOSITION OF BARTON H. COFFEY, FOR
PLAINTIFF.

BARTON H. COFFEY, witness on behalf of

the plaintiff, being first duly sAvorn, deposes and

says;

Direct Examination by Mr. FOULDS.
Q. 1. Please state your name, age, residence

and occupation?

A. Barton H. 'Coffey, age, 58; residence, 136

DeHart Place, Elizabeth, New Jersey; Mechanical

Eugineer.

Q. 2. Are you connected with the Cooling

Tower Co., the plaintiff, and if so, in what capa-

city ? A. I am the chief engineer of the company.

Q. 3. How long have you occupied that position ?

A. Since 1915.

Q. 4. Since 1915 when the company was incor-

porated? A. Yes.

•Q. 5. Prior to that time were you connected with

the Mitchell-Tappen Company? A. Yes. [58]

Q. 6. For how long a time had you been con-

nected with the Mitchell-Tappen Co. ?

A. From 1911.

Q. 7. Was the Mitchell-Tappen Co. at that time
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engaged in the sale of atmospheric cooling ap-

paratus ?

A. They began in 1911 to manufacture and sell

atmospheric cooling apparatus.

Q. 8. Did the 'Cooling Tower Co., take over that

branch of the business of Mitchell-Tappen Co.?

A. They did.

Q. 9. What had the Mitchell-Tappen Co. done in

relation to the development of cooling apparatus

prior to the organization of the Cooling Tower Co. ?

A. They experimented and tested atmospheric

cooling apparatus.

Q. 10. In Avbat territory did the Mitchell-Tappen

Co. do business?

A. They did business in the whole United States,

I think in Mexico, possibly in Cuba. I am not

prepared to state exactly without consulting the

detailed sales record of the Mitchell-Tappen Co.

as my recollection of exactly where the Mitchell-

Tappen Co. left off and the Cooling Tower Co. be-

gan with reference to the sales is not clear.

Q. 11. What means did the Mitchell-Tappen Co.

employ to create a demand for its product? [59]

A. They advertised extensively, they solicited ex-

tensively and they made extraordinary efforts to

give the best advice to their customers they knew

how and to furnish the best material they knew

how so that every customer should be a satisfied

customer and thus produce a form of advertising

that in the long run is the most valuable.

Q. 12. Did the company have sales agents and

representatives throughout the countiy?
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A. They did.

Q. 13. Did the company also use catalogs and

descriptive literature? A. They did.

Q. 14. Are you the patentee of the patent in suit ?

A. I am.

Q. 15. Have you also taken out other patents in

the same art? A. I have.

Q. 16. What experience and training have you

had in the cooling tower art?

A. I first came in contact with atmospheric cool-

ing I think in 1907 or 1908 through a connection

I had with Edwin Burhorn who was then begin-

ning the exploitation of the Ostendorff atmospheric

cooling tower, which was, I believe, the first serious

attempt to introduce tiiis type of [60] tower in

the United States. Ostendorff was one of the

pioneer inventors of this type of apparatus. I

became very much interested in the atmospheric

cooling problem from a scientific standpoint. The

condition of the science at that time being almost

entirely rule of thumb. In order to get data upon

which some form of mathematical theory could be

produced, I made numerous tests of towers then

in existence and closely observed all I had the op-

portunity of visiting in actual operation. I have

continued my study of this subject which is a very

baffling one and which is not yet on a sound theo-

retical basis to date.

The main objects of a correct mathematical

theory of atmospheric cooling are two. First:

With a given quantity of air and a given quantity

of water, at a certain temperature, to produce a
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maximum possible cooling effect. Second: To be

able to predict accurately what cooling effect can

be obtained imder the various atmospheric condi-

tions and ranges of cooling so that cooling guar-

antee can be made on a sound basis and carried

out with the apparatus specified. In the pursuit of

this objective I have spent and am still spending all

the time I have available on the study and exam-

ination of all types of atmospheric cooling, atmos-

pheric forced draft and chimney cooling towel's,

spray ponds, etc.

Q. 17. To what extent have the cooling towers

of the plaintiff gone in to use? [61]

{By Mr. DUNCAN.)
Question objected to as irrelevant unless confined

to cooling towers embodying the invention of the

patent in suit.

A. I believe some 500 or 600' atmospheric towers

of the Cooling Tower Company have been put into

use throughout continental United States and our

possessions, and that is the Phillipines, Cuba, Mex-

ico, South America and Europe.

Q. 18. Have these cooling towers been equipped

•with the device of the patent in suit?

A. They have.

Q. 19. Since the patent in suit. No. 1,010,020 was

issued November 28, 1911, has the plaintiff and its

predecessors employed this de^^ce in its cooling

towers'? A. They have.

Q. 20. What are the particular advantages of the

device of the patent in suit?
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A. The particular advantages are two:

First. The deck as made up in accordance with

the patent is, with the exception of the fastening,

entirely w^ood which experience has shown to be

the most reliable material for this purpose. Sec-

ond: The introduction of wood instead of metal

for deck elements, however, brings in certain dis-

advantages. These are the warping [62] and

twisting and general tendency of wood to get out

of line. The effect of this is to close up some

of the spaces between the deck members and open

others wide, thus impairing the distribution

through the tower and so lowering its effciency.

To correct this defect, and maintain a uniform

opening between the deck members, the groove and

spline system of spacing as shown in the patent

was devised. This I consider the second advan-

tage. The third advantage is the two grooves

shown at the bottom of the drip bar, the effect

of which is to cause the w^ater falling on each bar

to divide up into two lines of drops instead of one,

thus greatly increasing the subdivision of the

water, another factor upon which the efficiency of

the apparatus depends

Ql 21. Please describe briefly the construction

and operation of an atmospheric cooling tower of

the type referred to in the patent in suit?

A. The water to be cooled enters a distributing

device at the top of the tower. This device in

general forms a part of the supply pipe system.

After leaving this distributing device, the water
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enters a deck composed of a series of gutter sec-

tion wood bars, overflows these bars in an approxi-

mately uniform film which flows down the sides of

the bar, turns the bottom edge and at the two

grooves, is transformed into drops and this is uni-

formly distributed upon another deck composed

of approximately flat top bars. [63]

A splash is formed on this deck havin'g the appear-

ance of foam and is a very valuable cooling surface,

water then drops to another flat top deck and the

cycle is repeated from deck to deck until the w^ater

finally reaches a pan or basin from which it flows

to the point where it is used. While the water is

thus passing from deck to deck in the form of

fine drops, and spray, air passes horizontally be-

tween the decks, absorbs heat from the water and

passes out on the side opposite to w^hich it en-

tered. The water is thus cooled progressively from

deck to deck and reaches the final temperature

desired in the basin referred to. This is a rough

description of the cooling process common to all

atmospheric cooling towers.

Q. 22. What is the object sought to be obtained in

a cooling tower of this tj^e?

A. The object is to reduce the temperature of

the maximum amount of water possible to the low-

est point possible.

Q. 23. How is this device useful in commercial

establishments ?

A. In large numbers of industries, heat is a by-

product that must be disposed of. In refrigera-
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tion tlie lieat taken out of the cooled substances

plus the work of compression passes out through

the ammonia condenser into the cooling circnla-

tion. Enormous quantities of water are re-

quired for this circulation, the cost of which

is prohibitive [64] and in many places it

is impossible to obtain it at any cost. The

atmospheric cooling tower, by re-cooling the

water of the circulation, renders it possible

to operate plants in arid regions where water

cannot be obtained and to eliminate heavy water

bills where city water would have to be purchased.

In general, waste heat is being discharged in enor-

mous volumes in power plants, oil refineries, dis-

tilleries, and other industrial processes, and is now
being taken care of by cooling towers.

Q. 24. In November, 1914 was your company

engaged in producing these cooling towers'?

A. Yes.

Q. 25. Did the Mitchell-Tappen Co. receive a

letter from the defendant dated November 21,

1914?

(By Mr. DUNCAN.)
Question objected to imless the witness has per-

sonal knowledge of any such correspondence.

A. They did.

Q. 26. Will you produce it?

A. I produce it.

(The letter produced by the witness is offered

in evidence and marked Plf. Exhibit 1.—J. J. C.)
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Q. 27. Are you familiar with the tower known
as the Alberger tower? A. Yes. [65]

Q. 28. Will you please explain what it is?

A. The Alberger tower is a forced draft type,

is generally circular in form, shell being made of

steel, the distributor is of rotating or Barker's

Mill type discharging upon a checker work filling

consisting of boards on edge in layers, the boards

in each adjacent layer being in opposite direction,

thus forming a checker work. The water on leav-

ing the checker work, drops into a basin below.

In the space between the bottom of the checker

work and the basin, a fan discharges air under

pressure, which ascends through the checker-work

thus producing a counter current contact between

air and water. The air escapes at the top of the

checker-work to the atmosphere carrying away

with it the heat abstracted from the water.

Q. 29. What is meant by the term "forced draft"

as used in your answer?

A. Forced draft means that the air necessary to

produce cooling effect is blown or forced with

mechanically operated fans as opposed to currents

of air produced by winds or breezes or by con-

vective action as in a chimney.

Q. 30. Are the cooling towers illustrated in the

patent in suit 1,010,020, and the defendant's pat-

ent, 1,334,515 and 1,442,784 of the forced draft

type? A. They are not. [66]

Q. 31. Following this letter of Nov. 21, 1914,

wiitten by C. F. Braun & Co., the defendant, to
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Mitehell-Tappcn Co. were arrangements made with

C F. Braun & €o., to sell the Mitchell-Tappen

Co. cooling towers?

(By Mr. DUNCAN.)
Question objected to in case the suggested ar-

rangement were in writing, unless the written do<^u-

ments are produced and if not in writing, objected

to nnless the alleged arrangement is within the per-

sonal knowledge of the witness and his answer is

confined to his own personal dealings with the de-

fendant.

A. I know arrangements were made with 'Mr.

Braun but I did not personally carry on negotia-

tions, the details of which I do not remember, and

therefore cannot answer this question in detail.

Q. 32. Do you 'know which officer of your com-

pany had charge of that transaction?

A. The treasurer, Mr. Phillips has charge of

that transaction.

Cross-examination by Mr. DUNCAN.
X Q. 33. What other patents have you taken out

relating to cooling towers beside the patent in suit?

A. I took out a patent 1,158,107 covering [67]

frame work of an atmospheric tower, and patent

1,027,184 covering a chimney draft tower and others

relating to distributors for atmospheric towers and

possibly others that I do not recollect.

XQ. 34. Was the patent in suit the first cooling

patent that you took out?

A. I think it was. I don't recollect any other

just now.
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XQ. 35. I suppose the Cooling- Tower Co. owns
a number of other patents besides those taken out

by you?

A. I don't think they do own any others except

mine, on cooling towers.

XQ. 36. Did the Mitchell-Tappen Co. own any
other patents on cooling towers except the Coffey

patents?

A. I do not remember any other patents but

mine.

XQ.37. Did the Mitchell-Tappen Co. own the

Burhorn patents? A. Not of my knowledge.

XQ. 38. During the period of your connection

with the Mitchell-Tappen Co. and with the Cooling

Tower Co. you have in the course of your ex-

periments devised a number of improvements in

their cooling towers haven't you?

A. That is what I have been trying to do.

XQ. 39. You have designed a number of modifi-

cations or [68] changes from time to time that

have been adopted by the Mitchell-Tappen Co. or

the Cooling Tower Co. in their cooling towers have

you not? A. Yes.

XQ. 40. When do you understand the first cool-

ing tower was made by the Mitchell-Tappen Co.

or the Cooling Tower Co. embodying the invention

of your patent in suit, 1,010,020?

A. In 1911 or 1912.

XQ. 41. Has the Mitchell-Tappen Co. and the

Cooling Tovv^er Co. built all of its subsequent towers

on exactly the same design as the first tower in
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1911 or 1912 or has it built subsequent towers em-

bodyin.i:: other inventions or changes designed by

you? A. It changes every year.

XQ. 42. And some of these other changes have

been covered by other patents to you than the

patent in suit, is that right?

A. No, the changes I refer to are improvements

in engineering practice.

XQ. 43. Do I understand that the only patent

that the Cooling Tower Co. now owns inventions of

which are included in your present cooling towers

is your original patent 1,010,020? [69]

A. No.

XQ. 44. What other patents does the Cooling

Tower Co. own, inventions of which are included

in your present cooling towers ?

A. 1,058,107. I will look up further informa-

tion on this and answer later.

XQ. 45. When you say that the cooling towers

made by the plaintiff contained the invention of

the patent in suit, exactly what part of the con-

struction are you referring to in that answer?

A. The decks.

XQ. 46. In what particular feature or features

of the deck do you consider to involve the invention

of the patent in suit? A. The clamp.

XQ. 47. Please point by reference to the patent

in suit the clamp that you referred to In your

answer?

A. I should have said splines in my last answer.

XQ. 48. Now, do I understand you correctly, that
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the only feature of your patent 1,010,020 which

you consider present in the cooling tower company's

cooling towers is the splines? A. No.

XQ. 49. Please make a comprehensive statement

of all [70] features of plaintiff's patent 1,010,-

020 that j^ou find to be present in the cooling towers

made by the Cooling Tower Co?

A. The splines and the grooves. On the bottom

of the bars.

XQ. 50. Now, please refer to the plaintiff's patent,

and point out b}^ reference to the drawings or

description those particular features which you

say are present in the plaintiff's cooling towers?

A. The distributing bar, fig. 3 at the top of the

tower is made as shown in the patent and is

now in use. The splash bar, fig. 2, is made as

shown and is now in use wath the following addi-

tion, that is a corrugated top, not shown in this

patent.

Recess till 2 P. M.

A. (Continued.) The splines for keeping the

bars in alignment are still in use and the bars are

also fastened at their ends although not as shown

in the patent.

XQ. 51. Did the Cooling Tower Co. or its pre-

decessor Mitchell-Tappen Co. ever make a cooling

tower with the ends of the drip bars fastened

to the frame in the exact manner shown in the

patent in suit?

A. I think we have. I would like though to

refresh my memory on that point.
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XQ. 52. If yon ever made such a cooling tower

how k)ng ago was it? [71]

A. We are making them now and have been

making them for six or seven years. This is a

small tower that we call a towerette, but I cannot,

without looking at the plans, refresh my memory
how the fastening at the ends is arranged. As I

recollect, however, these bars are in a frame and

very similar to what is shown in this patent, Fig.

6, with screws going into the end of the bar.

XQ. 53. When in answer to question 18, j^ou

stated that cooling towers made and sold by your

company have been equipped with ''the device of

the patent in suit" what particular features did

you have in mind as covered by the phrase "the

device of the patent in suit"? A. Our patent.

XQ. 54. What particular features of your com-

pany's cooling towers did you have in mind when

you stated that they were equipped with the device

of the patent in suit? A. The drip bars.

XQ. 55. And what features connected with the

drip bars do you consider to be the device of

the patent in suit?

A. The method of fastening and holding the

bars in place.

XQ. 56. And. what is that method that is the

device of the patent in suit?

A. That device is the splines 7, Fig. 4 and pins

or screws 10, Fig. 6. [72]

XQ. 57. Does your company now use any metal

in the manufacture of its cooling towers?
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A. Yes.

XQ. 58. Do you use cooling towers now where

the metal is exposed to the liquid? A. Yes.

XQ. 59. Which is your regular construction now,

the metal cooling tower or the all wood cooling

tower?

A. We have neither all metal nor all wood, all

our towers are combinations of the two.

XQ. 60. Have you one of your current catalogs

here, Mr. Coffey?

A. I produce one of our recent catalogs.

XQ. 61. I gather from this catalog that you have

produced which is copyrighted 1921, that in many

instances you use steel frames and metal louvers

and other metal parts which are exposed to the

liquid, is that correct? A. Yes.

XQ. 62. Have you been able to refresh your recol-

lection as to the patent your company is using in

the manufacture of its towers?

A. Our catalog shows the following patents in

the United States:

Nov. 28, 1911, No. 1, 010, 020;

May 21, 1912, No. 1,027,184;

Oct. 26. 1915, No. 1,158,107;

Feb. 8, 1921, I have not got the number of this

patent here but I think it is a distributing patent.

[73] The list also says, patents pending, and these

probably cover the gravity and distributors that

we also use.

XQ. 63. Your catalog shows various differing de-
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tails of constniction not shown in the patent in

suit, 1,010,020, docs it not?

A. Tt sliows the details of other parts of the

tower than the deck system. It shows also how-

ever, on page 2, section A, the details of our deck

system.

XQ. 64. You make other forms of cooling towers

than the particular one shown in this catalog do

you not?

A. We advertise forced draft and chimney towers,

but have not as yet been successful in putting any

in.

XQ. 65. You do, hov^ever, make atmospheric

cooling towers having various details of construc-

tion different from the particular ones illustrated

and described in your catalog which you have

just produced, do you not? A. No.

XQ. 66. I v^onder if you understood my last

question correctl}^, do you mean to say that this cata-

log which you have just produced v^hich is marked

catalog No. 9B, copyright 1921 contains illustrations

and descriptions of every form of atmospheric

cooling tower v^hich your company was making

during 1921 or has made since?

A. I believe it does. [74]

XQ. 67. Did your company design and build the

atmospheric towers for the Gay Engineering Com-

pany in Los Angeles?

A. I am not sure whether they did or not. Our

treasurer will be able to give you full information.

I have nothing to do with the sales.
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XQ. 68. What kind of a tower was your company
or its predecessor making in 1914?

A. A composite type of tower, that is steel frame

wooden decks and either wood or metallic louvers

depending upon the demands of the customer or

the tire regulations at the site.

XQ. 69. Do 3^ou recall exactty when the Cooling

Tower Company was organized?

A. I think it was in 1915, but I don't remember

the date.

XQ. 70. Prior to the organization of the Cooling

Tower Co. was the Mitchel-Tappen Co. actually

making and selling atmospheric cooling towers?

A. Yes.

XQ. 71. For how^ long prior to the formation of

the Cooling Tower Co. had the Mitchell-Tappen

Co. been making and selling Cooling Towers?

A. About four years.

XQ. 72. Had your company a large drafting or

engineering force under your charge?

A. Quite a good size force. [75]

XQ. 73. Your company uses various frame con-

structions does it not, in making its atmospheric

towers? A. Yes.

XQ. 74. And it uses various methods of attaching

the slats or drip bars of the decks to the frame

work, does it not? A. Yes.

XQ. 75. And it uses different forms and methods

of supporting the louvers does it not? A. Yes.

XQ. 76. And it uses different feeding apparatus,

does it not? A. If you mean distributors, yes.
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XQ. 77. And it has made changes in the form

or detail of the drip hars, does it not ? A. Yes.

XQ. 78. Wlien did your company adopt the cor-

rugations on the top of the drip bar instead of

the rounded or flat top of the drip bar?

A. I think in 1913, if I am not mistaken. I am
not sure of the exact time witliout consulting- the

records [76]

Mr. COFFEY (Recalled).

Redirect Examination by Mr. FOULDS.
RDQ. 79. Do you recall writing a letter on behalf

of Mitchell-Tappen Co. to the Shell Co. of Cali-

fornia, April 5, 1915 ? A. Yes, I recall writing it.

RDQ. 80. Have you a copy of that letter, and

if so, produce it.

Q. 81. Was this letter sent in the regular course

of business of the Mitchell-Tappen Co.? A. Yes.

(The letter produced by the witness is marked

Plaintiff's Exhibit 8 for Identification.—J. J. C.)

Q. 82. Have you the letter of the Shell Co. of

California dated March 29, 1915?

A. It is in the files of the company.

Q. 83. Did you, on or about March 1st, 1915,

on behalf of Mitchell-Tappen Co. write to C. F.

Braun & Co?

A. This letter is not signed with my Initials

but I recall sending it, and I produce the carbon

copy.

(The letter produced by the witness is mar'ked

Plaintiff's Exhibit 9 for Identification.—J. J. C.)

[77]
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DEPOSITION OF LOUIS A. PHILLIPS, FOR
DEFENDANT.

LOUIS A. PHILLIPS, a Avitness on behalf of

the defendant, being duly sworn, deposes and testi-

fies as follows:

Q. 1. Please state your name, age, residence and

occupation?

A. Louis A. Phillips, age 44; 32 Eraser Place,

Hastings-on-Hudson, New York; Treasurer of the

Cooling Tower Co.

Q. 2. How long have you been connected with

the Cooling Tower Co., the plaintiff in this case.

A. Ever since its incorporation.

Q. 3. Do you recall when it was incorporated?

A. It must have been about 1915.

Q. 4. That company was incorporated for the

purpose of taking over what business?

A. The cooling tower department of the Mitchell-

Tappen Co.

Q. 5. Were you connected with the MitcheU-Tap-

pen Co. prior to the incorporation of the Cooling

Tower Co.? A. I was, as secretary.

Q. 6. For how long a time were you connected

with the Mitchell-Tappen Co. prior to the incor-

poration of the plaintiff?

A. Since the incorporation of the Mitchell-Tap-

pen Co. [78]

Q. 7. Can you tell when about that was?

A. In 1911 or 1912.

Q. 8. What hav^ been your duties in both of these

companies?
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A. Executive and any business necessary for the

transaction of the company.

Q. 9. Have you had any technical traning?

A. Yes, T am a graduate of Stevens Tech. Insti-

tute with degree of Mechanical Engineer and be-

fore forming the Mitchell-Tappen Co. I was with

Edwin Burhorn for about seven years, during all

which time Edwin Burhorn was making and selling

cooling towers. Prior to this, I was with the

Pullman Company, the Niagara Falls Power Co.

and the George A. Fuller Con. Co.

Q. 10. Did the Mitchell-Tappen Co. after its

incorporation, do any advertising? A. Yes.

Q. 11. Have you any samples of its advertising?

A. Yes, a good many. I produce Bulletin No.

7 which was issued in the fall of 1913. We con-

tinually advertised in a publication known as Ice

and Refrigeration, and from time to time in other

papers such as the Engineering Record, Cold Stor-

age and Ice Trade Journal, Southern Engineer,

Brewer's Journal, Refrigerating World, American

Brewer, [79] Power, and other trade papers.

Q. 12. Does this scrap-book which you produced

contain specimens of your advertising with the

correct dates? A. It does.

Q.13.

(The scrap-book produced by the witness is

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 2 for Identification.—J.

J. C.)

(The Bulletin, No. 7, produced by the witness
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is offered in evidence and marked Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit No. 3.—J. J. C.)

Q. 13. In or about the month of November, 1914,

did you receive a letter from €. F, Braun & Co?

A. Yes.

Q. 14. Who had charge of the C. F. Braun & Co.

Correspondence in this matter. A. I did.

Q. 15. Have you the letter referred to?

A. I have.

Q. 16. Please produce it?

(The witness produces letter from C. F. Braun

& Co. to Mitchell-Tappen Co. dated Nov. 14, being

Defendant's Exhibit 1.-^. J. C.) [80]

Q. 17. So far as you recall was this letter of Nov.

21, 1914, the first communication received by your

company from C. F. Braun & Co.? A. It was.

Q. 18. Did you answer that letter?

A. We did. We answered the letter under date

of November 22, 1914.

Q. 19. Have you a carbon copy of the letter which

you wrote? A. I have and I produce.

Q. 20. The initials at the foot of this letter are

P/W. A. I personally wrote that letter.

Plaintiff's counsel calls upon defendant's counsel

to produce the original letter dated Nov. 27, 1914,

written by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F. Braun &

Co.

(The carbon copy of the letter produced by the

witness is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 4 for

identification.—J. J. C.)
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Q. 21. Was there any enclosure sent with this

letter Plaintiff's Exhibit 4 for identification?

A. Yes, Bulletin No. 7.

Q. 22. Did you receive a reply from C. F. Braun

(S; Co?

A. Yes, under date of Dec. 24, 1914, which I

produce. [81]

(The letter produced by the witness is offered in

evidence and marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 5.

—

J. J. C.)

Qi. 23. Did you write in answer to this letter

Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 5?

A. Yes, under date of Dec. 30, 1914, a copy of

which I produce.

(The letter produced by the witness is marked

Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 6 for identification.—J. J. C.)

Q. 24. What followed the sending of this letter

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 6 for identification?

A. Having learned that Mr. Braun was coming to

New York, we wrote him under date of Fesb. 27,

1915, that we would be ,glad to see him and that we

had a number of inquiries from his part of the

country and could not handle them in the personal

way we would like to.

Q. 25. Have you a copy of that letter ?

A. I have, and I produce it.

(The letter produced by the witness is marked

Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 7 for identification.

—

J. J. C.)

Q. 26. Do you recall receiving an inquiry from

California the early part of April, 1915? [82]
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A. I do from the Shell Co. of California.

Q. 27. What did you do in answer to that inquiry ?

A. I turned it over to our chief engineer for

reply.

Q. 28. Who was the chief engineer ?

A. Mr. B. H. Coffey.

Q. 29. Have you a copy of his letter ?

A. I have. It is dated April 5, 1915, and I pro-

duce it.

(The letter produced by the witness is marked

Plaintiff's Exhibit 8 for identification.—J. J. C.)

Q. 30. Did you notify C. F. Braun & Co. of the

inquiry received from the Shell Co. ? A. We did.

Q. 31. How did you communicate to C. F. Braun

& Co. this information?

A. By letter dated April 21, 1915, written by our

Mr. B. H. Coffey.

Q. 32. Have you a copy of that letter ?

A. I have, and I produce it.

(The letter produced by the witness is marked

Plaintiff's Exliibit 9 for identification.—J. J. C.)

Q. 33. As a result of this, do you recall whether

a Mitchell-Tappen Co. cooling tower was sold to

the Shell Company? [83]

A. I do, and a second duplicate tower.

Q. 34. Were these towers erected by C. F. Braun

& Co., the defendant? A. They were.

Q. 35. Did you receive a photograph showing the

tower after erection? A. We did.

Q. 36. Have you the photograph ?

A. I have, and I produce it.
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(Photograph produced by the witness is offered

in evidence and marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 10.

—

J. J. C.)

Q. 37. Prom whom did you receive this photo-

graph Plaintiff's Exhibit 10?

A. I think it was forwarded by Mr. Braun al-

though it may have been forwarded by the Shell

Company.

Q. 38. Can you refresh your recollection by ref-

erence to the correspondence?

A. Yes. I have a letter from C. F. Braun & Co.

dated February 17, 1916, stating that he is enclosing

two photographs of the Shell Towers.

(The letter produced by the witness is offered in

evidence and marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 11.

—

J. J. C.) [84]

Q. 39. Do you recall any particular use made by

Braun & Co. of the photograph of your towers at

the Shell plant?

A. Yes, I recall the pamphlet issued by Braun

and showing picture of our towers, at the Shell

plant.

Q. 40. Have you a copy of that pamphlet ?

A. I had a copy but so far have not been able to

locate it.

Q. 41. Are you familiar with the corporate seal

of Mitchell-Tappen Co.?

A. I am, and as secretary have used it many
times.

Q. 42. Can you identify the signature and seal

on the paper which I show you? A. I can.
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Q. 43. And was it affixed by order of the Board of

Directors of that company? A. It was.

Q. 44. Do you know the signature affixed below

the name Mitchell-Tappen Co. as president?

A. The signature is Mr. Mitchell's.

Q. 45. Was he at the time president of the com-

pany? A. He was and always has been.

(The paper referred to being assignment from

Mitchell-Tappen Co. to the Cooling Tower Co. of

the patent in suit, No. 1,010,020 dated May 17, 1915,

is offered in evidence and marked [85] Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 12.—J. J. C.)

Q. 47. Is the structure shown in the photograph

Plaintiff's Exhibit 10 the structure as sold by you?

A. Yes.

Q. 48. Do you know of any changes made in the

structure ?

A. Yes, one of the towers was considerably in-

creased in size.

Q. 49. What knowledge have you with reference

to this?

A. We received tests from the Shell Company
showing addition to the length of one tower which

increases its capacity. [86]

DEPOSITION OF BAETON H. COFFEY, FOR
PLAINTIFF (RECALLED).

Examination of BARTON H. COFFEY (Re-

sumed.)

Q. 83. Mr Coffey, have you done any original
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research work in connection with the theory of

cooling towers? A. I have.

Q. 84. Please state what you have done ?

A. I have made a large number of tests of cooling

towers in collaboration with Mr. George A. Horn,

and we have examined the scientific record of at-

tempts to formulate a cooling tower theory, as a

result of this work we have presented a series of

papers entitled "A Theory of Cooling Towers

Compared with Eesults in Practice" a number of

these papers have appeared under this title in

A. S. R. E. Journal beginning in November, 1914.

Q. 85. Have you a copy of the A. S. R. E. Journal

containing your article?

A. I have a copy of A. S. R. E. Journal for No-

vember, 1914, containing the first paper of the series

presented by Mr. George A. Horn and myself.

('Copy of ''A. S. R. E. Journal" published by

American Society of Refrigerating Engineers,

N. Y., N. Y., November, 1914, Volume 1, No. 1 and

the article appearing therein on pages 78 to 95, in-

clusive, entitled "A Theory of Cooling Towers Com-

pared with Results in Pra-ctice" by B. H. Coffey

and George A. Horne is offered in evidence and

marked [87] Plaintiff's Exhibit 13.—J. J. C.)

It is stipulated that the paper Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit 13 offered in evidence was published in or

about the month of November, 1914.

Q. 86. Have the results of your investigations

been used by others in this industry ?

A. I believe they have.
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Q. 87. Can you refer to any particular instance?

A. I find that the C. F. Braun Co. Bulletin 101,

page 17, and page 18 that the six paragraphs on

page 17 and the first paragraph on page 18 referred

to the development of a heat flow factor covering

both the sensible heat and latent heat currents. To

one without detailed knowledge of the scientific

work of the art of atmospheric cooling a reading of

the paragraphs cited would most likely lead to the

conclusion that Mr. Braun and his engineering

staff were the original developers of this important

heat relation as it gives no credit to others for the

work referred to. The development of this heat

factor forms part of the original work of B. H.

Coffey and George A. Home presented before the

American Society of Refrigerating Engineers at

the mid-winter meeting of the society in their paper

entitled ''A Theory of Cooling Towers Compared

with [88] Results in Practice."

Q. 88. What knowledge have you as to the early

methods of supporting the louvers in cooling

towers ?

A. I have loiowledge of the various methods of

supporting louvers.

Q. 89. Please state what knowledge you have %'

(By Mr. DUNCAN.)
Question objected to except as it calls for the

personal knowledge of the witness and as it may

relate to methods set up in the answer to the coun-

tersuit.

A. Louvers can be divided into two classes; close
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louvers and large louvers. The methods of support

naturally accommodate themselves and are consist-

ent with the size and weight of the parts supported.

CLOSE L0UVER8.
The earlier towers both in wood and steel used

almost ex(^lusively to my knowledge close louvers,

in Fig. 1 of the sketch I produce the method of

supporting such louvers of wood is shown. The up-

right posts at the side of the tower are generally

made wide enough to accommodate entire louver.

The support consisted of blocks cut to the level of

the louvers and nailed to the post with a space be-

tween each block on each side of the post forming

a groove into which the louver was slipped, nailed

fast. [89]

Fig. 2 shows the method of supporting close lou-

yers of corrugated metal consisting of an upright

steel member as a channel to which are riveted or

bolted projecting angles to which are bolted the

corrugated louvers. Fig. 3 shows the method of

supporting metal louvers constructed of flat metal.

In this case the supporting member consisted of a

web plate of metal punched on the bevel of the lou-

vers to which the louvers were bolted by flanging

both ends of the louver plates.

LARGE LOUVERS.
I believe Mr. Hart was the originator of the large

louver. His method is shown in Fig. 4 consisting

of louvers of a size to cover the full space between

his drip decks, these decks were in some cases six
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feet ti\?e thus involving a very large louver. His

method of support consisting of extending the mem-
bers supporting his decks beyond the side post of

his tower and attaching same to an inclined member
which was in turn secured at its other end to the

deck member below, thus forming a series of tri-

angles whose third side consisted of his side post,

to those inclined members the louvers consisting of

either metal or wood were secured by appropriate

fastening. Fig. 5 shows another method of sup-

porting large louvers consisting in securing the in-

clined member to the ends of the deck members and

supporting the outer end of the inclined [90]

member by a pendent or tension member supported

to a triangular member at the top which transmits

the weight of the louvers to the main frame and its

bracing. In Fig. 6 we have another method of sup-

porting large louvers possessing some advantages

over the ones shown previously. In this case the

inclined members are attached both to the ex-

tended deck members and to an outside member

thus forming a frame on the outside of the tower

which is completely braced, that is composed of a

series of complete triangles. The complete bra-

cing as shown makes of the louver support as a

whole a lattice girder, greatly stiffening the tower

against wind pressure. This method of support is

used of metal and wood louvers, steel frame and

wood decks as shown. It will be observed on all

the devices for supporting the large louvers that

they imifonnly consist of inclined members tied
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in the main frame of the tower in various ways.

Those are the only methods of support I know of.

Q. 90. In your answer you have referred to cer-

tain figures, to what paper did you refer?

A. I refer to the sketches I have just made and

submit it.

Q. 91. (The two sheets of sketches made by the

vritness are offered in evidence and marked Plain-

tiff's Exhibit 14, -Coffey Sketch.—J. J. C.) [91]

(By Mr. DUNCAN.)
The exhibit is objected to as incompetent and

secondary.

Q. 91. Who is the Mr. Hart referred to in your

answer ?

A. Mr. Hart is the Franklin Hart of the Hart

Cooling Tower Co. of New York.

Q. 92. Have you seen any of the Hart Towers

containing the louver support shown in your sketch

Exhibit 14, Fig. 4"? A. I have.

Q. 93. Please state when and where you have

seen this device ?

A. I have seen them in New York, Jersey City,

Scranton, Penn., and possibly other places during

the last ten or twelve years.

Q. 94. Can you more particularly designate the

location ?

A. I saw one at the Huyler Candy factory, E.

18th Street, I think.

Q.95. In New York €ity? A. Yes.

A. (Continuing.) Five or six years ago I think.

I saw another one at Elder & Wells, I think at
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West 17th Street [92] seven or eight years ago.

I saw another at the Lackawanna Coal Storage Co.

Seranton, Penn., seven or eight years ago.

Q. 95. Can you fix the dates more definitely *?

A. In general, I know that Mr. Hart had been in

the manufacturing of towers of this kind the last

twelve or fourteen years.

Q. 96. Upon what do you base that statement ?

A. By my memory and personal observation of

the towers.

Q. 97. Can jou fix definitely the first Hart tower

of this type which you saw?

A. Yes, I think about 1910. I fix this by the

period in w^hich I joined the Mitchell-Tappen Co.

in 1911. I had a short connection with Mr. Hart in

a business way shortly prior to joining the Mitchell-

Tappen Co. in 1911.

Q. 98. Will you please describe the tower seen by

you at that time in reference to the louver sup-

port and give the location of the tower?

A. I recollect now that one of the towers I saw

at that time was at the Lackawanna Coal Storage

Co. referred to in a previous question.

Q. 99. Will you please describe the method of

supporting the louvers in this Lackawanna Cold

Storage Tower which you saw prior to 1911? [93]

A. The method of supporting the louvers was

that shown in Fig. 4 of my sketch, Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit 14.

Q. 100. Have you one of the old Hart catalogs?

A. I have.
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Q. 101. Will you please produce it and state, if

you know, when it was published?

A. I cannot state when it was published but it

must have been subsequent to 1910 as I find testi-

monial letters from customers dated 1910 and

printed in this catalog.

Q. 102. Can you fix the date of publication any

more definitely than thaf^ A. No.

Q. 103. Was that catalog published while you

were with Hart?

Objected to as leading.

A. No, I do not think so. As I recollect this

catalog came into our possession subsequent to

my joining the Mitchell-Tappen Co.

(The catalog produced by the witness is marked

Plaintiff's Exhibit 15 for Identification.—J. J. C.)

Q. 104. In answer to question 82 you said that the

letter of the Shell Co. to Mitchell-Tappen Co. dated

[94] March 29, 1915, was in the files of the com-

pany? Have you now found that letter, and if so,

will you produce it?

A. I produce the two letters.

(The two letters produced by the witness both

dated March 29, 1915, written by Shell Co. of Cali-

fornia to Mitchell-Tappen Co. are offered in evi-

dence and marked Plaintiff's Exhibits 16 and 17

—J. J. C.)

Q. 105. You were asked yesterday about the date

of incorporation of the Cooling Tower Co. have you

ascertained the date of incorporation of that com-

pany? A. I have.
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Q. 106. Please state the date.

A. April 21, 1915, under the laws of the State

of New York.

Recess until 2 P. M. [95]

DEPOSITION OP LOUIS A. PHILLIPS, FOR
DEFENDANT (RECALLED).

LOUIS A. PHILLIPS (Resumed).

Q. 50. Do you recall whether C. F. Braun & Co.

asked the Mitchell-Tappen Co. for an agency?

A. I do.

Q. 51. Please state the facts in connection?

A. C. F. Braun & Co. asked us for an agency and

I have their letter of May 17, 1915.

(The letter produced by the witness is offered in

evidence and marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 18.

—J. J. C.)

Q. 52. Have you made an examination in your

files for letter of the Union Oil Co. of California

to Cooling Tower Co. dated June 14, 1918?

A. I have and have not been able to find the

letter.

Q. 53. Do you recall whether such a letter was

received ?

A. Such letter was received and replied to by

me under date of July 1, 1918.

Q. 54. Have you a carbon copy of the letter which

you sent? A. I have, and I produce it.

Q. 55. Was this letter sent in the regular course

of business of the Cooling Tower Co.?

A. It was. [96]
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(The letter produced by the witness is offered

in evidence and marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 19.

—

J. J. C.)

Q. 56. Will you explain the reason for the state-

ment made by you in that letter ?

A. The reason for my reply was that we had

practically completed arrangements with Mr. Braun

to represent us in the 'California district, on our

standard agency agreement and after furnishing

Mr. Braun with considerable engineering data, and

other information, in regard to cooling towers, he

went back on the arrangement we had outlined and

suggested that he make the towers himself paying

us a royalty of something like 2%, which we nat-

urally refused and after that towers were built by

Mr. Braun or the C. F. Braun & Co. so closely fol-

lowing our design and rated capacities that from

the pictures we received it was hard to distinguish

them from our own.

Adjourned to July, 13/23. [97]

New York, June 13, 1923.

Met pursuant to adjournment.

Present: Counsel as before.

LOUIS A. PHILLIPS (Resumed).

(Answer continued:) Mr. Braun or the C. F.

Braun & Co. extended one of the cooling towers

greatly increasing its capacity, such extension be-

ing made easily possible through our construction

on the multiple unit principle. Our design was

used for this extension evidently the material being
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ordered from the erection plans furnished Braun
for the original work. All the material for this

extension was purchased by Braun and the installa-

tion made without in any way referring the matter

to us and we were deprived of any profits which

would come to us through this extra work and was

a misappropriation of our patents and drawings

I also saw pictures and literature sent out by Mr.

Braun or the C. F. Braun & Co. showing our towers

at the Shell Co. plant and no reference in this lit-

erature to ourselves.

(By Mr. DUNCAN.)
Answer objected to as immaterial, incompetent

and as based on secondary and hearsay. [98]

Q. 57. Where was this tower located ?

A. At Martinez, Cal.

Q. 58. Do you refer to the Cooling towers erected

at the plant of the Shell Co. of California?

A. I do.

Q. 59. Did your company have any knowledge of

the extension or enlargement of this tower before

the work was done? A. We did not.

Q.60. How did you learn that the tower which

you sold for erection at the plant of the Shell Co.

of California had been added to or enlarged ?

A. We had tests sent us by the Shell Co. and

drawings showing the extended tower.

Q. 61. What was the tower "built for the Dutch

Oil interests at their Shell Co. plant" to which you

refer in your letter, Plaintiff's Exhibit 19?
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A. The two towers which Braim erected at Mar-

tinez, Califomia, according to our plans.

Q. 62. Arc these the towers referred to in your

answer to Q. 5G? A. They are.

Q. 63. You state in your letter Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit 19, that your experience in that case did not

justify making Braun your regular representative,

what did you mean [99] by that?

A. I meant that his way of handling the trans-

action with us in regard to making him our regular

agent was not only not satisfactory but also such

that I did not consider honorable.

Q. 64. To what particular action do you refer

in your last answer?

A. To the fact that after appearing to be satisfied

with our regular agency agreement he wanted to

make towers himself to our design on a royalty

basis of approximately 2%.

Q. 65. Do you recall what information you had

which lead 3^ou to believe that Braun tried to pro-

cure additional business by using your design ?

Objected to as calling for hearsay.

A. The information furnished us by the Shell Co.

Q. ^Q. Have you any knowledge of the early use

of bracket supports for louvers of cooling towers'?

A. I have.

Q. 67. What information have you ?

A. On all installations made by B. Franklin Hart

such bracket supports were used.

Q. 68. Can you describe the supports and the ap-

proximate early dates? [100]
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A. Hart started building these towers in 1908 and'

I remember seeing one of his towers during the

summer of 1913 at the plant of Elder & Wells, 17th

Street & 9th Avenue, New York City, the tower

having just been completed and I went to make an

inspection of this job as an example of competitive

w^ork.

The louvers were supported by angles carried out

horizontally from the deck level, the outer ends of

these angles being held up by a diagonal brace

running back to the tower frames. The tower was

of the standard Hart construction.

Q. 69. I show you a copy of the patent to B. F.

Hart, Jr., No. 902'875 of November 3, 1908. Can

you by reference to that patent describe this louver

support ?

Objected to as leading.

A. The louver support is not clearly shown in

the patent drawing. This patent being taken out,

principally to show the method of leading off the

water dripping from the lower. The method of

support is the usual triangular support as used in

construction work for centuries.

Q. 70. Will you please describe what you refer

to as the usual triangular support?

A. A horizontal member fastened to a vertical

member with an inclined member fastened to an-

other point in [101] the horizontal member and

carried back to a lower point in the vertical member.

Q. 71. Have you knowledge of the use of such a

structure ?
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A. Yes, it is used in a great many ways; in fact

is the form used for supporting the shelf on the

wall and eaves on a house and a thousand such ap-

plications.

Cross-examination by Mr. DUNCAN.
XQ. 72. What was the construction of the deck

members of the Hart tower that you saw at Elder

& Wells in 1913?

A. They were made of galvanized iron formed in

accordance with Hart's standard design.

XQ.73. Did the method of construction of sup-

porting the louver construction of the Hart tower

that you saw in 1913 correspond with the method

shown in Hart patent 902875?

A. The patent does not clearly show the method

of supporting the louvers.

XQ.74. Do you mean that it doesn't show any

method of supporting the louver or that you cannot

understand the method shown in the patent?

A. The patent does not cover louver supports.

XQ. 75. Do figures 3 and 4 of the Hart patent

illustrate the method of supporting the louver?

[102]

A. They do not. They merely indicate it.

XQ. 76. In these figures 11 indicates the louvers,

does it not? A. It indicates the louver.

XQ. 77. And 11' indicates a series of straps or

braces bolted at one end to the frame of the tower

and at the other end to the top of the louver, does it

not? A. It does.

XQ. 78. And 11' also indicates, does it not, straps
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or braces extending from the bottom of the louver

to the lower level of the tower?

A. No. ^It indicates straps from both the lower

and upper edges of the louver.

XQ. 79. These figures show two sets of independ-

ent straps or braces each marked 11", one set ex-

tending at a slight angle from the top of the louver

to the frame of the tower at the point slightly above

the top of the louver and the other set of straps or

braces extending at a downward angle from the

bottom of the louver to a point on the framework

of the tower below the louver ; is that right ?

A. The straps shown in the figure are a part of

the louver bracing. [103]

Q. 80. There are two independent sets of such

straps or braces shown in Figures 3 and 4 of the

Hart patent, are there not. One set connected with

the top of the louver and the other set at the bot-

tom?

A. One set at the top and the other set approxi-

mately halfway up. The patent drawing is not

clear as to whether it refers to a strap or a part of

the louver and the louver itself, if stiff enough, can

be used as the inclined member of the triangular

support as a part of the iron of support.

Q. 81. Now, I am asking you, Mr. Phillips, not

what this Hart patent might show, but what it does

show. Is it not a fact that the drawings of this

patent show the louver terminating with the curved

portion 15 below which is a strap or brace or sup-
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port 11' which is separate from and bolted to the

louver 11 at the lower end of the louver?

A. The patent drawing may show such construction

but does not show the Hart method of supporting

the louvers.

Q. 82. When did j^ou first see a Hart Cooling

Tower in actual form either under construction or

finished?

A. The actual tower at the Elder & Wells Co. was

seen by me and inspected during the simimer of

1913 and prior to that I saw several Hart installa-

tions from the time they started to make installa-

tions in 1908.

Q. 83. Where did you first see an actual Hart

tower? [104]

A. One of the first I saw was on a brewery, but I

could not give the name and location without mak-

ing inquiries.

Q. 84. Are you prepared to say, Mr. Phillips, that

the regular Hart Cooling Tower construction in use

from 1908 to 1918 did not involve a support for the

louver which consisted of two separate sets of

braces, one connecting the bottom of the louver

with the framework of the tower below the bottom

of the louver and the other connecting the upper

portion of the louver with a higher part of the

framework of the tower?

A. There may have been some slight differences

in attaching the louvers to the tower, but invariably

a horizontal brace was thrown out at about the deck

level and this brace held in a horizontal position by
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an inclined brace running back to the frame and

in some cases there were strips running from the

louvers to the frame at more points.

Q. 85. Are }^ou prepared to say, Mr. Phillips, that

the regular Hart construction during the period re-

ferred to in the last question did not involve one

set of upwardly inclined louver braces near the top

of the louver and a separate set of downwardly

inclined louver braces connecting the bottom of the

louvers with the framework of the tower at a point

below the connection with the tower of the upper

set of braces'? [105]

A. In the towers I inspected there was an addi-

tional diagonal brace running from the horizontal

support back to the tower frame.

Q. 86. The towers that you inspected did involve

the construction pointed out in my last question, did

they not? Even though they may have had addi-

tional braces for the louvers'?

A. I do not remember any extra horizontal brace

at the lower part of the louver.

Q. 87. My question did not involve an extra hori-

zontal brace at the bottom of the louver, but re-

ferred only to a downwardly inclined brace at the

bottom of the louver. With that understanding,

please state whether the Hart towers that you in-

spected did not involve the louver supporting braces

at the top and at the bottom of the louver such as

specified in my question 85.

A. As I understand your question, not in the

manner referred to.
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Q. 88. Did not the Hart Towers that you inspected

have one set of braces or supports connecting the

top portion of the louver with an adjacent portion

at the frame of the tower?

A. Perhaps I can answer yowc question by stating

that the inclined member of the brace which fol-

lowed the incline of the louver was fastened to the

frame at the bottom of the [106] louver and was

held out from the tower by the horizontal member

at about deck level of the tower running out to a

point near the top of the louver, although not at the

very edge.

XQ. 89. When was it that, according to your un-

derstanding, Mr. Braun, as you say, practically

agTeed to the agency arrangement?

A. At the time of his call on us in New York.

XQ. 90. When was that?

A. I can only fix the date by the correspondence.

XQ. 91. Please do so.

A. During the year 1915.

XQ.92. How do you fix that time?

A. By various letters such as his of May 17th,

1915, Plaintiff's Exhibit 18.

XQ. 93. And where was it or how was it that,

according to your claim, Mr. Braun practically

agreed to the agency arrangement? By corre-

spondence or by personal conference in New Yor'k

or elsewhere?

A. Largely through personal conference at our

of&ce, then at 50 Broad Street, New York City.

XQ. 94. During what time did the conferences at
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your New York office take place at which you think

Mr. Braun practicall)^ agreed to the agency arrange-

ment?

A. I do not notice anything in the correspondence

[107] fixing the exact date that Mr. Braun was in

our office, but the correspondence indicates that it

was some time during the period covered from April

to June, 1915.

XQ. 95. Was it while Mr. Braun was at your New
York office that he declined to enter into the agency

or arrangement?

A. It is not quite clear in my mind whether it was

just as he was leaving New York or whether the

statement was made later or not.

XQ. 96. Was the proposed agency arrangement

as desired by you covered by correspondence, and if

so, can you produce the correspondence ?

A. It was and we sent him a copy of our standard

agency agreement.

XQ. 97. Have you produced and put in evidence

the letters covering your correspondence in regard

to the proposed agency arrangement?

A. I do not think all our correspondence with

Braun in regard to the agency matter have been

put in evidence.

XQ. 98. Have you any letter from Mr. Braun de-

clinging the agency proposition made by you?

A. Yes, we had a letter returning the agency

agreement made out for him.

XQ. 99. What is the date of that letter, please?

[108]
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A. I cannot find it at this time.

XQ. 100. You have your letter files of corre-

spondence with Mr. Braun present, have you not?

A. A large portion.

XQ. 101. And before making your answer to ques-

tion 99, you spent considerable time going through

the correspondence files, did you not? A. I did.

XQ. 102. Are you perfectly sure that Mr. Braun

declined the agency arrangement hy letter or did

he decline it at your office in New York?

A. To the best of my recollection, the final rejec-

tion was in a letter sending back the agency agree-

ment to us.

XQ. 103. And that was before he came to New
York, was it not ? A. No, after.

XQ. 104. When and how did you discuss with Mr.

Braun the arrangement that you described as build-

ing your towers on a royalty basis? Was that by

correspondence or by personal interview and in

either case, when?

A. My recollection of that particular point is not

clear and as I before stated it may have been just

as he was leaving New York or it may be by letter

written afterwards. [109]

XQ. 105. When was it that you sold the two Shell

Oil €o. towers that you have testified about?

A. In May, 1915.

XQ. 106. To whom were those sold by your com-

pany?

A. They were sold to C. F. Braun & Co., that is

we entered into arrangements with C. F. Braun &
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Co. to buy the lumber locally, and the metal parts of

the tower from us in New York.

XQ. 107. And the Braun Co. paid you for such
portions of the towers as you furnished?

A. Yes.

XQ. 108. Have you the contract or letters cov-

ering the contract in regard to the purchase by
Braun of those two towers?

A. I have a telegram from the C. F. Braun & Co.

dated May 10th, 1915, received by us on May 11th,

constituting the order.

XQ. 109. Have you got your reply to that tele-

gram? And have you also the letter from Braun

to you mentioned in the telegram and your reply to

that letter?

A. I presume we have and can be found in the

files. [110]

XQ. 110. Do I understand that you complain

of the alleged fact that Braun & Co. enlarged or

had something to do with the enlargement of one

or more of the Shell Oil Company's cooling towers

that were originally furnished in part by you

to Braun & Co. in the early part of 1915, it being

your belief that the enlargement included features

covered by your patents? A. Yes.

XQ. 111. And what features included in such

enlargement do you claim to be an infringement

of your patents in suit?

A. The parts referred to in the patent in suit

are the drip bars and the way they are splined

together although I also had in mind the use of
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our drawing, and the steel frame supporting the

louvers.

X'Q. 112. Do you charge the defendant in this

case with having had anything to do with the

erection of any other towers and the two Shell

towers or their enlargements that embody inven-

tions of your patent in suit?

Objected to on the ground that this is not a

proper method of obtaining the information sought

and the opinion of the witness as to what consti-

tutes infringement is irrelevant and immaterial and

not binding on the plaintiff.

A. Wherever the Braun Co. have used methods

of [111] separating the drip bars with device

to spacing them in the same principal as covered

by our splines in all installations covered by this

suit.

XQ. 113. Do you claim that except in connection

with the two Shell Oil Co. Cooling Towers, the

Braun Company has used decks consisting of

drip bars that are loosely splined together at

intervals as shown in your patent? A. I do.

XQ. 114. You seriously mean, Mr. Phillips, that

you believe that The Braun Co. have never made

any towers except the Shell Oil Co. towers where

the drip bars have been joined together by loose

splines connected the adjacent bars?

A. I do not know what you mean by loose splines %

XQ. 115. You know what a spline is, don't you?

A. Yes.

XQ. 116. Please state what it is?
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A. A spline is a piece of material put in between

two other pieces of material to hold them the right

distance apart.

XQ. 117. You wouldn't call a bolt that ran into

two pieces of material and held them a certain

distance apart a spline, would jou'^.

A. A bolt might or might not be a spline.

XQ. 118. What would be necessary to make the

[112] portion that separates and yet connects

the two other members a spline?

A. I should say this spacing feature.

XQ. 119. And it is your understanding that any

member that spaces apart two other members is

a spline ? A. Not unless it holds them in position.

XQ. 120. And is it your understanding that any

member that connects two other members and yet

spaces them apart is a spline irrespective of the

w^ay the spacing member is connected with or con-

tacts with the two members spaced aparti

A. I cannot think of an exception at the present

time.

XQ. 121. According to your understanding of the

word "spline" would a wooden block that is

nailed to two drip bars, one on each side, spacing

them apart be a spline?

A. I should think it might readily be a spline.

XQ. 122. Are you an engineer by profession?

A. I am a graduate engineer with degree of

Mechanical Engineer and while for the last few

years I have handled almost entirely the business
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end, I still claim to know something about en-

gineering.

Adjourned to June 14, 1923,-10 A. M. [113]

Met pursuant to adjournment.

June 14, 1923.

DEPOSITION OF BARTON H. COFFEY, FOR
PLAINTIFF (RECALLED—CROSS-EXAM-
INATION).

Cross-examination of Mr. COFFEY.
XQ. 107. Is it not a fact that prior to your patent

for the invention set forth in your patent other

cooling tower manufacturers were using wooden

drip bars in atmosphere cooling towers'? A. Yes.

XQ. 108. Who to your knowledge were using

wooden drip bars prior to your invention ?

A. They were used in what is technically known

as slat towers, working on an atmospheric principle.

XQ'. 109. By what concerns were such wooden

drip bars or slats used in atmospheric cooling tow-

ers prior to the invention of your patent in suit?

A. They were not manufactured by specialized

cooling tower companies, but were erected by the

owners. There are a number of examples through-

out the West in the stockyards of Chicago, Cincin-

nati and other places.

XQ. 110. Did Edwin Burhorn use wooden slats

or drip bars in his cooling towers prior to your in-

vention of the patent in suit? A. I know of none.

XQ. 111. What kind of drip bars did he use?
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A. I don't thinly he used any drip bars prior to my
patent. He used a perforated pan with drip strips

riveted on the under side of the pan in accordance

with the [114] Ostendorff patent.

XQ. 112. Referring to the wooden drip bar atmos-

pheric cooling towers in which you are familiar

prior to your invention of the patent in suit, please

state whether these drip bars were spaced apart so

that there were openings between the adjacent drip

bars?

A. The slats were principally boards from six to

eight inches wide nailed to the cross members of the

tower with openings between the boards from half

to three-quarters of an inch, I think, roughly.

XQ. 113. In some instances were these slats con-

nected together by blocks or strips, at points inter-

mediate the ends of the strips'?

A. I never saw any connections between slats at

either side.

XQ. 114. How long have you known Mr. Braun

personally ?

A. I met Mr. Braun only once on his visit to our

office in New York.

XQ. 115. Did you attend a meeting of the A. S.

R. E. at Buffalo in June, 1915?

A. I don't recollect it.

XQ. 116. Do you recall a meeting held in Buffalo

in June, 1915?

A. It seems to me there was a meeting. [115]

XQ. 117. Didn't Mr. Braun read a paper during
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the spring or summer of 1915 before the A. S. R. E.

on atmosplieric cooling towers'?

A. I have no recollection of such paper.

XQ. 118. Have you recollection of any paper read

or contributed by Mr. Braun to the A. S. R. E. on

that subject? A. I have not.

XQ. 119. What was the first cooling tower erected

by B. Franklin Hart that you had personal knowl-

edge of?

A. I could not answer that question. I have seen

a great many of his towers and at this late date the

exact dates when I saw the towers is not in my mind

at all, I only know in a general way a few towers

whose location I do remember and the time of ob-

servation of these towers is only fixed approxi-

mately in relation to other matters.

XQ. 120. Fix approximately the best you can the

time when you first saw a Hart Cooling Tower?

A. The best of my recollection when I first saw

the Hart Cooling Tower is approximately 1910. I

have already testified in direct examination regard-

ing the places and the approximate dates w^hen I

saw these towers. [116]

XQ. 121. Were the Hart Towers with which you

are familiar built in accordance with the disclosure

of the Hart Patent, 902,875 which I now show you?

A. They were not.

XQ. 122. Were they built in accordance with the

disclosures of the Hart catalog that you produced

and put in evidence ? A. They were.

XQ. 123. Did the Hart Towers with which you
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are familiar have a set of supporting strips or

braces that ran from the framework of the tower to

a point near the top of the louver?

A. Not very near the top. The way they ran was

horizontally from the level of the deck and joined

the inclined brace at some point below the top as

shown in the photograph of the catalog.

XQ. 124. Did the louvers of the Hart Tower with

which you are familiar have strips of supporting

braces extending downwardly from the bottom of

the louver to a point on the frame? A. They did.

XQ. 125. Did the louvers of the Hart Towers with

which you are familiar have any braces or supports

connected with the louver near the top and extend-

ing at an angle to the horizontal to its point of con-

nection with [117] the frame?

A. Yes, they did. They had an inclined angle

extending from the top of the louver and connected

with the frame at the bottom of the louver, the

louver itself generally consisted of thin sheet iron

bolted or otherwise fastened to the outside of the

inclined angle.

XQ. 126. Were the braces or supports that were

connected with the louver near the top separate

and independent pieces from the braces or supports

that extended from the bottom of the louver to the

frame ?

A. Yes, separate pieces, I recollect.

XQ. 127. Were the upper braces or supports short

pieces of iron or steel that were bolted at one end
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to tlie frame and at the other to a point near the

top of the louver?

A. I presume you mean the horizontal members;

these were bolted on the inner end to the frame in

a line with the decks at the outer end to the inclined

angles which in turn supports the louver, the louver

itself being supported by inclined members.

XQ. 128. Have you personal knowledge of the

method that was used to connect together the slats

or drip bars in the two Shell Oil Co. towers erected

by Brauninl915? [118] A. No.

XQ. 129. Have you personal knowledge of the

method that was used in connecting the slats or

drip bars of the additions or enlargement of these

towers'? A. No.

Redirect Examination by Mr. FOULDS.
RD. Q. 130. In answer to XQ. 39, you said that

you had designed a number of modifications, have

you the drawing of any modification made by you,

and if so, will you please produce it ?

A. I produce plan 441 dated May 15, 1919, a thou-

sand gallon tower erection plan 441 Newaygo Port-

land Cement Co., Newaygo, Michigan. This tower

is designed to handle an extremely corrodive water

and it was specified by the Cement Co. that all

metallic connections, as nails, bolts, etc., of any

kind whatever to be excluded and that all connect-

ing devices wood, consequently all joints at intersec-

tions of structural members were made by large

pins of wood and the deck members, drip bars and
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other smaller wooden members were fastened with

locust tree nails.

The section LL shows a main transverse braced

frame in which the angle brackets supporting the

louvers are made a part of the diagonal bracing for

supporting the structure [119] as a whole against

wind pressure and other stresses.

The section EE is through the end of the tower

as indicated on the plan and shows the angle brack-

ets at deck levels used at both ends of the tower.

RD. Q. 131. Will you please identify the bracing

for the louvers on the section LL, in this plan 441?

A. At the top louver we have a horizontal brace

LP-12 connected through the prime brace LP-13,

the lower end of which is connected at deck

level at the splice between member LP-15 and

LP-10. The remaining louvers are slightly different

from the upper louvers ; in this case the upper mem-
ber LP-15 instead of being horizontal like LP-12 it

is inclined at the angle of the diagonal frame brace

LP-10. Inclined member LP-13 is bolted at the

top to member LP-15 and at the lower end at the

splice between LP-15 and LP-10 in the same man-
ner as the map describes from the louver above and

so on with the rest.

RD. Q. 132. Can you identify the louvers on this

plan 441?

A. The louver boards are shown in elevation at

the view marked "End Elevation" also in section

at the view marked *' Section EE," they consist of

one by six, T & G boards secured to the mclined
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members LP-13, section LL [120] and LP-6,

Section EE. They extend completely around the

tower as indicated in view marked ''Plan CC."
RD. Q. 133. How are the louvers connected to the

braces at LP-13 ? A. By a locust tree nails.

RD. Q. 134. How are the louvers positioned with

reference to the braces LP-13?

A. The braces LP-13 are carried by the brace

frames as formerly explained. These frames being

spaced longitudinally at intervals of five feet ten

inches as shown in Plan DD. On the ends of the

tower they are supported by two frames spaced five

feet eight, the frames being illustrated in section

EE in the spacing plan DD. At the four corners

are special triangle frames having inclined mem-

bers CPA conforming with the inclined members on

the sides and ends of the tower. When these in-

clined meml3ers are planked, a perfect miter joint,

retained at each corner forming of each complete

louver a short truncated hollow pyramid. With its

smaller end beneath the larger one.

RD. Q. 135. Was this drawing actually made at

the date which it bears, May 15, 1919?

A. It was.

(The drawing produced by the witness is offered

in evidence and marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 19a,

Drawing No. 441.—J. J. C.) [121]

(By Mr. DUNCAN.)
The exhibit and the testimony concerning the

same objected to as incompetent, irrelevant and im-

material.
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It is stipulated that a blue-print of Plaintiff's Ex-
hibit 19 be substituted for the original produced by
the witness without waiver of objections.

RD. Q. 136. Do 3^ou Ivnow, of your own knowl-

edge, whether a tower in accordance with this draw-
ing No. 411, Plaintiff's Exhibit 19, was actually con-

structed? A. I do not.

RD. Q. 137. What knowledge have you as to the

use made of this drawing and the tower shown
therein?

Objected to as incompetent.

A. All the lumber, pins, tree nails, etc., entering

the tower were manufactured and fabricated by us,

that is, all holes were bored in the members and all

members were cut the proper length and material

shipped to the purchaser, Newaygo Portland Ce-

ment Co., Newaygo, Michigan.

RD. Q. 138. When was that done?

Objected to as not calling for the best evidence.

A. The fabrication began shortly after the com-

pletion of detailed drawing on or about the date of

plan 441. [122] The dates of shipment I do not

now recollect, but can produce same after consult-

ing the records of the Cooling Tower Co. if neces-

sary.

(The catalog produced by the witness in answer to

XQ. 60 is offered in evidence and marked Plaintiff's

Exhibit 20, Plaintiff's Catalog.—J. J. C.)

Cross-examination by Mr. DUNCAN.
XQ. 139. Are the drip bars used in the Newaygo

Construction shown on Exhibit 19 connected by
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wooden splines fitting into grooves on the vertical

walls of the adjacent drip bars? A. They were.
XQ. 140. Is that the method of connecting and

spacing the drip bars that your company has regu-
larly used while you have been connected with it?

A. It has.

XQ. 141. In all the cooling towers made by your
company and its predecessor since your connection

with it, have the drip bars been connected together

or spaced apart by means of wooden splines fitting

into grooves on the vertical walls of the adjacent

drip bars?

A. The best of my knowledge and belief, they

have. [123]

Deposition of Mr. Coffey closed.

BARTON H. COFFEY.
Sworn to before me,

JOHN J. COYLE,
Notary Public.

DEPOSITION OP LOUIS A. PHILLIPS, FOR
DEFENDANT (RECALLED— CROSS-EX-
AMINATION).

Cross-examination of Mr. PHILLIPS (Resumed).

XQ. 123. Have you knowledge of the method

used by Mr. Braun in connecting and spacmg the

part the drip bars in the original two Shell Oil Co.

Towers erected in 1915, material for which he pur-

chased from your company?

A. I have not seen the towers. My knowledge on

the subject being derived from the fact that the
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towers are supposed to be built in accordance with

our plan. Instructions for erection having been

sent to Braun.

XQ. ]24. What is your knowledge as to the extent

and detail of construction of the additions or en-

largements of the two Shell Towers?

A. My knowledge of the subject comes through

correspondence with the purchasers of the towers,

reports of our representatives and through the fact

that this tower could not very well be extended ex-

cept by employing the same method of construction

as shown on our plan.

XQ. 125. Is it your understanding that the exten-

sions or enlargements of these two Shell Oil Co.

towers are provided with drip bars, the sides of

W'hich have grooves [124] into which fit w^ooden

splines spacing apart in connecting the adjacent

drip bars? A. I so understand.

XQ. 126. When did you first learn of the erection

of extensions or additions to the two cooling towers

of the Shell Oil Co.?

A. I had reports of this prior to June 24, 1919,

when the matter was confirmed through correspond-

ence with the Shell Co.

XQ. 127. When were the extensions erected ?

A. I cannot recollect the exact dates as you will

bear in mind that I testified that Braun did not ad-

vise us as to the extension to the towers.

XQ. 128. Did you know of the extension to these

Shell Co. towers the time you wrote your letter of

July 1st, 1918, to the Union Oil Co.? (Exhibit 19.)
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A. I cannot be positive of this date, but my recol-

lection is that such additions had been reported to

me.

XQ. 129. Have you sent to other concerns besides

the Union Oil Co. who have purchased or contem-

plated the purchase of Braun Towers, letters similar

in tenor to Exhibit 19, warning them against in-

fringement of your patent in suit by the purchaser

of Braun Towers?

Objected to as not proper cross-examination and.

defendant's counsel is advised that by pursuing this

inquiry he will make [125] this witness his own
witness.

A. I have looked through the files and have not

found such letters as referred to in the question.

Redirect Examination by Mr. FOULDS.
RD. Q. 130. You were asked on cross-examination

to produce the correspondence with defendant rela-

tive to the purchase of the Shell Co. towers; have

you made a search for this correspondence, and if

so, please state what you have found ?

A. I have, and I have found a number of letters

not offered in evidence. The letters offered in evi-

dence show that Mr. Braun having previously sold

cooling towers for the Alberger Pump and Con-

denser Co. then solicited our agency and carried the

correspondence along chronologically through our

letter of April 15, 1915, marked Exhibit 8, and from

that letter a number of important communications

have been omitted. Braun telegram of April 20,

1915, states that he now has inquiries from the Shell
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Co. for one tower of forty thousand and one for

eighty thousand gallons capacity gives atmospheric

conditions and asks for price on special parts.

Without goijig into these letters in detail I pro-

duce the file of correspondence between ourselves

and C. F. Braun [126] these letters and telegrams

were respectively received and mailed in the regular

course of business.

The letters produced by the witness are offered in

evidence.

Subject to objections to relevancy, materiality

and competency of the letters referred to and sub-'

ject to comparison by counsel in San Francisco it

is stipulated that plaintiff's counsel may list the

letters which he now desires to offer in evidence,

have copies of the bame made and substitute the

copies for the originals, it being understood that

the entire correspondence not already offered will

be offered in thics connection and that objections of

the character above referred to will be taken by San

Francisco counsel at or before the trial.

(I offer in evidence letter written by Andrew
Foulds, Jr., to Dewey, Strong & Townsend, dated

September 4, 1918.—J. J. C.)

It is stipulated that if Mr. Andrew Foulds, Jr.,

were called as a witness he would testify that no

answer was received by him to the letter of Sep-

tember 4, 1918, Plaintiff's Exhibit 22.

It is further stipulated that from the offering of
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the copies of letters above referred to the deposi-

tion of the witness Phillips is closed.

LOUIS A. PHILLIPS.
Sworn to before me.

JOHN J. COYLE,
Notary Public. [127]

The letters produced by the witness, Louis A.

Phillips, are offered in evidence on behalf of the

plaintiff as follows:

Letter written by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co. dated November 27, 1914, being Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 4 for identification and the same

is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 4.—J. J. C.

Letter written by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co. dated December 30, 1914, being Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 6 for identification and the same

is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 6—J. J. C.

Letter written by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co. dated February 27, 1915, being Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 7 for identification, and the same

is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 7.—J. J. C.

Letter written by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to Shell

Co. of California, dated April 5, 1915, being Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 8 for identification and the same

is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 8.—J. J. C.

Telegram from C. F. Braun & Co. to Mitchell-

Tappen Co. dated San Francisco, April 20, 1915,

and the same is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 23.

—J. J. C.

Telegram written by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co. dated New York, 4-21-15, and the

same is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 24.—J. J. C.
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Letter written by Mitoholl-Tap})0]i Co. to C. ¥.

Braun & Co. dated April 21, 1915, being Plaintiff's

Exliibit No. 9 for identification and tbe same is

marked Plaintife's Exliibit No. 9.—J. J. C. [128]

Telegram sent by C. F. Braun & Co. to Mitchell-

Tappen Co. dated San Fran(dsco, April 27, 1915,

and the same is marked Plaintiff's Eixhibit No. 25.

—J. J. C.

Telegram sent by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co. dated New York, April 28, 1915, and

the same is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 26.

—

J. J. C.

Letter written by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co. dated April 28, 1915, and the same is

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 26a.—J. J. C.

Telegram sent by C. F. Braun & Co. to Mitchell-

Tappen Co. dated San Francisco, May 10, 1913, and

the same is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 27.

—

J. J. C.

Telegram sent by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co. dated May 11, 1915, and the same is

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 26.—J. J. C.

Telegi'am sent by C. F. Braun & Co. to Mitchell-

Tappen Co., dated San Francisco May 12, 1913, and

the same is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 29.

—

J. J. C.

Telegram sent by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co., dated May 13, 1915, and the same is

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 30.—J. J. C.

Letter written by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co. dated May 13, 1915, and the same is

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 31.—J. J. C,
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Letter written by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co. dated May 14, 1915, and enclosures

Mitchell-Tappen Co. to the Shell Co. dated May 14,

1915, and the same is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit

No. 32.—J. J. C.

Letter written by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co. dated May 14, 1915, and the same is

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 33.—J. J. C. [129]

Letter written by C F. Braun & Co. to Mitchell-

Tappen €o. dated May 20, 1915, and the same is

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 34.—J. J. C.

Letter written by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co. dated May 22, 1915, and the same is

mai^ked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 35.—J. J. C.

Letter w^ritten by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co., dated May 27, 1915, and the same is

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 36.—J. J. C.

Telegram sent by C. F. Braun & Co., to Mitchell-

Tappen Co., dated San Francisco, May 8, 1915, and

the same is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 37.

—

J. J. C.

Telegram sent by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co., dated New York, May 29, 1915, and

the same is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 38.

—

J. J. C.

Letter sent by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co., dated May 31, 1915, and the same is

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 39.—J. J. C.

Letter written by C. F. Braun & Co. to Mitchell-

Tappen Co. dated June 21, 1915, and the same is

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 40.—J. J. C.

Telegram sent by C. F. Braun & Co. to Mitchell-
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Tappen Co. dated San Francisco Juno 3, 1015, and

the same is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 41.

—

J. J. C.

Telegram sent by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co., dated June 4, 1913, and the same is

mai-ked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 42.—J. J. C.

Letter written by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co. dated June 4, 1915, and the same is

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 43.—J. J. C. [130]

Letter written by C. F. Braun & Co. to Mitchell-

Tappen Co. dated June 14, 1915, and the same is

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 44.—J. J. C.

Letter written by C. F. Braun & Co. to Mitchell-

Tappen Co. dated June 17, 1915, and the same is

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 45.—J. J. C.

Letter written by Mitchell-Tappen Co. to C. F.

Braun & Co. dated June 23, 1915, and the same is

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 46.—J. J. C.

Letter written by The Cooling Tower Co., Inc., to

C. F. Braun & Co. dated July 19, 1915, and the same

is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 47.—J. J. C.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 14th day

of June, 1923.

[Seal] JOHN J. COYLE,
Notary Public, New York County. [131]

State of New York,

County of New York,—ss.

I, John J. Coyle, a notary public, in and for the

<,'ounty of New York and State of New York, do

hereby certify that the foregoing depositions of

Barton H. Coffey and Louis A. Phillips, were taken

on behalf of Cooling Tower Co., Inc., the plaintiff.
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in pursuance of the notice hereto annexed, before

me, at No. 120 Liberty Street, in the Borough of

Manhattan, in the city of New York, county of

New York and State of New York, on June 6th,

11th, 13th and 14th, 1923. That the said witnesses

were by me severally sworn before the commence-

ment of their testimony; that the testimony of the

said witnesses was taken by Miss Agnes Creamer

directly on the typewriter in my presence; that the

defendant, C. F. Braun & Co., was represented by

Frederick S. Duncan, Esq., who was present during

the taking of said testimony; that said testimony

was taken at the place aforesaid on the days above

stated. That I am not connected by blood or mar-

riage with either of said parties nor interested

directly or indirectly in the matter in controversy.

IN TESTIMONY WHEKEOF, I have hereunto

set my hand and affixed my seal of office at the city

of New York, county of New York and State of

New York, this 14th day of June, 1923.

[Seal] JOHN J. COYLE,
Notary Public. [132]

(Title of Court and Cause.)

NOTICE RE TAKING DEPOSITIONS DE
BENE ESSE OF LOUIS A. PHILLIPS ET
AL.

To Charles E. Townsend, Attorney for Defendant.

Please take notice that on the 6th day of June,

1923, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, the deposition
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dc bene esse of Louis A. Phillips of Ilastings-on-

Hudson in the county of Winchester and State of

New York, Barton H. Coffey, of the city of New
York, county of New York and State of New York,

A. Bonell Tappen of Briarcliff Manor, in the county

of Winchester and State of New York, and William

F. Mitchell of Nutle}^ in the County of Essex and

State of New Jersey, will be taken on behalf of

the plaintiff herein, by John J. Coyle, Esq., notary

public, in and for the county of New York, State

of New York or other proper officer who is not of

counsel or attorney to either of the parties, nor in-

terested in the event of the cause, at his office, room

900, No. 120 Liberty Street, in the Borough of Man-

hattan, city of New York, county of New York and

State of New York.

The said witnesses reside at the places above

stated, more than one hundred miles from the place

where the trial of this action will occur.

The examination of said witnesses will proceed

from day to day until completed and will be taken

under sections 863, 864, 865, Revised Statutes of

the United States.

Dated, New York, May 1st, 1923.

EDWARD A. O'BRIEN,

ASHLEY and FOULDS,
Attorneys for Plaintiff.

Receipt of copy of within notice acknowledged

this 16th May, [133] 1923.

CHAS. E. TOWNSEND,
WM. A. LOFTUS,

Attys. for Deft.
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[Endorsed]: Filed Nov. 26, 1923. Walter B.

Maling, Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy Clerk.

[134]

In the Southern Division of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, Second Division.

Before Honorable JOHN S. PARTRIDGE, Judge.

No. 923—IN EQUITY.

COOLING TOWER COMPANY, INC., a Cor-

poration,

Plaintiff,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & COMPANY,
Defendant.

Tuesday, November 27, 1923.

Wednesday, November 28, 1923.

Friday, November 30, 1923.

Tuesday, December 4, 1923.

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT.
INDEX.

Direct Cross Re-D. Re-X.

."Walter Hagenbueh. 3 5

Carl F. Braun 8 36 71

Chas. H. Shattuck 103 117

C. F. Braun (Recalled) 123 129 136 155

162

Chas. Moser 165 176 179

C. F. Braun (Recalled) 182 183

do. do 187 192
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PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBITS:

Page

48 Patent to Mitchell-Tappen Co. No. 1,010,020, dated

Nov. 28, 1911 2

49 Cut from Catalog, Defendant 's Ex. "C" 33

50 Patent to Coffey, No. 1,158,107, Oct. 26, 1915 76

51 Blue-prints for Shell tower construction 76

52 Letter, Braun & Co. to Cooling Tower Co., Aug. 12,

1915 77

53 Letter, Braun & Co. to Cooling Tower Co., Nov. 26,

1915 77

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS:

A (For identification) Blue-Sprint 7

B Braun patent No. 1,334,515, dated March 23, 1920 8

C Catalog, Bulletin 101, of C. F. Braun & Co 27

D Model, showing construction erected for Shell Co. in

1920 36

E Model of tower erected for Shell Co. in 1920 40

F Model representing detail of upper distributing deck. 42

G Model illustrating original 1915 Shell Construction. . . 48

II Model illustrating construction of deck 48

I Model 48

J Enlargement Coffey drawings 48

K Sketch illustrating angle iron construction 52

L General Catalog of C. F. Braun & Co. Copyrighted

1923 54

M Braun patent 1,442,784, Jan. 16, 1923 90

N File Wrapper and Contents do 90

O Patent to Burhorn, 1,182,635, May 9, 1916 90

P Patent to Burhorn, 1,234,444, July 24, 1917 90

fl35]
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Index (Continued)—
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Q Patent to Hart, 902,875, Xov. 3, 1908 90

R l*atent to Burliorn, 973,163, Oct. 18, 1910 91

S Patent to Hart, No. 1,228,207, May 29, 1917 91

T Patent to Schmidt, No. 693,625, Feb. 18, 1902 91

U File-wrapper of first Braun patent of 1920 92

V Patent to Stocker, 700,990, May 27, 1902 92

W Patent to Wheeler and Pratt, No. 821,561, May 22,
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In the Southern Division of the United States Dis-

trict Court, in and for the Northern District of

California, Second Division.

Before Honorable JOHN S. PAETRIDGE, Judge.

IN EQUITY—923.

COOLING TOWER COMPANY, INC., a Cor-

poration,

Plaintiff,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & COMPANY, a Corporation,

Defendant.
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November 27, 1923.

Counsel Appearing:

For Plaintiff: ANDREW FOULDS, Jr., Esq.

E. A. O'BRIEN, Esq.

For Defendant: CHARLES E. TOWNSEND,
Esquire.

Mr. FOULDS.—If your Honor please, I hand

you a copy of the patent on which this suit is based.

It has to do with the cooling tower art. As your

Honor possibly knows, cooling towers are used in

industrial plants for the purpose of reducing the

temperature of water; they effect a great saving

in the water used. The water is elevated or

pumped to the top of the tower and then permitted

to flow through a series of decks, as they are called,

in fine spray, small drops, and cooled by atmos-

pheric action. There are a number of types of

cooling powers. Some use a forced draft—that is,

the air is pumped up through the water as it flows,

and others merely use the atmospheric action.

Ours is an open type tower, a framework upon

which are supported slats or bars, and the [137

—1] wind blowing through the tower cools the

water, so that as it is collected in the basin of the

tank at the foot of the tower the temperature has

been reduced. The patent has to do particularly

with the form of the decks. The tower is broken

from top to bottom by these open slat decks. Va-

rious methods have been used for breaking up the

water in its fall. We use wooden slats or bars.

At the top of the deck there is a bar running across
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the deck laterally which has a trough on top. The

water is distributed into these bars by small spaces

;

the water overflows the bars, flows to the deck be-

low, where the bars run at right angles, it splashes

on these bars and runs down between them to an-

other deck, and so on, for four decks. Then there

is another distributing deck, the trough running in

the opposite direction, for the purpose of again dis-

tributing the w^ater so that if the wind blows it to

one side of the tower it is again distributed evenly

over the entire tower.

We have taken depositions of some v^itnesses in

New York, and we will have some other testimony

here.

I will offer in evidence a patent in suit granted

to Mitchell-Tappen Co., as assignee of B. H. Coffey,

No. 1,010,020, dated November 28, 1911.

The COURT.—This is a copy of it?

Mr. FOULDS.—That is a copy of the patent. I

also offer in evidence the assignment. This was

offered in evidence in New York, the assignment of

the patent by the Mitchell-Tappen Co. to the Cool-

ing Tower Company, dated May 17, 1915, which

was marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 12 in the depo-

sitions.

The COURT.—Admitted.
(The patent is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 48.)

Mr. TOWNSEND.—If your Honor please, would

you care to hear an outline of the defendant's posi-

tion? It might clarify [138—2] the issue some-

what.
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(Testimony of Walter Hagenbuch.)

The COURT.—I think I would rather hear it at

the conclusion of the plaintiff's case.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Very well.

TESTIMONY OF WALTER HAGENBUCH,
FOR PLAINTIFF.

WALTER HAGENBUCH, called for the plain-

tiff, sworn.

Mr. FOULDS.

—

Q. Mr. Hagenbuch, you reside

where f A. In Martinez.

Q. In this state?

A. In the State of California.

Q. And you are employed by whom?
A. By the Shell Company of California.

Q. At their Martinez refinery?

A. At the Martinez refinery.

Q. How long have you been employed there ?

A. Since 1914.

iQ. Do you recall that a cooling tower was erected

at the Shell Company Martinez refinery by C. F.

Braun & Co., the defendant? A. I do.

Q. When was that? A. In 1915.

Q. I call your attention to Plaintiff's Exhibit No.

10; that is a photograph of that cooling tower, is

it not? A. It is.

Q. When were these two towers erected by the

defendant? A. In 1915—after July, 1915.

Q. Subsequently, did the defendant enlarge one

of these towers? A. It did.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Objected to, as no proper

foundation is laid as to what the defendant did.
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(Testimony of Walter Hagenbiich.)

We are willing to admit a lot of matters in regard

to these towers, but this witness is not qualified, I

think, to testify.

Mr. FOULDS.—I assumed that there would be

ao dispute about that. You admitted that you ex-

tended one of these towers.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—We did extend one of these

towers, but I [139—3] do not think you can

prove that fact by this witness.

Mr. FOULDS.—If there is any dispute about it—
The COURT.—I will admit it anyway.

Mi\ FOULDS.—Q. When was that tower ex-

:ended ?

A. It must have been in the first part of 1916.

Q. That was tower No. 2'?> A. Tower No. 2.

Q(. Then, subsequently, did the defendant re-

build these two towers?

A. They rebuilt them, yes.

Q. When was that? A. That was in 1920.

Q. Did the defendant also build a third tower

for our company?

A. Yes, there was a third one built.

Q. About when? A. In 1921.

Q. Have you examined these towers, Mr. Hagen-

mch?

A. Superficially I have examined them.

Q. Will you describe the towers and the docks?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I object to the qualification

)f this witness to testify.

The COURT.—He can testify to what he saw

liere. The objection is overruled.
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(Testimony of Walter Hagenbuch.)

A. I do not remember how the first towers were

constructed, but the towers as constructed now are

composed of ten decks; the first deck and the fifth

deck from the top are running crosswise and the

other ones are running lengthwise.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. When you say they are run-

ning crosswise, you mean the slats or bars of these

decks are running in that direction?

A. That is what I mean.

Q. Will you describe the slats or bars of the top

deck?

A. The top deck and the fifth deck have cross

bars, and they have grooves, I think they are half-

round grooves, in which the water flows.

Q. Those grooves run the length of the bars?

A. The grooves [140—4] run not quite the

length of the bars; they are interrupted by wooden

pieces, about 1 by 2, which are nailed down, they

are countersunk nearly to the bottom of the half-

round groove in the cross pieces, and nailed to the

same. The longitudinal bars which are located in

the second, third, fourth, sixth, seventh, eighth,

ninth and tenth decks have small grooves running

lengthwise.

Q, How are those slats spaced ?

A. They are held in place by some small metal

fasteners which are bent down between them and

nailed from the outside.

Q. Did you observe in many cases that these

straps are loose and not nailed down. A. Yes.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Objected to as leading.
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CTcstiniony of Walter Hagenbiich.)

The COURT.—I will overrule the objection.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. How are these decks sup-

ported '?

A. They are supported by wooden supports.

Q. Frames running around?

A. Frames running crosswise.

Q. How is the water delivered to the top of the

tower?

A. The water runs by gravity from the top of

the tower.

Q. And then how does it operate, what happens

to the water?

A. The water is running in longitudinal troughs,

and from the longitudinal troughs it is distributed

into cross-troughs; these troughs running cross-

wise, distribute it to small longitudinal troughs

again, and from there it is distributed to the bars.

Q. And the water overflows the bars onto the

cross-bars below? A. Yes.

Q. And so on to the bottom ? A. Yes.

Mr. FOULDS.—That is all.

Cross-examination.

Mr. TOWNSEiST).—Q. Mr. Hagenbuch, when

you said that the [141—5] original towers that

were erected in 1915 were reconstructed, just what

did you mean?

A. I mean that the towers that were built in

1915 were torn down and new ones were erected;

the old foundations were remodeled to take the new

ones. >
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(Testimony of Walter Hagenbuch.)

Q. That is what I thought you meant by the term

'* reconstructed." A. Yes.

Q. Because that is not the usual way we use that

word. New towers were built by Braun & Co. in

1920, after the old ones were torn down?

A. I think that is right.

Q. When j^ou spoke about these slats having

grooves in the new Braun towers in 1920, where

were those grooves'?

A. The grooves were on top of the slats.

Q. Forming little troughs along the top of the

slats'? A. Yes.

Q. There were no grooves, as far as you know,

anywhere else on the slats?

A. No, not as far as I know.

The COURT.—What is the water used for?

A. The water is used for condensing oil products,

distillates.

Q. For cooling purposes?

A. For cooling purposes.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I will show you a blue-print,

Mr. Hagenbuch. I will first ask you if you are

used to reading blue-prints? A. I am.

Q. I will aMi you if you recognize the construc-

tion shown in that blue-print as being like any-

thing that is up there at the Shell plant, or was in

that addition that Mr. Braun put on in 1916?

A. I recognize this section, the top section.

Q. Pointing to the figures at the upper left-hand

corner of the print, marked A-1?

A. Yes. I have never insiieeted the towers as
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they were first erected, and I don't know whether

these eonneetions were there.

Q. Referring to the part marked "A-4."

The COURT.—You are speaking- of the present

tower, or the [142—6] first tower?

A. The present tower. I don't think that the

present tower has these connections.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. You mean the tongue at

the right of A-4, and the groove at the left end?

A. They seem to be simply on the side. I don't

know whether the grooves are round or angled.

The COURT.—Q. You don't know whether the

grooves are round or angled?

A. I do not. I think they are round, now, but

I am not positive of it.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I will ask that this blue-

print be marked Defendant's Exhibit "A" for iden-

tification.

The COURT.—You have not shown very clearly

what it is. It is a blue-print of what?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—This is a blue-print of the

plant construction employed by Mr. Braun in the

addition of 1916. I will have it identified later.

A. I remember that now, that is a louver board.

Q. Add anything that you desire to your state-

ment.

A. I think these are louver boards; they are the

slanting boards ; not the horizontal boards.

Q. Do you know what A-1 is ?

A. I think A-1 is the top distributing deck.
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(Testimony of Walter Hagenbuch.)

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I ask that this be marked

Defendant's Exhibit ''A" for identification.

(The document was marked Defendant's Eix-

hibit "A" for identification.)

Q. Now, in referring to the metal strips that

you have holding down the wooden slats of the

deck in the present construction, can you describe

that piece of construction a little more in detail?

A. Assuming you have a number of longitudinal

wooden bars, let us assume they are spaced, for the

sake of [143—^7] argument, % of an inch apart;

then that metal strip would run over the top of

them crosswise, being bent down into the space

between them, as such providing distance pieces;

you might call them spacers, perhaps.

Q. Is this bent metal strip that forms the dis-

tance piece or spacer similar to what is shown here

in Fig. 3 of Braun patent 1,334,515 of March 23,

1920?

A. With the exception I have not noticed this

nail in Fig. 3.

Q. How are these strips ordinarily held down ?

A. There is a nail on the outside, on the end.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I will offer this patent to

Braun, referred to, in evidence, in illustration of

the witness' testimony, as Defendant's Exhibit "B."

The COURT.—Let it be marked.

(The document was marked Defendant's Exhibit

*'B.")

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Do you recall the method

for holding the slats down that was employed by
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Mr. Braiin in the addition that he l)uilt to the Shell

towers in 1916? A. I do not.

Q. If I mentioned the nse of angle irons being

laid over the slats and tongues being placed from

one side of the angle down in between the spaces,

would that refresh your memory?

A. I have never inspected as to the details.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is all.

Mr. FOULDS.—That is all.

TESTIMONY OF CARL F. BRAUN, FOR
PLAINTIFF.

CARL F. BRAUN, called for the plaintiff, sworn.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Where do you reside, Mr.

Braun? A. Pasadena.

Q. Did you formerly reside in San Ftancisco?

A. Yes.

Q. When?
A. I moved approximately August or September

of [144—8] last year.

Q. Are you connected with the defendant, C. F.

Braun & Co.?

A. I am president of the company.

Q. How long have you been president ?

A. Since 1908 or 1909.

Q. Is that when the company was organized?

A. The company was that time another company

which had been organized a short time before we

bought it.

Q. You reorganized that company and called it

C. F. Braun & Co.?
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(Testimony of Carl F. Braun.)

A. We changed the name to Braun, Williams &
Russell, and several years later changed it to C. F.

Braun & Co.

Q. When did you first learn of the plaintiff's

tower ?

A. I believe a few months prior to the time that

we sent them an inquiry for a cooling tower.

Q. How did you learn it?

A. I do not remember; possibly through friends,

or possibly through advertising ; I do not remember.

Q. You heard favorable reports of the plaintiff's

tower ?

A. I do not believe that I had any reports of

the plaintiff's tower at the time that I sent an in-

quiry.

Q. You thought at that time it would be a de-

sirable thing to represent them here on the coast,

didn't you? A. I thought

—

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I object to that as leading.

The COURT.—But Mr. Braun is president of the

defendant corporation and, to that extent at least,

a hostile witness. The objection is overruled.

A. I thought that it might be desirable to repre-

sent them, but subsequent events proved otherwise.

Mr. FOULDS.—I move to strike out the latter

part of the answer following, "but subsequent

events."

The COURT.—I will let it stand.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Do you recall writing this

letter to [145—9] Mitchell-Tappen & Co. on No-

vember 21, 1914, referring to Plaintiff's Eixhibit 1?
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(Testimony of Carl F. Braun.)

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Perhaps I can shorten the

record. There has been a lot of correspondence

offered by Mr. Foulds in New York in connection

with the depositions there, and we will admit all

of the correspondence except the one letter that Mr.

Foulds claims he wrote to me, or to my firm on

September 4, 1918. I have no recollection of having

ever received that letter, and it is not in my file,

and I do not think it ever was. I would state af-

firmatively that it was never received in my office.

All of this other correspondence I will admit as

having passed between these parties, reserving the

objection of materiality or relevancy.

The COURT.—How am I going to tell whether it

is material or not?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—There is no objection one

way or the other. I w^ill make the stipulation

without qualification.

The COURT.—Does that stipulation meet the

matter, Mr. Foulds?

Mr. FOULDS.—I think that if there is any ob-

jection going to be made they should be noted.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I am not going to object to

copies of letters, or anything of that sort. I am
reliably infonned that correspondence took place.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q'. Do you recall writing that

letter? A. Yes.

Q. And in answer to that letter did you receive

Mitchell-Tappen Co. circulars, bulletins?

A. That, I believe, is a matter of record in the

letter. It is difficult for me to remember whether
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(Testimony of Carl F. Braiixi.)

I received their bulletins in answer to this letter,

or ill answer to other letters.

Q. You did receive them, however?

A. Yes, about that time I received them. [146

-30]

Q. Bulletin No. 7 they sent you—this is Exhibit

No. 3—you received bulletins of that kind, copies

of that bulletin back at that time from the Mitchell-

Tappen Co., the predecessor of the plaintiff?

A. I have seen this bulletin, and remember re-

ceiving similar bulletins, but as to when I received

them I could not definitely specify.

Q. Do you remember receiving it about that time,

before the erection of this Shell Company tower?

A. I do not remember seeing it; it is possible

that I did receive it at that time; it is many years

ago.

Q. I call your attention to the Mitchell-Tappen

Co. letter to you of November 27, 1914, marked

Exhibit No. 4, and your letter dated December 24,

1914, marked Exhibit 5. Does that refresh your

recollection? A. Yes.

Q. Can you say whether j^ou received Bulletin

No. 7 about that time?

A. This letter, I believe, is a better record than

my memory, and it mentions the Bulletin.

Q. You recall examining the literature of this

plaintiff company? A. Yes.

Q. And do you recall writing on May 17, 1915,

that you were now ready to undertake the sale of

their cooling towers for this state ? A. Yes.
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Q. I show you Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 18—
The COURT.—These numbers indicate the num-

bers given on the taking of the deposition?

Mr. FOULDS.—Yes.
A. I wrote this letter.

Q. Following that, did you undertake the sale of

the plaintiff's towers on the Pacific Coast?

A. I purchased two towers from them.

Q. Will you answer my question : Did you under-

take the sale of [14:7—11] the plaintiff's towers

on the Pacific Coast?

A. I purchased two towers from them.

Q. Did you try to sell the plaintiff's towers on

the Pacific Coast?

A. I purchased two towers and parts for two

towers from them, and sold those parts.

Q. Did you try to sell towers generally for the

plaintiff on the Pacific Coast. When I say "you,"

I mean your company, the defendant.

A. We did try to, and did sell the two towers in

question.

Q. These towers that were sold to the Shell Com-

pany ?

A. We sold to the Shell Company parts of the

towers.

Q. For their plant at Martinez? A. Yes.

Q. What do you mean by selling to the Shell

Company parts of towers?

A- I mean to say we contracted with the Shell

Company for a cooling tower, and we purchased
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part of that tower from Mitchell-Tappen Co., and

other parts elsewhere.

Q. What do you mean by purchasing other parts

elsewhere ?

A. I mean that we purchased lumber for the

tower local!}'.

Q. The Cooling Tower Company gave you the

drawings for that lumber, didn't they?

A. They did.

Q. And specifications'? A. They did.

Q. So that it was the Cooling Tower Company's

tower, except that you got the lumber and manu-

factured it according to the Cooling Tower specifi-

cations and on their license ?

A. The Cooling Tower Company supplied the

drawings ; it was part of our order that they should

supply the drawings.

Q. They gave you a specific license to erect that

tower ?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—The use of the word "li-

cense" in counsel's question is objected to as as-

suming a fact not in the record.

Mr. FOULDS.—I refer you to a letter of the

Mitchell-Tappen Co. to you, dated April 21, 1915,

Plaintiff's Exhibit [148—12] 9, and call your

attention to this sentence: "The wood drip bars

are patented and we allow you to use them in this

case only." You recall that, do you not?

A. Yes, I remember this letter.

Q. And it was on that that you bought the wood
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for those towers wliich were erected on their de-

sign, was it not?

A. I bought the wood for the towers from their

drawings under our orders.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—If your term ''license" had

reference to that letter in that way, I withdraw

my objection.

Mr. FOULDS.—That is my understanding that

they licensed him to use their patent.

Q. Had you ever seen drip bars having troughs

rumiing longitudinally before this Cooling Tower

drip bar?

A. No, I do not recollect of having seen bars

similar to these.

Q. Have you the erection drawings for this

tower ?

A. No, they were returned to the Mitchell-Tap-

pen Company.

Q. They sent you extra copies, though, didn't

they?

A. All drawings were returned to Mitchell-Tap-

pen Company.

Q. I show you these prints and ask you whether

you recognize these as copies of the drawings sent

to you for the erection of the two towers at the

Shell refinery at Martinez?

A. We received drawings at least very similar

to these. I cannot remember detail drawings since

1914.

Q. Can you see anything there which appears to

be different from what was sent to you at that time ?
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A. Not offhand.

>Q. Have you studied them?

A. It is impossible to study them in the length of

time I have now.

Q. I refer you to a sheet numbered 105 and ask

you whether you recall the distributing bar marked

Jl at the top, the drip bar marked J3, and the

louver board below that at the left-hand side of

the drawing? A. Yes, I recall them. [149—13]

Q. Were those original two towers constructed

with distributing bars, and drip bars, and louver

boards, as shown on that drawing?

A. I believe that they were.

Q. Will you describe the position and construc-

tion of the louvers on these towers of the plaintiff

which you erected at the Shell plant at Martinez ?

A. A louver appeared extending outwardly from

the tower at an angle, as shown on the photograph.

Q. You refer to Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 10?

A. Yes.

Q. At an angle approximately of 45 degrees?

A. Approximately.

Q. How were those louver boards supported?

You may refer to the dravmigs shown you.

A. They were supported by brackets similar to

those shovni on 59.

Q. That is, the horizontal frame of the deck was

extended outwardly to the top of the inclined louver

board, and the lower edge of the louver board was

secured near the deck below? A. No.

Q. In what respect was my statement incorrect?
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A. The entire statement is incorrect.

Q. I call your attention to three figures at the

top of a sheet No. 116; what is the figure in the

upper left-hand corner marked "Elevation 2-2"?

A. I do not understand you. This is a side view

of the tower. Permit me to remark this is an

elevation of a standard 1400-gallon cooling tower;

that is the title of the drawing.

Q. Wliat are the figures marked "Elevation 1-1,"

"Elevation 2-2," "3-3"?

A. Elevation of a standard 1400-gallon cooling

tank.

Q. That answer does not mean anything.

Mr. TOWXSEND.—I apprehend you are asking

for an explanation of what these mean?

Mr. FOULDS.—Yes.
A. I do not hardly understand what you mean.

An elevation is ordinarily a side view. [150—14]

Q. Then the figure marked "Elevation 2-2" is

a section taken on the line 2-2?

A. It is not a section of the tower, it is an eleva-

tion, as I understand it.

Q. But the louvers are not shown ; the louvers are

removed, therefore it would make a section?

A. This is a diagrammatic representation.

Q. I am trying to get an explanation so that we

will understand what this blue-print means. You,

of course, know, 'because you are accustomed to

blue-prints.

A. The diagram shows where the louvers would

be.
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Q. You refer to the lines on the two ends?

A. They are purely lines, and I presume these

lines are where the louvers go, although I would

not say exactly. These lines may mean louvers

but they do not clearly show.

Q. I am referring to the part between the frame-

work shown here and the observer.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—There is nothing here on

this blue-print to show any louver between the ob-

server and the tower.

The COURT.—What you are trying to get at is

whether that is an open section.

Mr. TOWNSEiND.—Counsel referred to a sec-

tion on the elevation 1-1, and the figures 2-2 ; there

is nothing there but those figures, with the arrows

to indicate that that is a section.

Mr. FOULDS.—I think the witness can explain

this.

A. If this is an open section, the drawings are

improperly marked.

Q. Refer to the extended horizontal deck at the

top of this tower in the three views marked "Eleva-

tion 2^-2," "Elevation 1-1," and "Section 3-3," and

state whether that does not show a horizontal deck

frame extended out to the top of the louver?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—If counsel has the specifica-

tions that accompanied these blue-prints, I think it

would only be fair to [151—15] submit those

specifications to the witness.

A. From this drawing, particularly the plan, I

conclude that the horizontal member is not extended.
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Mr. FOULDS.—Q. I refer you to section 3-3 on

the upper right-hand comer, and ask whether at

every deck the horizontal member is not extended

to the top of the louver ? A. No.

Q. What is that line?

A. As shown by the detail drawings submitted, it

is a bracket, a separate piece.

The COURT.—Where is that?

A. That is here, I believe, and is shown by the

plans to be a separate piece ; this is a plan drawing,

it is marked '^Plan"; there is no member extending

here or here. I mean there is no member extending

here or there. This is a walk, here.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q, Then there was a walk ex-

tending out from the top of the tower to the top

edge of the louver ?

A. There was a walk around the tower; I do not

remember the exact location of it.

Q. Does the walk support the top of that louver?

A. Not according to the drawing.

Q. It was secured to the top of the louver, was it

not? I refer you again to section 3-3, and also to

the other elevation on the top of that sheet. No. 116.

A. It was secured to a vertical member, an out-

side member.

Q. And the top of the louver board was also se-

cured there at that point, was it not?

A. Not at that point, but as shown by this draw-

ing at another point.

Q. Will you explain what you mean—what detail

drawing you referred to? A. 59.
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Q. What does 59 show?

A. It shows details of a cooling tower, particu-

larly that part of the structural steel work on the

outside of the tower. [152—16]

Q. Can you show us where the detail of the steel

work shown on this drawing 59 fits on to the detail

shown on sheet No. 116? A. Yes.

Q. You have turned sheet 59, with its left-hand

side at the bottom : Is that the way it should read ?

A. I believe so; that is the way I read the draw-

ing.

Q. Will you explain what the drawing shows as

you have now positioned it?

A. The drawing shows a vertical column, a verti-

cal member about three feet from the column, a

short angle or a short member, I believe they are

angles, connecting the columns and the outside

members.

Q. Now, referring to the lower part of the draw-

ing, you find two panels, do you not, one on the right

and one on the left?

A. No, I do not find panels.

Q. Will you tell us whether these parts marked

LP and CP respectively are a section of the sup-

porting frame of the tower?

A. They appear to differ.

Q. Referring to this drawing, where is the tower

itself positioned with reference to these uprights?

A. These are part of the tower.

Q. I refer to the body of the tower.
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A. These are part of the tower. I do not under-

stand clearly what you want.

Q. I am trying to learn the relative positions of

these parts as to the tower body or deck Section.

Do they lie to the left or to the right of the view as

shown?

A. They lie to the right of the view as shown.

Q. Referring to the legend, what does CP
mean, being the upper or left-hand figure ?

A. CP is a designating s^Tiibol on the detail

of that column.

Q. Comer post? A. Yes.

Q. And referring again to the legend, what does

LP refer to? [153—17]

A. Presumably, a louver post. The words are

given on the drawing.

Q. Now referring to the louver posts marked

LP, when this drawing is turned with its left-

hand side at the bottom, we find an inclined piece

at the bottom, and near the top, one marked

LP-1 and the other marked LP-2. What are

those?

A. They are short angle iron members upon

which louver boards are to be laid.

Q. And three of them are shown on this figure,

are they not? A. No, pardon me.

Q. I mean three are showai and the others are

indicated? A. Three are indicated.

Q. Indicated by these letters? A. Yes.

Q. Will you describe the louver supports by re-

ferring to this drawing, sheet 59? Do you find a
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triangle with its vertical member an upright post

of the tower?

A. There is not an exact triangle.

Q. Is it a three-sided member? A. Yes.

Q. Isn't a three-sided member a triangle?

A. This is four-sided, that is why I stated it

was not an exact triangle. This is not a three-

sided member, but a four-sided member.

Q. Will you refer to the bottom of the drawing

and tell me whether that is a triangle?

A. That is a triangle.

Q. Now, the vertical side of that right-angle tri-

angle is the vertical post of the tower, is it not ?

A. It is.

Q. And the horizontal member is an extension of

the deck, is it not? A. No.

Q. What is it? A. It is a separate piece.

Q. But it is extended at the deck, is it not?

A. The drawing does not show that.

Q. Eefer to indicated position of the deck

throughout the [154—18] height of the tower

and of the louver portion throughout the height of

the tower, and tell me whether there is not a hori-

zontal memfber extended out from approximately

the deck to the top of the louver board ?

A. If I read this drawing correctly, the louver-

supporting member is not extended at the deck.

Q. Referring to the lower part of the louver

post shown at the lower part of this sheet 59, will

you indicate on that triangular louver support

with the words "Louver plates" within the tri-
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angle where the deck terminates and where the

horizontal louver support joins the vertical post?

A. There is no horizontal louver support.

Q. It is approximately horizontal, is it not?

A. No.

Q. How much off the horizontal?

A. 15 degrees, approximately.

Q. You think that the horizontal support from

the top of the louver to the horizontal deck is 15

degrees off the horizontal?

A, I think there is not a horizontal member.

Q. Is there not a horizontal deck member ?

A. There is a horizontal deck member, but not

shown on this drawing.

Q. It is indicated on the drawing, is it not?

A. I cannot find it. That is why I said, if I read

the drawing correctly, I believe these—indicating

the dots an the right-hand post—are where the

deck comes in, but I can't find any notation on this

drawing that shows that it is.

Q. Can you tell us where the horizontal deck

members join the vertical post? You might refer

to the lower triangle shown on the figure marked

LP.

A. I am unable to find on this drawing the posi-

tion at which the deck is secured to the posts, but

I believe it is about three inches above the point

where the louver supporting angle member is se-

cured.

Q. The dots shown on this vertical post are in-

tended to indicate bolt holes or bolts, are they not ?
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A. Yes. The solid [155—19] dots are so

marked.

Q. Then the solid dots on the vertical posts will

show where the horizontal deck member is bolted

to the vertical frame; is that correct?

A. Or where something else is bolted to the verti-

cal frame.

Q. Do you recall having erected the tower of the

plaintife?

A. I did not personally erect the tower.

Q. You had supervision of it, did you not?

A. No.

Q. How frequently were you there on the field ?

A. As erector, not at all.

Q. Will you read my former question, Mr. Re-

porter?

(The record was here read by the reporter.)

A. I do not remember.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Might I just make a sug-

gestion? If counsel will indicate what he wants

to prove by these drawings, perhaps we can stipu-

late to it. If it is a question of proving what the

construction of that Shell tower in 1915 was, I am
quite sure we would co-operate to give the Court

knowledge of what the exact construction was. It

is difficult to take blue-prints, having no specifica-

tions, and attempt to build up a theory as to con-

struction which may not accord at all with the

actual facts.

Mr. FOULDS.—Might I dictate this stipulation,

and perhaps you will agree to it. Please tell me
if I am not right.
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Mr. TOWNSEND.—We can perhaps agree on

what that construction was. I do not know any-

thing- about these bhie-prints. Mr. Braun is of the

opinion that these blue-prints were sent to him by

the Cooling Tower Company at that time and were

later returned, and your information, Mr. Foulds,

is that these blue-prints are correct. We do not

want to spend any time in trying to prove them.

If you are trying to prove the structure that

[156—^20] was actually erected at Martinez, this is

a round-about way of getting at it.

Mr. FOULDS.—I think I could describe the

tower briefly, and will be very glad to do so to save

time, if Mr. Braun will stop me if I am incorrect.

I have seen a great many of the plaintiif 's towers,

and I presume this tower was the same as the

others.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—If you want to find out

about that tower, w^hy don't you ask Mr. Braun

what its construction was?

Mr. FOULDS.—I was trying to.

The WITNESS.—The transverse deck members

were bolted to columns, I believe that they were

bolted, according to the solid white marks on this

drawing, but the solid white marks are not marked

as being holes for securing the transverse deck mem-
bers.

The COURT.—Haven't you some w^itness, Mr.

Foulds, who is familiar with these blue-print?

Mr. FOULDS.—Unfortunately, our man here has

been taken ill, and he is unable to be here, and I
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fear that it might be necessary for me to take the

stand—of course, I do not want to—in order to ex-

phiin them; I hoped that perhaps I could do it

through Mr. Braun, himself.

The WITNESS.—Well, now, can I—
Mr. TOWNSEND.—I would not volunteer any-

thing, Mr. Braun, unless the Court or counsel de-

sires it. I may say that this Shell tower erected in

1915, I do not understand, is contended as being an

infringement.

The COUET.—I do not think it is. I suppose

the idea is that the details of this tower are such

that your contention would be that the patent as

issued to the defendant was a very similar device

in some way. [157—21]

Mr. FOULDS.—The identical thing, and I want

the Court to understand this.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—He is trying to anticipate

the defense in this matter. I have no objection to

his putting in his evidence at the proper time.

Mr. FOULDS.—I want to show what the defend-

ant is doing now.

The COURT.—Proceed.
THE WITNESS.—I believe that part of the

drawing refers to the place where the deck members

are bolted on. It does not show it on the drawing,

but possibly that is what is intended.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. I refer you to the sheet

marked "109," the characters IP refer to inter-

mediate posts between the corner posts, do they

not?
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A. Intermediate posts, on the drawing it is en-

titled.

Q. By referring to this drawing of the inter-

mediate posts, what is the diagonal line ? You have

turned this drawing with the left-hand side to the

bottom, have you not?

A. What diagonal line, please?

Q. The diagonal line just above the letters IP-

2 on the lower right-hand corner when the draw-

ing is turned with its left-hand side downward?

A. It is probably a member for supporting the

louver, and the louver boards are laid upon that.

Q. The louvers were supported by supports run-

ning in that manner, w^ere they not? A. Yes.

Q. What is that horizontal piece at the top, run-

ning from the top of the louver to the vertical

tower ?

A. That is a small member extending from the

column to an outside member.

Q. And was the horizontal deck frame substanti-

ally a continuation of this horizontal louver sup-

port? A. No.

Q. It was extended in the same line, was it not?

A. This horizontal support is a walk support.

You made the statement [158—22] that it was

a horizontal louver support.

Q. Isn't it a member secured to the tip of the

louver, or approximately so, and to the vertical

column ?

A. It is a member secured to the vertical column

and the outside vertical member.
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Q. You find there a right-angle triangle frame

for the louver, the louver being laid on the in-

clined line of the triangle, do you not ?

A. I find a four-sided figure.

Q. Will you point out the four-sided figure?

A. The four-sided figure is 2^ inches long on the

outside.

Q. You refer to the position between the two bolt

holes where the angular and horizontal members

join? A. Yes.

The COURT.—How would that be four-sided?

A. This is a side out here.

Q. On the outer part. On the inner part it would

be a triangle?

A. That would be circular, and that is not a

triangle.

Q. I cannot see it.

A. Suppose we move this a little father down.

Q. Do not these two members meet at this point ?

A. No. This is another member, here.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. The towers that you erected

in 1915 at the Shell refinery in Martinez had these

louvers extending all around the four sides of the

tower, did they not? A. Yes.

Q. At the top of this tower the water was de-

livered and spread over a distributing deck. Is

that correct? A. Yes.

Q. That distributing deck comprised spaced bars

running laterally of the tower, each bar being

grooved longtitudinally ?

A. Longitudinally of the bar?
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Q. Yes. A. Of the bar, yes.

Q. And these troughs formed by these longitudi-

nal grooves were dammed at the end?

A. Yes, and at intermediate points. [159—23]

Q. So that the water ovei'flowed the sides of these

distributing bars? A. Yes.

The COURT.—The water did not go beyond this

point, but it was checked by that so that it went

over the side? A. Yes.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Ran over in a thin film to

the deck below. Is that correct?

A. It fell to a deck below.

Q. How far below the deck Avas this drip deck,

approximately? A. I would say 40 inches.

Q. The trip deck below this distribution deck

that you have referred to was composed of slats

running at right angles to the slats of the distribut-

ing deck? A. The deck below?

Q. Yes. A. Was composed of slats.

Q. Yes, running at right angles to the slats of

the distributing deck. A. Yes.

Q. And these slats were spaced apart and grooved,

were they not, on their upper face? A. Yes.

Q. And they ran longitudinally of the top?

A. Yes.

<J. How many of these drip decks were there?

A. Four.

Q. There were four of these drip decks, and

then another distributing deck, was there not?

A. No.

Q. Was there not another distributing deck in-

termediate— A. In these towers?
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Q. Yes. A. In the towers that were erected ?

Q. The towers that were erected in 1915.

A. The parts for which we purchased ?

Q. Yes. A. No.

Q. You did not use any distributing deck inter-

mediate the top and bottom of the tower ? A. No.

Q'. Were the bars of these decks below the top

deck all positioned longitudinally of the tower?

A. I believe they were.

Q. Then the only deck the bars of which ran

laterally was the top deck? A. Yes. [160—24]

Q. You do not recall another deck running cross-

wise?

A. I do not recall any other deck running cross-

wise.

Q. At the bottom of the tower there was a tank

into which the water, drip water, was collected.

Is that correct? A. Yes, that is correct.

Q. About a year later you enlarged one of these

towers, didn't you? A. Yes.

Q. That was the tower No. 2, situated at the eastt

A. I believe it would be approximately at the east.

Q. What enlargement did you make? How did

you enlarge it?

A. We built an addition to the tower.

Q. You mean jou lengthened it?

A. We lengthened it.

Q. This, then, was put on the end away from

tower No. 1? A. Yes.

Q. Was the construction of this addition the same

as the construction which you have already de-

scribed? A. No.
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Q. In what respect did it differ?

A. It differed in the design of the main deck

boards.

Q. By the main deck boards you mean what?

A. The longitudinal deck boards, the cooling

decks. It differed in the manner in which these

decks were spaced and secured to the supporting-

members. It differed in the design of the redistri-

buting deck; it differed in the design of the trans-

verse launders at the top of the tower; it differed

in the design of the overflow distributing troughs

at the top of the tower, the primary overflow dis-

tributing troughs, and it differed in some structural

details.

Q. However, it formed, with the old part of the

tower, a complete unit?

A. It was built to conform to the general archi-

tectural appearance of the first tower.

Q. When was that tower erected, or enlarged,

rather ?

A. In 1916;^ I believe that can be shown from

records better than [161—25] from my memory.

Q. Did you ask the Cooling Tower Company for

a license to do this? A. No.

Q. You did not inform the Cooling Tower Com-

pany in any way of this work that you had done,

did you? A. Not that I remember.

Q, After you completed the two towers that you

first constructed there, did you put the Cooling

Tower Company's name-plate on the towers?

A. I do not remember that.
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Q. I call your attention to this letter asking that

that be done. Do you recall the name-plate of the

Cooling Tower Company—do you recall seeing

them ? A. I have seen their name-plates.

Q. Don't you recall the name-plates that were

affixed to these towers?

A. I recall that they requested it, but I don't

recall how or w^hen it was done.

Q. You remember that they sent you the plates

to be put on the towers, do you not?

A. I remember a letter from them asking that

these plates be put on the tower.

Q. You don't remember whether you executed

it? A. No, I don't remember.

Q. When you reconstructed the towers, you put

your name-plate on them, didn't you?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—What do you mean by ''re-

constructed the towers"?

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. You rebuilt these towers,

didn't you?

The COURT.—You mean the last time, or this

time when he built this extension?

Mr. FOULDS.—I mean later, after that.

A. I rebuilt the towers for the Shell people at

Martinez.

Q. These towers that you have described up to

this time were razed and other towers constructed

on that site? A. Yes. [162—26]

Q. By you? A. Yes.

Q. When were these new towers constructed on
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the site of the old towers'? A. I believe in 1920.

Q. By the defendant? A. Yes.

Q. Have you a photograph of these towers ? Can.

you point out a photograph of the new towers'?

A. It is not here.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—^Counsel referred to a cata-

log, Bulletin No. 101, of C. F. Braun & Co. Have

you any objection to our offering this in evidence

at this time?

Mr. FOULDS.—If you want to offer it, I have

no objection.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I ask that it be introduced

in evidence.

(The document was marked Defendant's Exhibit

The COURT.—Is that your exclusive business,

the manufacture of cooling towers, or have you

manufactured other things, also.

A. We manufacture other things, metal products.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Prior to the time you started

in this cooling tower business you were merely

selling agents for others, were you not?

A. No, we were not agents; we were construction

engineers; we bought the products and sold them.

We were not agents.

Q. You were selling representatives?

A. No, we were not selling representatives.

Q. You were selling goods for others?

A. We were buying and selling.

Q. But you were not doing any manufacturing, at

all?
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A. We were designing plants, buying and selling.

Q. Did you use a photograph of this Shell Com-

pany tower erected in 1915 on your circulars as

your own tower?

A. No. We used them on our circulars.

Mr. FOULDS.—Have you one of those circulars,

Mr. Townsend?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—We have not. If you have

one we would be [163—27] very glad to have

you offer it.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. You recall that you used a re-

production of that picture on your circulars ?

A. I used it, either that or a similar photograph,

a photograph of these towers.

Q. Referring to Plaintiff's Exhibit 10?

A. Yes.

Q. Prior to that, you had never issued any ad-

vertising literature showing a cooling tower?

A. I do not believe that we had.

Qi. Then this plaintiff's cooling tower at the Shell

Company refinery at Martinez was the first cooling

tower that you had ever erected?

A. No, it was not.

Q. The first cooling tower of this type, the other

type being the Alberger forced-draft tower?

A. The Alberger tower was of a different type

than your tower.

Q. This is the only tower of this type, the first

tower of this type? A. Of that type, yes.

Q. Did you find the open type tower more satis-

factory than the closed type?
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A. I believe that for most conditions the open

type is more satisfactory than the closed type.

Q. Do you make any closed type tower now?

A. We do not make the closed type tower now.

The COURT.—The closed type is the forced-

draft t\T)e?

A. Yes. It is usually a cylindrical affair that

looks something like a chimney, about 40 feet high,

and it is filled with grids over which the water

trickles, air being blown into the bottom by a fan.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Now, referring to these old

towers that you first put up at the Shell Company
plant did you have a series of superimposed decks

with openings or perforations through which the

water fell successively? A. Yes.

Q. And the troughs of this top deck were dammed
or closed so [164—28] that the water would be

distributed evenly over the surface of the deck

below? A. Approximately.

Q. Now, that also existed in the last tower that

you built, you say, about 1920? A. Yes.

Q. Did each of the decks have a series of rather

closely-spaced parallel trough members ? A. Yes.

Q. Referring to the tower which you erected in

1920, there were uprights at the corners of the

towers with intermediate uprights between them?

A. Yes.

Q. And there were ten or eleven horizontal decks

supported by these uprights?

A. Yes^—I am not certain of the number of

the decks, but approximately.
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Q. At the bottom of the tower was a collection

tank for the water ? A. Yes.

Q. The water to be cooled was brought to the top

of the tower by a flume and distributed over the

top deck? A. Yes.

Q. These top decks were formed of drip bars

which were grooved longitudinally? A. Yes.

The COURT.—We will be in recess until two

o'clock.

(A recess was here taken until two o'clock P. M.)

[165—29]

AFTERNOON SESSION.

C. F. BRAUN, direct examination (resumed).

Mr. FOULDS.—We were speaking of the towel's

that you erected in 1920, just before recess, and

you were describing those towers at Martinez.

A. AVe were speaking of the towers of 1920.

Q. Yes, the last tower. The top deck of that

tower was composed of bars of wood grooved longi-

tudinally for their length and laid laterally on a

supporting frame, were they? A. Yes.

Q. Those troughs were positioned by splines run-

ning across them, weren't they? A. No.

Q. Weren't there splines set in these trough bars,

running across the bars?

A. No, there were no splines.

The COURT.—What are splines.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Weren't there pieces of wood

set down in the grooves?

The COURT.—I don't know what "splines" are.

Mr. FOULDS.—Splines are spacers used to posi-
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tion the bars. In the bars that run longitudinally

of tlie deck, these splines are made of strips of

metal which are bent down to foim a loop between

the bars, to separate them.

The COURT.—It is only to hold them in posi-

tion?

Mr. FOULDS.—Yes.
Mr. TOWNSEND.—We object to his interpret-

ing "splines" the way he does, as strips of metal.

If you refer to the patent of the plaintiff in suit

you will see that the word spline is a little wooden

block fitted into a groove between the slats; it has

a specific definite meaning, and by no stretch of

the imagination can you call these metal strips of

the defendant a spline. It is only one of the un-

warranted ways that they are attempting to stretch

this patent far beyond [166—30] the elastic limit.

The COURT.—I had no conception of what they

were.

Mr. FOULDS.—What do you understand to be

a spline?

A. I understand a spline to be a loose piece of

wood or other material fitting into groves.

Q. Now, I call attention to your own patent, No.

1,334,515, dated March 23, 1920, line 85 on the

second page, in which you say that your distribut-

ing deck, bars or trough members are held spaced

apart and dammed by splines. Do you use that

construction?

A. We use the construction shown on the print.

Q. And the description described in these lines?
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A. I think tliat that is an improper use of the

word spline.

Q. You use it in your own patent, don't you?

A. Apparently so.

Q. And your drip bars or trough members are

held apart and spaced by something that was called

a spline in that patent?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is not a fair statement

of what the patent shows.

Mr. FOULDS.—It is his own patent, and he

ought to know. Can you answer that question?

A. The troughs are held apart.

Q. Will you answer that question "Yes" or

"No."? A. No.

Q. Then how do you explain the statement in

your patent that these troughs or bars are held apart

or spaced by splines?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—If your Honor please, that is

not a correct statement of what the patent says. It

says that these channels are dammed by splines 28

or an element which is called a spline. Damming
the channel and spacing the bars is a very different

thing.

The COURT.—I think it is proper to ask him

what that means.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Yes, I have no objection to

that, but I object to the interpretation he puts

upon it.

The COURT.—He has pointed out the distinction,

anyway. [167—31] Personally, I cannot see that
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it makes the slightest difference whether they were,

or not.

Mr. FOULDS.—I submit your Honor is correct.

That is our contention.

Q. I notice you say "dammed" there. Do they

serve the purpose of damming the water, besides

their function of holding the drip bars apart?

A. Actually, it is a long piece of w ood with a nail

into each board. How they happened to be called

splines I don't know.

Q. Do they dam the water?

A. It is a long board.

Q, That is, the little piece, I mean.

A. Yes, they dam the water.

Q. I call your attention to the cut taken from

your catalog. Defendant's Exhibit "C."

A. This is correct, but counsel possibly has a

model there.

Q. I am conducting the examination now. I call

your attention to a cut of your tower, dated August

15, 1920. The upper view^ show^s the top deck with

the distributing troughs, does it not? A. Yes.

Q. Will you indicate the splines which you say

in your patent space apart and dam the troughs ?

A. They are not splines, but they are referred to

by number, and this is the piece here.

Q. Will you draw^ a line to it and mark it with

the letter "A"? A. Yes.

The COURT.—Is that that strip running through

there? A. Yes.
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Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Are there also end splines?

A. Yes—^not end splines, but an end piece.

Q. That is what you call in your patent a spline,

is it not? A. Yes.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Figure 13 shows a spline.

[168^32]

My. FOULDS.—The end splines are on the ends

of here, are they not?

A. It is not shown on the drawing that way.

There is a piece across the end, as indicated by my
mark A.

Q. Referring to the lower figure on this cut of

your tower dated August 15, 1920, that shows the

intermediate or lower deck, does it not? A. Yes.

Q. And those longitudinal drip bars are held

apart and spaced by what you call a crimped rib-

bon? A. Yes.

Q. Will you indicate that by the letter B?

A. Yes.

Q. Those lines crossing the deck are all of that

construction, are they not? A. Yes.

Mr. FOULDS.—I offer in evidence the cut re-

ferred to by the witness.

The COURT.—Let it be admitted.

(The cut was marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 49.)

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Mr. Foulds, I understand

the cut that you just introduced, the sheet with the

two cuts as Exhibit 49, is a reproduction of the

Fig. 15 on page 27 of Bulletin No. 101, and Fig.

17 on page 28, Exhibit ''C."

Mr. FOULDS.—That is correct. The cut
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marked **Fig. 15" on page 27 is the top view, and

the cut marked "Fig. 17" is the lower view.

Q. What is the object of these crimped ribbons?

A. To hold the deck downi.

Q. And to permit longitudinal expansion with-

out buckling of the boards? A. Yes.

Q. In the wetting and drying of these decks the

slats or boards are apt to buckle? A. Yes.

Q. And this would cause them to approach so

closely together that the water would not flow

evenly over the side: Isn't that true?

A. No; they probably warp in the other direc-

tion ; they probably warp up and down. [169—^33]

Q. But the object of your crimped ribbon is to

keep them evenly spaced and in an even position

both up and dovm and sideways?

A. To secure them to the transverse members.

Q. I call 3^our attention to your patent.

A. (Continuing.) And also it does space them.

Q. The last five lines on the first page of your

patent No. 1,334,515:

"Furthermore, some woods have longitudinal ex-

pansion, which may be accommodated as the slats

are not fixed rigidly to their supports, thus pre-

venting buckling." That was your object in using

these spacing ribbons?

A. That is one of the advantages of the ribbons.

Q. Was that also the object and advantage of

the spacers used by the plaintiff in your first tower ?

A. In the first tower at Martinez, you mean?

Q. Yes.
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A. No, I do not think that their construction

permitted of longitudinal expansion.

Q. Wouldn't the slats slide longitudinally on

their spacers?

A. They would, if there were any means of hold-

ing the deck down, if the deck were fastened do\M:i.

Q. The spacers used by the plaintiff permitted

the slats to expand longitudinally, and also up and

down, didn't they?

A. No; the spacers didn't hold the deck down.

Q. The spacers permitted them to expand longi-

tudinally, to slide ?

A. It didn't hold the deck down.

Q. Isn't that correct, that the spacers used by

the plaintiff permitted the boards to expand longi-

tudinally t

A. The decks could not expand longitudinally,

because they were secured down by another de-

vice than the spline.

Q. But the spacer used by the plaintiff and

shown in the drawing [170—34] referred to this

morning

—

A. (Intg.) They would not interfere with the

longitudinal expansion of the deck boards if they

were otherwise free to expand.

The COURT.—Is there much longitudinal ex-

pansion ?

A. There is considerable expansion, the boards

have a tendency to warp.

Mr. FOULDS.—^Q. Had you ever seen any spacer
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device bebvecn the slats prior to the plaintiff's

device f A. Not that I remember.

Q. Had you ever seen any louvers such as those

used by plaintiff before you saw the plaintiff's

device? A. Yes.

Q. Where?
A. I saw many in New York City, Brooklyn.

Q. Were they large louvei-s such as shown by

the plaintiff? A. Yes.

Q. The appearance of plaintiff's tower, you

don't think it had a characteiistic and distinctive

appearance? A. Yes.

Q. Where had you seen another tower like that

with that characteristic appearance?

A. In New York City, and I think at Brooklyn.

Q. At w^hat place?

A. I do not remember. I saw several towers.

Q. Do you know whether it was a plaintiff's

tower? A. Yes.

Q. It was a plaintiff's tower?

A. No, it was not.

Q. Do you know whose it was?

A. As I remember, I saw towers built by Bur-

hora, and I am quite certain that I saw towers

built by Hart, of quite similar constiiiction.

Q. Don't you know, as a matter of fact, that

Burhom never built a wooden tower?

A. No, I don't know that.

Q. Did you ever see a wooden tower made by

Burhom? A. Not that I remember.
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Q. Have you ever seen a wooden tower made by

Hart prior to 1915?

A. I think most of the towers that I saw in the

East were steel. [171—35]

Q. You never saw any wooden louvers on a tower

before 1915?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Are you drawing a distinc-

tion between a wooden louver and a wooden tower?

I imderstand there is quite a distinction.

Mr. FOULDS.—I am examining the witness.

A. I have miderstood you in saying a wooden

tower to mean a tower constructed substantially

of wood. Up to the time that we built this type

of tower, the large louver type of tower, built sub-

stantially of wood, I had not seen any towers built

by any concerns of thisi type, built substantially

of wood.

Q. The plaintiff's tower was the first one?

A. The plaintiff's tower was not built substan-

tially of wood. It was substantially a steel struc-

ture.

Q. But the louvers in the plaintiff's tower were

of wood, were they not?

A. The louvers of the plaintiff's tower were

wood.

Q. Had you seen any large loaiver wooden towers

anywhere else before?

A. Not that I remember.

Mr. POULDS.—That is all.

Cross-examination.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Is there a model pres-
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ent in court that would represent your present con-

struction, or the construction such as you erected

for the Shell Company in 1920?

A. Substantially as that model.

OVIr. TOWNSEND.—In order to properly iden-

tify the model, I will ask that it be received in

?vidence and marked Defendant's Exhibit "D."

'Mr. FOULDS.—I object on the ground that the

;vitness says that his distributing decks were

;plined, and these decks are made of strips run-

ling across the top of the deck.

The COURT.—Does the question of what you

?all splines make any particular difference? [172

-36]

Mr. FOULDS.—I think the splines are impor-

ant, and these distributing decks are clearly con-

;tructed by merely laying slats across the deck.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—We will explain that.

The 'COURT.—If that condition exists, and it

)ecomes material at all, it vAW do no harm to have

he model in. I will let it in.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—The terminology, of course,

s not half as material as the function that is per-

'oiTnetl by a certain element. Now, the function,

ve will claim and show, perforaied by oiir con-

truction, is entirely different than the function

md mode of operation and purpose of the plain-

iff 's patent. I want to have that clear.

Q. Mr. Braun, will you be good enough to briefly

lescribe the model. Exhibit "D," just referred to?
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The COURT.—Are you going to have the man
that made it describe it?

Mr. TfOWNSEND.—I think Mr. Braun k'an

describe it.

The COURT.—I can readily see that general

descriptions are not going to help me much, be-

cause it is evident that the general features of the

construction are similar; we will have to go down

to the question of detail. It seems to me we had

better have that described by the man who can

describe it minutely and in detail.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I will ask Mr. Braun a

question

:

Q. Mr. Braun, what is your acquaintance with

this model? A. I am familiar with this model.

Q. Did you have anything to do with its making?

A. Yes, I instructed that it be made, and I gave

instinictions regarding it, and I saw it during its

•construction frequently.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I think if the Court will

step down here a [173—37] minute to the model

and we have a brief description, it will show some-

what the operation of it.

Mr. FOULDS.—I object on the ground it is not

proper cross-examination.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Will you describe the

model, Mr. Braun, and state at the same time how

this compares with the Shell 1920 tower you erected,

and other towers erected by you and your com-

pany?

A. The cooling of the water in the cooling tower
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is aecomplishod by bringing about intimate eon-

tact between the water and air. In this type of

tower the water is distributed by some means at

the top and flows sneeessively from deck to deck to

the basin underneath, the wind cariying the air

across the tower, causing contact between the air

and the water, the water emerging at the bottom

cooled.

Q. The real purpose is to expose as large a sur-

face of the water as possible?

A. Yes. The center paii: of the tower, as bounded

by the columns, roughly, has to do with exposing

this water to the air ; the wind, in blowing it some-

times has a considerable tendency to carr}^ par-

ticles of water away, and these louvers on the sides

of the tower are inserted to intercept the particles

of water that are being blown by the wind away
from the tower and to return them to the tower.

Q. Might I mark the column you refer to A and

the louvers B.

A. (Continuing.) As the direction from which

the wind may blow cannot be controlled, these

louvers are installed around the entire periphery

or the exterior of the tower. In this model the

louvers on one side, and on one end, have been

omitted, so that the interior is accessible for view

and discussion. Only portions of each deck are

installed also, partly to save labor and partly so

that we could see the construction of the tower.

[174—38] The operation of the tower is that

water is distributed into a flume.
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Mr. TOWNSEND.—Marked €.

A. (Continuing.) Water is delivered by a pipe

or other conduit into this flume at the top of the

tower ; at intei'vals along the tower are other flumes,

D, smaller flumes, into which the water from

the main flimie is distributed, this flume carrying

the water across the tower, and from this flume

the water is distributed into, in this particular

case, four ovei-flow troughs, from which the water

overflows and drops onto troughs that run trans-

versely of the tower from which the water again

overflows and drops onto this longitudinal cooling

deck, which really extends from end to end of the

tower.

Q. The overflow is from D, representing the

brass troughs: Is that correct? A. Yes.

Q. Then the overflow from the brass troughs is

onto the uper deck, which we will mark E, dis-

tributing deck E? A. Yes.

Q. And from the distributing deck E it drops

onto the lower decks which we will indicate gen-

erally by F: Is that correct?

A. Yes. As the water drops from deck to deck

and runs over the deck boards and down between

them and around and off of them, the wind is blow-

ing, generally from one direction, and the tower

is usually set across the direction of the prevailing

wind, so that the wind will blow across the tower;

if the wind is blowing rather briskly across the

tower, the water, as it drops from deck to deck,

will be briskly blown toward the lee side of the
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tower, so that finally, near the hottom, the water

will be going- down, largely down the lee side of

the deck, while the windward side of the deck is

diy. To overcome that difficulty, we install a

redistiibuting deck, which consists of troughs, G;

these extend [175—39] transversely of the tower,

dammed at each end; these troughs serve to carry

the excess water across, some of the excess water

going down the lee side of the tower back to the

windward side of the tower, and to start the water

again in the condition of fairly uniform distribu-

tion over the tower.

Q. What happens from G?
A. The water then drops from deck to deck, down

through the remaining cooling decks, and finally

into the receiving basin or bond at the bottom of the

tower. This redistributing deck is constructed in a

manner similar to that in which the 1920 tower at

the Shell Company was constructed, but not to the

detail shown in my patent which was just under dis-

cussion.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Exhibit "B."

The COURT.—This is a model, then, of the tower

that you are now building, and the one that you

built at the Shell Company in 1920?

A. Yes, there has been very little change. The

method of holding this deck down can be seen very

clearly. The deck F has a brass ribbon, a continu-

ous brass ribbon, usually supplied in one piece the

entire ^\^dth of the tower, pressed do\Mi at inter-

vals to j)rovide spacing for the decks, and to per-
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mit of fastening to the transverse members; a nail,

lag, screw, or some similar device is driven through

this 'brass strip in each of these spaces. There is

a large-sized model of it.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—The witness refers to a little

model which I will ask to be marked Defendant's

Elxhibit "E."

(The model was marked Defendant's E*xhibit

A. Boards of this size split readily, and one of

the objects of this strip is to prevent nailing

through this rather lig'ht board; the nails go into

the scantling which extends across the tower.

The iCOXJRT.—Is that about the size that you

use in this tower?

A. That is aibout the size; in fact, I think it is

[176—40] exactly.

IMr. TOWNSEND.—Exhibit ''E"? A. Yes.

Q. You mean it shows the deck slats which are

marked F?
A. This distance is much greater

—

The COURT.—I know, but I mean to say the

width and groove is about the same?

A. Just about.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. How about the metal strip

H of this model Exhibit "E"? Those represent

life-sized construction?

A. Yes, approximately. I think they are exactly

the life-sized construction. Returning to the dis^

tributing deck, you will note that this is a con-

tinuous board—you will note that the member I
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mark I is a continuous board extending across

a large number of the troughs, and permanently

secured to each trough by a nail; that there are no

loose members here. You will also note that this

metal strip H is a continuous strijD usually ex-

tending across the entire width of the tower, and

securely fastened by means of nails to the trans-

verse deck-supporting member.

The iCOURT.—What represents No. 28 on your

drawing in your patent, referred to as a spline?

A. This member, this member, and this member.

Q. What is marked I there?

A. I have explained that this model is a detail,

a larger detail of this.

Q. I understand that, but this piece that dams

off the trough is what is referred to as a spline?

A. That is the piece that is referred to as the

spline.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—And is No. 28 in the patent?

A. Yes.

The COURT.—Where does that name come

from? Is that a common name?

A. A spline is a very common name for a loose

piece of wood used to join together two boards,

such as, for instance, floor boards. You are doubt-

less familiar with the ordinary [177—11] tongue-

and-groove construction in which floors are usually

made, one member having a groove and the other

having a tongue, and this being the tongue mem-

ber and this the groove, the common use for the

spline is where it is desired to join together two
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tongned members; then a loose piece is put in

there like that (illustrating).

Mr. TOWNSEND.—You might explain it as a

matter of record from the Coffey patent in suit,

No. 1,010,020.

A. The Coffey patent shows that construction,

the loose spline; Fig. 4, No. 7, shows such a loose

spline—Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Now, the model that the

witness has referred to as representing a detail of

the upper distributing deck is offered as Exhibit

(The model was marked Defendant's Exhibit

"F.")

Q. Explain the continuation of the strips I and

how they are set in there.

A. The boards marked I and 28 on Exhibit ''F"

are a larger detail of the part of the board marked

I of the larger model D, and the construction is

similar. The troughs are dapped and the board I

is laid in this dap and securely nailed to each of the

troughs whereby the troughs are held spaced apart

and the grooves dammed.

Q. Does the nailing of the members I to the

member E permit of any longitudinal movement of

the members E?
A. Longitudinal of the tower?

Q. Relative longitudinal movement. Can one

member E move with respect to the other member
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E if they are nailed down to the cross-member I?

A. No.

Q. Is there any provision for longitudinal ex-

pansion in tliis distributing deck?

A. No ; the whole deck will expand, but one mem-
ber cannot expand more than another member.

[17^-42]

Q. I understand that these members I are

simply plain boards which are rectangular in cross^

section, cut into daps or grooves cut crosswise of

the trough members E': Is that correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Will you just continue your description?

You have not covered how the decks are supported

on the cross-joists.

A. These cooling decks are supported by trans-

verse members J, w^hich also extend beyond the

column A and receive the upper end of the louver

panel.

Q. We might mark these extensions of J by

the letter J-1.

A. The louvers are made in panels which are fab-

ricated in the factory, drilled, and shipped out as

fabricated members in this shape which are hoisted

up and bolted. These panels also serve as struc-

tural members tying the entire structure together,

and form a tmss with the other members.

Q. You have longitudinal extending members to

support the transverse members J, apparently;

will you describe those?
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A. Which do you mean—these?

Q. Yes, which we will mark K.

A. Longitudinal members K tie the tower to-

gether longitudinally and carry intermediate deck-

supporting members L.

Q. That is, the alteraate deck-supporting mem-
bers only extend out to here?

A. Yes, it is not necessary to extend them. These

longitudinal members also extend beyond the end

of the towers to receive the louvers in a manner

similar to the way the transverse deck-supporting

members extend to the louvers.

Q. These extensions we will mark K-1.

A. I will draw attention to the fact that the

longitudinal member securing the redistributing

deck trough at the center is not a dam, but is

merely a piece of board nailed onto the top of the

trough.

Q. That is so that the ^vater can come back freely

from the lee side?

A. Yes. This strip M serves the purpose merely

of [179—43] holding it down, and this serves

the double purpose of holding it down and damming

it.

Q. In actual practice, what sort of metal-fasten-

ing devices do you employ, and w^hy?

A. We employ brass, because of its long life.

From experience, we found that steel mil de-

teriorate very rapidly, and in many cases will

cause the failure of the tower within a few^ years.
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Q. Have you any steel in this tower as you ac-

tually construct it?

A. No; in tile tower that we actually construct,

all material is similar to this model.

The COURT.—That is, your uprights, and all,

are wood?

A. They are redwood, and these parts are brass;

these bolts are brass; the deck ribbons are brass

and copper; the tie rods are brass, as shown.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Will you explain a little

more how the extensions J-1" and K-1 in co-opera-

tion with the louvers act as a support and strength-

ening members for your tower?

A. There are two types of loads in a cooling

tower; one is the weight of the structure and of

the water in the structure, and the other is the

wind load, the load that tends to blow it over.

One of the objects of extending these transverse

members is to use the louvers as structural mem-
bers, stiffening the entire tower and making the

structure rigid as a whole. These louvers are

bolted in between these transverse members J-1

and stiffen the tower from wind loads transversely

by reason of the truss which is formed, and also

stiffening the tower longitudinally by reason of

the tniss formed in this direction; that is, any

tendency for the tower to move this way would be

resisted by this portion in here.

Q. What height do these towers assume at times?

A. 30 to 35 [180—44] feet is about an ac-

cepted standard for cooling towers, and that height
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seems to have been used almost universally in fan

towers, as well as atmospheric towers; it seems to

be about the limit that people are willing to pump
water. It costs money to pump water.

Q. What length have you had these towers con-

structed ?

A. 300 or 400 feet as a maximum; from 10 or 12

feet to 300 or 400 feet.

Q. You have had single towers as much as 300

or 400 feet in length ?

A. I think 380 feet was the exact dimensions of

the longest single tower that we built. That, by

the way, is shown in our catalog.

Q. What wind velocities do these towers have to

withstand at times?'

A. The resistance is usually expressed in pounds.

It is usually expressed as 30 pounds per square

inch ; that is most structures are designed for a wind

pressure of 30 pounds per square inch.

Q. Do you know what velocity the wind has at-

tained where you have towers up, speaking in terms

of miles per hour ? Can you express it in that way ?

A. I know that our towers have been exposed to

severe gales; I know of one tower that was exposed

to a very severe gale at Martinez, a gale that did a

great deal of damage to shipping. I do not remem-

ber the velocity of the wind, but it was very high.

Q. And it successfully withstood that gale?

A. It successfully withstood that gale. Other

towers have ben exposed to very severe gales in the

Taft district. There is nothing to break the wind in
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these valley places, and when it does blow, it blows

very hard.

The COURT.—Where do you fabricate these

members ?

A. We now fabricate these at Alhambra. Al-

hambra is a small town lying [181—45] right be-

tween Los Angeles and Pasadena. We have a large

shop there in which we fabricate even these parts;

they are all drilled and these panels are fabricated,

all ready to be assembled. One of the features of

our tower is the fact that our field labor is reduced

to a minimum; field labor is labor which cannot be

controlled ; it is liable to be very expensive, and also

liable to result in very poor workmanship, so all of

this work is done in the shop.

Mr. TOWXSEND.—Q. Prior to your building a

tower of this construction, with the extension J-1

and K-1 that you mentioned, and the tying together

of the tower by your louvers, had such a tow^er, to

your knowledge, ever been constructed?

A. No. In the towers that I have been familiar

with, the louver construction does not serve any

structural function.

Q. Where no structural function is performed

by the louvers, what do you depend upon to support

the tower from collapse?

A. You must use a large number of internal

braces of some kind or guy the tower by means of

external guy rods in a manner similar to what you

would guy a smokestack. The essential difference

between this tower and the tower first built at Mar-
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tinez is that with this tower the deck supports and

louver supports are one, and the louvers are tied

fiiTQly into these deck supports, so that the

Avhole fonns a very rigid structure, thoroughly tied

together, and all members acting in harmony. In

the other tower the deck supports

—

Q. (Intg.) What other tower?

A. In the first tower built at Martinez, the deck

supports are not related in any w^ay, structurally,

to the louvers; they are bolted, as shown on the

drawing, by one bolt, so that they apparently serve

no structural function other than to just hold the

decks up, support [182—46] the deck portion.

Q. In these large-sized towers, what volume of

water have you handled?

A. The largest installation that we have made is

in Los Angeles ; they have pumped over that tower,

I believe, as high as 100,000 gallons per day.

The COURT.—In operation of condensation, for

instance, of distillates, do they handle the water

over again?

A. Yes, and that condensation in steam plants,

where they are generating electricity, if a supply of

cheap water, such as sea water, is not available, they

condense their steam in the condenser by means of

water which is circulated over and over again in

the cooling tower. They do that in practically all

ice plants. There is one out here at the National

Ice Company.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Now, are you able to de-

scribe the first Shell tower that you put up in 1915,
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which tower we understand you j)urchased from

Mitchell-Tappen Co. and erected, as heretofore in-

dicated, at Martinez; describe it, and then compare

it with the addition that you put on in 1916, and

further compare it, if you will, with your present

day construction.

A. The first two towers built at Martinez were

substantially as shown on the drawings. These

towers had steel main columns, from which the

louvers were supported by small steel members.

The decks were supported by transverse wooden

members bolted at each end to the column. There

was no connection structurally between the decks

or the deck supports and the louvers or louver sup-

ports. The overflow troughs were of a tapered

type; shown in one of the Coffey patents. The dis-

tributing deck was spaced by loose splines; the

longitudinal decks were spaced by loose splines and

secured to the transverse members by lag screws or

nails. There was no redistributing deck in the

tower. [183—i7] That is briefly a description of

that tower.

Q. Can you refer to a model which will illustrate

the original 1915 Shell construction?

A. That is substantially the construction.

Q. Referring to the model which I will ask to

be marked Defendant's Exhibit ''G"? A. Yes.

(The model was marked Defendant's Exhibit

*'G.")

Q. Now, Mr. Braun

—
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Mr. FOULDS.—I understand this model is il-

lustrative and not supposed to be an exact copy?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—It is illustrative of the con-

struction.

The WITNESS.—I would like to introduce one

model to explain the construction of the deck.

Q. Will you take up the model which you want

to explain?

A. Exhibit "H" is constructed in accordance

with

—

Mr. TOWNSEND.—The witness is referring to

a model which I Avill ask to be marked E^ibit "H."

There is another model which will be referred to in

a minute, and it might as well be marked Exhibit

*'I," and there will be an enlargement of the Coffey

drawings, which I will ask to be marked Exhibit

(The models were marked, respectively. Exhibits

**H" and ''I," and the enlargement Exhibit ''J."

A. This is a model of the spline deck; the model

is made from the patent drawings ; it is not the ex-

act construction that we now use.

Q'. That is the construction which you had up

there at Martinez for the Shell Company?

A. That is nearly the construction, but Exhibit *

' I

"

is the construction; but this will explain it more

clearly.

Mr. FOULDS.—Is this the model of any particu-

lar thing. Exhibit ''H"? [184—48]

Mr. TOWNSEND.—It is a model of the drawings
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of the Coffey patent in suit, a combination of Figs.

4, 5 and 6.

Mr. FOULDS.—Is this supposed to have been

seen anywhere?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Seen in the patent drawings.

Mr. FOULDS.—It is not a model of anything

that exists. I am merely trying to make it clear

on the record.

A. Not that I know.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Made after the patent draw-

ings?

A. Made exactly after the patent drawings.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. As you understand them?

A. As I read the drawings. These are deck boards

grooved, or the deck member, on each side, and se-

cured at each end; and intermediate between the

ends are loose splines which space these boards

—

spline 7 spaces the boards. The object of these

splines appears to be to space the boards inter-

mediate the place where they are fastened. These

boards are fastened securely at each end to a solid

member, and no provision is made for the inde-

pendent expansion of any one of these boards.

These splines serve solely as spacers, as this board

cannot expand more than this board without moving

this board. These grooves on the bottom are shown

on the patent and were used on the first Martinez

tower.

This is more nearly a correct model of the con-

struction used at Martinez, Exhibit '^1." The deck

supports actually were approximately 3 feet apart
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instead of one foot, as shown. These boards are

grooved. The boards 6 are grooved on both sides,

and have splines 7; the boards are fastened down

to the transverse deck-supporting members by nail-

ing. There is no provision, therefore, for independ-

ent longitudinal expansion of these boards. The

splines serve solely as spacers, providing for no

longitudinal [185—i9] expansion, and did not

secure the board to the transverse member.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. You have not described

the actual tow^er construction. You have only de-

scribed the deck construction.

A. I have described vertical posts, and louvers,

and the small brackets.

Q. Describe the louvers.

A. The louvers are made of continuous boards.

Q. You have not made any reference that I can

recall to Exhibit "G."

A. Exhibit "G" represents diagrammatically the

structural features of the tower.

Q. Now, in this Model G, the vertical marked

1, how would you term this? A. Posts.

Q. Which posts support what?

A. Support the horizontal deck-supporting mem-
bers 9 secured in the Martinez towers by one bolt

at each end.

Q. What are these members 11 that are external

and outside of the parts 1 ?

A. They are vertical members tying the louver

brackets in a vertical plane together.

Q. In any of these blue-prints here that have been
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referred to by counsel for plaintiff, do you find the

vertical column I shown, and the vertical louver

support 11.^

A. The vertical column I is shown.

Mr. POULDS.—Referring to drawing 59, will

you have him put a letter on there ?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Will you mark that

drawing No. 59 and the columns by the reference

No. I with a circle around them?

Mr. FOULDS.—Mark it with the same letter that

he has on the illustrative model.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—You have indicated in yellow

pencil the vertical column 1? A. Yes. [186—50]

Q. Does this drawing No. 59 show vertical louver

supports 11 ; if so kindly mark them. A. Yes.

Q. What would be the relative position of a

louver in that same view^^i Mark that number 12, if

you will, corresponding with Model G.

A. It is marked right here.

Q. Now, what contribution to the strength of the

tower, if any, did the louvers and their supports in

the 1915 tower bear to the rest of the structure?

A. None.

Q. For what reason?

A. They are not connected; the transverse mem-

bers supporting the deck and tying the columns to-

gether are not connected to any of the louver mem-
bers.

Q. And that relationship is explained, I believe,

already, in connection with your own model Exhibit

*'D"? A. Yes.
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Q. Do you find a counterpart in the blue-print

No. 59 of brace member U of Exhibit *'G"?

A. Yes.

Q. Will you kindly mark that? A. Yes.

Q. Now, this drawing No. 59, which has been

turned 90 degrees, in order to illustrate what you

have said, I will ask you, if you will, to kindly mark

where the bottom and the top are by those words in

block letters |i A. Yes.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—It is clear to your Honor,

the difference between this 1915 machine and the

1920 machine, represented by Exhibit "D."

The COURT.—I think that is apparent.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. In regard to this addi-

tion of 1916, what features, if any, employed in the

original 1915 tower did you use? I don't know

whether that has been made clear as to your deck

construction, or not.

A. We made the tower conform architecturally

to the other tower, but we did not use the spline deck

construction. My testimony is quite complete

[187—51] on that. Do you wish any more?

Q. Yes, cover it again, if you want to, and

whether it bears any relation to the exhibit Model

E.

The COURT.—I understand that. Was the con-

struction used in Exhibit "E" used in the addition

to the 1915 tower?

A. The construction used in Exhibit ''E" was a

construction that has not been shown. Pardon me,
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the construction used in the addition has not been
shown.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Will you describe that

construction?

A. The decks were held down—an angle-iron was
punched at intervals so that a part of the wall of

the angle w^ould extend down from the angle, re-

maining part of the angle, would project from it

possibly half an inch. That angle was laid on top

of the deck board and secured by nails or lag screws

to the transverse deck-supporting members. The
punched-down portion of the angle served as

spacers for the deck. Is that clear?

Q. Yes, it is perfectly- clear.

A. This angle was a continuous piece, extending

from one side of the tower to the other, and was

fastened securely at intervals across the top.

Q. I show you a pencil sketch and ask you if that

illustrates the angle-iron construction you have just

described? A. Yes.

Q. Just tell us w^hat the figures represent, and

what the reference letters A. B, and C represent.

A. Fig. 4 shows the angle with the pressed-down

lip B, and end view of the angle; Fig. 1 also shows

the pressed-down lip B; the boards C placed be-

tween the pressed-down lips of the angle are shown

on Fig. 2.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—This sketch is offered in evi-

dence as Defendant's Exhibit ''K."

(The sketch was marked Defendant's Exhibit

"K.") [188—52]
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Q. Now, I do not understand, Mr. Braun, that in

this 1916 addition you used the complete structure

that you use now, and represented by Exhibit ''D,"

where you had the joist extensions and the louver

supports.

A. No, I did not. We made the tower conform

architecturally to the existing tower.

Q. Before undertaking the addition to the Shell

tower in 1916, did you seek a legal opinion as to

the scope of the plaintiif 's patent? A. I did.

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to that as immaterial.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Did you act on the advice

given? A. I did.

Mr. FOULDS.—I suppose it may be assumed that

that advice, your Honor, was that the claim of the

Coffey patent were construed and that there was no

infringement.

The COURT.—I would naturally assume so.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I want to show that this com-

pany proceeded in good faith in what they did.

A. I was informed that

—

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to that, if your Honor

please.

The COURT.—What difference does it make what

he was informed?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—They have attempted to show

wilful infringement and purloining of plaintiff's

patent, and while, of course, were infringement

shown, it would not excuse the defendant, it would

show he proceeded in good faith.

The COURT.—If you infringe you infringe.
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Mr. TOWNSEND.—T will not press the matter.

Q. What line of machinery and implements other

than cooling towers, themselves, has your company
made and sold?

A. We manufacture fluid heaters, coolers, heat

exchangers, [189—53] condensers, and a number
of mechanical specialties, such as by-pass valves,

strainers, iilters, and expansion joints.

Q. I will ask you to produce your catalog of prod-

ucts, if you will.

A. This is the catalog of our products.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I will call particular atten-

tion to the disclosures in here between pages 95 and

129, particularly relating to cooling towers, and ask

that this catalog which is termed "General Catalog

of C. F. Braun & Co., Copyrighted 1923," be re-

ceived in evidence as Defendant's Exhibit **L."

The COURT.—Is there anything to show the date

of its publication?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—It is copyrighted in 1923.

The COURT.—Published this year?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I assume that is so.

The WITNESS.—This was published in the last

60 days.

Mr. FOULDS.—I submit it cannot be material,

if published in the last 60 days.

The COURT.—It will not do any harm.

(The document was marked Defendant's Exhibit

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Before we get off this Shell

Company 1915 construction, I meant to ask you a
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question in regard to Cooling Tower Company's

catalog, Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 21, and calling atten-

tion to Cut No. 14 of Section A, page 1, is there

anything in there that corresponds to the Shell con-

struction at that time and to the Model Gr, and the

blue-print to which reference has been made?

A. This structure looks quite similar to the Shell

structure; the scale is small; it is rather difficult to

identify. I see no members which we talked about

to-day as forming an angle of about 15 degrees to

the horizontal. [190—54]

Q. Do you see members corresponding to mem-

bers No. 1 of Exhibit ''G"? A. I do.

Q. Will you be good enough to mark that on this

Cut No. 14 in this catalog? A. No. 1?

Q. Yes. A. Yes.

Q. Do you see in this Cut No. 14 members corre-

sponding to the louver support 11 in this model?

A. Yes.

Q. Kindly mark that. A. Yes.

Q. Would that louver construction have any ef~

feet at all in stiffening that structure against the

wind?

A. No; it adds no stability to the structure.

Q. Will you indicate on this Cut No. 14 the posi-

tion of the louvers which are marked "12" on the

model G?
A. There are none on here.

Q. What are these diagonal lines connecting 1 and

11? A. They correspond to 13.

Q Of the model? A. Yes.
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Q. The louvers, however, would rest on 13; as I

understand, the louvers would be supported on 13?

A. Yes, I would like to answer just a little more
on that question of strengthening the structure.

If a wind blows against this and tends to cause this

colunni to come over and this angle to open up,

these do not in any way retard that.

Q. How about the louvers here?

A. They are only on the ends, and these towers

are very long. Also, these are not securely fastened

to these members.

Q. The louvers 12 ? A. The louvers 12.

Q. To the vertical members 1 ? A. Yes.

Q. Where was your company located at the time

the Shell towers were erected. A. San Francisco.

[191—55]

Q. For how long a time did you continue your

plant here in San Francisco and office ?

A. Until the latter part of 1922.

Q. How long had you been in business as erecting

engineer in 1915? A. Since 1908.

Q. Will you just briefly give us your experience

with reference to this particular matter, as to

where you got your technical training, and what

training you had right up to the time of the in-

quiry of the Mitchell-Tappen Co. in regard to

cooling towers at the end of 1914?

A. I graduated in 1907 from the Department of

Mechanical Engineering at Stanford University,

and immediately became engaged in my profession

with a concern which I believe, was called the Stand-
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ard Engineering Construction Company; shortly

after that they formed a separate company to

handle particular mechanical lines and mechanical

business, carrying on construction of power plants,

and pumping plants, and the like, and 1 think in

the latter part of 1908 my associates and I bought

the company, and I became president of it; we
engaged, as constructing mechanical engineers, in

designing power plants, pumping plants, we built

a number of municipal water works, we installed

large condensing equipment, a number of large

tanks, built, I think, two complete municipal water

works, designed some boiler plants, electric gen-

erating stations and similar work. We purchased

a large part of the machinery from Eastern con-

nections and sold, it either unerected or erected,

or incorporated in these plants. Among the people

that we did considerable 'business with was the

Alberger Pump & Condenser Company, which built

condensers, cooling towers, centrifugal pumps, and

like apparatus. We built for the Standard Oil

Company a large cooling tower, which we purchased

from the Alberger Pump & Condenser Company

[192—56] and erected; that was erected at Rich-

mond. The Alberger Company were quite set

in their opinion regarding the fan type of tower,

and after I had seen the superior performance of

the open atmospheric type of tower I several times

urged upon them the construction of such a tower;

the open, atmospheric type of tower had been used

for years by refrigerating plants.
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The COURT.—Before that the removal of heat

was by compression and expansion of ammonia?
A. Yes, but in refrigerating- plants very low tem-

peratures are required, and the more heat that can

be removed by the cooling tower the more economi-

cal the plant will operate, because the removal of

heat by compression and expansion of ammonia is

very expensive. It is much cheaper to remove it

with the cooling tower. It is not only necessary

to remove large quantities of heat, but to remove

the heat at low temperatures.

In 1915 I received a letter from the Alberger

Pump & Condenser Company enclosing a copy of

an inquiry

—

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to the statement of the

contents of the communication.

The COURT.—What is the materiality of it,

anyway?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I was coming to that in a

minute, how he came in contact with the Shell

Company first.

The COURT.—I cannot see what difference that

makes. It is admitted here that the Shell Com-

pany plant was built under a license or permission

from the plaintiff.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—In the depositions taken in

New York and the correspondence that has gone

in there, they have created the picture that Mitchell-

Tappen Company called Mr. Braun 's attention to

the Shell Company, and that he stole their cooling

tower and their client. We will show Mr. Braun
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had a tip in regard to this Shell matter Irom an

independent concern, and [193—57] earlier.

The COURT.—Wliat difference does it make how
he got the business? He built that plant under

the license, or upon the plans of the plaintiff; that

is conceded, is it not?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Absolutely, there is no ques-

tion about it.

The COURT.—The question as to how he came
to do business with that plant is not involved in

the question as to whether there has been an in-

fringement since. Does it bear upon the question

of the prior art, or validity of his patent that is

set up in your answer?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—It ties in with the history of

the art, and Mr. Braun's familiarity with the cool-

ing tower business.

The COURT.—Are you intending, Mr. Townsend,

to assail the plaintiff's patent in the manner set

up in yoiir answer, that is, on the basis of the

prior art, or anticipation?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Yes, your Honor.

The COURT.—I think if that is material that is

part of your case.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I think it is.

The COURT.—I do not think it is proper at this

point on cross-examination of plaintiff's witness.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I will reserve that, if I may,

for my own case.

The COURT.—Yes.
Mr. TOWNSEND.—Mr. Braun might complete
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that preliminary statement, and omit the corres-

pondence he had with Alherger.

The COURT.—All right.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—And then I will check that

up later.

The COURT.—I think he had l)est omit the

correspondence at the present time. [194—58]

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Have vou anything further

to add about your connection with air-cooling prob-

lems up to the time of the building of the Shell

plant in 1915?

A. I have been very familiar with the heat trans-

fer problems, and I have made a specialty of heat

transfer apparatus, for transferring heat from one

fluid to another, and early in 1915 I presented a

paper on the subject to the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, dealing particularly with

heat transfer in a condenser,

Q. Have you ever employed a construction at

any time anywhere except these first two towers

that you purchased from the Mitchell-Tappen Co.

and put up at Martinez for the Shell Company in

1915, wherein such a construction was used as

shown either by the plaintiff's patent in suit,

or illustrated in this model. Exhibit I? A. No.

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to the question m that

form. Counsel has these bars in his hand; if he

refers to the bars

—

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I am referring to deck bars.

Mr. FOULDS.—The question as drawn was in-

definite.
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Mr. TOWNSEND.—I accept the amendment.

The COURT.—It is pretty general, but you are

practically asking him whether or not he has

ever infringed, aren't you?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I did not want to do that,

because I have not any right to ask that question.

Q. Referring to plaintiff's patent in suit, Mr.

Braun, or to the model. Exhibit I, have you ever

employed slats with underneath grooves such as

shown in Fig. 2 or Fig. 3, or any of the other figures

of the patent, 1,010,020, which said grooves are

shown, or any grooves at all, as may appear on the

under side of the slats of the model Exhibit I?

A. No.

Q. What has been the construction of your slats,,

as far as [195—59] the underneath portion is

concerned? A. Plane surface.

The COURT.—What purpose is served by these

grooves on the under side"?

Mr. FOULDS.—They separate the water running

down. I will say when the water runs down, by

capillary attraction it comes down in a solid stream,

and the groove divides it into two streams.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Have you ever used side

grooves such as appear in Figs. 2 and 3 of the

patent in suit, or any grooves at all upon the sides

of the slats'? A. No.

Q. Have you ever used members which are

termed splines 7 in the patent in suit in any of

your constructions?

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to that, if your Honor
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please, on the ground that that is the question in

issue here. If the question is directed to the

exact spline shown there I have no objection to it.

The COURT.—I do not think that the statement

that he is not using that particular member would

amount to much one way or the other. In other

words, it would be the mere opinion of the wit-

ness in any event as to whether the member that

he used was the same or was substantially the same.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I was not seeking to do that.

The COURT.—I will allow the question.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I think we have shown what

he is using, but whether or not at any time he

has used anything else, that was the scope of

my question. A. No, we have not used that.

Q. Have you ever used in your deck construction

any other construction than such as you have

described and illustrated by the models that you

have referred to?

A. Only some decks that we nailed down without

any other method of spacing or securing them.

[196—60]

The COURT.—You mean since the time that you

added this addition at the Shell Company that

your installation has been practically the same

as shown by your large model?

A. Yes, with the exception of when we nailed

the boards down.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I think it has already been

made clear what he did use in that addition.

The COURT.—Yes, I understand that.
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Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. In addin- this extra por-

tion to the Shell construction at Martinez in 1916,

did you employ or use the blue-prints or specifica-

tions which had been furnished you by the Cooling-

Tower Company, or the predecessor, the Mitchell-

Tapi3en CoJ
A. No. I am under the impression that they had

be returned to Mitchell-Tappen Co.

Q. Wliat was the occasion of your building the

towers for the Shell Company in 1920?

A. The deterioration of the original towers to

a point where the}" were unsafe.

Q. So those were torn down and you put up

your new towers? A. Yes.

The COURT.—We will take an adjournment

now until to-morrow morning at ten o'clock.

(An adjournment was here taken until to-morrow,

Wednesday, November 28, 1923, at ten o'clock A.

M.) [197—61]

Wednesday, November 28, 1923.

C. F. B'RAUN, cross-examination (Resumed).

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. I beUeve, Mr. Braun,

when you were testifying yesterday in regard to

wind pressure upon these towers you inadvertently

referred to the pressure as 30 pounds per square

inch. Was not that an oversight on your part?

A. Yes, if I said 30 pounds per square inch,

it was an oversight; 30 pounds per square foot

would be the proper figure for wind pressure.

Q. You desire that correction to be made?

A. Yes.
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Q. Some criticism has been indulged in by plain-
tiff's counsel of your use of cuts of the Shell 1915
towers in your advertising literature. Will you
just tell what use you actually made of those
cuts, and how you used them?
A. I remember that we published a bulletin,

and that we used a photograph of the tower that

we erected at Martinez; we took these photographs
and made cuts of them and showed cuts on one
of the pages of this bulletin. We were then opera-

ting as construction engineers; we advertised as

such, and we did not advertise these towers as

being patented by us, or as of our own design.

Q. They simply were illustrative of work that

you had erected?

A. To show work that we had erected.

Mr. FOULDS.—Objected to as leading.

A. To show work that we had erected as the

construction engineers.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Was that any different

policy than you had followed in am- other case?

A. We followed that policy altogether at that

time.

Q. Is" that a policy that is common w^ith erecting

engineers, [198—62] to point to work that they

had done?

A. I think that it is a very common policy.

Q. You were interrogated by plaintiff's counsel

in regard to the name plates with patent numbers

thereon, and which appeared to be referred to

in a letter from the Cooling Tower Company to
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you, or to your company, PlaintitT's Exhibit No.

7, the letter being dated July 19, 1915. Will you

state whether or not, if you received those plates,

they were likely put in place or otherwise?

A. In the ordinary course of business they would

be put in place; I have no recollection of their not

having been put in place.

Q. Was there any reason why you should not

put them in place?

A. I have no reason whatever to believe they were

not put in place.

A. You have referred to the redistributing decks

used in your towers, and which I believe there is

no controversy over, which are shown in what we

call your first patent, being the Braun patent of

1920, Exhibit "B." Had you ever known or had

any knowledge of the use of redistributing decks

prior to your invention thereof?

A. I had never seen anything of that nature.

Q. I believe you have already stated the reason

for developing the distributing decks.

A. In my describing of the tower I have stated

that. The need of redistributing decks was first

observed by ine at Martinez, where the wind blows

rather strongly through a draw in the hill; I

noticed there that the wind was blowing succes-

sively, or progressively, from the windward to the

lee side of the tower, and it was to overcome that

difficulty that we developed the redistributing deck.

The COURT.—There is a brisk wind that pre-

vails over there?
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A. There has been a brisk wind whenever I have
been there; in the particular location of the towers,

there is a ^ap in the [199—6:^] liill.

Q. T had occasion to study that in connection
with a case that I had.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—These original towers, I un-

derstand, had no provision for that?

A. No, those towers had no redistributing deck.

Q. You ma}^ state whether or not the construc-

tion of tloor joists, extensions, and connections to

the louvers, by which you accomplished that re-

sult that you pointed out, and which construction

is shown in Model D, forms the subject-matter of

any patent of yours? A. Yes, our second patent.

Q. That is the second patent set up in the counter-

claim.

Te COURT.—Which one is that.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is the second patent.

The COURT.—Which construction are you speak-

ing of now?

A. The extension of the deck supporting mem-
bers beyond the columns, so as to receive the lou-

vers. My counsel referred to my iirst patent as

1920; I think that is in error. I think the first

patent was 1919.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I have forgotten the date.

It is Exhibit "B."

Q. You were asked on direct examination if you

had notified the Cooling Tower Company of the

proposed extension to the Shell towers, and which
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extension you proceeded to put up in 1916. Was
there any reason why you did not go to that trouble?

A. Yes, there were many reasons.

Q. Just state the circumstances.

A. I found that the Mitchell-Tappen Co. had very

inadequate or practically no facilities for manu-

facturing cooling towers, and I found that the

structural design was very poor; I found that the

distinctive features of their tower were on very

limited details; and I found [200—64] that a

number of their details were highly impracticable.

Q. What were those details that you particularly

refer to, that were impracticable?

A. The most important of these details, as far

as impracticability was concerned, was a spline.

In a tower of this character, there is a large quan-

tity of deck lumber to be installed. These boards

are usually 18 feet long; they are frequently warped

out of shape when they are received on the site

of erection, and to endeavor to place little splines

between these at short intervals between two of

these long boards and to keep them there until

you can secure the board in place is almost an im-

possible task, and at best an extremely costly pro-

cess.

Q. What experience did you have, if any, with

the use of splines on that particular joib? You

;night further explain just how these splines were

placed, and why.

A. The deck boards are fastened by nails or

lag screws at the support. The purpose of the
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spline is to space the deck boards, to space and

maintain the space of the deck boards between

the supports, at any point where spacing may be

recpiired. These are loose splines, and are sup-

ported by the grooves in the deck boards at any

point without the need of a deck supporting mem-
ber.

The 'COURT.—You mean that they will keci)

the space without any device on the deck-sup-

poi*ting member: Is that what you mean?

A. I mean, if I may show you this model, this is

the deck member, which is secured permanently at

the supporting point. Of course, this may be a

continuous board, but it may come to another sup-

port under the board, and a nail might be driven

through the board, as on this. These boards are

fastened to the transverse members, and secured

by nails or lag screws, [201—65] or similar de-

vices.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Model I.

A. They are not secured to these transverse mem-

bers by the splines; they are spaced and held in

position at these supports by the fastenings, re-

gardless of the splines. In between these deck sup-

ports, which are several feet apart, Mr. Coffey

apparently thought it would be necessary to provide

some spacing members in between the supports.

Q. The object being if these boards warped

laterally they would hold them apart?

A. They would hold them apart. They are al-

ready spaced, these members being nailed down;
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they are shown in this model, which is marked
Exhibit "H," which is exactly according to the

patent drawings, and they are in actual construc-

tion nailed and secured at this support. The loose

splines form spacing members in between these

supports, and by reason of the grooves they can-

not fall out, they are free to slide wherever it is

necessary. The idea of the spacing block, of course,

is very common in the construction of any floors,

or banisters, or lattice-work, where, at a point

of support one part is nailed down and then a

spacing block put in, and another nailed down.

But this is something different. It is a spacer in

between the support, which is free to 'be placed

at any point, and is, itself, supported by the two

boards.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I would call the Court's

attention to the fact that the model Exhibit **H''

is a counterpart of the drawing of the Coffey patent

in suit. Fig. 6.

The COURT.—Yes, I observed that yesterday.

A. I wish particularly to show that the spacing

of the boards at the point of support is not de-

pendent upon the spline, but is dependent upon

the fastening device, nail or lag screw, or [202

—

QQ'\ similar mechanical device.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. In the plaintiff's con-

struction, put up at the Shell Company, were the

nails driven directly through the deck boards?

A. They were driven through the deck boards.

Q. Did you have any complaint from the erecting
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force lip there at the time the Shell towers were
going up, in regard to the splines you have spoken

of?

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to that.

The COURT.—I will admit it. By '* erecting

force," you mean the employees'?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Whoever did the job, and

what knowledge Mr. Braun had of the thing.

A. We had complaints that the installation of

these small splines was a very difficult and im-

practical task, and for the reason that I have

explained previously in my testimony to-day, bear-

ing in mind that these spaces are several feet, and

the boards are possibly 12 or 18 feet long, these

splines swell also, and it was very difficut to get

them in and very difficult to keep them; in order

that they will not fall out, they have to be made

of fairly tight fit, and the result is the splines have

to stand more than the board does; it is almost

impossible to get them in the slots.

Q. How did the use of the splines in plaintiff's

construction compare with the use of your bent

metal strips appearing in your patent Exhibit

''B," as shown in the Model Exhibit ''E"?

A. The brass strips used by us and shown in my
first patent are used only at the transverse deck-

supporting members, and are securely fastened to

them. Their purpose is to secure the deck boards

to the transverse deck-supporting members, and

to allow of longitudinal expansion of the deck

boards. [203—67]
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Q. The deck boards are not fastened to the

supporting member at all except by the bent por-

tion of these strips'? A. Yes.

Q. That is, they are not actually fastened to

the supporting member at all?

A. These strips could be considered as a series

of staples; for instance, the same result would be

obtained, approximately, if a staple were driven

over the boards into the transverse supporting

members.

The COURT.—Do they have any effect whatever

upon the lateral swell of the deck boards between

the supporting members ?

A. They have no effect whatever. They are not

used between the supporting members.

Q. You have no device, then, in your installation,

corresponding to that wooden spline?

A. We have nothing whatever. We have on the

deck securing members at the deck supports. The

advantage of this strip, one of the advantages of

a continuous strip of this fastening over a staple

would be that where a staple such as that one,

for some reason, became loosened, that particular

deck board might be loosened by the wind and

be blown out, but with a continuous strip, if one

or more of these nails fastening the strip down be-

came loosened or pulled out, the other nail in

the strip will still hold that strip down, as a more

or less effective member, and will prevent that

board being blown away.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I do not know whether the
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Court asked you if the deck boards in your con-

struction were nailed down to the cross members.

The COURT.—I assumed apparently not, because

otherwise they would have no effect on longitudinal

expansion.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Now, at the time that you

had that Shell job under erection in 1915, did you
have any other troubles [204—68] with any ma-
terial furnished by the Mitchell-Tappen Company,

and, if so, what?

A. We had a great deal of trouble with the struc-

tural steel work; the structural steel work was

composed of very light members; they had been

shipped and rehandled a great many times, and

had been seriously damaged, and, I believe, that

they came from some structural company up in

New York, and were shipped to New York by rail,

or possibl}^ river steamer, transferred to a steamer

for San Francisco, and then transferred by steamer

up to Martinez; the structural steel was in very

bad condition when we received it. Many of the

castings were broken, too.

Q. I do not know whether it was made clear

in regard to the louver construction of the Shell

towers in 1915 and the tower of 1916, and your

present construction of louvers. Will you indicate

that?

A. I would like to use the model for that.

Q. You may do that.

A. In the Shell tower the lumber was delivered

in random lengths, it was not cut to length, and
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was laid on top of the 45 degree members for

supporting these louvers, in a manner similar to

the way a floor is laid—they were not put up in

panels. The boards were joined at random points,

and were nailed together. The louvers were held

down against the 45° members by a loose-fitting

bolt passing through a slotted hole ; that is, the angu-

lar member for supporting the louver had slotted

holes in it, and bolts were screwed through the

louver to hold that down so it would not blow up.

The distinctive differences between the louvers of

the original Shell towers and the towers that we

are now building is the fact that they were not

in panel, and that they were not rigidly fastened

to the angular members in such a manner as to give

structural strength. [205—69]

Q. Can you state generally what the volume of

business is that you have done in the cooling tower

business and are doing to-day?

A. I have in mind that the figures for 1922 were

somewhat in excess of $500,000. The other years

I do not have clearly in mind, but there were large

sums in the year preceding that.

Q. Are there any other concerns building wooden

towers ?

A. The Cooling Tower Company of New York

is building wooden towers.

Q. For what period of time, to your knowledge?

A. At least one year.

Q. Is there a distinction between an all-wood

tower and a composite tower of metal and wood?
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A. I do not understand the question.

Q. Is there a difference in them, as a matter of

erection, durability, etc. ?

A. There are many advantages of an all-wood

tower. One of the great advantages is durability

of the tower. Towers which have steel in them

will under many conditions corrode very rapidly.

Cooling towers are subjected to very corrosive in-

fluences; the water passing over them is warm;

frequently, it is highly impregnated with salt, due

to concentration in the steam, and they are freely

exposed to air, providing the oxidizing agent for

oxidizing the steel parts. For that reason, a tower

made of wood, particularly redwood, which has

rot-resisting qualities, and with fastenings of some

highly corrosive resistant substance, such as brass

or copper, is far superior to a tower having steel

members.

Q. What proportion of the framework of that

original Martinez installation was of steel—what

members were of steel?

A. The columns and the brackets suppoiting the

louvers, the tie rods, and I believe some structural

members joining the [206—70] colunms ; in fact,

I believe that all members giving stiiictural strength

to the tower were of steel.

Q. Prior to the development of the wood tower

construction by your company, to what extent were

wood towers in vogue, if at all?

A. Wood towers have been in general use for a

groat many years; many of them were home-made
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affairs, built by the customers, and sometimes were

called bird-cage towers; some of them were made

with lath; most of them were rather flimsy, anc

they were made almost entirely on the top flooi

as a house is built, not fabricated, and for thai

reason were usually costly.

Q. 'Can you state any outstanding distinction be

tween these home-made bird-cage affiairs you speal

of and the towers you have developed and showi

in your patent?

A. Our tower has greater structural strengtt

and rigidity, which is a very important feature ir

the cooling tower, which, for proper performance

must be exposed freely to the prevailing wind

Our tower also has a great advantage of being con

structed in units. It is a manufactured tower

fabricated at a factory, shipped in units, such

for instance, as the louver panels, which are as-

sembled and bolted together at the site of erec-

tion, at a minimum cost for field labor. The sav-

ing in field labor not only effects an economy, bu1

it results in a better structure. A structure, the

majority of the parts of which are built in a fac-

tory, which can be properly controlled, will be fai

better mechanically than a structure, a large por-

tion of the work of which is done in the field

which may be at remote places, such as oil fields

and mines, or other locations where skilled laboi

is difficult to secure.

'Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is all.
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Redirect Examination.

Mr. POULDS.—Q. In some of your towers guy
wires are used, [207—71] aren't they, to support
the tower?

A. Not that I know of. They may be added by
a customer.

Q. Don't you know that guy wires have been

added to keep your tower rigid? A. No.

Q. Do you know of a tower at Ventura that is

—

you put up a tower at Ventura, didn't you?

A. Yes.

Q. Don't you recall that that tower is guyed?
A. No.

Q. A\nien have you seen it last?

A. What tower do you mean at Ventura?

Q. The General Petroleum, I think.

A. I have never seen the General Petroleum

tower at Ventura.

Q. How^ do you know, then?

A. I do not think we have a General Petroleum

tower at Ventura.

Q. Do you recall that the Cooling Towner Com-

pany told you of an entirely wood tow^er in which

even the pins were wood, constructed ten years ago ?

A. No.

Q. Do you remember that they told you of the

desirability of using all wood for some kinds of

water, and all steel in other cases? A. No.

Q. Didn't you discuss that with them?

A. Not that I remember.

Q. You knew of the third Coffey patent entering
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into the Shell tower construction at that time,

didn't yon? A. No.

Q. Didn't you know the patent referring to the

bracing? A. No.

Q. Did you ever see that patent?

A. I have seen it.

Q. Where did you first see itf

A. I don't remember.

QMr. TOWNSEND.—That patent isn't in suit,

so I do not think any inquiry of that sort is perti-

nent, at all.

A. The third patent does not appear on the

name plates, and was not known to us in any way.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Do you consider that the

Cooling Tower [208—72] Company's structure

does not give any rigidity or support to the tower?

A. No.

Q. Have you seen this patent No. 1,158,107?

A. I believe that I have examined this patent.

Q. And that is the Cooling Tower 'Company's

construction of the side bracing which you have

attempted to show in this model Gr, is it not?

The COURT.—Which is the part you call the side

bracing ?

Mr. FOULDS.—I refer to the bracing of the

tower.

A. This model was to show the construction of

the tower at Martinez.

Q. Isn't that what was shown in the prints

which were sent to you in 1915? A. What?

Q. That bracing shown in that patent.
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A. This bracing does not agree with the prints.

Q. In what respeet? Refer to the prints which

were shown you yesterday, and then refer to that

patent, and tell us in what respect it does not

agree ?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—If your Honor please, I do

not see where this material is material.

The COURiT.—I should think if these drawings

were made and the installation at Martinez was

(constructed in accordance with any existing patent

tJiat belonged to the plaintiff it would be material.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—There is no charge of in-

fringement of this patent.

The COURT.—In either event, if the matter, as

shown by the drawings and included in that instal-

lation were subsequently patented or patented be-

fore that it would be material here to show the in-

validity of the defendant's patent. [209—73]

Mr. TOWNSEND.—If it has that bearing, but

it seems so far-fetched and against the actual fact

—

The COURT.—Whether it is against the actual

fact is another proposition, but if a man holding

a patent for a complete installation supplies draw-

ings, including details which are then subject to the

patent, and w^hich become the subject of a subse-

quent patent, isn't that material as bearing upon

the question as to whether or not the man who

constructed or put in an installation on those

drawings has himself a valid patent?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—T am afraid your Honor has

confused two thoughts, there. Of course, there is
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no controversy over the right of Mr. Braun to have

erected the Shell towers, he having bought these

towers from the plaintiff, and everything having

been settled at that time—in regard to the Shell

towers there is no question of infringement of any
of these patents.

The COURT.—No.
Mr. TOWNSEND.—Now, on the question of

anticipation, to show the state of the art, the

plaintiff, or either party, is of course entitled to

offer that patent, whether it is his own or somebody

else's, to show the state of the art, with a view to

limiting the features of the patent in controversy.

That right of Mr. Fould's exists, independent of

any patents under which that tower was erected,

or any patent owned by his company.

The COURT.—That is undoubtedly true, but

isn't he entitled to question that by showing that

the particular details, involved in that construction

were made the subject of a patent*?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—It would be applicable if

this patent shows [210—74] a construction of

the Braun tower as patented. If it had that bear-

ing, I withdraw my objection.

The COURT.—I apprehend that is what Mr.

Foulds is driving at.

Mr. FOULDS.—The witness has devoted a great

deal of time to explaining his bracing, and the

merits of his bracing. As a matter of fact this

patent shows that he appropriated the very idea

that we had had patented, the very idea that
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is in that tower; that all of that talk of his

bracinijj is ours.

The COURT.—To my mind it is clearly material.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—All right. I had not con-

sidered for a moment that they would set up a

structure like this as an anticipation of the Braun
patent, but if that is part of the defense of that,

well and good.

Mr. FOULDS.—Read the question, Mr. Reporter.

(Last question repeated 'by the reporter.)

A. The drawings do not show the structure,

and, therefore, are not comparable with the patent.

Q. The drawings show the structure diagramati-

cally, do they not?

A. Not these drawings; possibly there are some

other drawings. Your question is in what way
they did not agree?

Q. Whether the structure shown in this blue-

print which you are looking at is not the structure

shown in the patent which I have shown you, 1,158,-

107.

A. As near as I can tell from a cursory examina-

tion, the structure is about the same.

Q. Do you mean to say now that the structure

erected at the Shell plant did not get any rigidity

or structural strength from the louver-supporting

members and louvers'?

A. The louver-supporting members and louvers

did not add to the ability of the structure to re-

sist wind pressure. [211—75]

Q. Don't you know that the object of the in-
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ventor of this Coffey patent shown you, as stated

by him, was to attain that very rigidity by his

structure at the Shell plant?

A. I do not know that.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is objected to as argu-

mentative.

Mr. FOULDS.—Don't you know that?

A. I don't know that.

Q. Have you read the patent?

A. Not for a long time.

Q. When did you read it?

A. Possibly a year ago,

Q. Not before that?

A. I don't remember when I read it.

Q. When you saw the patent numbers on the

plaintiff's name-plate didn't you get copies of

those patents and examine them?

A. This patent number was not on the plaintiff's

name-plate.

Q. Are you sure of that? A. Yes.

The COURT.—This application was filed June,

1914; the date of the patent is October 26, 1915.

When was the Martinez tower erected?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—The letter was in July, 1915,

several months before that patent issued. I think

that answers counsel's question.

The COURT.—It was pending at the time.

Mr. FOULDS.—I offer in evidence letters patent

to Barton H. Coffey, No. 1,158,107, dated October

26, 1915, issued to the Cooling Tower Company, as

assignee of Barton H. Coffey.
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(The patent was marked ''Plaintiff's Exhibit

50.")

I also offer in evidence the five sheets of blue-

])rints for the Shell tower erection, 105, 59, 109, 108,

and 115, being the blue-prints referred to by the

witness, and which were marked by him yesterday.

(The blue-prints were marked Plaintiff's Exhibit

51.)

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Unless Mr. Braun has some

reason to question [212—^76] the correctness of

these drawings, I have no objection to them.

The WITNESS.—I have no reason to.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I will take counsel's word

that they are 0. K.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. You spoke of returning these

drawings to the Cooling Tower Company, and you

said you thought you had no copies when j^ou made

the extension.

A. I believe they were.

Q. Do you remember writing to the Cooling

Tower Company after you had completed the origi-

nal tower, and asking for additional copies of the

drawings. I call your attention to the letter of

August 12, 1915, addressed to the Cooling Tower

Company, asking for three complete sets of the de-

tail plans, and your letter of November 26, 1915,

asking for extra prints.

A. The letter of August 12 I can identify.

Q. Does that refresh your recollection?

A. I can identify that letter.

Q. And you did get additional prints, didn't you?
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A. I don't remember.

Q. You don't remember whether you received

them, or not? A. No.

Mr. FOULDS.—I offer these letters in evidence

as Plaintiff's Exhibits 52 and 53.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—At the request of plaintiff's

counsel, I hand him a blue-print. Defendant's Ex-

hibit '*A" for identification.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Do you identify both of these

letters'? A. Only one of them.

Q. Don't you recognize both of these letters?

A. Only one w^as written by me; I could not

identify the other.

Q. Do you recognize the signature on both letters ?

A. No, I do not recognize the signature on this

other letter. [213—77]

Q. Do you know who Mr. C. H. Shattuck is ?

A. Yes, he was the engineer of our company at

that time.

Q. Is that his signature?

A. I don't know; it does not look like his present

signature. Mr. Shattuck is here and you can ask

him.

The COURT.—Ask him now.

Mr. SHATTUCK.—That is not my signature.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Mr. Shattuck says that un-

doubtedly he dictated that letter but did not sign

it. We will not question the fact that it eminated

from the defendant company. That letter explains

why these blue-prints were requested; apparently,
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the Shell Company wanted them to complete their

files.

Mr. FOULDS.—That is what you say in the

letter, Mr. Braun.

A. That is said in the letter, yes.

Q. As a matter of fact, didn't you get up this

drawing, Defendant's Exhibit "A" for identifica-

tion, from the plaintiff's prints 105?

A. We made use of plaintiff's print 105.

Q. In getting up what?

A. In getting up the drawings; it was necessary

to make these towers architecturally similar.

Q. You decided, if possible, to get the benefit of

that installation, and evade plaintiff's patent, didn't

you?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I object to that as a reflec-

tion highly unwarranted.

The COURT.—You are not asking for any fact.

You are asking the witness to convict himself. That

is too much to expect of anybody. I will sustain

the objection.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. You adopted these spacing fin-

gers as a means of spacing your slats and holding

them loosely so that they could expand longitudin-

ally, didn't you? [214—78]

Mr. TOWNSEND.—To make the record clear as

to counsel's definition or understanding of spacing

fingers, he is referring to this angle iron

—

The COURT.—I assume that is the only thing

there that you could possibly call the spacing fin-

ger on that second installation at Martinez.
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A. I use an angle iron to secure the deck to the

transverse deck-supporting members, and to form

a template to properly secure the deck boards in

position.

Q. What do you understand a template to be?

A. A template is a device definitely fixing one

or more dimensions.

Q. Do you call this spacing finger in your so-

called angle iron shown in Exhibit '

'K " a template %

A. I call the entire angle iron a template.

Q. Those spacing fingers of the template might

then be called what^

A. Spacing blocks, or fingers.

Q. Or splines? A. No.

Q. You would not call them splines?

A. I would not call them splines.

Q. What do you think would be the distinction

that would take away that definition?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I suggest that the file-wrap-

per is a pretty good dictionary to turn to as to what

a spline means.

Mr. FOULDS.—I think the witness' own use of

the word ''spline" shows what it means in his

patent.

A. These are projections from solid members.

Q. Can a spline be a projection from a solid

member 1

A. I think it would be stretching the definition

of a spline.

Q. Why?
Mr. TOWNSEND.—I believe that the examina-
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tion is growing speculative now; it is not calling

for a contrast of two [215—70] actual structures,

it is calling for a hypothetical answer.

The COURT.—No, I do not think it is. The
witness made a clear distinction between the mov-

able member which he called a spline, and the iixed

member, which he said was not a spline. It is

proper to ask why isn't it. I will overrule the ob-

jection. Why do you say that is not a spline?

A. Because a spline is essentially a loose mem-
ber. These fingers are projections from a contin-

uous solid member.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. That, then, is your distinc-

tion, that your plate is fixed?

A. You refer to the entire member?

Q. Which you call the template.

A. You were speaking of the finger, weren't you?

Mr. FOULDS.—Read the question.

(Last question repeated by the reporter.)

A. (Continuing.) That is the distinction.

Q. I understand you to tell us that your finger

spacers cannot be called splines because they were

secured or fixed in position: Is that correct?

A. The distinction between our member and

splines is that ours is deck-securing members secur-

ing the deck to the transverse deck-supporting

member; and the splines do not secure the deck to

any deck member. That is the difference between

the splines and the member that we have used.

Q. Is that the general definition of a spline, or
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do you refer to a particular spline which you have

in miiidl

A. I am explaining the difference between our

angle construction and the spline used in the Mar-
tinez tower.

Q. So there are different kinds of splines, are

there ?

A. Yes, there are different kinds of splines.

Q. You use one kind of spline, as described by

your patent before the Court, don't you?

A. Yes. [216—80]

Q. And that was a correct use of the word

''spline"?

The COURT.—If you stuck a lag screw in there

and fastened these moveable members, would it then

be proper to call it a spline ? A. I believe so.

Q. Then the distinction in your mind between a

spline and the angle iron which you used on that

second installation, or these brass strips you use

on the present installation, is that this spacing de-

vice was placed between the supporting members,

whereas on your own installation the brass strips

serving the purpose of spacing at the supporting

members, were attached to the supporting member?

A. Yes.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Is this Exhibit "H" to which

the Court has just referred, a duplicate of any-

thing that you have seen? A. No.

Q. It is merely a theoretical rendition in physical

form of what you think Fig. 6 of the Coffey patent

in suit shows?
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A. It is made to the drawing of the Coffey patent.

The COURT.—Was this Exhibit '*H" an instal-

lation that you used in the first Martinez plant?

A. Exhibit ''H" is drawn from the patent.

Q. I understand. Did you use these splines in

the Martinez plant?

A. We used splines in the first Martinez tower.

Q. The same as these?

A. Approximately the same.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—If your Honor would turn

to the patent, you will find that there is a structure

called for in the patent of longitudinal spline mem-
bers and end spline member, as well as intermediate

spline members. It is a complex affair.

A. In the Coffey patent, this member is referred

to as a spline, and this angle iron is referred to as

a spline. I really think that the word "spline"

has been used rather [217—81] loosely in a num-

ber of cases.

Mr. FOULDS.—"Spline," then, has a general but

loose application to spacing members.

Mr. TOWNSE'ND.—The file-wrapped has so defi-

nitely fixed that fact, that it is the best evidence

of the meaning of the word "spline" as used in

the patent. They attempt to get claims which

would cover any sort of spacing member, a wooden

block put in there, and they were refused claims,

and they were finally compelled to take the limited

claims that they have got in their patent on loose

spline work. Your Honor has not had an oppor-

tunity to examine the history of the patent, in the
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file-wrapper. I was going to ask counsel if he

was contending for a construction of his patent

which would cover any sort of a block of wood in

there.

The COURT.—At any rate the evidence shows

now that defendant is not using any spacing mem-
ber whatsoever between the supporting members.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—No, and as far as we know

defendant has never used any except under a proper

agreement with the plaintiff in the first two Shell

towers. The word "spline" has a very specific

meaning in this patent, and I think it is too bad to

waste so much time in getting away from that, be-

cause it is my purpose to introduce the file-wrapper,

and introduce the references that were cited, so you

will see just what the metes and bounds of those

claims are.

The COURT.—I infer that the word seems to

include almost any sort of a spacing block or a

member of any kind. Is that a matter of general

engineering practice, that the word is quite gener-

ally used to indicate anything that holds apart

other members and serves no other purpose? [218

—82]

The WITNESS.—I consider it to mean specifi-

cally a member working in grooves between two

other members, but it has been used more generally

in both these patents. In the Coffey patent this

supporting member at the end is called a spline,

and in my first patent the board nailed down on top
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of the deck is called a spline. So possi))ly there

is a rather loose use of the word ''spline."

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. What were the first towers

that you erected after the Shell refinery towers at

Martinez?

A. I would have to look up the records to find out.

Q. When you first started to do that, you

placed your louver boards vertically, didn't you,

up and down?

A. We built a tower with vertical louver boards.

Q. That is the tower shown in your catalog?

A. Whether that is the first one, or not, I am
not certain.

Q. Examine Bulletin No. 101, Figure 49.

A. Yes, we built such a tower.

Q. Where and when was that built?

A. That tower, I believe, was built at Coalinga,

at or near Coalinga.

Q. About when?

A. I cannot say without looking up the records.

Q. Can you tell approximately?

A. I would say a year more or less after the

Martinez towers. It is veiy difficult for me to tell

without looking up the records.

Q. When did you abandon that method of con-

struction of louvers?

A. I believe we built one tower only that way.

Q. Did you do that in order to get away from

the plaintiff's bracing structure? A. No.

Q. You originally used long, random-length mem-
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bers in your towers, didn't you, a sample of that

being shown on Fig. 40 of your Bulletin No. 101?

A. Figure 40 of our bulletin was a later installa-

tion. [219—83]

Q. Those are )x)ards of random lengths, aren't

they?

A. These were boards of random lengths.

Q. They are not of panel construction, such as

you have shown here?

A. They are not panel construction.

Q. How long did you continue to use that struc-

ture ?

A. I cannot answer that accurately ; I believe that

we used that structure during 1918.

Q. Was that abandoned?

A. That also was abandoned.

Q. When did you adopt the triangular angle iron

to hold the louvers?

A. I cannot state that accurately. We were

using them in the early part of 1918, and I belive

slightly earlier.

Q. Did you abandon them? A. The angles?

Q. Yes. A. Yes.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. You refer to the angle

iron supports for louvers that appear in the first

Braun patent Exhibit ''B"? A. I presume so.

Mr. FOULDS.—I refer to the angle iron shown

in 1,334,515.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. What element?

Mr. FOULDS.—Element 19.

A. Might I look at that?
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Q. During- what period did you nail down your

slats or drip bars?

A. I don't think that we ever have nailed down
the drip bars.

Q. Do you make a distinction between distribut-

ing bars and drip bars?

A. If you will show me what you mean I will try

and answer.

Q. I refer to the element that you have marked
''F" in this Exhibit ^'E." You testitied yesterday,

as I understood it, that at one time you nailed dovm
these directly without using your spacers.

A. We have nailed decks down at different times.

I remember some towers that we nailed the decks

down on approximately [220—84] a year and a

half ago.

Q. Did you find that unsatisfactory?

A. We found it unsatisfactory.

Q. What was your object in adopting these metal

strips that you have called ''H"?

A. To secure the deck boards to the transverse

members.

Q. And also to space them?

A. In such a manner that the failure of one

fastening would not cause a falling apart of any

of the structure, and to permit of individual longi-

tudinal expansion of the deck boards.

Q. I notice in this Exhibit "E," and also in your

actual construction, that some of these spacing

straps are much wider than others, and you use a

wide, heavy spacing strap at the transverse joist,
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and a narrow, light spacing strap between the wide

spacing straps.

A. No. We use the wide spacing strap at the

point where the boards will join. The supports

for the deck members are more closely spaced than

the length of the board. If a board is to pass con-

tinuously by a support a narrow member is suffi-

cient. If two boards are to butt each other then

a wide member is necessary, as a contraction of the

member might cause it to work from underneath

a narrow member and work out.

Q. You used a wide member and then a narrow

member, and then a wide member again, running

throughout the length of the tower?

A. We might use all wide members, if built from,

short decking; that would be dependent solely upon

the length of the deck lumber.

Q. At the Martinez tower, the wide straps are

usually from the supporting posts at the transverse

joints and the narrow straps between, aren't they?

A. I don't remember that; it might be. [221

—

85]

Q. You find very often these narrow spacing

straps become loose between the boards, nails come

out, or are not put in, don't you?

A. They might come loose. I have not found

that it occurred frequently.

Q. You have seen that in some places, haven't

you? A. Have seen nails out?

Q. Have seen straps loose, the nails either out

or not put in.
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A. I have seen some of the nails out, yes.

Q. In that case, the spacing strap run across a

number of boards without any means for support-

ing the slats except the crimp in your spacing strap

:

Isn't that so?

A. It would be if the nails were out, although

if the nails were out it is probable that the ribbon

would spring so far from the board that it would

entirely fail of its function.

Q. Why would the ribbon spring up?

A. Because it is very light.

Q. What would be the force that would cause it

to spring up?

A. The strain set up in the ribbon by the punch-

ing of the projection.

Q. Is the tendency to bow up?

A. The tendency would be to bow up.

Q. You then think that the deck would contract

laterally, instead of expanding?

A. I don't think that the deck would do either.

Q. If the deck remained the same width these

straps would not spring up, would they?

A. Yes.

Q. The straps running from side to side of the

deck would spring up even though the deck re-

mained the same width? A. Yes, it might.

Q. Do you know that they do that, or is that theo-

retical ?

A. No, I have seen these brass members bow;

after they have [222—86] been run through that

punch they will not lay flat unless nailed down.
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Q. Do you know how far they will bow?

A. Not offhand, no.

The COURT.—Is that about life size of these

straps ?

A. Yes, that is to scale. I believe this was taken

actually from our stock in the factory. It looks

to me like the stock material. I think Mr. Shat-

tuck will verify that.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I have seen the tower at the

Shell plant, and it looks very much like that. I

will ask Mr. Braun to state what the usual length

of the brass straps are.

A. The usual length of the brass straps is the

width of the tower; the tower ranges in width from

6 to 12 feet.

The COURT.—They are continuous, clear across?

A. They are continuous, clear across.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. In this Shell extension at

Martinez, that you made in 1916, is there a deck

consisting of drip bars?

A. There is a deck consisting of longitudinal

boards.

Q. There are separate or individual fastenings

at each end, with a space in between the bars?

A. This is the addition, now, that you are speak-

ing of?

Q. Yes. There are separate or individual fasten-

ings at each end, with space in between the bars?

A. They are not actually fastened at any place.

Q. They are secured at each end, aren't they?

A. They are secured by these straps at each end.
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The COUKT.—You are talking now of the addi-

tion to the 1915 installation?

Mr. FOULDS.—Yes.
The COURT.—Those were not fastened with

straps ?

A. They were fastened by the angle irons. [223

—<87]

Q. And the adjacent bars were held in spaced re-

lation at more than one point by a member or de-

vice which permits individual expansion of the

slats? A. Yes.

Q. There also was a deck consisting of drip bars

individually fastened at each end to a horizontal

deck frame ?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Might I ask counsel if he

is reading from the claims?

Mr. FOULDS.—I am reading from claims 1

and 2 of our patent—from the patent in suit.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—You are paraphrasing it.

Mr. FOULDS.—It is true I am not using the

exact language.

A. Will you read the last question?

Q. A deck consisting of drip bars, individually

fastened at each end to a horizontal deck frame.

A. No, there are not individual fastenings at

each end.

Q. I am talking now of your addition to the

Shell plant. A. So am I.

Q. There were not individual fastenings at each

end?

A. There are not individual fastenings.
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The COURT.—Why not?

A. I mean that it is not fastened to that member.

They are free to expand longitudinally. It is not

fastened with a nail. That is the distinction I

am trying to make. It is held in two directions.

Q. It is held in two directions'? A. Yes.

Q'. That is to say, it is fastened, so far as any

lateral expansion goes, and it is held down, it is

held fastened, so far as any vertical expansion goes ?

A. Yes.

Q. But not as far as longitudinal expansion

goes? A. This is not securely fastened.

Q. It is securely fastened, except that it is sub-

ject to longitudinal expansion?

A. Yes. [224—88]

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Might I point out to the

Court, if your Honor please, that the line of exam-

ination that counsel is attempting to follow in read-

ing from the claims is in effect asking this witness

to construe the claims, which is the province of the

Court. He is asking for a legal construction.

Mr. FOULDS.—I think not. I am asking the

witness what he had there.

The COURT.—I think that is so, Mr. Foulds.

He has told in the most minute detail what he did

have there.

Mr. FOULDS.—As I told Mr. Townsend yester-

day, I examined that Shell tower last Saturday, and

found through the length of the slats that these

straps were loose here and there; the straps were

loose, separating members. I do not want to take
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the stand, but T tliink it is understood that I would
so testify.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I think it is rather unusual
of counsel to put of record any testimony he might
want to deduce on behalf of his client.

The COURT.—But, Mr. Townsend, isn't it per-
fectly obvious that these straps might work loose?
Mr. Braun said so. Now, then, Mr. Foulds said

;

that he saw instances where they actually were
loose. His contention is that they constitute a loose

member or spline. That is the point.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Yes.
The COURT.—That is a matter of argument.

You have no objection to admitting that he saw
some of these straps at various points had worked
loose through the coming out of a nail?

The WITNESS.—That might be true. I think

that is one advantage of the straps—that, if that

nail comes out

—

The COURT.—That is a question of arg-ument.

[225—80]

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Very well, I will accept the

suggestion.

The WITNESS.—I would like to testify that these

are made with a punch which makes this impression

and punches a hole at the same time.

The COURT.—The strap, then, is not pressed suffi-

cient to reach the transverse member. There is a

space between the strap and the supporting mem-

ber. Is that the way it is in practice?

A. I think it is made just as it is in practice. I
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do not think it would affect the operation of the de-

vice if it went down or up.

Mr. FOULDS.—That is all. Plaintiff rests.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I have certain formal papers

to offer on behalf of the defendant.

Defendant offers Braun patent 1,442,784 of date

January 16, 1923, for water-cooling tower, this

being the so-called second Braun patent and set up

in the counterclaim. "We stand on claims 1, 2, and

10 as having been infringed by the plaintiff.

(The document was marked Defendant's Exhibit

**M.")

I next offered a certified copy of the File Wrapper

and contents of this Braun patent, 1,442,784, as

Defendant's Exhibit '^L." And in connection with

that patent and the file wrapper and contents, I

offer the references which were cited by the Patent

Office during the pendency of the Braun case: Pat-

ent to Burhorn, 1,182,635, May 9, 1916, as Defend-

ant's Exhibit '^0."

Patent to Burhorn, 1,234,444, July 24, 1917, as

Defendant's Exhibit ''P."

Patent to B. F. Hart, Jr., No. 902,875, November

3, 1908, as Defendant's Exhibit "Q." [226—90]

Patent to Burhorn, No. 973,163, October 18, 1910,

as Defendant's Exhibit *'R."

Patent to B. F. Hart, Jr., No. 1,228,207, May 29,

1917, as Defendant's Exhibit "S."

Patent to Schmidt, No. 693,625, February 18, 1902,

as Defendant's Exhibit ''T."

Your Honor understands that these patents con-
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stitute tlio art cited against this Braun patent, and

they were earefiilly considered hy the experts in

the Patent Office, and the Braun construction found

to be patentable over that aii; but these patents,

of course, would also be available for consideration

of the art with respect to the patents in controversy,

both plaintiff's and defendant's.

I also offer in evidence a certified copy of the file-

wrapper and contents of the first Braun patent,

which is Exhibit ^'B" of 1920—file-wrapper and

contents of 1,334,515, March 23, 1920, as Defend-

ant's Exhibit "U." There are also several patents

cited in connection with the prosecution of this first

Braun patent—there were several patents referred

to and considered by the Patent Office.

The COURT.—We will take a recess now until

two oclock.

(A recess was here taken until two oclock P. M.)

[227—91]

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I will proceed to offer the

patents in evidence which were cited in connection

with the first Braun patent, of 1920, Exhibit ''B,"

the file-wrapper of which was offered as Exhibit

"U."

The patent to Stocker, 700,990, May 27, 1902, as

Defendant's Exhibit "V."

Patent to Wheeler and Pratt, No. 821,561, May

22, 1906, as Defendant's Exhibit "W."

The patent to Hart, 1,228,207 is already offered.

I won't duplicate that; likewise as to the patent to
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Schmidt, No. 693,625, already in evidence; likewis

the patent of Hart, 902,875.

I next offer patent to Morrison, No. 965,116, Jul

19, 1910, as Defendant's Exhibit "X."
Patent to Coffee in suit, 1,010,020, is of cours

in evidence. I cannot offer that.

I offer the patent to Fischer et al.. No. 649,57£

May 15, 1900, as Defendant's Exhibit "Y."

I next offer the Burhorn patent 1,040,875, Octobe

8, 1912, as Defendant's Exhibit ^'Z."

Now, the three foreign patents, one French an(

two British, I will formally offer for the purpose

of the record, and supply them later if I find then

in my files; I think they are here. I offer th(

French patent. No. 359,426, as Defendant's Exhibi

'^AA." When I say "French," it is a patent issuec

by the Republic of France.

I next offer the British patent to Hebbs, No

25,449, of November 12, 1905, as Defendant's Ex

hibit ''BB."

A British patent to Pomall, No. 21,711, Septembei

23, 1909, as Defendant's Exhibit "CC." [228—92;

I next offer a certified copy of the Barton H. Cof

fey patent, file-wrapper and contents, being the pat-

ent in suit to plaintiff. No. 1,010,020, November 28

1911, as Defendant's Exhibit "DD."

I also offer the citations appearing in that pateni

application file, being the following five patents;

Cooper, 140,680, July 8, 1873, as Defendant's Ex-

hibit '^EE."
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Mills, No. 463,702, November 24, 1891, as Defend-
ant's Exhibit ''FF."

Southwick, No. 303,334, August 12, 1884, as De-
fendant's Exhibit ''G-G."

Andrews, No. 544,202, August 6, 1894, as Defend-
ant's Exhibit "HH."

Fisher et al., 49,753—

Mr. FOULDS.—You have already offered that as

Exhibit "Y."

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is the same as Exhibit

''Y." It need not be duplicated.

I next offer a series of 14 patents illustrative of

the state of the art applicable to the Coffey patent

in suit. It is possible one of these may be dupli-

cates, but I have them all bound in a volume, and I

am offering the whole volume of these 14 patents

as one exhibit, Defendant's Exhibit '*II."

Mr. FOULDS.—Are these referred to in your an-

swer ?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I will just read them off.

The Windhausen patent No. 111,292, of January 24,

1871, as Defendant's Exhibit ^'II-l." These are to

be considered as illustrative of the state of the art,

which is permissive without notice. They are not

set up for anticipation, as we understand it. I call

particular attention to Figs. 9 and 10 of said patent.

Next, as Exhibit ^'11-2," Hanisch No. 477,755, of

June 28, 1892, and call attention to Fig. 5 as another

arrangement of [229—^93] baffles and deck boards

for affecting cooling.

Next the Stocker patent No. 700,990, May 27, 1902,
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as Defendant's Exhibit '*II-3"; this patent being in-

teresting as showing a trough distribution for the

water and the trough dammed at the end to cause the

overflow in a manner very common in the art.

Patent to Wheeler ct al., 707,042, of August 12,

1902, as Exhibit ''11-4." The Court will note the

distributing decks shown in Fig. 2, and the patent

being interesting as relating to cooling towers, as

the inventor says, especially to water-cooling tow-

ers used in connection with steam plants operating

with a condensing system, and more particularly to

the open or nonenclosed type of this class of tower.

The tower also shows the use of screens to prevent

excessive flowing away of the water.

Next, as Exhibit "II-5," the patent to Halsall,

No. 683,933, October 8, 1901, another open type of

tower with decks at intervals, the patentee saying

on page 1, lines 70 to 79:

"Disposed within the tower at suitable dis-

tances apart are a series of gratings 15, the

meshes of which are of suitable size to break

up and atomize the drops of water showered

thereon and which descend in opposition to the

ascending current of cold air in the tower."

I should say this is a forced draft tower, not an

open-type tower.

To illustrate the principles involved, next is the

patent to Ostendorff, 661,192, November 6, 1900, as

Defendant's Exhibit "n-6," which is an open type

cooling tower, the patentee saying:
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**My invention is directed particularly to im-

provements in means for cooling vv^ater by nat-

ural aeration and evaporation caused by allow-

ing the water to fall in fine drops or streams

through the air."

Mr. FOULDS.—It used a pan; it does not use

slats at all. [230—94]

Mr. TOWNSEND.—It used a series of pans.

Next is Exhibit "11-7," another patent to Osten-

dorflf, No. 697,160, of April 8, 1902, and refers to this

as a water-cooling tower and states the object very

much as before.

Next is Exhibit "II-8," Ostendorff patent 836,-

702, of November 27, 1906, water-cooling apparatus,

and he makes reference to his former patent 661,-

192, he saying: "My improvements being directed

particularly to certain changes in the distributing

pans employed in connection with the tower of the

water-cooler."

Next, as "II-9," Burhorn patent 772,780, of Oc-

tober 18, 1904, where the drip bars are secured at

the frame ends.

Mr. FOULDS.—There are no drip bars in that.

I took out that patent. There are no drip bars

there. That is a pan.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is true, although I see

in Fig. 3 the longitudinal groove on the under side.

Mr. FOULDS.—There were no slats in that.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is quite true, but I don't

think that is a distinction of great importance, is it,

Mr. Foulds?
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Mr. FOULDS.—It seems to me that a pan covered

the entire interior of the deck, perforated pan, is

quite different from the structure we have here.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—The Court understands this

as showing the state of the art, various exemplifica-

tions by which certain ideas are embodied to carry

it out.

The next is "11-10," Burhorn patent 961,100,

dated June 14, 1910, cooling tower. I suppose that

might be considered an open type.

Mr. FOULDS.—These were shallow pans.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Next as Defendants Exhibit

"11-11," Burhorn No. 1,014,371 of January 9, 1912,

applied for on November 26, 1910, illustrating an-

other idea of Mr. Burhorn. Burhorn apparently

[231—^95] was quite a prolific inventor, and Mr.

Coffey, the patentee and the expert for plaintiff,

makes frequent reference in the depositions to his

indebtedness to Burhorn. I see I have already

given the patent to Fisher, 649,573, so I will pass

over that, but in that patent to Fisher I want to

call particular attention to Fig. 6, this being dated

May 15, 1900, showing that the water dropped from

one slatted deck to another, and the slats being

staggered, and also interesting as Fisher shows a

spline for holding certain members, these splines

being more particularly shown in Fig. 4.

The next, Exhibit "11-12," is a patent to Bur-

horn, No. 1,092,334, dated April 7, 1914, and call par-

ticular attention to Fig. 5, slats, quite similar to

the slats of the Coffey patent in suit. It shows also

splines 29. Fig. 5 illustrates the structure and
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what is intcrestiiiii- is to note the following- from the

specification of Bnrhorn on page 2:

"And the slats being separated by splines 20

set between the slats 27, 27. Tn this form of

deck I preferably provide a longitudinal chan-

nel 30 in the under side of the slats 27, whereby
the Walter will be caused to fall from the sides

of the slats instead of seeking the center, thus

accomplishing the desired division of the water

into fine spray."

So that there w411 be no misunderstanding, your

Honor will recall this, I only put this in for this

pui^pose—it cannot be used for anticipation; it is

used for the purpose, rather, of explaining the use

of splines in this art. The patent was applied for

shortly after the plaintiff's patent was issued. For

some unaccountable reason which is not apparent

from the face of this patent—I am curious to know

whether there was any interference—maybe Mr.

Foulds can enlighten us—between Coffey and Bur-

horn. [232—96]

Mr. FOULDS.—There was none.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—It was applied for a few

months after Coffey, but it shows almost the iden-

tical construction of Coffey, with the splines and

the housing, and it is interesting as showing what

splines meant to two men who were very closely

associated about that time. I have no inference to

draw or to offer, and I merely put this in on account

of the peculiar verbiage that we find there.

Next, as "11-13," the Alberger patent No. 1,098,-

004, dated May 26, 1914, filed October 1, 190<). This
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is a closed type of tower, and I understand is th

type of tower that Alberger Company was makinj

and which Mr. Braun handled prior to his purchai

ing these two towers from the Cooling Tower Con
pany to put up at the Shell Refinery. It is interes

ing as connecting up a practical machine that ws

well known on the market wuth a patent on th

same.

We have made reference to a cut which I believ

is called Cut 14 in the catalog of plaintiff. For th

convenience of the Court, I have had a photostati

enlargement made of that cut, and I will offer th£

as Defendant's Exhibit ''JJ."

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Mr. Foulds, ^Yill you adm:

that is a copy of a letter that was sent to the Stanc

ard Oil Company by the plaintiff?

Mr. FOULDS.—I would be willing to admit i

but I have not the original letter here.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—The answer to the countei

claim admits that parts of the letter were correc

and I had not noticed the whole letter was copiec

so the admission covers the whole letter.

The COURT.—Referring to the letter set out i:

the answer ?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—It is set out in the answer o:

pages 14 and [233—97] 15, from the Coolin

Tower Company to the Standard Oil Company, an<

in their answer to the counterclaim plaintiff admit

that on or about July 11, 1918, it wrote a letter t

the Standard Oil Company, a part of which i

quoted substantially in said paragraph. The ful

letter is quoted, so that would cover it. Now, ther(
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is one question in rei»ar(l to one letter passin^^ be-

tween Mr. Fonlds, representing the plaintiff, and
myself representing the defendant, that I had no

previous knowledge of until I heard it mentioned

in the depositions taken in New York last June,

and having seen the copy that Mr. Foulds intro-

duced in evidence here yesterday; the letter pur-

2)orts to have been written by Mr. Foulds to me on

September 4, 1918, in reply to a letter which I ad-

dressed to Mr. Foulds' firm on Aug-ust 28, 1918. T

have no objection to that letter being considered, if

Mr. Foulds wants to offer it, as a letter of such a

date; I have never received it, and not only did I

not recollect the letter when I saw it, but I had dili-

gent search of my files made, and as long as a year

ago in correspondence with the Cooling Tower Com-

pany's representative, Mr. Fleming, in Los Angeles,

took him to task for certain things which w^e will

go into later. I called attention to the fact that I

had never received a reply to my letter of August

28th. I merely make that explanation.

Mr. FOULDS.—The letter was offered in evi-

dence, and it was stipulated on the record in New

York that if Mr. Townsend were called as a witness

he w^ould testify that no answer was received to that

letter.

The COURT.—Was a copy of the letter put in evi-

dence'?

Mr. FOULDS.—A carbon copy of the letter is

here before the Court.

The COURT.—And it was identified as a letter
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that was mailed [234
—

^98] by you or your office

to Mr. Townsend?

Mr. FOULDS.—Yes.
The COURT.—It will be admitted.

Mr. FOULDS.—I refer to the letter, Plaintiff's

Exhibit 22, dated September 4, 1918.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—While on the subject, Mr.

Foulds, it might shorten matters, if agreeable to

you, to offer copies of some letters as between my-
self and Mr. Fleming, and the reply of his counsel

to me.

Mr. FOULDS.—I do not dispute those letters, ex-

cept that Mr. Fleming had no authority to represent

us in any way. He was our selling representative

here, just as Mr. Braun was our selling representa-

tive here before him. He has no authority except

to tr}' to place our towers on the Pacific Coast.

The COURT.—What do the letters amount to"?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—This is in connection with our

counterclaim. I may be a trifle premature in offer-

ing it.

The COURT.—That part of it is all right.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—But I am trying to put all of

these documents in at the same time. On October

19, 1922, I addressed a letter to Mr. N. O. Fleming,

261 South Middleton Street, Huntington Park, Cali-

fornia, on behalf of Mr. Braun, calling attention to

certain misrepresentations that had come to our at-

tention that he, as the representative of the Cooling

Tower Company, had been making to our custom-

ers, and causing us serious damage. Enclosed w^ith

that letter were copies of correspondence that I had
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had with the Cooling Tower Company and Mr. Foulds
in July and August, 1918, and I specified five differ-

ent kinds of wrongs that they committed, and that

this matter had been taken up many years before
with the principals, and they had seen fit to lay off

for several years, and we heard nothing from them
until quite [235—99] recently, and I quoted
those

—

Mr. FOULDS.—It is understood I object to these.

The COURT.—Yes, I want to know what it was,

so that I can pass on the objection.

]\Ir. TOWNSEND.—I do not want to use any im-

proper tactics to get a letter before the Court.

The COURT.—It is entirely proper to state the

contents of the instrument; I cannot pass on it with-

out knowing what it is.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I think this will show the

point. I called attention that they had not seen

fit to bring suit or try out any question of infringe-

ment, if they honestly thought infringement existed,

and that Mr. Braun had borne these misstatements

as long as he could, and if there was not complete

retraction we would take action ourselves; my letter

was written on October 19, 1922, and I received

shortly after that a letter written on October 23,

1922, by Frederick W. Lake, an attorney of Los

Angeles, on behalf of Mr. Fleming, stating the mat-

ter would receive his immediate attention.

The COURT.—Is that all there is to it?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—There is a little more to it.

The letter says

:
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"Mr. N. O. Fleming has consulted me with

reference to the matter set forth in your com-

munication of October 19, 1922, relative to the

controversy that has arisen in connection with

the construction of certain cooling towers. In-

asmuch as the Cooling Tower Company, of New
York City, would be the principal defendant

in interest in any litigation instituted on behalf

of your client, and inasmuch as all patents, files

and other data are in the immediate possession of

that corporation, I have advised Mr. Fleming to

forward your communication, with the corre-

spondence enclosed therein, to the Cooling

Tower Company, at New York, for attention

and reply.

'*I believe I can assure you that the matter

will be given [236—100] immediate atten-

tion, and that you will hear from the corpora-

tion in due course. Inasmuch as the corpora-

tion will be unable to receive and reply to your

communication within the five-day period re-

quired by you, however, I request that any liti-

gation at the instance of your client be delayed

until the corporation has had a reasonable

opportunity to take the matter up with you."

On October 25 I acknowledged receipt of that let-

ter, in which I stated

:

*'I have your letter of the 23d instant, and

have referred same to my client for further

instructions. Any action we might take in the

immediate future while awaiting your advices

from the Cooling Tower Company would, of
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course, necessarily depend, in a large pai-t on
the conduct of Mr. Fleming with relation to my
client's business."

The next we got was a suit filed here in about a

month.

The COURT.—Where is this material, Mr.

Townsend?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—It is material on the line of

the counterclaim, the conduct, and also on the mat-

ter of laches.

The COURT.—Does it add anything to your claim

of delay or laches, or to your right to reparation for

wrong done you because you write a letter about it ?

How does the writing of a letter add to or detract

in any way from your position?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Only in this, that it is an

indication that the only reason they acted and

brought this suit was to save their faces, after

years of delay.

The COURT.—I do not think the reasons for

the bringing of the suit are in the least material.

Do you think they are?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—But this correspondence

is part and parcel of the correspondence, part of

which was introduced in New York by them; they

introduced the letters, themselves, that passed be-

tween Mr. Foulds and myself, and now this is a

continuation [237—101] of the same correspond-

ence.

The COURT.—All right, I will let it in. I do

not think it amounts to anything on earth.

Mr. FOULDS.—It is objected to as immaterial.
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The COUET.—If it turns out as immaterial I

will strike it out. I am letting it in largely on the

theory that it cannot hurt you.

(The document was marked Defendant's Exhibit

'^KK.")

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I offer the assignment of

the two patents which are in suit from Mr. Braun

to the corporation.

Mr. FOULDS.—Unrecorded assignments?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Yes.

Mr. FOULDS.—Dated February 10, 19231

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Yes. Prior to February 10,

1923, the defendant corporation did not own either

of these patents.

Mr. FOULDS.—That is what I mean.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I offer the assignment from

Braun to the corporation dated February 10, 1923,

and ask that it be marked Defendant's Exhibit

**LL."

(The document was marked Defendant's Exhibit

"LL.")

Now, I want to make a brief statement in regard

to the first Braun patent, that has been included

in this suit. At the time that the suit was brought,

from the information that I had before me I

thought that the plaintiff had infringed that first

patent. They may have, but I have not the proof

of it ; so while the patent is before you, and in order

that our position might not be misunderstood, the

defendant offered to withdraw the patent after

plaintiff had actually taken proofs in New York,

or leave the patent stand. We will not be able to
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offer any proof of infringement of the first patent,

so about all the Court can do would be just to dis-

regard it or find it valid and not infringed, what-

ever disposition your Honor wishes. Our [238

—

102] proof in regard to the infringement of the

second patent is directed to the matter that I called

attention to, Claims 1, 2 and 10. We have not at

this time any proof that they have infringed any

of the other claims. I make that statement in fair-

ness to counsel and to the Court. My first witness

will be Mr. Shattuck.

Mr. FOULDS.—^When you say you make no

claim of infringement of the first patent, you mean

patent 1,334,515?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Yes, of 1920.

TESTIMONY OF CHARLES H. SHATTUCK,
FOR DEFENDANT.

CHARLES H. SHATTUCK, called for the de-

fendant, sworn.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Will you please state

your age, residence and occupation?

A. Age, 33; residence, Pasadena; occupation, sec-

retaiy of C. F. Braun & Co.

Q. How long have you been connected with C. F.

Braun & Co., defendant croporation?

A. I went with C. F. Braun & Co., in late 1913 or

1914.

Q. And have been with them continuously since?

A. With the exception of some eighteen months

in the aimy during the war.

Q. Are you an engineer by profession?
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(Testimony of Charles H. Shattuck.)

A. I graduated from Stanford University in

engineering, and have followed it up to a year or so

ago, when I became secretary of the company, and

have followed it indirectly since then.

Q. Are you familiar with the construction em-

ployed by the Braun Company in the erection of

its cooling towers ? A. I am.

Q. And particularly with reference to the con-

struction illustrated in the model Exhibit "D," as

to panel louvers and supporting them in the tower,

and extension of the deck joists, etc.?

A. I am.

Q. I have particular reference to the second

Braun patent, 1,442,784. What was your first con-

nection with and knowledge of [239'—103] that

particular construction I have referred to ?

A. That construction went through a process of

development some years ago, and I took it up on

being discharged from the army, and went in on

drafting work under Mr. Braun 's instructions to

design an improved water tower.

Q. Just what was that work that you first took

up and the condition of the work when you came

out of the army?

A. It was engineering and drafting work, tower

designing and work on our other specialties.

Q. Had any work been done on the design of the

particular form here when you returned from the

army?

A. As I remember, yes, he had done quite a little

sketch work, and preliminary consultation work.
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(Testimony of Charles H. Shattuck.)

Q. When was it you came out of the army?
A. I was discharged in March, 1915); the arniis-

tice was 1918.

Q. Did you start in immediately on this work with

Mr. Braun?

A. I started in picking up the threads of the de-

sign work, and I followed out the details.

Q. Can you tell us from the model exactly the

character of the work that you did at that time,

and what had to be done, and over what period of

time that was being done?

A. As I recollect on taking up the work, we were

working on a complete wooden tower, endeavoring

to make all members of that tower take care of cer-

tain stresses and strains, and not be a dead load or

not functioning in that respect. It was important

to do this owing to the fact that we should get a

tower made of wood that would not contain large

structural members which would hinder the pas-

sage or stop the flow of wind through the tower or

windage through the tower; we bore these facts in

mind, also economical facts as to cutting down lum-

ber to the minimum, and facilitating field erection,

and also the length of lumber, [240—KM] using

lengths that were most economical to purchase.

Q. Can you give us some idea of the weight in

pounds, or tons, or in any way you want to express

it, of such towers?

A. As I recollect, these towers carry loads up

to—the water alone, 100,000 gallons, would be

roughly 800,000 pounds per minute, and distrib-
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(Testimony of Charles H. Shattuck.)

"iited over the tower from some flume which often

times has considerable head. There were numer-

ous loads. Of course, there was a windage load to

take into account, and the dead weight of the tower

itself, the timber and wood material.

Q. What is the weight of a gallon of water?

A. It is 8.33 pounds, as near as I remember. I

have not looked it up for two years.

Q. Now, were you able to solve these problems

of strain and stresses and wind velocity?

A. We believe we were able to—we know we

were able to solve it in this present design of a

cooling tower shown in the exhibit.

Q. Can you mention the members or elements or

indicate them, which contribute in your opinion to

that desired result?

A. The transverse members and longitudinal

members supporting the deck that extended beyond

the columns to hold the end of the louver —by em-

ploying that transverse member extended beyond

the column we were able to get a very rigid struc-

ture, and it enabled us to use the louvers to form a

truss that braced the whole structure; heretofore

the louvers has been merely to prevent water from

leaving the towers, but had performed no function

in bracing the tower in its entirety.

The COURT.—Where does that word come from,

*' louver," in that connection. Is it a common ar-

chitectural term?

A. I believe "louver" is a common architectural

term, such as on the top of a bam, or most any-
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thiiij^' that will allow the air to go through. I

[241— 105] am not familiar with the exact defini-

tion.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. To your knowledge, has

the plaintiif corporation erected any wooden towers

in this district? A. They have.

Q. Where and when?

Mr. FOULDS.—May I cross-examine on that

point as to how this witness knows what the plain-

tiff corporation has done?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I think we will show that.

The COURT.—If you want to you may do so.

Mr, FOULDS.—Q. What knowledge have you

as to the work of the plaintiff?

A. I have witnessed the erection of their towers.

Q. What reason have you to believe that the

plaintiff had anything to do with that erection?

A. There is one particular tower that I watched

being erected.

Q. I am not questioning the erection of the

tower ; I am questioning the connection of the plain-

tiff with that erection. Had you any knowledge

as to who erected the tower?

A. I saw the plaintiff's name-plate on the tower.

I saw the contract, and the date of the contract on

that particular tower.

Q. Have you that contract?

A. I have not that contract.

The COURT.—Q. Did you see the contract in

the Cooling Tower Company's office?
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(Testimony of Charles H. Shattuck.)

A. No. The contract was in the possession of

the owners of the tower.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Do you know whether the

plaintiff merely sold the parts of the tower and

someone else here erected it?

A. To my knowledge the tower was erected by

the Cooling Tower Company.

Q. What do you mean by that? Do you mean
you believe it?

A. I saw the contract for the tower.

Q. You mean in your opinion the plaintiff erected

it. Is that what you mean ?

A. My statement was based on the fact that I saw

the contract and saw the name-plate on the tower.

[242—106]

The COURT.—The contract between the owner

and the plaintiff? A. Yes.

Q. Did the contract include the work of erecting

the tower?

A . I was not allowed to read the contract.

Mr. FOUIiDS.—You merely saw the cover of

the paper containing the contract?

A. He turned the pages over showing your name,

and I read the date of the contract.

Q. But you did not read the contents of the

paper? A. I did not.

The COURT.—Is there any dispute about?

Mr. FOULDS.—Yes, just as the Shell tower was

erected here by Braun; we do not do erection here

at all; we do not prosecute any business in this

state. Our solicitor, if you will call him that, so-
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licits business on his own arronnt. We have the

structural work done in New York, and we do not

ereet in this state.

The COURT.—Do you send out the material fab-

ricated ?

Mr. FOULDS.—The structural steel is fabri-

cated, but the wood, I think in every case, originates

here in California.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—This is a wooden tower we

are talking about, and not a structural steel tower.

Mr. FOULDS.—But we do not do that.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—We will call on the plaintiff

to produce that contract which they have with the

Pasadena Ice Company.

Mr. FOULDS.—I cannot produce anything on

a minute's notice.

The COURT.—Of course, that is not reasonable

to expect, that counsel carries around with him the

contracts, unless he has some previous notice. To

what point is the erection of these towers directed?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—To the point wherein they

have appropriated our method of construction of

extending the floor joists to give combined strength to

the tower, and support and co-operate [243—107]

with the louvers as supporting members. I think

Mr. Shattuck, if permitted to go a little bit further,

will produce photographs and tell when they were

taken, and when he saw the tower.

The COURT.—That is not competent now.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—And the name-plate or a
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copy of the patent numbers that appear, and the

legend that appears on these towers.

The COURT.—Here is a flat denial that they do

any such thing, that they construct any towers at

all; that all they do is to solicit business and then

what—to give license, or what is the nature of it?

Mr. FOULDS.—The transaction is as was in the

Braun Case.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—If I may interrupt a minute,

this contract that Mr. Shattuck refers to is a con-

tract by the plaintiff Cooling Tower Company and

the Pasadena Ice Company, the user. Mr. N. O.

Fleming is the representative—I don't know what

they want to call him—of the Cooling Tower Com-

pany, and as seen from the correspondence Mr.

Lake, the attorney, refers the Fleming matter right

to the principals in New York. Now, in the Shell

case, the contract was between the Cooling Tower

Company, or its predecessor, Mitchell-Tappen Co.,

and Mr. Braun, and the Braun Company's contract

was with the Shell Company. So the work of the

Shell Company was not the work of the plaintiff. It

was Mr. Braun 's work. The work with the Pasa-

dena Ice Company, which we complain of, is direct

work by contract with the plaintiff. The two cases

are not parallel.

Mr. FOULDS.—Might I interrupt you for a

minute? In the Braun case, the Shell plant refin-

ery at Martinez, we sent on the contract with the

name blank to have Mr. Braun put in there the

name of the purchaser.
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Mr. TOWNSEND.—We have those contracts; we
will produce the contracts, as to what their con-

tents are. [244—108]

The COURT.—Mr. Foiilds, what is the plaintiff's

method of doing business?

Mr. FOULDS.—We are told by representatives

here, or our solicitor, whatever we may call him, he

is not our agent, of a prospect, told of the weather

conditions, the quantity of water to be cooled, the

Government reports as to the barometer, and so on,

and we send him a plan which we think will be

suitable for the purpose of that company. He
sends on the data to us and we send a contract,

which may be filled out in his name and may be

filled out in the purchaser's name, that is, the user's

name, and the man here in California, or the pur-

chaser or customer may get the wood; in other

words, we give them the plan for the tower.

The COURT.—In effect, you constitute them a

licensee under your patent?

Mr. FOULDS.—That is it.

The COURT.—All right. If you license them,

that is, you license the user to contract that tower

for his own use, is the company any less an infrin-

ger than if it came out and actually constructed

the thing?

Mr. FOULDS.—It would depend on how they

constructed that tower. If they did put in some

tower that was not in accordance with the plans,

the company would not be.

The COURT.—If they went ahead and added
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something that was not in accordance with the

plans, that would be right. I see your point there.

It may be sound, Mr. Townsend. In other words,

would you not have to show that this tower, wherever

it was, was constructed in accordance with the

license granted by the plaintiff?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—There is something else to

consider in connection with that. If Mr. Foulds

is seeking to point out that [245—109] they

would not be direct infringers because they had

authorized somebody else to do it

—

The COURT.—I guess he don't mean that.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—They would be contributory

infringers. On the other hand, the fact that the

name-plates go on there and that after the work is

done

—

The COURT.—Suppose I have got a patent, and

you are in a remote state, and I send you my plans

and specifications and send you my name-plate, with

the number of my patent on it, and tell you to go

ahead and build and you go ahead and build, and

you incorporate features that are not in my patent,

that had never been mentioned between you and me,

and infringe some other fellow's patent, and then

you put my name-plate on it; am I responsible,

unless it is shown that the incorporation of these

additional features was under my license or sanc-

tion?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I should say not, because

the man was acting beyond the scope of his author-

ity. But I think that things have become some-
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what reversed here on the plaintiff's part. If it

is shown that there existed a contract between the

plaintiff and the Pasadena Ice Company for the

erection of a cooling tower, and a cooling tower

was erected which infringed, we have the right to

indulge in every presumption that an agent acted

within the scope of his authority until it is shown

otherwise.

(After argument.)

The COURT.—I think I will admit the evidence,

and in the event that I decide that the particular

installation shown by the extension of these cross-

members as a support for the levers is an infringe-

ment, I Will give the plaintiff an opportunity to

make such showing as it may desire. I will let

the testimony in.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Will you state where

you saw that tower that was manufactured by the

plaintiff and had its name-plate on [246—110]

it?

A. It was at the plant of the Pasadena Ice Com-

pany, at Pasadena, California.

Q. When did you see that plant, after being

erected, or in the course of erection?

A. I noticed it in the course of erection, or

watched it being erected, during, to the best of

my knowledge, January, February and March of

1923.

Q. What was the date of the contract that you

have referred to here?

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to that.
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The COURT.—I will sustain the objection.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Can you describe the

tower as you saw it being erected?

A. The tower consisted of columns similar to the

exhibit, with transverse members running across,

holding the decks, and extending beyond the

columns, supporting the louvers in a manner similar

to the exhibit.

Q. Exhibit ''D"? A. Yes, Exhibit ''D."

'Q. Have you any drawings or photographs illus-

trating the construction as you observed it?

A. I have photographs taken by our office on

March 12, 1923, showing various views of this tower

at the Pasadena Ice Company.

Q. And do you know TVhether these photographs

are true and correct of what appears therein?

A. They are true to the best of my knowledge.

Q. I understand that you observed that tower

on more than one occasion ?

A. I had occasion to pass there sometimes three

or four times a week, and I was particularly inter-

ested in it, as from the time they put up the columns

and started the transverse members, I called it to

Mr. Braun's attention that apparently there was

an infringement there.

Q. Did Mr. Braun see the tower to your knowl-

edge?

A. To my knowledge he saw the tower from a

distance. [247—111]

Q. Did you and he together at any time take

occasion to inspect it?
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A. We did not inspect it together, no.

Q. Now, can jow tell what the patent numbers
were on the name-plate that you referred to ? Did
you make a note of it?

A. The patent numbers on the back of these

photographs which I made notes of and put on
on my return to the office the day I climbed on the

tower.

Q. And these numbers are as appear on the back
of the photographs?

A. These numbers appear on the backs of some
five photographs.

The COURT.—Q. These patent numbers were on
the name-plate?

A. These were on the name-plate.

Q. And the name-plate was the name-plate of

the Cooling Tower Company? A. Yes.

The COURT.—Are these the numbers of the

patents owned by yowr Company?
Mr. FOULDS.—Yes. That seems to be a copy

of the name-plate that we use.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—In that Pasadena Ice Com-

pany tower, were the uprights and horizontals,

louvers, all of wood or otherwise?

A. They were all of wood.

Q. Were the transverse deck-supporting members

which extend beyond the vertical posts also of

wood? A. They were of wood.

Q. Were they in one continuous piece, or a series

of different pieces?
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A. One continuous piece.

Q. Are you able to tell what the action of those

extensions of the deck supports beyond the vertical

posts with the louvers would be? Would it be the

same or different from the action appearing in the

Braun tower?

A. The action, I believe, would be the same as

in the Braun tower, to the best of my knowledge.

I have not analyzed it.

Q. Would it be the same or different from the

action where [248—112] the louvers would be sup-

ported as for instance in the model Exhibit '*G," or

the other familiar construction employed by the

plaintiff and illustrated in its catalog?

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to the question on the

ground that it is indefinite. I don't understand

what counsel means by the action.

The COURT.—I do not, either. You had better

reframe the question so as to indicate what you

mean.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. State whether or not the

construction of extended continuous one-piece joists

supports in the Pasadena plant in co-operation and

coaction with the louvers in that plant would in

any way contribute to or detract from the strength

of that tower at the Pasadena plant ?"

A. It would contribute in the same manner as

the construction of the panels and transverse mem-

bers in the Braun tower.

Q. Contrast that structure of the Pasadena ice

plant in those features with the structure of the
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plaintiff as represented hy Exhibit 'T.," or its

catalog, where the cross-joists are not extended
J)eyond the supporting columns and the louvers

are supported otherwise?

A. I do not quite understand your question.

Q. I mean for you to contrast, if you can, or

will, the construction of the Pasadena Ice Plant

and the common and ordinary construction of the

plaintiff represented in Exhibit ''G" or in its

catalog.

A. Do you mean to give the difference in the

Exhibit "G" and the tower as I saw it?

Q. If there is a difference, yes.

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to that on the ground

that Exhibit "G" is not an exact but merely a

general illustrative model; it does not purport to

be our exact construction.

The COURT.—What counsel is driving at is the

same thing [249—113] as Mr. Braun testified to,

and that was to the effect that there was a difference

in the ability of the structure to sustain stresses,

particularly lateral stresses—I guess only lateral

stresses—when the transverse members were ex-

tended beyond the louvers put on and when they

were not extended beyond.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Lateral and diagonal as well.

That is the point that I have in mind. Mr. Shat-

tuek, will you give us your observation on that?

A. By extending the transverse members out-

wardly beyond the column and the upper part of

the louver being hung from that transverse mem-
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ber and extended down at an angle to the next

transverse member close to the column, a substan-

tial truss is formed, which tends to make the tower

in its entirety more rigid, both laterally and longi-

tudinally. In a tower similar to one exhibited by

Exhibit "G," the transverse members do not ex-

tend beyond the column, and the louvers and sup-

porting members are purely a dead load on the

tower, holding the louver there for functioning,

the only function being to prevent the wind from

carrying the water out.

The COURT.—Let me see that. I was not clear

at all when Mr. Braun was testifying, even under

this construction, supposing these are the lateral

stresses—the wind is coming this way—why the

longitudinal members would not aid in supporting

the lateral stresses or if the strain was horizontal

why the lateral members would not aid in support-

ing the horizontal members. I can't see it yet.

A. I believe it could be shown diagrammatically.

I am trying to figure how I could explain it. It is

rather difficult to clarify Mr. Braun 's remark on

that without a technical diagram.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I believe that I will be able

to clear that up if your Honor is in doubt, by Prof.

Moser.

The COURT.—Yes, there is a lot of doubt, Mr.

Townsend. [250—114]

Mr. TOWNSEND.—It ought to be cleared up,

then. I will take the matter up later. We were

referring a moment ago to these photographs. I
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will offer these in evidence as Defendant's Ex-
hibit ''MM."

The COURT.—Tliey will be admitted on the same
understandino- that if there is a holding- against

plaintiff the plaintiff will be permitted to introduce

evidence as to whether it was built in accordance

with the license; that is, if the holding is this ex-

tension of the cross-members and the construction

of the louvers upon them constitute an infringe-

ment.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Did you have occasion to

make or have made a blue-print illustrating that

structure ?

A. I directed that sketches be made of this par-

ticular structure, and a rough draft made of the

tower showing the general location of the transverse

horizontal members, columns, and general details.

Q. Did I understand you to say you had a blue-

print made of these sketches? A. T have.

Q. Have you satisfied yourself as to the correct-

ness of that?

A. I am satisfied as to the general outline of this

blue-print.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—T will offer this blue-print in

evidence with the same understanding, and ask

that it be marked Defendant's Exhibit "NN."

Mr. FOULDS.—T object unless it is merely in-

troduced for illustrative purposes. I understand

the witness to say that that merely shows generally

or he is satisfied that generally shows the construc-

tion. I don't know how nearly exact that is.
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Mr. TOWNSEND.—It is not offered as a cooling

tower drawing, but a drawing that Mr. Shattuck

had made.

The COURT.—It is illustrative of the construc-

tion that he saw in this Pasadena tower. Is that

correct?

A. Yes, omitting size of lumber and size of patent

details. [251—115]

Q. Did you take the measurements on the tower?

A. Yes, the measurements were taken as shown

on the blue-print.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. What are these diagonal lines

that are shown there; are they cross-braces?

A. They were labeled "tie rods."

Q. Are they only on one panel, or on both panels?

A. I don't quite understand what you mean by

"one panel."

Q. This appears to be a panel and this appears

to be a panel, indicating sections on the side of

the central supporting columns.

A. This is one end of the tie rod. Four sections

are shown, and the tie rods were in as shown there.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Will you kindly mark

the vertical colmnns with a red A? A. Yes.

Q. And the transverse continuous deck-supporting

members B? A. Yes.

Q. Will you mark the extensions, if there are

such, of these continuous members B beyond

the vertical posts A by the letter B-1 ?

A. Yes.

Q. And mark the louvers C? A. Yes.
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Q. Did you observe in that construction the

character of deck slats, and whether they used

splines or not?

A. The splines are shown in the upper corner.

Q. They are shown in detail in the upper left-

hand corner? A. Yes.

Q. Were these splines fastened, or were they

free?

A. To the best of my knowledge they were free.

The tower had water on it at the time and I did

not crawl inside to observe the slats.

Q. At the top is the detail of the distributor

decking? A. Yes.

Q. And this is the detail. A, of what you

call the drip deck? A. Yes.

Q. Was there any intermediate distributor deck?

A. No. [252—116]

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is all.

Cross-examination.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. You stated that to the best of

your belief these splines were free. Did you tr>^

them at all? A. No.

Q. What did you mean by saying that?

A. I couldn't see any nails in there.

Q. Could you see nails down there?

A. Possibly on the end.

Q. Why did you volunteer that statement that

to the best of your knowledge these splines were

free?

A. Because I did not see nails.
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The COURT.—He did not volunteer it. I asked

him.

Mr. POULDS.—He should have said no, he didn't

know. He said to the best of his belief they were

free. I submit that is a volunteer statement with-

out any knowledge at all. As a matter of fact, you

had no foundation whatever for making that state-

ment, did you?

A. I did not see any nails.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Do you contend, Mr. Foulds,

that they were nailed?

Mr. FOULDS.—No, but I merely wanted to show

that the witness was anxious to go the limit in

proving what he thinks ought to be proved.

The COURT.—I am not going to try this case

on any such lines as that, Mr. Foulds.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Did you see the SheU Com-

pany tower in 1915? A. Yes.

Q. Do you recall the extensions of the deck

members beyond the supporting columns?

A. I do not understand that question.

Mr. FOULDS.—Read the question.

A. No.

Q. There were horizontal frame members at each

deck, were there not? A. Yes. [253—117]

Q. And at the point where these horizontal frame

members joined the column there was a plate to

which the horizontal members were attached, wasn't

there?

A. I would have to look at the drawing to re-

fresh my memory on that.
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Q. You may look at them. I show you tlie

blue-print marked Exhibit 51.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—What tower are you speak-
ing of?

Mr. FOULDS.—I am talking of the Shell tower
erected by the defendant for the plaintiff in 1915.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—T don't know as this is

cross-examination.

The COURT.—I think this is clearly cross-ex-

amination, Mr. Townsend.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—On the Shell tower?

The COURT.—Yes. Your whole examination

was based on the theory that the extension of these

cross-members is an infringement. Now, counsel

has a right to ask him if it was not used on the

structure built under a license from the plaintiff.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I withdraw my objection.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Isn't this plate which I call

to your attention at the end of the horizontal sup-

port of the deck?

A. That apparently is a small plate riveted to

the column.

Q. It is riveted to the column, and riveted on one

side to the extension of the deck and the other

side to the deck, isn't it?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I object to what you are

calling an extension of the deck.

The COURT.—Overruled.
A. It is apparently riveted to this member, here.

Mr. FOULDS.—Will you mark that horizontal

extension "X"? A. Yes.
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Q. The part that you have marked "X" on this

sheet 109 is in substantial line with the horizontal

deck member, isn't it? [254—118]

A. I do not see any deck member on here.

Q. Do you see the plate to which the deck

member is attached?

A. I cannot certify that is the plate.

Q. Do you find a plate there that is apparently

for a deck member?
Mr. TOWNSEND.—I think we ought to have

the specifications, your Honor. This is bound to

call for more or less of a conjecture, and might

inadvertently lead to serious mistake.

Mr. FOULDS.—^He knows perfectly what this is.

The COURT.—If he cannot read the plan without

the specifications he can say so.

A. No, I do not.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. What is this member that I

now point out to you?

A. Two angles, back to back.

Q. Will you mark this angle "Y," the one to

which you have referred? A. Yes.

Q. The other vertical member is another view

of "Y," isn't it? A. Yes.

Q. Will you mark that '^Y-l"? A. Yes.

Q. To the member which you have marked "Y"

and ''Y-1," you find a plate attached, do you not?

A. Yes, riveted.

Q. Will you mark that plate "W"? A. Yes.

Q. What would that plate "W" support?

A. I could not tell from this detail.
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Q. Do you see anything^ supported bv tliat plate

^'W"f A. No.

Q. What is the member "X"?
A. An angle.

Q. By an angle, you mean an angle iron?

A. An angle iron.

Q. And that extends from where to where?
A. It extends from this point to this point.

Q. What do you mean by "from this point to

this point"? Will you call it by name, so that

we can understand it?

A. From this angle to this plate. [255—119]

Q. You mean it extends from the plate "W" to

the upright column "Y," to another column to

which you will please affix the letter ''V"?

A. Provided these are columns. I cannot say

oft'-hand w'hether they are columns, or not.

Q. I call your attention to the legend "I. P.,"

meaning "intermediate post."

A. I see no footing on here to indicate that is

a column.

Q. Will you put a letter "V" on the vertical

member which is connected to the vertical member
''Y" by the horizontal member '*X"? A. Yes.

Q. The other view to the left of the member
"V" is a view from the other side, is it not?

A. The drawing does not indicate that. I pre-

sume it is intended to be that way.

Q. Do you read blue-prints? A. I do.

Q. Don't you know, as a matter of fact, that the

"V" is shown from two views on that drawing?
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A. Well, if yon will compare this, there is no

indication of the center line on that hole or any

of these places here.

Q. Do you believe that these two vertical views

are not intended to represent the same member
viewed from different sides'?

A. I believe they. are intended to represent the

same member.

Q. Will you put ''V-1" on the other view of

^'V'"? A. Yes.

Q. Now, extending from one end of the member
^'X" to the vertical column "Y" is an inclined

member. What is that?

A. An angle, according to the drawing.

Q. And by "an angle," you mean a strip of angle

iron? A. A strip of angle iron.

Q. Will you put the letter ''T" on that angle

iron extending diagonally from the member "Y"
jip to the end of the member "X"?

A. It extends from ''V" to a plate which has

not been designated,

Q. Will you indicate it by ''T," the diagonal

member? A. Yes. [256—120]

Q. What does that diagonal member "T" sup-

port?

A. It is rather difficult to analyze that just by

looking at the drawing.

Q. Don't you know that that supports the louver?

A. As I remember on that particular tower there

were slots in the angle supporting the louver, and

I do not see any slots in that angle.
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Q. Could you think of anythin<>- else that that

diaijjonal angle iron ''T" could support except the

louver ?

A. It probahly has a tendency to hold that angle

in place.

The COURT.—We will take a recess now until

Friday morning at ten o'clock.

(An adjournment was here taken until P>iday,

November 30, 1923, at ten o'clock A. M.) [257—

121]

Friday, November 30, 1923.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I suggest, Mr. Foulds, that

Mr. Braun has given careful study to these blue-

prints and specifications which Mr. Foulds was

kind enough to loan to Mr. Braun over the holiday,

and I think if we put Mr. Braun on we will clear

up the whole situation with regard to the blue-

prints.

The COURT.—All right.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I think that would be the

quickest way. Prior to that, A^our Honor, in ac-

cordance with the custom that prevails with re-

gard to patent matters in this court, and particu-

larly also in the Southern District of California,

and before Mr. Harry Wright as Special Master,

I have had prepared an affidavit of Mr. Moser, ex-

l)laining some of the technical matters that have

arisen in the trial. We only got this thing to-

gether late Wednesday, and I have handed Mr.

Foulds a copy, and when we are through with

Mr. Braun and Mr. Shattuek it will be quite proper
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to present Mr. Moser for cross-examination. The

affidavit sets forth in careful form the studied

views of Mr. Moser on points of mechanics that

have arisen, and it seems to be the quickest way
to dispose of the matter, and in accordance with

our usual practice.

Mr.FOULDS.—If your Honor please, this affi-

davit has just been handed me at half past ten now.

The customary practice is to present it in advance

of the hearing, so that counsel can study it and

cross-examine. I have had no opportunity to read

it over.

The COURT.—Yes, I think you are too late,

Mr. Townsend. You will have to put your witness

on.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—It was not possible, your

Honor, to know that these things were coming up

in advance.

The COURT.—Is Mr. Moser here? [258—122]

Mr. TOWNSEND.—He is here.

The COURT.—I will not admit it now.

TESTIMONY OF C. F. BRAUN, FOR DEFEND-
ANT (RECALLED).

C. F. BRAUN, recalled for defendant.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Mr. Braun, have you given

thought and study to the several blue-prints of the

Shell tower that we were discussing at the adjourn-

ment of the session? A. I have.

Q. Are you able to explain what is therein shovm ?

A. I am.
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Q. Have yon stndied those in connection with the

specifications that were snbmitted i A. I have.

Q. Will yon please proceed in yonr own way to

explain these drawings with reference to the strne-

ture as actnally pnt np at the Shell plant?

A. These drawings are not entirely complete, and

they are not to scale, that is, they are distorted so

that the drawing does not show clearly to the ob-

server the relative location of all parts.

The COURT.—They pnrport to be to scale?

Mr. POULDS.—I think the witness means that

the scale is marked on here, and by referring to it

yon could show the distance, but the members in one

place occupy a larger space than on another place

on the drawing.

The WITNESS.—That means they are not to

scale. For instance, here is a space nearly as long

as this on the drawing; this shows 1 foot 3 inches,

and this shows 3 feet. It was probably an error of

the draftsman. If these members upon which the

dimensions are shown have been broken, then the

drawing would be proper.

Q. The lengths are marked, anyway ?

A. The lengths are marked. In order to show

more clearly the structure, I have had prepared a

small sketch which is substantially the same as the

[259—123] drawing for the louver panel.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I ask that this sketch re-

ferred to by the witness that he had prepared, be

marked Defendant's Exhibit ''00."
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(The sketch was marked Defendant's Exhibi
''00.")

The COURT.—What does that correspond to'

This is a drawing of what? This is the plan foi

the Shell Company installation? A. It is.

•Q. Where does that appear on here, on the blue

print 1

A. I can identify each member of the blue-prim

as I go along. Will that be satisfactory 1

The COURT.—Yes, surely.

Mr. FOULDS.—Might it be noted on the recorc

that the blue-prints referred to by the witness ar(

Exhibit 511

A. These drawings are not entirely complete,

some drawings being referred to which are not here

but with the aid of the specifications and my slighl

memory of the structure, I feel confident that I car

describe it with reasonable accuracy.

Referring to drawing No. 116, showing the out-

lines of the tower, it will be seen that the towei

consists essentially of a number of columns sup-

porting on one side decks and on the other side

louvers. These columns are of three types, namely,

"L. P.," standing presumably for "louver posts,"

"I. P.," standing presumably for "intermediate

posts," and "C. P.," standing presumably for

"corner posts." These markings appear on the

drawing 116, and on the respective detail drawings

of these members.

Taking first drawing No. 59, particularly that

portion of the drawing, the "L. P.," the louver
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posts, the member marked "1" on the detail draw-

ing is a column wliicli I have also marked on the

sketch Exhibit ''00" by the figure ''1" in a circle.

The member marked "11" on drawing 59, and on

sketch Exhibit *'00" is [260-124] a vertical

spacing member presumably, to align in space the

various louver brackets. The member marked "12"

on drawing 59, and similarly marked on sketch

"00" is a right angle for supporting the louver

boards; there are a number of these angles at inter-

vals throughout the height of the tower. The mem-
ber marked "14" is a tie member between the

column 1 and the spacer 11, and is inclined to be

horizontal about 15 degrees. Both louver support-

ing members 12 and tie member 14 are secured at

one end to the column 1 by means of a single half-

inch rivet, so marked on the sketch "00," and on

the detail drawing, and at the other end to the

vertical spacing member 11 by a single half-inch

rivet. In order not to confuse my marking with

any numbers which may appear on this drawing, I

will mark the horizontal member, say "100," both

on drawing 59 and Exhibit "00"; this horizontal

member is a right angle attached at one end to the

column by single half-inch rivets, and at the other

end to the vertical spacing member by a single half-

inch rivet, and is drilled with a number of inter-

mediate holes to which are bolted light wooden

members, serving as a walk around the tower. Ex-

tending from column to column, that is, extending

between the colunms on the opposite sides of the
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tower, are deck supports not shown on No. 59, but

shown on Exhibit ''00" and marked ''101." These

deck supports are secured at one end to one of the

cohimns by a single bolt, the hole for which I have

marked "102" on sketch Exhibit "00," and sim-

ilarly on drawing 59. These transverse deck mem-
bers are not supported at the same point in the

column, as are the louver supports, or 15 degrees

to the horizontal tie members marked *'14."

The COURT.—They are, therefore, not exten-

sions of those deck-supporting members'^

A. They are therefore not an extension of the

deck-supporting members. I have showm this

clearly [261—125] on the sketch, which shows

that the deck-supporting members are attached to

the column at a point above the point at which the

small, angular appended louver members are at-

tached.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Is that your recollection

of the actual way that the structure was put up?

A. That is my recollection. This is shown on

detail 59, where holes 102 are inclinable, the hole

for receiving the bolt passing through the angle

and the horizontal deck support. I call particular

attention to the fact that louver-supporting mem-

bers 12, a 15 degree to the horizontal member 14,

and horizontal walk-supporting member 100 form

no part of the structural frame of the tower, but

are appended thereto in a manner similar to that

of a fire escape on a building, or a shelf upon a
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pantry wall. Ixeferring to the specifications, I di-

rect particular attention to Fig. 8.

The COURT.—The specifications are not in evi-

dence, are they?

Mr. FOULDS.—No.
Mr. TOWNSEND.—I would like permission to

have them admitted for consideration.

The COURT.—Yes, I think they should be in

evidence.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I offer them as Exhibit

(The specifications were marked Defendant's Ex-

hibit '^PP.")

The WITNESS.—These specifications and in-

structions have been of material assistance to me in

understanding the drawings.

Mr. FOULDS.—Is there included with Exhibit

'*PP" the letter which we sent to you?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is the letter I have al-

ready put in evidence.

Mr. FOULDS.—I think not.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—There is no objection to its

going in if it has not. [262—126]

A. I refer to Fig. 8 of the specifications, marked

''Plan view, corner of tower"; this sketch shows

a temporary bracing from the vertical column to

the appended louver supporting bracket. I read

particularly the following paragraph from this

specification, this paragraph being entitled, ''Tem-

porary bracing":

"In both steel and wood construction the out-
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standing parts of the C. P. posts should be accur-

ately set at 45 degrees and held by temporary wood
struts before laying the louvers as illustrated in Fig.

8. Put in as many struts as required to take any
twist or bend out of the post. Any twist or bend

in the I. P. or L. P. posts should be likewise taken

out before bolting up. After the louvers are com-

pleted the open spaces"—this has no further bear-

ing. I have referred particularly to Fig. 8 to show

that the louver-supporting members are not an in-

tegral part of the tower structure, and have prac-

tically no strength to resist rotation in a direction

around the vertical axis of the column.

On drawing 59 is shown another detail which is

of the C. P. or corner post, marked ''C. P." on plan

drawing 116. This detail differs from the

''L. P." post detail principally in the fact that it

is designed to be attached at an angle of 45 degrees

to the columns, as shown on drawing 116. The

column in this case sets square with the tower so

that it would be impossible to bolt the angle louver

supporting members to the column without bending

them. They are instead bolted to small plates

which I will mark 103; these small rectangular

plates are bent at an angle of 45 degrees at ap-

proximately their center and are attached to the

column at one end by two rivets, and to the louver-

supporting member at the other end by a single

rivet. The transverse deck-supporting members are

bolted directly to the columns in a manner similar

to the way in which the transverse [263—127]
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deck-supporting- members are Ivolted to the L. P.

posts. For convenience, I mark the hole for I'e-

ceiving the bolt for the transverse deck-supporting

member "102-A," as corresponding to the similar

hole marked *'102" in the detail of tlie L. P. post.

On drawing 109 is shown a detail of the I. P. or

intermediate post which was supplied in two pieces,

and is shown on the drawing in two pieces, that is,

the portion on the right-hand side of the drawing

looking from the side marked "bottom," is actually

attached to the part shown on the left-hand side of

the drawing. These I. P. or intermediate posts

differ in design from the L. P. posts principally in

the fact that there are two angles instead of one

angle to the main column. As there are two angles,

it is impossible or impracticable to bolt directly to

the column the louver-supporting members, and

these are supported by small plates marked "105"

on drawing 109; this plate is riveted to the column

by two rivets marked "106," and the louver-sup-

poi-ting members are riveted to the plate by a single

half-inch rivet marked "104." The horizontal deck

members are bolted to the column through hole 108

above the entire plate, and particularly above the

point in the plate at Avhich the louver-supporting

members are attached. Plates 107 are riveted to

the column and receive at holes 109 longitudinal tie

members of the tower, and in holes 110 bolts, or eyes,

or some similar device for securing tie rods shown

on elevation 2-2 and marked "111."

Q. Elevation 2-2 on drawing 116?
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A. Yes. Clips marked ''112" on drawing 109 are

angles riveted to the column with a single clip upon
which are set but not attached the deck-supporting

members, presumably, I believe, to carry upon the

column the weight of the transverse deck members
should the single bolt failor become loosened and

fall out. In all three types of [264—128] col-

umns there are no deck-supporting members ex-

tended beyond the column.

I call particular attention to the fact that the

louver-supporting angles and ties are only an inch

and a half by three-sixteenths—that is, the legs of

the angle are an inch and a half and the thickness

of the angle three-sixteenths of an inch. In my
previous description of the C. P. posts, drawing 59,

I failed to mention the angle members 113 and 114,

which, I believe, are spacing members.

Q. Do you care to make any contrast or com-

parison between the structure therein shown and

your own patented structure of extension of mem-

bers?

The COURT.—That is not necessary, Mr. Town-

send.

The WITNESS.—If there are any other details

that I could explain to your Honor I will do so.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is all with Mr. Braun

on this matter.

Cross-examination.

Mr. FOULDS.—Referring to the plate 105, sev-

eral of those are shown on the column, are they not ?

A. Yes.
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Q. Is wliat you have called tlie clip and marked
"112" part of this plate 105? A. It is not.

Q. Is it shown on the plate 105? A. It is not.

Q. Is there any line on this plate 105 which in-

dicates the so-called clip? A. There is not.

Q. Then to refer to the figure 105, you cannot

indicate any part of the clip 112?

A. I can indicate clip 112 on both elevations.

Q. Will you indicate the clip 112 on the elevation?

A. I will mark it likewise 112.

Q. There appear to be three bolts or rivets shown

on this plate 105; is that correct?

A. There are three rivets passing through plate

105. [265—129]

Q. Will you tell us what the upper hole on the

left-hand side of this plate is used for?

A. Let us, for convenience, give the rivet a num-

ber.

Q. I think it is 104, is it not?

A. It is marked 104.

Q. That is for the louver support?

A. That is used for attaching the louver support.

Q. Now, there is a hole or rivet almost on the

same level with this hole 104; what is that used for?

A. There is a hole or rivet not on the same level

with the rivet hole 104 which passes through the

angle clip 112, the column angle, the plate 105, the

other column angle, and another clip 112.

Q. What is the difference in the horizontal level

of these two holes, 104 and 112 in inches?

A. It is small.
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Q. It is a very small fraction of an inch?

A. It is one-half inch.

Q. Between the level of these two holes?

A. Between the horizontal level of the two holes.

Q. What is the whole below this hole 112 used

for?

A. It is used for fastening together plate 105 and

the column angles, that is, the main vertical column

angles.

Q. That is the hole that you have numbered 106,

is it not?

A. I have numbered two of these 106 ; as you wish

to differentiate these holes, I now number one of

them 106 and 115, which may possibly to some ex-

tent affect my previous testimony.

Q. It will be understood that previously where

you referred to holes 106 that you indicate now 106

and 115. A. Yes.

Q. And above these holes 106 and 115 there ap-

pears to be a hole which you have marked "108."

A. Yes.

Q. That is used for what purpose?

A. For bolting to the vertical column angle and

horizontal deck-supporting members.

Q. What is the vertical distance between the

planes of the [266—130] point of attachment to

the vertical post?

A. I understand your question to mean the verti-

cal distance between the horizontal planes passing

through the center line of the hole marked "104"

and the corresponding hole marked "108."
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Q. You understand I am referring to these two

holes?

A. I understand. This dimension, as shown by

the drawings, is 2% inches.

Q. What is the vertical distance between the

planes of the horizontal deck supports and the in-

clined louver supports, referring to the point of at-

tachment to the post ? I mean what you have called

horizontal tie rods between supporting posts and the

upper end of the louver?

The COURT.—I do not believe he called these

the horizontal tie rods. They were what you called

spacing members.

Mr. FOULDS.—Call them spacing members.

A. Referring to the drawing 59, I believe it will

be clearer if we call that No. 14 as shown on the

drawing 59.

Q. Then what is the vertical distance between the

point of attachment of this No. 14 and the horizon-

tal deck support?

A. This member is attached, not directly to the

column, but to the plate at the same point as is the

louver-supporting angle, and the difference between

the planes is therefore the same, namely, 2% inches.

Q. If the No. 14, which you call the spacing mem-

•ber, were shifted 2% inches, it would be exactly

horizontal w^ith the horizontal deck, and in the same

plane, would it not?

The COURT.—It is obvious if they are 2% inches

apart and are moved 2% inches they would be in

the same plane.
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A. It is not obvious that this member would be a

horizontal extension of the deck member.

The COURT.—Not necessarily.

A. That is what I understood [267—131] the

question to be.

Q. It depends on its angle, of course.

A. If that is the question, I am unable to de-

termine it from the drawing, as it would involve an

accurate determination of the angle.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. It would be approximately,

would it not?

A. I am unable to say v^ithout determining the

angle.

Q. This temporary bracing that you have referred

to in connection with the instructions to the erector,

Exhibit "PP," is merely used temporarily during

the course of erection, and before the louver boards

are bolted to the louver supports; isn't that correct?

A. Yes, that is correct.

Q'. When the louver fboards are bolted to the in-

clined support, then this temporary bracing is un-

necessary, and is taken away?

A. The temporary bracing is removed.

!Q>. If these holes through the vertical posts were

placed close together, it would tend to weaken the

posts, wouldn't it?

A. What holes do you refer to I

Q. I refer to the holes through the vertical posts,

my inquiry being directed to the question as to

whether the slight difference in. the horizontal plane
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of this liolc was not solely because hy separatin^^

tlie holes they would get the strength of the posts?

A. Well, I believe that the holes are separated

be<'ause it was desirable to put in two holes.

Q. But, could there be any otiher reason that you

can think of for separating these holes, except to

get the strength of the material, not to cut away the

material on the same line? A. Yes.

Q. What?
A. To fasten the plates firmly together.

Q. Why couldn't that have been done in the exact

l)lane, except for the weakening effect on the posts?

A. I doubt if the post is wide enough to receive

two rivets.

Q. That is the only reason you think of? [268—
132]

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Have you anything to add,

JVIr. Braun, to what you have already said?

A. Otherwise, I can add that the transverse deck-

supporting members are attached to the colunms

by one eye-bolt, and are therefore free to rotate to

that point. I would like to introduce a small model

to show that feature.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. The triangle attached at each

corner by a single pin is absolutely rigid, is it not?

A. It is.

In order that this model marked Exhibit

—

Mr. TOWNSEND.—The little pasteboard model

is offered as Defendant's Exhibit ''QQ."

(The model was marked Defendant's Exhibit

-QQ.")
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A. In order that this model may be clearly recon-

ciled with the louver posts shown on drawing 59 and

on sketch l^Lvhibit "00," I w^ill give these members

the same markings as I gave them on drawing 59,

No. 1 being the column, and 11 being the vertical

spacing member, 12 being the louver-supporting

member, 14 being the 15 degree to the horizontal

spacing member, and I will also mark the horizontal

deck supports with the figure "101," similar to the

marking of the like members on sketch Exhibit

"00."

The COUET.—What office does that which you

call the vertical spacing member fulfill?

A. I believe that it is an alignment member for

liolding these appended louver angles in alignment

and properly spaced. These louver angles are quite

light, and would not, by themselves, remain in align-

ment.

Q. Does it contribute anything to the general

rigidity of the structure?

A. I do not believe that it does. To answer that

question accurately, I would have to analyze it

thoroughly with a diagram. The point I wish to

bring out particularly with this model is that these

transverse deck-supporting memT5ers are not secured

to either the louver-supporting members or the col-

umn in such a manner as to prevent rotation. The

louver members are, [269--133] therefore, in-

capable of adding any strength to the stability of

the tower ; as the wind blowing against these louvers,

particularly on the outside, would have a tendency
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to rotate the colunin on its base to the ri^^ht, these

appended louver supports can absolutely in no way
whatsoever offer any resistance to that rotating

effect; they would rotate as a whole; the stability of

tliis Mitchell-Tappen tower, as shown by these

drawings, this sketch Exhibit "00," and this model

nmst be obtained solely from tie rods, guy wires, or

some similar devices tieing the columns together,

and attached at such angles as to resist rotation of

the column in space.

Q. I can see that very clearly in so far as the

louver structure on the side in the direction from

which the wind comes, but I am unable to see that

that would be true as to the louver structure on the

other axis.

A. I presume that you are thinking of the end

louver on the tower?

Q. Yes.

A. These towers are relatively long with relation

to their width and they are by selection installed

transversely of the prevailing wind, that is, it is

desired that the wind blow across the tower, rather

than longitudinally of it, so that more wind will

enter the tower. Any bracing, due to the end mem-

bers, would not add material support to a long

tower; they would have to be supported through

the tower. As a matter of fact, i-eferring to plan

116, the louver boards are laid upon the inclined

supporting bracket marked 12 on drawing 59, which

are very light members, which are attached to the

end columns only by single half-inch rivets and are
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in no way extended into or secured to the tower

structure in such manner as to prevent rotation of

the appended bracket about the vertical axis of the

column ; that is, a wind blowing in the direction that

I indicate by an arrow marked "Wind" would, if

the louvers were [270—134] secured firmly to the

appended brackets, tend to rotate the brackets about

the column. As I have previously stated, these

brackets would have practically no resistance, or no

substantial resistance to the rotation about that

column. On the contrary, in the Braun structure

these louver-supporting members are integral with

and, in fact, a part of the structural members of the

tower which project from the tower structure, and

are substantial structural members, and are held

from rotation either around the vertical axis of the

tower or in the horizontal direction of the axis of

the tower.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Is there any more rigid struc-

ture known to mechanics than a triangle tied at

each of the three corners? A. I don't know.

Q. Do you know of any? A. No.

Q. And so long as these three corners hold that

triangle must be absolutely rigid, must it not, in the

plane of the triangle, and in the Cooling Tower Com-

pany plants that you erected at Martinez you have

four of these triangles arranged at right angles,

haven't you?

A. I do not understand the question.

Q. Triangles at each side and on each end?

A. We have a great many triangles, yes.
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Q. But they are arranged in each direction?

A. Yes, they are arranged in three directions.

Q. And the series of triangles arranged on each

of the four sides of the tower are tied and bolted

together by the louver boards running on all four

:sides of the tower, are they not?

A. Not securely, no.

Q. But they are bolted to those diagonal or in-

clined louver supports?

A. They are bolted in loose slotted holes.

Q. Is every one of the holes loose?

A. I will examine the drawings to see whether

these holes are sho^vn. [271—135]

Q. Referring to these specifications which you are

now examining, do you not find that these louver

boards are clamped firmly to the louver supports?

A. No. These clamps shown on these specifica-

tions are erecting clamps to hold the members to-

gether while they are being toe-nailed together;

they are removed after that. The bolt holes do not

seem to be shown. My memory is that they are

bolted in loose slotted holes. These clamps are

temporary clamps which are removed after the

tower is erected.

Q. The intention of the erector is to have these

louver boards firmly secured to the inclined mem-

bers, is it not?

A. So that the louver boards would not be blown

off.

Q. And so that there would ho no play between

them?
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A. I should say that they should be reasonably

tight.

Mr. FOULDS.—That is all.

Redirect Examination.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Mr. Braun, you were

asked a question in regard to the triangles which I

understand are external to the main frame.

A. They are attached to the columns and have no

connection with the main frame, whatever; they

are light and they are attached in exactly the same

manner as a shelf bracket to a wall, or a fire escape

to a building, and add absolutely nothing to the

structural strength of the tower.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Do you wish Mr. Shattuck to

be recalled to the stand for further cross-examina-

tion?

Mr. FOULDS.—Not unless you want to examine

him.

Mr. TOWER.—I will proceed with Mr. Brami

on another topic, then.

Q. Referring a moment to the Shell job and your

coming in contact with the Mitchell-Tappen Com-

pany, will you state whether or not you had any

correspondence with any other concern in regard to

the Shell job before you heard or knew anything of

the [272—136] Mitchell-Tappen Co.'s connection

with it, or correspondence with the Shell Company?

A. I was first apprised of the Shell Company's

need for a cooling tower through a letter from the

Alberger Pump & Condenser Company, or the Al-

berger Condenser Company—the name has been
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changed, and I don't remember when the name was

changed—the Shell Company sent an inquiry to

the Alberger Pump & Condenser Company, and the

Alberger Pump & Condenser Company mailed the

original, I believe, of this letter to us with a letter

of their own, in which they told us

—

Q. (Intg.) Do not state the contents of this let-

ter. I will just show you the letter and ask you if

that is the letter of the Alberger Company and the

attached memorandum that you refer to ?

A. These are the two letters that I refer to.

Q. You received these in the ordinary course of

business ?

A. I received these in the ordinary course of busi-

ness. The letter from the Shell Company to the

Alberger Pump & Condenser Company is the ori-

ginal and not a copy, and bears the signature of the

purchasing agent of the Shell Company.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I would offer this Alberger

letter in evidence, with the attached Shell letter, as

Defendant's Exhibit ''RR."

(The document was marked Defendant's Exhibit

*'RR.")

Q. Had you made any investigation at that time

in regard to cooling tower structures—had you in-

quired of other manufacturers of cooling towers?

A. Yes, I had made considerable investigation.

Q. What company besides the Alberger Company
and the Cooling Towner Company had you been in

correspondence with?

A. I remember particularly the Stocker Company;
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I believe [273—137] there were others; I am un-

able to recollect their names.

Q. I show 3^ou a catalog of the Stocker Cooling

Tower, Catalog No. 3, copyrighted 1909 by George

J. Stocker, St. Louis, Mo., and ask you if that is

the catalog and if you know anything about how

long you have had it?

A. I received this Stocker catalog in response to

my inquiry to Stocker for a cooling tower to fulfill

the requirements of the specifications of the Shell

Company. I received it approximately April, 1915.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I offer this catalog in evi-

dence as Defendant's Exhibit "SS."

(The document was marked Defendant's Exhibit

'^SS.")

The WITNESS.—That is the year in which the

Shell Company towers were built.

Q. Following the correspondence between Mr.

Foulds and myself in the summer of 1918, did you

come in contact wdth or hear further from the Cool-

ing Tower Company in respect to matters taken

up in that correspondence?

A. Not for a long period of time.

Q. What length of time?

A. I believe that v^as early in 1922 that my at-

tention was called by several of our customers to

the fact that Mr. Fleming

—

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to conversations with his

customers.

The COUET.—Yes, that would not be admissi-
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ble. I don't see on what theory that would be ad-

missible at all.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I do not believe that the con-

versations would be admissible, but I think com-

plaints in general from his customers would be per-

missible to testify to.

The COURT.—It depends upon the nature of

the complaints. You mean complaints that they

were being interfered with by the plaintiff, some-

thing of that soi-t?' [274—138]

Mr. TOWNSEXD.—It would have to be along

that line to be admissible.

The COURT.—That is not admissible, his state-

ment of that. It would be pure hearsay. The ob-

jection is sustained.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Might I ask this question

and see if it comes within your Honor's ruling:

Did you have complaints from your customers as

to activities of the Cooling Tower Company?

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to that question.

The COURT.—The objection is sustained.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Do you know whether you

lost your business by reason of the Cooling Tower

Company's interference with your business?

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to that question.

The COURT.—Well, I presume, Mr. Townsend,

you are expecting to follow that by evidence as to

what that interference consisted of. That is, you

are, of course, putting the cart before the horse. It

is all right if you expect to follow it up, but you

cannot establish your case by showing that the de-
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fendarit lost business or failed to get business for

some reason assigned by the customer as being in-

terference by the plaintiff, imless you can show there

was such interference.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I appreciate the connecting

link that you refer to would be the calling of the

customer to testify he had approached him on the

subject.

The COURT.—Yes.
Mr. TOWNSEND.—I have been under the im-

pression that in regard to loss of business, the rea-

son assigned for that loss of business was permissible

and not Avithin the hearsay rule.

The COURT.—I cannot see how that could be.

j^upposing I would go to you and say, ''Mr. Town-

send, I cannot buy your tower, [275—139] be-

cause Mr. Foulds told me that joviv patent is no

good, and I will be infringing." Well, unquestion-

ably, that interference, if it were not justified, would

form the basis for a cause of action for damages

for loss of sales, but if I merely told you, that is not

evidence of the fact. It would be my statement in

regard to the fact.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—We have set up a counter-

claim in regard to these matters, and I was under the

impression we w^ould show the loss of sales and in-

terference with our business, and then it would be

incumbent for the plaintiff to show that such was

not the case.

The COURT.—That would be all very well, but

that isn't what you are offering. You are offering
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to show now a loss of business which the customer

said was due to the action of the plaintiff. Now,

unless you can show the action of the plaintiff, the

customer's statement would not amount to anything,

it would be purely hearsay. If you intend to show

as a fact that this business was lost because plain-

tiff interfered with someone, I will, of course, ad-

mit evidence of the loss of business, but if all you

expect to show is that the customer said that was

the reason, I cannot permit it at all; it would be

hearsay.

Mr. TOWNSEXD.—It will be impracticable to

bring customers from a distance in that matter, and

it is a matter on which we have no better evidence

to offer at the present time than what I am offering

now", so we will not press the matter.

The COURT.—I will sustain the objection.

Mr. TOWNSEXD.—Q. Have the annoyances

that you complain of arising in 1922 abated in any

degree since my letter to Mr. Fleming, which is in

evidence, written last October, 1922? [276—140]

A. Yes.

^Ir. FOULDS.—I object to the question on the

ground that I understand that is along the same

lines counsel said he would not press.

The COURT.—Xo; he apparently knows about

it himself. I would think, Mr. Foulds, that if coun-

sel for the defendant wrote a letter to a man who was

selling your towers in this territoiy and that was

followed with a communication tliat that liad been

sent on to your company, that that would ])e suffi-
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cient to give rise to a reasonable inference that that

communication from Mr. Townsend to Mr. Fleming

was communicated to your company.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Perhaps Mr. Foulds will ad-

mit that he received my letter.

Mr. FOULDS.—I submit that it is altogether too

remote.

The COURT.—It may not be very valuable, but

I think that goes to the weight of it.

A. I know of no further interference.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Has there been a cessa-

tion of complaints from customers since that time?

A. Yes.

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to that.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—If your Honor please, before

I ask any more questions on this subject of dam-

ages, I deem it proper to call the Court's attention

to certain admissions appearing in the answer to

the counterclaim which go far to establish these

matters that we were going to touch upon directly.

In other words, your Honor notices in our answer

and counterclaim we allege certain unlawful acts,

certain acts which we claim were unlawful on the

part of the plaintiff, resulting in serious damage

and injury to Mr. Braun 's company and business.

The answer to the counterclaim admits the acts but

denies the unlawful [277—141] effect of those

acts. In other words, they have attempted to plead

a pure legal justification and to state a legal con-

clusion, which is for the Court to dray, in the face

of the admissions and the pleadings, and if it is
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worth while I can call attention to those admissions,

so that tlie (piestions which I will propound now may
he clear, hecause my question is going to he directed

as to whether he has suffered any damage as a re-

sult of the admitted acts and declarations of the

plaintiff.

The COURT.—I read the answer, Mr. Town-

send, and I think I have in mind what you say.

Mr. TOWNSEXD.—I want to lay the foundation

for that question.

Q. Are you able to state what financial damage,

if any, your company has suffered by reason of the

admitted acts and representations of plaintiff?

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to that, if your Honor

please, as calling for a conclusion.

The COURT.—I don't know. Why is it a con-

clusion ?

Mr. FOULDS.—He does not state any basis for

it, but merely asks him if he can state generally the

damage resulting from certain admitted acts. I

submit that is merely a conclusion of the witness.

Let him state the facts, and let the Court form the

conclusion. The witness should testify to the facts

and not to conclusions.

The COURT.—Suppose he had lost such and such

a contract, and such and such a contract had been

interfered with, etc., couldn't he state generally the

sum and substance of those ?

Mr. FOULDS.—I think if the question was di-

rected to some [278—142] specific thing that

there might be a different condition. This is call-
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ing for the witness' conclusion on facts not before

the Court.

The COURT.—You can cross-examine him on

that. I will allow the question.

A. I can in certain instances estimate the amount

of damage sustained by us by reason of the inter-

ference with the plaintiff.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Will you go ahead and tell

us?

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to the witness' estimate.

The COURT.—Yes, I think it would have to be

something more than an estimate, Mr. Townsend.

Wouldn't this matter be one that would be properly

-addressed to the Master in the event an accounting

was ordered?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is true, but it must be

shown to be in excess of $5,000.

A. I can state approximately the amount.

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to that.

The COURT.—I will allow it. You may answer.

A. In the case of the Standard Oil Company, we

had enjoyed a substantial business with the Stand-

,ard Oil Company up to the time we were approached

by the Standard Oil Company and shown a copy

of a letter received by the Standard Oil Company

from the plaintiff in this case ; we had had not only

cooling tower business but other business. Follow-

ing that time we have never received any substan-

tial business from the Standard Oil Company either

in cooling towers or other apparatus, with the pos-

sible exception of some very small spare parts which
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thoy would be obliged to buy from us, being unable to

obtain tbeni from others.

The COUKT.—I think that is too indefinite, Mr.

Townsend. 1 cannot see that you could base an

action for damages on the [279^—143] mere fact

that he had ceased to deal with you. I apprehend

the letter you refer to is the one set up in the an-

swer. A. Yes, that is one of them.

The COURT.—I think Mr. Braun can testify

that he sought the cooling tower business, was re-

fused, and the plaintiff's cooling tower was put up

in its business it would be more definite.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Be as definite as you can in

these matters, in view of his Honor's suggestion, Mr.

Braun.

A. In the case of the Standard Oil Company, I

sought their cooling tower business and other busi-

ness, and have not been successful in securing it. I

could estimate the amount of damage by compari-

son with the volume of business which we have re-

ceived from, for instance, the Shell Company, a

large oil company operating in California, in one

year alone, we received from the Shell Company

—

Mr. FOULDS.—If your Honor please, I object to

that.

The COUKT.—Yes, that is too indefinite entirely.

The objection is sustained.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—If you know, what towers,

if any, have the Standard Oil Company purchased f

A. The Standard Oil refineries ar everv difficult
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of access, and I have no knowledge regarding what

they have purchased.

Q. Have you any other instances that you can

state with more definiteness where you solicited the

tower business and plaintiff's tower was taken in-

stead ?

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to that on the ground

that the answer expressly denies anything except

the Standard Oil letter.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—And the Union Oil letter and

acts in general.

Mr. FOULDS.—Oh, no, that is absolutely denied,

both in the [280—144] answer and in the testi-

mony. Phillips testified positively that he had not

written any letters except what you quote in your

answer.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—If it is all of record I won't

contradict it, but I do not recall that the allegations

were so limited or the denial so specific.

The COURT.--Of course, the denial of it, Mr.

Foulds, is not evidence of the fact.

Mr. FOULDS.—I understand that this was based

on the admission in the answer, and the answer ad-

mitted the writing of the letter that you quoted.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—It goes much further.

Mr. FOULDS.—Oh, no^. We deny everything

except the particular letter that is set out.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I can call your attention to

the bottom of page 2 of the counterclaim, where

plaintiff says it admits that it has alleged that the

alleged towers of the defendant were simulations
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of the designs and towers of plaintiff and its

predecessor, and it admits that it has, in the course

of business, alleged that defendant was infringing

(•ertain patent rights of the plaintiff, and it alleges

that the statements so made by plaintiff were and

are true, and it admits and alleges that various

users of cooling towers asserted by the defendant

to be its customers were the customers of the plain-

tiff; it admits that it has threatened to institute

suits against users of cooling towers and other de-

vices which infringe the patent rights of the plain-

tiff'; admits that on or about the 1st day of July,

1918, it sent a letter to the Union Oil Company, a

fragment of which is substantially quoted in said

paragraph, but it denies [281—145] that the said

Union Oil Company was a customer of defendant,

and prays leave to produce the whole of the said

letter before this Court ; admits that correspondence

has taken place. At the bottom of page 4 it admits

that on or about July 11, 1918, it wrote a letter to

the Standard Oil Company, a part of which is

quoted substantially in the said paragraph, and it

denies that any statements contained in the said

letter were or are false, malicious or untrue; it

admits that no suit was brought at the time, that is,

during 1918, for the reason that defendant, though

requested so to do, refused to give plaintiff infonna-

tion as to its acts, and plaintiff was unable to obtain

the definite information relating thereto. This is

ar<?ument, and I do not want to go into it now, but

it merely bears on the question of wrongful doings,
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threats of wrongful doings, without knowing what

the defendant had done,

—

The COURT.—I suppose, Mr. Townsend, that

even if you established that a man lost business that

he otherwise would have gotten through letters writ-

ten by plaintiff, it would not establish any cause

of action under the settled rule of the State of Cali-

fornia. The settled rule of the State of California

in Boyson vs. Thorn has been even inducing another

to break a contract is not actionable. Of course, I

know that is usually considered contrary to Allen vs.

Flood, in the House of Lords, but, so far as this ac-

tion is to follow the rules laid dowTi in the State of

California, there is no question about it.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—If this were an action at law

that would be probably true, but I think that the

usual course on the equity side would be to follow

the hroad, equitable principles in the federal juris-

diction. I rather thini: that w^ould be [282—146]

governed by the practice in the federal courts. The

American Bar Association is striving to eliminate

any distinction between the law side and the equity

side of the federal court, when it comes to matters

of state practice. There are a number of these al-

legations that are quite general, and I think that

it is incumbent upon us to show some of these spe-

cific instances, as well.

The COURT.—The objection at the present time

goes to the point, as I understand it, that while in

a specific instance the defendant might have lost

business, you would have to show that it was due to
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some act of the plaintiff. I will admit it. Go

ahead.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Have you any speciffc

instance such as that spoken of where you had so-

licited the business and were unable to get it on the

basis represented *?

A. I have, in the case of the Union Oil Company

of California. The Union Oil Company had been

purchasers of our towers, and we quoted the Union

Oil Company on another cooling tower, and I was

informed by the then superintendent of the gas de-

partment of the Union Oil Company

—

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to that on the ground

that it is hearsay and inadmissible, and conversa-

tions with somebody else. It is not claimed we

were present at the time.

The COURT.—I cannot see, Mr. Townsend, that

the mere statement or excuse of reason given by a

prospective customer would he binding upon this

plaintiff at all, unless j^ou could show, in addition to

that, that plaintiff did somethiug, wrote some letter

to the Union Oil Company.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is, in fact, admitted to

be true.

The COURT.—Is it admitted to be true?

[2a3—147]
Mr. TOWNSEND.—Yes.

The COURT.—There seems to be a disi^utc be-

tween you.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I didn't think there was any

question but what that letter was wi-ittcn.
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The COURT.—The Union Oil Company lett(

is admitted, is it?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—The Union Oil Compan
and the Standard Oil Company.

The COURT.—Where does that letter occur i

your answer?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Paragraph 17, page 13, an

the admission appears in paragraph 5 of page

of plaintiff's reply to the counterclaim.

The COURT.—Oh, yes. Is there any questio

about that, Mr. Foulds?

Mr. FOULDS.—We admit that letter.

Ml". TOWNSEND.—It is in evidence as Exhib:

19. In other words, I think if it is shown th^

a letter is written to a prospective customer i

which it is insisted that the product of this d(

fendant is being constructed in violation of th

plaintiff's patent, and the purchaser refuses to de?

upon the basis of that, I think that is admissibL

Mr. FOULDS.—Our further objection to thi

is that the jurisdictional facts are not alleged i

this cause of action. This, of course, is simply a

action at law. As far as the defendant is concernec

there is no equitable ground for relief asked fo

whatever, and the case stands by itself. The d(

fendant setting up its case does not include th

jurisdictional facts, does not allege diversity o

citizenship, does not allege the amount involve^

exclusive of interests and costs is in excess of $300(

I submit that the court has no [2S4—148] juris
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diction of that case under tlie alleontioiis in tlie

answer.

The COURT.—The rule, it seems to me, is per-

fectly well settled, that where an action is brouc^ht

for the infringement of a patent and the necessity

diversity of citizenship appears from the very com-

plaint itself, that it is unnecessaiy to allege it in

tlie counterclaim or cross-complaint. It might be

probably necessaiy to allege the jurisdictional

amount.

Mr. TOWNSENO.—The jurisdictional amount

does appear.

Mr. FOULDS.—The allegation should be that it

is $3000, exclusive of interests and costs.

The COURT.—You would not contend that you

would have to allege in so many words that the

amount in controversy is in excess of $3,000, when

it is apparent from the face of the cross-complaint

it is in excess of $50,000?

Mr. FOULDS.—The words ''exclusive of inter-

ests and costs" are not in there.

The COURT.—In any event, I would pennit an

amendment, but I do not think it is necessary. I

overrule the objection.

Mr. FOULDS.—If the cross-complaint were

amended, I would want to amend my answer by

setting up the statute of limitations. I have as-

sumed that there was no cause of action set forth

there.

The COURT.—Was there any motion to strike

or other pleadings directed against it?
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•Mr. FOULDS.—No motion was made. I in-

tended to make it at the hearing.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—The rule expressly provides

if you desire to test the sufficiency of the defense

you must make it at a certain time.

Mr. FOULDS.—I submit the pleadings can be

attacked on the [285—149] hearing.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—The jurisdictional facts, we
claim, are all set out, and that would be largely a

matter of argument.

The COURT.—In your answer to the counter-

claim you do not set up the statute of limitations?

Mr. FOULDS.—No, I do not, but if the defend-

ant is permitted to amend the counterclaim, I

would.

The COURT.—I do not think the amendment is

necessary. In paragraph 16 it is alleged that the

amount of lost sales is in excess of $50,000.

Mr. FOULDS.—Yes.
The COURT.—That is sufficient.

Mr. FOULDS.—I submit that does not comply

with the statute, and certainly there is no allega-

tion of diverse citizenship.

The 'COURT.—No, but I think the rule is well

settled

—

Mr. FOULDS.—The Court has jurisdiction of

a case relating to patents by reason of the statute.

The COURT.—Yes, I know.

Mr. FOULDS.—But the Court would only have

jurisdiction of this particular case under the stat-

utorv conditions which are not alleged here.
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The COURT.—No; the trouble with that is, the

plaintiff does not rely entirely or alone upon the

jurisdiction of this court, 'but it does allege the

diversity of citizenship. It alleges the plaintiff to

be a citizen of New York and the defendant a citi-

zen of California. Now, the rule is well settled

that where there is a diversity of citizenship al-

leged in the complaint that it need not be repeated

in the cross-complaint where new parties are

brought in. The objection is overruled.

Mr. FOULDS.—Exception. [286—150]

A. I was informed by W. R. Cowan, of the Gas

Division, that they had purchased a tower upon

which we had bid, from the 'Cooling Tower Com-

pany of New York.

The COURT.—J:\rr. Foulds, under the rules of

this court, an amendment setting up the statute

of limitations may be permitted. If you desire to

set up the statute of limitations I would, of course,

peiinit you to do so.

Mr. FOULDS.—I thank you; I would like to

amend my reply by

—

The COURT.—Under the practice in this State,

all you have to do is to set up in the pleadings the

section of the statute on which you rely.

Mr. FOULDS.—I would like to insert in my

reply a further defense to the counterclaim that

the cause of action did not accrue within four years

prior to the commencement of this action.

The COURT.—Does the statute commence to run

from the time of the filing of the cross-complaint?
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Mr. FOULDS.—Filing of the cross-complaint,

February 20, 1923.

The COURT.—You can file that afterwards.

That is referring to the section of the Code of

Civil Procedure No. 343, isn't it?

Mr. FOULDS.—340 and 335 of the Code of Civil

Procedure of the State of California.

The COURT.—All right, I will allow it.

A. Mr. 'Cowan gave me specific reasons for not

giving us this contract.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Did those reasons per-

tain to any acts or declarations of the plaintiff?

A. They pertained to the [287—151] acts of

N. O. Fleming, the representative of the plaintiff.

Mr. FOULDS.—I move to strike out ''the rep-

resentative of the plaintiff," on the ground that

Fleming is not the representative of the plaintiff.

The COURT.—He has been connected up here

by documents, Mr. Foulds, whch were followed

by actions, so I think that he is sufficiently con-

nected up with the plaintiff.

Mr. TO'WN'SEND.—Q. Can you state whether

or not the damages you have suffered in conse-

quence of this representation was in excess of

$5000?

Mr. FOULDS.—^Object to that as too general.

A. Greatly.

The COURT.—Yes, I think that is too general.

I will sustain the objection. A statement of that

kind does not help much. I think he ought to

state about what the amount of his damage is.
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•Mr. TO^VNSEND.—Q. Are you able to state

the value of the tower or towers that you would
othei-wise reasonably have expected to sell the

Union Oil Conipau}^?

Mr. FOUDDS.—I object to that; that is alto-

gether too indefinite.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—He knows what his bids

were, and what other towers were put up.

The COURT.—Yes, I think that is all right. I

will overrule it. You may answer.

A. I know of two towers sold by the Cooling

Tower Company of New York to the Union Oil

Company, which, I believe, had the Union Oil

Company ordered our towers, would have amounted
to about $15,000.

The COURT.—For both? [288—152]

A. The two together.

Mr. FOULDS.—I move to strike out the answer

on the ground there is no proper basis for it.

The COURT.—I do not know why not. Wliat

is your point?

Mr. FOULDS.—He says that assuming that he

had gotten the order and assuming that cei-tain

things might have taken place, the approximate

cost would be $15,000. There are many other

things to be considered. It is a mere guess. There

is no foundation laid for any such proof.

The COURT.—Yes, but he testified to more than

that. He says that the Union Oil Company people

told him the reason they did not give him this busi-

ness was bcr-anse of the ar'tion of Mr. Fleming.
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The fair inference from that testimony would be

that it was along the line of the letter.

•Mr. FOULDS.—The letter that we wrote was
in 1918; this was something that happened five

years later.

The COURT.—Was this this year?

A. No, this was, I estimate, two years ago.

The COURT.—I will overrule the objection.

Mr. TO'WNSE'ND.-Q. That occurred within the

last two years, you say? A. Yes.

Q. What was your loss, as near as you can esti-

mate it, on the failure to sell towers valued at

$15,000.

Mr. FOULDS.—The same objection.

The COURT.-The same ruling.

A. $4,000—in excess of $4,000.

Q. Now, have there been any other towers that

you have failed to secure that you know of?

A. Yes, several.

Q. Under similar circumstances? A. Yes.

Q. Please state the names of those places, or

companies, and state the value involved. [289—153]

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to that on the ground

that it is certainly altogether too indefinite.

The COURT.—It is altogether too indefinite, Mr.

Townsend, unless you can show in some way that

the plaintiff influenced these other persons. With

the Union Oil Company I think you tied it up

definitely enough, that is, subject to the proposi-

tion as to whether or not this Court is going to

follow Boyson vs. Thome or Allen vs. Flood; but
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in any event you have to show that the plaintiff

exercised a sort of influence upon the person that

he is now about to name.

Mr. TOWNS'END.—I thinlv that is correct, arid

that he can show that either by seeing lettei-s, per-

liaps—I don't know whether he saw them or not

—

or by some evidentiar}^ matter emanating from

Mr. Fleming.

The COURT.—Yes, if you can show that, all

right. Now, answer that question. Have you ever

seen any letters or evidentiary matter emanating

from the plaintiit", from 'Mr. Fleming, affecting

your answer ?

A. I have seen no correspondence.

Q. In those cases you have in mind, you would

be dependent upon the reasons given you by the

customer? A. Yes.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Does your Honor believe that

is not admissible?

The COURT.—No, I do not think that is admis-

sible at all, Mr. Townsend. I think that is pure

hearsay.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I want to keep away from

that.

Q. Mr. Braun, in the manufacture of your towers

and the sale of them state whether or not it has

been your custom to put the date of one or the

other of the two patents in suit upon your towers?

A. We have at all times put name-plates on our

[290—154] towers, metal name-plates, enamel-

covered, bearing the name of the company, the
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title, "Braun Atmospheric Water Cooling Tower,''

or ''Atmospheric Cooling Tower," and the dates

of all patents which we had on cooling towers at

the time when the name-plates were attached to the

various towers. Furthermore, the words, "Other

patents pending," and the address of the company.

Q. Are you able to say that this plate put upon

towers since the issuance of the second of the pat-

ents in suit has contained the date of that patent,

as well as the other patent in suit ?

A. It contained the date of the second patent.

When the new patent was issued the previous plates

were destroyed.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is all.

Recross-examination.

Mr. FOULDS.—^Q. Have you a copy of that

plate that you put on in January of this year, con-

taining the date of this present patent?

A. I have not available here.

Q. How many towers did you put that last plate

on? A. Probably 50 towers.

Q. When did you first put the plate on?

A. I believe that the plate bearing two patents

was installed in the first tower we built after the

issuance of the second patent.

Q. When was that? A. That is of record.

Q. I do not refer to the date of the patent; I

refer to the date of the tower.

A. We had towers almost continuously in course

of erection. It would be a very short period after

the issuance of the patent.
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Q. You don't remember what tower it was that

it was' first put on?

A. Not absolutely. I think I would be safe in

saying not over three weeks after the issuance of

the patent. [291—155]

Q. You think before the end of February of this

year?

A. I don't remember the date of issuance of

the patent.

Q. It was in January. A. I think so.

Q. You think it was before the end of February?

A. I think so.

Q. You cannot tell the particular one?

A. Not without looking up our records; we built

a great many towers.

Q. Prior to that patent you had merely said,

*' Patents pending," hadn't you?

A. No, we gave the date of the first patent,

other patents pending.

Q. On the Shell tower over at Martinez you

merely say "Patent Pending," don't you?

A. I don't know what the plate on the Shell

tower says.

Q. What was the date of this conversation with

some representative of the Union Oil Company,

which you have testified to, within the last two

years. Can you fix any more definitely than that?

A. No more definitely.

Q. How definitely can you fix it?

A. I would put it at between one year and two
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years, because I think it was about at least a year

past, and it might be two years past.

Q. Can't you fix it in any way more definitely than

that? A. No.

Q. Can you fix the place?

A. Yes, the office of the Union Oil Company.

Q. Where?
A. In the office of W. R. Cowan, in the then

named Union Oil Building, Los Angeles.

Q. Do you know whether Mr. Fleming was sell-

ing cooling towersi at that time?

A. Mr. Cowan informed me that he was.

Q. That is all that you know about his connec-

tion with it?

A. And what other people told me, and by the

fact that I saw a cooling tower with his name on it.

Q. You don't know whether that was before or

afterward ? [292—156]

A. Before or after what?

Q. After this talk?

A. Not very well, it is a long time ago.

Q. It made no particular impression on you?

A. 'Seeing the literature with Mr. Fleming's

name on made an impression on me, but to say

the exact date when I saw the literature, I could

not say.

Q. You knew that you were going to testify

about the Union Oil interview to-day, didn't you?

A. No, I did not know that I was going to tes-

tify to that.
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Q. You did not know you were goin^? to ])o asked

about that? A. No. -

Q. You have been liere on the trial of this case

since Tuesday morning, haven't you?

A. I have.

Q. And you cannot ^ve us <an}i;hing more defi-

nite about that date? A. No.

Q. You did not really consider, then, that it

was a matter of a gi'eat deal of importance, did

you?

A. I did not know what matters were going to

oome up before the Court.

Q. You know that the Cooling Tower Company

has very often won out as against you on the merits

of its tower, don't you? A. No.

Q. Don't you know^ that it does a very much

larger business than you do?

A. No, I think we do a larger business than they

do.

Q. You know that it advertises very much more

extensively than you?

A. No, I do not thinlv so.

Q. What territory does your towers cover?

A. They cover the world.

Q, Have you built any outside of the United

States?

A. We have sold designs for towers outside of

the United States.

Q. Then you sell your designs, in addition to

selling towers?
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A. Wo did sell our designs in one case. [293

—

157]

Q. That is the only case in whicTi your design

went out of the country?

A. The only one that I remember of.

Q. Then what did you mean by saying through-

out the world?

A. Because this particular place that the designs

were used was on the other side of the world.

Q. Where? A. Borneo.

Q. The only tower outside of the United States

is the one design you sold to Borneo?

A. No, there are other towers.

Q. Outside of the United States?

A. Outside of the United States.

Q. How long ago were they sold?

> A. One of them was sold within the last year.

Q. You have only sold one within the last year?

A. We have sold many towers in the last j^ear.

Q. Outside of the United States?

A. One that I think of right now.

Q. Have you ever sold any towers east of the

Mississippi River? A. Not that I remember.

Q. What is the fartherest east any of your towers

is located ?

A. The State of Texas, State of Oklahoma.

Q. Nothing east of Oklahoma?

Q. Nothing east of Oklahoma.

Q. Nothing east of that?

A. Not that I think of now, except in the Repub-

lic of Mexico.
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Q. Do yon know of any other cooling tower

dealers except yonrself and the Cooling Tower
Company—atmospheric cooling towers ?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. Who?
A. Burhorn—I ^believe it is called the Edwin

Bni'hom Company.

Q. Does it come in competition with you?

A. I believe Burhorn sold some towers in Cali-

fornia; I am not certain. [2'^—158]

Q. In competition with you?

A. Yes, I believe in competition with us.

Q. And has Hart?

A. Yes, Hart has endeavored to sell towers in

California.

Q. And both Hart and Burhorn have won out

in competition with you, haven't they, at times?

A. I believe they have in competition with me.

Q. What other cooling tower companies do you

know of, atmospheric cooling towers?

A. J. Symon Flour of Los Angeles.

Q. Does he sell in competition with you?

A. Yes, he sells in competition with us.

Q. He wins out sometimes against yout?

A. Possibly.

Q. Were any of these other atmospheric cooling

towers mentioned in your conversation with the

Union Oil Company? A. No.

Q. You don't remember of mentioning any of

them? A. No.
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Q. Just what was the conversation with the man
that represented the Union Oil Company?
A. The conversation was that Mr. Fleming had

stated that we were selling the Cooling Tower
Company's design.

Q. That is aU?

A. And that we had infringed their patent, that

the Cooling Tower Company intended to sue us,

and that he could not see how they could lose.

Q. He could not see how who could lose, Mr.

Fleming or the Union Oil Company man?
A. Mr. Cowan, I am saying now what Mr, Cowan

of the Union Oil Compam^ said, as I understand it.

Q. The Union Oil Company man said that he

could not see how the Cooling Tower Company

could lose in the suit against you?

A. The Union Oil man said Mr. Fleming said

that Mr. Fleming could not see how the Cooling

Tower Company could lose in the suit against us.

Q. What did you say about that? [295—159]

The COURT.—He probably said, "I don't see

how they can win."

A. I don't remember what I said.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. You don't remember what

you said? A. No, I don't remember what I said.

Q. You acquiesced in what he said then, did

you?

A. No, I did not acquiesce in what he said.

Q. You don't remember making any reply to

what he said?

A. I don't remember what I replied, no.
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Q. The whole thin^- made a very slii>ht impres-

sion upon you?

A. No, it made a very deep impi-ession.

Q. Yet you cannot remember what you said?

A. No, I cannot recollect what I said.

Q. You can only remember this particular thing

that he said? A. I can remember what he said.

Q. How long before that had you sold anything

to the Union Oil Company?
A. Probably a very few months.

Q. What had you sold then?

A. We sold quite a quantity of heat exchange

apparatus, and I believe some cooling towers.

The COURT.—They evidently did not pay any

attention to the letter—their action was not the

result of this letter at all. A. I don't know.

Q. You actually sold them cooling towers after

they wrote this letter?

A. I only know what they told me about it.

The COURT.—I think that is pretty indefinite,

Mr. Townsend. It is very apparent from what

the witness says that after this letter was written

the Union Oil Company bought cooling towers.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I think the witness should

be given an [296—160] opportunity to explain

what the effect of the letter was at that time. That

letter was written in 1918, and then a period of

four years passed.

The COURT.—It was not a period of four years.

He says about one to two years ago they refused

to take these two towers, and told him what Mr.
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Fleming had been telling them, but a few months

prior to that time would be certainly a year and

a half or two years after this letter was written,

that the Union Oil Company did buy cooling towers

from Mr. Braun.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I think he should explain

whether he stopped selling immediately after the

receipt of that letter, or whether there was an

interval of a couple of years when he did not sell,

and the moment he began to get them as a cus-

tomer they were annoyed by Mr. Fleming, and

then they ceased doing business with him com-

pletely. You see, the Union Oil Company, being

a very large concern, they might have had various

officials there in charge in 1918, and for a couple

of years Mr. Braun lost such business completely,

and then nothing being done on the part of the

plaintiff, and the field apparently being open again,

he resumes relations with them, and immediately

these relations are broken off by the act of the

plaintiff.

The COURT.—I will let him go ahead. I think

Mr. Braun should explain this very indefinite testi-

mony.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. How many cooling towers did

you sell to the Union Oil Company since 1918?

A. I believe there were four.

Q. Where?

A. One was at Oleum, one was at Wilmington,

and two at Orcutt.

Mr. TOWNSEKD.—You can state at the same
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time when they [297—161] were sold. Perhaps

we can save time if you will tell a])oiit the time that

those were sold.

A. I think that I described them in the order of

their sale, but it is very difficult for me to fi^

definite dates.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. You know they were after

1918? A. I think that they were after 1918.

Q. They were sold at different times?

A. They were sold at different times.

Q. Runnin<>' over a period of how long?

A. Probably two years'?

Q. When was the last one?

A. Betw^een a year and two years ago.

Q. Do you know whether they have been in the

market for cooling towers since?

A. Yes. I testified that Mr. Cowan had advised

me regarding that.

Q. Do you know how many different kinds they

had ? A. Only by what they told me.

Q. That is all you know about it?

A. That is all I know. I have not had occasion

to inspect their plant.

Q. Have you seen the tower that was actually

erected within the last year or two by the Union

Oil Company? A. At a distance.

Q. How far away? A. Possibly 100 yards.

Q. Where?

A. That is what they called the Richfield ab-

sorption plant in the hills near Los Angeles.
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Further Redirect Examination.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. What was the immediate

result of the letter of July 1, 1918, written by the

Cooling Tower Company to the Union Oil Com-
pany? Did you get the business at that time?

Mr. FOULDS.—I object to that as indefinite.

The COURT.—Overruled.
A. r obtained business subsequent to that time,

but I do not [298—162] believe at that immediate

time that there were towers under consideration,

but I am not certain.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. You cannot tell how long

a time elapsed before they did any business with

you after the writing of that letter of July 1, 1918?

A. I think it was over a year.

Q. Did you continue your negotiations with the

company at that time in 1918, or were negotiations

broken off as the result of that letter, that is, as

to any business they contemplated?

A. I cannot definitely state the effect of that

letter at the time.

Q. Then I gather that your complaint has been

in regard to the representations of Mr. Fleming

—

pardon me if I seem to put it in leading form

—

The COURT.—All right.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. (Continuing.) —a year

or so ago?

A. Yes. The effect of that was very definite

to my mind in the immediate loss of business.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is all.

Mr. FOULDS.—That is all.
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Mr. TOWNSEND.—I want to call your TFonor's

attention for a moment to an autlioritative defini-

tion of a spline. I have Knight's Mechanical Dic-

tionary, and I have had a little fi<^nre, in con-

nection with the definition, reproduced on a piece

of yellow paper here, with also the definition of

"spline," as it appears in the Standard Dictionary,

and just for the convenience of the record T am
going to ask that this paper be marked Defendant's

Exhibit "TT."

(The document was marked Defendant's Ex-

hibit ''TT.")

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Xow, Mr. Foulds has been

good enough to [299—163] suggest that perhaps

we can shorten up the case materially if he can

begin the cross-examination of Mr. Moser at once,

if the affidavit of Mr. Moser is received in evi-

dence subject to your Honor's approval.

The COURT.—Yes, it wiU be agreeable to me.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—With that affidavit are some

little models which are identified by Mr. Moser as

Moser Model A, Moser Model B, Moser Model C;

Moser Model A being typical of the so-called Hart

cooling tower construction, and analogous, very

close to the plaintiff's; B being more closely akin

to the plaintiff's, where the single bolts secure the

parts together, and Moser Model C indicating the

plaintiff's structure. The court will observe by

manipulation the structural differences, I think.

Mr. Charles Moser is submitted for your cross-

examination, if you desire, Mr. Foulds.

Mr. FOULDS.—Yes. [300—164]
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TESTIMONY OF CHARLES MOSER, FOR DE-
FENDANT (CROSS-EXAMINATION).

'CHARLES MOSER, cross-examination.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. In your affidavit you state

that you are not entirely satisfied with the Hart

disclosure: Is that correct? You speak of the very

meager and indistinct disclosure.

A. In the cuts in the catalogue the lines are

not as they might be.

Q. You have assumed that the decks of Hart

were merely on one pivotal point, haven't you?

A. I have assumed them to be as they are shov^n

to be in the drawings in the patent specifications.

Q. Assuming that they are shown in this blue-

print rigidly connected by two rivets, so that the

deck supports and the vertical supports are rigid,

would that change your opinion?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—May we have a little light

on the origin of this blue-print? Is it in evidence?

Mr. FOULDS.—It is an illustrative blue-print.

For the record, for your benefit, I will say that I

was prepared to put Mr. Hart on the stand, and

I was waiting for Mr. Duncan to resume the taking

of testimony in New York, and I had to come away

on this short notice without taking the deposition

to prove his structure. These are the blue-prints

of Mr. Hart's tower that I received from Mr. Hart,

but I am doing this now as illustrative—I am

showing this as not proof of the Hart tower, but

as illustrative of the interrogatories.
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Mr. TOWNSEXD.—Unless this ])lue-print repre-

sents the tower which is proven to have been ac-

tually erected, prior to the invention of ^Ir. Braun,

it, of course, is manifestly improper.

Mr. FOULDS.—It is just as proper as your

models are.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Let me know what it il-

lustrates. It either illustrates a structure or il-

lustrates what is already shown. [301—165]

Mr. FOULDS.—It purports to illustrate a Hart

tower.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—There is no proof of it.

Mr. FOULDS.—I am asking the witness to as-

sume that the Hart tower, which he says is very

meager and indistinct in its disclosure, but upon

which he bases his conclusions—I am asking him

to assume that that Hart tower is made as shown

in this illustrative blue-print.

The COURT.—I will permit it.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—May I make one suggestion.

There is a Hart patent that was copending sub-

stantially with the Hart catalogue and the Hart

patent of 1917 is the patent which Mr. Moser has

assumed to be the structure attempted to be illus-

trated in that very poor cut of the Hart Catalogue

No. 15.

Mr. FOULDS.—He has gone beyond that.

The COURT.—He says that the Hart, so far

as he can tell from the construction in the Hart

catalogue, is substantially identical with the patent

of Hart of May 29, 1917.
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Mr. TOWNSEND.—Yes, that is what T wanted

the Court to appreciate.

A. Yes, these lines are indistinct; you cannot

see from that drawing that it is; it appears to be,

as far as you can make out from this. That is all I

can say.

Mr. FOULDS.—That is not my question, Profes-

sor.

A. I understand your question perfectly.

A. I object to the form of the question. He is

suggesting that I answer something about rigidity,

which he specifies here.

The CO'U'ET.—That is hardly an answer, assum-

ing what the question embodies.

A. He asks me if it is attached rigidly. It is not

attached rigidly.

Q. Assuming that the blue-print shows that it is.

[302—166]

A. If you change your question to ask what

I think about the drawing as shown on the blue-

print

—

Mr. FOULDS.—I want you to answer the ques-

tion that I am asking, and not your own question.

The COURT.—I think the witness has answered

you, Mr. Foulds, saying that your question assumes

the blue-print shows a rigid fastening when it does

not.

Mr. FOULDS.—Assuming that the horizontal

support for the deck and the horizontal support for

the top of the louver were rigidh^ secured to the

vertical posts, would that change your opinion?
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A. Well, I would have to have some basis for

that assumption.

The COURT.—He has a right to ask you what

would be the fact if what he assumes is true.

A. Yes.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. That would change your

opinion ?

A. That would change my opinion.

Q. Then if you found the horizontal deck sup-

port and the adjacent horizontal louver support at

the top of the louver rigidly secured in a straight

line, you would have the mechanical equivalent of

the Braun structure, would you not?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I object to that. It is for

the Court, I think, to determine from the evidence

whether it is the mechanical equivalent.

The COURT.—Oh, no. Professor Moser is an

expert; he has a right to have an opinion on a

thing like that. That is what experts are for.

A. The only way I could answer is, if the con-

nection at the post involving the two pieces you

name is equivalent in strength to that of the solid

piece, then, of course, it would be identical in its

principal. [303—167]

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Then if a bar is divided and

jointed rigidly end to end at a divided point, it

is the mechanical equivalent of an undivided bar,

isn't it?

A. Can't we use some other word besides rigidly?

Q. I mean unbending connection.
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A. An unbending connection, that involves the

whole stress situation.

Q. That is what I intended to use.

The COURT.—The lack of rigidity is due to the

fact that there is a play on the single fastening as

a pivot—that is what it is due to—what you mean
is if both of these were fastened rigidly would it

be the mechanical equivalent of a continuous piece?

A. It would be a question of degree of rigidity;

that is a thing that I rather hung up on there.

Mr. FOULDS.^Q. Then the only distinction

which you find between the plaintiff's structure and

the defendant's is the degree of rigidity at the post?

A. The vertical post, very pronounced degree.

Q. That is the only mechanical difference you

find, isn't it? A. Yes.

Q. You say in your affidavit that these triangleSj

or trusses add no strength whatever to the vertica

post: Is that correct?

A. I have not used the word ''truss."

Q. No, I used the word truss; w^hat would yo

call that triangular framework ?

A. That is a triangle, it is not a truss, but

would not make such a sweeping remark. Thi;

is a local truss.

Q. I refer to the truss-frames there. A. Yes.|

Q. Does that truss add anything to the bendin

strength of the vertical posts?

A. None whatever.

Q. That vertical post would bend just as readil

without that as with it? A. Yes. [304—168]

I
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Q. Could you have tliivS suppoi-fed by these two

arms of ihv triauulo and hcud just as readily as

thisf

A. Of course, eveiything that is placed on there

adds some slight degree of rigidity, but substan-

tially those louvers, the triangle there, add nothing

to the strength of the post.

Q. Assuming that the bracket is positioned as

I am holding it now, with the short arm vertical,

w^ould this horizontal arm support no more strength

than if the hypothenuse or the inclined arm were

al)sentf

A. Do you refer to this horizontal arm?

Q. I am holding Moser B w^ith the point of the

triangle downward, and what you have used as a

vertical post horizontal, and I am asking you

whether that form does not give strength to the

post that is now horizontal?

A. No, it does not.

Q. Then the end of this post now held horizontal

would not support any greater weight by reason

of the supporting inclined arm: Is that correct?

A. Are you speaking of that, now, as a pait of

the cooling tower?

Q. No, I am speaking of it as an independent

bracket structure.

A. Oh, yes, of course, if that is some other struc-

ture, then it will support a greater weight, of

course.

Q. Then you did not mean to say that this truss

did not add strength to the structure ?
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A. To which structure, this structure or the

cooling tower?

Q. To a structure of that form, whether it is a

cooling tower, or a wall bracket.

A. It makes a great deal of difference whether

it is a cooling tower or wall bracket; if it is a

cooling tower, if that timber is in vertical position,

then it has noting to do with the strength. If this

is just lying far back, the rest of this way, then

that does furnish a prop to that piece if that piece

has to function lowest in that direction. [305—169]

Q. Professor, when you say 'Hhis" and "that,"

it means nothing in the record.

A. That is true enough, but I am trying to ex-

plain it to you.

Q. I am trjdng to understand why that truss won't

strengthen the post against bending strains.

A. It isn't a truss with respect to the post.

Q. Assuming that I apply a force against the in-

side of this vertical post, with the truss in position

as you have shown it here on this Moser A or Moser

B, how does the resisting power of that post, as to

bending strain, compare with the resisting power

of the post 10 in your Moser C ? A. It is less.

Q. How can an}^ bending force applied between

these two arms from the inside of the tower be any

different in Moser A, or B, or in Moser C? I am
assuming now that the force is not applied to the

horizontal bar, but to the inside of the post between

the two arms. A. At this point, say?
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Q. No, between the two arms, right at this point,

right there.

A. This post, of course, is merely a unit portion

of the structure, and below that would have a re-

production of this structure. Now, if a force is ap-

plied here, and this post is free to bend outward,

this point must, of necessity, move upward. In the

Model B, there is nothing to prevent this point from

moving upward if the post will bend out. Of course,

the bend is very slight, but it takes a very slight

amount of motion to produce a relatively large

stress.

Q. You just applied your bending stress below

the inclined arm'?

A. That is immaterial. The post bends in the

same direction, regardless of where the load is ap-

plied.

Q. The post will bend at its weakest point, will it

not?

A. The post bends throughout its entire length;

it cannot bend [306—170] at one point alone.

Q. If there is a weak point in the post, it will

bend at that weak point, won 't it ?

A. Well, the bend will be more pronounced at

that point.

Q. And the breaking point in the defendant's con-

struction, assuming that that stress was applied un-

til the tower broke, would naturally come where?

A. Due to what sort of load ?

Q. I am talking now of a horizontal pressure

against the tower.
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The COURT.—On the outside?

A. It would break at the connection of this hori-

zontal member.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Horizontal member 11?

A. 11, and post 10, or some of the connection de-

tails which give awa5^

Q. The point natural to break, what appears to

be the weakest point, would be the connection be-

tween the vertical post 10 and the horizontal post

11: Isn't that correct? A. Yes.

Q. Now, referring to Moser B, in that structure

that would not be the pronounced weak point, would

it?

A. Yes, that is very much more pronounced; it

would add no strength at all at that point.

Q. What I am trying to make clear is that in

Moser B the vertical post would yield at the pivotal

connection, while in Moser C the post would be held

rigid and apt to snap: Isn't that correct?

A. That is correct, if you are assuming now a

load which will collapse both structures, or either of

them.

Q. I am assuming that a horizontal load or stress

is applied to the side of these two towers.

A. That is a working load.

'Q. A wind load is the load I think you refer to

in your affidavit. A. Yes.

Q. With that horizontal load applied to those two

towers, you find a marked breaking point in one,

and no marked breaking [307—171] point in the

other, don't you? A. Yes.
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Q. And the marked breaking point is in the de-

fendant's tower? A. No.

Q. Isn't there a rigid point which will not yield,

in the defendant's tower, and a yielding point in the

plaintiff's tower?

A. That is true, but the yielding that I am speak-

ing of is collapse.

Q. But in structural w^ork, a member that will

yield is less apt to break than a member that is

rigid: Isn't that correct?

A. By "a member," now, you refer to a tower,

or some particular detail of it?

Q. I refer to a member which will snap and not

yield, as compared with a member which will yield,

and take for a comparison a rubber post and a glass

post.

A. Of course, that all depends upon the amount of

load that comes on the structure. If in one case

the yielding amounts to collapse of the structure,

and in the other case the yielding amounts to sta-

bility, then the rigid structure is the more stable

of the tw^o; but if it is a question of brittleness as

against plasticit}^ under the same load, it seems to

me that is another sort of question.

Q. Assuming two towers constructed in accord-

ance with Moser B, the points of connection between

the horizontal members and the vertical members

being flexible, and a tower constructed as Moser C,

with these x)oints being rigid, which of these struc-

tures would sustain the greater horizontal or wind

stress? A. Moser C.
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Q. I am assuming now that the material is of the

same inherent strength. A. Moser C.

Q. What is your reason for that ?

A. Because the members in that structure are

so disposed that they have some structural stability.

When I say "stability," I do not mean rigidity or

[308—172] brittleness, or anything of that sort.

In this case it has very much less structural stability,

Moser B, as there is very much less horizontal sta-

bility, due to the fact that the connection between the

horizontal deck member is insufficient to prevent

rotation at its connection with the main vertical

post.

Q. In Moser B the horizontal stress would be dis-

tributed throughout the entire length of the vertical

post, would it not? A. As this stands?

Q. I am assuming a tower made up in accordance

with the design.

A. The distribution of the load within the limits

of its stability would be practically the same as it

is in C.

Q. In C, wouldn't the stress come at the junction

between the horizontal bar and the A^ertical bar?

A. There is stress there, yes.

Q. That would be the point of greatest stress,

would it not? A. No.

Q. Are you sure of that?

A. I am sure of that, except that this drilling a

hole here through the member 11 at that point makes

a point of weakness; other than that, the stress at
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the center of this beam is the same as it is at the

post.

Q. The whole ai"gument, the whole opinion that

you have expressed, is based upon the fact that in

two of these exhibits the horizontal bar bends at the

vertical post, and the other it does not: Isn't that

correct ?

A. You would hardly say that horizontal bar

bends at the post ; the horizontal bar ends at the post

would be a better way.

Q. There are two unconnected horizontal bars, a

plurality of unconnected horizontal bars in one, and

the other is one single horizontal bar? A. Yes.

Q. That is the only distinction you find?

A. Yes. [309—173]

Q. If that horizontal bar was made unyielding, was

a continuous horizontal bar joined together by

plates or rivets in that form, they would be an

identical structure?

A. If they were joined in such a way that the

connection would be as strong as the original piece,

it would be the identical structure as far as that

particular feature is concerned.

Q. Have you read the depositions taken in New
York? A. No.

Q. Assuming that in the Hart tower his method

of support consisted of extending the members sup-

porting his decks beyond the side post of his tower,

and attaching the same to an inclined member which

was, in turn, secured at its other end to the deck

members below, thus fonning a series of triangles
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whose third side consisted of his side posts, to these

inclined members the louvers, consisting of either

metal or wood, were secured by appropriate fast-

enings, assuming that that was the Hart tower,

would you find it the same or the mechanical equiva-

lent of the defendant's tower here*?!

Mr. TOWNSEND.—We ought to have something

in the prior art showing that the structure actually

existed.

Mr. POULDS.—That is in the proofs, and I am
going to offer that.

The COURT.—Mr. Foulds. says it is in the evi-

dence already.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is where we take issue.

I have read over the depositions, and it does not

show any such.

A. I cannot recall anything in your question by

which I could form a definite opinion. There are

no dimensions or anything given there by which one

could determine what the stress situation would be.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. You formed an opinion based

on the Hart tower? A. As shown in the patent.

Q. You have assumed that the Hart tower showed

two separate [310^—174] horizontal members?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, assuming that that horizontal member in

Hart extended beyond the side posts of his tower

and was attached to the louver, is your opinion

changed from that expression in your affdavit ?

A. There, again, I can form no opinion until I

know what the connection between the horizontal
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deck member and the post is, and, in turn, the con-

nection between the post and the horizontal louver

member.

Q. You made a model here of the Hart construc-

tion, didn't you?' A. Yes.

Q. That is which? A. A.

Q. Assuming that the horizontal member 13 was

extended out into the member which you have

marked 22, would you find the mechanical equiva-

lent of the defendant's structure?

The COURT.—Which is 22?

Mr. FOULDS.—This is 13, and this is 22.

The COURT.—I do not understand that question.

You mean 13 and 22 are continued?

Mr. FOULDS.—Are one continuous piece.

The COURT.—Then it would be just the same as

this, wouldn't it?

Mr. FOULDS.—That is what I want the witness

to say.

A. That is a single strip of material in that case ?

Q. Yes. A. Yes, that would be.

Q. Then, in preparing that affidavit, did you con-

sider the Coffey patent No. 1,158,107, the structure

there shown?

A. If I have, I have referred to it specifically.

Q. I do not see that you mention it at all. Did

he refer to this Coffey patent, Mr. Townsend?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Xo. [311—175]

Mr. FOULDS.—That is all.

Redirect Examination.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. When on cross-examina-
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tion you were asked if the extension beyond the post

as a separate piece from the deck member was rig-

idly attached to the post, and if the post was, in

turn, rigidly attached to the deck-supporting mem-

ber—what are we to understand in regard to the

comparison of such two parts, the horizontal piece

connected with the post, in comparison with the de-

fendant's structure?

A. If the two-pieced construction here is so made

that the connection at the vertical post affords the

same strength as a solid piece, then the two struc-

tures would be identical so far as that local stress

situation would be concerned.

The COURT.—That is to say, if there were no

screws in there, instead of two in both the support-

ing member and this arm of the louver, the two

screws would keep the same rigidity subject to any

weakness that might develop by virtue of the pres-

ence of screws?

A. No, it would be a question of whether the two

screws there through the member would afford the

same strength at this particular point that the solid

piece does.

Q. That would be the only difference?

A. Yes. It is a question of whether the connec-

j:ion there at that point has the same strength to re-

sist bending as this solid piece.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Then would that involve

some consideration beyond the usual one of support-

ing a louver by an outhanger, as exemplified by

Moser Exhibit "A" or *'B"?
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A. I do not quite get the import of your ques-

tion.

Q. Does the mere connection of any two members

together that way cause the result that is ac-

complished in the defendant's device, or are there

engineering constructions involved, to be considered,

[312—176] stresses, loads, etc. ?

A. Oh, yes, the loads must all be considered, the

type of load that acts on the structure.

Q. Now, in the defendant's device, where you get

the cross-members supporting the decks in one piece,

and connected in the manner, in practice, as shown

by C, can you add anything to what you have said,

or to what was said in your affidavit as to the action

there, in contrast or comparison with the action

where we simply see A or B have the part rigidly

connected to the post?

A. I think I have covered that stress situation

pretty thoroughly in the affidavit. The horizontal

deck members there support a vertical load. Now, in

this case

—

Q. (Intg.) You mean the horizontal members in

C?
A. Well, in either case, that is, the horizontal deck

members support a vertical load, in any tower.

Now, in B, this deck member amounts to what we

call a simple beam, having its maximum bending

stress at the center. In Model C we have what is

called a restrained beam; that is due to the fact

that the horizontal deck member is continuous past

the post, and is capal)le of resisting bending stresses
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at the posts. That is true to some extent in any

connection; that is, if we would stick this on here

or tighten up on this bolt you would have some de-

gree of rigidity, but nothing at all compared to what

you would have if the horizontal deck member were

continuous. Now, where that is continuous we have

a restrained beam, and the stress, if there were

equal loads, would be one-half as great in the hori-

zontal member in C as it would in B. With re-

spect to the horizontal load, the stability of the

structure, so far as this element is concerned, is de-

termined altogether by the strength of the member

as it passes the vertical post—I mean the strength

of the horizontal member. In C, the horizontal

member [313—177] at the post is capable of

withstanding very great bending stresses, because

the member passes there unimpaired, except the

bolt hole at the center. In B, or in A, the hori-

zontal members are broken at the post, and from an

engineering point of view this structure would be

unstable.

Q. B?
A. B. It is true that it has some degree of

rigidity there ; anything that you place against there

has some slight rigidity; but with respect to a hori-

zontal v^ind load which in some of the larger towers

might run up to as much as, it might be 100,000

pounds, the structure might be unstable so far as

these particular elements are concerned. Now, with

respect to rigidit}^ in the direction normal to the
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horizontal framing members, I might show what

took place there by means of this box.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I would ask that that be

marked Defendant's Exhibit "UU."
(The model was marked Defendant's Exhibit

"UU.")
A. If the two sides of the box are in place, then

it has a great rigidity with respect to angular de-

formation, that is, in the direction of the diagonals

of this box. If the sides of the box are relieved

and merely hinged along the bottom that, in a

measure, represents the louver situation in the

tower. Now, the tow^er, then, has no stability, ex-

cept the louvers would be rigidly attached to the

tower; that is, if we had a member passing from

tip to tip here of the louvers, some member that was

capable of resisting bending stresses, then we might

have some slight degree of rigidity; that is a little

far afield in engineering practice, but whatever

rigidity the louvers might contribute would be made

possible by a member passing from tip to tip of

the louvers that was capable of resisting bending

[314—178] streeses; it w^ould not add to it to

merely tie the louver into this point, to the comer

of this tower with the hope that would rotate at

the corner of the tower. How^ever, I repeat again,

from an engineering point of view that would be a

rather unstable sort of bracing.

Q. Now, referring a moment again to your Model

C, representative of the defendant's structure, and
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your model B, representative of the plaintiff's

structure, will you state whether or not the re-

strained beam action and construction of Model B
is the same or different from the simple beam and

louver extensions of Exhibit "B"?
A. No, it is not the same.

Q. Those are mechanically distinct and recog-

nized differences mechanically—principles?

A. Yes.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is all.

Recross-examination.

Mr. POULDS.—Q. You have assumed, Profes-

sor, that there is no end bracing on this tower,

haven't you?

A. I have assumed that whatever bracing there

is is similar to what is represented by these models.

Q. And if your prune box, Model TJU, were

braced at each end, it would be firm and rigid,

would it not?

A. Well, of course, if anything is braced it is

firm and rigid,but it is a question as to the nature

of the bracing. If it is braced by any means shown

in the prune box or B, or A, then it will be rigid.

Q. Do you mean to say that if a member of those

triangular trusses were arranged on a one-piece

vertical beam with the sides and ends of a rectangu-

lar structure and they were crossed-braced, as shown

in the plaintiff's device, there would not be sufficient

strength for all practical purposes?

A. May I see the plaintiff's device? [315—179]

Q. Haven't you seen it?
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A. I have seen ilhistrations of it in the patent.

Q. Aren't you familiar with the plaintiff's de-

vice?

Mr. TOAVNSEND.—Show him the blue-print.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Aren't you familiar with the

plaintiff's device? A. I am.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—What do you refer to^ Do

you want the blue-prints that you have in evidence,

or do you want the Model G, which has been offered

for illustrative purposes?

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Are you familiar with the

plaintiff's device?

A. You let me see the plaintiff' 's device and I will

tell you.

Q. You testified about it in your affidavit, didn't

you?

A. I do not want to commit myself to something

here that is not shown to me.

Q. Haven't you attempted to testify about the

plaintiff's device in your affidavit?

A. I have assumed that the Hart tower repre-

sents the plaintiff's device in all its essential fea-

tures.

Q. Assuming that the tower was made up with the

structural truss frames, and had the louver supports

as illustrated in this Coffey patent, 1,158,107,

wouldn 't you find sufficient strength for all practical

purposes ?

A. Will you refer to some particular figure here?

Q. You may refer to Fig. 3, which shows the in-

clined louver support, vertical posts at each side,
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horizontal members extending from the horizontal

decks to the ends of the louvers and shown in detail

in Fig. 4 above—the plan view being shown in Fig. 1.

A. Fig. 3 is unstable against lateral loads.

Q. You are assuming that that is constructed,

that figure, on all sides as shown in Fig. 1 ^

A. Yes.

Q. What is your reason for that ?

A. The reason for that is the [316—180] same

as is shown in either Models A or B.

The COURT.—I think he has made that very

plain, what his theory with regard to it is. He has

said the fact that it has a rotation there.

Mr. FOULDS.—Rotation at the post? A. Yes.

Q. Have you ever seen any cooling towers in this

vicinity ? A. Not to my knowledge.

Q. You never heard of one blown down ?

A. I don't recall of ever hearing of one blown

down.

Q. In steel skeleton construction, the horizontal

beams are ordinarily joined at their ends to verti-

cal posts?' A. Yes.

Q. While in wooden construction, the wooden

member ordinarily or very often passes the vertical

post, doesn't it?' A. Yes.

Q. That is a mechanical expedient or difference

between steel construction and wood construction?

A. Yes.

Q. When you were comparing a steel tower with

a wooden tower, you would naturally expect to find
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the horizontal niembeis broken and joined at the

vertical posts, wouldn't you?

A. It evidently is very often done, from looking

at the drawing-.

Q. That difference between steel construction and

wood construction is a satisfactory engineering so-

lution of the problem?

A. Of which problem?

Q. Of the problem of joining vertical and hori-

zontal frame members.

xV. AVell, you would have to know what the parti-

cular structure was.

Q. Assuming a building of steel skeleton con-

struction, in which there are vertical members and

horizontal members, the vertical members acting as

supports for the horizontal members would be

naturally brought to the vertical members and there

joined to the vertical members on each side?

A. Yes.

Q. And that would be the natural way of support-

ing steel skeleton [317—181] frames, wouldn't

it? A. Yes.

Q. With wooden construction, we frequently find

the horizontal beams carried past vertical beams

and secured to the vertical beams by some mortise

joint or some such canstruction ? A. Yes.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—T have just one more ques-

tion to ask Mr. Braun.
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TESTIMONY OF C. F. BRAUN, FOR DEFEND-
ANT (RECALLED).

0. F. BRAUN, recalled for defendant.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Mr. Braun, will you

please outline the development of the subject mat-

ter that Mr. Moser just has spoken of, and repre-

sented by your second patent in suit, which issued

January, 1923, and which was filed in April, 1920?

A. We observed that most all atmospheric cool-

ing towers which came within our experience

seemed weak structurally; we noticed this on the

Shell towers at Martinez, which were, as a matter

of fact, later condemned, and some of the parties

deteriorated had to be torn down for fear they

would fall down, and we built a number of towers

in accordance with the drawings shown on the

first Braun patent; these towers lacked the desired

stability. In an endeavor to overcome this, we

undertook the design of the existing Braun type

of tower, and extension of the deck-supporting

members so as to support the louvers and form a

continuous beam, and a triangular truss between

this horizontal beam and the vertical beam was

a result of this effort to increase the stability of

the atmospheric type of cooling tower.

Q. When did that work begin, the design of that ?

A. That work began rather late in 1918 or early

in 1919.

Q. Just outline the progress of it.

A. This work was started [318—182] by me^
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assisted by Mr. Houoliton, and was later taken

up by Mr. Sliattuek, wlio had been in the service,

on his return from the service.

<J. Had you developed the general prineijiles

of it prior to Mr. Shattuck's return from the

service ?

A. Yes, and Mr. Shattuck carried out the details

of the design; the principles were developed prior

to the time that he took the work up.

Q. Do you recall how soon after that, you had

embodied these principles in an actual tower?

A. We built in 1919 the first towers of the new

type.

Q. Can 3'ou fix the time more definitely in 1919

when such towers were built?

A. The first tower was built very shortly after

Mr. Shattuck's return, I don't exactly remember

when he returned.

The COURT.—He gave us the date.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Yes, he said he returned in

March, 1919, is my recollection. Is that your

recollection, your Honor?

The COURT.—Yes.
Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. With that date, are you

able to fix with any more definiteness when you

erected the first tower? You said very shortly.

Was it a week or ten days, or a month, or two

months?

A. I think that we began work on the fabrication

of a tower of this type within about a month after

he returned.
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Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is all.

Cross-examination.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Are yon niakinG^ towers of

steel as well as wood?

A. Not at the present time.

Q. You abandoned steel entirely?

A. We might make steel towers if there was
demand for them. We do not think that they are

as good as wooden towers. [319—183]

Q. The change to this continuous member was

made when you changed from wood to steel, was

it not?

A. No. The cooling tower shown in the first

Braun patent is, I believe, shown as made entirely

of steel.

Q. Did you extend your horizontal beam mem-
bers of steel beyond the vertical posts to the

louvers ?

A. In that design the horizontal members did

not extend.

Q. That was because it was steel, was it not?

A. No, it was not because it was steel.

Q. In steel construction, you do not pass a|

vertical support with the horizontal steel member^

do you?

A. Frequently they pass the support.

Q. Where do you know of such a thing?

A. I know beams on our building that are 60]

feet long that are supported every 20 feet.

Q. That would be, of course, for floor supports,]

or something of that kind?
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A. No, it would be a beam to carry a load.

Q. In a construction such as this tower, you

would naturally use one piece when you would

make it all lumber, and two pieces when makinj];

it of steel, as an enoineerini^- problem, wouldn't you?

A. No, we do not. We built the Braun tower as

shown in the first Braun patent largely of wood

and terminated th^ transverse wood members at

the vertical members.

Q. Is that shown in your patent?

A. No, that is not shown in the patent; the patent

is all steel, but the patent calls for the use of other

materials than steel.

Q. Did you make a wood tower, that is, the

horizontal support as well as the vertical support

of wood before this construction you have spoken

of?

A. I think that ihej were all made with a single

steel bracket. That could as well have been made

[320—184]

Q. You spoke of the Shell tower deteriorating;

that was because of the rust, was it not, the kind

of water used?

A. It was because of rust and corrosion.

Q. Not because of any structural defect?

A. A comparatively small amount of structural

deterioration of the structural members made the

tower unsuitable for further use, and the ])lant

"was dangerous.

Q. That is a particularly difficult water to haudk'
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in metal towers, isn't it, the water over at the

Shell plant?

A. I consider that all waters are difficult to handle

in towers.

Q. That isn't pure water at the Shell plant?

A. Practically no water pumped over cooling

towers is pure; in fact, the very nature of its use

causes a concentration of the water; as the water

is recirculated over a tower a portion of it is

condensed, evaporated, and the customers very

seldom renew the water frequently, with the result

that the salt in the water concentrates.

Q. Do you know of any other steel tower where

the steel rusted and deteriorated to the extent

that it did in the Shell tower?

A. Yes. I know that the tower that we built with

steel brackets deteriorated very rapidly.

Q. But those were two isolated cases, weren't

they? A. No.

Q. It is not a customary thing?

Q. Yes, it is a customary thing.

Q. That has been your experience with your

tower?

A. It has been our experience with all steel

towers, both of the atmospheric ij^e, and the closed

type.

Mr. FOULDS.—That is all.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Defendant rests.

Mr. FOULDS.—I want to offer the depositions

taken in New York, which are here. [321—185]

The COURT.—The depositions will be admitted.
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(An adjournment was here taken until Tuesday,

December 4, 1923, at ten o'clock A. M.) [322—186]

Tuesday, December 4, 1923.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—If your Honor please, in

the hurry of closing- the other day there were a

couple of questions I should have asked Mr. Braun,

and with your Honor's permission I would like

to recall Mr. Braun for a few minutes.

The COURT.—Very well.

C. F. BRAUN, recalled for defendant.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—Q. Mr. Braun, are you fa-

miliar with the Pasadena Ice construction?

A. Yes, I am familiar with it.

Q. Did you see it during its erection?

A. I saw it during its erection.

Q. During what period of time?

A. January, February and March.

Q. Did you see it more than once?

A. Many times.

Q. How frequently? -

A. Several times a week I passed there going

home.

Q. That would include the time between Januarj^

16, 1923, when the patent issued, would it, and the

time when the counterclaim was tiled on February

20, 1923? A. Yes.

Q. Now, did you examine the structure with

particularity? A. Yes.

Q. Will you just briefly describe the structure

in so far as it relates to the deck-supporting mem-

bers, and the louver-supporting members 2
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A. The structure is very similar to the second

Braun patent. The deck supports extend beyond

the posts and receive the louver boards, in a

planner exactly similar to that shown on the model

Exhibit '*D."

Q. Do these cross-members appear in the photo-

gTaphs before you, of which there are six of the

Pasadena Ice Company ?

A. Yes, they appear in all six photographs. [323

—187]

Q. And the louvers and their supporting con-

nections, are they sufficiently clear for ordinary

understanding ?

A. Yes. One photograph shows the supporting

connection with the louver board, and the other

photographs show the supporting connections with

the louver boards laid in place.

Q. Will you state whether there is any difference

in construction and mode of operation over that

shown in your construction and embodied in Exhibit

A. None as regards the frame decks and louver

supports. There is a slight difference in the

distributing system at the top of the tower; there

is no redistributing deck on top.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I think Mr. Braun wants to

add a word or two in regard to the assumption that

has been made if there was an extension beyond

the vertical post to the louvers in line or approxi-

mate line with the deck, and if certain things took

place would certain things be equivalent.
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Q. Now, in the matter of ])raeti('e, Mr. Braun,

can you tell us what you have found in practice

in re<iar(l to the construction you have described

just now in connection with your own tower repre-

sented by Exhibit "D" and the recent construc-

tion represented by the Pasadena Ice Company,

particularly as to whether or not there would l)e

any difference by merely supportinu, the louvers

by wood or metal extensions, separate from the

tioor beams, and connected by one or two or a

dozen bolts to the vertical supports?

A. The previous towers, with which I am familiar,

including the Mitchell-Tappen cooling towers con-

structed at the Shell refinery at Martinez, and in-

cluding the towers shown on the first.Braun patent,

have wooden deck-supporting members terminating

at the column.

Q. Pardon me, do you mean that the Shell ar-

rangement at Martinez [324—188] had wooden

deck supporting-members? A. Yes,

Q. Supported on the steel frame?

A. Supported on the steel posts, and terminating

at these posts, and not extending beyond the posts.

Q. Were they bolted on? A. They were ])olted.

Q. With a single bolt? A. With a single bolt.

Q. How is the supporting member for the louver

fastened to the steel frame ?

A. The supporting member for the louver really

consisted of two angles, and each of those angles

was riveted by a single rivet to vertical posts. In

those structures the louvers added no structural
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strenj*!!! to the tower, and did not in any way
assist in the support of either the vertical com-

ponents of the wind load or the horizontal compon-

ents of the wind load. Tn a structure such as shown

by Exhibit ''D," having the members extending be-

yond the vertical columns and sup; orting the

louvers, making use of the louvers as structural

members, it is interesting to note that in the

tower shown by Exhibit ''D" approximately 38

per cent of the material in the tower is in the

louvers.

Q. Is that true of towers generally?

A. That is true generally of this type of tower.

The COURT.—What proportion of that is in the

panel?

A. Looking at it, I would say possibly 35 per cent

would be in the board, and perhaps 3 per cent

in the members at the end of the board. That

38 per cent does not include the projection of the

deck members, but only the louver panel. Really,

the entire 38 per cent would be in the panel, and

is differentiated say 35 per cent in the boards and

possibly 3 or 4 per cent in the end members of

the panel. So that here is a large amount of ma-

terial in the tower which heretofore has not [325

—

189] been used for structural strength, although

one of the big factors in cooler design is structural

strength. Even if the horizontal part of the louver

bracket were in direct alignment with the deck

member, and even if it were secured to the vertical

posts by more than one bolt or one rivet, and
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even if it were of the same size or same strength

as the liorizontal deck-supporting member, it still

would not measurably approach the strength of a

continuous beam. To splice a beam is a very

difficult detail, involving a great number of rivets,

bolts, or nails, as the case may be, and considerable

extraneous material in order to splice plates in

steel beams and cleats in wooden beams, and, even

so, it is very difficult to approach with a splice

or joint the strength of the original beam and

such splice, even where made elaborately, seldom

exceeds 75 per cent of what the strength w^ould be

of a continuous solid beam.

Mr. TOWXSEND.—Q. That also involves the

supposition, does it not, of equality of strength of

the two parts to be joined?

A. I include that in my description. I am quite

certain that if the two members to be joined were

of equal strength, and as Mr. Foulds has attempted

to show that it is not usual to terminate wooden

members at the vertical supports, I wish particu-

larly to call attention to the fact that wooden mem-

bers are terminated actually at the vertical sup-

ports, as is shown clearly by two exhibits on file

in this case, namely, the drawing of the Mitchell-

Tappen towers, at the Shell Company, and the

first Braun patent.

Q. Is there any substantial difference in the

metal construction or wood construction as be-

tween the meeting of vertical and horizontal mem-

bers?
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A. There is absolutely no essential [326—190]

or inherent difference in that regard. If a load

is to be carried extraneousl}^ on a cantilever beam,

that is, by a beam extending past the column, the

solid beam would be likely to be extended in ex-

actly the same manner with wood as with steel.

Q. There is not any inherent difference between

the steel and wood in that respect ?

A. There is no inherent difference. And re-

ferring to my remarks about one or two rivets not

being of any great importance, there has not been

shown in any of the exhibits, or even in the Hart

dra^ving, which was submitted for the purpose of

supposition, a splice, anything that could be called

a splice. I believe one drawing submitted as a

supposition has two rivets in it, whereas all draw-

ings submitted as evidence had one rivet, but those

two rivets cannot in any way be called a structural

splice. I do not believe that they would give

one-twentieth of the strength of the continuous

beam, assuming both members were of equal

strength.

Q. In your experience, and from any of the

patents or drawings in evidence, has there been

any showing anywhere at any time to your knowl-

edge where the extension of whatever sort it has

been apparently designed for the purpose and

intention of co-operating with the deck member,

as stress or load supporting or resisting member?

A. No. I have never seen any such structure.

Apparently, louvers have always been considered
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as an appendaji'e to hang onto the tower, and hold

them down. The use of this material for struc-

tui'al pur])oses had never been recognized.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—I think it is clear to yom-

Honor that my point is that these extensions, what-

ever they have been, have been merely hangers

to support louvers. [327—191]

The COURT.—If that is not clear by this time

it never will be. I have heard it often enough.

A. I would like to make one more thing clear,

and that is, in a cooling tower there is an additional

reason for resisting the number and size of the

structural members in the tower, and that is that

all structural members offer resistance to wind,

and if too many structural members were used

in the tower, an insufficient amount of wind would

enter the tower and the water might, therefore,

be not properly cooled. This, to my mind, is a

very important feature in cooling tower design,

to so design the tower that there is a comparatively

free passage for wind.

Mr. TOWXSEXD.—Q. iWould you mind just

telling the Court what you told me before taking

the stand of an experience with one of your towers

at the Shell Company, where your metal braces

broke?

A. We had a rather remarkable proof of the

efficiency of this type of bracing in a tower which

we installed for the Shell Company, the third tower

which we installed for the Shell Company, on a

high hill overlooking Carquinez Straits; this tower
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had ill it some metal tie rods similar to the tio

rods in Model D, and the tower was subjected to

a very severe gale, and the fastenings of all these

tie rods broke, apparently the fastenings were

w^eaker than the tie rods, but the stability of the

structure was unchanged. I presume that the

breaking of the tie rod fastenings, was due to the

slight flexibility in the wooden structure, but the

structure was not distorted in any way, and we
later replaced these fastenings.

Q. That is the structure which you say embodied

the principles of Exhibit "D"?
A. Practically identical to the model.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is all. [328—192]

Cross-examination.

Mt. FOULDS.—Q. Is this Pasadena tower that

you have referred to one of the composite type that

you refer to in your patent?

A. Yes, it is a composite type.

Q. What do you mean by a composite type of

tower?

A. There are two meanings for a composite type

of tower.

Q. What do you mean in your patent?

A. I may have used the composite in more than

one place. If, therefore, you will show me the

patent, and show me the specified place that '^ com-

posite" is used I will endeavor to then state.

Q. You do not recall now?

A. Yes. I think that possibly I have used '*com-

posite in more than one sense. I do not offhand
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I'oniem'ber exactly where I have used ''composite''

in the patent. I have at times used "composite"

to mean a tower made up of more than one ma-

terial. I have also used "composite" to mean, and

I believe I have used it in the sense of the patent,

to mean a tower made up with fabricated sections,

to be assembled at the point of erection.

Q. In that sense, was the Pasadena tower a com-

posite tower?

A. To a considerable extent. In looking at the

photographs, I see that the louver panels on the

end have been removed before being installed.

Q. Do you know w^hether they were nailed to-

gether on the ground and then elevated to a posi-

tion on the tower?

A. I do not know whether they were nailed to-

gether on the gi^ound or elsewhere, but they were

nailed together in the panel before the}^ were ele-

vated.

Q. Isn't it the customary way to nail the panels

together on the ground and elevate them to the posi-

tion, rather than to nail the boards in position on

the tower?

A. No, I have never seen [329—193] or heard

of that being done prior to the time that we did it.

It may be of interest to know^ that the Mitchell-

Tappen instructions supplied with the Martinez

towers instructed that the louver boards be in-

stalled in place.

Q. You find that your louver sags, don't you?

A. What louvers do vou refer to?
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Q. The loiiv^ers refeiTed to in the patent.

A. That the louver sagged?

Q. Yes. A. No, not that I remember.

Q. Did you ever construct a tower, as shown in

that patent, with posts at the corner only, four

posts ?

A. Yes, I believe we have constructed square

towers.

Q. And you found that if the length of the

louver section is excessively great, intermediate

boards may be used to secure the various louver

boards in position and prevent them from sliding

or sagging?

Mr. TOWNSEND.—What patent are you read-

ing from?

Mr. F'OULDS.—I am reading from lines 98 to

102 of your patent of January 16, 1923, No. 1,442,-

784.

A. I think that probably refers to a strip that

is sometimes nailed across the louver boards.

The COURT.—In the middle of the panel?

A. In the center of the panel.

Mr. FOULDS.—Then where you use four posts

as shown in your patent, you apply a strengthening

board across the center of the panel to keep it from

sagging, do you?

A. No, if we apply that strip it is to tie the

boards together.

Q. When the boards sag they do not give any

strength to the tower, do they?

A. Yes, they would give strength to the tower.
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Q. Even though tliey sag?

A. Yes, particularly one board may [330—194]

warp and the otheis may not.

Q. Is the theory which you have outlined as to

relative strength of an integral to a spliced beam
well known to skilled mechanics?

A. No, I think the principles of beams are not

known to mechanics. The design of structures and

the principles of beams is a branch of civil en-

gineer, and requires considerable knowledge.

Q. You don't think that an ordinarj^ skilled me-

chanic would know that an integral })eani was

stronger than a spliced beam?

A. No, I don't think that an ordinary mechanic

would know whether an integral beam were

stronger or not than a properly spliced beam.

Q. Do you think that an ordinary skilled me-

chanic would know enough to extend a horizontal

supporting member as a bracket?

A. Yes, but he would not know enough to ex-

tend a horizontal member and use it for giving

structural strength.

Q. Does the bracket give structural strength?

A. A bracket appended to ^ structure ordi-

narily would not add to the structural strength of

the structure, and in the specific case of the cool-

ing tower it does not add to the strength of the

structure to any degree.

Q. You never realized, when you ai)plied for this

patent, that your so-called extended decks gave

any structural strength to the structure, did you?
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A. Yes, I did.

Q. Why didn't you mention it in your patent at

any place?

A. Possibly I did. I do not remember.

Q. 'Can you refer to any place in your patent

where you refer in any way or intimate that any

stren^h would be added to your sti-ucture by them ?

Mr. TOWN'SEND.—The patent is the best evi-

dence of its contents, and also it is well established

by law that a patentee [331—195] is entitled to

all the considerations and benefits arising from his

invention, whether he has mentioned them or not.

A. I will state specifically that the development

of the extended beam and making use of the louvers

for structural support was the direct outcome of

our endeavoring to reduce the number of internal

bracing members, which seriously obstruct the

entry of the wind to the tower. It was specifically

for that purpose.

Mr. FOULDS.—Q. Was not the strengthening

feature of your device first suggested to you by

Professor Moser after this case was started?

A. No.

Q. Now, this tower that you say broke, was one

of your towers?

A. I did not say that the tower broke.

Q. The fastenings of the tower broke, the tie-

rods, as you call them?

A. The fastenings of the tie-rods broke, yes.

Q. That was the only one you ever knew to break,

was it not?
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A. The only what I ever knew to break?

Q. Cooling towers.

A. No, I have kno\ATi of a great many cooling

towers to fail.

Q. Have you ever had experience with one?

A. I have read articles concerning it, and I have

seen a great many photographs of cooling tower

failures. They are very common.

Q. But you have never seen an instance?

A. Yes, I firmly have in my mind that I have

seen a cooling tower in a wreck, but I could not

place right now where it was.

Q. You cannot tell anything about where it was?

A. No, I cannot place right now where it was.

Q. And, according to your own knowledge in the

cooling tower art, the plaintiff's cooling tower with

the two sections of the extended decks stands up

under every known stress?

A. I know of no plaintiff's tower with extended

decks.

Q. Did you have a cooling tower at the Shell re-

finery at [332—196] Martinez in which the decks

were extended by what you call a tie rod to the

top edge of the inclined louver?

A. No. The deck members terminated at the

vertical posts and the tie rods were on the interior

of the tower, and between the posts.

Q. This tower that you erected for the plaintiff

at Martinez had a horizontal member bolted to a

vertical post, and on the other side there was a

piece of metal extended out in approximately the
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line of the deck to the tops of the louver, wasn't

there?

A. There was a small angle connected by one

rivet to the vertical column, and by one rivet to the

vertical tie member, and this angle was to support

the walk-away. It w^as not an extension of the

deck in any sense of the word.

Q. Then you did not have at Martinez a member
in the tower which was in effect a continuation of

the horizontal member of the deck, or extended

from the termination of the horizontal deck mem-
ber to the top of the louver in a horizontal direc-

tion, or approximately so?

A. I answered that question once before, but

before I answer it again I would like to look at

the drawing again.

Q. Why play with words. Can't you tell me
whether you had approximately the structure that

I have described?

A. No, we did not have the structure that you

have described.

Q. Did you ever know of any of these old cooling

towers of the plaintiff to break under stress, of

your o\^Ti knowledge?

A. I know that the two towers at Martinez be-

same so unstable that they were condemned as

being dangerous and unsafe.

Q. You mean that the material of the tower

rusted?

A. I mean that the material of the tower deteri-

orated.
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Q. That was not a structural defect, but was a

mere rusting away of the steel, was it not?

A. It was a deterioration of [333—197] the

metal in the structure.

Q. But so far as the framework was concerned,

the framework held even with that deteriorated

<*ondition of the material, didn't it?

A. The framework was condemned as being un-

safe to withstand any imusual condition such as

wind.

Q. Because it had nisted away?

A. Because there was insufficient strength in

the structure.

Q. You mean that because it had rusted away that

there was insufficient strength remaining?

A. The tower had not rusted away.

Q. Parts of the tower had rusted, hadn't they?

A. The tower had deteriorated, some of the mem-

bei's had rusted.

Q. That was the sole reason for the deteriora-

tion, as you call it?

A. Yes, the rust would be the principal reason.

Q. You have never had any experience, per-

sonally, with any tower of the plaintiff which has

not stood up under all stresses of climate and

weather?

A. I have had no experience with towers of plain-

tiff, other than the two towers at Mariinez.

The COFBT.—How long were those towers

there at Martinez?

A. They were there about four years.
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Q. The water that passed through theni for

cooling- purposes was water that had been used

for the condensation of distillates? A. Yes.

Q. And therefore had a considerable concentra-

tion of salts?

A. All cooling towers waters have concentration

of salts, and that is one of the reasons that cooling

towers have to be made very strong.

Mr. FOULDS.—That is all.

Mr. TOWNSEND.—That is all. I call atten-

tion to the fact that we desire to add claims 5, 6,

and 7 of the second patent as infringed. That is

our case.

Mr. FOULDS.—That is our case.

[Elidorsed] : Filed Mar. 12, 1924. Walter B.

Mating, Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy

Clerk. [334—198]

(Title of Court and Cause.)

MEMORANDUM OPINION.

December 6, 1923.

PARTRIDGE, JOHN S. (Orally).

This matter is submitted for final decision.

The matter involved consists of a tower designed

for the cooling of liquids. It is used principally

for cooling of water which has been used to circu-

late around condensers of various types, particu-

uarly those used for the condensation of gasoline

and distillate and for the cooling of water which
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has been used foi' condensation of .•nnnionia in

it'e plants.

The art is au old one. Cooling- towers consist-

ing of a series of decks over which the water flows

and exposed to the air, have been in existence for

over seventy years. They consist of two t\T)es:

One is known as the "atmospheric coolini? tower,"

wliich is involved here; and one is a closed tower

with forced draft.

The patent of the plaintiff in suit has novelty

only in one respect. These cooling towers consist

of various decks kno\\T:i as "drip decks" where the

water is distributed at the top of the tower and

flows down from one deck to another and passes

between certain spaces between what is known as

*'dn& bars" or "steps."

The patent of the plaintiff consists of what is

known as a "spline," which is a spacing device

placed between the various parts of the drip de(*k

to keep them apart and at the same time, to take

up the necessary expansion or warping due to the

presence of the liquid and the passage of the air

over the parts.

The defendant, in place of using this movable

spline or piece of wood to separate these parts of

the deck, has adopted a metal strip, consisting

preferably of brass or copper, which is fastened

across these drip bars or integral parts of the dri])

deck so that they can expand not only latitudinally

but longitudinally.

In my opinion there is, in the Hrst place, grave

doubt as to whether or not the spline of the phiin-
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tiff [335] constitutes any novelt3^ But if it is

so, it is clear that the fixed strip used hy the de-

fendant does not constitute any infringement. The
injunction prayed for by the phiintiff will there-

fore be denied.

The defendant, however, counterclaims, claiming

an infringement by virtue of the fact that the sup-

porting members which hold up the various decks

extend beyond the vertical members so as to sup-

port what are known as the *' louvers," which are

pieces of wood fastened to the outside, admitting

the air and preventing the escape of the sprays of

water.

The prior state of the art was such that in place

of these transverse members being continuous and

extending out to support the louvers, separate

pieces were nailed or spiked on to the vertical mem-
bers.

In my opinion there is nothing novel in the device

claimed by the defendant. It seems to have been

anticipated iby prior patents. Therefore, the in-

junction prayed for in the cross-bill will be denied.

Another cross-bill or counterclaim, however, is

based upon the fact that plaintiff has interfered

with defendant by sending letters to prospective

customers claiming that the device of the defendant

was an infringement of patents of the plaintiff.

Now the Court having found that it is not an in-

fringement, the injunction prayed for by the an-

swer, restraining the plaintiff from interfering with,

the business of the defendant in the manner set out

in the cross-bill will be granted.
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[Endorsed]: Filed Dec. 6, 192:5. Walter H.

Maliug, Clerk. [336]

In the Southern Division of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, Second Division.

IN EQUITY—No. 923.

COOLINCt tower company, inc. (a Cor-

poration),

Plaintiff,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & CO. (a Corporation),

Defendant.

INTERLOCUTORY DECREE.

This cause having come on to be heard upon the

pleadings, proceedings and proofs herein, taken and

filed on behalf of both parties, and after due pro-

ceedings had and upon due consideration

IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DE-
CREED as follows:

(1) That the plaintiff's patent sued on No. 1,-

010,020, issued to the Mitchell-Tappen Company

as assignee of Barton H. Coffey on the 28th day

of November, 1911, even if valid, is not infringed

and the bill is dismissed.

(2) That the plaintiff has been guilty of unfair

competition against the defendant by making im-

proper and unlawful use of its alleged ownership

of various patents on Cooling Towers, including
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the patent aforesaid in suit, and has unlawfully and

without justification threatened, both orally and in

writing, defendant's customers and prospective cus-

tomers with suits for infringement if they used de-

fendant's device and has otherwise unlawfully in-

timidated, harassed and annoyed defendant's said

customers, and has disseminated [337] malicious

and untrue representations against defendant and

its officers in an endeavor to secure the trade of the

defendant and to injure the reputation, business and

goodwill of the defendant, and has otherwise in-

jured and damaged defendant in its legitimate

business.

(3) That defendant's counterclaim on Braun

patent No. 1,442,784, dated January 16th, 1923, is

dismissed for that said patent does not involve

novelty and appears to be anticipated by prior

patents.

(4) That no finding is made with respect to the

first Braun patent No. 1,334,515, dated March 23d,

1920, set up in defendant's counterclaim, in view of

the vdthdrawal of said patent from suit by defend-

ant.

(5) That a writ of injunction shall issue out of

this court perpetually enjoining and restraining

the plaintiff, its officers, directors, clerks, attorneys,

servants, workmen, agents and employees, and

others acting under their direction, from issuing

letters or advertisements or publishing statements

in any form whatsoever, either written or oral, claim-

ing that defendant's Water Cooling Tower devices

infringe said alleged letters patent No. 1,010,020,
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or any other letters patent of plaintiff, and fiom
sending circulars or letters to any customer or
representative or prospective customer of this de-

fendant threatening such person or persons with
litigation or prosecution, or with the costs and ex-

penses of litigation, or otherwise publishing state-

ments, either written or oral, intended, or by a rea-

sonable construction likely or apt, to cause injury

or damage to this defendant in the business of

manufacture, use and/or sale of said Water Cool-

ing Towers.

(6) That the matters affecting said counterclaim

for [338] unfair competition be and the same

is hereby referred to the Hon. Harry M. Wright,

as Special Master in Chancery of this Court, to take

and state the damages which defendant has sus-

tained by reason of each unlawful and unfair acts

of plaintiff and also the profits which have accrued

to plaintiff by reason of its unlawful acts as afore-

said; and the plaintiff, its directors, officers, clerks,

attorneys, servants, workmen, agents and employees,

and others acting under their direction, are hereby

directed and commanded to attend before said Mas-

ter from time to time, as required and to produce

before him such books, papers, documents, vouchers

and records as the Master may require.

(7) That the defendant do recover of the plaintiff

its costs and disbursements hi this suit, in accord-

ance with the rules of this Court ; and that the ques-

tion of increase of damages and all further ques-
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tions be reserved until the coming in of the Master's

Rei)ort.

JOHN S. PARTRIDGE,
Judge.

Dated: San Francisco, California, December 17,

1923.

[Endorsed]: Filed and entered Dec. 17, 1923.

Walter B. Maling, Clerk. [339]

(Title of Court and Cause.)

PERPETUAL INJUNCTION.
The President of the United States, to Cooling

Tower Company, Inc., its Officers, Directors,

Clerks, Attorneys, -Servants, Workmen, Agents

and Employees, and Others Acting Under Their

Direction

:

The above cause having come on to be heard on

bill of complaint and ansv^er, including setoff, coun-

terclaim and cross-complaint, and the defendant,

C. F. Braun & Co., having by decree dated the 17th

day of December, 1923, obtained an allowance for

an injunction, as prayed for in its setoff, counter-

claim, and cross-complaint;

NOW, THEREFORE, we, having regard to the

matters in said setoff, counterclaim, and cross-com-

plaint contained, do hereby permanently and per-

petually, strictly enjoin and restrain you, the said

Cooling Tower Company, Inc., your, and each of

your officers, directors, clerks, attorneys, servants,

workmen, agents and employees, and others acting
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under their direetion, from issuing letters or ad-

vertisements or pul)lisliing statements in any form

whatsoever, eithei* written or oral, claiming that

defendant's Water Cooling Tower devices infringed

alleged letters patent No. 1,010,020, in suit herein,

or any other letters patent of plaintiff, and from

sending circuhirs or letters to any customer or re|)-

resentative or prospective customer of this defend-

ant threatening such person or persons with

litigation or prosecution, or with the costs and ex-

penses of litigation, or otherwise puhlishing state-

ments, either written or oral, intended or by rea-

sonable construction likely or apt, to cause injury

or damage to this defendant in the business of

manufacture, use and/or sale of said Water Cooling

Towers.

Hereof fail not under the penalty of the law

thence ensuing. [340]

WITNESS the Honorable JOHN S. PAR-
TRIDGE, Judge of the United States District

Court for the Northern District of California, this

27th day of December, 1923.

[Seal] WALTER B. MALING,
Clerk of the United States District Court for the

Northern District of California.

By J. A. Schaertzer,

Deputy Clerk.

I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on the 10 day of

Jan., 1924, at the city of New York in my district,

I served the within perpetual injunction upon the

within named plaintiff Cooling Tower Company,
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Inc. (a corporation), ))y exhibiting to Alex B. Tap-

pen as Pres. of said Cooling Tower Co., Inc., a cor-

poration, at 15 John St., N. Y. C, the within orig-

inal, and at the same time leaving with him a copy

thereof.

Dated Jan. 11, 1924.

WM. C. HECHT,
United States Marshal, Southern District of New

York.

(J. A. N.)

[Endorsed]: Filed Jan. 19, 1924. Walter B.

Maling, Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy Clerk.

[341]

(Title of Court and Cause.)

CERTIFIED COPY OF PERPETUAL IN-

JUNCTION.

The President of the United States, to Cooling

Tower Company, Inc., its Officers, Directors,

Clerks, Attorneys, Servants, Workmen, Agents

and Employees, and Others Acting Under Their

Direction

:

The albove cause having come on to be heard on

bill of complaint and answer, including setoff,

counterclaim and cross-complaint, and the defend-

ant, C. F. Braun & Co., having by decree dated the

17th day of December, 1923, obtained an allowance

for an injunction, as prayed for in its setoff, coun-

terclaim, and cross-complaint;
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NOW, THEREFORE, wc, having regard to the

matters in said setoff, counterolaini, and cross-com-

plaint contained, do hereby permanently and per-

petually, strictly enjoin and restrain you, the said

Cooling Tower Company, Inc., your, and each of

your officers, directors, clerks, attorneys, servants,

workmen, agents and employees, and others acting

under their direction, from issuing letters or ad-

vertisements or publishing statements in any form

whatsoever, either written or oral, claiming that

defendant's Water Cooling Tower devices infringed

alleged letters patent No. 1,010,020, in suit herein

or any other letters patent of plaintiff, and from

sending circulars or letters to any customer or rep-

resentative or prospective customer of this defend-

ant thi'eatening such person or persons with litiga-

tion or prosecution, or with the costs and expenses

of litigation, or otherwise publishing statements,

either written or oral, intended or by a reasonable

construction likely or apt, to cause injury or dam-

age to this defendant in the business of manufac-

ture, use and/or sale of said Water Cooling Towers.

Hereof fail not under the penalty of the law

thence ensuing. [342]

WITNESS, the Honorable JOHN S. PAI^

TRIDGE, Judge of the United States District

Court for the Northern District of California, this

27th day of December, 1923.

[Seal] WALTER B. MALING,

Clerk of the United States District Court for the

Northern District of California.

By J. A. Schaertzer,

Deputy Clerk.
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No. 923.—EQUITY.

(Title of Case.)

United States of America,

Northern District of California,

City and County of San Francisco,—ss.

I, Walter B. Maling, Clerk of the United States

District Court for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, do hereby certify the foregoing to be a

full, true and correct copy of the original perpetual

injunction, issued December 27th, 1923, in the above-

entitled cause.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set

my hand and affixed the seal of said District Court

this 27th day of December, A. D. 1923.

[Seal] WALTER B. MALING,
Clerk of the United States District Court, Northern

District of California.

By J. A. Schaertzer,

Deputy Clerk.

(RETURN ON SERVICE OF WRIT.)

United States of America,

South. District of Cal.,—ss.

I hereby certify and return that I served the

annexed perpetual injunction on N. O. Fleming by

handing to and leaving a true and correct copy

thereof with N. O. Fleming personally at Hunting-
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ton Park in said District on tlie Stli day of January,

A. D. 1924.

A. C. SITTEL,

U. S. Marshal.

By H. H. Yonkin,

Deputy.

[Endorsed]: Filed Jan. 24, 1924. Walter B.

Maling, Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy Clerk.

[343]

In the Southern Division of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the Noi'thern District of Cali-

fornia, Second Division.

IN EQiUITY—No. 923.

COOLING TOWER COJ^IPANY, INC. (a Cor-

poration)
,

Plaintiff,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & COMPANY (a Corporation),

Defendant.

PETITION FOR APPEAL.

To the Honorable Judge of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the Noii:heni District of Cali-

fornia, Southern Division.

The above-named plaintiff feeling aggrieved by

the decree rendered and entered in the above-

entitled cause on the 17th day of December, 1923,

does hereby appeal from said decree to the Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit for the
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reasons set forth in the assi^iment of errors, filed

herewith, and it prays that its appeal be allowed

and that citation be issued as provided hy law, and

that a transcript of the record, proceedings, docu-

ments and exhibits upon which said decree was
based, duly authenticated, be sent to the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Cir-

cuit, under the rules of such court in such cases

made and provided.

And your petitioner further prays that the proper

order relating to the required security to be re-

quired, be made.

EDWARD A. O'BRIEN,
ASHLEY & FOULDS,

Solicitors and Counsel for Plaintiff.

[Endorsed]: Filed Jan. 15, 1924. Walter B.

Maling, Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy Clerk.

[344]

In the Southern Division of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, Second Division.

IN EQUITY—No. 923.

COOLING TOWER COMPANY, INC. (a Cor-

poration)
,

Plaintiff,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & COMPANY (a Corporation),

Defendant.
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ASSIGNMENT OF EKKOKS.

Now comes the plaintiff in the above-entitled

cause and files the following assignment of errors

upon which it will rely upon the prosecution of the

appeal in the above-entitled cause, from the decree

made by this Honorable Court on the 17th day of

December, 1923.

1. That the said United States District Court

for the Northern District of California, Southern

Division, erred in that it erroneously decreed that:

That plaintiff's patent sued on No. 1,019,020

issued to the Mitehell-Tappen Company as as-

signee of Barton H. Coffey on the 28th day of

November, 1911, even if valid, is not infringed

and the bill is dismissed.

2. That the said United States District Court

for the Northern District of California, Southern

Division, erred in that it erroneously decreed that:

That the plaintiff has been guilty of unfair

competition against the defendant by making

improper and unlawful use of its alleged owner-

ship of various patents on Cooling Towers, in-

cluding the patent aforesaid in suit, and has

unlawfully and without justification threatened,

both orally and in writing, defendant's cus-

tomers and prospective customers with suits

for infringement if they used defendant's de-

vices and has otherwise unlawfully intimidated,

harassed and annoyed defendant's said cus-

tomers, and has disseminated malicious and

untrue representations against [^345] defend-
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ant and its officers in an endeavor to secure the

trade of the defendant and to injure the reputa-

tion, business and goodwill of the defendant,

and has otherwise injured and damaged defend-

ant in its legitimate business.

3. That the said United States District Court

for the Northern District of California, Southern

Division, erred in that it erroneously decreed that

:

That no finding is made with respect to the

first Braun patent No. 1,334,515, dated March

23d, 1920, set up in defendant's counterclaim,

in view of the withdrawal of said patent from

suit by defendant.

4. That the said United States District Court

for the Northern District of California, Southern

Division, erred in that it erroneously decreed that:

That a ,writ of injunction shall issue out of

this court perpetually enjoining and restrain-

ing the plaintiff, its officers, directors, clerks,

attorneys, servants, workmen, agents and em-

ployees, and others acting under their direction,

from issuing letters or advertisements or pub-

lishing statements in any form whatsoever,

either written or oral, claiming that defendant's

Water Cooling Tower devices infringed said

alleged letters patent No. 1,010,020, or any

other letters patent of plaintiff, and from send-

ing circulars or letters to any customer or rep-

resentative or prospective customer of this

defendant threatening such person or persons

with litigation or prosecution, or with the costs

and expenses of litigation, or otherwise pub-
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lishing statements, either wi'itten or oial, in-

tended, or by a reasonable construction likely

or apt, to cause injury or damage to this de-

fendant in the business of manufacture, use

and, or sale of said Water Cooling Towers.

5. That the said United States District Court

for the Northern District of California, Southern

Division, erred in that it erroneously decreed that

:

That the matters affecting said counterclaim

for unfair competition be and the same is

hereby referred to the Hon. Harry M. Wright,

as special Master in Chancery of this Court, to

take and state the damages which defendant

has sustained by reason of such unlawful and

unfair acts of plaintiff and also the profits

which have accrued to plaintiff by reason of its

unlawful acts aforesaid; and the plaintiff, its

directors, officers, clerks, attorneys, servants,

workmen, agents and employees, and others

acting under their direction, are hereby di-

rected and commanded to attend before said

Master from time to time, as required, and to

produce before him such books, papers, docu-

ments, vouchers and records as the Master may

require. [346]

6. That the said United States District Coui't

for the Northern District of California, Southern

Pivision erred in that it erroneously decreed that

:

That the defendant do recover of the plain-

tiff its costs and disbursements in this suit, in

accordance with the rules of this court; and
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that the question of mcrease of damages and
all further questions be reserved until the com-

ing in of the Master's report.

7. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously found and decreed that the plaintiff's

l)atent No. 1,010,020 was not infringed by the de-

fendant.

8. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously decreed that the bill of complaint be dis-

missed.

9. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously found and decreed that the plaintiff has

been guilty of improper or unlawful use of its

alleged ownership of various patents on cooling

towers.

10. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously found and decreed that the plaintiff had

been guilty of improper or unlawful use of its own-

ership of the patent in suit.

11. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously found and decreed that the plaintiff did un-

lawfully or without justification threaten defend-

ant's customers or prospective customers with

suits for infringement if they used defendant's de-

vices.

12. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously found and decreed that the plaintiff did

unlawfully intimidate, harass or annoy defend-

ant's customers.

13. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously found and decreed that plaintiff did dis-
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seminate malicious and untrue representations

against defendant.

14. That the said court erred in that it ei-io-

neously found and decreed that the plaintiff had
done any unlawful [347] or improper acts or

things in an endeavor to secure the trade of the

defendant or to injure the reputation, business or

goodwill of the defendant or othei-wise, or that

paintiff did in any manner injure or damage the

defendant in its legitimate business or otherwise.

15. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously found and decreed that a writ of injunction

should issue against the plaintiff, its offcers, work-

men, agents, employees or others acting under its

direction.

16. That the said court erroneously decreed that

the plaintiff be enjoined or restrained from claim-

ing that defendant's water cooling towers infringe

letters patent No. 1,010,020.

17. That the said court erroneously derceed that

plaintiff be restrained from claiming that defend-

ant's water cooling towers infringe any letters pat-

ent of plaintiff.

18. That the said court erroneously decreed that

plaintiff be restrained from sending circulars or

letters to any customer or representative or pros-

pective customer of defendant threatening such

person or persons with litigation or prosecution

or with costs and expenses of litigation or other-

wise publishing statements intended or by reason-

able construction likely or apt to cause injury or
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damage to defendant in the manufacture, use or sale

of water cooling towers.

19. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously decreed that the defendant recover of

plaintiff, the costs and disbursements of this suit.

20. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously found that the patent in suit of plaintiff

has novelty only in one respect.

21. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously [348] found that the patent or inven-

tion of plaintiff ''consists of what is known as a

'spline' which is a spacing device placed between

the various parts of the drip deck to keep them

apart and at the same time to take up the neces-

sary expansion or warping due to the presence of

the liquid and the passage of the air over the parts. '

'

22. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously found that the defendant in place of using

the movable spline or piece of wood to separate the

parts of deck, had adopted a metal strip, consist-

ing preparably of brass or copper which is fastened

across the drip bars or integral parts of the drip

deck so that they can expand not only latitudinally

but longitudinally.

23. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously found that there is doubt as to whether or

not the spline of the plaintiff constitutes novelty.

24. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously found and decreed that the court having

found that the device of the defendant is not an

infringement of the patent of plaintiff, the injunc-

tion prayed for by the answer, restraining the

i
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plaintiff from interferuig with the business of the

defendant in the manner set out iu the cross-bill

will be granted.

25. That the said court erred in that it did not

find, adjudge, and decree as requested by plaintiff,

that the defendant has infringed the plaintiff's pat-

ent 1,010,020.

2(). Tliat the said court erred in that it did not

find, adjudge, and decree as requested by plaintiff,

that the manufacture and sale of the device of the

defendant constitutes an infringement of the plain-

tiff's patent 1,010,020.

27. That the said court erred in that it did not

find, adjudge and decree as requested by plaintiff,

that the defendant be enjoined and restrained from
infringing [349] plaintiff's letters patent No.

1,010,020.

28. That the said court erred in that it did not

find, adjudge and decree as requested by plaintiff

that the defendant he required to account for and

pay to plaintiff the profits derived by it from its

infringement of plaintiff's patent No. 1,010,020 and

the damages suffered by plaintiff thereby.

29. That the said court erred in that it did not

adjudge and decree as requested by plaintiff, that

the plaintiff recover costs against the defendant.

30. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously permitted Carl F. Braun a witness on be-

half of defendant to testify, over the objection of

plaintiff', to conversations with an employee of

Union Oil Co.

31. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously admitted over the objection of plaintiff in-
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competent and hearsay testimony of the witness

Carl F. Braun on behalf of defendant as to alleged

acts and conversations of one Fleming.

32. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously admitted over the objection of plaintiff in-

competent and improper testimony of the witness

Carl F. Braun as to alleged acts and conversations

of one Fleming.

33. That the said court erred in that it erro-

neously admitted over the objection of plaintiff in-

competent, improper and hearsay testimony of the

witness Carl F. Braun, on behalf of defendant as

to alleged acts and conversations of one Fleming.

EDWARD A. O'BRIEN,
ASHLEY & FOULDS,

Solicitors and Counsel for Plaintiff.

[Endorsed]: Filed Jan. 15, 1924. Walter B.

Maling, Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy Clerk.

[350]

In the 'Southern Division of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, Second Division,

IN EQUITY—No. 923.

COOLING TOWER COMPANY, INC., (a Cor-

poration),

Plaintiff,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & COMPANY (a Corporation),

Defendant.
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ORDER ALLOWING APPEAL.

On the motion of Edward A. O'Brien, Esq., So-

licitor and of counsel for plaintiff, IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that an appeal to the Circuit Court

of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit from the de-

cree heretofore filed and entered herein, be, and

the same is hereby allowed, and that a certified

transcript of the record, testimony, exhibits, stipu-

lations and all proceedings be forthwith trans-

mitted to said Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Ninth Circuit.

. It is further ordered that the bond for costs on

appeal be fixed at the sum of Two Hundred

($200.00) Dollars.

Dated, January 15th, 1924.

FRANK H. RUDKIN,
Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed Jan. 15, 1924. Walter B. Hal-

ing, Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy Clerk.

[351]

(Premium charged for this bond is $5.00 per

^nnum.)

(BOND ON APPEAL.)

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS,

That we. Cooling Tower Company, Inc., a corpora-

tion, as principal, and United States Fidelity and

Guaranty Company, as surety, are held and firmly

bound unto C. F. Braun & Co., a corporation in
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the full and just sum of two hundred dollars, to

he paid to the said C. F. Braun & Co., its certain

attorney, executors, administrators or assigns; to

which payment, well and truly to he made, we

hind ourselves, our heirs, executors and administra-

tors, jointly and. severally, hy these presents.

Sealed with our seals and dated this 20th day

of February in the year of our Lord one thousand

nine hundred and twenty-four.

WHEREAS, lately at a District Court of the

United States for the Southern Division of the

Northern District of California, Second Division,

in a suit depending in said court, between Cooling

Tower Company, Inc., plaintiff, and C. F. Braun

& Co., defendant, a decree was rendered against

the said Cooling Tower Company, Inc., and the

said Cooling Tower Company, Inc., having appealed

from said decree to the Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, for the Ninth Circuit having obtained from

said Court to reverse the decree in the aforesaid

suit, and. a citation directed to the said C. F. Braun

& Co., having been issued citing and admonishing

it to be and appear at a United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, to be

holden at San Francisco, in the State of California.

NOW, THE CONDITION OF THE ABOVE
OBLIGATION IS SUCH, That if the said Cooling

Tower Company, Inc., shall prosecute its said ap-

peal to effect, and answer all damages and costs

if it fail to make its plea good, then the above
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obligation to be void; else to remain in full force

and virtue.

THE COOLING TOWER CO., INC. (Seal)

A. B. TAPPEN, (Seal)

Principal.

UNITED STATES FIDELITY & GUAR-
ANTY CO. (Seal)

By HENRY V. D. JOHNS, (Seal)

Attorney-in-fact.

By ERNEST W. SWINGLEY,
Attorney-in-fact.

Acknowledged before me the day and year first

above written.

[Seal] JOSEPH H. TAYLOR,
Notary Public, Westchester Co., N. Y. Co. Clerk's

No. 161. N. Y. Co. Register's No. 5151.

Commission expires March 30, 1925. [352]

Form of bond and sufficiency of sureties ap-

proved.

JOHN S. PARTRIDGE,
Judge.

[Endorsed]: Filed Feb. 26, 1924. Walter B.

Maling, Clerk. [353]
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In the Soutlicrn Division of the United States Dis-

trict Court, for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, Second Division.

IN EQUITY—No. 923.

COOLING TOWER COMPANY, INC. (a Corpora-

tion),

Plaintiff,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & CO. (a Corporation),

Defendant.

ASSIGNMENT OP ERRORS.

Now comes C. F. Braun & Co., defendant in the

above cause in the court below, and appellant

herein, by Chas. E. Townsend, Esq., its solicitor

and counsel, and says that in the record and pro-

ceedings in the said cause in the said court be-

low there is manifest error, and it particularly

specifies as the errors upon which it will rely and

which it will urge upon its appeal in the above-

entitled cause:

(1) That the District Court of the United States

for the Northern District of California, Second

Division erred in dismissing the counterclaim of

defendant on Braun patent No. 1,442,784.

(2) That the District Court of the United States

for the Northern District of California, Second

Division, erred in finding that said Braun patent

No. 1,442,784 does not involve novelty.
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(3) Tliat the District Court of tlie United States

for tlie Northern District of California, Second
Division, erred in finding that said Braun patent

No. 1,442,78-1: does appear to be [354] antici-

pated by the prior patents.

(4) That the District Court of the United States

for the Northern District of California, Second

Division, erred in failing to find letters patent No.

1,442,784 valid and infringed.

(5) That the District Court of the United States

for the Northern District of California, Second

Division, erred in failing to grant injunction re-

straining the further infringement of letters patent

No. 1,442,7^.

(6) That the District Court of the United States

for the Northern District of California, Second

Division, erred in failing to find that defendant-

appellant was entitled to accounting for damages

and profits for infringement of letters patent No.

1,442,784.

In order that the foregoing assignment of errors

may be and appear of record, the defendant presents

the same to the Court, and prays that such disposi-

tion be made thereof as in accordance with the

law and statutes of the United States in such

cases made and provided.

All of which is respectfilly submitted.

CHAS. E. TOWNSEND,
Solicitor for Defendant.

Dated: January 15th, 1924. [355]
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In the Southern Division of the United States

District Court for the Northern District of

California, Second Division.

IN EQUITY—No. 923.

iCOOLING TOWER COMPANY, INC. (a Cor-

poration) .

Plaintife,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & CO. (a Corporation),

Defendant.

PETITION FOR ORDER ALLOWING APPEAL.

To the Honorable Court, Above Entitled

:

The above-named defendant, C. F. Braun & Co.,

conceiving itself aggrieved by the decree filed and

entered on the 17th day of December, 1923, in the

above-entitled cause, does hereby appeal therefrom

to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals,

for the Ninth Judicial Circuit for the reasons and

upon the grounds specified in the assignment of

errors, which is filed herewith, and prays that this

appeal may be allowed, that a citation issue as

provided by law, and that a transcript of thej

record, proceedings, exhibits and papers, upon

which said decree was made and entered as afore-

1

said, duly authenticated, may be sent to the Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, sitting atj

San Francisco.

And your petitioner further prays that an order 1

be made fixing the amount of security which the
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(lefeiulant, C. F. Braiin & Co., shall ^ive and furnisli

upon such appeal, and tliat tho transcript of evi-

dence, taken in open eonrt, on final hearing he or-

dered written up and be taxed as costs.

Dated: Jan. 15, 1924.

CHAS. E. TOWNSEND,
Solicitor for Defendant. [35()]

In the Southern Division of the United States

District Court for the Northern District of

California, Second Division.

IN EQUITY—No. 923.

COOLING TOWER COMPANY, INC. (a Cor-

poration),

Plaintiff,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & CO. (a Corporation),

Defendant.

ORDER ALLOWING APPEAL.

The foregoing petition for appeal is allowed

upon the petitioners filing a bond in the sum of

Two Hundred Fifty ($250.00) Dollars, with suffi-

cient sureties, to be conditioned as required by

law.

And it is further ordered that the transcript

of evidence taken in open court on final hearing
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bo written up and that the expense of such tran-

script be taxed as costs.

FRANK H. RUDKIN,
Judge.

Dated: Jan. 15, 1924. [357]

In the Southern Division of the United States

District Court for the Northern District of

California, Second Division.

IN EQUITY—No. 923.

COOLINa TOWER COMPANY, INC. (a Cor-

poration),

Plaintiff,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & CO. (a Corporation),

Defendant.

ORDER ALLOWING WITHDRAWAL OF ORI-

GINAL EXHIBITS.

On motion of Chas. E. Townsend, Esq., solicitor

for defendant, and good cause appearing therefor,

it is by the Court now ordered:

That all exhibits in the above-entitled, case, both

plaintiff's exhibits and defendant's exhibits, in-

cluding models, drawings, copies of patents, books

and printed publications, and which are imprac-

ticable to have copied or duplicated, be, and they

are hereby allowed to be withdrawn from the

files of this court in said case and transmitted by

the Clerk of this court to the United States Circuit
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Court of Appeals for the Nintli rircuit as a part

of the record upon appeal for the defendant herein

to the said Circuit Court of Appeals; said original

exhibits to be returned to the files of this court

upon the determination of said a])j)eal by said

Circuit Court of Appeals.

FRANK H. RUDKTN,
Judge.

Dated: Jan. 15, 1924.

[Endorsed] : Filed Jan. 15, 1924. Walter B. Mal-

ing, Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy Clerk.

[358]

I

The premium charged for this bond is $10.00

Dollars per annum.

In the Southern Division of the United States

District Court for the Northern District of

California, Second Division.

IN EQUITY—No. 923.

COOLING TOWER COMPANY, INC. (a Cor-

poration),

Plaintiff,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & CO. (a Coi-poration),

Defendant.

BOND ON APPEAL.

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:

That we, C. F. Braun & Co., a California corjjora-
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tion, as principal, and the Fidelity and Deposit Co.

of Maryland, a corporation, created, organized and

existing under and by virtue of the laws of the

State of Maryland, as surety, are held and firmly

bound unto the above-named appellee. Cooling

Tower Company, Inc., a Corporation, in the sum
of Two Hundred Fifty ($250.00) Dollars, in law-

ful money of the United States of America, for

the payment of which well and truly to be made
unto the said appellee, its successors and assigns,

we bind ourselves, our successors and assigns,

jointly and severally, firmly by these presents, con-

ditioned that

WHEREAS, on the 17th day of December, 1923,

in the Southern Division of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the Northern District of California,

Second Division, in a suit pending in that court,

wherein C. F. Braun & Co. was the defendant

and said Cooling Tower Company, Inc., was [359]

the plaintiff, numbered on the Equity Docket

as 923, a decree was rendered, which in part was

against the said C. F. Braun & Co., and

WHEREAS, said C. F. Braun & Co., having ob-

tained an appeal to the United States Circuit Court

of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, to reverse a por-

tion of the said decree, which said decree was

entered in the United States District Court on the

17th day of December, 1923, and an appeal allowed,

and citation directed to the said appellee, citing

and admonishing it to be and appear at a session

of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the Ninth Circuit.
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NOW, THERKI^X)RE, the condition of tliis obli-

gation is such that if the a])ovc-iianio(l appclhmt

shall prosecute said appeal to effect and answer all

costs, if it fails to make its plea good, then the

above obligation to be void; else to remain in full

force and virtue.

C. F. BRAUN & CO.,

By C. F. BRAUN, (Coi-porate Seal)

President.

FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT CO. OF IVfD.,

By E'DOAR H. BENNETT, (Corporate Seal)

Surety.

Attorney-in-fact.

E. R. McCORNING,
Agent.

Dated: Feb. 15, 1924.

Approved

:

JOHN S. PARTRIDGE,
Judge.

[Endorsed]: Filed Feb. 15, 1924. Walter B.

Maling, Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy Clerk.

[360]
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In the Southern Division of the United States

District Court for the Northern District of

California, Second Division.

IN EQUITY—No. 923.

COOLING TOWER COMPANY, INC. (a Cor-

poration),

Plaintiff,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & CO. (a Corporation),

Defendant.

STIPULATION RE PRINTING AND COSTS ON
APPEAL.

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED by and between

the parties hereto, subject to the approval of the

Court, that on the appeal and cross-appeal of this

cause to the Circuit Court of Appeals, for the

^inth Circuit, one record only including the tran-

script of the evidence on final hearing in the

district Court and appeal papers, etc., of both

parties, need be printed, and that all items taxable

as costs on the appeal of this cause, including the

Official Court Reporter's fees and costs of tran-

scribing the testimony on final hearing and certify-

ing the record in the District Court, and the print-

ing of the record on appeal as aforesaid, and fees

in the Circuit Court of Appeals, shall be paid in

equal shares by the parties hereto and at the

times v^hen due, said amounts so to be taxed as

.costs and paid accordingly as the order of the
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Court of Appeals shall determine that costs shall

be taxed.

EDWARD A. O'BRIEN,
Solicitor for Plaintiff,

CHAS. E. TOWNSEND,
Solicitor for Defendant.

Dated: January 31, 1924.

So ordered:

JOHN S. PARTRIDOE,
Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed Jan. 31, 1924. Walter B. Hal-

ing, Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy Clerk.

[361]

In the Southern Division of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, Second Division.

IN EQUITY—No. 923.

COOLING TOWER COMPANY, INC. (a Cor-

poration),

Plaintiff,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & CO. (a Corporation),

Defendant.

STIPULATED PRAECIPE FOR TRANSCRIPT
ON APPEAL.

(Superseding Praecipe for Transcript on Appeal

Heretofore Filed by Either Party.)

To the Clerk of the United States District Court:

Please incorporate, in accordance with this stipu-
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latioii of the parties, the following papers, docu-

ments and exhibits in the transcript of record on

appeal in the above-entitled cause, omitting title

of cause and omitting copying of all documentary

exhibits, and transmitting one combined record only

as per stipulation of the parties dated January 31,

1924. This stipulated Praecipe supersedes Prae-

cipe for Transcript on Appeal heretofore filed by

either party:

(1) Bill of complaint.

(2) Answer of defendant, including setoff, coun-

terclaim and cross-complaint.

(3) Reply of plaintiff to setoff, counterclaim and

cross-complaint.

(4) Memo opinion of District Judge Partridge,

(5) Interlocutory decree dated December 17,

1923.

(6) Perpetual injunction.

(7) Transcript of the entire record of all pro-

ceedings, and testimon}^ in full, in the ex"

act words of the witnesses, including depo-

sitions.

(8) All exhibits in the case.

(9) Plaintiff's petition for order allowing appeal.

[362]

(10) Defendant's petition for order allowing ap-

peal,

(11) Plaintiff's assignment of errors.

(12) Defendant's assignment of errors.

(13) Order allowing appeal of plaintiff.

(14) Order allowing appeal of defendant.
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(15) Order allowing withdrawal of original ex-

hibits.

(16) Bond on appeal of plaintiff.

(17) Bond on appeal of defendant.

(18) Stipulation re printing and costs on appeal,

filed January 31, 1924.

(19) Stipulation praecipe for transcript upon ap-

peal.

(20) Citation to plaintiff.

(21) Citation to defendant.

Dated: February 14, 1924.

EDWARD A. O'BRIEN,
Solicitor for Plaintiff.

CHAS. E. TOWNSEND,
Solicitor for Defendant.

Approved

:

JOHN S. PARTRIDGE,
Judge.

[Endorsed]: Filed Feb. 14, 1924. Walter B.

Maling, Clerk. [363]

CERTIFICATE OF CLERK U. S. DISTRICT
COURT TO TRANSCRIPT OF RECORD.

I, Walter B. Maling, Clerk of the District Court

of the United States, in and for the Northern Dis-

trict of California, do hereby certify the foregoing

three hundred sixty-three (363) pages, numbci'cd

from 1 to 363, inclusive, to be a full, true and cor-
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leet copy of the record and proceedings as enumer-

ated in the stipulated praecipe for record on ap-

peal, as the same remain on file and of record in the

above-entitled suit, in the office of the clerk of said

Court and that the same constitutes the record on

appeal to the United States Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, for the Ninth Circuit.

I further certify that the cost of the foregoing

transcript of record is $155.55; that said amount

was paid by plaintiff and defendant in equal parts

;

that the original citations issued in said suit are

hereto annexed.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set

my hand and affixed the seal of said District Court,

this 13th day of March, A. D. 1924.

[Seal] WALTER B. MALING,
Clerk U. S. District Court for the Northern Dis-

trict of California.

By J. A. Schaertzer,

Deputy Clerk. [364]

CITATION (C. F. BRAUN AND COMPANY).

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,—ss.

The President of the United States to C. F. Braun

and Company, a Corporation, GREETING:
You are hereby cited and admonished to be and

appear at a United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit, to be holden at the city of

San Francisco, in the State of California, within

thirty days from date hereof, pursuant to an order
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allowing an appeal, of record in the Clerk's Office

of the United States District Court for the North-

em District of California, wherein Cooling Tower

Company, Inc., a corporation, is appellant, and you

are appellee, to show cause, if any there be, why the

decree rendered against the said appellant, as in the

said order allowing appeal mentioned, should not

be corrected, and why speedy justice should not be

done to the parties in that behalf.

WITNESS, the Honorable FRANK H. EUD-
KIN, United States Circuit Judge for the 9th Cir-

cuit, this 15th day of February, A. D. 1924.

FRANK H. RUDKIN,
United States Circuit Judge.

Service of the within citation admitted this 15th

day of February, 1924.

CHAS. E. TOWNSEND,
Solicitor for Defendant-Appellant.

[Endorsed]: No. 923. United States District

Court for the Northern District of California.

Cooling Tower Company, Inc., a Corporation, Ap-

pellant, vs. C. F. Braun and Company, a Coi'pora-

tion. Citation on Appeal. Filed Feb. 15, 1924.

Walter B. Maling, Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer,

Deputy Clerk. [365]
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CITATION (COOLING TOWER COMPANY,
INC.).

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA —ss.

The President of the United States, to Cooling

Tower Company, Inc. (a Corporation),

GREETING

:

You are hereby cited and admonished to be and

appear at a United States Circuit Court of Ap-

peals for the Ninth Circuit, to be holden at the

city of San Fl'ancisco, in the State of California,

within thirty days from the date hereof, pursuant

to an order allowing an appeal, of record in the

clerk's office of the United States District Court for

the Northern District of California (Southern Di-

vision), wherein C. P. Braun & Co. (a Corpora-

tion), is appellant, and you are appellee, to show

cause, if any there be, why the decree rendered

against the said appellant, as in the said order al-

lowing appeal mentioned, should not be corrected,

and why speedy justice should not be done to the

parties in that behalf.

WITNESS, the Honorable JOHN S. PAR-
TRIDGE, United States District Judge for the

Northern District of California, this 15th day of

February, A. D. 1924.

JOHN S. PARTRIDGE,
United States District Judge.

Service of the within citation on appeal admitted

this 15th day of February, 1924.

EDWARD A. O'BRIEN,

Solicitor for Plaintiff-Appellee.
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[Endorsed]: In Equity—No. 923. United

States District Court for the Northern District of

California (So. Division). C. F. Braun & Co. (a

Corporation), AppeHant, vs. Cooling Tower Com-
pany, Inc. (a Corporation), Appellee. Citation on

Appeal. Filed Feb. 15, 1924. Walter B. Maling,

Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy Clerk. [366]

[Endorsed]: No. 4221. United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. Cooling

Tower Company, Inc., a Coi'poration, Appellant,

and Cross-appellee, vs. C. F. Braun & Company,

a Corporation, Appellee and Cross-appellant.

Transcript of Eecord. Upon Appeal and Cross-

appeal from the Southeni Division of the United

States District Court for the Northern District of

California, Second Division.

Filed March 14, 1924.

F. D. MONCKTON,
Clerk of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit.

By Paul P. O'Brien,

Deputy Clerk.
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COOLING TOWER COMPANY, INC., a Cor-

poration,

Appellant and Cross-Appellee,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & COMPANY, a Corporation,

Appellee and Cross-Appellant.

BOOK OF EXHIBITS

Upon Appeal and Cross-Appeal from the Southern

Division of the United States District Court

for the Northern District of California,

Second Division.
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per and Contents of Letters Patent

No. 1,010,020, Issued to Barton H.

Coffey for Improvement in Devices
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and Contents of Letters Patent No.

1,442,7^1, Issued to Carl F. Braun

for Improvement in Water Cooling

Towers 1
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[Endorsed] : No. 923. U. S. Dist. Court, Nor.

Dist. Calif. Deft. Exhibit "N." Filed 11/28/23.

Maling, Clerk.

No. 4221. United States Circuit Court of Ap-
peals for the Ninth 'Circuit. Filed Mar. 18, 1924.

F. ]). Monckton, Clerk.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

To all persons to whom these presents shall come,

GREETING:
THIS IS TO CERTIFY that the annexed is a

true copy from the records of this office of the File-

wrapper and Contents, in the matter of the

Letters Patent of

Carl F. Braun,

Number 1,442,784, Granted January 16, 1923,

for

Improvement in Water Cooling Towers.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto

set my hand and caused the seal of the Patent

Office to be affixed at the City of Washington, this

6th day of June, in the year of our Lord, one

thousand nine hundred and twenty-three and of

the Independence of the United States of America

the one hundred and forty-seventh.

[Seal] WM. A. KINNAN,
Acting Commissioner of Patents.
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Patented—Jan. 10, 1923.

Attorney—Charles E. Townsend, Ci-ockor T^ldtr., San
Francisco, €al.

Associate Attorney

(No. of Claims Allowed—12. Print Claim 2 in O.

(G. CI. 26:1-114).

Title as Allowed—Water Cooling Tower.

$15 Rec'd.

April 28, 1920.

C. C. U. S. Patent Office.

U. S. Patent Office,

May 1-1920.

Division XXXII.
Serial No. 377277. Paper No. 1.

Application.

Filed Apr. 28, 1920.

PETITION.
11306.

To the Commissioner of Patents:

Your Petitioner, CARL F. BRAUN, a Citizen

of the United States and resident of 'City and

County of San Francisco, and State of California,

whose Post Office address is Atlas Building, prays

that Letters Patent may be granted to him for the

improvement in WATER COOLING TOWERS,
set forth in the annexed specification; and he

hereby appoints CHAS. E. TOWNSEND, whose

register number is 6^556, of San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, and whose address is 911-917 Crocker

Building, San Francisco, California, his Attorney,

with full power of substitution and revocation to

prosecute this application, to make alterations and

anuMulmcnts thorcin. to receive the Patent, and to
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transact all business in the Patent Office connected

therewith.

Signed at San Francisco, in the County of San
Francisco and State of California, this 15th day of

April, 1920.

In signing, the first or given name
should be written in full.

CARL F. BRAUN.
[Twenty-five cents U. S. Internal Revenue stamp

attached. Cancelled.]

Specification

To all whom it may concern

:

Be it known that I, CARL F. BRAUN, a citizen

of the United States, residing at city and county

of San Francisco, and State of California, have

invented a new and useful Improvement in Water-

Cooling Towers, of which the following is a specifi-

cation.

377277—1

11307

This invention relates to water cooling towers.

It is the principal object of the present invention

to provide a water-cooling tower of the atmospheric

type which is of simple construction and so designed

as to be formed from composite units formed at

the plant and adapted to be readily assembled at

the point of installation, thereby insuring that

the erection process may be rapidly carried on and

that the cooling tower when finished will be of a

predetermined standard design.

The present invention contemplates the use of

a main frame and a plurality of side and corner
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units adapted to l)c assembled relative to the main

frame in a manner to produce a cooling tower of any

predetermined capacity

.

The invention is illustrated in the accompanying

drawings, in which

:

Figure 1' is a view in side elevation showing a

tower of the present construction with parts broken

away to more clearly show the structural details.

Fig. 2 is a view in plan showing the completely

assembled tower.

Fig. 3 is an enlarged view in section through

the feed and distributing troughs as seen on the

line 3—3 of Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 is a view in elevation showing one of the

corner units.

Fig. 5 is a view in elevation showing one of the

side units.

377277—2

11308

concerned

The present invention is particularly A with a

cooling tower of the general type shown in my
patent, No. 1,334,515, issued March 23, 1920, and

entitled ''Water Cooling Tower." In that pa-

tent however, the cooling tower is gradually ])uilt

up from slat and frame members while in the

present instance the frame is originally built,

thereafter the louvres are formed from comer and

side louvre sections built at the manufacturing plant

and assembled at the erection locality.
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In the drawings, 10 indicates vertical corner posts

vertical members

forming the A frame A stnictiiro upon which hori-

zontal frame members 11 are supported. The

corner posts and frame members are here indicated

as being formed of wood. Suitable diagonal

braces

braeini>^ A ^j^fw 12 are used to secure the comer posts

in rigid relation to each other while the horizontal

frame members 11 are adapted to cross each other

at the posts and to be secured thereto. Attention

is directed to the fact that the horizontal members

project a considerable distance from the vertical

faces of the posts, thus forming out bearing sup-

ports for the lou\T:es 13. These louvres are of

composite construction and comprise side louvre

sections 14, and corner sections 1'5. Each of the

sections consists of grooved end rails 16 into which

the opposite ends of the louvre boards 17 project.

It is preferable that the louvre boards shall over-

lap each other at their joints, thereby providing a

substantially water tight wall which will prevent

leakage of the water in the cooling tower and also

shield the central portion of the tower from the

action of wind. The louvre walls extend upwardly

and outwardly at angles of substantially 45° w^hile

the sections are bolted by their lower edges to the

horizontal frame members 11 at points near the

posts 10 and by their upper edges to the outer ends

of the horizontal frame members, thus being sup-

377277—3
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ported in their inclined positions. Tn this manner

the upper edges of the louvre walls will conceal

the lower edges of the super ad.iacent walls, thus

forming a complete wind break while permitting

free circulation of air between the various walls.

In the drawings the cooling tower is formed from

single sections 14 and 15, the sections 14 being

secured along the sides of the tower and between

the horizontal frame members while the sections

15 are secured diagonally across the corners of the

tower and between the projections of the horizontal

frame members crossing at the posts. If the length

of section 14 is excessively great intermediate boards

18 may be used to secure the various louvre boards

17 in position and prevent them from sliding or

sagging.

Mounted upon the horizontal frame sections and

within the area defined by these sections and the

comer posts are a plurality of superimposed decks.

The uppermost of these decks is a distributing

deck 19 secured at the top of the frame and formed

of a plurality of slats extending parallel to each

other and disposed in spaced relation to each other.

This construction is more completely disclosed

in my patent as mentioned in the foregoing specifi-

cation. A plurality of frame members beneath

the distributing deck are cooling decks 20. These

decks are formed in a similar manner to that of the

distributing deck and are arranged with their slats

extending in the same general direction as the

intervals

slats of the distributing deck. At A travertiO
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throughout the heighth of the tower redistributing

decks 21 are provided. The redistributing decks

are also foniied in the manner previously described

while their slats lie at right angles to the slats of

the cooling decks. This will permit the proper

overflow of the water onto the various cooling decks

and will further insure that the water will be re-

distributed to be uniformly apportioned to the

377277—4

11310

various decks, even though the tower is in operation

in a high wind.

The delivery and initial distribution of the water

is made from a main launder 22 which is supported

above the first distributing deck 19 and is formed

as shown in Fig. 3. This launder comprises a

plurality of longitudinally extending boards 23

which are tongued and grooved to form a sub-

stantially water tight trough. These launder boards

are held together by frame members 24. The

frames are formed with a substantially accurate

semi-circular seat adapted to conform to the outer

curved faces of the boards and to provide a support

for the boards when they are secured in position by

the clamping bars 25. Final delivery of water

from the main launder to the distributing deck

troughs

is brought about through the lateral A laundcrG 26.

These members are preferably formed of cast

metal and interlock with the frames 24 while com-

municating with the main launder. The troughs

are secured by their outer ends to the horizontal
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frame members while their inner ends are detacli-

ably secured to the frames 24. This is hroiiglit

about by flanges 27 extending from the sides of

the troughs 26 and adapted to slide into guides 28

cast integral with the frames 24. The ends of

the troughs upon which the flanges are secured are

opened and therefore communicate with the open-

ings 29 through the frame members 24 and the

boards of the launder^. The guides 28 are diagon-

ally disposed as well as the flanges 27 received

thereby.

In assembly and operation of the present inven-

tion the specifications of the cooling tower are

first deteimined and then the posts and horizontal

frame members are cut. The various decks slats

are also cut. The louvre sections 14 and 15 are

cut and assembled to form the uiiits shown in Figs 4

377277—5

11311

and 5. The material in this condition is then

shipped to the point of assembly where the corner

posts are erected and the horizontal frame members

as

secured thereto A ftftd clearly shown in Fig 1 of the

drawings. The various deck slats are then secured

in position by suitable deck clips after which the

side and comer louvre sections are secured to the

horizontal frame members in the diagonal positions

shown in Fig. 1. The cooling tower thus con-

structed may then be placed in operation by de-

livering water to the main launder. This water

may then flow out through the lateral troughs

and overflow onto the slats in the distributing
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deck. The water may then circulate down over

the various cooling and redistributing decks. It

wdll thus be seen that by the construction here

provided a cooling tower may be completely formed

at the point of manufacture and its louvre units

assembled after which the assembled units and the

cut material may be delivered to the point of erec-

tion when the units, the frame and the various decks

may be readily assembled, thus eliminating several

days time in the course of assembly and dispensing

with the assistance of several days labor.

While I have shown the preferred form of my
invention as now known to me, it will be under-

stood that various changes in the construction, com-

bination and arrangement of parts may be made

by those skilled in the art without departing from

the spirit of the invention as claimed.

377277—6
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deck. The water may then circulate down over

the various cooling- and redistributing^ decks. It

will thus be seen that by the construction here

provided a cooling tower may be completely formed
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deck. The water may then circulate down over

the various cooling and redistributing decks. It

A^ill thus be seen that by the construction here

provided a cooling tower may be completely formed
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deck. The water may then circulate down over

the various cooling and redistributing decks. It

will thus be seen that by the construction here

provided a cooling tower may be completely formed
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In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my
hand, m <4h^ presence ei Iwe {jiihserihiii^ witneMseH -

In signing, the tirst or given name should be written

in full.

CARL F. BRAUN.
11315

Two witnesses sign here.

OATH.
State of California,

City and County of San Francisco,—ss.

Carl F. Braun, the above-named petitioner, being

sworn (or affirmed), deposes and says that he is

a citizen of the United States, and resident of

City m the County of San Francisco, and State of

California ; that he verily believes himself to be

the original first, and sole inventor of the improve-

ments in WATER COOLING TOWERS, described

and claimed in the annexed specification; that he

does not know and does not believe that the same

was ever known or used before his invention or

discovery thereof, or patented or described in any

printed publication in any country before his in-

vention or discovery thereof, or more than two

years prior to this application, or pa^tented in any

country foreign to the United States on an applica-

tion filed more than twelve months before this

application, or in public use or on sale in the United

States for more than two }ears prior to this up-
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plication; and that no application for patent on

said improvements has been filed by him or his

representatives or assigns in any country foreign

to the United States.

In signing, the first or given name should be written

in full.

CARL F. BRAUN,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 15th day

of April, 1920.

[Notary Seal]

Notary Public sign here.

GRAN B. DUFFY,
Notary Public in and for the City and County of

San Francisco, State of California.

^yOath or affirmation must be made before a

Notary Public, WHO MUST AFFIX HIS SEAL
ON THE OOLD WAFER. If Notary has no

seal, a certificate of the Judge or Clerk of the

Court, showing that the Notary is qualified, must

be attached. If the oath is taken before a Justice

of the Peace, a certificate of the Judge or Clerk

of the Court, showing that such Justice is qualified,

must be attached.

377277—10
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2-260

E. D.
IMv. 32 Room 278 Paper No. 2.

Address only All communiciitions respecting

"The Coraniissioner of Patents, this application should give

Washington, D. C," the serial number, date of

and not any official by name. filing, title of invention, and

name of the applicant.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
Washington.

Patent Office,

Jan. 15, 1921.

Mailed.

Jan. 15, 1921.

Charles E. Townsend,

Crocker Bldg.,

San Francisco, Calif.

Please find below a communication from the EX-
AMINER in charge of the application of Carl F.

Braun, filed April 28, 1920, Ser. No. 377,277, for

Water Cooling Towers.

R. F. WHITEHEAD.
Commissioner of Patents.

The section line "3-3," referred to in the brief

description of Figure 3, is not found upon Figure 2.

Line 10 of page 2 is objectionable; the corner

posts alone do not form the frame structures;

members should be substituted for "structure" and

vertical should be inserted before "frame." The

term "Pins," as used in line 13 i.s inapt and should

be eliminated, and "bracing" should be changed to

braces. (The description in lines 22 and 23 is not m
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accord with the drawings ; the boards are not shown
as overlapping in Figure 1.)

It is not understood what is meant by ''At tra-

verse" in line 24 of page 3. Explanation is re-

quested.

Line 14 of page 4 is objectionable for the reason

that there is no antecedent for "the lateral laun-

ders"; troughs should be substituted for "launders"

to agree with lines 16 and 20. In line 22, "opened"

should read open; and in line 24, "launders" should

be launder.

In line 3 of page 5, as should be substituted for

"and."
"~

Claims 9 and 10 involve a separate and indepen-

dent invention from claims 1 to 8, inclusive, being

377277—11

2

for a water distributing device which is applicable

to other uses than that with a cooling tower and

are examinable in another Division of this office

under the class of Water Distribution as is shown

in the following patents.

Burhorn, 1,182,635, May 9, 1916, 137-21.

Burhorn, 1,234,444, July 24, 1917, "

Claims 1 to 8 belong in Class 261 and are ex-

aminable in this division of the Office.

Division is therefore required between these two

sets of claims. Because of this misjoinder of in-

vention the claims are each rejected.

Attention is also called to the further state of the

art shown in the following patents:
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Schuiidt, ()<);],G25, Fob. 18, 1J)02, 261-lU

Hart 902,875, Nov. 3, 1908, 201-113

Burhorn, 973,163, Oct. 18, 1910, 261-108

Hart 1,228,207, May 29, 1917, 261-114

M. B. G.

JAY F. BANCROFT,
Examiiirr.

377277—12

U. S. Patent Office.

Aug. 9, 1921.

Division XXXII.
Mail Room.

Aug. 6, 1921.

U. S. Patent Office.

Div. 32, Room 278 Paper No. 3.

Serial No. 377277, Paper No. 3.

Amendment A.

Aug. 6, 1921.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
In the Matter of the Application of CARL F.

BRAUN,—WATER COOLING TOWERS.
Filed April 28, 1920,

Serial No. 377,277.

San Francisco, Cal., July 30, 1921.

Hon. Commissioner of Patents,

Sir:

In response to official action of January 15, 1921,

the above-entitled ap])lication is hereby amended as

follows

:
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Page 2, line 10, before ''frame" insert "vertical."

Same line, change "structure" to "members."

iSame page, line 10, change "bracing" to "braces."

Line 13, cancel "pins."

Page 3, line 24, change "traverse" to "intervals."

Page 4, line 14, cancel "launders" and insert

"troughs."

Line 22, change "opened" to "open."

Line 24, change "launders" to "launder."

Page 5, line 3, change "and" to "as.

Cancel claims 9 and 10.

REMARKS.
In view of the requirement for division in this

case, claims 9 and 10 have been cancelled, although

it is to be understood that the subject matter of

these claims is not abandoned by this action.

The specification has been amended as suggested

by the examiner, and an order forwarded herewith

for the application of a section line on the drawings

as required.

377277—13

A full and complete action on the case is now re-

quested.

Respectfully Submitted,

CARL F. BRAUN,
By CHAS. E. TOWNSEND,

Attorney.

377277—14
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Mail Room.

Aug. 6, 1921.

U. S. Patent Office.

U. S. Patent Office.

Aug. 26, 1921.

Division XXXII.
Div. 32, Room 278.

Serial No. 377277, Paper No. 4.

Letter to Dftsm.

C
Aug. 6, 1921.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

In the Matter of the Application of CARL F.

BRAUN,—WATER COOLING TOWERS.
Filed April 28, 1920,

Serial No. 377,277.

San Francisco, Cal., July 30, 1921.

Hon. Commissioner of Patents,

Sir:

Please instruct the office draftsman to amend the

drawing in the above case as indicated in red ink

on the accompanying print, and charge the cost of

same to Dewey, Strong & Townsend.

Respectfully,

CARL F. BRAUN,
By CHAS. E. TOWNSEND,

Attorney.

Account. Amdt. to Exr. No print incl'd.

Not approved. No print received.

J. F. B., Exr.

Aug. 18, 1921.

377277—15
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147923(FCH)

August 25, 1921.

Mr. Charles E. Townsend,

Crocker Bldg.,

San Francisco, Calif.

Sir:

In the Matter of the Application of C. F.

Braun, Filed Apr. 28, 1920, for Water
Cooling Towers, Serial No, ^7r,277.

Referring to your letter of the 3Uih ultimo, re-

questing the Office to correct the drawing in the

above-entitled application as indicated in red ink

on the accompanying print, you are informed that

no print was received with your letter.

Very respectfully,

Chief Clerk.

Per

377277—16
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Patent Office,

Sep. 19, 1921.

Mailed.

MBO/D 2-260
I>iv. 32 Room 27S Paper No. 5

Address only All oomnninicntions respecting
"The Commissiouer of Patents, this application should give

Washington, D. C," the aerial number, date of
and not any official by name. filing, title of invention, and

name of the ai)plicant.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

Washington.

Sept. 19, 1921.

Charles E. Townsend,

Crocker Bldg.,

San Francisco, Calif.

Please find below a communication from the EX-
AMINER in charge of the application of Carl F.

Brami, filed April 28, 1920, Ser. No. 377,277, for

Water Cooling Towers.

THOMAS E. ROBERTSON,
Commissioner of Patents.

Amendment of August 6, 1921, has been incorpo-

rated.

The drawings still await correction to obviate

the objections made thereto in lines 1, 2, 8, 9 and 10

of the last official letter.

Claims 1, 2 and 3 are each rejected as failing to

patentably distinguish from the patent to Hart,

1,228,207, of record.

The expression ''in forming," in line 3 of claim 7,

is objectionable and should be changed to read to

form.
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Subject to siidi objection claims 4 to 8, inclusive,

appear to be allowable as at present advised.

M. B. G.

JAY F. BANCROFT,
Examiner.

377277—17

Mail Room
Sept. 21, 1921.

U. S. Patent Office.

U. S. Patent Office.

Oct. 7, 1921.

Division XXXII.
Div. 32,

Room 278.

Serial No. 377,277, Paper No. 6.

Letter to Draftsm.

& B. Print.

Filed Sept. 21, 1921.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

In the Matter of the Application of CARL F.

BRAUN—WATER COOLING TOWERS.
Filed April 28, 1920.

Ser. No. 377,277.

San Francisco, Calif., September 16, 1921.

Hon. Commissioner of Patents,

Washington, D. C.

Sir:

Please instruct the office draftsman to amend the

drawing in the above case as indicated in red ink
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on the accompanying print, and charge tlie cost of

same to Dewey, Strong, Townsend ^ Loftim.

Respectfully,

CARL F. BRAUN.
By CHAS. E. TOWNSEND,

Attorney.

Print returned by drafting div.

Enc.

377277—18
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377277-19
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Patent Onice,

Oct. 14, 1921.

Mailed.
I>iv. 32 Room 27S Paper No. 7

Address only All com mini lent ions respecting

"The Commissioner of Patents, this application should give

Washington, D. C," the serial number, date of

and not any oHicial by name. filing, title of invention, and

name of the applicant.

M. B. G. D.

2—260.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
Washington.

Oct. 14, 1921.

Charles E. Townsend,

Crocker Bldg.,

San Francisco, Calif.

Please find below a communication from the EX-
AMINER in charge of the application of Carl F.

Braun, filed April 28, 1920, Ser. No. 377,277, for

Water Cooling Towers.

THOMAS E. ROBERTSON,
Commissioner of Patents.

The drawing in this case has been corrected by

the Official Draftsman in accordance with appli-

cant's instructions filed September 21, 1921.

This case still awaits action upon applicant's part

in response to Official letter of September 19, 1921.

M. B. G.

JAY F. BANCROFT,
Examiner.

377277—20
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Div. 32, Room 278. Paper No. 8.

G.

Oct. 14/21. L. Serial No. 377,277, Paper No. 8.

Amendment B.

Filed Dec. 27, 1921.

Patent Office.

Dec. 28, 1921.

Div. No. XXXII.
Mail Room.

Dec. 27, 1921.

U. S. Patent Office.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
In the Matter of the Application of CARL F.

BRAUN—WATER COOLING TOWER.
Filed April 28, 1920, 11316.

Serial No. 377,277.

San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 14, 1921.

Hon. Commissioner of Patents.

Washington, D. C.

Sir:

In response to the Office Actions of Sept. 19,

1921, and Oct. 14, 1921, the above-entitled applica-

tion is hereby amended as follov^s:

Claims 1, 2 and 3, line 1 of each, before ^ ^ water '^

insert —composite—

.

Claim 1, line 2, change ^^ decks" to —deck—, and

insert —units— thereafter. Claim 1, line 3, cancel

^^ sections" and insert —units

—

.

Claim 2, lines 2 and 4, change ^^ decks" to

—deck— , and insert —units— thereafter. Same

claim, line 3, change "sections" to —units— .
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Claim '^, lino 2, cliaiiiyo ^^-onu'i-'' to —support-

ing-— . Same claim, line 3, (-aiicel ^M'or the sup-

poi't" through to "sections" and insert/—deck

units supported thereby in s^jaced su})erposed rela-

tion to each other and unitary louvers

—

.

Claim 4, line 1, change ^'corner" to —su])})ort-

ing-— . Same claim, line 3, cancel *'coi-ner ])()sts"

and insert —corners of the tower— . Same claim,

line 4, change ''post" to —tower—

.

Claim 5, line 2, cancel "corner posts" and in-

sert —corners of the tower— . Same claim, line

4, change "post" to —tower

—

.

Claim 7, line 1, change "corner" to —frame—

.

Line 2, cancel "corner." Line 3, cancel "in form-

ing" and insert —to form

—

.—

377277—21
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11318

the outermost posts to wliidi tlicy are seeured,

horizontal cooliuii- decks supported upon said mem-
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the outermost posts to whicli they ai'c sofui-ed,

liorizontal cooling decks supported n\um said mem-
bers and between the posts, and diagonal louver pan-

els secured by their upper ends and outer ends to the

projecting ends of the horizontal members and se-

cured at their lower and inner ends to the posts.

12. 44. In a cooling tower a louver unit com-

prising end members, and a plurality of louver

boards disposed between said, members and adapted

to combine to form a continuous wall structure.

REMAKKS.
Claims 1, 2 and 3 have been amended to empha-

size the composite construction of applicant's

tower. Heretofore in building cooling towers it

has been common practice to cut the material at

the point of erection. This has proven to l)e ex-

pensive, and for that reason applicant has pro-

vided a tower, sections of which are assembled in

units, and which units may be readily coimected

to form a tower of the desired capacity. Claims

1, 2 and 3 are amended and submitted for recon-

sideration in view of the fact that the Hart inven-

tion does not contemplate such a structure. The

newly added claims are undoubtedly patentable

and further consideration of the case is now re-

quested.

Respectfully sul)niitted,

CARL F. BRAUN,

By CHAS. E. TOWXSEND,
His Attoi-ncy.

3. 377277—23
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Mail Room.

Jul. 24, 1922.

U. S. Patent Office.

U. S. Patent Office.

Jul. 25, 1922.

Division XXXII.
Div. 32, Room 278. Paper No. 10.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
In the Matter of the Application of CARL F.

BRAUN—WATER-COOLING TOWERiS.
Filed April 28, 1920,

Ser. No. 377,277.

11319

'Serial No. 377,277 Paper No. 10.

Amendment C
Filed July 24, 1922.

San Francisco, Calif., July 18, 1922.

Hon. Commissioner of Patents,

Washington, D. C.

Sir:

In response to the Office Action of April 4, 1922,

the above-entitled application is hereby amended

as follows:

Rewrite claims 1 and 2 as follows:

1. A water-cooling tower comprising a main

frame formed by vertical posts carrying hori-

zontally extending frame members, said frame

members projecting beyond the ends of the posts,

decks

er D deck units A adapted to be supported by the por-
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tioiis of the frame members oeeurriii^ between

louvers

the posts and inclined louver UH+fs A supported hy

the outwardly projectiu"- ends of said frame mem-
bers.

2. A composite water-cooling tower compiising

a main frame formed by vertical posts disposed

in spaced relation to each other, horizontal frame

members carried by the posts and forming super-

loosed rectangular supporting frames, said frame

members intersecting each other at the posts and

extending therebeyond, deck units adapted to be

disposed upon the portions of the frame between

the posts, and inclined louver units secured to the

outwardly projecting ends of the frame members.

REMARKS.
Claims 1 and 2 have been amended in an effort to

more clearly set forth the patentable differences

between the reference to Hart and applicant's

structure. It is now believed that these claims, as

well as those previously allowed, are in condition

377277—26

1. 11320

for final allowance, which is requested.

The first paragraph of the Examiner's letter

has been noted and an order is attached hereto

requesting the drawing to be amended to show

the overlapping arrangement of the boards.

Respectfully submitted,

CARL F. BKAUN,
By CHAS E. TOWXSEND,

His Attorney.

No Enclosures. 377277—27

2.
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U. S. Patent Office,

Oct. 18, 1922.

Mailed.

2—260.
Div. 32 Room 278 Paper No. 11

Address only All communications re8i)ecting

"The Commissioner of Patents, this application should give

Washington, D. C," the serial number, date of

and not any official by name, filing, title of invention, and

name of the applicant.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

Washington.

Oct. 18, 1922.

Charles E. Townsend,

Crocker Bldg.,

San Francisco, Calif.,

Please find below a communication from the

EXAMINER in charge of the application of Carl

F. Braun, filed April 28, 1920. Ser. No. 377,277,

for Water Cooling Towers.

THOMAS E. ROBERTSON,
Commissioner of Patents.

Amendment of July 24, 1922, has been incor-

porated.

Claims 1' and 2, presented by such amendment,

appear to be allowable as at present advised.

Claims 3 to 8, inclusive, and claims 10 and 13

stand allowed.

No response has been given to the objections to

claims 9, 11, 12 and .14, in the second page of the

last Official letter. Such objections are therefore

repeated. When the objections have been over-

come, and the drawings have been corrected as
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proposed by ai)pli('aiit, tliese claims will bo fnrfbor

considered upon their merits.

M. B. G.

JAY F. BANCHOFT,

Examiner.

377277—28.

Application Room,

Nov. 24, 1922.

U. S. Patent Office.

Serial No. 377,277. Paper No. 12.

Amendment D.

Filed Nov. 24, 1922.

U. S. Patent Office,

Nov. 24, 1922.

Division XXXII.
Div. 32, Room 278,

Carl F. Braun,

Water Cooling Towers,

Filed April 28, 1920,

Serial No. 377,277.

Washington, D. C, November 22, 1922.

Honorable Commissioner of Patents,

Sir :

—

In response to the official action of October 18,

1922, the above-entitled application is hereby

amended as follows:

Claim 1, line 4, cancel "deck units" and insert

—dcfks— : line 6, cancel "louvei" units" and in-

sert —louvers—

.

<'laim 9, lines 1 and 2, cancel "or bent."

Claim 1 1, line 2, cancel 'bents" and insci-t —sec-

tions-
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'Claim 12, line 4, cancel ^

^ bents ^^ and insert —sec-

tions—

.

Claim l.S, line 9, cancel "lonver.

Claim 14, line 2 , cancel ^^ louver.' '

REMARKS.
The claims in this case have been amended, as

suggested by the Examiner's letter, and it is now

understood that the case is in condition for final

action. The language of claim 1 has been slightly

changed in order to set forth the fact that the

specific frame structure is designed to carry decks

and louvers, which in some cases might not be so

called units. In view of the references of record

it is believed that the claim as now amended should

be allowed.

377277—29

It is understood from the Examiner's letter that

the drawings are in course of correction and it is,

therefore, believed that the entire case is now in

condition to receive final action.

Respectfully submitted,

CHAS. E. TOWNSEND,
377277—30
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Mail Room,

Nov. 24, 1922.

U. S. Patent Office.

Account.

C.

1 enc.

Serial No. 377,277. Paper No. 13.

Letter to Dftsman, & Blue Print. Filed Nov. 24,

1922.

U. S. Patent Office.

Dec. 5, 1922.

Division XXXII.
Div. 32, Room 278,

Carl F. Braun,

Water Cooling Towers,

Filed April 28, 1920.

Serial No. 377,277.

Washington, D. C, November 24, 1922.

Honorable Commissioner of Patents,

Sir:

The Chief Draftsman is respectfully requested

to correct the drawing in the above-entitled case,

as indicated in red ink on the attached print,

charging the cost of the same to the account of

Dewey, Strong, Townsend & Loftus.

Respectfully,

CHAS. E. TOWNSEND,
Attorneys for Applicant.

O. K.

M. B. G.

11/24/22.

377277—31
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V. S. Patent Office.

Dec. 6, 1922.

Division XXXII.
Serial No. 377,277, Paper No. 14.

Amendment E.

Filed December 6, 1922.

Washington, D. C, December 6, 1922.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

In the Matter of the Application of CARL F.

BRAUN.
Serial No. 377,277,

Filed April 28, 1920,

Entitled Water Cooling Towers.

Honorable Commissioner of Patents,

Washington, D. C.

Sir:

Supplemental to amendment of December 14,

1922.

Cancel claims 9 and 12, renumbering the remain-

ing claims in their order.

REMARKS

:

After a personal interview with the Examiner,

and in view of his rejection, the foregoing claims

have been cancelled. It is understood that this

places the case in condition for allowance which is

requested.

Respectfully submitted,

CARL F. BRAUN.
By CHAS. E. TOWNSEND,

His Attorney.

377277—34
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Patent Office,

Dec. 6, 1922.

^ Mailed.

2—181 Serial No. 377,277

o

<v

Address only.

"The Commissioner of Patents,

O Washington, D. C.
"

^ DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
W UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

^ Washington. ^
i; Div. 32. &
t Dec. I
-I December Six, 1922. ^
P Carl F. Braun, ^
_^ San Francisco, Calif. ^
"^

Sir: a
cc Your APPLICATION for a patent for an IM-

^ PROVEMENT in |
^ Water Cooling Towers r^

•^ tied April 28, 1920, has been examined and AL-r^

^ LOWED. (12 claims.) cS

I The final fee, TWENTY DOLLARS, must be |
- paid not later than SIX MONTHS from the date S

.5 of this present notice of allowance. If the final fee
^

be not paid within that period, the patent on this

:S application will be withheld, unless renewed with an

^ additional fee of $20, under the provisions of Sec-

*£ tion 4897, Revised Statutes.

S The office delivers patents upon the day of their

W date, and on w^hich their term begins to run. The

^ printing, photolithographing, and engrossing of the

|L several patent parts, preparatory to final signing

iS and sealing, will require about four weeks, and
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such work will not be undertaken until after pay-

ment of the necessary fee.

When you send the final fee you will also send,

DISTINCTLY AND PLAINLY WRITTEN, the

name of the INVENTOR, TITLE OF INVEN-
TION, AND SERIAL NUMBER AS ABOVE
GIVEN, DATE OF ALLOWANCE (which is the

date of this circular), DATE OF FILING, and,

if assigned, the NAMES OF THE ASSIGNEES.
If you desire to have the patent issued to AS-

SIGNEES, an assignment containing a REQUEST
to that effect, together with the FEE for recording

the same, must be filed in this office on or before

the date of payment of final fee.

After issue of the patent uncertified copies of

the drawings and specifications may be purchased

at the price of TEN CENTS EACH. The money

should accompany the order. Postage stamps will

not be received.

Final fees will NOT be received from other than

the applicant, his assignee or attorney, or a party

in interest as shown by the records of the Patent

Office.

Respectfully,

THOMAS E. ROBERTSON,
Commissioner of Patents.

Charles E. Townsend,

Crocker Bldg,.

San Francisco, Calif.

377277—35
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2—103

$20 received as the final fee in the application o£

C. F. Braun, Serial No. 377,277, for Water Cooling

Tower, applied from a composite letter No. 220,347,

received Dec. 21/22, from Dewey et al., which is on

file in the Chief Clerk's room.

W. W. MORTIMER,
Chief of Issue and Gazette Division.

377277—36

M.S.
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Jan. 16, 1923.
C. F. BRAUN.

WATER COOLING TOWER.

fllCO APB.2B, 1920.

1.442,784.

7 (HtETt-SHEET >

F^Ta.I. INVENTOR
CAPL r.BfPAUf^.

BY

Clu- /JrwsSft^
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Jan. 16, 1923.
C. F. BRAUN.

WATER COOLING TOWER.

rilEO APR. 28, 1929.

1,442,784.

2 tH[E[»-tN(U I.

INVENTOR
C4f?L r e^AUf^.

''cLf crnt'-tjii/i

ATTORNET
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Patented Jan. 16, 1923.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

1,442,784

CARL F. BRAUN, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

WATER-COOLING TOWER.

Application filed April 28, 1920. Serial No. 377,277.

To all uliom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Carl P. Braun, a
citizen of the United States, residing at city

and county of San Francisco and State of
5 California, have invented a new and useful
Improvement in Water-Cooling Towers, of
which the following is a specification.

This invention relates to water cooling
towers.

10 It is the principal object of the present in-

vention to provide a water cooling tower of
the atmospheric type Which is of simple con-
struction and so designed as to be formed
from composite units formed at the plant

15 and adapted to be readily assembled at the
point of installation, thereby insuring that
the erection process may ibe rapidly carried
on and that the cooling tower when finished
will be of a predetermined standard design.

20 The present invention contemplates the
use of a main frame and a plurality of side
and corner units adapted to be assembled
relative to the main frame in a manner to

produce a cooling tower of any predeter-
25 mined capacity.

The invention is illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings, in which:
Figure 1 is a view in side elevation show-

ing a tower of the present construction with
30 parts broken away to more clearly show the

structural details.

Fig. 2 is a view in plan showing the com-
pletely assembled tower.

Fig. 3 is an enlarged view in section
35 through the feed and distributing troughs

as seen in the line 3—3 of Fig. 2.

Fig 4 is a view in elevation showing one
of the corner units.

Fig. 5 is a view in elevation showing one
40 of the side units.

The present invention is particularly con-
cerned with a cooling tower of the general
type shown in my Patent No. 1,334,515, is-

sued March 23, 1920, and entitled "Water
45 cooling tower." In that patent, however,

the cooling tower is gradually built up from
slat and frame members while in the present
instance the frame is originally built, there-

after the louvers arc formed from corner
50 and side louvre sections built at the manu-

facturing plant and assembled at the erec-
tion locality.

In the drawings, 10 indicates vertical cor-
ner posts forming the vertical frame mem-

55 bcrs upon which horizontal frame members
11 are supported. The corner posts and

frame members are here indicated as being
formed of wood. Suitable diagonal braces
12 are used to secure the corner posts in
rigid relation to each other while the hori- 60
zontal frame memibcrs 11 are adapted to

cross each other at the posts and to be se-

cured thereto. Attention is directed to the
fact that the horizontal members project a
considerable distance from the vertical faces 65
of the posts, thus forming out bearing sup-
ports for the louvres 13. These louvres are
of composite construction and comprise side

louvre sections 14, and corner sections 15.

Each of the sections consists of grooved end 70
rails 16 into which the opposite ends of the
louvre boards 17 project. It is preferable
that the louvre boards shall overlap each
other at their joints, thereby providing a
substantially water tight wall which will 75
prevent leakage of the water in the cooling
tower and also shield the central portion of
the tower from the action of winl. The
louvre walls extend upwardly end outwardly
at angles of substantially 45° while the sec- 80
tions are bolted by their lower edges to the
horizontal frame members 11 at points near
the posts 10 and by their upper edges to the
outer ends of the horizontal frame members,
thus being supported in their inclined posi- 85
tions. In this manner the upper edges of
the louvre walls will conceal the lower edges
of the super adjacent walls, thus forming a
complete wind break while permitting free

circulation of air between the various walls. 90
In the drawings the cooling tower is formed
from single sections 14 and 15, the sections

14 being secured along the sides of the tower
and between the horizontal frame members
while the sections 15 are secured diagonally 95
across the corners of the tower and between
the projections of the horizontal frame mem-
bers crossing at the posts. If the length of

section 14 is excessively great intermediate
boards 18 may be used to secure the various 100

louvre boards 17 in position and prevent
them from sliding or sagging.
Mounted upon the horizontal frame sec-

tions and within the area defined by these
sections and the corner posts are a plurality 105

of superimposed decks. The uppermost of

these decks is a distributing deck 19 se-

cured at the top of the frame and formed
of a plurality of slats extending parallel to

each other and disposed in spaced relation 110

to each other. This construction i" more
completely disclosed in my patep*^ «»° n3«r-
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tioned in the foregoing specification. A plu-

rality of frame ineiiibers beneath the dis-

tributing deck are cooling decks 20. These
decks are formed in a similar manner to

5 that of the distributing deck and are ar-

ranged with their slats extending in tho
same general direction as the slats of the
distributing deck. At intervals throughout
the height of the tower redistributing

10 decks 21 are provided. The redistributing
decks are also formed in the manner pre-
viously described while their slats lie at

right angles to the slats of the cooling decks.
This will permit the proper overflow of the

1
"> water onto the various cooling decks and

will further insure that the water will be
redistributed to 'be uniformly apportioned
to the various decks, even though the tower
is in operation in a high wind.

2i) The delivery and initial distribution of

the water is made from a main launder 22
which is supported above the first distribut-

ing deck 19 and is formed as shown in Fig.

3. This launder comprises a plurality of
C") longitudinally extending boards 23 which

are tongued and grooved to form a substan-
tially water tight trough. These launder
boards are held together by frame members
24. The frames are formed with a substan-

30 tially arcurate semi-circular seat adapted to

conform to the outer curved faces of the
boards and to provide a support for the
boards when they are secured in position by
the clamping bars 25. Final delivery of
water from the main launder to the dis-

tributing deck is brought about through the
lateral troughs 26. These members are pref-

erably formed of cast metal and interlock

with the frames 24 while communicating
40 with the main launder. The troughs are se-

cured by their outer ends to the horizontal

frame members while their inner .ends are

detachably secured to the frames 24. This

is brought about by flanges 27 extending
45 from the sides of the troughs 26 and adapt-

ed to slide into guides 28 cast integral with
the frames 24. The ends of the troughs
upon which the flanges are secured are open
and therefore communicate with the open-

50 ings 29 through the frame members 24 and
the boards of the launder. The guides 2H

ere diagonally disposed as well as the

flanges 27 received thereby.
In assembly and operation of the present

55 invention the specifications of the cooling

tower are first determined and then the

posts and horizontal frame members are

cut. The various deck slats ar" also cut.

The louvre sections 14 and 15 are cut and
60 assembled to form the units shown in Figs.

4 and 5. The material in this condition is

then shipped to the point of assembly where
the corner posts are erected and the hori-

zontal frame members secured thereto as

65 clearly shown in Fig. 1 of the drawings.

The various deck slats arc then secureil in

position by suitable deck clips after which
the side and corner louvre sections are se-

cured to the horizontal frame members in

the diagonal positions shown in I'''ig. 1. The
cooling tower thus constructeil ni.iy then bo
placed in oi>er;ition by delivering water to

the main launder. This water may then
flow out througli the later;il troughs and
overflow onto the slats in the distributing

deck. The water may then circulate down
over the various cooling and reilistributing

decks. It will thus be seen that by tho

construction hero provided a cooling tower
may be completely formed at the point of

manufacture and its louvre units assembled
after whicn the asscniblcil units :ind the cut

material may be delivered to the [)oint of

erection when the units, the frame and the

various decks may be readily assembled,

thus eliminating several days' time in tho

course of assembly and dispensing with

the assistance of several days' labor.

While I have shown the preferred form

of my invention as now known to me, it

will be understood that various changes in

the construction, combination and arrange-

ment of parts may be made by those skilled

in the art without departing from the spirit

of the invention as claimed.

Having thus described my invention, what

I claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat-

ent, is:

1. A water-cooling tower comprising a

main frame formed by vertical jxists carry-

ing horizontally extending frame members,

sa?d frame members projecting beyond the

ends of the posts, decks adapted to be sup-

I)orte(l bv the portions of the frame mem-

bers occurring between the posts and in

clined louvers supiH)rte<l by the outwardly

projecting ends of said frame members.

2. A composite water-cooling tower com-

prFsing a main frame conformed by vertical

posts disposed in spaced relation to each

other, horizontal frame members carried by

the posts and forming superposed rectangu-

lar supporting frames, said frame members

intersecting each other at the posts and ex-

tending there beyond, deck units adapted to

be disposed upon the jKirtions of the frame

between the posts, and inclined louvre units

secured to the outwardly projecting ends of

the frame members.
3 In a composite water cooling tower, a

main frame comprising vertical supporting

poxts horizontal frame members earned

therebv for the deck units »up|>orte.t thereby

in spaced superposed relation to each oHior

and unitary louvers adapted to bi^ secured to

said horizontal frame members.

4 In a water cooling tower, vertieal sap-

porting posts, horizontal frame member^

secured thereto and adapted to intersect each

other at the corners of the tower, said sets of
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125
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interaeotinp frame members being distrib- vortical members and overhanging the sides

\itod throughout the height of the tower and thereof, said elements serving as supports

louvro sections diagonally disposed to the for horizontal cooling decks and diagonal

posts and secured to the horizontal frame louver panels.

5 members. 10. A cooling tower structure comprising

5. In a cooling tower corner posts, sets of a plurality of sections, each formed of verti

horizontal frame members adapted to inter- cal supporting members, horizontally ex-

sect each other at the corners of the tower tending beams in superposed relation to each

end to project therefrom, said sets of frame other and carried by the vertcal members,
10 members being arranged throughout the said beams extending beyond the outermost

height of tne tower and assembled louvre vertical members, horizontal cooling decks

sections secured between the outwardly pro- carried on the beams and between tne verti-

jecting frame members at the sides and cor- cal members, and inclined louver panels se- a!

ners thereof and in diagonal inclined posi- cured by their upper and outer ends to the \

15 tions. projecting ends of the horizontal beams and
6. A cooling tower comprising an upright by their lower and inner ends to the horizon-

frame structure, a plurality of superimposed tal beams near the vertical members,
cooling decks carried thereby and outwardly 11. In a water cooling tower a plurality 6

and upwardly flaring louvres secured around of frame sections comprising 'wo or more
20 the frame in a protective position relative posts, a plurality of horizontal frame mem-

to said cooling decks, said louvres compris- bers secured transversely of said posts and
ing assembled sections adapteu to be secured with their ends projecting from the outer

to the frame to form a continuous louvre faces thereof, longitudinally extending hori- 6

structure. zontal members securing the posts in vertical

25 7. A cooling tower comprising vertical aligned positions, the ends of said members
frame posts, horizontal frame members sup- projecting beyond the outermost posts to

ported from the posts and adapted to extend vrhic'h they are secured, horizontal cooling
beyond the sides thereof to form a rectangu- decks supported upon said members and be- 71 I

lar frame with overhanging ends and louvre tween the posts, and diagonal panels secured
30 sections supported in inclined positions be- by their upper and outer ends to the pro-

tween the various overhanging ends of the jecting ends of the horizontal members and
horizontal frame members. secured at their lower and inner ends to the

8. In a cooling tower, a louvre section posts. 73!

comprising a pair of grooved end members 12. In a cooling tower a louver unit com-
35 and a plurality of louvre boards disposed prising end members, and a plurality of

with their ends seated within the grooves of boards disposed between said members and j

said end members and adapted to combine to adapted to combine to form a continuous
J

form a continuous wall structure. wall structure. 80
9. In a composite cooling tower a plural- in testimony whereof I have hereunto set

40 ity of frame sections comprising a pair of my hand.
vertical posts carrying a plurality of spaced

horizontal frame elements carried by said CARL F. BRAUN.
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT "DD."

[Endorsed]: No. 923. U. S. Dist. Coiii-f, Nor.

Dist. Calif. Deft. Exhibit "DD." Filed 11/28/23.

Maling, Clerk.

No. 4221. United States Circuit Court of Ap-
peals for the Ninth Circuit. Filed Mar. 18, 1924.

F. D. Monckton, Clerk.

2—390.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

To all persons to whom these presents shall come,

GREETmO:
THIS IS-TO CERTIFY that the annexed is a

true copy from the records of this office of the

File-wrapper and Contents, in the matter of the

Letters Patent of

Barton H. Coffey, Assignor to

The Mitchell-Tappen Company,

Number 1,010,020, Granted November 28, 1911.

for

Improvement in Devices for Cooling Liquids.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto

set my hand and caused the seal of the Patent

Office to be affixed, at the €ity of Washington, this

12th day of February, in the year of our Lord,

one thousand, nine hundred and twenty-three and
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of the Independence of the United States of Amer-

ica the one hundred and forty-seventh.

[Seal] CARL TWINING,
Acting Commissioner of Patents.

1911.

DIV. 32. (EX'R'S BOOK) 139—4.

NUMBER (Series of 1900),

. 629,214 Patent No. 1010020.

S Name—Barton H. Coffey, Assor. to the Mitchell-

Tappen Company, of New York, N. Y., a

iCorp. of N. Y.

of—Elizabeth,

County of

^ State of—New Jersey

Invention—^Device for Cooling Liquids,

g C Original Renewed
^ Petition May 24, 1911 , 191

Affidavit " ^'
, 1911 ,191

Specification '' ",1911 ,191

Drawing, 2,
'' 'S 1911 ,191

Model or Specimen
, 191 ,191

First Fee Cash $15. May 24, 1911 , 191
'' Cert.

, 191 ,191

I g ^PPl- filed complete May 24, 1911 , 191

.^ Examined—Jay F. Bancroft, Exr.
^

Sept. 29, 1911

Allowed—M. M. Mortimer,

For Commissioner For Commissioner.

Notice of Allowance Oct. 7, 1911
, 191

Final Fee Cash $10, Oct. 28, 1911
, 191

" '' Cert. 191 ,191
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Patented—November 28, 1911.

Attorney—Edward Van Winkle, #90 West St.,

New York, N. Y.

Associate Attorney

(No. of Claims Allowed—6.)

Title as Allowed—Device for Oooling Liquids.

EDWARD VAN WINKLE,
West Street Building,

NEW YORK.
Cedar & West Streets.

Consulting Patent Engineer,

$15. Received.

C.

May
23.

1911.

Ck.

Chief Clerk, U. S. Patent Office.

May 23, 1911.

Commissioner of Patents,

Sir:

Enclosed herewith find specification and two

sheets of drawings for application for patent in

alleged improvements for cooling device for liquids,

Barton H. Coffey, applicant, together with check

to your order for the sum of $15.00 covering ap-

plication fee. There is also enclosed a set of brown

prints taken from the drawings.

Very truly yours,

EDW'D VAN WINKLE,
Registered Attorney No. 6122.

Commissioner of Patents,

Washington, D. C. 629214—1
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Mail Room.

May
24,

1911.

U. S. Patent Office.

4169.

U. S. Patent Office.

May 26, 1911.

Division XXXII.

Serial No. 629,214. Paper No. 1.

Application.

PETITION.
Filed May 24, 1911.

To THE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS:
Your petitioner, BARTON H. iOOFFEY, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing in Elizabeth,

County of Union, State of New Jersey, whose Post

Office address is 149 Broadway, in the Borough

of Manhattan, City, County and State of New York,

prays that Letters Patent of the United States may
be granted to him as sole inventor for Improve-

ments in DEVICE FOR COOLING LIQUIDS, as

set forth in the annexed specifications, and he

hereby appoints,

EDWARD VAN WINKLE,
West Street Building, 90 West Street, Borough of

Manhattan, City, 'County and State of New York,

(Registration Number 6 122), his attorney, with

full powers of substitution and revocation, to prose-
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cute this application, to make alterations and

amendments therein, to receive the Patent and to

transact all business in the Patent Office connected

herewith.

Dated this 23d day of May, A. D. 1911.

[Seal] BARTON H. COFFEY.
1. 629214—2





/to ALI, whom it MAV COBC^WIr

^^9 J^^nowr /a«T I, B/.RTGW H. CoFF':/, r««ldl*« In

Elisabeth, Union Jtouantj, Stat© of Mew Jersey, h-zre ln»ent»d

certain now and ueefiU. liiprTnr»«en*B In ^ DBVICS'FOR QOOLIW

6 LIQUIDS. of which the following Is a specification-"^

C^f-tfy Invention relates to laproreitents fo- cooling

liquids by natural aeration and evaporation, cause*, by aepr

C^ ating in snail drops or Jtrea-Bs shlch are ther >4iSi l^o con-
A

tact with the air; and nore particularly confined to an i»-

10 proved constriction of drip decks used for separating the li-

quid Into drops.

Q^Tho foregoing and other features of mj Invent lop

CLy will "ow be deBrrlbed In connection with the accoapanylng •^ai*

tf • w sheets <Jf drawln^i fomlng part of this specification, in wdlcta

15 I hive represent.} I the dwvl-'e In Its preferre-1 for», after

which I shall point 3ut nore particularly, in the cl&laa,

those features which I believe to be new and of ay own Inven-

tlO''..

^^ FIGURE 1 Is a perspective view of ay cooling towar,

90 FlGMtft>3 Is a soctlon of the Irlp bars eaployed by ne.

O^
KIOHB 3 la a moil'*^3atlon of the irlp bars shown In FIOMM^.

'^ %^U<A^\/
f

.-'luiJK 4 la a^a.iction, A-A PIG*B 1, of the Irlp tack eaploy-

eJ, flhowintj fiiatenlng pins 10 at the •wvl of each bar, FICMB

s (Y^eft^^^^tivru^ B~B FIG«« 1, of the drip leek showing Its

«- .0 festerings on the ends bo th« p;e"er.vl ^ri-!>«»-TorV: ^t, FTG**^

Is a pi An of each deck.

<^The fraiTe-work o." n" tower consists of uprlg^-.ts 1

*• with decks P ind collect «".^ lyin or tank^^at the bottoa. Tha

'•••'
'/ij^'-'^ liquid to be cooled lo^+»i-^ to the supplv pipe ^-in-l llstribut-

" "so ed over the ton deck In '\-7 nanner faalllar to cooling towers.

The decks are fonaod of drip b.vrs^whlch »» be of any d»-

*o-^ ^ dlred shape ind are spline* tocet'.er with spllnea T, aald

splines bwlng shorter th*'" ^f'* l-^ngth of the bar; o« e*ich

^^^1





fe

1

end of thsae bira apllnea 3, longer Ihtn apllnea 2, cmnoct

the bars to^ethor. The bare are ench Ind^y i^Uvaiy^ta.jll y^

^ the horizontal fra-ne-work 9 by ecrewa or Ij;1oj 10 , ''^The outer

neiibere are apllnel together with co^tlnuoua splines 11. It

5 will, therefore, be reaiilj underatood that each leek is

built solid ^or h certain portion all around the edge of the

)etweon theV ,1 tower. Hie roidiile portion Lieinff opo"^, >•—«A_12, b

%
•

l^^^^pt^j BJnrt apllneo 2 ^'^'1 t'^o' ^Klla
,^ hi'-a fl^^^^^^^le I do not li«lt

mvaelf t,o the bars ulio^n in aecLlon In PIGttBS^jC and 5, these

10 ba^a are in the preferred forma and any deviation in pihape

may be made without departing from the salient featir la of my

invention and I Intend the claima to cover all auch mo<llfica-

(f~'~~^
tiona aa naturally fall within the lines of Invention.

^fT^The operation of my device is as followa:

45 /The liquid to be cooled is dtacharged and dlatrlbuted

over, the top of the tpw^ by means of the aupply pipe 4 which

will then drip thnlT^he spaces IP on to tiie leek below sn\

will in this manner pass thr^lhe aucceasive decka of the aer-

loa to tJie collecting pan 3.

20 ciHlavlng thus fully leacrlbed ray invention, what I

desira to aecure by Lettera Patont of the United States is:

-3-





CI

\^ VI 1.

o^ deck '^.^')- I'

m'*mw
:<^'>Jg'^

'- VOU.*--r at Interv 1

Y'

10

Cty

15

In n. devisee of tte ;lnv, lajw'^bed

apnea In be-

MflBi :^. In a deTlc« of tr.a claee doacrihed

a deck ronoletirg of drip bare aeeurely faBtenod at earh

end, wltl. ^i\.cjf in between the bars, *-he a^aco^'t bare

being cjlilBi^ together nt intorvalB ti.rlolit tholi* ertlr©

^^^l^an 4. A irlp bur of a r»*ct,angul\r oection

^|»ing ^ curved top, two c''°o||* '*' -^•*^ bottoa and a

^rooTii on tich of •-^o crtlcr-l eldea.

JtBtSSL. ^,. I^ >^ i>^Tic<j of 'i.e clasa described

a lork rcaiatlng of ulp bar.j indivlduilly faatonnd at

each f»ni, -Itl. .jrace In h©twe«»n the barb, the adjacent

harti belnc Bplinod together r.t IntervalP thfljdijt tl.<»ir

entire Icgth.

/"
,'>^
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Sworn to and subscribed before me this 23d day

of May, A. D. 1911.

[Seal] JOSEPH FIELL,

Notary Public, New York County.

5. 629214—6
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^/

Tl^^, ly

WITNESSES:
INVENTOR

^rU/7 H.Coffcy

///jaUURnEY

629214—7
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Ta^tJ,

Mgr:6

m^/0

WITNESSES:
INVENTOR

^af/^?/7 /y. Coffey

*^
/^ATTORNEY

629214—8
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TJ. S. Patent Office,

June 24, 1911.

Mailed.

2—260

EO
j)iv^ 32 Room 278 Paper 2

Address only All communications respecting

"The Commissioner of Patents, this application should givo

Washington, D. C" the serial number, date of fil-

ing, and title of invention.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

UNITED STATES PATENT OEFICE.

Washington.

June 24, 1911.

Barton H. Coffey,

c/o Edward Van "Winkle,

90 West Street, New York, N. Y.

Please find below a communication from the

EXAMINER in charge of your application, for

-Device for Cooling Liquids," filed May 24, 1911,

Serial No. 629,214.
..^^-^tt

E. B. MOORE,

Commissioner of Patents.

In line 13 of page 2, "one" should be canceled,

and in line 14, the word "drawing" should be

'^'Yn'lhfbrief description of Fig. 4, cross^should

be inserted before "section"; and in the descrrp-

tion of Fig. 5, lo^iillldinaLshould be mse t d b^

fore "section." In line 29. page 2, ""^t
f"" f

be brought. In line 13 of ^page 3_^- should bo ,u-

serted before "invention."
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Claims 1, 2, 3 and 5 are each rejected a& being"

without invention in view of the state of the art

sho^^^l in the following patents

:

Fisher et al., 649,573, May 15, 1900, (62—2 )

iCooper 140,680 July 8, 1873, (20—35)

Southwick 303,334, Aug. 12, 1884, (20—78)

Andrews 544,204, Aug. 6, 1895, (20—78)

Mills 463,702, Nov. 24, 1891, (20—78).

Fischer shows decks in a water cooling tower

consisting of parallel drip bars slightly spaced

apart.

Southwick shows a series of bars spaced apart

by blocks to allow water to drip between the bars,

Andrews shows bars provided with grooves in their

sides and spaced apart by splines fitting in the

grooves. Cooper shows the use of splines, for

holding together a series of bars, and Mills shows

that it is old to provide spacing blocks at intervals

throughout the length of a series of bars. In view

of the various uses of splines and spacing blocks,

629214—9

#629,214—2.

as shown in the above patents, no invention would

be involved in providing the bars of Fischer with

grooves and splines at intervals along the length

of the bars.

The description should be amended to set forth

the function or advantage of the specific means

for spacing the bars apart as set up in the claims.

Claim 4 appears to be allowable, as at present ad-

vised.

M. B. G. JAY F. BANCROFT,
Examiner.

629214—10
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Paper 3—2 sheets.

4174.

Serial No. 629,214, Paper No. 3.

Mail Room, Amendment A

July 8, 1911. Filed July 8, 1911.

U. S. Patent Office.

U. S. Patent Office.

Jul. 10.

Division XXXII.

AMENDMENT.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

In the Application of BARTON HAXALL COF-

FEY, Elizabeth, New Jersey.

DEVICE FOR COOLING LIQUIDS.

Filed May 24, 1911.

Serial No. 629,214.

Division 32.

^"°°" 2^^-
West Street Building.

90 West Street,

New York City, N. Y.

July 7, 1911.

Honorable Commissioner of Patents,

Washington, D. C.

^
We beg leave to amend the above-entitled appl-

"rn:eToTpageVW;_^ho^^
drawing" should be plurahzcd.
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line 24, before "section^^ insert longitudinal; line

29, ^^brot" should .be brought
; line 39 before

"splined" insert loosely.

At end of sentence ending on line 3, page 3, add
and are not secured together. Page 3, after sen-

tence endiiig~oinine~87hi^

The object of this construction is to prevent loss
of water due to windage and to confine the water
within the limits of the tower. It will be obvious
that no metallic fastenings are exposed and with
this form of construction an interlocking system
is offered which is easily and cheaply constructed.

Line 13
, insert my before "invention."

629214-11



CLAIM 1, line ^, afte r the flrat "b are' Insert

aounted in a fraae;. •' after the lae t 'bare' Insert separ-

ately faatoned to tlie frano at ench end. Line 3, "being"

should be and loosely *

- CLAIM 5, line 5, aft or "bare* Insert separatel2

framed to a mentMr^nn^ oanh end. Line 3,^lnsftrt loojg af-

ter "short"; '^connecting* should be_betTfeen.

>/ CLAIM 3, lino 4, before " apllned* insert loosely.

-^Uli 8, line 4, after "be ing" insert \ oo^\j.,

^ Add|«M«l 6. In a device of the class deocribed,

a l«ck consisting of drip bars individually fastened at

e^lTendrthe'ldjac^nt bafrs being loosely r ^llned toj^ther

at intervals thrigT^ut the longth, the oul>.i;^aantM:^ -f tne

deck being BT)lined aolld. /V/C^ ^^ __^

REMARKS: Thi3 anend-rirint 1b In response to office

action of date J'ine 24, 1911. A caref-U review of the re-

ferences cited was rmde anl after a personal interview with

the Examiner, on July 6, 1911, the above amendment is sub-

mitted, believing that the claims, as now drawn, cannot be

construed to real upon the atnictures aho^n in the various

references.

In all the references the bars are faetenol to-

gether by through bolts and with special constructions,

which in detail are not the same in any particular with tt.e

detail or the deck employed in the cooling tower showr, in

this anpllcatl.n. The applicant doea not contend that he

has mventol the splininc togethor of the bars, for that i.

Old. but he doe. contend that his cooling tower ..boUes

patentable feature, aa now described and covered by the claims

and he believes that the case is in conUtion for allowance

which is eameatly sollclte<>.

Respectfully submitted,

BAiyON iliXALI. COPFET,
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U. S. Patent Office,

Aug. 3, 1911.

Mailed.

86
Div. 32 Eoom 278 Paper No. 4.

Address only A.11 communications respecting this

"The Commissioner of Patents, application should give the

Washington, D. C." serial number, date of filing,

and title of invention.

2—260.

B.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

Washington.

Aug. 3, 1911.

Barton H. Coffey,

c/o Edward Van Winkle,

#90 West Street, New York, N. Y.

Please find below a communication from the EX-
AMINER in charge of your application, for ''De-

vice for Cooling Liquids" filed May 24, 1911.

Serial No. 629,214.

E. B. MOORE,
Commissioner of Patents.

Amendment filed July 8, 1911, has been incorpo-

rated.

In line & of page 2 "brot" should read brought,

in line 14 "sheet" should be pluralized.

In line 3 of page 3, the word rigidly should be

inserted before "secured," in line 8, same page,

and in line 2 of claim 1, the word "grillage" should

be changed to read drip to be in accord with tho

remainder of the description and claims.
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In line 3, claim 2, and should be inserted before

*' short." Owing to the much amended condition

of claims 1 and 2, they should be rewritten upon

a separate sheet of paper.

In line 3, of claim 6, presented by the amendment,

to a frame should be inserted after ''end"; and in

line 4, "position" should be portion.

Subject to the objections above noted claims 1, 2,

3, 5 and 6 may be allowed as at present advised.

Claim 4 stands allowed.

JAY F. BANCROFT,
Examiner.

M. B. G.

629214—13
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Mail Room.

Aug. 5, 1911.

U. S. Patent Office.

U. S. Patent Office.

Aug. 8, 1911.

Division XXXII.
4176

Paper #5, 2 sheets.

Aug. 7, 1911.

Division 6.

Serial No. 629,214, Paper No. 5.

Amendment B.

Filed Aug. 5, 1911.

AMENDMENT.
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

In the Application of BARTON HAXALL COF-

FEY, Elizabeth, New Jersey.

Device for Cooling Liquids.

Filed May 24, 1911.

Serial No. 629,214.

Division 32,

Room 278.

West Street Buikbng,

90 West Street,

New York City, N. Y.

August 4, 1911.

Honorable Commissioner of Patents,

Washington, D. C
Sir*

We beg leave townend the above-entitled appUea-

tion as follows

:
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In line 8 of pa^e 3 ^^brot" should read brought,

in line 14 ^^sheet" >shoTild ))e plnralized.

In line 3, of page 3, the word rigidly should be

inserted before ^^ secured," in line 8, same page, and

in line 2 of claim 1, the word ^^ grillage" should

be changed to read drip.

In line 3, claim 2, and should be inserted before

"short."

In line 3, of claim 6, presented by the amendment,

to a frame should be inserted after "and"; and in

line 4, "position" should be portion .

Claims 1 and 2 are rewritten below, owing to the

much amended condition of the claim and to insure

perfect understanding.

-1-

629214—14

4177

1. In a device of the class described a deck con-

sisting of drip bars mounted in a frame, the ad-

jacent bars separately fastened to the frame at

each end, and loosely splined together at intervals

throughout their entire length.

2. In a device of the class described a deck con-

sisting of parallel drip bars separately framed to

a member on each end with space in between the

bars, and short loose splines between the bars at

intervals.

REMARKS : This amendment is made in re-

sponse to office action of date of August 3d, 1911.

It will be noted that all of the examiner's objections

have been accepted, and in view of this fact it is
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respectfully requested that the case be immediately

o passed to issue.

o Respectfully submitted,

^ BARTON HAXALL COFFEY,
•J By EDWD. VAN WINKLE,

^ Attorney-in-fact.

^ -2-

2 629214—15

O)
,^3

rt

Serial No. 629,214 r6

Address only p^
Tlie Commissioner of Patents, ^

Washington, D. C. v

g 2—181. ^

1 TBM. ^
2 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. |
^ UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. ^
j^ Washington. ^
OP Oct. 7, 1911. J
t! Barton H. Coffey, ^
^ c/o Edward Van Winkle,
o
^ New York, N. Y. cS

^ Sir: Your APPLICATION for a patent for an
|

^ IMPROVEMENT in §

•B Device for Cooling Liquids, P

^ filed May 24, 1911, has been examined and AL-
^

^ LOWED. ^ .

g^ The final fee, TWENTY DOLLARS, must be

•| paid not later than SIX MONTHS from the date

§
of this present notice of allowance. If the hual fee

« be not paid within that period the patent on this

5 application will be withheld, unless renewed with an

fc.
additional fee of $15, mider the provisions of bee

^ tion 4897, Revised Statutes.
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The office delivers patents upon the day of their

date, and on which their term begins to run. The
printing, photolithographing, and engrossing of the

several patent parts, preparatory to final signing

and sealing, will require about four weeks, and such

work will not be undertaken until after payment of

the necessary fee.

When you send the final fee you will also send,

DISTINCTLY AND PLAINLY WRITTEN, the

name of the INVENTOR and TITLE OF INVEN-
TION AS ABOVE GIVEN, DATE OF ALLOW-
ANCE (which is the date of this circular), DATE
OF FILING, and, if assigned, the NAMES OF
THE ASSIGNEES.

If you desire to have the patent issue to AS-
SIGNEES, an assignment containing a REQUEST
to that effect, together with the FEE for recording

the same, must be filed in this office on or before

the date of payment of final fee.

After issue of the patent uncertified copies of

the drawings and specifications may be purchased

at the price of FIVE CENTS EACH. The money

should accompany the order. Postage stamps will

not be received.

Final fees will NOT be received from other than

the applicant, his assignee or attorney, or a party

in interest as shown by the records of the Patent

Office.

Respectfully,

E. B. MOORE,
Commissioner of Patents.

629214—16
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2—103.

$20 received as the final fee in the applioation of

B. H. Coffey, Serial No. 629214, for Device for cool-

ing liquids, applied from a composite letter No.

203107 received Oct. 28, 1911, from E. Van Winkle,

which is on file in the Chief Clerk's room.

B/M. R.

W. W. MORTIMER,
Chief of Issue and Gazette Division.

J.N.
629214—17.

Patent

Nov. 28, 1911

Will Issue

Address only

"The Commissioner of Patents,

Washington, D. C."

2—191.

TBM Serial No. 629,214

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
Washington.

Nov. 2, 1911.

Barton H. Coffey, Assor.,

c/o Edward Van Winkle,

New York, N. Y.

Sir*

You are informed that the final fee of TWENTY

DOLLARS has been received in your application

for Improvement in J)evice for Cooling Liquids.

Date of receipt Oct. 28, 1911.

Very respectfully

E. B. MOORE,

Commissioner of Patents.

629214—18
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Mail Room
Dee. 19, 1922

U. S. Patent Office

In the Southern Division of the United States

District Court in and for the Northern District

of California, Second Division.

Honorable Commissioner of Patents,

Washington, D. C.

Sir:

In compliance with the Act of February 18, 1922

(41 Stat. L. ), you are advised that there was

filed on the 22d day of December, 1922, in this court

an action, suit, or proceeding No. 923—Eq., entitled

:

Name—COOLING TOWER COMPANY, Inc., a

corporation, Plaintiff,

Address—City of New York, State of New York,

versus

Name—C. F. BRAUN & CO., a corporation, De-

fendant,

Address—San Francisco, California,

brought upon the following patents

:

Patent No. Date of Patent. Patentee.

1. 1,010,020 November 28, 1911. Barton H. Cofeey,

2 assignor to Mitch-

3 ell-Tappen Com-

4 pany, and by said

5 assignee assigned

to Cooling Tower

Company, Inc.
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In the above-entitled case, on the (h\y (^f
,

192 , the following patents have been iiu ludcd ))}'

(insert amendment, answer, cross l)ill, or other

pleading) :

Patent No. Date of Patent. Patentee.

In the above-entitled case the following decision

has been rendered or decree issued:

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have affixed my

hand this 22d day of December, 1922, at San Fran-

cisco, California.

rSeal] WALTER B. MALI^G,

Clerk of Said Court.

By J. A. Schaertzer,

Deputy Clerk.

629214—19
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B. H. COFFEY.
DEVICE FOB COOLING UQDID8.

APPLIOATIOB FILED IfAT 24. 18U.

1,010,020. Patented Nov. 28, 1911.

2 8H££TS-BHEET 1.

^^, 1^3,

WITNESSES: INVENTOR

^tffi/7 H. Coffey
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1,010,020.

B. H. COFFEY.
DEVICE FOB COOLING LIQDIDS.

APPLIOATIOB FILED MAY 24. l«n

Patented Nov. 28, 1911.

t >H£ET>-BHCET I

^0 3

io>

S.

s-

m

/x^j;

H^.6^
II

..-A-

:..:..- -JSLii ^
—

S

^^ ^
i_:'_.:..i-^ . .--J

tj.TT.'.'.^ie

m. \ jj..

TT

<CI
r::f.'jT.'JS=

^:tj;r-' j ?^rr:

/;:i:'jj

1/^

r^

^«W^

WITNESSES:
//

INVFNTOR

^A-Z^/r // Coffey
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

BARTON H. COFFEY, OF ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY, ASSIGNOR TO THE
MITCHEIiL-TAPPEN COMPANY, OF NEW YORK, N. Y.,

A CORPORATION OF NEW YORK.

DEVICE FOR COOLING LIQUIDS.

1,010,020. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Nov. 28, 1911.
{

Application fiJed May 24, 1911. Serial No. 629,214.

To all tchom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Barton H. Coffey,

residing in Klizabeth, Union County, State

of New Jersey, have invented certain new
5 and useful improvements in Devices for

Cooling Liquids, of which the following is a

specification.

My invention relates to i i^irovements for

cooling liquids by natural aeration and evap-

10 oration, caused by separating in small drops

or streams which are then brought into con-

tact with the air; and more particularly con-

fined to an improved construction of drip

decks used for separating the liquid into

15 drops.
The foregoing and other features of my

invention will now be described in connec-

tion with the accompanying sheets of draw-
ings, forming a part of this specification, in

20 which I have represented the device in its

preferred form, after which I shall point out

more particularly, in the claims, those fea-

tures which I believe to be new and of my
own invention.

25 Figure 1 is a perspective view of my cool-

ing tower. Fig. 2 is a section of the drip

bars employed by me. Fig. 3 is a modifica-

tion of the drip bars shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 4

is a cross section, A—A Fig. 1, of the drip

30 deck employed, showing fastening pins 10

at the end of each bar. Fig. 5 is a longi-

tudinal section, B—B Fig. 1, of the drip
deck showing its fastenings on the ends to

the general frame-work 9. Fig. 6 is a plan
35 of each deck.

The frame-work of my tower consists of
uprights 1 with decks 2 and collecting pan
or tank 3 at the bottom. The liquid to be
cooled is brought to the supply pipe 4 and

40 distributed over the top deck in any manner
familiar to cooling towers. The decks are
formed of drip bars 6 which may be of any
desired shape and arc loosely splined to-

gether with splines 7, said splines being
45 shorter than the length of the bar; on each

end of these bars splines 8, longer than
splines 7, connect the bars together. The
bars are each individually held to the hori-

zontal frame-work 9 by screws or dowels 10,

50 and are not rigidly secured together. The
outer m-embers are splined together with
continuous splines 11. It will, therefore, be
readily understood that each deck is built

edge of the tower, the middle portion being f
open, as at 12, between the short splines 7

and the drip bars 6. The object of tnis con-
struction is to prevent loss of water due to

windage and to confine the water within the
limits of the tower. It will be obvious that &
no metallic fastenings are exposed and with
this form of construction an interlocking
system is offered which is easily and cheaply
constructed.

While I do not limit myself to the bars •

shown in section in Figs. 2 and 3, these bars
are in the preferred forms and any devia-
tion in shape may be made without depart-
ing from the salient features of my inven-
tion and I intend the claims to cover all such 7r

modifications as naturally fall within the
lines of my invention.
The operation of my device is as follows:

The liquid to be cooled is discharged and
distributed over the top of the tower by 7i

means of the supply pipe 4 which will then
drip through the sj)aces 12 on to the deck
below and will in this manner pass through
the successive decks of the series to the col-

lecting pan 3. 8^

Having thus fully described my invention
what I desire to secure by Letters Patent of
the United States is:

1. In a device of the class described a deck
consisting of drip bars mounted in a frame, S.'*

the adjacent bars separately fastened to the
frame at each end, and loosely splined to-

gether at intervals throughout their entire
length.

2. In a device of the class described a deck 9(

consisting of parallel drip bars separately
framed to a member on each end with space
in between the bars, and short loose splines
between the bars at intervals.

3. In a device of the class described a deck 9'

consisting of drip bars securely fastened at
each end, with space in between the bars, the
adjacent bars being loosely splined together
at intervals throughout their entire length.

4. A drip bar of a rectangular section hav- 1(

ing a curved top, two grooves on the bottom
and a groove on each of the vertical sides.

5. In a device of the class described a deck
consisting of drip bars individually fastened
at each end, with space in between the bars, 1(

the adjacent bars being loosely splined to-

gether at intervals throughout their entire
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1,010,020

6. In a device of the class described, a deck
Sonsisting of drip bars individually fastened
it each end to a frame, the adjacent bars
)eing loosely splined together at intervals
throughout the length, the outer portion of
the deck being splined solid.

This specification signed and witnessed, at

room 1312, West Street Bldg., in the city of
New York, this 2;M day of May A. D., 1911.

BARTON H. COFFEY.
In the presence of

—

KDWl). VAN WINKLE,
MAKIE E. McLEAN.

i| Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the

sioner of Patents, Washington, D. C."

'Cominls-
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In the Southern Division of the United States Dis-

trict Court Northern District of California,

Second Division.

No. 923.

COOLING TOWER COMPANY, INC.,

Plaintiff,

vs.

C. F. BRAUN & CO. (a Corporation),

Defendant.

AFFIDAVIT OF CHAS. MOSER.

State of California,

City of County of San Francisco,—ss.

Chas. Moser, being first duly sworn, deposes and

says as follov^s:

(1) I live in the city of Palo Alto, county of

Santa Clara, State of California. I am a civil en-

gineer by profession and am instructor in Mechanics

of Materials in the Stanford University, which po-

sition I have held for approximately fourteen years.

My duties include the charge of the laboratory for

the testing of materials and structures of various

kinds. I also give the lectures in the course known

as "Mechanics of Materials." The problems I

am called upon to consider in connection with my
work relate to the internal stresses, the deforma-

tions and stability of the various elements of struc-

tures subjected to loads.
^
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(2) My technical training and experience as an

engineer may be stated as follows : I am a gi-aduate

of Stanford University, graduating in 1908. I was

for two years connected with the Commissioner of

Engineers for the reconstruction of the Stanford

University after the 1906 earthquake, and since

that time I have held a position on the teaching

staff of Stanford University and for six months

each year I am in daily contact with structural

problems. At various times I have been called in

consultation on various engineering projects. With

other work I designed the framing details and in-

spected the erection of a steel mast 626 feet in

height located near Palo Alto, California, and now

used by the Federal Telegraph Company.

I am a member of the American Society of Civil

Engineers and the American Society for Testing

Materials.

(3) My attention has been called to the illus-

tration of cooling tower shown in the catalog of

B. Franklin Hart, Jr. & Co., Defendant's Exhibit

15; also to the construction of cooling tower shown

in the catalog of the Plaintiff, Cooling Tower Com-

pany, Exhibit 21, Cut No. 14, appearing on the

page indicated as Sec. A—Page 1, and to Defend-

ant's Model G and to the model Defendant's Ex-

hibit "D," illustrating the defendant's tower con-

struction; and I understand the construction of the

said several towers illustrated in said publications

and models. The construction shown in said Hart

Catalog is, as far as apparent from the very meager

and indistinct disclosure of said cut, substantially
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identical with the construction shown in the patent

to B. F. Hart, Jr., entitled Cooling Tower, num-

bered 1,228,207, May 29, 1917. In this Hart catalog

appears to be shown the same double deck arrange-

ment that appears in the Hart patent mentioned,

in which double decks are indicated by the reference

characters 20, more clearly shown in Fig. 2. The

louvers shown in Hart are numbered 25 in the

patent and the horizontal tie members which appear

to extend out from the vertical columns of the

Hart Catalog structure apparently correspond to

the horizontal tie bars 22 of the Hart patent men-

tioned. There is nothing to indicate in the Hart

catalog that these horizontal ties, to which I will

give the reference character 22, are in any sense

an extension or continuation of the horizontal joists

or deck supports which carry the decks. It will

therefore be assumed that the showing in the Hart

cooling tower corresponds substantially to the show-

ing in said Hart patent No. 1,228,207. Reference

is hereby made as a part hereof to Model marked

Moser A, which exemplifies the said Hart con-

struction. Model marked Moser Model B exempli-

fies the construction illustrated in what may be

termed the Plaintiff's tower, illustrated in the blue

print No. 59. Moser Model A, at the same time

exemplifying the Hart construction, exemplifies the

same principle existent in the representation of the

Plaintiff's cooling tower exhibited in Model Ex-

hibit ''G." Either model Moser A or B accurately

represents the essential structural elements of
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Plaintiff's towers illustrated in blue print No. 59

and Model G ; the structural principles being sub-

stantially the same in each.

A third model marked Moser Model <;^ typifies and

embodies the construction shown in the Braun pat-

ent No. 1,442,784, dated January 16, 1923, and in

the Braun Model tower, Defendant's Exhibit *'!)."

An examination of these models will disclose the

fact that IModels A and B represent towers of a

class in which vertical and horizontal meml)ers

foiTu the main frame to which are appended ac-

cessory louver members which add no strength to

the tower structure as more particularly pointed out

hereinafter. On the other hand. Model C exempli-

fies a tower of a different class, in which the ver-

tical and horizontal frame members and the louvers

are intergral elements of the structure and mutually

co-operate in carrying both deck and lateral loads,

and give added rigidity to the entire structure.

(4) I understand the functions of the structural

members of the towers illustrated by the models in

resisting loads, and the stresses that may be de-

veloped in said members due to the straining action

of loads. The stresses developed in resisting ex-

ternal loads are illustrated in a diagram which I

produce and mark Moser D. The reference charac-

ters employed in this sketch correspond to the num-

erals appearing respectively in the Braun patent

No. 1,442,784 and the Hart patent 1,288,207. In the

diagram of Moser D the effective action of the

structural elements of towers of the Braun and of
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the JMaiutiff and Hart types are indicated; first by

showing the deck load and the effect of bending

stresses on the horizontal members, and secondly

by showing the lateral load and the effect upon the

horizontal members when the lateral load is im-

posed.

Just as model A and B typify interchangeably the

principles and action of both Hart and Plaintiff,

so does that portion of the stress diagram, Exhibit

Moser "D," marked Plaintiff's and Hart type,

apply equally to those constructions in contradis-

tinction to the action that takes place in Braun. in

each of these towers, Plaintiff's and Hart's, due

to the lack of continuity of the horizontal deck

member beyond the main vertical portion the lou-

ver is an appended structure which does not influ-

ence the stress in the main framing members of the

tower, except to add load. Therefore, the particu-

lar details of the louver construction of these towers

are of no consequence with respect to the stability

or stress situation of the main supporting frame of

the towers.

By comparing the bending stress diagram for

deck loads it will be seen that the horizontal mem-

bers of the Braun tower undergo less stress and

strain than the horizontal members of the Hart or

Plaintiff's towers. This situation is due to the fact

that members 13 in Braun act as tension members
to relieve and distribute the stresses in the horizon-

tal members, while in the Hart or Plaintiff's struc-

tures members 21 and 22 are idle w^hen the deck load
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is applied and do not so relievo the stresses in tlie

horizontal deck supporting member. This situa-

tion is more fully explained in paragraph (J.

For lateral loads imparted against the side of

the Braun tower the entire beam 11 of Biaun .-nid

his opposite louver braces 13 will act in resisting

the load, while in the Hart-Plaintiff type of tower

the structure will be unstable as far as lateral load

is concerned.

From the foregoing it will be seen that by the

use by Braun of horizontal deck supporting mem-
bers 11 which extend be3'ond the posts 10 and are

tied thereto by the inclined members 13, the beams

will be performing useful work at all times and

with less stress than in the Hart-Plaintiff type of

tower.

From a structural standpoint both the Hart and

the Plaintiff's towers consist of two more or less

independent structures, namely the main supporting

structure comprising the vertical posts which are

marked 10 in the Hart patent mentioned, and the

horizontal framing member marked 13, and tlic ac-

cessory structure composed of the inclined members

or louvers marked 21, and the horizontal ties

marked 22. The panel marked 25 in tlie Hart pat-

ent is included to hold the two l)ents in i)r()i)er re-

lation to each other, but forms no essential element

of the structure.

In both the Hart and Plaintiff's towers the lou-

vers and horizontal ties are designed solely as wiiu-^-

brakes and constitute an added Ntad on the main
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i'lanic without contributing in any measureable de-

gree to its structural stability. These two por-

tions of the tower do not co-operate in any substan-

tial manner in carrying loads. Thus, in carrying

the vertical deck load, the main horizontal framing

member 13 is deprived of the assistance which the

outstanding horizontal member 22 might have fur-

nished had it been a continuation of the horizontal

member 13 instead of being a separate member.

Likewise, the outstanding horizontal member or

tie 22 of Hart or Plaintiff can receive no assist-

ance from the main horizontal member 13. Conse-

quently, the field of action of the outstanding hori-

zontal member 22 is very limited and it can sup-

port no vertical load except the louver 21 be in

place. Therefore, each of the horizontal members

13 and 22 must independently support its own loads.

With respect to a horizontal load as the force of

wind which on a cooling tower 20 feet high and 50

feet long amounts to 30,000 pounds, the two por-

tions, either individually or collectively, are with-

out stability. This situation is due to the fact that

the main horizontal framing member 13 and the

outstanding horizontal member 22 supporting the

louver are separate pieces whose end connections

at the main vertical posts 10 are incapable of pre-

venting rotation when an actual horizontal working

load is applied to the structure against the panels 25.

(5) Referring to the models Moser A and B, I

would say that I am aware of the fact that the ends
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of the horizontal members 13 and 22 are attaclicd to

the main vertical post 10 by cither nails, bolts,

pins or light brackets and that such attachments

provide a johit with some slight degree of rigidity.

However, while such joints may be said to be rigid

with respect to the thrust of a man's hand of the

blow of a carpenter's hammer, they are incapa))U'

of resisting the rotating influence of actual work-

ing loads and are therefore to be classed as pivoted

joints, and in any event the construction of the

louver cannot possibly add to the rigidity of the

tower as a whole.

(6) In the Braun tower the various structural

features as shown in the model Moser C are so de-

signed and arranged as to constitute an integral

structure, each element of which (in addition to

carrying its own locally imposed loads, as do the

like members in the Hart and Plaintiff's towers),

is able and does make a substantial contribution

toward the stability and efficiency of the structure

as a whole, a function entirely lacking in Hart or

Plaintiff.

In Braun the main horizontal framing mem})or

11 extends outwardly beyond the main vertical post

10 to form the louver support instead of being cut

to a length just sufficient to spike or bolt to the ver-

tical posts 10 and requiring an additional horizontal

piece for the louver support.

The continuation of the horizontal framing mem-

ber 4011 without cutting in Braun beyond the post

and tying it to the louver, forms a cantilever beam,

making it possible for the various monibers of the
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structure to co-operate advantageously in a manner

impossible in the Hart or Plaintiff's type of tower.

As previously pointed out the louvers in the Hart

and Plaintiff's towers are incapable of contribut-

ing in the slightest degree to the stability of the

tower against horizontal loads because of the lack

of continuity of the horizontal members. What-

ever stability the Hart or Plaintiff's towers may

have is independent of the louver construction. On

the other hand, by combining the horizontal fram-

ing member and the horizontal louver member in

one unbroken member 11 in the Braun tower a

very considerable degree of rigidity is attained

which makes it possible to erect a considerable por-

tion of the frame without the addition of any other

system of bracing and contributing materially to

the stability of the completed tower against hori-

zontal loads.

In the Braun tower the louver is able to make a

substantial contribution to the capacity of the main

horizontal member 11 in carrying the deck loads.

The horizontal member 11 with its continuation be-

yond the point of support at the post 10 in the Braun

tower constitutes what is knovvna as a restrained

beam, since the outwardly extending cantilever ends

of the member 11 are anchored down by means of

the louver member 13.

In the Hart and Plaintiff's towers the horizontal

member 13 ends at the points of support at the

posts 10, forming what is known as a simple beam.
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The deck loads of these members are uuii'urnily dis-

tributed throughout their lengths in eaeh case. For
the purpose of comparison it will be assumed that

the loads are equal for the two beams.

The effect of the restraint in the case of the hori-

zontal member 11 in the Braun tower is to reduce

the bending stress in the member very materially.

For equal loads the maximum bending stress in the

horizontal member 11 of Braun will be one-half of

the maximum bending stress in the horizontal mem-

ber 13 in the Hart or Plaintiff's towers.

The cross sectional dimensions of any structural

member are largely detennined by the stresses in that

member. Since the maximum bending stress in

the horizontal member 11 in the Braun tower is one-

half of the maximum bending stress in the horizon-

tal member 13 in the Hart and Plaintiff's towers

for equal loads, it follow^s that the horizontal mem-

ber 11 in the Braun tower may be made much lighter

than the horizontal member 13 in the Hart or Plain-

tiff's towers with equal degrees of safety so far as

supporting the deck load is concerned. The rela-

tive magnitudes of the stress in the members of the

two towers for equal loads are shown graphically

on diagram Moser D.

(7) As previously pointed out in Section 4 the

stability of towers of the Hart or Plaintiff's type

against lateral loads does not involve the details

of louver construction. Plaintiff's Model (1 vu\-

bodies features which illustrate this fact. Thus,

assume the main vertical posts in position and the
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interior liorizontal deck supports in place. In this

condition the structure has no stability due to the

fact that the horizontal members merely rest upon

brackets attached to the main vertical posts, or are

toe-nailed against the posts, affording a connection

capable of carrying the vertical loads, but being

unstable in the matter of rotation.

In the construction of the louver this feature of

weakness is not changed in any manner. The ver-

tical member along the outer extremities of the lou-

vers in Model G serves as a spacing bar to preserve

the alignment of the louvers. Neither this vertical

member nor any of the louver members in Model G
serve to repair the weakness of the main frame,

due to cutting the horizontal deck supporting mem-
ber at the posts. This weakness is overcome in the

Braun tower by combining the horizontal deck sup-

ports and the members which ties the louver to the

main vertical post into one unbroken member 11 (as

in Model Moser C) which is capable of exerting its

full strength in the way of bending stresses at the

main vertical posts.

(8) My attention has also been called to the

patent to Schmidt, No. 693,625, February 18, 1902.

I have read and understand said patent.

In the said Schmidt tower the lateral bracing of

the tower is accomplished solely by inclining the

main supporting posts B to form triangles having the

foundation of the tower as bases. The horizontal

deck supporting members b' extend slightly be-

yond the inclined posts B to support the upright
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louvers E-c, but this connection of tlie short ox-

tensions of the joists b' beyond the inclined posts

B in no way lias hxtteral bracing of the tower as in

Braun.

The louver E-c, therefore, is not an integral fea-

ture of the Schmidt tower with respect to stability,

but merely constitutes an added load on the sup-

porting frame of the tower. Further, the horizontal

deck member b' acts independently of the louver

and its action in carrying deck loads as shown

accurately by the stress diagram for the horizontal

deck member of the Hart-Plaintiff type shown on

Diagram Moser D, in which the bending stresses

are two times the bending stresses in Braun.

CHAS. MOSEH.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 28th

day of November, 1923.

[Seal]
W.W.HEALEY,

Notary Public in and for the City and County of

San Francisco, State of California.
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[Endorsed]: No. 923. In the Southern Divi-

sion of the United States District Court, Northern

District of California, Second Division. Cooling

Tower Company, Inc., Plaintiff, vs. C. F. Braun &
Co. (a Corporation), Defendant. Affidavit of Chas.

Moser. Filed Nov. 30, 1923. Walter B. Maling,

Clerk.

No. 4221. United States Circuit 'Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit. Cooling Tower Company,

Inc., a Corporation, Appellant and Cross-Appellee,

vs. C. F. Braun & Company, a Corporation, Appel-

lee and Cross-Appellant. Affidavit of Chas. Moser.

Filed May 8, 1924. F. D. Monckton, Clerk.
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Statement of Facts.

The appellant and eross-appellee, Coolinj; Tower Co.,

Inc., a corporation of the State of New York, tiled it.s

Itill of conij)laint (p. 1) ajjainst C. F. Hraiin ^: Co. a

corporation of the State of California, (•har<i;in;r in-

frinjrement of V. S. Letters Patent No. 1,<I1(»,()2(), i.ssned

November 28, lOll, to Mitchell-Tai)i)en Co. as assi.un«'e

of Barton H. Coffey for improvements in <lrvi<('s f«>r

coolinjj; li<piids.

The answrr of ('. F. r>rann i^- Co. (p. 5) sets np the

nsnal defenses and inclndcs t\v(t cross complainls. Hy

its cross complaint, cansc one, it chaij^'rs the |)lMinlilV

with impioper and nnlawful use of the (twiiciship of its

patents and of the fad of lirin«;in^' the snit. which it



chaijrcs was with llic iiiilnwfiil i)nri)ose of harassing;,

iiijurin*;. annoying and damajiinji: ])laintiff {sir), its

aj^cnls and cnstonuTs in its and Ihcii- Icjiitiniate business

(
|). 1(>). I»y its second cross complaint, the defendant

i-harjies the intrinjj;enient by plaintiff of V. S. Letters

Patent for water cooling towers, No. 1,3:U,515, issued

March 1'3, 11)20 and No. 1,442,784 issued January 10,

102a.

lly the interlocutory decr<'e entered December IT,

1!)23, from which both parties api)eal, it was adjudjj;ed,

and decreed that the ])laintiff"s patent No. 1,010,020, was

not infrinjiijed and tliat the bill be dismissed. It was

further decreed tliat the plaintiff was ji;uilty of unfair

comi)etition in makinj; improper and unlawful use of its

alleg(Hl ownershij) of various ])atents on Coolin*; Towers,

includiuf!: the patent in suit, tbat the defendant's patent

No. 1,442,784 does not involve invention and was anti-

cipated.. In view of the withdrawal by the defendant

of its patent No. 1,334,515, no findinji; was made with

reference to it. It was further decree that the plaintiff

be peri)etually restrained from claimin*; that defendant's

Water Cooliufj; Devices infrinjje the plaintiff's patent

and from threatenin«» any customer, rei)resentative or

prospective customer of defendant with litig;ation, etc.,

and that it be referred to a Sj)ecial .Master to take aiul

state the <lania<;('s sustained by defendant by reason of

the unlawful and unfair acts of plaintiff and the profits

which have accrued to plaintiff thereby and re(iuirinj]j

plaintiff to attend and ])roduce before the Master, such

books, papers, documents, vouchers and records, as the

Master may recpiire. Costs were awarded to the de-

fendant. A perpetual injunction was issued under this

decree (p. 300).

As both parties have appealed, the parties will be

referred to as plaintiff' and defendant, for clarity.



The patents in suit relate to impiovenieiits in «l«'vi<rs

for eoolinji' water l)y at niosplieric action. The water to

be eooled is delivered at the top of an open tower liavinji

a i)lnrality ol" tleeks, one al)ove the ol hei-, and is dis-

tributed over the upper deek, which is lornied of spaced

grooved bars forminji- j^utters, it overflows these j^utters

and falls between the bars to a lower o])en deck of sim-

ilar construction and thence from deck to <h'ck to a col-

lecting basin at the base of the tower.

The water in its descent is thus divided into tine

drops or spray, which facilitate the cooling process.

The plaintiff's patent in suit relates more particularly

to the construction of the "<lecks."

It appears that the old deck was composed of slats

nailed to a frame work at intervals and sjjaced ajtart

so that the water might run down or fall between the

slats.

It is highly desirable that the spacing between the

slats be narrow and uniform. In the old form of nailed

slats the expansion and wari)ing of the slats caused ihem

to buckle and to come together, which detracted from the

efficiency of the tower.

The problem which Coffey solved was the even spacing

of the slats or bars, securing them in such manner that

expansion and wari)ing woidd not destroy the unifoiiM

spacing.

As explained in his patent in suit his decks ar<' formeil

of "drip bars" or shits -wirn h may be of iiiiy (b'sired

shape" and are loosely held in position by what he calls

a '-spline" providcnl at intervals between the slats. The

inventor calls attention to the fact that the bars or shils

are not rigidly secured together (page 1. liu<- r><li :ind

that an interlocking system is offered which is ensily :in.l

cheaply constructed. The inventor presents two optional

forms of drip bar or slat as his preferre<l forms but



snvs that deviations in shnpc may bo lundo. He doscribos

the op<M{ili(m of bis device as foUows: Tbe licjuid to

be cooled is discbarj;(Ml and distiibnied over the top

of the tower li.v means of a snpply pipe and tlie water

then drips thronjjh spaces between the sbits oi' l)ars

and falls to the deck below and thns passes throu«i;h

the snccessive decks of the series to a collecting? pan

(Patent No. lOKIOlM), p. 1, line 75).

Considerinjj the disclosure of the patent, in view of

the prior art, we tind that the invention hero involved

consists in providing? a drip bar deck in a coolinj; tower,

in which the bars or slats are secured to the frame of the

deck and spaced apart by spacers which peimit lonjji-

tudinal movement or ex])ansion of the indivi<lual bars

or slats while inaintainin<» the spacinj; between adjacent

l)ars.

This had nevei- been done in the prior art.

Ostendortt" (No. 661,192) and Burborn (No. 77l',7S0)

endeavored to overcome the waiping of the slats by usinj;

metal i)ans which would not be alfeeted by the water,

but wooden l)ars a])])ear to be more satisfactory.

The plaintiff and its predecessor, Mitchell-Tapi)an Co.,

have been en_s>as>ed in the manufacture and sale of atmos-

pheric coolino; towers since 1911 and its towers have

j»one into extensive use throughout the United States,

the IMiilii)pines, Tuba, Mexico, South America and

Kui'ope ( Uofley, j). 73) and they have extensively adver-

tised their towers by catalogue distribution and in trade

papers (Phillips, p. 88).

The value of the Coflfey contribution to the art has

been generally acknowledged,

Carl F. Braun, the president and leading spirit of the

defendant cori)oration, saw ''the su])erior performance

of the open atmospheric type of tower'' (p. 208), and



the hi^h inorii of jihiiiit ill's device had spread its ic|)nia-

tion aeross the coininenl w lien defeiuhnil wrote lo phiiii-

titT on Noveiiihei- L'l. 1!)U (IMaiiitiff's Kxhihit 1 ) :

"We ai(> intei-esled in yonr coolinii lowers and
Avonld like to i-eeeive as coniidele information as

you care to i-ive ns. We liave sohl a nnnil»ei- of

All)er«ier toweis, which Ave used to rejiresenl hut

which we no ]oni>ei' represent, and are, therefore,

looking- about for soniethinu of (Mpial or superior

merit/'

The Alberuer tower mentioned in this lettei- is of ihe

closed type as distin^i^uished from ])laintifT's o])en. atmos-

pheric type.

Plaintitl:" answered this lirst letter from defendant on

Xovend)er 27, 1914 (IMaintirs Exhibit Xo. 4) iiivini; the

particulars of its tower and enclosinji its des(rii)tive

IJulletin No. 7. It sai<l in this letter:

'^Should you take u\) tiie sale of our towers

energetically we will be pleased to jiive yon com-

plete infoiination as to the reasons of tin* fall-

downs in our competitor's towers and how we have

avoided them.''

Mr. Braun had in contemplation a trip to N+'W York

and so advised plaintiff and it was prop<>sed that a

personal interview ho arraiiiicd jlMaintiff's I'xliibit

Xo. 5).

A nund)er of in(|uiiies were i-eceived by plaint ilT from

the racilic Coast, of which iilainlitV advised dcrcMilanl

(Exhibit No. 7) and under dal.-. Man h L'!>. HM:.. it

received an iinpiiry from Shell Company of Caliloniia

(PlaintifT's ICxhibit \o. 17) which it answered on April
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5, ini,"), oivinjj oslimafe and pni'ticulars (Kxliibit No. 8).

While thus (•()rrosj)oii(lin*» with the Shell Company it

reeeivp<l a telegram from defendant, djited April 20,

lOlT), asking for propositior^ and estimates on the cooling

tower to be erected at the Shell Companay plant (Ex-

hibit 23).

The information and proposition requested was sent

to defendant under date A])ril 21, 1915, in Avhich letter

plaintiff stated

;

'•The wood drip bars are patented and we
allow you to use them in this case only" (Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 9).

On May 17, 1915, defendant wrote to plaintiff (Ex-

hibit No. IS) :

"We are now ready to undertake the sale of

your cooling towers for this State and should this

be agreeable to you, we believe that this arrange-

ment will result to our mutual profit.

There is no one that we know of locally offer-

ing cooling towers ujxm which he is willing to

make definite guaranties. We feel quite sure that

by purchasing this special apparatus onlij from

you and using California redwood in the construc-

tion of the towers we can offer properly com-

petitive figures.

There are a gieat manj^ cooling towers used

in this state by Ice Companies, Refrigerating

Plants, Oil Refineries, steam poAver plants, etc.,

and we have bid on much of this Avork with the

old fashioned fan type tower but secured very

little business, owing to the fact that the towers

were very expensive, the power consumption of



the fan was Ijir^e, and the results «>;naiaiit('C(l \v<m-<'

not i»(K)(l. The last inoposition llial we lost w;is

one loi- tlic Standard Oil Co., who tinall.v pwi--

chased spray nozzles and installed a ((xdinii |><>Md."

The cori-espondence icdative to the toweis at tin*

Shell ronipany refinery matured into an order for two

towers (Plaintitt's Exhibits Xos. :U and :V2) and. as

appe^Trs by the eorrespondenee in evidence, the plaint i(V

sent to defendant the idans and si)eeirKalions and fur-

nished the steel work and the defeiulant ])r()vided (he

woodwork aeeording to the inslruetions received from

plaintiff.

On the completion of the toweis plaintiff sent to

defendant its name idate with notice of its j)ateuts to

be placed on the towers (Plaintiff's Exhibit 17, Uraun,

])]). 170, 210).

It seems clear that at this time <lefendant conceived

the idea of usinji' the information thus actpiired and

plaintiff's improvements for its own benetit indejiendent

of ])laintiff, as he consulted his attorney on the subject

of plaintiff's i)atents (p. 2i)i).

At his interview with plaintiff's otliceis in New York,

^Ir. ]5raun had snj»<»ested the uianufactuic of plaiiitilf's

towers by defendant on a royalty basis iriiilliits, p. KlL'i

which was not satisfactory to ]>laintiff.

Snbse(|uently ])laintitf was informed that delendant

had enlar<;ed one of the Shell (N)iui)auy towers at Mar-

tinez without plaintiff's know led i^c and that it was

en«taji;ed in buildini; towers whi(li (dosely ai»pi-o\iuiaic<l

its own in design and ap]K'arance ( |). lO.'i).

Mr. Uraun, on the stand, has adnutted the dilliculty

of obtaining; access to th(" coolinu towers of his coui|ieti-

tors and this difficulty confrontecl the plaintitT. touctlicr
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witli tlio fact tliat ])laiiitifT is loratod on tlio Atlantic

coast and tlio acts of defendant were committed across

the coidinent, on the coast of the Pacific.

rhiintitl" had hoped that a tower of tlie defendant's

const niction wonld be erected somewhere in the East so

that it miijht hrin<j snil nearer home bnt defendant's

l)resident has admitted on tlie stand tliat no towers have

])een built by defendant farther East than Texas or

Oklahoma.

Tn 1918 there was some correspondence between coun-

sel for the res])ective ])arties relative to the infrinjjement

by defendant, and plaintiff's counsel then requested that

defendant's counsel admit what structure was beinji made

l)y defendant but this infoi*mation was not furnished and

defendant's counsel says that he did not receive the

letter (p. 259).

Plaintiff ho])ed that the unlawful acts of the defend-

ant Mould cease and hesitated to enter into an expensive

liti«T:ation at so jjreat a distance but its hesitancy appears

to have emlx)ldened the defendant to claim the inven-

tions of plaintiff as his own, and, as a result, ])laintiff

was coinix'lled to institute this suit.

The Plaintiff's Towers.

Plaintiff's cooling towers are constructed under the

three Coffey patents, viz.

:

Xo. 1,010,020 dated November 2S, 1911, for the deck

construction, bein<^ the patent in suit;

No. 1,027,184, dated May 21, 1912, for the water dis-

tribution or delivery system at the top of the tower, and

No. 1,158,107, applied for June 18, 1914, and issued

October 20, 1915, at about the date of the completion of

the Shell Comi)any towers and covers the bracing of the



I'mnic by incjiiis of jnij:;iil;ir Itijukcls or loiivcr siii>j>(>ims.

Tlic lii-st imtciil above inciitioiuMl ( l,()J(),OiMI
i has

been (lisenssod above, the second paleul, 1,027,184, is not

material to this iiKiuiiy, the thii-d i)alent, however, \o.

1,158,107, covers tlie i)iinei|)le and eonstruetion for whieli

defendant contends in its patent No. 1. Hi*, 7s I, (hited

.laniiaiy 10, 1923.

This construction was employed by plaintiff in the

>^hell Comj)any towers,

CofTey, the inventor, says in this patent ( Xo.

1,158,107) :

"My inv(Mition relates to inii)rovenients in the

orjjanization and cond)ination of parts in an at-

mospheric coolinjf tower whereby ini]»oitant uains

in structural strength are obtained without in-

crease in weiiiht. and other advantajies.*"

He calls attention to the desirability of obtaininii

maximum strenj>th with minimum weijihl, the providing

of local stiffness to resist severe wind j)ressure to whirh

coolinii towers are subject and says that a firm support

must be jijiven the spray louvers to resist wind stresses

and ice loads.

The inveutoi' shows two types of posts, the coi-ner

posts shown in figures 2 and 5 which are positioned at

the corners, and the intermediate i)Osts, Jij>u)-es :> and I,

positioned at the sides and ends (d" the tower, intcrni)'-

diate the corner ])osts.

These ])Osts are shown in jireatei- detail in the bine

]U'iid drawings of the Shell towers in evidence ( IMain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 51).

The intermediate ])Osts include a vertical snjtportiM-:

chord or jiost 8. which extends from the ;>;round to the
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fop of the tower, to whicli arc Ixiltcd the lioiizoiital

chords oi- iikmhIkms '^, carryiiij^ the drip decks 14 and

these liorizontal sii])porls for the drip deck are extended

horizontally Iw'vond the jtosts (S in an extension 5. Each

of the liorizontal extensions o of the deck niendiers is

secured at its outer end to the toj) margin of the louver

snpi)ort (I and this louver support (> extends <lown-

wardly an<l inwardly at an angle of about 45° to the

])oint of junction or engagement of the horizontal deck

sui)port and the vertical post S, thus forming a triangle,

the vertical chord of which is the vertical side post of

the tower. There is also shown a vertical chord 7 con-

necting the outer tips of the louvers.

It was the tower constructed in accordance with

these three patents and the drawings and specifications

furnished by jjlaintiff (Plaintiff's Exhibit 51), that the

defendant erected the tower at the Shell Refineiy at

Martinez, Califoiiiia, in 11)15, under plaintili's license

(p. 152).

It is submitted that defendant's structure also in-

fringes this patent but, owing to lack of information at

the time the suit was brought, infringement of this

patent was not charged in the bill.

The Defendant's Device,

As has been observed, OotTe}^ was the first to dis-

cover and devise a means of attaching the slats or drip

bars of a cooling tower deck in such manner that the

slats would be individually secured in spaced relation to

each other, preventing the springing up of the slats and

at the same time allowing individual longitudinal ex-

])ansi()n without buckling.
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CofTey solved this j^roblcni l>y insert inu Itctwccii the

adjacent slats oi' bars a member, wliicli lie cjilleil a

'•si)line,*' which would space the bars ;nid hold I hem

securely in jtositiou aiul prevent their movement (ti- dis-

l)lafenK'nt in all but the l()n«»itudinal diicMtion. It also

])ei-mitted the bais to be leadily laid with uniform si)ac-

in<i between the bars, all of which is hij^hly desirable.

Mr. Kraun admitted that there is considerable ex|)ansion

and that the i>oai-ds hav<' a tendency to wai-]) (|t. IsOi.

Defendant tried the nailin<»- of the slats but lound

this unsatisfactory as was admitted on the stand by Mr.

Brann (pp. 201}, 2\:\, 24:]). Tt then set about t(» evade

the wording? of the claims while i-etaininu the substance

and has offered definitions of the word ••si)liue," used in

plaintiff's patent, to this end.

The first modification or substitute for the spacing

device of plaintiff's ])atent, which defendant used, in an

effort to evade the letter but retain the substance of llie

invention, is that shown in his sketch. Exhibit K (!»|).

236, 242). As described by Mj-. liraun, this is an an^lc

I)late, the uj)i)er j)ortion of which hobls down the slats,

with spacing finoers cut out and bent down between tin'

slats or bars to s])ace them apart. As will be observed,

this substitute ])erf()rms the functions of the plaintilf's

device in the same way (]). -'M\).

The plaintiff's device is interjtosed in the H|)ward path

of the movement of the slat. It spaces apart the ad

jacent slats. It i)ermits only the individual lonuihi-

dinal movement of the slats, and i)ermits the slats to

be conveniently laid on the deck in spaced relation.

All of these functions are |»erroniied liy the substi-

tute for the i»laintiirs spacing device tirst used liy ih--

fendant in tlu' enlargement of the Shell ('omi>any lowei'

at Martinez (i»|».
2:',(;, 2H)).
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The substitute, l.nter adopted by defendant and at

])resent in use, is also the equivab»nt, l)oth struetnrally

and in function, of the device of plaintiff's ])atent. This

last inodilication is described by Mr. Braun as a ''sjjac-

ing strap" (j). 244). It is a strij) of metal having? a

spacing; or spline section bent down betAveen the adjacent

slats or bars and havinp; a horizontal station which pre-

vents the slat from si)rin<>in«i ui)ward (see Fig'. 3 of

defendant's patent 1,834,515).

Kepeatiii" what has been said above as to the struc-

ture and function of defendant's first substitute as com-

pared with ])laintiff's device, it will be observed that this

last modification also })erf<)rms every function of plain-

tiff's device and in the same way. In fact, this last

modilication or substitute, used by defendant, is mechan-

ically the s])line shown in the plaintiiT's patent and used

in the towers at Afartinez and shown in the blue prints

of that tower. This blue print shows the spline as a

device having two horizintal arms or extensions which

prevent the vertical displacement of the adjacent slats,

and a vertical section which holds the adjacent slats

apart or spaces them in a horizontal ])lane. This is

exactly w^hat defendant has in its last substitute except

that the s])acer is made of metal by defendant and of

wood by plaintiff. If plaintiff's spacer or spline is cut

in half horizontally, it j>ives us defendant's device as

shown on the sketch herewith.
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Wo find, tlioi'oforo, in tho dovioo of defendant, in botli

its niodilications, tliat wliich ju'ifoiins the function per-

foi-med by the jdaintifT's patented deviee in the same

Avjjy and whicli answers every test of structural and

functional exactitude willi tlie s])acer invented by Coffey.

Defendant admits this function of its deviee in its

])atent No. 1,334,515, page 1, lines 108, ct seq., where it

is said

:

"Furthermore some woods have longitudinal

expansion which may be accommodated as the

slats are not fixed rigidly to their support, thus

preventing buckling."

The Claims of Plaintiff's Patent.

The defendant's device, in both modifications, em-

bodies the structuie of tlie clainis of the i)atent in suit.

Claim 5 reads:

"5. In a device of the class described a deck

consisting of drip bars individually fastened at

each en<l with s])ace in between the bars, the

adjacent bars being loosely splined together at

intervals throughout their entire length.''

Defendant's device is of the class described, an at-

mospheric cooling tower:

It has a deck; the deck consists of drip bars; the drip

bars are individually fastened at each end to the frame

of the tower; there is a s])ace in between the bars; and

the adjacent bars of defendant are loosely splined to-

gether throughout their entire length by the spacing

straps. They are "splined"' as the word is used in the

patent and they are loosely splined, and this is carried

from end to end throughout their entire length.
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The ''Spline,"

The function of the splinos of the i)at('nt is to si)a('0

the slats apart, hold thorn securely aiiainst vertical dis-

placement and at the same time peiinil relative loniii-

tudinal movement or sli<lin<»;.

Mr. rhillii)s, a {graduate of Stevens Institute of Tech-

nolojiv, in answer to counsel for the defendant, defined

a "spline" as

"a piece of material put in between two other

pieces of material to hold them tlie liiiht distance

apart" (Philli])s, ]). 115).

Mr. Coffey explained that the construction ''iteiinits

the holdiuij- of the slats in spaced relation and |»('rniiltin«c

exi)ansion without warpinj>.''

In defendant's T.raun patent No. l,;>:U,r)l.") tlie word

"si)line" is used to describe the slats runnin}»- across the

deck and sunk into the bars to dam the trou«»hs ( Patent

Ko. 1,334,515, p. U, 1. 85). Braun called his boards

''splines" (p. 178) and attempted to distin*;uish between

his device and ])laintifT's sj)line by the statement that his

device was attached to the sui)port (p. 238 |.

Specification of the Errors Relied Upon.

The specification of errois tiled by the appellanl, the

Cooling Tower Co., Inc., and ujxui wliicli it relies on this

api)eal, are as follows:

1. That the said T'nited States District Court for

the Northern District of California, Southern Division,

erred in that it erroneously deciced that :

That i»laintifT's pat<'nt sued on NO. 1.(II(I.IHJ<»

issued t(» the ^litchell-Tai»itan ('oiii|.aiiy as as-
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siiinoo of Barton H. Coffey on tlic 2Stli <lay of

NovcnilKM', 1911, ovon if valid, is not intrinj^od

and llic IJill is dismissed.

2. That tlie said United States Distriet Tourt for the

Northern District of California, Southern Division, erred

in that it erroneously decreed that

:

That the plaintiff has been jiuilty of unfair

competition against the defendant by making im-

proper and unlaAvful use of its alleged ownership

of various patents on Cooling Toweis, including

the patent aforesaid in suit, and has unlawfully

and without justification threatened, both orally

and in writing, defendant's customers and pros-

pective customers with suits for infringement if

they used defendant's devices and has otherwise

unlawfully intimidated, harassed and annoyed

defendant's said customers, and has disseminated

malicious and untrue rejiresentations against de-

fendant and its officers in an endeavor to secure

the trade of the defendant and to injure the repu-

tation, business and good-will of the defendant,

and has otherwise injuied and damaged defend-

ant in its legitimate business.

3. That the said United States District Court for

the Northern District of California, Southern Division,

erred in that it erroneously decreed that

:

That no finding is made with respect to the

first Braun patent Xo. 1,334,515, dated March

23rd, 1920, set up in defendant's Counter-Claim,

in view of the withdrawal of said patent from

suit by defendant.
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4. That the said United States Distiid (\>\\\\ lor

the Xorlhcrn District of ('alilornia, Soiuhcni Division,

erred in (liat it ci roncoiisl.v decreed llial:

That a Writ of Injunction shall issue out of

this court jjorpetnally adj<)inin<i and rest lainin;;

the ])laintiff, its officers, directors, clerks, attor-

neys, servants, workmen, ajicnls and employees,

and others acting- under their direction, fi-om

issuin<>- letters or advertisements or publishin*;

statements in any I'oiin whatsoever, eitliei- writ leu

or oral, elaiminu; that defendant's Water Coolinj;

Tower devices infringed said alleged Letters

Pateid No. 1,01(),0lM), or any other Letters Patent

of plaint ill', and from seiuling cireulars or letters

to any customer or re])resentative oi- piositeclive

customer of this defendant threatening such i)er-

son or ]iersons with litigation or ])rosecution. or

with the costs and exi)enses of litigation, or other-

wise publishing statements, either written or oral,

intended, or by a reasonable construction likely

or apt, to cause injuiy or damage to this defend-

ant in the business of manufacture, use and, or

sale of said Water Cooling Towels.

5. That the said Ignited States District Court for

the Northern District of Oalifornia, Southern Divisicm.

erred in tbat it erroneously decreed that :

That the matters affect ing said Couider-riaim

foi- unfair com])ctition be and the sanu' is hereby

referred to the Hon. Hakuv M. Wkkjiit, as Special

Master in Chancery of this Couit. to lake an«I

state the damages which defendant has sustained

bv reason of such uidawful and unfair a<ts of
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])laintitT and also the profits wliich liavo acorned

to i)laiiilitT' hy reason of its unlawful acts as

aforesaid; and the i)laintifT, its directors, otticers,

clerks, attorneys, servants, workmen, agents and

employees, and others acting under their direction,

are hereby directed and commanded to attend be-

fore said ^faster from time to time, as required,

and to jiroduce before him such books, ])apers,

documents, vouchers and records as the Master

may require.

(). That the said Ignited States District Court for

the Northern District of California, Southern Division,

erred in that it erroneously decreed that

:

That the defendant do recover of the plaintiff,

its costs and disbursements in this suit, in accord-

ance with the Kules of this Court ; and that the

question of increase of damages and all further

questions be reserved until the coming in of the

Master's Keport.

7. That the said Court erred in that it erroneously

found and decreed that the jdaintiff's patent No.

1,01 0,020 was not infringed by the defendant.

8. That the said Court erred in that it erroneously

decreed Ihat the bill of complaint be dismissed.

9. That the said Court erred in that it erroneously

found and decreed that the plaintiff has been guilty of

imi)i-oper or unlawful use of its alleged ownership of

various patents on Cooling Towers.

1(». That the said Court erred in that it erroneously

found and d(Hreed that the plaintiff had been guilty of
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iini)i()]t('r or unlawl'ul use of its ow iicrsliiji of the iiMiciil

in suit.

11. Thnt the said Court cried in iliat it ciioticdusly

found and decreed that the i>laintin did nnlawlnllv oi-

without juslilicatiou (lirealeu defendanrs customers ui-

prosj)octive customers with suits tor iidrin.u;ement it

tliey used defendant's devices.

12. That the said Coui't ei-red in that il enoneowsly

found and deereod that the plaintiff did unlawfully

intimidate, harass oi- annoy defendant's cnstomcTs.

].'). That the said Court erred in that it erroneously

found and decreed that plaintiff did disseminate mali-

cious and untrue rejjresentations ajijaiust defendant,

14. That the said Court eri-ed in that it eironeously

found and decreed that the i)laiutiff had done any uidaw-

ful or inipro])er ciots or thiujis in an endeavor to se( are

the trade of the defendant oi' to injui'c the reputation.

business or pood will of the defendant or otherwise, or

that plaintiff did in any manner injure or damage the

defendant in its leiiitimate business oi- otherwise.

15. That the said Court erred in that it erroneously

found and decieed that a writ of injunction should issue

ajjainst the ])laintiff, its officers, workmen, ajicnts. eni-

j)loyees or others actinj; under its dire<-lion.

16. That the sai<l Court erioneously decreed that the

plaintiff he enjoined or restrained from <lainMnn: that

defendant's water coolinj; towers infrinjje Letters Patent

Xo. I,ni0,()l'().
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17. Tliat tlio said Court ononoonsly dofrood that

j)laintill" Im» rcstiaiiUMl I'loin (•laiiiiin<» tliat defeiidant's

Avatcr eooliiig towers infringe any Letters Patent of

jdaiiitiff.

IS. Tliat the said Court erroneously decreed that

jdaintitf be restrained from sending circulars or letters

to any customer or rei)resentative or prospective cus-

tomer of defendant threatening such jx'rson or persons

with litigation or prosecution or with costs and expenses

of litigation or otherwise publishing statements intended

or by reasonable constnution likely or apt to cause

injury or damage to defendant in the manufacture, use

or sale of water cooling towers.

19. That the said Court erred in that it erroneously

decreed that the defendant recover of plaintiff, the costs

and disbursements of this suit.

20. ^That the said Court erred in that it erroneously

found that the patent in suit of plaintiff has novelty

only in one respect.

21. That the said Court erred in that it erroneously

found that the patent oi- invention of plaintiff "consists

of wiiat is known as a 'spline' which is a spacing device

placed between the various parts of the drip deck to

keep them ai)art and at the same time to take up the

necessary expansion or warping due to the presence of

the licpiid and the passage of the air over the parts."

22. That the said Court erred in that it erroneously

found that the defendant in place of using the movable

spline or piece of wood to separate the parts of the

deck, had ad()])ted a metal strip, consisting preferably
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of brass or coijikm- wliich is IusIcikmI jicross llic drip

bars or inti\ur:il parts of tlic drij) dock so that llicv <an

expand not only bititndinally but bui^itiidiuallN
.

'2:\. That the said Court erred iu tliat it erioneously

found tluit tliere is doubt as to whedier or not the spline

of plaintiff constitutes novelty.

24. That the said Court erred in tliat it erroneously

found and decreed that the Court havin*;: found that the

device of the defendant is not an infrin<»('nieiit of the

patent of plaintiff, the injunction ])rayed for hy the an-

swer, restraining the ))laintitf from interfering; with the

bnsinc^ss of the defendant in the manner set out in the

cross bill will be j^ranted.

25. That the said Court eried in that it did not (ind,

adjndoe. and de<*ree as refjuested by jdaintifF, that the de-

fendant has infrinued the ])laintif("s patent 1,010.020.

26. That the said C(mrt erred in that it- did not find,

adjudge, and decree as requested by i)laintiff, that the

manufacture and sale of the device of the defendant <<>n-

stitutes an infrin,t>ement of the plaintilf's patent 1,010,020.

27. That the said Court erred in that it did not find,

adjudjie and decree as recpiested by plaintiff, that the de-

fendant be enjoined and restrained from infrin.uin.n jilain-

tirs letters Patent Xo. 1.010,020.

28. That the said Court erred in that it di<l not find,

adjudi^e and decree as re(|uested by ])laintiir, that tin* de-

fen«lant be rcHpiired to account for and i>ay to plaintiff the

profits and the damaj-cs suffered by plaint iff thereby.
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2!). Tliut tlic said Court orrod in that it did not ad-

jud.u(' and decide as rcqucslcd hy ])Iainliri', that tho plain-

tiff recover costs ofjaiiist the defen<lant.

30. That the said Court erred in that it erroneously

permitted Carl F. Braun, a witness on behalf of defend-

ant, to testify, over the objection of i)laintiff, to conver-

sations with an employee of T^nion Oil Co.

31. That the said Court erred in that it erroneously

admitted over the objection of plaintiff incompetent and

hearsay testimony of the witness Carl F. Braun on behalf

of defendant as to allej>ed acts and conversations of one

Fleming.

32. That the said Court erred in that it erroneously

admitted over the objection of plaintiff incompetent and

improper testimony of the Avitness Carl F. Braun as to

alleged acts and conversations of one Fleming.

33. That the said Court ei-red in that it erroneously

admitted over the objection of plaintiff incompetent, im-

])roper and hearsay testimony of the witness Carl F.

J^raun, on behalf of defendant, as to alleged acts and con-

versations of one Fleming.



BRIEF OF THE ARGUMENT.

POINT I.

The Court erroneously found that the plaintiff's

patent in suit No. 1,010,020, dated November 28,

1911, covering the deck construction, if valid, is not

infringed.

The t'l'atiiT'c disclosed in tliis |);il('nt jiiid wIi'k li ii is

cdaiined is inl'nii«»(Ml by the defendant is the novel deck

construction, which comprises a ])hirality of slats or bars

held in spaced relation by a s])acer, which the inventoi-

calls a ''spline,'* which coni])rises a iMxly section insert eel

between the slats or l)ai's, thereby niainlaininu the spacing;

between them, and an offset section or winji on each side

of the body section which enjiaiic's the adjacent slats with-

out beino rigidly secured thereto, so that the slats may

ex])and and contract longitudinally without warping or

destroying the spacing.

The defendant on the trial asserted that there ai)])ears

to be, in the i)atent drawing, a stra]) surrounding seveial

drip bars, which the defendant contends would prevent

the slats fiom freedom of longitudinal movement, and in

the model which the defendant has const lucied and i»ro-

diiced, a strap is built around the iimmIcI constructed of

rigid metal and holds the slats against longitudinal e\

] ansion. This, howevei , is a creation of the <lefendant

and it is obvious that it is not the consliMict i(»n invented

by Colley and that CotTey does not teach or intend to

teach in his (onlribution t(» the ait, that there should be

fixed means to jtrevent the longitudinal expansion of the

slats, the veiy thing which his invention scHight to permit.

A reading of the ColTey sjtecilication and drawings dis-

clo.ses that ( 'olfev rlesired and intended lo pioduce a dc k
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in ^vlli(•ll llio several slats Averc to be permitted indi-

vidual lonuitndinal expansion and his patent drawinjis

show si raps at the two short ends only. It is not ron-

ceivable that the inventor would show oi- use a surround-

in<>- l)and which Avonld destroy the very object which he

sou.uht to attain.

Xo patent or device of the ])rior art had evei- su«>-

ji'ested or shown a cooling tower deck in which longitudi-

nal expansion and contraction of the individual slats is

))erniitted and the inventor is entitled to the fruits of his

invention.

The defendant has sought to circumvent the invention

by means of a device which is the equivalent in structure

and function as well as mechanically of the Cotfey in-

vention. The defendant's spline or spacer is constinicted

of metal instead of wood as used by Coffey and has been

described above. This device produces the same result

attained by Coffey and in the same way. If the Coffey

spacer is split horizontally on its medial line, we find the

exact device of the defendant. There is a central body

])ositioned between two adjacent slats and wings on each

side of this central body, Avhich engage the slats, permit-

ting longitudinal movement between the individual shits

but preventing their warping or displacement both later-

ally and vertically. Ko further argument would ai)pear

to be necessary to show be^'ond question the structural,

mechanical and functional identity of the two structures.

It is submitted that Coffey made a valuable contribu-

tion to the art and that the defendant's device clearly in-

fringes that patent.

Defendant constructed its first tower under license of

plaintiff and thus admitted the validity of the patent.

Rogers on Patents, page 198.



Tlic Coiirt will look throuiili Ijic ilisuuiscs, lunvcvcr in-

jjomioiis. to sec whcOioi- tho invcMitivc idea oj" the oi'i^injii

patentee lias Ix'cii appioprijilcd and wlici iici- the (IcIcikI-

aufs device contains (lie material I'calmcs of the ]ialciii

in snit and will declare infiinjicuient even when these

features liave been sn])y)Ieniented and modified to such an

extent that the defendant may he entitled to a itatent fov

the improvement.

Crown Cork Co. v. A]unii)unn Siopprr Co., IS

r. C. A. 72.

If the infringing device performs the same functions

as the ])atented device in substantially the same way it is

immaterial that it also ])erforms some other function.

Comptof/rapli v. Mc(h<nii< <i} Accountin!/ Co.,

K; C. C. a. 20.").

All the (dements of the ])at<'nt cond)ination are em-

ployed with substantial identity in their use, and depar-

ture appears from the letter of the claim only, in the ar-

rangement of these (dements, without substantial differ-

ence in the ])rincii)le of o])eiation. Tiie p(dicy and rules

of the patent law require that the jiateiilee be ]irolected

against such evasions of the wording of the claim, form

or nonessential details when the substance of the inven-

tion is thus used and is unmistakably shown in the speci-

tications and (laims.

Colunihia Wire Co. v. Kokomo SfrrI Co., 71

('. ('. A. :uo.

One may not escape infringement by adding to oi-

subtracting from a jiatented devi( c. by changing its form

or bv makinj; it moi-e or less ellicient, while he retains its
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juinciplo and nuxlo of o])oiation and attains Us losnlt by

flic use of tlic same oi- ('(luivalent means.

Lowric Implement Co. v. Lcnhart, 04 C. C. A.

456.

Tho Conit l)ol()w a|)j)eais to liave inisa])prohonded the

device of defendant. After briefly describin*^ tlie sjiacin^;

devic(> of plaintiff's patent, the Conrt said *'the defendant

in place of nsinu: this movable spline or piece of wood to

separate these ])arts of the deck, has adopted a metal

strij), consisting preferably of brass or copper, Avhich is

fastened across these dri]) bars or integral parts of the

drij) deck so that they can expand not only latitndinally

but longtitudinally (p. 385).

It is evident that the defendant's spacing strap which

is bent down between the adjacent bars is intended to

and does ])rodnce and maintain lateral spacing and pre-

vents the latitudinal displacement or expansion of the

slats. It is this important latitudinal spacing function of

the defendant's device Avhich the Court appears to have

overlooked and misapi)rehended.

The defendant in its patent Xo. 1,334,515, in which

this sj)acer is shown, describes them as metal bars

crimped to j)rovide slat-embracing looi)s and connecting.

s])acing and attaching portions, as shown in Fig. 3

(IJraun patent Xo. 1,334,515, p. 1, 1. 90). Inspection of

the drawing of this spacer of the defendant as shown in

Figure 3, of ])atent 1,334,515, and the spacer itself, as

shown in the model before the Court, Avill at once show

the error into which the Court has fallen.

Mr. Ilagenbuch described these s])acers of the defend-

ant as "distance pieces" (p. 140) and Braun himself ad-

mitted that the object of tlie defendant's "crimped rib-

bon,'' as he called it (p. 178), is to ])ermit longitudinal
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171)), 5111(1 he jidiiiitted tliat there is consideriihle e\|tiin-

sion ill the slals and a leiideiicv !( warji
| p. lS(h. He

also said that their ]»urp<)se is to allow a loii«iiludiiial

exi)aiisioii of the deck boards i j). L'21 ).

Mr. l?raiiii also admitted that defeiidaiil's sjiaceis

sorvo to hold the slats in two directions and that the slats

are tlwrebv fastened against lateral exjninsion and ver-

tical expansion hnt not ajjainst lonsiludinal expansion

(p. 248).

POINT II.

The District Court erroneously decreed an ac-

counting by plaintifF.

This is a matter of snch jjrave and serious importance

to appellant, ('oolin<>; Tower Coniiian.v, that it iimines-

tionably ti-anscends every other feature of the case.

The parafjraj>h of the decree relative to the account-

ing is as follows (p. liSO ) :

That the matters alTecting said counterclaim

for unfair comjx'tition be and the same is hereby

referred to the Hon. Harry M. Wright as Special

Master in Chancery of this Court, to take and

state tli<' damages which derciidaiil has siislaincd

by reason of each unlawful and unfair ad of

])laintitT and also the protits which have accrued

to jilaintitt by reason of its unlawful acts as afore-

said; and llie plaint iff, ils direclois, ollicers. clerks.

attorneys, servants, worknu'ii. agents and em-

ployees, and others acting under their direction,

are herebv directed and commanded to atlend
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before said Maslcr from lime to time, as re(|iiire(l

and to j)ro(lu('e before him such books, papers,

<io(umeiits. voucliers and leeoids as the .Master

ma.v i-e(|uire.

riainlilf is a i-easonably i)rosj)erons corporation of

the State of New York, liaving its office, Imoks and rec-

ords in that state and the lemoval of the books and rec-

ords to California would result in jjreat loss and incon-

venience, while the attendance of its oflicers and em-

ph)yees in California would entail jjjreat expense.

In the opinion filed by the Court (p. 384) no mention

is made of an accounting;, and there was no proof before

the Court sufficient to support defen<lant's prayer for

an accounting.

It appears that on or about July 1, IDIS, a letter was

written by plaintitf to the Union Oil Company of Cali-

foinia (p. IS) and on .July 11, 11)18, a letter was written

by plaintitf to Standard Oil Company
(

[). 20), both in

answer to letters received from them, in which its deal-

ings with Braun were referred to and in which it men-

tioned its patent rights. Plaintiff, by its answer admitted

these letters and it is submitted that plaintiff was en-

tirely within its rights in sending these replies to the

incpiiries made, but in any event the statute of limita-

tions, which plaintiff pleaded by leave of the Court

(pp. 325-32G) is a bar to any claim which might arise

therefrom.

There is no proof whatever to support the allegations

of the cross complaint (j)p. 15-3G) to the effect that plain-

tiff ever made any general circulation of threats of

pro.secution and the like.

The testimony presented by defendant relating

to any such acts is contained within pages 310 to 338 of

the Transcript of l^ecord.
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Carl F. r.ijiun, tcstilicd ( j). :nO) dial mIIci- tliis cor-

rospoiulcnco of IDIS no coiiiplaint as lo plaint ill's

all('Ji('<l wrouiidoiiiii cainc to the attention of the drlcnd

ant nnril \\)'2'2. DcfcMulant attempted to show that at

that time certain reports were received from cusloiners

as to a Mr. Fleniinj;
(

j). lUO) hat defendant acqniesced in

the exclusion of this testimony and said that it wonld not

jiress the maltei- ( |). ;>10).

It appeared that a letter was written to this .Mi-.

Floniinjj and that the "annoyances" then ahated (pp. :}i:{-

314). This Fleminj; was not employed by nor connected

with plaintiff in any way exce])t that he solicited ordeis

for ])laintilf's cooling towers. Mr. Hrann was |)eiinitted

to testify ovei* objection, that piior to the letter of plain-

tiff to Standard Oil ('omi)any in IDl.S defendant had

(Mijoyed a substantial business with that company but

followinjj the letter of 1018 it did not receive any snb-

stantial business from that company (pp. .'U(>-317), but

it was not shown that the Standard Oil ('om})any pur-

chased any coolinj; towers from plaintilf or from others

(p. 317), and in defendant's letter (Exhibit IS, May

17, 11)15) it admitted that it had lost the Standard Oil

Company tower before that date.

Mr. Kraun testilied that in the case of the Fnion Oil

Company, who had purchased defendant's towers, the

defendant (pioted them on another towei- and was in-

formed by ^^'. K. Cowan of the Oas Division that t hey

had |)Ui-chased fi-oin |)laintitV a towei- upon which de-

fendant had bid (p. 32.")). He also testitied that '.Mi'.

Cowan }j:ave me specific reasons for not ^ivin;; us the

contract" (p. 32(5) * "They pertained to the acts

of .Mi-. X. O. I'Memiuf;, the representative of the plain-

tiff" (p. 3lM;). It did not apfxar what these alleired acts

of Mi-. I-'lcniin;,' were and .Mr. Cowan, the alle;;cd tiis-

Kuner, \\as not called. .Mr. I'l-anii a<lmillcd that he
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liad iiovor seoii any lottor or ovidontiarv mattov omanat-

iiin; from plaintiff or from Mr. l-^'lcminji; bearinj; npon

the loss of any sale (p. 329).

Mr. Branii could not dofinitoly tix the date of his

conversation with Mi'. Cowan, hnt admitted that the

letter of 1918, written by plaintiff to Union Oil Com-

])any resulted in no damap:e to the defendant (p. 340)

and that it subsecpiently sold its towers to that company

(p. 338).

It is submitted, thei'efore, that there was no proof

])efore tlie Conrt to sustain the v(^ry drastic decree for

an accountinji;.

Mr. IJraun testified that Mr. Cowan told him that

Mr. Fleminf; had stated that defendant was usinfj the

Coolinnj Tower Company's desipi and that the Cooling

Tower Company intended to sue C. F. Brann & Co. for

patent infrinjiement and that ''he could not see how the

Coolinjj; Tower Company could lose'' (p. 336). There was

no sufjjiestion that it was said that any suit would be

brought against Union Oil Company nor against any

one other than defendant nor was there any suggestion

that the purchase of the defendant's tower by Mr. Cowan
would be in any manner interfered with, and it is ad-

mitted by defendant that Union Oil Company bought

four cooling towers from the defendant at different

times during the two years following the Cooling Tower
Company's letter to I^nion Oil Company in 1918 (p. 338).

It appears that the plaintiff" has never sent out any

letters charging infringement by defendant except the

two letters of 1918 to Union Oil Company and Standard

Oil Company Avhich caused no injury or damage to de-

fendant and upon which any claim is barred by the

statute of limitations and that nothing has ever been

done or authorized by plaintiff which might in any way
or manner be deemed to l)e an invasion of the rights
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of the (Ij'foiulnnt. Tho statomcnl atti-ilmlcd to Mr. Flcin-

inj;, who is not an (Miiphncc of j)hiintilT, but who was

solicit in j; oidcis on liis own acconnt, cannot he con-

strued to he a wronjifnl invasion of the ii<;hts of the

defendant for Avhich an action wouhl lie aj»ainst plain-

tiff. To r(M|nirc plaintiff, because of this sin<;le nMuark

of Mr. Fleniin<i-, which was never repeated, to briufi; its

l)ooks and records from New York to San Francisco and

to send its olticers and employees across the Continent

would be a hardship and entail a loss entirely incom-

mensurate with any result which mij^ht i)ossil)ly be

attained. It would «i;reatly injure th<' i)laintitf without

benefit to the defendant.

Defendant says that the reply of the plaintiff to its

cross bill admits the acts charjjed. The plaintiff by its

reply (p. 44) denies the all<'«»ations of the cross com-

plaint. It specifically denies the jjllejijaf ions contained

in the several parajirajihs as will appear by the conclud-

ing: elanse of each paragjraph of the reply and asserts

that each and every statement and communication made

by it was made ])roperly and in the rejiular and lawful

prosecution of its business. The only statements made

])y the plaintiff to the trade as to its patent rijihts were

the notices of the patents cari-ied in its eataiojiues and

marked npon its patented devices and this is what it

was re(|uii-ed to d!o undei- the patent laws.

POINT III.

The District Court properly found and decreed

that Defendant's Patent No. 1,442,784 does not

involve novelty and appears to be anticipated.

This patent 14427S4 of .January 1(1, 1!)*-':^, shows an

atmospheric coolinu tower of the ojien type, coinprisinu'
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a ]>lnvality of spacod slat decks, with inclined louvers at

each deck supijoited l)y the ])i()jectin<i' ends of the hoi-i-

zontal deck nieniheis. As IJrann says, in his specifi( ation

(]). 1, ]. (')) "the horizontal members project a consid-

erable distance from llie vertical face of the ])Osts, thns

formin.i>" out blearing supports for the louvers."

This ])atent was applied for by Braun on April 28,

1920, and was issued after the bill was tiled. The old

coolinji towers which defendant erected under the license

of plaintiff in 1915, five yeais before the tilinji; of this

])atent application, had these louvers supported at each

deck in the jtosition shown in the defendant's ])atent and

in sindlar mannei-, as appears by the blue prints of the

Shell construction (Plaintiff's Exhibit 51) and plaintiff's

patent No. 1158107 (Exhibit No. 50).

Defendant asserts that his louver supports differ from

those of the prior art in that the deck timbers are ex-

1 ended beyond the su])portino- posts of the tower, in one

inteijral ])iece, while in the towers which he erected in

1915 at the Shell Co. plant, under plaintiff's license, two

pieces or sections were used, one of Avhich, bein"' bolted

to the inner side of the sui)])ortini> post, formed the deck

su])])ort and the other section or extension, being bolted

to the outside of the posts, and extending to the top of

the louver formed the louver support.

It is contended by defendant that this one ])iece deck

timber is an improvement over the old one ])iece support

only in that it gives added strength.

The object of Braun, the inventor, as stated in the

])reamble of his patent, is to provide a cooling tower

"which is of simple construction and so designed as to be

formed from comj)osite units formed at the plant and

ada])ted to be readily assembled at the point of installa-

tion, thereby insuring that the erection process may be
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ijij.idly cai'iicd dii jiiul that the coolinu: tower when fin

isluMl will ho ol" prtMlctormiiHMl staiidjiid (Icsij^n."

This is ajiniii roju'atod foi- oic-atci- cmidiasis at lines

78 (o SS on paiic - of the patent and in Ihe jn-oceedinus

Ix^fore the Patent Oilice (Paper No. S, Dec. 14, 1!)1'1|.

where ai)pli(ant dilt'(»rentiates his device fioni thai oC

Hart, 1228207, cited hy the Patent Oj'tice, by sayinji:

"Heretofore in hnildini* coolinii towers it has

Iteen conunon i)ractice to cut the material at the

}»oint of erection. This has proved to be exp<'nsive,

and for that reason ajtplicant has ])rovide(l a towei-,

sections of which are asseniblcMl in nnits. and which

units may l)e readily connected to form a tower ol

the desired capacity."

At no ])lace in his s])ecitication nor in his ])roceedin.iis

before the Patent Oftice did Brann ever su<>«!;est that his

object or intention was to iiive added strength to his

structure and, in fact, he nejiatives this idea at lines !)8

to 102 of pa<>(' 1 of his sjx'cification where he sup;j;('sts:

'"If the lenjith of section 11 (the louver) is

excessively "reat intermediate boards 18 may be

used to secure the various louver boards 17 in

position <nt(l jtrcrcnt tJioii pom suf/nint/."

Brann contenijdated and shows in his ])atent a struc-

ture in which there were no intermediate supporting- j)Osts

between the corner posts and no intermediate brackets

between the end brackets. His inlermediate boaid IS,

shown only in Figure 2, was not inten<le<l io be and is

not shown nor desciibed as a Inacket and no vei'tical

])o.st to which this board 18 mi.u:ht be alladicd is shown

or indicated.
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Jtijiim lind no idea of nttaininc: any stronjith ])y liis

device and the su«><ies( ion now advanced lor the first time

])\ IM'of, Moser is an af'teithou<»lit l)ron<iht al)out by tlie

nuMlilication of the tower shown in defendant's models

and douhlh'ss const lucted nndei- the advice of Prof.

Mosei-, The device of defendant's patent would not stand

the stress and load of wind and iee.

Plaintiff's inventor Coffey l^v the device disclosed in

plaintiff's j)atent Xo, 1158107 was the first to constriict a

coolinu tower with the object of using the louver supports

for strengthening the tower. For some unknown reason,

])i'obably through oversight or because the strengthening

function now advanced was not i)resented before the

Patent Olifice, the i)laintiff's patent Xo. 1158107 was not

discovered in the Patent Of^ce. It is submitted that the

Coffey device constitutes a complete anticipation of the

P>raun claims.

The decks and louver su])])orts of Coffey, while me-

chanically one piece as described by Braun, were actually

two pieces secured at their adjacent ends to the vertical

l)0sts and Prof. Moser agrees that if these two pieces are

attached ligidly they constitute together the equivalent

of the Praun device (pp. .*U5, lUfi, 855). In answer to a

question ])ro])Ounded by the Court, Prof. Moser admitted

that if two sci'ews were used in his model of the Coflfey

structure we would have the equivalent of Braun (j).

.'>5(>). His only criticism of the old Coffey device of 1914

was that it was not as strong as that of Braun. There

is, however, no known case where the Coffey device has

collapsed because of lack of strength and it is sufficiently

strong to bear all stresses to which it is subjected. It is

submitted that the Shell tower erected at Martinez in

1915 constitutes a com])lete anticipation of the claims

of the liiaun i)atent.
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IMjiimilT is not, liowever, (Munitcllcd to rely solely on

this old strnctmo. In the Sclmiidt patent Xo. ()!):{(;2r),

tVbrnary 10, IDOl' (Defendant's Exhibit T) is shown a

horizontal deck beam carried beyond the support in«» ])osts

and connected at its e\ti*eine <'nd to a louvei- which it

su])poi*ts.

Fuithennore, the towei- of Hart, shown in his ])atent

002875 (Exhibit P), is described by ColTey as n.Hows:

"His method of sii])port eonsistinp; of extendin.n

the members supi)ortin<r his decks beyond the si«h'

post of his tower an(\ attacnin^ same to an inclined

member which was in turn secured at its other end

to the deck below, thus forming; a seiies of tri-

au«>ies Avhose third side consisted of this side post,

to these inclined members the louvers consistinjj;

of either metal or wood weie secured by apjuo-

])riate fasteninji" (p. 9t>).

Coffey saw this old Hart towei- first about lOlt)

(p. 99).

Phillii)s also saw the Hart towei- in the sunimei- o\'

1913 at the plant of Elder & Wells, 17th Street and Otli

Avenue, New York: he said:

'"The louvers were sujjported by aniiles carried

out horizontally from the deck level, the outer

eiuls of these aniiles beinji' held u]) by a dia.iional

brace runninjj; back to the tower frame" (|>. !(."> i.

The joinder of two elements into one intejjral part,

accom|;lishin<i the ]iui'i)Ose of both and n(» more is not in-

vention.

Xiifltaii V. Ihtirnrd, 7.~» ('. i\ .\. 07.
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That wliich iiifiinj;ps if latoi- Avould antioipato if

oni'licr.

Knapp V. Moms, 150 U. S. 221.

It is not iiivoiilioii to make solid, ])arts previously

nsod soi)arable.

Boyvrs on Patents, Vol. 1, pa.uc 14.

The substitution of iiiatoiial is not invontion. Ihid.

The iii»lit to inipiove upon ju'ior devices by raakins:

solid in lieu of jointed work on attaohed parts is so uni-

versal in the arts as to have become a eonuuon one.

Consolidated Electrieal Mfg. Co. v. JJoUzcr,

07 Fed. Rep. 907.

There is no proof in the case that plaintiff erected

the alleged tower at the Pasadena ice plant or elsewhere

in California. Plaintiif has done no construction or erec-

tion work in this State or district
( ]). 274).

POINT IV.

The District Court erroneously decreed that an
injunction issue against the plaintiff.

The paragraph of the decree relating to the injunc-

tion is as follows:

That a writ of injunction shall issue out of this

Court perpetually enjoining and restraining the

plaintiff, its ofhcers, directors, clerks, attorneys,

servants, workmen, agents and employees, and

others acting under their direction from issuing

letters or advertisements or publishing statements

in any form whatsoever, either written or oral,

claiming that defendant's Water Coolinjr Tower
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(lovircs infi'iii^^c said alleged Icltcis pnlciit \o.

lOlOdlMI, or (1111/ other letters patent of jtliiiiiti/l',

juid ti<nn sciidiiij; circiilais oi- Icllci's to any ciis-

toiucr or i cpi'osentative oi- j)1()si»(mI iv<' cusloiiici-

of this defendant tlirealeninu sncli iieison oi-

persons with litijjation or prosecntion, or with the

costs and expenses of litijjjition, or otherwise |Md»-

lisliinji; statements, either written oi- oial, intench'd,

or l),v a reasonable const inct ion likel.v oi- a|)t to

canse injiirv or dainaj;e to this (h'feiuhint in the

business of manufacture, use and/oi- sah' of said

Water ('(udinji; Towers (p. 3SS).

This injunction, if literally enforced, would prevent

plaint ilf from recourse to the courts for any cause a«iainst

a customer or prosjiective customer of defendant.

The plaintiff has brou<j;ht this suit foi- infrin<j:ement

of Letters l»atent No. lOlOdlMI, only one of its several

patents, which i)atent the Court has not found to be

infrinjjed. It was shown on the trial that the defendant

has several times modified the form and details of its

construction and that at least one of the other patents

of the plaintiff is probably infrin^'ed at this time by

the latest modification of defendant's device. It does

not appear that plaint if!" has ever made or authorized any

threats of suit or other interference with the business of

the <lefcndant.

It is most unjust to deprive plaintiff of the ri^i'hf to

maintain suits in j)roper cases aj:;ainst infiin;j:ers of its

patent rij^hts, and yet the decree and the injunction

issued in this case enjoins tiie phiintitf from ever assert-

in;^ in any maiinei- that any device of the delciidam ton-

sliiutes an infringement of any patent which |dainlilT

now owns or which it may hereafter ac(|uire.

Hy this decree the plaintiff is Itranded as an outlaw

and deprived of all ri<;hts under the patent laws so far
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jis tlio «l('f('ndaTit, its cnstoiiipis and prospoctive eiis-

toijioi-s arc coiicci ncd. The attorneys of ])laiiitiff arc
hy I lie fcrnis of tlie decree and injunction pcrpedially

restrained and enjoined frojn expressing an opinion that

any i)ast or future device of the defendant infringes

any patent which tlie plaint iJT now owns or may here-

after acijuirc.

A mere statement of the proposition is sufficient to

sliow the injustice of the decree appealed from.

A patentee has a right to notify persons using his

device of his claims and to call attention to the fact that
l)y using or selling it they are making themselves liable to

prosecution.

Kcllcy V. Ypsilanti Dress Stat/ Alffj. Co., 14

Fed. Rep. 19.

In the Ypsilanti case, the Court said:

"It would seem to be an act of providence, if

not of kindness, upon the part of a patentee, to

notify the public of his invention and warn per-

sons dealing in the article of the consequences of

purcliasing from others."

The owner of a patent may lawfully warn others
against infringement and give notice of his intention
to enforce his right if done in good fath.

Adriancc P. d- C. y. National Hardware Co.,

58C. C. A. 163;

Warren Featherhone Co. v. Landauer, 151

Fed. Rep. 130;

Mitchell V. International Tailoring Co., 109

Fed. Rep. 115;

Yirtue v. Creamery Package Mfg. Co., 102

C. C. A. 413.
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POINT V.

The Court erroneously awarded costs to the

defendant.

T\w (IclVndant in this raso chai'fjod tho ])lainlifT willi

infi-inocnuMit of Ldt.Ms Patent Nos. 1.4lL'JS4 ami

On tho trial of the suit and al'ter idaintiff had bcon

l)nt to tho cxiUMiso of i)i('i)in-ino its defense, the defend-

ant withdrew the charoe that idaintilf had infrin-ed

(iH. first Braun patent No. l,:m,r>ir, (p. L'ti.")
)
and the

Tonrt found that the second patent of the defen.h.nt.

No. 1,44:*JS4, does not involve novelty and is antiei-

pated (p. 388).

T^ud.-r the i.rovisions of U. S. Rev. Stat. DT:?, no costs

sliall in such case bo recovered.

It is further submitted that under all of the circum-

stances and facts of the case, the award of costs to the

defendant was imi)ropor.

POINT VL

In Conclusion.

It is submitted that the defendant (\ F. liraun .V: Co.

has boon shown to use unlawfully, the device oi i-laiu-

tiff's patent and that it ccmtinued to do s,. at th<' time

of tho trial and that idaintitT is entitle.l t<. a d.. rec lor

an injunction and accouutinii.

Tt is further submitted that the device of d.'tVudaufs

patent was ohl and well known i>rior to the alh-^.-d

i„venti(m of Braun and antedates his alle.ued iuv<.ntion
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])y many years, that his devico is at most the result of
mechanical skill and did not involve invention and was
l)roi)erly decreed to be void for anticipation and want of
invention and novelty.

It is further submitted that plaintiff has not been
shown to have made, used or sold the combination of
the patent, and that plaintiff Avas not shown to have
been guilty of any act of unfair competition in business
and that it has not done any act or thing to the injury
of defendant.

The several errors relied upon are set forth at length
in the assignment of errors.

The decree should be reversed in so far as it is

decreed that plaintiff's patent Xo. 1,010,020 is not in-

fringed, that plaintiff has not been guilty of unfair com-
petition, that plaintiff be enjoined as therein provided,
that a reference is ordered, that plaintiff account for
damages and profits, and that defendant recover costs
and should be affirmed as to tlie invalidity of defendant's
patent Xo. 1,442,784 and it should be decreed that plain-
tiff's patent No, 1,010,020 has been infringed by defend-
ant, the defendant should be enjoined and restrained
from further infringement thereof and decreed to ac-
count to plaintiff for and pay the profits derived by it

from its infringement of plaintiff's said patent and the
damages sustained by plaintiff and the appellant Cooling
Tower Co. should recover its costs.

EDWARD A. O'BRIEN,
Attorney for Coolhuj Tower Co.,

Appellant and Cross-Appellee.

Andrew Foulds, Jr.,

Of Counsel.
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No. 4221

IN THE

United States Circuit Court of Appeals

For the Ninth Circuit

Cooling Tower Company, Inc.

(a corporation),

Appellant and Cross-Appellee,

vs.

C. F. Braun & Company
(a corporation).

Appellee and Cross-Appellant.

Brief on Behalf of Appellee and Cross-Appellant.

STATEMENT.

This case comes before your Honors on cross-

appeals from a decree entered in the lower court by

Hon. Judge Partridge.

These appeals concern or involve three inter-

related subject-matters:

(1) Appeal of the plaintiff from that portion of

the decree dismissing the bill for non-infringement

of plaintiff's patent in suit No. 1,010,020, dated No-

vember 28th, 1911, issued to Barton H. Coffey, as-

signor of plaintiff.



(2) Appeal of the plaintiff from that portion of

the decree sustaining defendant's counter-claim

based on the unfair practices of the plaintiff ancl

granting an injunction and accounting in favor of

defendant and against plaintiff.

(3) Cross-appeal by defendant from that por-

tion of the decree dismissing defendant's second

cause of action for infringement of Braun patent

No. 1,442,784, dated January 16th, 1923, for water

cooling tower, on the ground of anticipation and

lack of invention.

Except for two depositions taken on behalf of

plaintiff in New York, the case was tried in open

court.

If this brief is of more than ordinary length, our

excuse is that the issues are of more than ordinary

interest and importance to the defendant cross-ap-

pellant and the fact that there are really three

appeals which have required more or less individual

and separate treatment.

Both concerns, plaintiff and defendant, are manu-

facturers of cooling towers, although this is not the

sole business of the defendant, as defendant manu-

factures a considerable variety of other engineering

apparatus and carries on a general engineering busi-

ness with its factory at Alhambra, County of Los

Angeles, State of California.

The plaintiff was incorporated in 1915 (R. 87) as

the successor of the Mitchell-Tappen Company,
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which appears to have begun business in the manu-
facture and sale of Atmospheric Cooling Apparatus

in the year 1911 (R. 71).

Defendant C. F. Braun & Company was organized

somewhat earlier than the Mitchell-Tappen Com-
pany. Mr. Braun tells us (R. 207-209)

:

''I graduated in 1907 from the Department of
Mechanical Engineering at Stanford Univer-
sity, and immediately became engaged in my
profession with a concern which I believe was
called the Standard Engineering Construction
Company ; shortly after that they formed a sep-

arate company to handle particular mechanical
lines and mechanical business, carrying on con-

struction of power plants, and pumping plants,

and the like, and I think in the latter part of

1908 my associates and I bought the company,
and I became president of it; we engaged, as

constructing mechanical engineers, in designing

power plants, pumping plants, we built a num-
ber of municipal water works, we installed largo

condensing equipment, a number of large tanks,

built, I think, two complete municipal water

works, designed some boiler plants, electric gen-

erating stations and similar work. We pur-

chased a large part of the machineiy from East-

ern connections and sold it either unerected or

erected, or incorporated in these plants."

Braun states (R. 224) that the cooling tower

business of defendant for the year 1922 was in ex-

cess of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00).

The plaintiff took depositions under the Equity

Rules of two of its officei-s in New York, ostensibly

to show the history of plaintiff's cooling tower busi-



ness ; its relations during 1914-1915 with the defend-

ant with respect to the erection of two towers for

the Shell Oil Company at Martinez ; and the alleged

infringement of the plaintiff's patent in suit. These

depositions are of the patentee Coffey, chief engi-

neer of the plaintiff, and Mr. Phillips, treasurer of

the company.

This testimony will be found on examination to

be quite unsatisfactory as proofs of any of the

material issues of the case except:

(1) to accentuate the limited character of plain-

tiff's patent by emphasizing the patented feature of

the so-called "spline" and underneath groove of the

deck-slats of plaintiff's steel towers which splines

and grooves admittedly have never been used by the

defendant in its towers; and

(2) as showing the utter lack of any proper or

reasonable foundation for plaintiff starting the suit

in the first place.

As a matter of fact and as appears from the rec-

ord as a whole, plaintiff instituted this action

against defendant merely in an effort to cover its

own tracks and to save its face, and after defend-

ant had given notice, both to the plaintiff and its

Los Angeles agent, that if plaintiff did not cease its

unfair practices against defendant the latter would

be forced to initiate action to abate further inter-

ference with its lawful business.

The immediate cause of this present litigation is



found in the following letter from counsel for de-

fendant to Mr. N. O. Fleming, Los Angeles agent

of plaintiff, dated October 19, 1922, and reading:

** October 19, 1922.

File No. 1200
Mr. N. O. Fleming,
261 S. Middleton St.,

Huntington Park, California.

Dear Sir:

Re-Cooling Towers.

On behalf of C. F. Braun & Co., of this city

and of Los Angeles, this letter is addressed to

you concerning certain statements purported
to have been made by you to customers and
prospective customers of my client.

These statements which you are reputed to

have made in certain definite and specific in-

stances known to us include, in brief:

[1] That your principal, Cooling Tower
Company, was investigating the activities of

C. F. Braun & Co. in the Cooling Tower Com-
pany's business and expected to sue C. F.

Braun & Co. shortly for infringement of the

Cooling Tower Company's patents.

[2] That C. F. Braim & Co. were at one

time agents of the Cooling Tower Company.

[3] That C. F. Braim & Co. stole the Cool-

ing Tower Company's design.

[4] That C. F. Braun & Co.'s Towers were

copies of said designs.

[5] That you could not see how the Cooling

Tower Company could possibly lose such a suit.

The foregoing infonnation in our hands

comes from sources believed to be entirely re-

liable.



For your information and guidance I beg to

say, on behalf of C. F. Braun & Co.:

[1] Concerning item 1, if you are speaking

on behalf of the Cooling Tower Company it

would seem obvious that the Cooling Tower
Company has not taken occasion to enlighten

you as to certain correspondence passing some
four years ago between the Cooling Tower
Company and myself and the Cooling Tower
Company's attorneys in New York and myself
on the subject: and for your information I

am enclosing herewith copies of such corre-

spondence, to-wit

:

[1] Copy of my letter to the Cooling

Tower Company, dated July 18th, 1918;

[2] Copy of letter from Ashley, Foulds
& Galland, attorneys for the Cooling Tower
Company, dated July 30th, 1918 ; and

[3] Copy of my reply to them dated Au-
gust 28th, 1918.

The correspondence ended with the latter

letter and as far as I know the misrepresenta-

tions of the Cooling Tower Company practi-

cally ceased at the same time until recently

renewed by your pernicious activities, as above
pointed out.

[2] Your charge embraced in item 2 above
that C. F. Braun & Co. were at any time agents

of the Cooling Tower Company, you may see

for yourself is utterly false and unfounded.
Furthermore, neither Mr. Braun nor C. F.

Braun & Co. were at any time agents for either

the Cooling Tower Company or any prede-

cessors or subsidiaries.

Likewise, false are the more scandalous state-

ments that C. F. Braun & Co. had ever
* stolen' or ^copied' any designs of the Cool-

ing Tower Company.



Under the circumstances your statements,
whether made in good faitli or not, constitute
a gross slander on the legitimate business of
0. F. Braun & Co. They have resulted, as you
know, of the alienation of some of 0. F. Braun
& Co.'s old customers and in several lost sales

of late.

Mr. Brami has borne these misstatements
of yours patiently for some time, feeling that
in the end they would react more upon you and
your Company that they would on his Com-
pany, but in view of their persistent re])etition,

and made with such total [dis] regard for trutli

and fair dealing, Mr. Braun has authorized me,
in the absence of an immediate and complete re-

traction in wi'iting, to institute suit forthwith

against you personally and against the Cooling
Tower Company for defamation of character,

slander of business and unfair competition.

A satisfactory reply is, therefore, awaited

from you within five days from the date of

the receipt of this letter; in the absence of

which it will be assumed that your statements

attributed to you have been made recklessly,

maliciously and in bad faith and suit will be

instituted, coupled with a motion for a ])re-

liminary injunction and damages.

Yours very tnily,

(Signed) Chas. E. Townsend,

Attorney for C. F. Braun & Co.

CET:C
Ends.''

[The inclosures referred to appear in the de-

fendant's answer and counterclaim, R. 18 to 30 inc.

and as exhibits in this case. The plaintiff's Reply

to the Counterclaim is unique in admitting the

facts on which the charges of unfair dealing, laches
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and estoppel have been based, but deny their legal

effect.]

The above letter of October 19th, 1922, was ac-

knowledged by Frederick W. Lake, as attorney for

Fleming, under date of October 23rd, 1922, as

follows

:

" 'Mr. N. O. Fleming has consulted me with
reference to the matter set forth in your com-
munication of October 19, 1922, relative to the

controversy that has arisen in connection with
the construction of certain cooling towers. In-

asmuch as the Cooling Tower Company, of New
York City, would be the principal defendant
in interest in any litigation instituted on behalf

of your client, and inasmuch as all patents, files

and other data are in the immediate possession

of that corporation, I have advised Mr. Fleming
to forward your communication, with the corre-

spondence enclosed therein, to the Cooling
Tower Company, at New York, for attention

and reply.

" 'I believe I can assure you that the matter
will be given immediate attention, and that

you will hear from the corporation in due
course. Inasmuch as the corporation will

be unable to receive and reply to your
communication within the five-day period re-

quired by you, however, I request that any liti-

gation at the instance of your client be delayed
until the corporation has had a reasonable
opportunity to take the matter up with you.'

"

Within a month the bill was filed. Defendant

thereupon answered, and also counter-claimed on

two causes of action:

(1) For unfair trade;
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(2) For infringement of two patents issued to

the defendant Braiui as follows:

1,334,515—March 23, 1920, and

1,442,784—January 16, 1923, both for cooling

towers.

Later the first Braun patent was withdrawn
without prejudice as there was no reliable evidence

of any infringement (R. 264-265).

Authority for defendant's counterclaims is found

in:

Equity Rule 30;

American Mills Go. v. Amer. Surety Co., 260

U. S. 360;67L. Ed. 306;

Marconi v. National, 206 Fed. 295, 300.

In the American Mills Co. case, Chief Justice Taft

said:

^'The counterclaim and the set-off and coim-
terclaim in the two clauses are in pari materia
except that the first grows out of the subject-

matter of the bill and the other does not. That
w^hich grows out of the subject-matter of the

bill must be set up in the interest of an end of

litigation. That which does not may be set up,

if the defendant wishes, in one proceeding in

equity quickly to settle all equitable issues ca-

pable of trial between them in issues cay)able of

trial between them in such a proceeding, even

though they are not related."

"Plaintiff having brought a suit in this dis-

trict thereby subjected itself to any counter-

claim or set-off which is fairly within the
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Equity Rule above quoted." (United States

Expansion Bolt Co. v. U. G. KroncUe II. Co.,

216 Fed. 186, 189)

*'It seems to be well settled that, as stated by
the court in General Electric Co. v. Wagner
Electric Manufacturing Co. (C. C), 123 Fed.

101:

*' 'The limitation as to the district of resi-

dence of defendant, or of place of business and
acts of infringement, relates merely to the place

of suit, and may be waived.' General Electric

Co. V. Wagner Electric Manufacturing Co.,

supra; United States Consolidated Seeded
Raisin Co. v. Phoenix Raisin Seeding & Pack-
ing Co. (C. C), 124 Fed. 234; Thomsen-Hous-
ton Electric Co. v. Electrose Manufacturing
Co. (C. C), 155 Fed. 543; United States Ex-
pansion Bolt Co. V. H. G. Kroncke Hardware
Co., 234 Fed. 868, 148 C. C. A. 466."

The Marconi case is authority for the charge of

infringement based on the 2nd Braun patent; the

Court there having said:

u* * * ^YiQ rule would seem to require and
direct the union of various litigations existing

in equity up to the time of pleading, or, by
amendment, up to the time of trial, between the

parties to the litigation." (Italics ours.)

Before specifying defendant's assignment of

errors it is appropriate, briefly, to outline some as-

pects of the cooling tower problems particularly as

presented to the defendant's engineers, as well as

refer to the previous relationship of the parties.
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SUBJECT MATTER: COOLING TOWERS.

The controversy relates to what is kiiowii in the

trade as ''Cooling Towers".

A cooling tower is a comparatively high, open

w^ork structure with means for conveying water to

be cooled to the top of the structure and then dis-

tributing it at the top and allowing it to fall

through a considerable space, with various inter-

ruptions to break the water into a spray; being

cooled by giving up its heat as it falls.

To prevent the spray blowing away or drifting

too much to one side or one end of the tower, and

still allow for circulation of air, means are provided

completely surrounding the tower in the form of so-

called "louvers" or spaced inclined windshields or

ventilators. After cooling it may be re-used.

Of course, neither plaintiff nor defendant was the

originator of cooling towers, as will be seen by

even a casual reference to the prior art, and as will

be more particularly pointed out later.

RADICAL DISTINCTION BETWEEN PLAINTIFF'S AND

DEFENDANT'S TOWERS.

There is this to be said at this point as to the

radical distinctions betw^een the cooling towers of

the plaintiff and those of defendant:

The plaintiff's cooling tower is of steel frame

construction with interior criss-cross bracing: the
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latter interfering more or less with the proper

dowii-flow and distribution in breaking up the

water streams.

On the other hand, the defendant's patented cool-

ing tower is of all-wood construction; the Braun

t3^e of tower being the first tower of any type

wherein the bracing is effected through the exter-

nally disposed louvers or windshields, which latter

heretofore, as in plaintiff's steel construction, had

been hung as so much dead-tveight (approximately

38% of the material in the tower being in the lou-

vers, R. 372) on the outside of the tower proper.

This 38% of material entering into a tower had

never been used before the Braun invention for

structural strength, although one of the big factors

in cooler designs is structural strength.

THE THEORY AND PURPOSE OF A COOLING TOWER.

Cooling water by exposing it to air after it has

been heated and continually re-using it, is practiced

on an increasingly large scale by all industries re-

quiring a supply of cold water for cooling pur-

poses.*

These industries include refrigerating plants of

all character; steam power plants operating with

condensers; oil refineries condensing oil vapors;

*Taken from Defendant's Bulletin No. 101, "Exhibit C", pages 7

to 18, inclusive.
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plants containing large electrical transformers, in-

ternal combustion engines, or other mechanical
equipment requiring jacket water for cooling; and
many manufactories whose processes requii-e the

removal of heat.

The cooling tower overcomes the difficulty of

procuring a sufficient and suitable supply of cooHng
water, renders the selection of an industrial site in-

dependent of a large water supply and effects great

economies.

Such primitive devices as open air cooling ponds,

flue towers, and the appliances brought to light by

home talent, have proven their inadequacy.

The principle on which the heat in water to be

cooled may be transferred to the surrounding at-

mosphere may be illustrated by the following:

WET BULB TEMPERATURE.

If a thermometer with its bulb surrounded by

a wetted piece of muslin or other material is whirled

rapidly in partially dry air, the temperature indi-

cated by the thermometer will gradually be lowered

until finally a value is reached where no further

decrease occurs. This is known as the wet bulb

temperature. As the wetted muslin is really an

elementary cooling tower, subjected to unlimited air

supply for unlimited time, this wet bulb temper-

ature represents the lowest possible temperature

attainable in any type of atmospheric water cooling

device.
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If the water with which the muslin is wetted is at

a temperature above that of the atmosphere, cool-

ing takes place in two ways:

(1) By the heating of the air;

(2) By the evaporation of a portion of the fluid.

The first involves the transfer of sensible heat,

that is, heat that raises the temperature of the air.

The second involves the transfer of latent heat, the

energj^ required for converting a portion of the

water into vapor being withdrawni in the form of

heat from the remaining water.

At first there will be a flow of sensible heat from

the water to the air, heating the air and cooling the

water, and there will be a flow of latent heat due

to evaporation which will cool the water. When
the temperature of the air is reached by the water

the flow of sensible heat ceases, but evaporation

continues and lowers the temperature of the water

below that of the air. A flow of sensible heat then

begins from the air to the water, cooling the air and

tending to heat the water.

The wet bulb temperature is the temperature at

which the outflow of latent heat from the water is

exactly balanced by the inflow of sensible heat and

equilibrium exists. This must not be confused with

the dew point which is the temperature at which

the air—correctly speaking, the space—would be

saturated by the moisture actually in it.

The wet bulb temperature cannot reach the dew
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point because of the flow of sensible heat from the

air to the water, and coiTesponds to the dew point

only when the atmosphere is saturated.

It will be observed from the action of the wet

bulb that efficient cooling is dependent larj^ely on

the transfer of latent heat, and it is this factor that

accounts for the high efficiencies attained by modern

cooling towers, and permits of their cooling water

to a temperature below that of the air.

In the commercial cooling tower considerations

of first cost do not permit of exposing the water to

unlimited amounts of air for an unlimited time, so

that the wet bulb temperature is not actually at-

tained, but is approached more or less closely de-

pending upon the requirements of service.

THE LOAD FACTORS UPON A COOLING TOWER.

One important consideration in this theory of

heat transfer is the velocity of the air passing over

the water, the heat transfer increasing rapidly with

increasing air velocity. In other words, the pre-

vailing winds in any locality where a tower is

placed will have a very definite effect on cooling.

These winds will also have a very definite and posi-

tive effect on the strains imposed upon the tower.

These stresses, due to windage, or the pressure of

the wind or gale against the tower constitutes one

of the two chief loads that the tower must with-
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stand. The other load factor is the direct load of

the mass of water constantly carried on the tower.

The importance of these features will be reverted

to later.

RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES.

THE SHELL OIL COMPANY'S MARTINEZ TOWERS IN 1915.

Plaintiff seeks to make capital out of a trans-

action some years ago when the defendant pur-

chased two towers from the plaintiff's predecessor,

Mitchell-Tappen Co., in the usual and ordinary

course of business and resold them and erected

them for the Shell Oil Company at Martinez, in

1915, all with the knowledge and consent of plain-

tiff's interests; also that a year or so later these

towers were extended or enlarged by defendant but

without using any of the patented features that

enter into the plaintiff's patent in suit.

The facts in regard to this transaction are briefly

these: In the fall of 1914 defendant, C. F. Braun

& Co., received a letter from the Alberger Pump
& Condenser Company, also manufacturers of cool-

ing towers, that they had an inquiry from the Shell

Oil Company (R. 308-310). The Alberger Com-

pany letter with the Shell Company letter attached

being in evidence as defendant's Exhibit "RR."

It will be observed that this letter of the Shell

Oil Company to the Alberger Company of March
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29, 1915, is a duplicate of the letter of same date

sent to the Mitchell-Tappen Company, predecessor

of the plaintiff. Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 17. On
receipt of this inquiry by Mr. Braun and knowing

that the Alberger Company did not build the type

of tower that the Shell Company wanted, Mr. Braun

communicated not only with the Mitchell-Tappen

Company but with other cooling tower companies,

including the Stocker Company.

Mr. Braun says (R. 309-310):

**A. I remember particularly the Stocker

Company; I believe there were others; I am
unable to recollect their names.

* * * •jfr * * »

*'A. I remember this Stocker catalog in re-

sponse to my inquiry to Stocker for a cooling

tower to fulfill the requirements of the speci-

fications of the Shell Company. I received it

approximately April, 1915.

''Mr. TowNSEND. I offer this catalog in evi-

dence as Defendant Exhibit SS."

DEFENDANT FAMILIAR WITH THE ART OF COOLING

TOWERS LONG BEFORE IT EVER HEARD OR KNEW
OF THE PLAINTIFF.

Continuing Mr. Braun says (R. 208)

:

''Among the people that we did considoraiilo

business with was the Alberger Pump & Con-

denser Company, which l)uilt condensers, cool-

ing towers, centrifugal pumps, and like appa-

ratus. We built for the Standard Oil C(.ni])aiiy

a large cooling tower, which we purcliased fi-oin
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the Alberger Pump & Condenser Company and
erected; that was erected at Richmond."

And, again (R. 211) :

"I have been very familiar with the heat

transfer problems, and I have made a specialty

of heat transfer apparatus, for transferring

heat from one fluid to another, and early in

1915, I presented a paper on the subject to the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

dealing particularly with heat transfer in a

condenser."

Although the Braun Company and the Mitchell-

Tappen Companj^ had been in desultory correspon-

dence in regard to cooling towers from as early as

November, 1914, and although Braun had already

been advised by the Alberger Pump & Condenser

Company of the Shell Oil Company inquiry and

Braun was active in following up this inquiry, it

was not until April 21st, 1915, that the Mitchell-

Tappen Company, by Coffey, advised Braun that

the Mitchell-Tappen Company had also had an in-

quiry from the Shell Oil Company for towers.

The point that is to be noted is that it was not

the plaintiff at all that first put the defendant in

touch with the Shell Company business. It was the

defendant, however, who, by reason of its engineer-

ing reputation, secured the business from the Shell

Oil Company and enabled the plaintiff to share in

the profit of the transaction.

It is regrettable that the plaintiff could not have

recounted the transaction in its true light and not
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sought to besmirch the reputation of the defend-

ant or its president, Mr. Braun, and ot)ierwise to

make misrepresentations in regard to what was a

perfectly regular business matter.

DEFENDANT NEVER AN AGENT OF PLAINTIFF.

A desperate effort was made by plaintiff to show

the relationship of agency between the plaintiff and

the Braun Company respecting the Shell Oil Com-

pany towers, but all the testimony, including the

correspondence in evidence, show that these were

outright sales of towers from the plaintiff direct

to the defendant, and that the defendant, as erect-

ing engineers, assembled and erected the towers for

the Shell Oil Company.

Thus Braun, called as a witness for the plaintiff,

says (R. 151)

:

**I purchased tw^o towers from them.*******
''I purchased two towers and parts for two

towers from them, and sold those parts.*******
"A. I mean to say that tve contracted with

the Shell Company for a coolinc) tower, and wr

purchased part of that tower from Mitchell-

Tappen Co., and other parts elsewhere.*******
*'A. I mean that we purchased lumber for

the tower locally.*******
''A. The Cooling Tower Company supplied
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the drawings; it was part of our order that

they should supply the drawings."
(Italics ours).

The drawings were returned to the Mitchell-

Tappen Co. (R. 153) :

"Q. Have you the erection drawings for this

tower ?

**A. No, they were returned to the Mitchell-

Tappen Company.
*'Q. They sent you extra copies, though,

didn't they?
''A. All drawings were returned to the

Mitchell-Tappen Company. '

'

Braun testifies (R. 171) :

"Mr. FouLDS. Q. Prior to the time you
started in this cooling tower business you were
merely selling agents for others, were you not?
"A. No, we were not agents; we were con-

struction engineers; we bought the products
and sold them. We were not agents.

*

Q. You were selling goods for others'?

A. We were buying and selling.

"A. We were designing plants, buying and
selling."

(Italics are ours).

The plaintiff's witness, Phillips, admits that these

towers were sold direct to C. F. Braun & Company.

Thus (R. 112-113) :

"XQ. 105. When was it that you sold the two
Shell Oil Co. towers that you have testified

about?
"A. In May, 1915.
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"XQ. 106. To whom were those sold by your
company ?

''A. They were sold to C. F. Braun d Co.,
that is we entered into arrangements with C. F.
Braun & Co. to buy the hmiber locally, and the
metal parts of the tower from us in New York.

*'XQ. 107. And the Braun Co. paid you for
such portions of the towers as you furnished?

''A. Yes.

''XQ. 108. Have you the contract or letters

covering the contract in regard to the purchase
by Braun of those two towers?

'^A. I have a telegram from the C. F. Braun
& Co. dated May 10th, 1915, received by us on
May 11th, constituting the order." (Italics

ours.)

This telegram is in evidence as Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit "27" being dated May 10th, 1915, and reading

as follows:

"Enter our Order M one covering parts for

fourteen hundred gallon tower for Shell Com-
pany including steel frame work field bolts and
rivets regulating and controlling valves or other

devices cast iron distributors three complete

sets plans all FOB New York twenty one hun-

dred eighty one dollars confinning order by

mail please mail drawings immediately with

sufficient data for constructing concrete found-

ations and collecting basin of concrete or wood
towers located on ground quickest ])ossible do-

livery requested believe we can secure order for

second unit now if any inducement offered wire

reduction you will make if order for second

duplicate unit placed now.

C. F. Braun and Co.

"May 11 540 AM"

This order was accepted by the Mitchell-Tappen
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Company, as seen by their telegram to Braim dated

May 11th, 1915 (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 28).

The following day (May 12th, 1915,) as seen by

Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 29, Braun wired the Mitchell-

Tappen Company that the Shell Company had given

the Braun Company an order for two towers, with

a request to change their order accordingly. This

revised order was acknowledged and accepted by the

Mitchell-Tappen Company by Plaintiff's Exhibit

No. 30.

Under date of May 13th, 1915, the transaction

was confirmed on the part of the Mitchell-Tappen

Company by order letter Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 31,

wherein the Mitchell-Tappen Company stated to C.

F. Braun & Company:

*'We wish to compliment you for your
prompt way of handling these cooling tower
orders, and trust that both you and ourselves

will find California a profitable place for our
business."

In due course the towers were delivered to the

Braun Company, paid for by the Braun Company
and erected by the Braun Company for the Shell

Oil Company, and in turn the Braun Company was

paid by the Shell Oil Company.

Nevertheless on July 1st, 1918, the present plain-

tiff, disgruntled at Braun 's failure to do further

business with it and in an effort to injure Mr.

Braun, wrote to the Union Oil Company a letter
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(Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 19) in which the plaintiff

said:

''We had Mr. Braun handle for us the Cali-
fornia end of our negotiations in connection
mth the first towers tve built for the Dutch Oil
interests at their Shell Company plant, at Mar-
tinez, Cal., but our experience in that case did
not justify our making him our regular repre-

sentative, and later, he tried to procure ad-
ditional business from the same people by
using our designs.

We have straightened out the matter with
the Dutch Oil interest, who have become very
good customers and friends of ours, and we
thought that Braun had discontinued his Prus-
sian methods after this adventure, but the re-

port that we received leads us to believe that

in the case of your Company and one other, he
has been using his former connection with our
Coyyipany to procure business for cooling towers

built on our patents." (Italics ours.)

This, of course, was a deliberate misrepresenta-

tion on the part of plaintiff, in several particulars.

As far as shown the Shell Oil Company was never

a customer of the plaintiff.

We have not been able to find any justification

for the statements contained in plaintiff-appellant's

brief on this appeal concerning alleged license and

inferences sought to be drawn therefrom. Plain-

tiff says in its brief (page 24) :

"Defendant constructed its first tower under

license of plaintiff and thus admitted the va-

lidity of the patent.
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And, again (page 32)

:

*'The old cooling towers which defendant

erected under the license of plaintiff in 1915,"
* * * etc.

There was a sale. There was never a license ex-

cept as the right of use and resale that an original

vendor passes to the vendee. There was never at

any time an admission, direct or implied, concern-

ing the validity of any patent of plaintiff.

SHELL COMPANY TOWER—1916 ADDITIONS.

It appears that later, in February, 1916, the Shell

Company desired to erect an addition to one of the

cooling towers previously erected by C. F. Braun

& Company. The Shell Company accepted the bid

of the Braun Company and the addition was made.

In the construction of this addition the defendant

did not use the drawings of the Mitchell-Tappen

Company but made entirely new detailed drawings

;

the Mitchell-Tappen Company dravsdngs having

been previously returned, as above stated. There

were various changes in details of design and con-

struction, particularly in the deck construction, the

elimination of the splines of the cooling tower (to

which further reference will be made) and the sub-

stitution therefor of serrated metal strips which

formed the subject-matter of Braun 's first patent

sued on in defendant's counter-claim, but which

patent, as above stated, was later withdrawn.
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Of course, at this late date no charge of infringe-

ment would lie on the addition that the Braun Com-
pany made to the Shell Oil Company tower in the

early part of 1916, by reason of the Statute of Limi-

tations, [U. S. R. S. Section 4921], but, as above

stated, the evidence utterly disproves any infringing

act by defendant, C. F. Braun & Company, in the

erection of this 1916 addition. However, plaintiff

later seized upon this perfectly legitimate transaction

of the Braun Company to injure the lawful business

of the defendant. So outrageous were the actions

of the plaintiff that in 1918 the defendant, through

its counsel, took the plaintiff to task and demanded

a retraction of its unjust charges of piracy and the

like, with the result that for a considerable period

of time, plaintiff assumed a more conservative atti-

tude and left defendant alone, although the plain-

tiff was at that time invited to institute suit and

determine the respective rights of the parties if

plaintiff genuinely thought that the defendant was

an infringer or had committed any unlawful acts.

(For this 1918 correspondence see defendant's

answer and counter-claims, Sections XV to XXV,

R. 17-35, inclusive.)

The utter lack of foundation for the charges

broadcasted at that time by the plaintiff against

defendant is emphasized in the depositions of the

only two members of plaintiff's organization called

to testify in the present suit.
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Manifestly their opinions are based merely on

suspicion and hearsay. Coffey says (R. 125-126)

:

"XQ. 128. Did you know of the extension to

these Shell Co. towers the time you wrote your
letter of July 1st, 1918, to the Union Oil Co.*?

(Exhibit 19.)

'*A. I cannot be positive of this date, but my
recollection is that such additions had been re-

ported to me."

As to the complaint that the defendant had put

into its Bulletin the pictures of the towers which it

had erected for the Shell Oil Company, there is

manifestly nothing irregular in that, since the Bulle-

tin shows that these towers are not claimed to be

Braun towers but that they simply illustrate work

actually executed by the Braun Company.

There is nothing out of place in defendant's use

of pictures of the Shell installation. This is ex-

plained by the witness Braun at R. 215:

"Q. Some criticism has been indulged in by
plaintiff's counsel of your use of cuts of the

Shell 1915 towers in your advertising literature.

Will you just tell what use you actually made
of those cuts, and how you used them?

''A. I remember that we published a bulletin,

and that we used a photograph of the tower
that we erected at Martinez; we took these

photographs and made cuts of them and showed
cuts on one of the pages of this bulletin. We
were then operating as construction engineers;

we advertised as such, and we did not advertise

these towers as being patented by us, or as of
our own design.
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"Q. Tliey simply were illustrative of work
that you had erected?
* * * * * • •

"A. To show work that we had erected as
the construction engineers.****** It.

"Q. Is that a policy that is common with
erecting engineers, to point to work that they
had done?
"A. I think that it is a very common policy."

THE BRAUN PATENT NO. 1,442,784.

The main controversy in this case centers around

the validity of the said second Braun patent of de-

fendant, No. 1,442,784.

There is, we believe, no question but that if the

patent is valid, as we insist it is, the plaintiff in-

fringed it in the erection of the all-wood tower for

the Pasadena Ice Company.

ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS (R. 408-409).

Defendant and cross-appellant specifies errors as

follows

:

That the Court erred:

(1) In dismissing the counterclaim of defend-

ant on Braun patent No. 1,442,784;

(2) in finding that said Braun patent No.

1,442,784, does not involve novelty;
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(3) in finding that said Braun patent No.

1,442,784 appeared to be anticipated;

(4) in failing to find said Braun Patent No.

1,442,784 valid and infringed;

(5) in failing to grant injunction restraining

the further infringement of said Braun patent No.

1,442,784;

(6) in failing to find that the defendant-cross-

appellant was entitled to accounting for damages

and profits for infringement of said Braun patent

No. 1,442,784.

For logical treatment and correct chronology, it

appears advisable in this brief to consider the sev-

eral matters with which these appeals are con-

cerned in the following order:

(1) The plaintiff's patent in suit;

(2) The defendant's patented construction;

(a) as to non-infringement of Coffey.

(b) as to infringement by plaintiff.

(3) Unfair and inequitable conduct of plaintiff.

THE COFFEY PATENT, No. 1,010,020, DATED NOVEMBEE
28, 1911.

(See Book of Exhibits—R. 80.)

The Coffey patent, like every other patent, should,

of course, be studied in connection with the File

Wrapper.
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The Coffey patent is primarily for a steel tower,

in which the steel columns carry the entire load and

the structure depending for bracing and strength

on arrangement of tie-rods and cross-bars which,

however, are not shown in the patent, but which

entered into every structure ever erected by the

plaintiff, until quite recently when plaintiff adopted

the all-wood tower construction of defendant, as will

be later pointed out.

It is to be borne in mind at all times that the

Coffey tower and the plaintiff's patented towers,

except the one at the Pasadena ice plant and shown

to infringe Braun, are all of the structural steel,

cross-tie rods reinforcement type.

The plaintiff's cooling tower, as well as the de-

fendant's cooling tower, is what is known as the

''atmospheric type" of cooling tower as distin-

guished from the "forced draft" type. It is not to

be understood that atmospheric cooling towers orig-

inated with the plaintiff. All plaintiff did was to

improve on the steel structure type.

For instance, in connection with the prior art

offered on behalf of defendant (R. 250 and follow-

ing) there appeared to be a number of prior patents

in evidence showing that the general idea of cooling

water by the wind blowing through and across the

tower was quite ancient. This ancient art is evi-

denced by the volume of fourteen patents forming

defendant's Exhibit "II" (R. 253), besides the va-

rious other patents offered in evidence by defendant

(R. 73).
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DIFFEBENCES IN PRINCIPLE BETWEEN COFFEY AND
BRAUN.

While frequent reference herein is made to the

fact that defendant's tower is an all-wood tower, it

is to be understood, of course, that the invention of

defendant, as illustrated by the Braun patent, relied

on in the counter-claim, does not rely on the fact that

the Braun tower is an all-wood tower as distin-

guished from the steel tower of the plaintiff and the

prior art.

While Braun has found tvood to he the most satis-

factory, the Braun invention resides in the particu-

lars previously referred to, to-wit : that is of so con-

structing and arranging the structural elements of

the tower with the deck-supporting heams of the

tower not only extended horizontally beyond the

vertical posts, but so connecting them to the louvers

at the top of the latter, with the louvers in turn so

anchored to the tower at their inner bottom ends,

that the resulting structures is a trussed structure

and the deck members become what are termed ^^re-

strained beams," tvith the result that not only is a

cheaper structure produced by Braun and a more

durable one, 'due to the added rigidity, but the ex-

tensions of the deck members, with their louver

connections, provide a style of external bracing sa

that the interior of the tower is practically free for

cooling and water distribution purposes without in-

terfering with the efficiency of the tower.
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PLAINTIFF'S ADMISSION AS TO PRIOR ART.

Plaintiff's predecessor, by its secretary-engineer

Phillips in a letter written November 27th, 1914,

to defendant (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 4), acknowl-

edged the contribution of the prior art to their tower

and emphasized their ''steel construction" type of

tower. Thus

:

"Before our tower was placed on the market,
hoth u'ooden and steel towers were in use.

Wooden towers lasted pretty well, except where
screws and nails ivcrc used for fastenings, but

due to swelling and shrinking they soon get out

of level with a consequent loss in efficiency.

Steel towers maintained their level and the

frame lasts, but the pans or drip bars coming in

contact with the water soon rust out and the

tower is noisy. Our toiver has a steel frame and
swamp cedar drip bars.

"We have thus taken the best and most ex-

pensive parts from botJi the wooden and steel

towers and added to this our patented cast iron

distributing system to which the superior effici-

ency of our tower is largely due. This has made
our prices somewhat higher than our competi-

tors, but additional orders from our customers

have shown a policy of quality and efficiency to

be correct." (Italics ours.)

AET PRIOR TO COFFEY.

Among the early patents on the subject are the

following

:

Windhausen, No. 111,292, January 24, 1871,

(defendant's Exhibit *'IT-1"), particularly

Figs. 9 and 10.
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Hanisch, No. 477,755, June 28, 1892 (defend-

ant's Exhibit *'II-2"), particularly Fig. 5,

showing another arrangement of baffles and

deck boards for affecting cooling.

Fischer et al. No. 649,573, May 15, 1900 (de-

fendant's Exhibit "Y") (see particularly

Fig. 6).

This latter patent (sheet 2 of the drawings of

which are reproduced opposite), is important as

showing the slatted deck (Fig. 6), with the slats

staggered, and also splines for holding certain mem-

bers (see Fig. 4). (This spline is the outstanding

feature of plaintiff's patent but has never been used

by defendant in any of its towers.)

Manifestly there would be no invention in Fischer

in making the "splines" of his Fig. 4 wider so as to

spread or space the adjacent grooved members.

Stocker, No. 700,990, May 27, 1902 (defend-

ant's Exhibit "II-3").

This patent is interesting as showing a trough

distribution for the water, with the trough dammed
at the end to cause the overflow.

Wheeler, No. 707,042, August 12th, 1902 (de-

fendant's Exhibit *'II-4").

See particularly Fig. 2 and the statement of the

inventor that the invention relates to cooling towers,

especially to water cooling towers used in connection

with steam plants operating with a condensing sys-
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tern, and more particularly to the open or non-en-

closed type of this class of towers.

Ostendorff, No. 661,192, November 6th, 1900

(defendant's Exhibit ''II-6").

This is also an open type of cooling tower; the

patentee sajdng:

*'My invention is directed particularly to im-
provements in means for cooling water by nat-

ural aeration and evaporation caused by allow-

ing the water to fall in fine drops or streams
through the air."

Ostendorff, No. 697,160, April 8th, 1902, (de-

fendant's Exhibit ^'11-7").

Ostendorff, No. 836,702, November 27th, 1906,

(defendant's Exhibit ''II-8").

Burhorn, No. 772,780, October 18th, 1904, (de-

fendant's Exhibit '*II-9").

In this patent the drip bar is secured at the frame

ends and in Fig. 3 the longitudinal groove on the

under side. (This longitudinal groove on the under

side is one of the features emphasized in the Coffey

patent in suit, but never used by the defendant.)

Burhorn, No. 961,100, June 14th, 1910, (de-

fendant's Exhibit '^I-IO").

Burhorn, No. 1,014,371, January 9th, 1912,

(applied for November 26th, 1910), (de-

fendant's Exhibit ''11-11").

Burhorn and Ostendorff were quite prolific in-

ventors in this art. Both the witness Coffey and the
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witness Phillips for plaintiff testify to their indebt-

edness to those gentlemen. Thus Mr. Phillips says

(R. 88)

:

"I was with Edwin Burhorn for about seven

years, during all which time Edwin Burhorn
was making and selling cooling towers."

And Coffey, plaintiff's engineer, says (R. 72)

:

*'I first came in contact with atmospheric
cooling I think in 1907 or 1908 through a con-

nection I had with Edwin Burhorn who was
then beginning the exploitation of the Osten-
dorff atmospheric cooling tower, which was, I

believe, the first serious attempt to introduce

this type of tower in the United States. Osten-
dorff was one of the pioneer inventors of this

type of apparatus."

Mr. Coffey gives the following general description

of plaintiff's type of water cooling tower (R. 74-75)

:

**The water to be cooled enters a distributing

device at the top of the tower. This device in

general forms a part of the supply pipe system.

After leaving this distributing device, the water
enters a deck composed of a series of gutter sec-

tion wood bars, overflows these bars in an ap-
proximately uniform film which flows down the

sides of the bar, turns the bottom edge and at

the two grooves, is transformed into drops and
this is uniformly distributed upon another deck
composed of approximately flat top bars.

"A splash is formed on this deck having the

appearance of foam and is a very valuable cool-

ing surface, water then drops to another flat top
deck and the cycle is repeated from deck to deck
until the water finally reaches a pan or basin
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from which it flows to the point where it is used.
AVhile the water is tlius passing fi-om dock to
deck in the form of fine drops, and spray, air
passes horizontally between the decks, absorbs
heat from the water and passes out on the side
opposite to which it entered. The water' is thus
cooled progressively from deck to deck and
reaches the final temperature desired in the
basin referred to. This is a rough description
of the 'cooling process common to all atmos-
pheric cooling towers."

WOODEN DRIP BARS WERE NOT ORIGINATED BY COFFEY

NOR PLAINTIFF.

Thus Coffey testifies (R. 116)

:

**XQ. 107. Is it not a fact that prior to your
patent for the invention set forth in your patent
other cooling tower manufacturers were using

wooden drip bars in atmosphere cooling towers?
A. Yes.

'^XQ. 108. Who to your knowledge were
using wooden drip bars prior to your invention ?

"A. They were used in what is technically

known as slat towers, working on an atmos-

pheric principle.

"XQ. 109. By what concerns were such

wooden drip bars or slats used in atmospheric

cooling towers prior to the invention of your

patent in suit?

''A. They were not manufactured by special-

ized cooling tower companies, but were erected

by the owners. There are a number of ex-

amples throughout the West in the stockyards

of Chicago, Cincinnati and other places."
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THE COFFEY PATENT IS ILLUSTRATED BY THE MODELS

—

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS H. I and J.

In describing the Coffey construction Mr. Braun

says (R. 199-200) :

"These are deck boards grooved, or the deck

member, on each side, and secured at each end;

and intermediate between the ends are loose

splines which space these boards—spline 7

spaces the boards. The object of these splines

appears to be to space the boards intermediate

the place where they are fastened. These boards

are fastened securely at each end to a solid mem-
ber, and no provision is made for the inde-

pendent expansion of any one of these boards.

These splines serve solely as spacers, as this

board cannot expand more than this board with-

out moving this board. These grooves on the

bottom are shown on the patent and were used
on the first Martinez tower.

''This is more nearly a correct model of the

construction used at Martinez, Exhibit ' I. ' The
deck supports actually were approximately 3

feet apart instead of one foot, as shown. These
boards are grooved. The boards 6 are grooved
on both sides, and have splines 7; the boards
are fastened down to the transverse deck-sup-
porting members by nailing. There is no pro-
vision, therefore, for independent longitudinal
expansion of these boards. The splines serve
solely as spacers, providing for no longitudinal
expansion, and did not secure the board to the
transverse member."

COFFEY ALLEGED INVENTION.

Witness Coffey testifies that there are two features

of the patent

:
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(1) The groove and spline system.

(2) The two grooves on the bottom of the drip

bar.

Thus (R. 73-74) :

''Q. 20. What are the particuhir advantages
of the patent in suit ?

'*A. The particular advantages are two:
** First. The deck as made up in accordance

with the patent is, with the exception of the fas-

tening, entirely wood which experience has
shown to be the most reliable material for this

purpose. Second: The introduction of wood in-

stead of metal for deck elements, however,
brings in certain disadvantages. These are the

warping and twisting and general tendency of

wood to get out of line. The effect of this is to

close up some of the spaces between the deck

members and open others wide, thus impairing

the distribution through the tower and so lower-

ing its efficiency. To correct this defect, and
maintain a uniform opening between the deck

members, the groove and spline system of spar-

ing as shoivn in the patent teas devised. This T

consider the second advantage. The third ad-

vantage is the two grooves shown at the bottom

of the drip bar, the effect of which is to cause

the water falling on each bar to divide up into

two lines of drops instead of one, thus greatly

increasing the subdivision of the water, another

factor upon which the efficiency of the appa-

ratus depends." (Italics ours.)

And, again (R. 81), he emphasizes these two fea-

tures as follows

:

''XQ. 49. Please make a comprehensive state-

ment of all features of plaintiff's patent 1,010,-
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020 that you find to bo present in the cooling

towers made by the Cooling Tower Co. ?

*'A. The splines and the grooves. On the

bottom of the bars." (Italics ours.)

This is further emphasized at (R. 82) :

*'XQ. 55. And what features connected with

the drip bars do you consider to be the device

of the patent in suit ?

''A. The method of fastening and holding the

bars in place.

'*XQ. 56. And what is that method that is the

device of the patent in suit ?

"A. That device is the splines 7, Fig. 4, and
pins or screws 10, Fig. 6. '

'

Coffey says that his company has never made a

cooling tower with drip bars spaced apart by any

other means than the wooden splines fitting within

the grooves (R. 124)

:

**XQ. 141. In all the cooling towers made by
your company and its predecessor since your
connection with it, have the drip bars been con-

nected together or spaced apart by means of
wooden splines fitting into grooves on the verti-

cal walls of the adjacent drip bars?
''A. The best of my knowledge and belief,

they have."

DEFINITION OF A SPLINE.

(R. 189-190)

:

''The Court: Where does that name come
from ? Is that a common name ?

A. A spline is a very common name for a
loose piece of wood used to join together two
boards, such as, for instance, floor boards. You
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are doubtless familiar with the ordinary tonj^no-

and-groove constriu'tioji in wliich floors are usu-
ally made, one member having a groove and the
other having a tongue, and this being the tongue
member and this the groove, the conmion use
for the spline is where it is desired to join to-

gether two tongued members ; then a loose piece

is put in there like that (illustrating).

''Mr. TowNSEND: You might exi)Iain it as a

matter of record from the Coffey patent in suit,

No. 1,010,020.

"A. The Coffey patent shows that construc-

tion, the loose spline; Fig. 4, No. 7, shows such

a loose spline—Fig. 7 and Fig. 8."

(R. 341)

:

"Mr. TowNSEND: I want to call your Honor's

attention for a moment to an authoritative defi-

nition of a spline. I have Knight's Mechanical

Dictionary, and I have had a little figure, in

connection mth the definition, reproduced on a

piece of yellow paper here, with also the defini-

tion of 'spline,' as it appears in the Standard

Dictionary, and just for the convenience of the

record I am going to ask that this paper be

marked Defendant's Exhibit 'TT.' "

(The document was marked Defendant's Ex-

hibit "TT.")

The definition and cut from Knight's Mechanical

Dictionary is reproduced here.

Spline. {iMachiiiery.) A rectangular key fitting

into a seat on a shaft and occupying a

Fig. 6438. gi-oove in the hub of a wheel, which slips

thereon longitudinally, but rotates there-

with. K feather.

__ Splin'iug-ma-chine'. {^fctalwork

Spline, ing.) One for cutting key-seats and
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FILE WRAPPER OF COFFEY PATENT IN SUIT No. 1,010,020,

DATED NOVEMBER 28th, 1911 (Defendant's Exhibit "DD"

(R. 252).

The following citations of the prior art appear in

the File Wrapper (Defendant's Exhibit ^'DD"),

and are in evidence as Exhibits "EE" to "HH,"
inclusive, and Exhibit "Y":

Cooper, 140,680, July 8, 1873

;

Mills, No. 463,702, November 24, 1891;

Southwick, No. 303,334, August 12, 1884;

Andrews, No. 544,202, August 6, 1894;

Fischer, No. 649,573, May 15, 1900 (see cut,

supra.)

By reference to the Coffey file wrapper it is seen

that original claims 1, 2, 3 and 5 were rejected on

these references; the Examiner saying:

^^Fischer shows decks in water cooling tower
consisting of parallel drip bars slightly spaced
apart.

'^Southwick shows a series of bars spaced
apart by blocks to allow water to drip between
the bars. Andrews shoivs bars provided with
grooves in their sides and spaced apart by
splines fitting in the grooves. Cooper shows the

use of splines, for holding together a series of

bars, and Mills shows that it is old to provide
spacing blocks at intervals throughout the

length of a series of bars. In view of the va-

rious uses of splines and spacing blocks, as

shown in the above patents, no invention tvould

be involved in providing the bars of Fischer
with grooves and splines at intervals along the

length of the bars.
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**The description sluuild be amended to set
forth tlie function or advantage of the spedfic
means for spacing the bars apart as set up in

the claims." (Italics ours.)

Original claims 1 and 2 were as follows:

'*1. In a device of the class descril)ed, a deck
consisting of grillage bars, the adjacent bars
being splined together at intervals throughout
their entire length.

^'2. In a device of the class described, a deck
consisting of parallel drip bars with space in

between the bars, short splines connecting the

bars at intervals."

These drains were rejected and never allowed.

It is thus apparent that the broad idea of any

spacing and securing means for drip bars were dis-

allowed. From the cases cited it is seen that it is

elementary: that the cancellation of a claim from

its application after it was rejected by the Patent

Office for want of novelty a patentee cannot after-

wards contend that some other claim of his patent

shall be construed to be co-extensive with the one

rejected. See also:

Royer v. Coupe, 146 U. S. 532;

Corhin v. Eagle, 150 U. S. 40;

Scale Co. v. Automatic, 204 U. S. 609.

To obtain an allowance of the claims relating

to splines it was necessary to specify (a) that "the

adjacent bars separately fastened to the frame at

each end" and (b) as being ''loosely" splinod to-
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gether at intervals. Tliese limitations appear in

claims 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 of the patent. Claim 4 calls

for the specific foi-m of the drip bar "having a

curved top, two grooves on the bottom and a groove

on each of the vertical sides.'

^

DEFENDANT HAS NEVER USED THE SPLINE. HAS

SEPARATE PATENT ON HIS BRASS RIBBON.

Defendant does not use a "spline" in any sense

of the word: Defendant's brass strap is covered by

a subsequent and separate patent (Fig. 3, 1st Braun

patent, Exhibit B), and therefore is not now an

equivalent and could not be considered an equiva-

lent of Coffey's spline in 1911 when Coffey applied

for his patent. Besides Braun 's slats are not "fas-

tened at the ends". Braun 's bars are loose to

allow of individual lengthwise expansion; whereas

Coffey's bars are set in a rigid frame fastened at

sides and ends and his drip bars and frame can only

expand together as a unit.

That the term "spline" has a very definite mean-

ing in the art is seen by reference to the Burhorn

patent, No. 1,092,334, dated April 7th, 1914 (De-

fendant's Exhibit "11-12"), which patent shows in

Fig. 5 grooved slats with loose "splines" (num-

bered 29), and concerning which Burhorn says on

page 2 of his patent:

" 'And the slats being separated by splines 29
set between the slats 27, 27. In this form of
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deck I preferably provide a longitudinal chan-
nel 30 in the under side of the slats 27, whereby
the water will be caused to fall from the sides

of the slats instead of seeking the center, thus
accomplishing the desired division of the water
into fine spray."

"
? >>

In offering this patent, counsel for defendant

said (R. 257):

"Mr. Townsexd: * * * So that there will

be no misunderstanding, your Honor will recall

this; I only put this in for this purpose—it

cannot be used for anticipation; it is used for

the purpose, rather, of explaining the use of
splines in this art. The patent was aj)})lied fur

shortly after the plaintiff's patent was issued.

For some unaccountable reason which is not

apparent from the face of this patent—I am
curious to know whether there was any inter-

ference—maybe Mr. Foulds can enlighten us

—

between Coffey and Burhorn.
"Mr. Foulds : There was none.

"Mr. TowxsEND: It was applied for a few

months after Coffey, but it shows almost the

identical construction of Coffey, with the splines

and the housing, and it is interesting as showing

what splines meant to two men who were very

closely associated about that time. I have no

inference to draw or to offei-, and I merely ]>ut

this in on account of the peculiar verbiage that

we find there.
'

'

Whether Burhorn borrowed his splines from

Coffey or Coffey borrowed his splines from Burhorn

is not material to this case, but the strange cir-

cumstance of the two patents describing the same
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structure and using the same thing, removes, as we

will see later, every vestige of any basis for the

charge of infringement.

NON-INFRINGEMENT BY BRATJN.

It is not clear either from plaintiff's record or

plaintiff's brief what particular tower or towers

manufactured or erected by the defendant at any

time are claimed to infringe; particularly it is un-

'certain whether the plaintiff is now claiming that

the 1916 additioii, erected more than six years prior

to the beginning of this suit, is claimed to infringe

or that the charge of infringement is directed to the

patented wooden tower construction of defendant,

such as it is now building.

It is quite plain that the plaintiff has failed to

show any specific tower which has been erected or

sold or used by the defendant which plaintiff claims

infringes, much less any tower made or sold or used

by this defendant within this district.

The burden of proof of infringement is upon

plaintiff.

Mitchell V. TilgJiman, 86 U. S. 287, 22 L. Ed.

125;

Price V. Kelly, 154 U. S. 669; 26 L. Ed. 634;

Seymour v. Osborne, 78 U. S. 516; 26 L.

Ed. 33.
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TfiE PROOFS SHOW AN UTTER LACK OF FOUNDATION FOR
BRINGING SUIT AGAINST THE DEFENDANT ON THE
COFFEY PATENT.

Both Coffey and Phillips, the two persons con-

nected with the plaintiff, supposing to have knowl-

edge of the matters set out in the bill of complaint

admit a lack of knowledge of what the defendant

actually did upon which the charge of infringement

was manifestly based.

Thus Coffey says, R. 78, in answer to Qs. 31-32:

"I know arrangements were made with Mr.
Braun but I did not personally carry on nego-

tiations, the details of which / do not remem-
ber, and therefore cannot answer this question

in detail.*******
''The treasurer, Mr. Phillips, has charge of

that transaction." (Italics ours.)

Phillips, while admitting he had charge of the

correspondence (Q. 14, R. 89), admits that the

towers so erected for the Shell Oil Company were

sold to C. F. Braun & Co. by plaintiff, with the

fuU knowledge of plaintiff (XQs. 106-107, R. 112-

113).

The 1916 addition to the original Shell Oil Com-

pany tower at Martinez by the Braim Company

did not embody the splines of the Coffey patent or

any of the other patented features; the Braun Com-

pany employing a system of angle bars laid over the

slats with the punched out bars of the angles fitting

between the slats to space them (see Braun R. 203).
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The securing means employed by Braun for hold-

ing down and spacing the deck on the Shell Oil Com-

pany addition is thus described by Braun (R. 203) :

*'The decks were held down—an angle-iron

was punched at intervals so that a part of the

wall of the angle would extend down from the

angle, remaining part of the angle, would pro-

ject from it possibly half an inch. That angle

was laid on top of the deck board and secured

by nails or lag screws to the transverse deck-

supporting members. The punched-down por-

tion of the angle served as spacers for the

deck."

[This construction is illustrated on the opposite

page.]

PLAINTIFF IGNORANT OF DEFENDANT'S METHODS OF

DECK CONSTRUCTION.

See Coffey (R. 120) :

**XQ. 128. Have you personal knowledge of
the method that was used to connect together
the slats or drip bars in the two Shell Oil Co.
towers erected by Braun in 1915"? A. No.
"XQ. 129. Have you personal knowledge of

the method that was used in connecting the
slats or drip bars of the additions or enlarge-
ment of these towers? A. No. (Italics

ours.)

Thus Phillips on cross-examination admits his

company based this misrepresentation as to what

Braun did, on suspicion (R. 124-5) :

*'XQ. 123. Have you knowledge of the
method used by Mr. Braim in connecting and
spacing the part the drip bars in the original
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two Shell Oil Co. towers erected in 1915,
material for which he purchased from your
company ?

A. I have not seen the towers. My knowl-
edge on the subject being derived from the fact
that the towers are supposed to be built in ac-
cordance with our plan. Instructions for erec-
tion having been sent to Braun." (Italics
OUl'S.

)

This testimony recalls the admonition of the Court

of Appeals in Krupp v. Midvale, 191 Fed. 588, 591

:

*'We deem it proper, however, to say for the
guidance of patent practitioners in this circuit

that it should be borne in mind that infringe-
ment is not only a question of fact, but is a

tort or wi'ong, the burden of establishing which,
as in all torts, clearly rests on those wlio cliarge

such wrong. The absence of actual fact proof
is not met by the presence of expert specula-

tions no matter hoiv voluminous. In this par-

ticular case the whole superstructure of the

vast mass of expert testimony, in the last analy-

sis, depends on what the Midvale Company did

when making armor-plate as testified to by
Leonard and Ross. They were the onl}' wit-

nesses who saw and testified thereto, and, when
the judge below became convinced that these

two witnesses did not prove facts which showed
infringement, he rested, and could rightfully

rest, his decision on that ground." (Italics

ours.)

THE SHELL OIL COMPANY TOWER ADDITION NOT AN

INFRINGEMENT EVEN HAD IT BEEN DONE WITHIN

THE STATUTORY PERIOD.

The loose way in which plaintiff has put in its

case and its failure to make clear wherein a definite
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charge of infringement lies, makes it incumbent,

upon defendant to discuss the Shell Company addi-

tion so that there may be no possible misconstruc-

tion put upon any of the acts of the defendant at

any time.

Likewise the plaintiff's position is obscure as to

what claims of the Coffey patent it is contending is

or are or have been infringed. The bill of com-

plaint in Paragraph 5 (R. 3) alleged infringement

by the defendant **in the Southern District of Cali-

fornia and elsewhere in the United States of Amer-

ica" of the claims of the patent in general, without

specifying which claims.

On final hearing plaintiff limited the charge of

infringement to claims 3 and 5.

In its present brief on appeal (page 14) the

charge of infringement is apparently limited to

claim 5, which is the only one specifically referred

to and quoted.

Assuming that the charge of infringement now

will include claim 3, as well as claim 5, it is to be

pointed out that these claims are what is known as

** combination claims" and the rule of construction

of combination claims in the light of Patent Office

actions is to apply.

THE CLAIM THE MEASURE OF THE MONOPOLY.

See Judge Morrow in Botvers v. Pacific Coast

Dredging & Reclamation Co., 99 Fed. 745, 747 (C. C.

A. 9th Cir.)

:
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*'It is true that evciy patent is prima facie
evidence of the novelty of tlie invention de-
scribed in the patent, but the invention patented
is the invention set forth in the claim, and that
only. Keystone Bridge Co. v. Phoenix Iron
Co., 95 U. S. 274, 278, 24 L. Ed. 344; Railroad
Co. V. Mellon, 104 U. S. 112, 118, 26 L. Ed. G39;
Manufacturing Co. v. Greenleaf, 117 U. S. 554,

559, 6 Sup. Ct. 846, 29 L. Ed. 952."

CONSTRTTCTION OF CLAIMS.

^'As patents are procured ex parte, the public

is not bound by them, but the patentees are.

If the office refuses to allow him all he asks, he
has an appeal. But the courts have no right to

enlarge a patent beyond the scope of its claim

as allowed by the Patent Office, or the appellate

tribunal to which contested applications are re-

ferred. When the terms of a claim in a patent

are clear and distinct, as they always should be,

in a suit brought upon the patent, the patentee

is bound by it. Kevstone v. Phoenix, 95 U. S.

274; 24 L. Ed. 344.'*' (Macomber p. 191.)

*'the patent cannot be extended beyond the

claim. That bounds the patentee's right.

—

American v. Fiber Co. 90 U. S. 566; 23 L. Ed.

31." (Macomber p. 190.)

**An application for a patent which lias been

rejected, and which is subsequently amended to

conform with the objections of the })at('nt ofTice.

is strictlv construed.—Norton v. Jensen, 90 Fed.

415; 33 C. C. A. 141." (Macomber ]>. 196.)
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For other cases in this Circuit on Influence of the
File Wrapper see

:

Wheaton v. Norton, 70 Fed. 835;
Schultheiss Co. v. Phillips, 264 Fed. 971 •

Selectasine Co. v. Prestograph, 282 Fed.' 223.

COFFEY'S CLAIMS 3 and 5.

Claim 3 as a combination, analyzed, is as follows:
''3. In a device of the class described
(1) a deck

(a) consisting of drip bars
(b) securely fastened at each end,
(c) with space in between the bars

;

Claims is as follows:

''5. In a device of the class described
(1) a deck

(a) consisting of drip bars
(b) individually fastened at each end,
(c) with space in between the bars;

+niffi
*^^/!^Jfcent bars being loosely splined

Walker says (Section 349)

:

"Omission of one element or ingredient of acombination covered by any claim of a natent,
averts any charge of infringement based on that
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claim, whether or not the omitted ingredient
was essential to the (•oin])inaU()n of the ])atent,

and whether or not it was necessary to tlie op-
erativeness of the device. And it makes no dif-

ference that another ek'nient is nuuh; to do the

work of itself and of the omitted element. A
combination is an entirety. If one of its ele-

ments is omitted, the thing claimed disapj)ears.

Every part of the combination claimed is con-

clusively presumed to be material to the com-
bination, and no evidence to the contrary is ad-

missible in any case of alleged infringement.

The patentee makes all the parts of a combina-

tion material, when he claims them in combina-

tion and not separately."

The actions in the Patent Office against the Cof-

fey claim and the insertion of the word ''loosely"

and other limitations are bindir^g on the ])laintiff

within the doctrine of the cases referred to above;

attention being particularly directed to the Se-

lectasine Case decided by this Court, 282 Fed. 223.

rriNCTIONAL STATEMENTS IN A CLAIM NOT TO BE

DISREGABDED.

Westinglwuse v. Bral'P Co., 170 U. S. 537; 18

Sup. Ct. 707; 42 L. Ed. 1136, aimounces the doc-

trine :

''But, after all, even if the patent for a ma-

chine be a pioneer, the alleged infringer must

have done something more tlian reach the same

resiUt. He must have I'cached it ))y substan-

tiallv the same or similar means, or the nile

that' the function of a machine cannot be pat-
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n^lpnW °nf
"° P.^^''"^^? ^alue. To say that thepatentee of a pioneer invention for a new me-chanism IS entitled to every mechanical devicewhich produces the same result is to hold in

Wtiln'"''"^''
^^^^ ^' '' '''*"'''l *° patent'his

DEFENDANT'S UNEauiVOCAI, DENIAL or ANTT USE OF
EITHEE, SPLINES OE GROOVED SLATS CALLED FOB BT
THE COFFEY PATENT.

Thus Braun (R. 212) :

''Q. Referring to plaintiff's patent in suit, MrBraun, or to the model, Exhibit I, have youever employed slats with underneath groovessuch as shown m Fig. 2 or Fig. 3, or any of the

.Ui9' ^^^^ ^^f.
^^^^ *^^ construction of your

iif^u'i t Ki^rsr^ ^-""" ^^-
"The Court. What purpose is served bv

tJifse grooves on the under side?
^

«ir,^H ^"'"''f•

-l^^^y
separate the water run-ning down. 1 mil say when the water rXsdown by capillary attraction it comes down^

twmiii;r'

^"'^ *^^ ^^°°^^ ^-<i- ^'
-"

"Mr. TowNSEND. Q. Have you ever usedside grooves such as appear in Figs, land 3 of

thp ?H*'"* ^.^''^', ">' ^"y S'oo^e! at an uponthe sides of the slats? A. No."
' "P""

(R. 213):

tion^^v ?r ^^^"^
T'^ '" y°^^ deck construc-tion any other construction than such as you
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have described and illustrated by the models
that you have referred to?

*'A. Only some decks that we nailed down
without any other method of spacing or secur-

ing them.
"The Court. You mean since the time that

you added this addition at the Shell Company
that your installation has been practically the

same as shown by your large model?
''A. Yes, with the exception of when we

nailed the boards down."

Walter Hagenbuch, called for plaintiff at the trial,

testified (R. 144) :

''Q. When you spoke about these slats hav-

ing grooves in the new Braun tow^ers in 1920,

w^here were those grooves?
"A. The grooves were on top of the slats.

''Q. Forming little troughs along the top

of the slats? A. Yes.
''Q. There were no grooves, as far as you

knoW', anywhere else on the slats?

**A. No, not as far as I know."

NON-INFRINGEMENT.

Our Circuit Court of Appeals in Barley v. Witt,

261 Fed. 77, by Judge Hunt said (p. 85)

:

^'Notwithstanding the fact that there are the

same mechanical elements present in the device

of the patent in suit as in the construction of

appellants, the manner of operation described

in the patent claims determines whether tlicrc

has been infringement; and, as we understand

it, appellants do not use the manner of opera-

tion described by the patent claims."
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MANY DIFFERENCES INCORPORATED IN THE ADDITION

FROM THE ORIGINAL TOWERS.

As showing the difference in the addition made

by Braun to the original Shell Oil Company towers

Braun testifies (R. 168-169) :

"Q. What enlargement did you make? How
did you enlarge it?

*'A. We built an addition to the tower.
•Q. You mean you lengthened it?

'A. We lengthened it.
a

''Q. Was the construction of this addition

the same as the construction which you have
already described? A. No.^^

'*A. It differed in the design of the main
deck boards.*******
"A. The longitudinal deck boards, the cool-

ing decks. It differed in the manner in which
these decks were spaced and secured to the

supporting members. It differed in the design
of the redistributing deck; it differed in the

design of the transverse launders at the top
of the tower; it differed in the design of the

overflow distributing troughs at the top of the

tower, the primary overflow distributing

troughs, and it differed in some structural de-

tails.''

Braun frankly admits that this addition was

made without asking the Cooling Tower Company

for any license (R. 169) ; it being entirely outside

of the patent. There w^as no reason why a license

should have been requested.

Elsewhere Braun points out the difficulties they

had with the Shell Oil Company towers, resulting
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eventually in the old metal towers being torn down
and scrapped and new towers entirely of wood built

according to the Braun patent in suit were erected

in 1920 (Braun R. 171).

Braun says (R. 218)

:

''I found that the Mitchell-Tappen Co. had
very inadequate or practically no facilities for

manufacturing cooling towers, and 1 found that

the structural design was very poor; I found
that the distinctive features of their tower were
on very limited details ; and I found that a num-
ber of their details were highlj^ impracticable.

* •jt * * * * »

**The most important of these details, as far

as impracticability was concerned, was a spline.

In a tower of this character, there is a large

quantity of deck lumber to be installed. These
boards are usually 18 feet long; they are fre-

quently warped out of shape when they are re-

ceived on the site of erection, and to endeavor

to place little splines between these at short

intervals between two of these long boards and

to keep them there until you can secure the

board in place is almost an impossible task, and

at best an extremely costly process."

THE 1916 ADDITION TO THE SHELL OIL COMPANY TOWER

DID NOT EMBODY ANY OF THE COFFEY PATENTED

FEATURES.

Thus the testimony of Braun (R. 202-203):

*'Mr. TowNSEND. Q. In rc.c^ard to this addi-

tion of 1916, what features, if any, eni})lny('d

in the original 1915 tower did you use t
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IZ Z *]'« ot^-^i- tower, but we did not usethe splme deck construction."

PUBTHEB OBJECTIONS TO THE SPLINES.

Continuing Braun says (R. 218-219) :

"The deck boards are fastened by nails or lagscrews at the support. The purpose of thfsplme IS to space the deck boards, to space and
maintain the space of the deck boards between
the supports at any point where spacing may be

nortedl; t?'''
"'' loose splinesfand ire s'^p

nmnt W^ /rr'''' '? *^« '^^"^ boards at any

member" * ' """"^ '* ^ '^'"^ supporting

Plaintiff in its appeal brief says (page 3) :

"It appears that the old deck was composed
of slats nailed to a frame work at intervals andspaced apart so that the water might run downor fall between the slats."

" uown

Mr. Braun tells us that this "old deck" was the
plaintiff's own patented deck of the 1915 Shell tow-
ers using splines and with the slats nailed down.
(Testimony quoted supra and post.)

We pause at this point to call attention to the mis-
statement of fact so often repeated in plaintiff's
and cross-appellee's brief, that if not promptly
answered may lead to some confusion in the mind
of the Court as to the Coffey structure.
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NO LONGITUDINAL EXPANSION OF SLATS PERMITTED IN

PLAINTIFFS SHELL TOWER OR COFFEY PATENT.

Despite this evident fact, we have the repetition

of error accentuated in the plaintiff's brief on ap-

peal at pages 4, 10 and 24. Bearing in mind that

Braun emphasizes the fact that the plaintiff's "deck

boards are fastened by nails or lag screws at their

supports" and the Coffey patent shows end supports

4 and each and every of the slats are clearly

shown in the model of the Coffey deck (Exhibit H),

counsel for plaintiff in his appeal brief says (page

4):

* * * "the bars or slats are secured to the

frame of the deck and spaced apart by spacers

which permit longitudinal movement * *

of the individual bars or slats while maintain-

ing the spacing between adjacent bars."

The spacers with the splines do not affect any

securing whatever of the slats to the frame. They

do not permit any "longitudinal movement" of the

bars, but, on the other hand, being loose in the

grooves of the slats, the splines may be moved longi-

tudinally when impelled by some outside agency, as

the workmen in assembling the tower.

Mr. Braun has said above regarding Coffey and

the Mitchell-Tappen Company's Shell tower:

"The deck boards are fastened by nails or

lag screws at the support. The pui-pose of thr

spline is to space the deck boards, to space and

maintain the space of the deck boards between

the supports, at any point where spacing may

be required."
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Earlier Mr. Braun said in describing the Coffey

construction Mr. Braun says (R. 199-200) :

''These are deck hoards grooved, or the deck
member, on each side, and secured at each end;

and intermediate between the ends are loose

splines which space these boards—spline 7

spaces the boards. The object of these splines

appears to be to space the boards intermediate

the place where they are fastened. These hoards

are fastened securely at each end to a solid mem-
her, and no provision is made for the inde-

pendent expansion of any one of these hoards.

These splines serve solely as spacers, as this

board cannot epand more than this board with-

out moving this board." (Italics ours.)

Later he says, as we will see (R. 219) concern-

ing the Coffey slats:

"These boards are fastened to the transverse

members, and secured by nails or lag screws,

or similar devices. * * *

"They are not secured to these transverse
members by the splines;"

And at R. 220-221 Braun says:

"They were driven through the deck boards."

At R. 237 Braun says:

* * * "the splines do not secure the deck
to any deck member."

The Coffey patent says (R. 82—Book of Exhibits

lines 41-52)

:

"The decks are formed of drip bars 6

which may be of any desired shape and are

loosely splined together with splines 7, said
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splines being: slioi'toi- tliaii the length of
the bar; on each end of these bars splines 8,
longer than splines 7, connect the bars togetlier!
The bars are each individually held to the hori-
zontal framework 9 hi) screws or dowels JO, and
are not rigidly secured together. The outer
members are splined together with continuous
splines 11." (Italics ours.)

Nevertheless we find plaintiff urging its erro-

neous view upon this Court again at the bottom

of page 10. Thus:

* * * ''Coffey was the first to discover and
devise a means of attaching the slats or drip
bars of a cooling tower deck in such a manner
* * * allowing individual longitudinal ex-

pansion/' (Italics ours.)

Again, at pages 23 and 24:

"A reading of the Coffey specifications and
drawings discloses that Coffey desired and in-

tended to produce a deck in which the several

slats were to be permitted individual longitu-

dinal expansion and his patent drawings show
straps at the two short ends only."

There is not one word in the patent about ''lon-

gitudinal expansion" and the frame 9, by which

the slats are all enclosed and to which they are

spiked, utterly disprove the contentions of counsel

for plaintiff", particularly in the light of practice

showing that the plaintiff's slats were nailed do^vTi

at the deck supports.

The deck of the Coffey patent miglit as a whole

expand or contract but that would be without any

relation whatever to the floating splines. On top
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of that, if we consider that the individual slats

are always nailed down, longitudinal expansion is

out of the question. It is possible that plaintiff's

counsel had in mind and merely meant to say that

the splines could be moved longitudinally of the

slats and individually to any point in the length of

the slats between the deck supports, over the deck

supports, or anywhere. Such a fmiction, of course,

is not possible in defendant's slat securing and

spacing means.

It is wholly erroneous for plaintiff to contend

that the splines have any securing or holding down

function.

It is worthy to note that plaintiff's own wit-

nesses, Coffey and Phillips, utterly failed to sup-

port the contentions here made on appeal as the

functions and operations of the splines.

FURTHER TROUBLE WITH THE SHELL JOB, BEING A
TROUBLE INHERENT IN METAL TOWER CONSTRUC-

TION.

Braun says (R. 223-224) :

''We had a great deal of trouble with the

structural steel work; the structural steel

work was composed of very light members;
they had been shipped and rehandled a great
many times, and had been seriously damaged,
and, I believe, that they came from some struc-

tural company up in New York, and were
shipped to New York by rail, or possibly river

steamer, transferred to a steamer for San
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Francisco, and tlien transferred by steamer up
to Martinez; the structural steel was in very
bad condition when we received it. Many of
the castings were broken, too.*******

''In the Shell tower the lumber was de-
livered in random lengths, it was not cut to
length, and was laid on top of the 45 degree
members for supporting these louvers, in a
manner similar to the way a floor is laid

—

they were not put up in panels. The boards
were joined at random points, and were nailed
together. The louvers were held down against
the 45° members by a loose-fitting bolt passing
through a slotted hole; that is, the angular
member for supporting the louver had slotted

holes in it, and bolts were screwed through the

louver to hold that down so it would not blow
up."

NON-INFRINGEMENT OF COFFEY BY BRAUN.

THE SPLINES OF PLAINTIFF SERVE NO FUNCTION OF

HOLDING DOWN THE DECK.

The ''splines" of plaintiff do not perform any

securing or holding down function, but may be

drifted or moved in the grooves, as spacers for the

slats, to any point hettveen the deck supports.

Braun's brass strips, on the other hand, secure

the drip bars, and are only at the supports where

they can be nailed.

"These boards are fastened to the trans-

verse members, and secured by nails or lag

screws, or similar devices.

"A. They are not secured to these trans-
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verse members by the splines; they are spaced
and held in position at these supports by the
fastenings, regardless of the splines. In be-

tween these deck supports, which are several

feet apart, Mr. Coffey apparently thought it

would be necessary to provide some spacing
members in between the supports."

In the Shell construction the drip bars were

nailed down; the splines were placed at random

merely as spacers.

Braun says (R. 220-221):

'^Mr. TowNSEND. Q. In the plaintiff's con-

struction, put up at the Shell Company, were
the nails driven directly through the deck
boards ?

''A. They were driven through the deck
hoards.

^'Q. Did you have any complaint from the
erecting force up there at the time the Shell

towers were going up, in regard to the splines

you have spoken of?
* ***** *

**We had complaints that the installa-

tion of these small splines was a very diffi-

cult and impractical task, and for the reason
that I have explained previously in my testi-

mony today, bearing in mind that these spaces

are several feet, and the boards are possibly

12 or 18 feet long, these splines swell also, and
it was very difficult to get them in and very
difficult to keep them; in order that they will

not fall out, they have to be made of fairly

tight fit, and the result is the splines have to

stand more than the board does; it is almost
impossible to get them in the slots." (Italics

ours.)

!
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PATENTED SPLINES OF
COFFEY AND THE BRASS SECURING STRIPS OF DE-

FENDANT.

Brami says (R. 221):

''The hrass strips used by us mid shown in
my first patent are used only at the transverse
deck-supporting memhers, and are securely
fastened to them. Their purpose is to secure
the deck boards to the transverse deck-sup-
porting members, and to allow of longitudinal
expansion of the deck boards."

Defendant does not use a ** spline" nor any

equivalent.

Mr. Braun (R. 222) says:

''These strips could be considered as a series

of staples; for instance, the same result

would be obtained approximately, if a staple

were driven over the boards into the trans-

verse supporting members.
"The Court. Do they have any effect what-

ever upon the lateral swell of the deck boards
between the supporting members?

''A. They have no effect whatever. They
are not used between the supporting members.

''Q. You have no device, then, in your in-

stallation, corresponding to that wooden
spline f

''A. We have nothing whatever. We have

on the deck securing members at the deck sup-

ports. The advantage of this strip, one of the

advantages of a continuous strip of this fast-

ening over a staple would be that where a staple

such as that one, for some reason, became

loosened, that particular deck board might hv

loosened by the wind and be blown out, but

tvith a continuous strip, if one or more of

these nails fastening the strip down hecanne
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loosened or pulled out, the other nail in the

strip will still hold that strip dotvn, as a more
or less effective member, and will prevent that

boai'd being blown away." (Italics ours.)

FURTHER DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE "SPLINE" AND
DEFENDANT'S CONSTRUCTIONS.

The differences are further emphasized by Mr.

Braun on cross-examination. Thus Mr. Braun

testifies (R. 237) :

'^The distinction between our memher and
splines is that ours is deck-securing members
securing the deck to the transverse deck-sup-
porting memher; and the splines do not se-

cure the deck to any deck member. That is

the difference between the splines and the

member that we have used."

At R. 239 Braun testifies:

*'Mr. TowNSEND. The file-wrapper has so

definitely fixed that fact, that it is the best

evidence of the meaning of the word 'spline'

as used in the patent. They attempt to get

claims which would cover any sort of spacing
member, a wooden block put in there, and
they were refused claims, and they were finally

compelled to take the limited claims that they
have got in their patent on loose spline work.

''The Court. At any rate the evidence
shows now that defendant is not using any
spacing member whatsoever between the sup-
porting members."

THE TRIAL COURT RECOGNIZED THE LIMITED NOVELTY
OF THE COFFEY PATENT.

As indicating the feature of novelty of plaintiff's
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patent the Court says in its memorandum opinion

(R. 385) :

''The patent of the plaintiff in suit has nov-
elty only in one respect. These cooling tow-
ers consist of various decks known as 'drip

decks' where the water is distributed at the
top of the tower and flows down from one deck
to another and passes between certain spaces

between what is knowTi as 'dri]) bars' or

'steps'.

"The patent of the plaintiff consists of what
is known as a 'spline', which is a spacing de-

vice placed between the various parts of the

drip deck to keep them apart and at the same
time, to take up the necessary expansion or

warping due to the presence of the liquid and
the passage of the air over the parts."

In short, the addition made by Braun in 1916

was simply to the original tower only in such

features as w^ere necessary to make it conform to

the general t3^e of construction and architectural

appearance of the original tower. This addition

was not, and the Court so held, in any sense an

infringement of the patent in suit or of any patent

of plaintiff ever brought to the attention of the

defendant.

DEFENDANTS' PATENTS RAISE A PRESUMPTION NOT

ONLY OF PATENTABLE AND. THEREFORE. SUBSTAN-

TLA.L MECHANICAL DIFFERENCE. BUT OF NON-IN

FRINGEMENT.

Western Well Works v. Lajnir c(- Bmrhr

Corporation, 276 Fed. 465, 472:

"In Ransome v. Hyatt, 69 Fed. 148, 16 C.
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C. A. 185, this Court held that the issuance of

a letter patent was prima facie a presumption
of a patentable difference between it and an
earlier patent, following the decisions of the

Supreme Court in Miller v. Eagle Mfg. Co.,

151 U. S. 186, 208, 14 Sup. Ct. 310, 38 L. Ed.
121 ; Boyd v. Janesville Hay Tool Co., 158 U.
S. 260, 261, 15 Sup. Ct. 837, 39 L. Ed. 973 It

is also a rule of law that infringement being
denied, the burden of proof is upon the plain-

tiff to establish the charge. Fuller v. Yentz-
ger, 94 U. S. 299, 305, 24 L. Ed. 107; Bates v.

Coe, 98 U. S. 31, 49, 25 L. Ed. 68. We start,

then, with a presumption in favor of the de-

fendants' apparatus under the Halstead pat-

ent, and against the alleged infringement, and
the burden of proof upon the plaintiff to es-

tablish infringement. '

'

Kokomo Fence Co. v. Kitselman, 189 U. S.

S. 47 Law Ed. 689;

Union Match Co. v. Diamond Match Co.,

162 Fed. 148, 155 (C. C. A.)
;

Corning v. Burden, 15 How. 252, 14 L. Ed.

683;

Boyd V. Janesville Hay Tool Co., 158 U. S.

261, 39 L. Ed. 973;

Taher v. Marceau, 87 Fed. 871 (Judge Mor-

row).

THE TRIAL COURT HELD NON-INFRINGEMENT BY BRAUN
OF THE COFFEY PATENT.

The Court says in its opinion (R. 385-386) :

"The defendant, in place of using this mov-
able spline or piece of wood to separate these
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parts of the deck, has adopted a metal strip,

consisting preferably of brass or copper, wliich
is fastened across these drip bars or integral
parts of the drip deck so that they can expand
not only latitndinally but longitudinally.

In my opinion there is, in the tirst place,

grave doubt as to whether or not the si)line of
the plaintiff constitutes any novelty. But if

it is so, it is clear that the fixed strip used by
the defendant does not constitute any infringe-
ment. The injunction prayed for by the plain-
tiff will therefore be denied."

We submit the Court's finding in that matter

was entirely correct.

DEFENDANT'S COUNTER-CLAIM ON BRAUN PATENT.

The 2nd counterclaim wliich we shall consider first

in order, is based upon the second Braun patent No.

1,442,784, dated January 16th, 1923. Infringement

is charged of the Braun patent by the manufacture

of a cooling tower embracing the combinations of

claims 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 10 of the Braim patent by

the plaintiff or by those acting under plaintiff's

direction for the Pasadena Ice Company, illus-

trated in photographs in evidence. The erection

of this tower occurred before and during the

period of and after the time interval between the

issuance of the patent on January 16th, 1923, and

the filing of the coimterclaim on February 20th,

1923.

The main defense as we take it is that the Braun

patent for some reason or another is not valid. We
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do not believe there is any serious contention that

if the patent is valid the plaintiff has infringed.

Therefore, the main issue seems to revolve around

the validity of the combinations of Braun, repre-

sented by the claims sued on, to-wit: 1, 2, 5, 6, 7

and 10. See (R. 49-50) Book of Exhibits.

These claims are as follows:

*'l.—A water-cooling tower comprising a
main frame formed by vertical posts carrying
horizontally extending frame members, said

frame members projecting beyond the ends of

the posts, decks adapted to be supported by
the portions of the frame members occurring
between the posts and inclined louvers sup-

ported by the outwardly projecting ends of

said frame members.
*'2.—A composite water-cooling tower com-

prising a main frame formed by vertical posts

disposed in spaced relation to each other, hor-

izontal frame members carried by the posts

and forming superposed rectangular support-
ing frames, said frame members intersecting

each other at the posts and extending there-

beyond, deck units adapted to be disposed
upon the portions of the frame between the

posts, and inclined louver units secured to the

outwardly projecting ends of the frame mem-
bers.

''5.—In a cooling tower corner posts, sets

of horizontal frame members adapted to inter-

sect each other at the corners of the tower
and to project therefrom, said sets of frame
members being arranged throughout the

height of the tower and assembled louvre sec-

tions secured between the outwardly project-

ing frame members at the sides and corners

thereof and in diagonal inclined positions.
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*'6.—A cooling tower comprising an iij)right

frame structure, a plurality of su])eriin])()s('d

cooling decks carried thereby and outwaidly
and upwardly flaring louvres secured around
the frame in a protective position relative to
said cooling decks, said louvres comprising as-
sembled sections adapted to be secured to the
frame to form a continuous louvre structure.

''7.—A cooling tower comprising vertical

frame posts, horizontal frame members sup-
ported from the posts and adapted to extend
beyond the sides thereof to form a rectangu-
lar frame with overhanging ends and louvre
sections supported in inclineid positions be-

tween the various overhanging ends of the

horizontal frame members.

'^10.—A cooling tower structure comprising
a plurality of sections, each formed of verti-

cal supporting members, horizontally extend-

ing beams in superposed relation to each other

and carried by the vertical members, said

beams extending beyond the outermost verti-

cal members, horizontal cooling decks carried

on the beams and between the vertical mem-
bers, and inclined louver panels secured by
their upper and outer ends to the projecting

ends of the horizontal beams and by their

lower and inner ends to the horizontal beams
near the vertical members."

DEFENDANT'S PATENTED ALL-WOOD TOWEH.

In all towers prior to the advent of the Braun

construction, whether the towers were made of

wood or steel, the tower frame depended for struc-

tural bracing in every instance known on a com-

plex system of criss-cross bracing within the tower.
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often supplemented by outside props to the ground

clothes line fasliion.

One of the great objections to the criss-cross

bracing within the tower was and is, as already

pointed out by Braim and Shattuck, the valuable

space taken up which might otherwise be devoted

to the more efficient handling of the water within

the tower; this being in addition to the greatly

added weight put up on the structure itself. Since

these towers often go into congested commercial

districts every available foot of land must be util-

ized and the heights of the towers secured in vol-

ume of water handled, economy of space and en-

during strength of the tower structure itself.

Prior to Braun, in order to get this desired

strength, it had been common, and especially so

with the plaintiff's cooling tower to build their

towers of steel, employing steel shapes in the ver-

tical and cross members with an intricate system

of internal cross bracing simply using wood slats

for the decks.

The louvers in the plaintiff's structure immedi-

ately prior to the infringement complained of by

plaintiff were largely metal, hung directly on the

outside of the tower proper, much after the fashion

of a fire-escape. Everyone knows a fire-escape

adds nothing to the structural stabiliy of a build-

ing. It is a necessary excrescence, and so it was

in all the towers prior to the Braun structure, as

we mil point out when we come to consider the
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Braun patent. His invention, whether in wood
or metal, embodied for the first time the utiliza-

tion of the relationship existinj": between the tower

structure and the previously excrescent louver ap-

pendages in such a way that the louver was made
to become an integral component of the tower it-

self and directly contribute, by an external simple

connection with the deck supports, to utilize the

principle of a truss, not only building a cheaper

and more efficient tower but one of longer life and

capable of resisting higher windage and greater

loads than had ever been known before. This prin-

ciple of the Brauri patent is epitomized in the

foregoing claims of the Brami patent No. 1,442,784

charged to infringe (R. 250 and R. 384).

(While frequent reference herein is made to the

fact that defendant's tower is an "all-wood" tower,

it is to be understood, of course, that the invention

of defendant, as illustrated by the Braun patent

relied on in the counter-claim, does not lie in the

fact that the Braun tower is an all-wood tower as

distinguished from the steel tower of the plaintiff

and the prior art.)

DEFENDANT'S PATENTED TOWER SHOWN BY

MODEL EXHIBIT "D."

The defendant's cooling tower, which, for brevity,

will be referred to as the ''Braun Cooling Tower"

is illustrated by the model in evidence (Defendant's

Exhibit ''D"—R. 183).
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Mr. Braun in a description of his tower says (R.

184-5)

:

"The cooling of the water in the cooling

tower is accomplished by bringing about inti-

mate contact between the water and air. In
this type of tower the water is distributed by
some means at the top and flows successsively

from deck to deck to the basin underneath, the

wind carrying the air across the tower, causing

contact between the air and the water, the

water emerging at the bottom cooled."

DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM.

(R. 186-187) :

"Water is delivered by a pipe or other con-

duit into this flume at the top of the tower; at

intervals along the tower are other flumes, D,
smaller flumes, into which the water from the

main flume is distributed, this flume carrying

the water across the tower, and from this flume

the water is distributed into, in this particular

case, four overflow troughs, from which the

water overflows and drops onto troughs thaf

run transversely of the tower from which the

water again overflows and drops onto this long-

itudinal cooling deck, which really extends
from end to end of the tower.

"As the water drops from deck to deck and
runs over the deck boards and down between
them and around and off of them, the wind is

blowing, generally from one direction, and the

tower is usually set across the direction of the

prevailing wind, so that the wind will blow
across the tower; if the wind is blowing rather
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briskly across the tower, the water, as it drops
from deck to deck, will bo briskly blown toward
the lee side of the tower, so that tinally, near
the bottom, the water will be going down,
largely down the lee side of the deck, wiiile the
windward side of the deck is dry. To overcome
that difficulty, we install a redistributing deck,
which consists of troughs, G; these extend
transversely of the tower, dammed at each end

;

these troughs serve to carry the excess water
across, some of the excess water going down the

lee side of the tow^er back to the windward
side of the tower, and to start the water again
in the condition of fairly miiform distribution

over the tower."

RE-DISTBIBUTION OF THE WATER.

(R. 187) :

''The water then drops from deck to deck,

down through the remaining cooling decks, and
finally into the receiving basin or bond at the

bottom of the tower. This redistributing deck

is constructed in a manner similar to that in

which the 1920 tower at the Shell Company
was constructed, but not to the detail showTi

in my patent w4iich was just under discussion."

BRASS RIBBONS FOR SECURING THE SLATS.

(R. 187-188-189)

:

"The deck F has a brass ribbon, a continuous

brass ribbon, usually supplied in one i)iecc the

entire \vidth of the tow^er, pressed down at in-

tervals to provide spacing for the decks, and
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to permit of fastening to the transverse mem-
bers; a nail, lag, screw, or some similar device

is driven through this brass strip in each of

these spaces. There is a large-sized model of it.

"Mr. TowNSEND. The witness refers to a

little model which I will ask to be marked De-
fendant's Exhibit 'E'.

''Returning to the distributing deck, you will

note that this is a continuous board—you will

note that the member I mark I is a continuous
board extending across a large number of the

troughs, and permanently secured to each
trough by a nail; that there are no loose mem-
bers here. You will also note that this metal
strip H is a continuous strip usually extending
across the entire width of the tower, and se-

curely fastened by means of nails to the trans-

verse deck-supporting member." (Italics ours.)

PUBPOSE OF THE LGITVER.

(R. 185) :

"The center part of the tower, as bounded
by the columns, roughly, has to do with expos-

ing this water to the air; the wind, in blowing

it sometimes has a considerable tendency to

carry particles of water away, and these louvers

on the sides of the tower are inserted to inter-

cept the particles of water that are being blown
by the wind away from the tower and to re-

turn them to the tower.

"As the direction from which the wind may
blow cannot be controlled, these louvers are in-

stalled around the entire periphery or the ex-

terior of the tower. In this model the louvers

on one side, and on one end, have been omitted,
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so that the interior is accessible for view and
discussion."

THE BRAUN INVENTION.

Bearing in mind the problems of a cooling tower

manufacturer as already pointed out, Mr. Braun

has this to say concerning the features of the Braun

invention of the counter-claim patent (R. 191-192)

:

"The louvers are made in panels which are

fabricated in the factory, drilled, and shipped

out as fabricated members in this shape wliich

are hoisted up and bolted. These panels also

serve as structural members tying the entire

structure together, and form a truss with the

other members/'
''In- Bra/iin these longitudinal members also

extend beyond the end of the towers to receive

the louvers in a maimer similar to the way the

transverse deck-supporting members extend to

the louvers." (Italics ours.)

BRAUN FACTORY FABRICATED KNOCK-DOWN TOWER.

Braun says (R. 195)

:

"We now fabricate these at Alhambra. Al-

hambra is a small towTi l}iug right between

Los Angeles and Pasadena. We have a large

shop there in which we fal)ricate even these

parts; they are all drilled and these panels are

fabricated', all ready to be assembh'd. One of

the features of our tower is the fact that our

field labor is reduced to a minimum; field lalH)r

is labor which cannot be controlled; it is liable
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to be very expensive, and also liable to result

in very poor workmansliip, so all of this work
is done in the shop."

BB-AUN'S TOWER IS THE FIRST TOWER WHEREIN THE

LOUVER CONSTRUCTION SERVED ANY STRUCTURAL

FUNCTION.

Thus Braun says (R. 195-196)

:

**In the towers that I have been familiar

with, the louver construction does not serve any
structural function.

* 4t * * * * *

**You must use a large number of internal

braces of some kind or guy the tower by means
of external guy rods in a manner similar to

what you would guy a smokestack. The essen-

tial difference between this tower and the tower
first built at Martinez is that with this tower
the deck supports and louver supports are one,

and the louvers are tied firmly into these deck
supports, so that the whole forms a very rigid

structure, thoroughly tied together, and all

members acting in harmony. In the other

tower the deck supports

—

*'In the first tower built at Martinez, the

deck supports are not related in any way,
structurally, to the louvers; they are bolted, as
shown on the drawing, by one bolt, so that they
apparently serve no structural function other
than to just hold the decks up, support the

deck portion." (Italics ours.)

On cross-examination Braun says (R. 380) :

**I will state specifically that the develop-
ment of the extended beam and making use of
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the louvers for structural support was the di-
rect outcome of our oiidoavoriut,^ to reduce the
number of internal braciny members, which
seriously obstruct the entry of the wind to the
tower. It was specifically for that purpose."
(Italics ours.)

DEVELOPMENT OF THE BRAUN INVENTION.

Mr. Braun says (R. 364)

:

*'We observed that most all atmospheric cool-

ing toivers which came within our experience
seemed iveak structurally; we noticed this on
the Shell towers at Martinez, whicli wei-c, as a

matter of fact, later condemned, and some of

the parties deteriorated had to be torn down
for fear they would fall down, and we built a

number of towers in accordance with the draw-
ings shown on the first Braun patent; these

towers lacked the desired stabilifj/. In an en-

deavor to overcome this, we undertook the de-

sign of the existing Braun type of tower, and
extension of the 'deck-supporting members so as

to support the louvers and form a continuous

beam, and a triangular truss between tliis lior-

izontal beam and the vertical beam was a re-

sult of this effort to increase the sfabiliti/ of the

atmospheric type of cooling tower.'' (Italics

ours.)
''Q. When did that work begin, the design

of that?

''A. That work began rather late in 1918

or early in 1919."

Braun says (R. 364-365)

:

**This work was started by me, assisted by

Mr. Houghton, and was later taken up by Mr.
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Shattuck, who had been in the service, on his

return from the service. * * * Mr. Shat-

tuck carried out the details of the design; the

principles were developed prior to the time that

he took the work up. ^ * * We built in

1919 the first towers of the new type. * * *

The first tower was built very shortly after Mr.
Shattuck 's return, I don't exactly remember
when he returned.*******

*'I think that we began w^ork on the fabrica-

tion of a tower of this type within about a

month after he returned."

Mr. Shattuck says (R. 266) :

''That construction went through a process

of development some years ago, and I took it

up on being discharged from the army, and
went in on drafting work under Mr. Braun's
instructions to design an improved water tower.*******

*'Q. Had any work been done on the design

of the particular form here when you returned
from the army?

**A. As I remember, yes, he had done quite

a little sketch work, and preliminary consulta-

tion work."

Witness Shattuck was discharged from the Army
March, 1919 (R. 267). He says:

**Q. When was it you came out of the
army?

'*A. I was discharged in March, 1919; the
armistice was 1918.*******

''A. I started in picking up the threads of
the design work, and I followed out the details.
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*^As I recollect on taking up the work, we
were working on a conipli'te wooden tower, en-
deavoring to make all members of that tower
take care of certain stresses and strains, and
not be a dead load or not functioning in that
respect. It was important to do this oin'nf/ to

the fact that we should rjct a tower made of
wood that would not contain, large structural

members which would hinder the passage or

stop the fioiv of tvind through tlie tower or
windage through the tower ; we bore these facts

in mind, also economical facts as to cutting

down lumber to the minimum, and facilitating

field erection, and also the length of lumber,

using lengths that were most economical to

purchase." (Italics ours.)

INTER-RELATION OF LOUVERS AND TOWER ELEMENTS

CONTRIBUTE TO THE RESULTS FIRST ACCOMPLISHED

IN THE BRAUN TOWER.

Mr. Shattuck testifies (R. 268)

:

"Q. Can you mention the members or ele-

ments or indicate them, which contribute in

your opinion to that desii-ed result?

''A. The transverse members and longitu-

dinal members supporting the 'deck that ex-

tended beyond the columns to hold the end of

the louver—by employing that transverse mem-

ber extended' beyond *th(^ column we were able

to get a very rigid structure, and it enabled us

to use the louvers to form a truss that braced

the whole structure; heretofore the louvers has

been merely to prevent water from leaving the

towers, but had performed no function in brac-

ing the tower in its entirety." (Italics ours.)
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Braun says (R. 226)

:

**Our tower has greater structural strength

and rigidity, which is a very important feature

in the cooling tower, which, for proper per-

formance, must he exposed freely to the pre-

vailing wind. Our tower also has a great ad-

vantage of being constructed in units. It is a

manufactured tower, fabricated at a factory,

shipped in units, such, for instance, as the lou-

ver panels, which are assembled and bolted to-

gether at the site of erection, at a minimum
cost for field labor. The saving in field labor

not only effects an economy, but it results in a

better structure. A structure, the majority of

the parts of which are built in a factory, which
can be properly controlled, will be far better

mechanically than a structure, a large portion

of the work of which is done in the field, which
may be at remote places, such as oil fields, and
mines, or other locations where skilled labor is

difficult to secure." (Italics ours.)

LOUVERS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN APPENDED TO OR HUNG
ONTO A TOWER TO HOLD IT DOWN RATHER THAN
REINFORCE IT.

Thus Braun says (R. 374-375-376) :

*'Q. In your experience, and from any of the

patents or drawings in evidence, has there been
any showing anywhere at any time to your
knowledge where the extension of whatever sort

it has been apparently designed for the purpose
and intention of co-operating with the deck
member, as stress or load supporting or resist-

ing member %

*'A. No. I have never seen any such struc-
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ture. Appareutly, louvers have always been
considered as an appendage to hang onto the
tower, and hold them down. The use of this
material for structural purposes had never been
recognized." (Italics ours.)

Continuing Braun says:

'*I would like to make one more thing clear,

and that is, in a cooling tower there is an addi-
tional reason for resisting the number and size

of the structural members in the tower, and
that is that all structural members offer resis-

tance to wind, and if too many structural mem-
bers ivere used in the tower, an insufficient

amount of wind would enter the tower and the

water might, therefore, be not properly cooled.

This, to my mind, is a very important feature

in cooling tower design, to so design the tower
that there is a comparatively free passage for

wind.

"We had a rather remarkable proof of the

efficiency of this type of bracing in a tower

which we installed for the Shell Company, the

third tower which we installed for the Sholl

Company, on a high hill overlooking Carquiucz

Straits; this tower had in it some metal tie rods

similar to the tie rods in Model D, and the

tower was subjected to a very severe gale, and

the fastenings of all these tie rods broke, appar-

ently the fastenings were weaker than tlie tie

rods, but the stability of the structure /raw un-

changed. I presume that the breaking of the

tie rod fastenings, was due to tlie sliglit flex-

ibility in the wooden structure, but the struc-

ture was not distorted in any way, and we later

replaced these fastenings." (Italics ours.)
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BRAUN AND COFFEY AGAIN DISTINGUISHED.

While Braun has found wood to be the most

satisfactory, the Braun invention resides in the par-

ticulars previously referred to, to-wit:

TJiat is of so constructing and arranging the

structural elements of the tower that the deck

supporting beams of the tower are not only ex-

tended horizontally beyond the vertical posts

but they are so connected to the louvers at the

top of the latter and the louvers in turn are so

anchored to the toiver at their inner bottom

ends that the resulting structure is a trussed

structure and the 'deck members become what

are termed, restrained beams, with the result

that not only is a cheaper structure produced

by Braun and a more durable one, due to the

added rigidity, but the extensions of the deck

members, with their louver connections, provide

a style of external bracing so that the interior

of the tower is practically free for cooling and

water distribution purposes without interfer-

ing with the efficiency of the tower.

ADVANTAGES OF AN ALL-WOOD TOWER.

Braun says (R. 225)

:

''There are many advantages of an all-wood

tower. One of the great advantages is durability

of the tower. Towers which have steel in them
mil under many conditions corrode very rapid-

ly. Cooling towers are subjected to very corro-
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sivc iiifliioiicos : the water passiii^r over thorn is

warm; freqiieutly, it is liiglily iin{)ro^niat('(l with
salt, due to concentration in the steam, and tliey

are freely exposed to air, providing the oxidiz-

ing agent for oxidizing the steel parts. For
that reason, a tower made of wood, })arti(Mihirly

redw^ood, which has rot-resisting qualities, and
with fastenings of some liighly corrosive re-

sistant substance, such as brass or copper, is

far superior to a tower having steel members."

While wooden towers were, of course, not in-

vented by Braun, they were of the home-made tj'pe

and generally were what is known as "bird-cage

towers" in which the louvers were hung upon the

tower frame much after the fashion of a fire escape

on a building.

Braun says (R. 225-226)

:

**Wood towers have been in general use for

a great many years ; many of them were home-

made affairs, built by the customers, and some-

times were called bird-cage towers; some of

them were made with lath ; most of them were

rather flimsy, and they were made ahnost en-

tirely on the top floor as a house is built, not

fabricated, and for that reason were usually

costly."

DEVELOPMENT OF THE WOODEN TOWER BY THE

DEFENDANT.

Mr. Braun testifies (R. 182):

''XQ. I have understood you in saying a

wooden tower to mean a tower constructed

substantially of wood. Up to the time that we
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built this type of tower, the large louver type
of tower, built substantially of wood, I had
not seen any towers built by any concerns of

this type, built substantially of w^ood. * * * The
plaintiff's tower w^as not built substantially of

wood. It was substantially a steel structure."

THE PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN TOWER CONSTRUCTION.

WIND STRESSES AND DECK LOADS.

Braun was the first one to build a wooden tower,

or any tower for that matter, which would satis-

factorily take care of the various factors tending

to the destruction of these great structures.

Braun says (R. 193 and following) :

"There are two types of loads in a cooling

tower; one is the weight of the structure and
of the water in the structure, and the other is

the wind load, the load that tends to blow it

over. One of the objects of extending these

transverse members is to use the louvers as

structural members, stiffening the entire

tower and making the structure rigid as a
whole. These louvers are bolted in between
these transverse members J-1 and stiffen the
tower from wind loads transversely by reason
of the truss which is formed, and also stiffen-

ing the tower longitudinally by reason of the
truss formed in this direction; that is, any
tendency for the tow^er to move this w^ay w^ould

be resisted by this portion in here."

VERTICAL DECK LOADS.

Mr. Brami has built towers up to 380 ft. in

length, about 12 ft. in width and from 30 ft. to 35
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ft. in heiglit (R. 193-194). Mr. Braiin says (R.

193-194) :

"30 to 35 feet is about an acooptod standard
for cooling towers, and that lieiglit seems to

have been used almost universally in fan tow-
ers, as well as atmospheric towers; it seems to

be about the limit that people are willing to

pump water. It costs money to pmnp water."

As to the loads that these towers carry, Mr. Shat-

tuck. Secretary and Engineer of the defendant com-

pany, says (R. 267-268)

:

"As I recollect, these towers carry loads up
to—the w^ater alone, 100,000 gallons, would be

roughly 800,000 pounds per minute, and dis-

tributed over the tower from some Hume which

often times has considerable head. There were
numerous loads. Of course, there was a windae^e

load to take into account, and the dead weight

of the tower itself, the timber and wood ma-

terial.
'

'

(To the same effect see Braun R. 196.)

HOmZONTAL WIND PRESSURES.

Concerning wind velocities and wind pressures,

Mr. Braun tells us at R. 194 and 214 that the wind

resistance is usually expressed in pounds per square

foot. Most structures are 30 pounds per square

foot. One can appreciate the tremendous pressure

that a comparatively long, tall and transversely nar-

row structure of this sort must stand in a broadside

gale. Thus a structure 380 ft. long and 35 ft. high
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must, on the basis of 30 pounds to the square foot,

be able to withstand a side pressure or thrust of

approximately 400,000 pounds; this side pressure

of 400,000 pounds being in addition to the 800,000

pounds dead weight of water, to say nothing of

the weight of the structure itself. The importance

of tliis, of course, becomes manifest when we come

to consider what Mr. Braun accomplished in his

tower design shown in the patent here counter-

claimed and that he was the first person to build a

scientific, successful and satisfactory tower entirely

of wood, eliminating all external ground bracings

and internal criss-cross timbering.

Braun says (R. 371) :

*'The previous towers, with which I am fa-

miliar, including the Mitchell-Tappen cooling

towers constructed at the Shell refinery at

Martinez, and including the towers shown on
the first Braun patent, have wooden deck-sup-
porting members terminating at the column."

LOUVERS CONSTITUTE APPROXIMATELY 38 PER CENT

OF THE MATERIAL IN THE TOWERS.

Thus Braun says (R. 371, 372-373), particularly

referring to the Shell Mitchell-Tappen tower:

"The supporting member for the louver

really consisted of two angles, and each of

those angles was riveted by a single rivet to

vertical posts. In those structures the louvers
added no structural strength to the tower, and
did not in any way assist in the support of
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either the vertical components of tlie wind
load or the horizontal coiiipoiicnts of the witid

load. In a structure such as shown by Exhil)it

D, having the members extending beyond the
vertical columns and supporting the h)uvcrs,
making use of the louvers as structural mem-
bers, it is interesthig to note that in the tower
sho^^^l by Exhibit D a})})roximatcly .'38 ])er cent
of the material in the tower is in the louvers.
• *»••

''The Court. What proportion of that is in

the panel?
**A. Looking at it, I would say possibly 35

per cent would be in the board, and perhaps 3
per cent in the membei-s at the end of the

board. That 38 per cent does not include the

projection of the deck members, but only the

louver panel. Really, the entire 38 per cent

would be in the panel, and is differentiated sixy

35 per cent in the boards and possibly 3 or 4

per cent in the end members of the panel. So
that here is a large amount of material in the

tower which heretofore has not been used for

structural strength, although 07ie of the hifj

factors in cooler design is structural strength."

The foregoing testimony stands absolutely unre-

futed. The merit of the defendant's patented struc-

ture has found endorsement in the plaintiff's act

of infringing imitation in abandoning its own steel

construction and adopting the Braun construction

in the Pasadena Ice Company plant.

Some desultory prior art has been referred to by

the plaintiff in its effort to cast doubt on the validity

of the Braun patent, but nothing better has been

brought forward than that disclosed in the Braun

File Wrapper.
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IMMATEBIAL EVEN IF BRAUN DID NOT FULLY APPRE-

CIATE ALL THE MERITS OF HIS INVENTION AT THE

TIME OF HIS APPLICATION.

In answer to plaintiff's contention suggested on

page 34 of plaintiff's brief on appeal that the idea

in Braun of attaining additional strength in a tower

by the apparently simple expedient of continuing

his deck supports beyond the uprights and so con-

necting them to the louvers and, in turn, connecting

the louvers below to the uprights to form a strength-

ening truss and produce the remarkable results ac-

complished, was an afterthought, is, of course,

wholly immaterial, even if that were the case.

Walker points out in Section 175 that the recital

of function or the pointing out of advantages of a

patent has no effect on its validity unless there has

been some fraudulent concealment.

On this point see the Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Third Circuit in Mead-Morrison Mfg. Co.

V. Exeter Machines Works, 225 Fed. 489, 496, 497

:

''We have not overlooked the fact that there

was no mention in the patent of the lessening

of vibration which now appears to be the most
striking advantage of the patent. But we do
not think the failure to disclose all the merits
of a device should now serve to defeat it. Very
often subsequent use shows that claimed ad-

vantages did not materialize, and in the same
way use sometimes brings to light unsuspected
merits in a device. In either case the presence
or absence of asserted advantages is of eviden-

tial weight in securing the patent. The gist of

a disclosure is that it be so full as will enable
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those versed in the art to thereafter use the
device, and where sueh use, practice, mechan-
ism, formula, etc., are fully disclosed, tin; re-

quirements of the law are satisfied, without
claiming every advantage such device may have.
If subsequent use discloses unsuspected addi-
tional benefits the patentee is the gainer during
the life of the patent, and the public when it

expires."

The same Court in Westmoreland Specialty Co. v.

Hogan, 167 Fed. 327, at page 328, said:

''The after-discovery of unsuspected useful-

ness in a disclosed apparatus, far from detract-

ing from its value, may serve to enhance it. It

is the benefits which test, use, and time unfold

that really determine merit. It is this after-

test, the test of use, that proves the worthless-

ness of the great majority of patents and estab-

lishes the value of the few. '

'

See also the Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Sixth Circuit in Morgan Engineering Co. v. Alliance

Machine Co., 176 Fed. 100, where the Court at page

107 announces the general rule as follows:

*'Even if the patentee at the time of making

his application did not know of this advantage,

or knowing failed distinctly to express it, he, in

view of what he did state and show, is entitled

to have his invention considered with reference

to it. Indeed, the crane cannot be constnicted

and operated in accordance with the plain terms

of liis description without observing and secur-

ing this advantage. This alone is sufficient.

Goshen Sweeper Co. v. Bissell Carpet Sweeper

Co., 72 Fed. 67, 73, 75, 19 C. C. A. 13; Dowa-

giac Mfg. Co. V. Superior Drill Co., 115 Fed.

886, 895, 53 C. C. A. 36; Stilwell-Bierce k
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Smith-Vaile Co. v. Eiifaula Cotton Oil Co., 117

Fed. 410, 415, 54 C. C. A. 584."

The foregoing, of course, all results from the gen-

eral rule stated by Walker (Section 176) :

"A claim covers and secures a process, a

machine, a manufacture, a composition of mat-
ter, or a design, and never the function or result

of either.'' (Italics ours).

THE COOLING TOWER PROBLEM NOT ONE OF

EASY SOLUTION.

That this is so is recognized by Mr. Coffey, the

engineer and patentee of the plaintiff who said

(R. 72)

:

*'I first came in contact with atmospheric
cooling I think in 1907 or 1908 through a con-

nection I had with Edwin Burhorn who was
then beginning the exploitation of the Osten-
dorff atmospheric cooling tower, which was, I

believe, the first serious attempt to introduce
this type of tower in the United States. Osten-

dorff was one of the pioneer inventors of this

type of apparatus. I became very much inter-

ested in the atmospheric cooling problem from
a scientific standpoint. The condition of the
science at that time being almost entirely rule

of thumb. In order to get data upon which
some form of mathematical theory could be pro-
duced, I made numerous tests of totvers then in

existence and closely observed all I had the op-
portunity of visiting in actual operation. I have
continued my study of this subject which is a
very baffling one and which is not yet on a
sound theoretical basis to date." (Italics ours.)
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FILE WRAPPER OF BRAUN PATENT No. 1,442,784,

(Defendant's Exhibit "L"—R. 250).

The following patents, in evidence as Exhibits

"O" and "T", inclusive, were cited by the Patent

Office Examiner and finally considered as not antic-

ipating the defendant's structure:

Burhorn, 1,182,635, May 9th, 1916,

Burhorn, 1,234,444, July 24th, 1917, as

Burhorn, No. 973,163, October 18th, 1910,

B. F. Hart, Jr., No. 902,875, November 3rd,

1908,

B. F. Hart, Jr., No. 1,228,207, May 29th,

Schmidt, No. 693,625, February 18th, 1902.

PRESUMPTION OF VALIDITY.

The Courts have uniformly held that the pre-

sumption of validity which attaches to every patent

is strengthened by the consideration given in the

Patent Office before the patent is granted, and au-

thority for that is United Shirt d' Collar Company

V. Beattie, 138 Fed. 136, and Brai v. New Jersey

Street RaiUcay Co., 124 Fed. 780.

PRIOR ART.

ALLEGED DEFENSE OF PRIOR USE AGAINST THE BRAUN

PATENT FAILS.

Plaintiff in its effort to defeat the Braun patent

introduced a drawing dated May 15th, 1919, for a
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tower which it claims was to have been erected in

Michigan. The drawing is in evidence as Plaintiff's

Exhibit 19a, drawing 441.

Aside from the fact that it does not show the

Braun patented construction, the witness Coffey has

no knowledge of any such tower being erected, and

no other witness is called to show that such a tower

was erected, or, if erected, how it was constructed

or whether or not it corresponded to the drawings.

Thus Coffey says (R. 123)

:

'^RD. Q. 136. Do you know, of your own
knowledge, whether a tower in accordance with
this drawing No. 441, Plaintiff's Exhibit 19,

was actually constructed? A. I do not."

(Italics ours.)

As against this, the defendant showed a posses-

sion of the invention of the Braun patent in suit at

least as early as the spring of 1919 and the making

of drawings and other work before and following

the discharge of defendant's engineer, Mr. Shattuck,

from the army in April, 1919.

HART TOWERS.

While Coffey and Phillips refer generally, and

quite loosely, to towers constructed by one B. F.

Hart, who appears also to have been a patentee in

this field, having two patents issued to him as fol-

lows:
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902,875—November 3, 1908,

1,228,207—May 29tb, 1917,

both of which were cited in the Braun File Wrap-
per. Neither the Hart patent nor the Hart towers,

which the witness Phillips testified to, show, de-

scribe nor suggest the construction of the defend-

ant's patent. The Hart tower is first of all a metal

tower.

Concerning the first Hart patent (Q. 69, R. 105),

Phillips says:

'*A. The louver support is not clearly shown
in the patent drawing. This patent being taken
out principally to show the method of leading
off the water dripping from the tower. The
method of support is the usual triangidar sup-

port as used in construction work for centuries/'

(Italics ours.)

The deck construction of Hart was of metal and

not wood. Thus Phillips (R. 106)

:

**XQ. 72. What was the construction of the

deck members of the Hart tower that you saw at

Elder & Wells in 1913?
"A. They were made of galvanized iron

formed in accordance with Hart's standard de-

sign."

Aside from the fact that the Hart device was a

metal tower, the louvers were supported much after

the fashion of a gutter under the eaves by straps or

of fastening a fire escape on the side of a building;

there being no interrelation or mutual support be-

tween the Hart louvers and the Hart frame.
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THE HART PATENTS AMBIGUOUS.

Phillips says (R., 106) :

**XQ. 73. Did the method of construction of

supporting the louver construction of the Hart
tower that you saw in 1913 correspond with the

method shown in Hart patent 902875?
''A. TJie patent does not clearly show the

method of supporting the louvers.

*'XQ. 74. Do you mean that it doesn't show
any method of supporting the louver or that you
cannot understand the method shown in the pat-

ent?
**A. The patent does not cover louver sup-

ports." (Italics ours.)

And again (R. 106-107) Phillips says:

"XQ. 78. And ir also indicates, does it

not, straps or braces extending from the bottom
of the louver to the lower level of the tower?

''A. No. It indicates straps from both the

lower and upper edges of the louver.****** 4t

**A. The straps shown in the figure are a

part of the louver bracing.*******
*'The patent drawing is not clear as to

whether it refers to a strap or a part of the

louver and the louver itself, if stiff enough, can
be used as the inclined member of the triangular

support as a part of the iron of support."

The second Hart patent (of 1917), in addition to

its having been cited and considered by the Patent

Office and held not to anticipate Braun, is considered

at some length in the affidavit of defendant's expert
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Mr. Chas. Moser, to whose testimony reference will

later be made. This Hart patent, like the first one,

is for a steel tower with an elaborate system of in-

ternal bracing and wherein the louvers give no more

support nor stability to the tower than does a fire

escape hung on the outside of a building. The strap

hangers 22 of Hart merely serve to keep the top end

of the louvers from falling away from the tower.

Of course, any testimony given by Phillips as to

towers he may have seen in actual practice is based

merely on recollection, unsupported by any record

e\idence, drawings or physical exhibits to indicate

what the construction was he might have seen, much

less when he saw it. Such sort of proof, of course,

is not entitled to any weight on the question of an-

ticipation of a duly and regularly issued patent.

Witness Coffey admits that his recollection as to

the Hart construction, as well as when he first saw

the Hart towers is hazy (R. 118)

:

''XQ. 119. What was the first cooling tower

erected by B. Franklin Hart that you had per-

sonal knowledge of?

**A. I could not answer that question. T have

seen a great many of his towers and at this late

date the exact dates when I saw the towers is

not in my mind at all ; I only know in a general

way a few towers whose location I do remember
and the time of observation of these towers is

only fixed approximately in relation to other

matters.
'

'
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As said by the Supreme Court in Deering v. Wi-

nona Harvester Works, 155 U. S. 286:

''Oral testimony, unsupported by patents or

exhibits, tending to show prior use of a device

regularly patented, is open to grave suspicion."

Also see the Barbed Wire Case.

Walker on Patents, 2nd Edition, Section 76, page

70, says:

"The unsupported oral testimony of one mt-
ness is seldom strong enough to negative the

novelty of the patent beyond a reasonable doubt

;

and the oral testimony of many witnesses, if un-
supported by any evidence consisting of docu-

ments or things, must be very reasonable and
very strong in order to negative novelty. This
rule of reasonable doubt applies where the ques-

tion of novelty depends upon the identity of the

patented thing or process with the alleged antici-

pation, as well as where that question depends
upon the existence or the priority of the latter."

In Emerson Electric Mfg. Co. v. Van Nort Bros.

Electric Co., 116 Fed. 974, the Court says:

''The oral testimony of witnesses speaking
from memory only in respect to past transac-

tions and old structures claimed to anticipate a

patented device, but which are not produced, is

very unreliable, and it must be so clear and sat-

isfactory as to convince the court beyond a rea-

sonable doubt before it will be accepted as es-

tablishing anticipation."
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THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE EXISTENCE OF THE AL-

LEGED PRIOR USE TO DEFEAT BRAUN BEYOND A REA-

SONABLE DOUBT IS ON THE PLAINTIFF AND MUST BE
SUSTAINED WITHOUT REFERENCE TO ANY PROOFS

OFFERED BY THE DEFENDANT IN REBUTTAL.

Cantrell v. Wallick, 117 U. S. 695 (29:1019)

;

Coffin V. Ogden, 85 U. S. 18 WaU. 120, 124

(21:821), 823;

Washburn v. Gould, 3 Story 122, 142;

American Bell Telephone Co. v. People's Tel-

ephone Co., 22 Fed. 309;

Lehnheuter v. Holtaus, 105 U. S. 94 (26:939).

Want of invention of a combination cannot be

predicated on the ground that the means are so sim-

ple that skilled mechanics believe they could have

produced the same result (Ross v. Moyitana Union

By. Co., 45 Fed. 424; Eavle v. Sawyer, Fed. Cases

No. 4247).

It is a well settled rule of law that

''The unsuccessful experiments of others tend

to show the exercise of inventive genius by the

one who first produced a successful result."

(Ham Co. V. Dietz Co., 13 C. C. A. 690.)

As said in General Electric Co. v. Wagner Elec-

tric Co., 130 Fed. 772:

"Where a prior device is set up as an antici-

pation of the comphiinant's patent and it ap-

pears that the defendant did not use or improve

upon it, but adopted complainant's, the prior

device is not an anticipation."
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COFFEY PATENT No. 1,158,107, OCTOBEB 26th, 1915.

Plaintiff has left it largely to the Court to figure

out what the structures are and what structures

plaintiff is relying on to anticipate the Braun pat-

ent, since plaintiff called no witnesses, in addition

to Coffey and Phillips in New York, except Mr.

Braun and examined him as to the two towers

which Mr. Braun 's company purchased from

the plaintiff in 1915 and erected as erection en-

gineers for the Shell Oil Company at Martinez. A
large mass of blue prints representing the working

drawings of this so-called Shell Company job are

in evidence. These drawings or copies of them had

been supplied the Braun Company in accordance

with the contract between the plaintiff and the de-

fendant at the time the towers were erected, the

drawings later being returned to the plaintiff or

rather to the plaintiff's predecessor, the Mitchell-

Tappen Company, when the job was completed and

paid for.

Plaintiff's counsel contends in argument, although

there is no evidence to the fact, that the Shell Oil

Company's original 1915 towers embodied the struc-

ture of the Coffey Patent No. 1,158,107 of 1915 (not

sued on) as well as the spline and groove system of

the patent in suit. Whether or not that is a fact is

wholly immaterial to the present issue. Mr. Braun

has described the Shell Company towers as actually

erected at Martinez, so that that description may

embrace a description of this Coffey patent No.
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1,158,107, which latter, we understand, has been in-

troduced solely for the purpose of attempting to

spell out an anticipation or limitation of the Braun

patent.

As said by your Honors in Stehler v. Riverside

HeigJits Orange Growers' Assn., 205 Fed. 735-738:

**True, we may pick out one siijiilarity in one
of these devices, and one in another, and still

one in another, and, by combining them all, anti-

cipate the inventive idea expressed in the Strain

patent, but the combination constituting the in-

vention is not found in any one of them. As we
had occasion to say in Los Alamitos Sugar Co.

V. Carroll, 173 Fed. 280, 97 C. C. A. 446:

" 'It is not sufficient, to constitute an an-

ticipation, that the devices relied upon might,

by a process of modification, reorganization,

or combination, be made to accomplish the

function performed by the device of the pat-

ent.' Western Elec. Co. v. Home Tel. Co.

(C. C.) 85 Fed. 649; Topliff v. Topliff, 145 U.

S. 156, 12 Sup. Ct. 825, 36 L. Ed. 658; Gunn
V. Bridgeport Brass Co. (C. C.) 148 Fed. 239;

Ryan v. Newark Co. (C. C.) 96 Fed. 100; Si-

monds R. M. Co. v. Hathorn Mfg. Co. (C. C.)

90 Fed. 201-208; Gormullv & J. Co. v. Stanley

Cycle Co. (C. C.) 90 Fed. 279; Merrow v.

Shoemaker (C. C.) 59 Fed. 120."

^^A patent for a combination is not anticipated

nor invalid for lack of invention because an ex-

pert may be able to build up the patented device

by selecting parts taken from the prior art. (For

other cases see Patents Cent. Dig. Sees. 27-30;

Dec. Dig. Sec. 26.) Kryptok Co. v. Stead Lens

Co., 207 Fed. 85, 93.
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''(C. C. A. 3rd Cir., 1913.) Each and every

separate element of a combination may be old,

and yet the combination as a whole may show
patentable novelty and invention. (Decree 201

F. 356 affirmed.) E. H. Freeman Electric Co.

V. Johns-Pratt Co., 204 Fed. 288."

Invention has been defined to be:

"The double mental act of discerning in exist-

ing machines, processes, or articles, some defi-

ciency and pointing out the means of overcom-
ing it." (General Electric Co. v. Sangamo Elec-

tric Co., 174 Fed. 346, 351.)

ITEITHER THE SHELL COMPANY PRIOR USE AT MARTINEZ
NOR THE COFFEY PATENT No. 1,158,107 WAS PLEADED.

Plaintiff at the opening of the trial presented

a proposed amendment to the answer, in which

the above-mentioned Coffey patent and certain

other patents of Coffey, including the patent in

suit as well as the Shell Company's 1915 prior use,

were attempted to be set up as anticipations. The

motion to amend was denied as being negligently

interposed by the plaintiff.

It cannot therefore be used for anticipation.

Morton v. Llewellyn, 164 Fed. 693 (C. C. A.

9th, Judges Gilbert, Ross and Morrow) :

"The law is well settled that the defendant
to a suit for infringement must give notice

in his answer of any defense by way of prior
patents, publications, or public use, if he de-

sires to prove any of such defenses to show
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want of noA^olty or invention in the patent
sued on. Otherwise such defenses are receiv-
able in evidence only to show the state of the
art, and to aid in the proper construction of
the patent."

LACHES OF PLAINTIFF.

The reckless and rambling charges made so fre-

quently in the past by plaintiff against this de-

fendant and its officers, with never any attempt

to see whether their insinuations and suspicions

had any foundation in substance, are even reflected

in plaintiff's brief on appeal.

After referring to the Coffey patent No. 1,158,107,

which is not in suit and which was not pleaded,

plaintiff says at page 10 of its brief:

''It is submitted that defendant's structure

also infringes this patent (Coffey 1,158,107)

but, otving to lack of information at the time

the suit was brought, infringement of this

patent was not charged in the bill." (Italics

ours.)

And on page 37 plaintiff states:

"It was sho\\ai on the trial that the defend-

ant had several times modified the form and
details of its construction and that at least one

of the other patents of the plaintiff is proh-

ahly infringed at this time by the latest modi-

fication of defendant's device." (Italics ours.)

Then at page 38 we are virtuously told:

"The owner of a patent may lawfully warn

others against infringement and give notice
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of his invention to enforce his right if done in
good faith." (Italics ours.)

Inasmuch as the plaintiff's construction has re-

mained practically unchanged since 1919 when the

present wood tower and brass ribbon construction

was evolved; and it is admitted that the plaintiff

and defendant are not only in the same line of

business and dealing in the same territory; it is

reasonable to presume that ample opportunity was

offered plaintiff and its agents at all times to learn

exactly what the defendant was doing. This should

be especially so when we consider that a cooling

tower is not something capable of being concealed

in the vest pocket.

The obvious answer to the direct and indirect

charges of infringement now made of other patents

of plaintiff by defendant is that said statements

are utterly untrue and ui)founded, as seen by a

most cursory study of the two claims of the Coffey

patent referred to hid not in suit.

We shall not waste our time or that of the Court

in further answering such a petulant, if not

frivolous, charge made at this late date. Were

the charge made in good faith, it would be appro-

priate to refer to numerous cases on the subject

of ''conscience, good faith and reasonable dili-

gence".

''The defense of want of knowledge on the

part of one charged with laches is one easily

made, easy to prove by his own oath, and hard
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to disprove; and, hence, the tendency of
courts in recent years has been to hold the
plaintiff to a rigid compliance with the law
which demands, not only that he should have
been ignorant of the fraud, but that he should
have used reasonable diligence to have iji-

formed himself of all the facts."

Foster v. Mansfield, 146 U. S. 88, 99.

Recently the Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Third Circuit in Windoiv Glass Machine Co. v.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 284 Fed. 645, 649 (a

patent case) said:

"The circumstances w^ere such, without re-

peating them at length, that the plaintiffs

knew or w^ere chargeable with knowledge of

the practices and the apparatus employed by
the defendant at its several works during these

periods. On these facts and circumstances the

defendant makes the defense of laches.*****»
''In Prince's Metallic Paint Co. v. Prince

Mfg. Co., 57 Fed. 938, 944, 6 C. C. A. 647, 652,

Judge Acheson, speaking for this court, stated

the principle as follows:

'' 'In courts of equity the rule is to with-

hold relief where there has been mireasonable

delay in prosecuting a claim, or long acqui-

escence in the assertion of adverse rights. Again

and again has it been judicially declared that

nothing can call into activity a court of equity

but "conscience, good faith and reasonable

diligence".'
"

The force of these decisions is directly appli-

cable to plaintiff's belated claim on the Coffey

patent in suit.
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NEITffER THE SHELL COMPANY PBIOR USE NOR THE
COFFEY 1915 PATENT NOR ANY OF THE PATENTS OF

THE PRIOR ART EMBODY THE BRAUN CONCEPT.

There is a little paper model in evidence as De-

fendant's Exhibit ''QQ" (R. 303), which will illus-

trate the Coffey construction and the mode of

hanging the louvers on the tower.

If one turns to the Coffey 1915 patent, the draw-

ing of which is reproduced on the opposite page, it

quickly becomes manifest how different the Coffey

steel tower is from the Brami construction. Re-

ferring to the Coffey drawings opposite:

Fig. 1 is a plan view of the tower.

Fig. 2 is an elevation of the tower.

Fig. 3 is a section on line 1-1 of Figs. 1 and 2

(the horizontal lines of the zigzags of Fig. 3 being

merely the visible top edges of the end louvers and

are not braces at all).

Fig. 4 is an intermediate vertical girder post.

Fig. 5 is a corner post.

Figs. 6 and 7 are details of fastening means for

the louvers to the respective posts 1 and 2.

The tower is essentially a steel tower, depending

for inherent strength on its internal cross bracing

of the tie-rods 4.

The patentee refers, just as do the blueprints in

the Shell Company, to the use of two types of

posts—one known as *' corner posts," of which

there are four and numbered 1 in the drawing, and
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the other ''intermediate posts" or "latticed girder

posts 2" as they are spoken of in the patent. The
louvers are numbered 15 (see line 102 of the patent

and Fig. 5 of the drawings).

Note that these louvers 15 (Fig. 5) rest on in-

clined supports 11 and can add nothing to the

stability of the structure but rather increase the

dead weight that must be himg on the outside of

the tower proper. Manifestly, there is nothing

in this patent even remotely suggestive of the

Brami concept.

In regard to the Martinez towers for the Shell

Oil Company, Mr. Braun being called as a witness

for the plaintiff and shown the blueprints in evi-

dence of the Shell Company job says (R. 153)

:

"We received drawings at least very simi-

lar to these. I camiot remember detail draw-
ings since 1914."

Thus (R. 164)

:

"The Court. I suppose the idea is that the

details of this tower are such that your con-

tention would be that the patent as issued to

the defendant was a very similar device in

some way.
"Mr. FouLDS. The identical thing, and I

want the Court to understand this."

The futility of the plaintiff's efforts as showing

any frame and louver construction and support

in the Shell Company drawings comparable with

the construction evolved by the defendant and

covered by its patent in suit is seen by the attempt
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to construe the support for the walk or trackway

around the tower of the Shell Company construc-

tion as comparable with the patented Braun con-

struction.

Thus at R. 165 on direct examination of plain-

tiff's counsel Braun testifies:

^'Q. And was the horizontal deck frame sub-
stantially a continuation of this horizontal lou-

ver support? A. No. * * *

''A. This horizontal support is a walk sup-
port. You made the statement that it was a
horizontal louver support."

PLAINTIFF'S SHELL OIL COMPANY TOWERS AT MARTINEZ

IN NO WAY INVOLVED THE BRAUN CONCEPT.

(R. 197) :

''The first tw^o towers built at Martinez were
substantially as shown on the drawings. These
towers had steel main columns, from w^hich

the louvers were supported by small steel mem-
bers. The decks were supported by transverse

wooden members bolted at each end to the

column. There was no connection structurally

hetiveen the decks or the deck supports and
the louvers or louver supports. The overfiow

troughs were of a tapered type ; showTi in one
of the Coffey patents. The distributing deck
was spaced by loose splines; the longitudinal

decks were spaced by loose splines and secured

to the transverse members by lag screws or

nails. There was no redistributing deck in

the tower. That is briefiy a description of that

tower." (Italics ours.)
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Again Braun says (R. 201) :

"Q. Now, what contribution to the strength
of the tower, if any, did the louvers and their
supports in the 1915 tower bear to the rest
of the structure? A. None.
* * * *'the transverse members support-
ing the deck and tying columns together are
not connected to any of the louver members."

Continuing Braun says (R. 224) :

''The distinctive difference between the lou-
vers of the original Shell towers and the
towers that we are now building is the fact
that they were not in panel, and that they
were not rigidly fastened to the angular mem-
bers in such a maimer as to give structural
strength.'

'

PLAINTIFF VOUCHES FOR BRAUN'S CREDIBILITY.

Plaintiff having called Braun as its witness,

vouches for his credibility; particularly since they

made no attempt to call any other witness on the

subject to attempt any disapproval of Mr. Braun 's

frank and candid statements even were his testimony

capable of impeachment.

"We have noted that the individual defend-

ants had filed answers under oath. It is to be

observed, also, that two of them, Row and
Thompson, were called as witnesses by the plain-

tiff. By calling them as witnesses, the plaintiff

asserts that they are credi])le persons, and is es-

topped from impeaching their credibility."

Standard Water Systems Co. v. Griscom-Rus-

sell Co., 278 Fed. 704.
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BBAUN DESCRIBES THE SHELL OIL COMPANY DRAWINGS
AND SHELL STRUCTURE.

Mr. Braun says (R. 291-292) :

*'A. These drawings are not entirely com-
plete, and they are not to scale, that is, they
are distorted so that the drawing does not
show clearly to the observer the relative loca-

tion of all parts."

SHELL DRAWINGS INCOMPLETE.

''These drawings are not entirely complete,
some drawings being referred to which are

not here, but with the aid of the specifications

and my slight memory of the structure, I feel

confident that I can describe it with reason-

able accuracy.

Referring to drawing No. 116, showing the

outlines of the tower, it will be seen that the

tower consists essentially of a number of col-

umns supporting on one side decks and on the

other side louvers. These columns are of three

tj^es, namely, 'L. P.,' standing presumably
for 'louver posts,' 'I. P.,' standing presum-
ably for 'intermediate posts,' and 'C. P.,'

standing presumably for 'corner posts.' These
markings appear on the drawing 116, and on
the respective detail drawings of these mem-
bers."

(Note: Although the 1915 Coffey patent refers

as we have seen, to "corner posts" and "inter-

mediate posts", it makes no reference to "louver

posts".)

Referring to the Shell specifications and in fur-

ther support of the difference between the plain-

tiff's steel tower Shell construction and defend-
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ant's patented wood construction, Mr. Braiui reads

from the Shell specification. He says (R. 295-

296):

'^I refer to Fig. 8 of the specifications,

marked 'Plan view, corner of tower'; this

sketch shows a temporary bracing from the
vertical column to the appended louver sup-
porting bracket. I read particularly the fol-

lowing paragraph from this specification, this

paragraph being entitled, 'Temporary brac-

ing':

" 'In both steel and wood construction the

outstanding parts of the C. P. posts should be
accurately set at 45 degrees and held by tem-
porary wood struts before laying the louvers

as illustrated in Fig. 8. Put in as many struts

as required to take any twist or bend out of

the post. Any twist or bend in the I. P. or
L. P. posts should be likewise taken out before
bolting up. After the louvers are completed
the open spaces'—this has no further bearing.

I have referred particularly to Fig. 8 to show
that the louver-supporting members are not an
integral part of the toiver structure, and have
practically no strength to resist rotation in a

direction around the vertical axis of the col-

umn/'

Braim says (R. 294) concerning the hangers for

supporting the louvers:

"They are therefore not an extension of the

deck-supporting members. I have sho\Mi this

clearly on the sketch, which shows that the

deck-supporting members are attached to the

column at a point above the point at which the

small, angular appended louver members are

attached." (Italics ours.)
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And again (R. 296) Braun says:

''The column in this case sets square with
the tower so that it would be impossible to bolt

the angle louver supporting members to the

column without bending them."

And again (R. 296-297) :

"The transverse deck-supporting members
are bolted directly to the columns in a manner
similar to the way in which the transverse
deck-supporting members are bolted to the L.

P. posts.

''These I. P. or intermediate posts differ in

design from the L. P. posts principally in the
fact that there are two angles instead of one
angle to the main column."

And again (R. 298), he says:

^^In all three types of columns there are no
deck-supporting members extended heyond the

column." (Italics ours.)

ROTATION OF LOUVER SUPPORTS ABOUT THE COLLARS.

Braun says (R. 303) :

a-Mr. TowNSEND. Have you anything to

add, Mr. Braun, to what you have already
said'?

"A. Otherwise, I can add that the trans-
verse deck-supporting members are attached
to the columns by one eye-bolt and are there-

fore free to rotate to that point. I would like

to introduce a small model to show that
feature.
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**Mr. TowNSEND. The little pasteboard
model is offered as Defendant's Exliibit

j>

(R. 304-305):

"The Court. Wliat office does that
which you call the vertical spacing member
fulfill?

A. I believe that it is an alignment member
for holding these appended louver angles in

alignment and properly spaced. These louver
angles are quite light, and would not, by them-
selves, remain in alignment.

STABILITY IN SHELL TOWERS DUE SOLELY TO INTEGRAL

TIE BODS.

*'The point I wish to bring out particularly

with this model is that these transverse deck-

supporting members are not secured to either

the louver-supporting members or the column
in such a manner as to prevent rotation. The
louver members are, therefore, incapable of add-

ing any strength to the stability of the tower;

as the tvind blowiyig against these louvers, par-

ticularly on the outside, tvoiild have a tendency

to rotate the column on its base to the right,

these appended louver supports can absolutely

in no IVay luhatsoever offer any resistance to

that rotating effect; they would rotate as a

whole; the stability of this Mitchell-Tappen

tower, as shown by these drawings, this sketch

exhibit '00,' and this model must be obtained

solely from He rods, guy wires, or some
similar 'devices tieing the columns together, and

attached at such angles as to resist rotation of

the column in space." (Italics ours.)
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THAT THE LOUVERS OF THE SHELL CONSTRUCTION CAN

GIVE NO MATERIAL REINFORCEMENT IS MADE MORE
APPARENT WHEN THE GREAT LENGTH OF THE
TOWER IS CONSIDERED WITH RELATION TO ITS

WIDTH.

Thus Braun says (R. 305-306) :

"These towers are relatively long with rela-

tion to their width and they are by selection in-

stalled transversely of the prevailing wind, that

is, it is desired that the wind blow across the

tower, rather than longitudinally of it, so that

more wind will enter the tower. Any bracing,

due to the end members, would not add material

support to a long tower; they would have to be

supported through the tower. As a matter of

fact, referring to plan 116, the louver boards are

laid upon the inclined supporting bracket

marked 12 on drawing 59, which are very light

members, which are attached to the end columns
only by single half-inch rivets and are in no way
extended into or secured to the tower structure

in such manner as to prevent rotation of the ap-

pended bracket about the vertical axis of the

column ; that is, a wind blowing in the direction

that I indicate by an arrow marked 'Wind'
would, if the louvers were secured firmly to the

appended brackets, tend to rotate the brackets

about the column. As I have previously stated,

these brackets would have practically no resist-

ance, or no substantial resistance to the rotation

about that column. On the contrary/, in the

Braun structure these louver-supporting mem-
bers are integral tvith and, in fact, a part of the

structural members of the tower ivhich project

from the tower structure, and are substantial

structural members, and are held from rotation

either around the vertical axis of the tower or in

the horizontal direction of the axis of the

tower." (Italics ours.)
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COFFEY'S LOUVERS HUNG ON OUTSIDE LIKE A FIRE

ESCAPE.

Concerning the bracing and supports for the

''Shell Steel Towers" relied on by plaintiff to an-

ticipate defendant's Braun patent, Mr. Braun says

(R. 308) :

"They are attached to the columns and have
no connection with the main frame, whatever;
they are light and they are attached in exactly

the same manner as a shelf bracket to a wall, or

a fire escape to a building, and add absolutely

nothing to the structural strength of the tower."

THE DECK MEMBERS IN THE MARTINEZ MITCHELL-TAP-

PEN TOWER TERMINATED IN VERTICAL POSTS.

Thus Braun says (R. 381) :

''The deck members terminated at the vertical

posts and the tie rods were on the interior of

the tower, and between the posts."

It is further emphasized on cross-examination by

Mr. Braun (R. 382-383-384) :

"There was a small angle connected by one

rivet to the vertical column, and by one rivet

to the vertical tie member, and this angle was
to support the walk-away. It was not an exten-

sion of the deck in any sense of the word.

''I know that the two towers at Martinez be-

came so unstable that they were condemned as

being dangerous and unsafe.
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'

' The framework was condemned as being un-

safe to withstand any unusual condition such as

wind.*******
*'The Court: How long were those towers

there at Martinez ?

^*A. They were there about four years.*******
*' All cooling towers waters have concentration

of salts, and that is one of the reasons that cool-

ing towers have to be made very strong."

Plaintiff's counsel attempted on the trial to make

it appear that a bracket nailed onto the outside of a

post in continuation or substantial continuation of a

deck member is the same as a Braun construction.

There are any number of practical answers to this

hypothetical condition.

Bearing in mind the operative conditions of a

cooling tower of the Braun type, including loads and

stresses and the practical considerations involved,

it would seem strange that if the problem is as sim-

ple as the plaintiff would have us believe it is, that

no one did it in the Braun way before or did any-

thing that would approach the Braun principle of

restrained beam and cantilever structure as distin-

guished from an ordinary simple beam and louver

bracket construction of the prior art.

These differences in principle are more fully ex-

plained in Mr. Moser's affidavit with reference to

his stress chart appended thereto and reproduced

herein.
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Further than that it is to be pointed out that the

Braun type of tower involved the fewest number of

members and the fewest structural members and

structural details. It can be assembled in the shop

in units ready for erection in the field, whereby the

field work is reduced to a minimmn. The co-opera-

tion of the main deck members and the louver

members result in members of light weight, pre-

senting no structural difficulties in fabrication or

erection. It is not sufficient that the connection be-

tween the deck member and the post alone be as

strong as the unbroken deck member. In the plain-

tiff's towers the deck member is very much heavier

than the horizontal louver member. Consequently

the continuity of strength passed in the post is im-

possible, regardless of the details of connection.

The steel frame of a building is not comparable

with the steel frame of a cooling tower. In the steel

frame of a building the girders carry exceptionally

heavy loads and they must center in the post. You

cannot have them hanging on the side, and moreover

they must be in the same plane, otherwise the con-

crete or stone wall, or whatever you have, will not

inclose with the steel.

BRAUN IDEA NOT ANTICIPATED NOR SUGGESTED BY

PRIOR ART.

Mr. Chas. Moser, of the Engineering Faculty of

Stanford University, was called by defendant as an
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expert to compare the Braun patented structure

with the prior art, and with particular reference to

the Hart patents which are really the only patents

worthy of consideration set up to anticipate or limit

the Braun patent.

In connection with his affidavit (see book of ex-

hibits R. 86-98), Mr. Moser submits a graphic chart,

which is reproduced on the opposite page, to show

the outstanding differences, both in construction and

principle, between the patented Braun all-wood

tower and the towers of the prior art.

Mr. Moser 's affidavit is illustrated by some little

wooden models, in evidence as Exhibits Moser Mod-

els "A," "B" and '^C" (so-called ^'Model G" is

Exhibit "G").

Moser 's Model "A" illustrates the Hart structure

as shown in patent No. 1,228,207, it being kept in

mind that this Hart patent was one of the principal

references relied on by the Patent Office to meet the

Braun claims as appears by reference to the Braun

File Wrapper.

In that connection it is also worthy to be pointed

out that the presumption of validity of the patent

is enhanced rather than diminished by the fact that

the art most strongly relied upon by parties seeking

to avoid infringement or to defeat a patent was con-

sidered by the Patent Office Examiner.

Moser 's model Exhibit ''B" exemplifies plaintiff's

construction illustrated in blueprint No. 59, or the

old 1914 Shell Company steel tower.
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Moser's model Exhibit ''C" typifies the Braun
construction of Braim patent No. 1,442,784 charged

in the counter-claim to be infringed by plaintiff.

Moser's model Exhibit "G" represents the Shell

Company's construction according to the plaintiff's

patent (R. 197).

In the diagrammatic sketch (Moser Exhibit **D")

reproduced supra, the reference numerals corre-

spond respectively to those in the Braun patent No.

1,442,784 and the Hart patent No. 1,228,207; the

object of this sketch being to contrast the effective

action of the structural elements and stresses in the

two types of towers.

Mr. Moser saying (R. 90)

:

''First by showing the deck load and the effect

of bending stresses on the horizontal members,

and secondly by showing the lateral load and the

effect upon the horizontal members when the

lateral load, is imposed." (Italics Moser's.)

It can readily be understood that the so-called

"bending stresses" result from the deck load im-

posed by the weight of the water. That this weip:ht

is tremendous is emphasized by the fact that in one

of these Braun towers now in use over 100.000

gallons of water per minute, weighing 8.33 lbs. i)er

gallon means the distribution of a total load of over

800,000 lbs. within the tower structure every

minute!

The lateral load or stresses referred to by Mr.

Moser mean the effect of \vindage.
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With these factors in mind, it becomes easier for

the lay mind to appreciate something of the prob-

lem that confronts the engineer in the building of

a successful cooling tower, particularly where it

would be made entirely of wood and cross braces

are to be eliminated.

In considering Mr. Moser's explanation it is to

be borne in mind that no distinction is made be-

tween the Hart type of tower and the plaintiff's

type of tower, inasmuch as in both there is an ab-

sence of any cooperation or strength giving qual-

ities between the louver construction and the frame

construction and likewise in both Hart and plain-

tiff the stability of the structure depends almost en-

tirely on cross bracing within the tower.

Referring to diagram Moser D it will be observed

that the horizontal deck member has a maximum
bending stress at the vertical post. Since the hori-

zontal member continues unbroken beyond the post

the connection with the post may be made by

means of a single bolt at the center of the hori-

zontal member. The diminution of the strength in

the horizontal member due to this hole is negligible.

Mr. Moser points out (R. 91) :

^'From a structural standpoint both the Hart
and the plaintiff's towers consist of two more
or less independent structures, namely the main
supporting structure comprising the vertical

posts which are marked 10 in the Hart patent
mentioned, and the horizontal framing member
marked 13, and the accessory structure com-
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posed of the inclined members oi- louvers
marked 21, and the horizontal ties marked 22.
The panel marked 25 in the Ilai't patent is in-
eluded to hold the two bents in i)r()pei- lelatiun
to each other, but forms no essential element of
the structure.

''In both the Hart and plaintiff's tnivers the
louvers and horizontal ties are designed solely
as ivind-hrakes and constitute an added load
on the main frame ivithout contributing in an}/

measureable degree to its structural stahilitjj.

These two portions of the tower do not cooper-
ate in any substantial manner in carrying
loads. Thus, in carrying the vertical deck-

load, the main horizontal framing member i;J

is depriA^ed of the assistance which the (Hit-

standing horizontal member 22 might have fur-

nished had it been a continuation of the hori-

zontal member 13 instead of being a separate

member.

''Likewise, the outstanding horizontal mem-
ber or tie 22 of Hart or plaintiff can receive

no assistance from the main horizontal member
13. Consequently, the field of action of the

outstanding member 22 is very limited and it

can support no vertical load except the louver

21 be in place. Therefore, each of the hori-

zontal members 13 and 22 must independently

support its own loads." (Mr. Moser's italics.)

As showing what the effect of high windage force

would be even on a small tower of the Hart-plain-

tiff type Mr. Moser says (R. 92)

:

''With respect to a horizontal load as the

force of wild which on a cooling tower 20

feet high and 50 feet long amoimts to 30,0(K)

pounds, the two portions, either individually

or collectively, are without stability. This situ-

ation is due to the fact that the mam hori-
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zontal framing member 13 and the outstanding
horizontal member 22 supporting the louver
are separate pieces whose end connections at

the main vertical posts 10 are incapable of pre-
venting rotation when in actual horizontal
working load is applied to the structure against
the panels 25."

Concerning the deck loads and bending stresses

Mr. Moser says (R. 90)

:

''By comparing the bending stress diagrams
for deck loads it will be seen that the hori-

zontal members of the Braun tower undergo
less stress and strain than the horizontal mem-
bers of the Hart or plaintiff's towers. This
situation is due to the fact that members 13 in

Braun act as tension members to relieve and
distribute the stresses in the horizontal mem-
bers, while in the Hart or plaintiff's structures

luembers 21 and 22 are idle when the deck
load is applied and do not so relieve the stresses

in the horizontal deck supporting member.
This situation is more fully explained in para-
graph 6." (Moser 's italics.)

In comparing the effect of lateral stresses on the

Braun tower on the one hand and the Hart-plain-

tiff type of tower on the other, Moser says (p. 91) :

"For lateral loads imparted against the side

of the Braun tow^er the entire beam 11 of Braun
and his opposite louver braces 13 will act in

resisting the load, while in the Hart-plaintiff

type of tower the structure will be unstable as

far as lateral load is concerned.

''From the foregoing it will be seen that by
the use by Braun of horizontal deck support-

ing members 11 which extend beyond the posts

10 and are tied thereto by the inclined members
13, the beams will be performing useful work
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at all times and witli less stress than in the
Hart-plaintiff type of tower." (Moser's
italics.)

Furthermore, Moser says (R. 93)

:

''In the Braun tower the various structural
features as shown in the model Moser C are so
designed and arranged as to constitute an in-

tegral structure, each element of which, (in
addition to carrying its o\\ii locally ini|)()S('d

loads, as do the like members in the liart and
plaintiff's towers), is able and does make a sub-
stantial contribution toward the stal)ility and
efficiency of the structures as a whole, a func-
tion entirely lacking in Hart or i)laintiff.

''In Braun the main horizontal framing mem-
ber 11 extends outwardly beyond the main verti-

cal post 10 to form the louver support instead

of being cut to a length just sufficient to spike

or bolt to the vertical posts 10 and requiring

an additional horizontal piece for the louver

support.

"The continuation of the horizontal framing

member 10 in Braun beyond the i)ost without

cutting and tying it to the louver, forms a canti-

lever beam, making it possible for the various

members of the structures to cooperate advan-

tageously in a manner impossible iu the Hart

or plaintiff's type of tower."

ROTATIVE ACTION OF HART-PLAINTIFF LOUVER SUPPORT

METHOD IN CONTRAST TO THE TRUSSED CONSTRUC-

TION OF BRAUN.

Mr. Moser points out the rotary action or tend-

ency to rotation of the Hart-plaintiff type of louver

support ill which he is supported by Mr. Braun.
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On this point Moser says (R. 92) :

** Referring to the models Moser A and B,
I would say that I am aware of the fact that
the ends of the horizontal members 13 and 22
are attached to the main vertical post 10 by
either nails, bolts, pins or light brackets and
that such attachments provide a joint with
some slight degree of rigidity. However, while
such joints may be said to be rigid with respect
to the thrust of a man's hand or the blow of a
carpenter's hammer, they are incapable of re-
sisting the rotating influence of actual working
loads and are therefore to be classed as pivoted
joints, and in any event the construction of the
louver cannot possibly add to the rigidity of
the tower as a whole."

And, again in his affidavit he says (R. 95)

:

**As previously pointed out in paragraph 4

the stability of towers of the Hart or plaintiff's

type against lateral loads does not involve the

details of louver construction. Plaintiff's

Model G embodies features which illustrate

this fact. Thus, assume the main vertical posts

in position and the interior horizontal deck
supports in place. In this condition the struc-

ture has no stability due to the fact that the

horizontal members merely rest upon brackets
attached to the main vertical posts, or are toe-

nailed against the posts, affording a connec-

tion capable of carrying the vertical loads, but
being unstable in the matter of rotation."

In further emphasizing the distinction between

Hart and plaintiff's towers on the one hand and the

Braun tower on the other, Mr. Moser says (R. 94) :

"As previously pointed out the louvers in the

Hart and plaintiff's towers are incapable of con-
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tributing iu the slightest degree to the stability

of the tower against horizontal loads because of

the lack of continuity of the horizontal mem-
bers. Whatever stability the Hart or plain-

tiff's towers may have is indepoident of the

louver construction. On the other hand, by
combining the horizontal framing member and
the horizontal louver member in one unbroken
member 11 in the Braun tower a very consid-

erable degree of rigidity is attained which
makes it possible to erect a considerable portion

of the frame without the addition of any other

system of bracing and contributing materially

to the stability of the completed tower against

horizontal loads." (Moser's italics.)

THE BRAUN TOWER CONSTITUTES WHAT IS KNOWN AS

A "RESTRAINED BEAM" WHILE THE HART-PLAIN-

TIFF'S TOWER FORMS WHAT IS KNOWN AS A 'SIMPLE

BEAM".

Thus Mr. Moser says (R. 94)

:

''In the Braun tower the louver is able to

make a substantial contribution to the capacity

of the main horizontal member 11 in carrying

the deck loads. The horizontal member U with

its continuation beyond the point of support at

the post 10 in the Braun tower constitutes what

is knoivn as a restrained beam, since the out-

wardly extending cantilever ends of the mem-

ber 11 are anchored down by means of the

louver member 13.

"In the Hart and plaintiff's towers the hori-

zontal member 13 ends at the i)oints of support

at the posts 10, fonuing what is kno^^^l as a

simple beam. The deck loads of these members

are uniformly distributed throughout their
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lengths in each case. For the purpose of com-

parison it will be assumed that the loads are

equal for the two beams.

''The effect of the restraint in the case of the

horizontal member 11 in the Braun tower is to

reduce the bending stress in the member very
materially. For equal loads the maximum bend-

ing stress in the horizontal bending stress in the

horizontal member 11 of Braun tvill he one-half

of the maximum bending stress in the horizontal

member 13 in the Hart or plaintiff's towers.''

(Moser's italics.)

BENDING STRESSES IN BRAUN ONE-HALF THOSE IN THE
HART-PLAINTIFF CONSTRUCTION.

Thus, as pointed out by Mr. Moser (R. 95) :

'

' The cross sectional dimensions of any struct-

ural member are largely determined by the

stresses in that member. Since the maximum
bending stress in the horizontal member 11 in

the Braun tower is one-half of the maximum
bending stress in the horizontal member 13 in

the Hart and plaintiff's towers for equal loads,

it follows that the horizontal member 11 in the
Braun totver may be made much lighter than the
horizontal member 13 in the Hart or plaintiff's

towers with equal degrees of safety so far as
supporting the deck load is concerned. The rela-

tive magnitudes of the stress in the members of
the two towers for equal loads are shown graph-
ically on diagram Moser D." (Moser's italics.)

On cross-examination Mr. Moser at R. 352 empha-

sizes this weakness in Hart-plaintiff's structure,

due to ''rotation":
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** Because the members in that structure are
so disposed that they liave some structural
stability. When I say 'stability/ I do not
mean rigidity or brittleness, or anything of that
sort. In this case it has very much less struc-
tural stability, Moser B, as there is very much
less horizontal stability due to the fact that
the connection between the horizontal deck-
member is insufficient to prevent rotation at its

connection with the main vertical post."

Mr. Braun, as we have already pointed out, has

made reference to this rotative action in plaintiff's

structure and its absence in defendant's patented

structure.

SCHMIDT PATENT No. 693,625, FEBRUARY 18, 1902.

This patent, in addition to its having been cited

and withdrawn by the Patent Office Examiner in

connection with the Braun application, is also con-

sidered by Mr. Moser, who says, in pointing out the

differences between Schmidt and Braun (R. 196-

197):

*'My attention has also been called to the pat-

ent to Schmidt, No. 693,625, February 18, 1902.

I have read and understand said patent.

''In the said Schmidt tower the lateral brac-

ing of the tower is accomplished solely by in-

clining the main supporting posts B to form

triangles having the foundation of the tower as

bases. The horizontal deck sup})orting mem-

bers b' extend slightly beyond the inclined posts

B to support the upright louvers K-e, but this

connection of the short extensions of the joists

b' beyond the inclined posts B in no way lias

lateral bracing of the tower as in Braun.
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''The louver E-e, therefore, is not an integral

feature of the Schmidt tower with respect to

stability, but merely constitutes an added load

on the supporting frame of the tower. Further,

the horizontal deck member b' acts independ-
ently of the louver and its action in carrying

deck loads as shown accurately by the stress

diagram for the horizontal deck member of the

Hart-Plaintiff type shown on Diagram Moser
D, in which the bending stresses are two times

the bending stresses in Braun."

And yet in the face of all the foregoing uncon-

tradicted testimony the trial Court in its Memoran-

dum Opinion gives only brief consideration to de-

fendant's patent in suit, saying (R. 386) :

"The defendant, however, counterclaims,

claiming an infringement by virtue of the fact

that the supporting members which hold up the

various decks extend beyond the vertical mem-
bers so as to support what are known as the

'louvers,' which are pieces of wood fastened to

the outside, admitting the air and preventing

the escape of the sprays of water.

"The prior state of the art was such that in

place of these transverse members being con-

tinuous and extending out to support the lou-

vers, separate pieces were nailed or spiked on
to the vertical members.

'^In my opinion there is nothing novel in the

device claimed by the defendant. It seems to

have been anticipated by prior patents. There-

fore, the injunction prayed for in the cross-bill

will be denied.'^ (Italics ours.)

It is believed that the Court failed to appreciate

not only the merit of the Braun invention but the
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features and characteristics constituting the inven-

tion and embraced in the claims, and we submit the

decree should be reversed in this one particular.

INVENTION.

To quote Judge Grosscup of the Circuit Court of

Appeals, 7th Circuit, Brown v. Crane Co., 133 Fed.,

235,237:

"The constitutional basis of the patent laws
is to promote the progress of the useful arts

by giving to him who creates something new
and useful a property in the thing created ; and,

as I look at it, the life germ of any creation is

not so much the mechanical form in which it

finally becomes embodied, as the flash of in-

spiration that, out of the darkness in wliich it

lay concealed, first revealed its possibility. The
possibility of a thing once seen, it is of no

great moment that a ready mechanical means
of bringing it into form is at hand; nor that

the mechanical means used are similar to those

employed before in the allied arts; nor that any

mind would have seen the adaptability, me-

chanically, of wiiat already existed to what was

now, for the first time, about to exist. The

true inquiry is. Did any one before, in creative

imagination, actually see this new thing? Did

it not require invention to discern, in the first

instance, that the new thing was possible? Is

it not invention to bring out of what to others

seems chaos the form and feasibility of the new

and useful thing?

** Invention is not, in my jugdment, confined

to the concrete mechanical form into which an
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idea ultimately evolves. Invention is the idea

itself, the burst of new thought, the discovery;

and patentable invention is the conjunction of

these with appropriate and efficient mechanical

means. Confessedly, an old idea, carried out

mechanically in a new form, is patentable in-

vention. To my mind a new idea, carried out

mechanically in an old form, ought equally be

regarded as patentable invention. To hold oth-

erwise is to dethrone the head and enthrone

the hands—to leave genuine genius unrecom-
pensed, while placing the inventor's crown on
mechanical skill."

CONSIDCERATIONS OF PRACTICABILITY CONTROLLING

PATENTABILITY.

In Kitchen v. Levison, 188 Fed. 658, on Circuit

Court of Appeals in sustaining a very simple inven-

tion on a manifolding book the Court said

:

"But the device which is principally relied

upon by the appellants is shown in the patent
of H. G. and J. B. Barlow of April 28, 1884.

This patent anticipates the appellee's patent in

every feature except one. Instead of having
their carbon sheet bound in the book as in the

appellee's patent, it was loose. * * * Eight

(18?) years after the issuance of the Barlow
patent the appellee conceived the idea of binding
the carbon sheets with the stubs of the record
sheets of the book so that the carbon sheets

would always be in their place. * * * Tlie

patent to James Bengough of January 28, 1896,

shows a bound manifold sales book. * * *

''In addition to the presumption which arises

from the issuance of the patent to the appellee,
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there are to be taken into consideration as sus-
taining his patent, the further facets that when
his invention was made, there was a want in the
art for such a device, tliat in the prior art there
were well recognized and admitted defects, and
that the appellee's device eliminated those de-

fects and w^ent into general and successful use."

IT IS SHOWN BY THE EVIDENCE THAT THE BRAUN IN-

VENTION HAS GONE INTO EXTENSIVE USE AND HAS,

MOREOVER, BEEN COPIED BY PLAINTIFF.

"When although the patent was not a pioneer

and the prior art discloses various apparatuses

which employ from one to three of th(> elements

of the combination claimed, though not in one

combination, and wiiere the elements as form-

erly known were modified so materially as that

they would cooperate together as a whole in one

combination to prodiice a new character of de-

vice in its class, held to be invention." (Lam-

son Consolidated Store Service Co. v. Ilillman,

123 Fed. 416, 59 C. C. A. 510.)

As said by our Circuit Court of Appeals in Mor-

ton V. Llewellyn et al., 164 Fed. 693

:

"Apart from the presumption of novelty that

always attends the grant of a patent, the law is

that when it is shown that a patented device has

gone into general use and has superseded prior

devices having the same purpose, it is sufficient

evidence of invention in a doubtful case. The

Barbed Wire Patent, 143 U. 8. 275, 292, 12 Sup.

Ct 443 36 L. Ed. 154; Kevstone Manufacturing

Companv v. Adams, 151 U. S. 139, 113. 14 Su]).

Ct 295 38 L. Ed. 103; Irvine v. Hassclnian. 9<

Fed 964, 38 C. C. A. 587; Wilkins Shoe Button
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Co. V. Webb (C. C), 89 Fed. 982; National Hol-
low B. B. Co. V. Interchangeable B. B. Co., 106
Fed. 693, 707, 45 C. C. A. 544."

See also:

Kitchen v. Levison, supra.

THE SIMPLICITY OF THE INVENTION IS NO GROUNDS

FOR DENYING ITS PATENTABILITY.

Kitchen v. Levison, 188 Fed. 658, (C. C. A.

9tli Cir.)

S. F. Cornice Co. v. Beyerle, 181 Fed. 692,

(affirmed by C. C. A. 9tli Cir. 195 Fed.

516);

Pelton Water Wheel Co. v. Doble, 186 Fed.

526 (affirmed by C. C. A. 9th Cir. 190 Fed.

761);

Expanded Metal Co. v. Bradford, 214 U. S.

366; 53 L. Ed. 1034.

The books are full of cases sustaining patents for

their ''simplicity"; for having been the one to

''seek the end long sought," of having taken "the

last step that wins."

Agawam Woolen Co. v. Jordan, 7 Wall. 583;

Whiteley v. Stvayne, 7 Wall. 685;

DuBois V. Kirk, 158 U. S. 58

;

Washburn & Moen Mfg. Co. v. Beat 'Em All

Barbed Wire Co., 143 IT. S. 275;
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Babcock d- Wilcox Co. v. North American

Dredging Company, 155 Fed. 265;

Maunula v. Sunell, 155 Fed. 538;

U. S. Mitis Co. V. Midvale Steel Co., 135 Fed.

103.

See also Diamond Tire Case, 220 U. S. 428, where

the Court said:

''To what quality the utility of the tire may
be due will bear further consideration, if for no
other reason than the earnest contentions of
counsel. Aside from those contentions and the

ability by which they are supported, we miglit

point to what it does as a demonstration of its

difference from all that preceded it, that there

is something in it, attribute or force, which did

not exist before,—something which is the law

of its organization and function, and raises it

above a mere aggregation of elements to a pat-

entable combination. And we may say, in pass-

ing, the elements of a combination may be all

old. In making a combination the inventor has

the whole field of mechanics to draw from. Leeds

& Catlin Co. v. Victor Talking Co., 213 U. S. at

page 318, 53 L. Ed. 812, 29 Sup. Ct. Rep. 495."

SIMPLE INVENTIONS.

See the Eye Shade case: Mahoney v. Malcom, 143

Fed. 124 (C. C. A. 7th Circuit), when Judge Baker

said:

''The patent is for an eye shade made of two

pieces of flat, thin, light, flexible material, such

as celluloid. * * *

"Twelve earlier patents are sho\\ni in tlu>

record, ranging in date from 1876 to 1899. Ten
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of them, and they cover the whole period, are

for various modifications or improvements of

the old, stiff, curved visor. * * * After the

publication of appellant's patent 26 years later,

it was easy enough to see that if Piatt's rigidly

curved head band were turned up at right

angles to the horns of the rigidly curved visor

(a position that was never intended in use or

not in use) and then the whole were hammered
flat, the result might serve as a pattern for cut-

ting from flexible material something that would
resemble appellant's eye shade. But Piatt did

not do it; neither did any of the other eleven

inventors who during those years were ani-

mated v^th the hope of capturing the trade by
producing an eye shade that was better for the

manufacturer, for the merchant, and for the

wearer. * * *

**We think there was invention of the 'happy
thought' kind, as explained in Williams v.

American String-Wrapper Co., 86 Fed. 641, 30

C. C. A. 318, and in Eastman v. Mayor of New
York (C. C. A.), 134 Fed. 844. As we said in

Eegent Mfg. Co. v. Penn Electrical Co., 121
Fed. 80, 57 C. C. A. 334:

'* 'The device seems exceedingly simple; but
its very simplicity, in such an old field, should
be a warning against a too ready acceptance
of the ex post facto wisdom of the bystander.

'

''The decree is reversed, with the direction

to enter a decree in appellant's favor for an in-

junction and an accounting."

ENVELOPE CASE.

As said by your Honors in the case of Heinz v.

Golm, 207 Fed. 547, 559-60, on a simple invention

for the so-called "Window Envelope":
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**0n the other hand, many instances may be
found where very simi)le concepts liave been de-
clared to be the product of inventive geiuus.
Two instances which are fair ilkistrations are
referred to in Potts v. Creager, supra. One was
respecting the application to telegraph insti-u-

ments of a torsional spring such as had l)een

previously used in clocks, doors, and other ar-

ticles of domestic furniture (Western Electric

Company v. La Rue, 139 U. S. 601, 11 Sup. Ct.

670, 35 L. Ed. 294) and the other the substitu-

tion of the use of anthracite coal for ])ituniin()us

in smelting iron ore, inasmuch as it produced
a better article of iron at less expense (Crane
V. Price, Webster's Pat. Cas. 409). Thus it is

that simplicity of device is not necessarily the

test of lack of invention or patentability. When
a thing has succeeded it often seems very plain

and simple and the wonder is that its suggestioK

had not come earlier ; but the fact remains that

no one has ever thought of it, whether skilled or

not, and yet its utility is at once recognized

when brought to public attention. This of itself

is evidence of invention. As is said by Mr. Jus-

tice Bradley in Loom Co. v. Higgins, 105 U. S.

580, 591 (26 L. Ed. 1177)

:

'' 'It may be laid down as a general rule,

though perhaps not an invariable one, that if

a new combination and arrangement of known

elements produce a new and beneficial result,

never attained before, it is evidence of inven-

tion.'

''Beyond this, the presumption of novelty at-

tending the issuance of letters patent, the gen-

eral and extensive use to which the new device

is applied, and further the use persisted in by

one infringing the device ai-e all evidence of the

product of inventive faculty and genius. Dia-
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mond Rubber Co. v. Consol. Rubber Tire Co.,

220 U. S. 428, 31 Sup. Ct. 444, 55 L. Ed. 527

;

A. R. Milner Seating Co. v. Yesbera, 133 Fed.

916, 67 C. C. A. 210 ; Buchanan v. Perkins Elec-

tric Switch Mfg. Co., 135 Fed. 90, 94, 67 C. C.

A. 564; Morton v. Llewellyn et al., 164 Fed. 693,

90 C. C. A. 514."

MAKING IN ONE PIECE INSTEAD OF TWO HELD
INVENTION.

The collar button case: Krementz v. Cottle Co.,

148 U. S. 556; 37 L. Ed. 559.

The Court in finding that the patented one-piece

collar button was better, stronger and less liable to

break than the old several piece buttons found inven-

tion involved and said

:

''It is not easy to draw a line that separates

the ordinary skill of a mechanic, versed in his

art, from the exercise of patentable invention,

and the difficulty is specially great in the me-
chanic arts, where the successive steps in im-
provements are numerous, and where the

changes and modifications are introduced by
practical mechanics. In the present instance,

however, we find a new and useful article, with
obvious advantages over previous structures of

the kind. A button formed from a single sheet

of metal, free from sutures, of a convenient
shape, and uniting strength with lightness,

would seem to come fairly within the meaning
of the patent laws. The tools to be used in mak-
ing the button are not described, but they are
not claimed to be new. And the method or
process of manufacture is described with suffi-
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cient particularity to enable anyone skilled in
the art to follow it. Buttons made of several
pieces are liable to break at the soldered joints,

and it is stated by an experienced witness that
the metal by the process of soldering becomes
soft and liable to bend. The different pieces

are set together by hand, and are not always
uniform or put together truly."

Continuing the Court contrasted the conduct of

the parties, as may be done here, in showing inven-

tion. To quote:

"The view of the Court below, that Kre-
mentz's step in the art was one obvious to any
skilled mechanic, is negatived by the conduct of

Cottle, the president of the defendant company.

He was hmiself a patentee under letters granted

April 16, 1878, for an improvement in the con-

struction of collar and sleeve buttons, and put

in evidence in this case. In his specification he

speaks of the disadvantages of what he calls

'the common practice to make the head, back,

and post of collar and sleeve buttons separate,

and to unite them by solder.'

"His improvement was to form a button of

two pieces, the post and base forming one piece,

and then soldering to the post the head of the

button as the other piece. Yet, skilled as he

was, and with his attention specially turned to

the subject, he failed to see, wliat Ki-ementz

afterwards saw, that a button might hv inade of

one continuous sheet of metal, wholly dispens-

ing with solder, of an improved shape, <>f in-

creased strength, and requiring less material."

Commercial success was also a factor to consider,

the Court saying:
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**It was also made to appear that the advant-

ages of the new button were at once recognized

by the trade and by the public, and that very
large quantities have been sold.

*'The argument drawn from the commercial
success of a patented article is not always to be

relied on. Other causes, such as the enterprise

of the vendors, and the resort to lavish expendi-

tures in advertising, may co-operate to promote
a large marketable demand. Yet as was well

said by Mr. Justice Brown, in the case of Con-
solidated Brake Shoe Co. v. Detroit Steel & S.

Co. 47 Fed. Rep. 894, 'when the other facts in

the case leave the question of invention in doubt,

the fact that the device has gone into general

use and has displaced other devices which had
previously been employed for analogous uses, is

sufficient to turn the scale in favor of the ex-

istence of invention.'

''Webster Loom Co. v. Higgins, 105 U. S. 580

(26, 1177), was a case where the patented de-

vice consisted in a slight modification of exist-

ing mechanism, and it was contended that this

slight change did not constitute a patentable in-

vention ; but this view did not prevail, the court

saying:
" 'It is further argued, however, that sup-

posiijg the devices to be sufficiently described,

they do not show any invention, and that the

combination set forth in the fifth claim is a mere
aggregation of old devices already well known,
and therefore it is not patentable. This argu-

ment would be sound if the combination claimed
by Webster was an obvious one for attaining the

advantages proposed, one which would occur
to any mechanic skilled in the art ; but it is plain

from the evidence, and from the very fact that

it was not sooner adopted and used, that it did

not for years occur in this light to even the most
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skilled persons. It may have boon iindor their
very eyes; they may almost be said to have
stumbled over it but they certainly failed to see

it, to estimate its value, and to bring it into no-
tice. Who was the first to see it, to understand
its value, to give it shape and form, to bring it

into notice and urge its adoption, is a question

to which we shall shortly give our attention.

" 'At this point we are constrained to say that

we cannot yield our assent to the argiunent that

the combination of the different parts or ele~-

ments for attaining the object in view was so

ob\dous as to merit no title to invention. Now
that it has succeeded it may seem very plain to

anyone that he could have done it as well. This

is often the case with inventions of the great-

est merit.' * * *

''We think, therefore, we are vdthin the prin-

ciple and reasoning of these cases in reversing

the decree of the Court below dismissing the bill

and in remanding the record, with directions to

proceed in the case in conformity with this opin-

ion."

CONDUCT OF PLAINTIFF IN ADOPTING THE PATENTED

BRAUN TOWER IS PROOF OF INVENTION.

The presumption of novelty arising from the

grant of the patent and the fact that the defendants

think so well of the device that they use it them-

selves, has frequently been assigned by the Courts as

the principal reasons for holding an invention pat-

entable.

"The fact that a patentee, by his device, pro-

duced results which intelligent and ingenious
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inventors in the same art liad sought for years

without avail, and that such device went into

immediate and extensive public use, and was
furthermore used by the defendant, tends

strongly to show that it was the result of in-

ventive faculties." (Bowagiac Mfg. Co. v. Su-

perior Drill Co.; P. P. Mast & Co. v. Same, 115

Fed. 88, 53 C. C. A. 36 (6th Cir.).)

*'Where, upon suit for infringement, alleged

anticipating constructions are set up by the de-

fendant, the fact that he appropriated the com-
plainant's production as to the foundation of

his own business and had been very successful,

is persuasive evidence of the advantages of the

complainant's structure over the alleged an-

ticipatory constructions." (A. R. Milner Seat-

ing Co. V. Yeshera, 133 Fed. 916 (6th Cir.).)

*'The questions mainly argued relate to whether
or not invention is present, particularly in view
of the prior art. That utility is present, it is

said, is shown by the prima facie presumption
resulting from the issue of the patent and from
substantial sales and use. The evidence tends
to show that 1,000 a month are being made
and sold. Whether these sales are evidence of
utility in the device, or senility, or some form
of arrested mental development in the huyer,
may well be open to question. The defendant,
however, has made a substantial copy of this

device, and is not, therefore, in a position to

deny its patentable utility; and for this reason,

coupled with the prima facie presumption, it

must be held that the patent is not void for
want of utility. See Faultless Rubber Co. v.

Star Rubber Co. (6 C. C. A.) 202 Fed. 927,

930, 121 C. C A. 285; Diamond Rubber Co. v.

Consolidated Tire Co, 220 U. S. 428, 440, 31
Sup. Ct. 444, 55 L. Ed. 527." (Italics ours.)
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(Vaco Grip Co. v. Sandy MacGreqor Co 292
F. 249 (251).

In Hohhs v. Beach, 180 U. S. 383, the Supreme

Court said:

*'If there be one central controlling purpose
deducible from all these decisions, and many
more that might be quoted, it is the steadfast
determination of the Court to protect and re-

ward the man who has done something which
has actually advanced the condition of man-
kind, something by which the work of the world
is done better and more expeditiously than it

was before."

"In the law of patents, it is the last step that

wins," says the Supreme Court:

Barbed Wire Case.

PROOF OF HTmiNGEMENT BY PLAINTIFF AS TO

PASADENA ICE COMPANY.

Mr. Braun says (R. 369) that he is familiar

with the Pasadena Ice construction and saw it dur-

ing its erection and between January 16, 1923, when

the patent issued and the time when the counter-

claim was filed on February 20, 1923.

PLAINTIFF'S INFRINGING TOWER SHOWN IN PHOTO-

GRAPHS EXHIBIT "MM" (R. 281) AND BLUE PRINT

EXHIBIT "NN" (R. 281).

As to the Pasadena Ice Company's infringing

structure Braun says (R. 370) :
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*'A. The structure is very similar to the sec

ond Braun patent. The deck supports extend
beyond the posts and receive the louver boards,

in a manner exactly similar to that shown on
the model Exhibit 'D'.

''Q. Do these cross-members appear in the

photographs before you, of which there are six

of the Pasadena Ice Company^
''A. Yes, they appear in all six photo-

graphs.
"Q. And the louvers and their supporting

connections, are they sufficiently clear for ordi-

nary understanding?
"A. Yes. One photograph shows the sup-

porting comiection with the louver board, and
the other photographs show the supporting con-

nections with the louver boards laid in place."

THE DBAWING OF THE TOWER IN EVIDENCE MADE
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE WITNESS SHATTUCK
(DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT "N N"—R. 281).

There has been no denial whatsoever that if the

Braim patent is valid it is infringed.

Mr. Shattuck testifies (R. 269) in corroboration of

Braun

:

''I saw the ijlaintiff's name-plate on the

tower. I saw the contract, and the date of the

contract on that particular tower.'' (Italics

ours.)

(R. 270):

''The contract was in the possession of the

owners of the tower.*******
'^My statement teas hased on the fact that I

saw the contract and saw the name-plate on the

tower." (Italics ours.)
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''The Court. The contract between the own-
er and the plaintiff? A. Yes.

''Q. Did the contract include the work of
erecting the tower?

''A. I was not allowed to read the contract.*'

(R. 271) :

''Mr. TowNSEND. We will call on the plain-
tiff to produce that contract which they have
with the Pasadena Ice Company."

This request was not complied with.

PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL ADMITS LIABILITY OF THE

COOLING TOWER COMPANY.

Thus at (R. 273) :

"Mr. FouLDS. * * * He (Fleming) sends
on the data to us and we send a contract, which
may be filled out in his name and may be filled

out in the purchaser's name, that is, the user's

name, and the man here in California, or the

purchaser or customer may get the wood; in

other words, w^e give them the plan for the

tower.
"The Court. In effect, you constitute them

a licensee under your patent?

"Mr. FouLDS. That is it.

"The Court. All right. If you license them,

that is, you license the user to contract that

tower for his own use, is the company any less

an infringer than if it came out and actually

constructed the thing?
"Mr. FouLDS. It would depend on how they

constructed that tower. If they did put in

some tower that was not in accordance with the

plans, the company would not be.
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''The Court. If they went ahead and added
something that was not in accordance with the

plans, that would be right. I see your point

there."

PHOTOGRAPHS ARE IN EVIDENCE SHOWING THE IN-

FRINGING TOWER AS DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT "J/L M"

(R. 281).

Concerning the notations on the back of the

photographs witness Shattuck says (R. 277) :

''The patent numbers on the back of these

photographs which I made notes of and put on
on my return to the office the day I climbed
on the tower.

"Q. And the name-plate was the name-plate
of the Cooling Tower Company? A. Yes.
"The Court. Are these the numbers of the

patents owned by your Company*?
"Mr. FouLDS. Yes. That seems to be a copy

of the name-plate that we use."

Witness then describes the construction of the

Pasadena Ice Company's tower as comprising trans-

verse deck-supporting members of wood, extending

beyond the vertical posts, which were also of wood

and in one continuous piece.

The photographs show that these transverse deck-

supporting extensions, which are integral with the

deck supports themselves, connected to the tops of

the louvers and the louvers in turn are connected

at their bottoms to the wood uprights of the tower

in such fashion as to take care of the strains and
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stresses, giving reinforcement to the tower, all as

provided for by the Braun patent.

Concerning this the witness Shattuck says (R.

278) :

**It would contribute in the same manner as
the construction of the panels and transverse
members in the Brami tower."

Continuing, witness Shattuck says (R. 279-280)

:

''By extending the transverse members out-

wardly beyond the column and the upper part

of the louver being hung from that transverse
member and extended down at an angle to the

next transverse member close to the column, a
substantial truss is formed, tvhich tends to make
the toiver in its entirety more rigid, both later-

ally and longitudinally. In a tower similar to

one exhibited by Exhibit 'Gr,' the transverse

members do not extend beyond the column, and
the louvers and supporting members are purely

a dead load on the tower, holding the louver

there„for functioning, the only function being

to prevent the w^ind from carrying the water

out." (Italics ours.)

BBAUN PATENT MARKINGS.

Braun says (R. 329-330)

:

"We have at all times put name-])lates on

our towers, metal name-plates, enamel-covered,

bearing the name of the company, the title,

'Braun Atmospheric Water Cooling Tower' or

'Atmospheric Cooling Tower,' and the dates of

all patents which we had oti cooling towers at

the time when the name-plates were attached

to the various towers. Furthermore, the words,
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'Other patents pending,' and the address of the

company."

SUBSTANTIAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE SHELL CASE

AND THE PRESENT CASE.

*'Mr. Townsend: If I may interrupt a min-
ute, this contract that Mr. Shattuck refers to is

a contract by the plaintiff Cooling Tower Com-
pany and the Pasadena Ice Company, the user.

Mr. N. O. Fleming is the representative—

I

don't know what they want to call him—of the'

Cooling Tower Company, and as seen from the

correspondence Mr. Lake, the attorney, refers

the Fleming matter right to the principals in

New York. Now, in the Shell case, the con-

tract was between the Cooling Tower Company,
or its predecessor, Mitchell-Tappen Co., and Mr.
Braun, and the Braun Company's contract was
with the Shell Company. So the work of the

Shell Company was not the work of the plain-

tiff. It was Mr. Braun 's work. The work with
the Pasadena Ice Company, which we complain
of, is direct work by contract with the plaintiff.

The two cases are not parallel."

We submit that the trial Court should have found

the Braun patent valid and impinged.

DEFENDANT'S COUNTER-CLAIM FOR UNFAIR COMPETITION.

Paragraph XIV of defendant's answer and coun-

ter-claim briefly states the foundation for the com-

plaint of unfair trade against the plaintiff and is as

follows

:
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''That the plaintiff has for several years last

past made improper and unlawful use of its al-

leged ownership of various patents on cooling
towers, including the patent in suit, and more
recently, as defendant is informed and believes,

made improper and unlawful use of the fact of
bringing this suit against this defendant, all

V7ith the unlawful purpose of harassing, annoy-
ing, injuring and damaging plaintiff, its agents

and customers, in its and their legitimate busi-

ness aforesaid."

THE EaUITIES OF THE CASE.

This counter-claim, like the others, finds author-

ity in Equity Rule 30.

The answer of the defendant sets up the unfair

practices of the plaintiff which have extended over

a period of several years and in themselves are

sufficient to show that plaintiff has not come into

equity vrith clean hands.

The "Reply of Plaintiff" to defendant's counter-

claim admits the wrong-doing charged to it but seeks

to excuse its acts by pleading their legal effect.

The e^ddence of Mr. Braun shows the harmful

character of these acts, aggravated as they have been

by the pernicious activity of Mr. Fleming, the Pa-

cific Coast representative of plaintiff.
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PKOOFS ON BEHALF OF DEFENDANT'S COUNTER-CLAIM

AS TO UNFAIR TRADE.

ADMISSIONS OF PLAINTIFF IN ITS REPLY TO

DEFENDANT'S COUNTER-CLAIM.

Page R. 45

:

" * * * it admits that it has alleged that the

alleged towers of the defendant were simula-

tions of the designs and towers of plaintiff and
its predecessor and it admits that it has, in the

course of business, alleged that defendant was
infringing certain patent rights of the plain-

tiff.'^

However, plaintiff fails to state what patents and

what_ claims and just wherein infringement lays in

its opinion.

Page R. 45-46:

*' * * * it admits and alleges that various
users of cooling towers asserted by the defend-
ant to be its customers, were the customers of

the plaintiff" * ^ *

The Shell Company, mentioned in the Union Oil

Company and Standard Oil Company letters of

July, 1918, was never, as far as shown or known, a

customer of plaintiff.

Page R. 46:

" * * * it admits that it has threatened to

institute suits against users of cooling towers
and other devices which infringe the patent
rights of the plaintiff " * * *

What ''other devices" and what ''patent rights,"

besides cooling towers, means defendant's business

is by no means confined to cooling towers.
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Page R 46:

a * ^ * plaintiff admits that on or about
the first day of July, 1918, it sent a letter to
Union Oil Company, a fragment of which is

substantially quoted in said paragraph, but it

denies that the said Union Oil Company was a
customer of defendant and prays leave to pro-
duce the whole of the said letter before this

Court," * * *

This letter is scandalously untrue. The Union

Oil Company was a customer of defendant, C. F.

Braun & Company. The Shell Co. was not a cus-

tomer of plaintiff.

Page R. 47-48:

** * * * defendant alleges that the said

Mitchell-Tappen Company, through the said 'de-

fendant, did, in or about the year 1915, sell two

Cooling Towers to the said Shell Company''
* * * (Italics ours.)

TMs is a manifestly untrue statement, as seen by

the correspondence introduced in evidence in the

New York depositions, for it was Braun and not

the Mitchell-Tappen Company that sold to the Shell

Company.

PageR. 48:

'' * * * it admits that on or about JuJi/ 11,

1918, it wrote a letter to Standard Oil Company,

a part of which is quoted substantially in the

said paragraph," * * * (Italics ours.)

Mr. Braun says he has never been able to do busi-

ness with the Standard Oil Company since, though
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with the Shell Company he has done as much as

three hundred thousand ($300,000) dollars worth of

business in a single year.

Page R. 48:

The correspondence passing between Braun's at-

torney and Mr. Foulds, on behalf of plaintiff, is ad-

mitted to be as set out in the answer and justifica-

tion for the unlawful acts sought by this next ad-

mission.

Page R. 48-49:

*****
it admits that no suit was brought

at that time for the reason that defendant,

though requested so to do, refused to give plain-

tiff information as to its acts and plaintiff was
unable to obtain the definite information relat-

ing thereto/' * * * (italics ours.)

This shows the bad faith of plaintiff in lacking

any foundation in fact for its random accusations

against defendant. Such acts are entirely outside

the pale of legal authority.

ADMISSIONS BY ATTEMPTED DENIALS.

Page R. 49:

*** * * it denies that it did, in any man-
ner, unlawfully harass, annoy or attempt to

intimidate any customers or prospective cus-

tomers of defendant herein," * * * (Italics

ours.)
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Page R. 49:

<<* * * plaintiff denies that it had knowl-
edge that a suit, then hronght against defend-
ant, would settle any legal or e(iuitable ques-
tions of difference" * * * (Italics ours.)

Page E. 49:

a* * * ^^ believed at that time and still be-

lieves that the defendant would, by unlawful
and dilatory tactics, attempt to conceal the true
facts and Avould by reason of the distance sepa-
rating the parties geographically," * « «

(Italics ours.)

Quite evidently ''dilatory" tactics have not been

the weapon of the defense.

Page R. 50:

a* * alleges that it has endeavored to pre-

vent the defendant from milawfully and wrong-
fully appropriating the designs and business of

the plaintiff" * * * (Italics ours.)

Page R. 50:

*^all of its statements or representations in the

premises have been and are true'' * * *

(Italics ours.)

Page R. 50:

a* * * denies that it has, in any manner,

unlaivfully threatened any persons, either cus-

tomers, prospective customers, or agents of de-

fendant or otherw^ise, except such proper irarn-

ing notices as mag have been latvfully sent out

in connection tvith the prosecution of the plain-

tiff's laivful business" * * * (Italics ours.)
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This is an ineffectual plea in confession and

avoidance.

Page R. 50:

''* * * it admits that it has alleged and
does now allege that the manufacture or sale of

the pretended cooling totvers of the defendant
constituted and do constitute a violation of the

patent rights of the plaintiff," * * * (Italics

ours.)

It has failed, however, to state what patents or

claims or patent rights were thought to be invaded.

PageR. 51:

*'* * * alleges that it has given the same as

full and complete publicity as was lawful and
proper in connection with the prosecution of its

business'' * * * (Italics ours.)

PageR. 51:

u* * *
j^^ denies that it has, in any manner,

unlawfully sent out letters, communications or

notices relative to its rights under said Letters
Patent and alleges that all of the letters, com-
munications and notices issued by it, have been
lawful and proper" * * * (Italics ours.)

Plaintiff is pleading a legal conclusion. Mani-

festly, if all letters sent out are like the Union Oil

Company letter, then plaintiff stands convicted out

of its own mouth.

PageR. 51-52:

u* * * j^ admits and alleges the fact to be
that it verily believes that this Court ivill grant
injunctions restraining the unlawful use, manu-
facture or sale of infringements of its patents,
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and it admits that it has so stated to users of
cooling towers and devices'' * * * (italics
ours.)

This is an assumption, when given publicity, that

has warranted the restraining hand of the Court.

Page R. 52:
u * * * and it denies that it has, in any man-
ner, sought to improperly or unlawfully intimi-
date any customers of the 'defendant" * * *

(Italics ours.)

It thus admits intimidation and merely pleads a

legal conclusion.

Page R. 52:

a * * * ^^^ 1^ denies that it has made any
unlawful or improper threats" * * * (Ital-

ics ours.)

Page R. 52:

a * * * Q^, ^^^^ ^^ j^^g g^gp threatened or in-

timated an intention to prosecute, tvholesale,

indiscriminate or improper litigation in con-

nection with its said patents or otherwise"
* * * (Italics ours.)

Page R. 52:

*****
it denies that it has, in any manner,

improperly injured or 'damaged the defendant's

legitimate business, and denies that it is in any
manner, causing defendant any loss of any na-

ture, except that it is endeavoring to obtain

from the defendant the profits unlawfully ob-

tained bv it from the manufacture, use and sale

of the plaintiff's de\ices" * * * (Italics

ours.)
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Page E. 52-53:

" * * * denies that the plaintiff's acts will

constitute or cause any loss or damage to the de-

fendant improperly, but alleges the fact to be

that the defendant will he, as a result thereof,

merely deprived of the unlawful, improper and
illegal gains made by it from the infringement
of the plaintiff's patent and the infringements
of plaintiff's rights." * * * (Italics ours.)

Page R. 53:

*****
it denies that it has improperly ad-

vertised or made use of the facts of this suit"
* * * * (Italics ours.)

Page R. 53:

ic* * * alleges that it has, in good faith,

and fairly and with proper and reasonable

cause, done all acts in the premises and denies

that it has, in any manner, improperly harassed
or injured or that it is causing or has caused any
injury unlawfully to the defendant" * * *

(Italics ours.)

Page R. 54:

*' * * * that it has done any act or thing

tending to destroy the business of the defendant
or its reputation or good will unlawfully,'^
* * * * (Italics ours.)

Page R. 54:

***** alleges that any injury or damage
to the reputation or good will of the defendant

will result solely from the defendant's own un-

lawful, malicious and fraudulent acts" * * *

(Italics ours.)
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Page R. 54:

'' * * * it denies that it has, in any man-
ner, attempted to unlaivfully obtain a monopoly
to which it is yiot rightfully and lawfully en-
titled" * * * (Italics ours.)

LEGAL EFFECT OF ADMISSIONS.

The admissions of plaintiff in its reply and its

denial of the legal effect of the allegations in the

answer operate as an admission of the material

facts on which defendant's prayer for relief rests.

Equity Rule 30 provides that the answer must

specifically admit, deny or explain the facts upon

which the plaintiff relies. It is elementary that the

admissions of a defendant are binding upon him.

Facts, not conclusions of law, should be denied,

since denials of conclusions raise no issues.

^'It is not sufficient merely to deny the plead-

ing or a paragraph thereof ; the allegations con-

tained in it must be denied." (31 Cyc. 193-194.)

''The answer must meet the substance and not

merely the form of the charge; otherwise it

will be deemed evasive and for that reason bad.

It must be direct and unequivocal, and must
clearly identify the allegations sought to be

denied. * * * Admissions made in connec-

tion with denials limit their effect;" * *

(31 Cyc. 194.)

''But merely giving a different version of

the matter from that contained in the com-

plaint is not sufficient to put the allegations of

the complaint in issue." (31 Cyc. 194-195.)
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And then, again:

''The denial must be direct; it is not sufficient

to put facts in issue to admit all facts except

those specified." (31 Cyc, 198.)

NEGATIVE PREGNANT.

''A negative pregnant is generally held not

to raise a material issue, and the consequences
are the same as when, for any other reason,

an answer admits plaintiff's allegations without
denying or avoiding them." (31 Cyc. 203.)

^'Denials of Allegations with Qualifying Cir-

cumstances. Where a fact is alleged with quali-

fying or modifying language, and the words of

the allegation are literally denied, it is held
that the qualifying circumstances alone are
denied while the fact itself is admitted. Thus,
where the declaration or complaint alleges facts

as taking place at a certain time, or in a certain

place, or alleges that property or demands are
of a certain value or amount, denials of these
facts so qualified as to time, place, value, or
amount are negatives pregnant, and are deemed
to put in issue only the qualifying circum-
stances. To deny that an act took place at a
certain place or time is to admit that it oc-

curred at some different place or time, and to

deny that property or demands are of a certain

amount or value is to admit them in a different

amomit or value. The mere addition to the de-

nial of the words 'as alleged' has been held to

create a negative pregnant." (31 Cyc. 204-

205.)

"Matters of aggravation must be denied or
they will be deemed admitted." (31 Cyc. 210.)
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If it is held that the pleading of defendant is

in confession and avoidance, then

*^A plea in confession and avoidance or of
new matter in the nature of such a plea does
not deny the allegations of the declaration, but
in legal contemplation confesses them and seeks
to avoid them by new affirmative matter." (31
Cyc. 215.)

"Avoidance. A plea in confession and avoid-

ance or, as it is frequeiitly called, a special

plea, must set up matter which, if true, affords

a full and complete answer to the action. A
plea which confesses without avoiding is bad,

and if the truth of the plea may be admitted
and the action is still maintainable, the plea is

bad. The avoidance must be as broad as the

confession. The general rule is that affirmative

matter must go to avoid the cause of action and
not simply to the amomit, or in mitigation of

damages, although in some jurisdictions it is

held that mider the codes matter in mitigation

may be set up as a partial defense. Matter in

avoidance should consist of facts, not legal con-

clusions, nor matters of evidence." (31 Cyc.

217-218.)

UNFAIR COMPETITION OF PLAINTIFF.

Braun says (R. 313-314)

:

''Mr. TowxsEND. Q. Have the annoyances

that you complain of arising in 1922 abated in

any degree since my letter to M]-. Fleming,

which is in evidence, written last October, 1922 I

''A. Yes.
''Mr. FouLDS. I object to the question on the

ground that I understand that is along the

same lines counsel said he would not press.
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ii\The Court. No; he apparently knows
about it himself. I would think, Mr. Foulds,
that if counsel for the defendant wrote a letter

to a man who was selling your towers in this

territory and that was followed with a com-
munication that that had been sent on to your
company, that that w^ould be sufficient to give
rise to a reasonable inference that that com-
munication from Mr. Townsend to Mr. Flem-
ing was communicated to your company.

^i^Mr. Townsend. Q. Has there been a ces-

sation of complaints from customers since that

time? A. Yes."

(R. 315):

''Q. Are you able to state what financial

damage, if any, your company has suffered by
reason of the admitted acts and representations

of plaintiff r'

(Obj ection ; overruled.

)

(E. 316) :

^*A. I can in certain instances estimate the

amount of damage sustained by us by reason

of the interference with the plaintiff."

(R. 316-317):

^*In the case of the Standard Oil Company,
we had enjoyed a substantial business with the

Standard Oil Company up to the time we were
approached by the Standard Oil Company and
shown a copy of a letter received by the Stand-

ard Oil Company from the plaintiff in this

case; we had had not only cooling tower busi-

ness but other business. Following that time

we have never received any substantial business

from the Standard Oil Company either in cool-

ing towers or other apparatus, with the possible
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exception of some very small spare parts which
they would be obliged to buy from us, being im-
able to obtain them from others.

"In the case of the Standard Oil (.'ompany, I
sought their cooling tower business and other
business, and have not been successful in secur-
ing it. I could estimate the amount of damage
by comparison with the volume of business
w^hich we have received from, for instance, the
Shell Company, a large oil company operating
in California, in one year alone, v^e received
from the Shell Company—."

(R. 317-318):

"The Standard Oil refineries are very diffi-

cult of access, and I have no knowledge regard-

ing what they have purchased."

(R. 320-321) :

"Mr. TowNSEND: Q. Have you any specific

instance such as that spoken of where you had

solicited the business and were unable to get

it on the basis represented'?

"A. I have, in the case of the Union Oil

Company of California. The Union Oil Com-
pany had been, purchasers of our towers, and

we quoted the Union Oil Company on another

cooling tower, and I was informed by the tlien

superintendent of the gas department of the

Union Oil Company—

"

(R. 322) :

"The Court : Where does that letter occur in

your answer?
"Mr. TowNSEND: Paragraph 17, page 13, and

the admission appears in paragraph o of page

3 of plaintiff's reply to the counter-claim.
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''The Court: Oh, yes. Is there any question

about that, Mr. Foulds?
"Mr. FouLDS: We admit that letter."

In answer to plaintiff's objection that defendant's

counter-claim required defendant to plead additional

jurisdictional facts the Court rightly said (R. 324) :

''The Court. I do not think the amendment
is necessary. In paragraph 16 it is alleged that

the amount of lost sales is in excess of $50,000.

"Mr. FouLDS. Yes."

(R. 325)

:

"The Court: No; the trouble with that is,

the plaintiff does not rely entirely or alone upon
the jurisdiction of this court, but it does allege

the diversity of citizenship. It alleges the plain-

tiff to be a citizen of New York and the defend-

ant a citizen of California. Now, the rule is

well settled that where there is a diversity of cit-

izenship alleged in tne complaint that it need
not be repeated in the cross-complaint where
new parties are brought in. The objection is

overruled.
5«- * Sfr * * * *

"I was informed by W. R. Cowan, of the Gas
Division, that they had purchased a tower upon
which we had bid, from the Cooling Tower Com-
pany of New York."

(R. 326) :

"A. Mr. Cowan gave me specific reasons for

not giving us this contract.

"Mr. TowNSEND: Q. Did those reasons per-

tain to any acts or declarations of the plaintiff ?
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"A. They pertained to the acts of N. 0.
Fleming, the representative of the plaintiff."

(Objection.)

*'The Court: He has been connected up here
by documents, Mr. Foulds, which were followed
by actions, so I think that he is sufficiently con-
nected up with the plaintiff."

(R. 327) :

''Mr. TowNSEND: Q. Are you able to state

the value of the tower or towers that you would
otherwise reasonably have expected to sell the
Union Oil Company?"

(Objection overruled.)

a A. I know of two towers sold by the Cool-

ing Tower Company of New York to the Union
Oil Company, which, I believe, had the Union
Oil Company ordered our towers, would have
amounted to about $15,000.

''The Court: For both?
'

' A. The two together.
'

'

(R. 327-328) :

"The Court: Yes, but he testified to more
than that. He says that the Union Oil Com-
pany people told him the reason they did not

give him this business was because of the action

of Mr. Fleming. The fair inference from that

testimony would be that it was along the line

of the letter."

This being a matter dependent on the credibility

of the witness and the Court observing the witness

and accepting him as honest and fair is unassailable

under Adamson v. Gillilmid, 242 U. S. 350.
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MALICIOUS DESTRUCTION OF DEFENDANT'S BUSINESS BY
THREATS OF SUIT AND INTIMIDATION OF CUSTOMERS.

The owner of a patent may not in the guise of

protection of his patent rights destroy the legiti-

mate trade of, nor harass and annoy a competitor,

nor terrorize the trade with letters nor with adver-

tisements, and then not promptly vindicate his

asserted rights.

As said in Atlas Underwear Co. v. Cooper Un-

derwear Co., 210 Fed. 347 (at 350) :

"These cases, while all recognizing the ele-

mentary principle that a patentee has a right

to protect his interest under a patent by noti-

fying the world in general, or any person in

particular, of his rights—cautioning against in-

fringement thereof—recognize and enforce with
equal vigor the principle that a patentee can-

not, under cover of his patent and his incidental

rights, harass and annoy his competitors, seek

to destroy their trade, and thereby accomplish
results legitimately to be accomplished through
the orderly processes of infringement suits.

He may not terrorize the trade by calling atten-

tion to his rights, and seek to enforce such
rights through a succession of threats which he
never attempts to effectuate."

Electric Renovator Mfg. Co. v. Vacuum Cleaner

Co., 189 Fed. 754, 757:

"The bill further avers that by reason of the

threats and notices the complainant has been
damaged in its business and has lost custom-

ers."

"Inasmuch as the allegations of the bill were
supported by affidavits, the court upon proof of

\
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notice to the defendants of the application for
a preliminary injunction, being satisfied that
unfair business methods had been resorted to

and were being resorted to by the defendants,
* * * issued an order 'restraining the de-

fendants, and each of them, their officers, agents
and employes from further in any manner issu-

ing or making any notice, warning, threat or

statement charging the complainant, its officers,

agents or employes, or any one engaged in sell-

ing or using vacuum cleaning apparatus manu-
factured by complainant, with infringement.' "

Farquhar Co, v. National Harrow Co., 102 Fed.

714, is a case where defendant sent out warning

letters for several years, the same as in this case,

without bringing suit to establish the validity of

its patents. To which the Circuit Court of Ap-

peals, Fifth Circuit, says (at 715) :

''Where notices are given or circulars dis-

tributed in good faith to warn against in-

fringement, no wroiig whatever is committed;

but where, as is here averred, they are not

made or issued mth such intent, but in bad

faith, and solely for the purpose of destroying

the business of another, a very different case

is presented. In such a case property rights

are fraudulently assailed, and a coui-t of chan-

cery, whose interposition is invoked for their

protection, should not refuse to accord it.

Emack V. Kane (C. C.) 34 Fed. 46; Kelley v.

Manufacturing Co. (C C.) 44 Fed. 23; 10 L.

R. A. 686; Casey v. Union (C. C.) 45 Fed. 135,

12 L. R. A. 193; Toledo, A. A. & N. M. Ry.

Co. V. Pennsylvania Co. (C. C.) 54 Fed. 730,

19 L. R. A. 387; Computing Scale Co. v. Na-

tional Computing Scale Co. (C. C.) 79 Fed.

962; Lewin v. Light Co. (C. C.) 81 Fed. 904;

Railway Co. v. McComieU (C. C.) 82 Fed. 65;
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Adriance, Piatt & Co. v. National Harrow Co.

(C. C.) 98 Fed. 118; In re Debs."

It should be borne in mind that these charges of

infringement and threats of suit have been sent out

by plaintiff over a period of several years; that the

acts of Braun & Co. have been open and in good

faith; that defendant has expressly called upon

plaintiff to vindicate its alleged rights in the Courts

;

that plaintiff failed to attempt to enforce its alleged

rights until forced to bring this present suit; con-

tinuing meanwhile to send threatening letters and

to make slanderous statements to the customers of

defendant.

As said by Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Second Circuit in Adriance, Piatt <& Co. v. National

Harrow Co., 121 Fed. 827 (at 830) :

''The question whether the patent owner is

acting in good faith in advertising his claims

to the manufacturer's customers by circulars

or letters can seldom be determined from the

contents of the communication alone, and, like

all questions of intent, must generally be de-

termined by the extrinsic facts. It is always
easy to frame such circulars in guarded terms,
which will not commit the sender to any definite

libelous charges, omitting specific statements of
fact, and subtituting statements of opinion ; and
-when they are sent for an illegitimate purpose
they are likely to be so framed. * * *

''As, ordinarily, the patent owner would be
prompt and zealous to assert his claims, if he
halts and purposely procrastinates, and at-

tempts to effect by threats and manifestoes
that which he can compel by the strong hand
of the law, a strong inference arises that he has
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not any real confidence in his pretensions. This
inference becomes irresistible if he refuses to

bring suit during a considerable period of time
when the alleged infringement is open, notori-

ous, and defiant, and so extensive as to threaten
destruction to his alleged exclusive rights.
* * * In view of its failure to bring an in-

fringement action, under circumstances which
made an action practically compulsory, the de-
fendant cannot shelter itself behind the theory
that its circulars and letters were merely legiti-

mate notices of its rights."

Where a manufacturer, as in the case of defend-

ant Braun & Co., manufactures numerous articles

other than those involved in this suit, letters of

the character described terrorize his general trade

and alienate the good will of his customers in all

his various lines of business.

Freeman-Sweet Co. v. Luminous Unit Co.,

253 Fed. 958 (C. C. A. 7th).

We respectfully submit that the portion of the

decree appealed from by the defendant should be

reversed and the Braun patent held valid and in-

fringed ; and that the remainder of the decree should

be affirmed and the bill of the plaintiff dismissed

wdth costs to defendant.

Respectfully submitted,

Chas. E. Townsend,

Attorney and Solicitor for Defendant-

Cross Appellant.

Wm. a. Loftus,

Of Counsel.
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In the District Court of the United States, District

of Montana.

>^o. 222—IN EQUITY.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,

vs.

SIDNEY E. lO^IOHT,
Defendant.

BE IT REMEMBERED, That on June 22, 1922,

bill of complaint was duly filed herein,^ being in the

words and figures following, to wit
: [2]

"Renumber appearing at foot of page of original certified Tran-

script of Eecord.



United States of America

In the District Court of the United States, for the

District of Montana, Helena Division.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,

vs.

SIDNEY E. KNIGHT,
Defendant.

COMPLAINT.
To the Honorable Judge of the District Court of the

United States, for the District of Montana:

COMES NOW the United States of America, the

plaintiff herein, and by and through its attorney,

John L. Slattery, United States Attorney for the

District of Montana, brings this, its bill, against

Sidne}^ E. Knight, a citizen of the United States of

America, and a resident of Capetown, Union of

South Africa; and for its cause of action, plaintiff

states:

T.

That on the 5th day of November, 1900, at the

city of Helena, in the county of Lewis and Clark, in

the State and District of Montana, and within the

jurisdiction of this Court, by proceedings duly had

in the District Court of the First Judicial District

of the State of Montana, in and for the said County

of Lewis and Clark, and in a proceeding then and

there pending in said court, entitled "In the Matter

of the Application of Sidney E. Knight, an alien,

to become a citizen of the United States of Amer-

ica," it was' by the said Court duly ordered, adjudged

I
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and decreed that the said Sidney E. Knight, tlic de-

fendant herein, be, and he was thereby, admitted

and declared to be a citizen of the United States

[3] of America; and the said Court was tlicn Mud

there competent to exercise, and then and there was

exercising, jurisdiction in naturalization proceed-

ings under the laws of the United States of America.

II.

That on said 5th day of November, 1<J(K), by virtue

of the said order, judgment and decree of the said

Court, the said defendant, who, prior thereto, was a

subject of Victoria, Queen of Great Britain and

Ireland, became, and ever sbace has been, a natural-

ized citizen of the United States of America, and

on said date, a certificate of such citizenship was

duly issued by the said Court to the defendant

herein.

in.

That a copy of a duly certified copy of the said

order, judgment and decree, is hereunto annexed,

and referred to, and by this reference is made a

part of this complaint, as fully, and in all respects

as though set out herein at length.

IV.

That within five vears after the issuance of said

certificate of citizenship to the defendant herein,

and on or about the month of September, IDOl, the

said defendant herein went to a foreign country

to wit, South Africa, and in said month, took and

established a pennanent --lonce therenYnd

since said month of September, 1001, the defendant
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has resided, and still resides in said foreign country,

to wit, South Africa.

V.

That the said certificate of citizenship was fraud-

ulently and illegally procured by the defendant, in

that the defendant, at the time he procured the issu-

ance of the same, did not intend to become a perma-

nent resident of the United States of America, but

he intended only to obtain [4] said certificate as

indicia of such citizenship, in order that he might

enjoy the rights and protection of a citizen of the

United States of America, and yet within five years

thereafter take up and maintain a permanent resi-

dence in a foreign country.

WHEREFORE, plaintiif prays that the said cer-

tificate of citizenship so issued to the defendant, be

set aside and cancelled as fraudulent; that plaintiff

recover its costs herein, and for such other and fur-

ther relief as to the Court may seem just and equi-

table in the premises.

JOHN L. SLATTERY,
United States Attorney for the District of Montana.

[5]

United States of America,

State of Montana,—ss.

John L. Slattery, being first duly sworn, on his

oath deposes and says:

That is the duly appointed, qualified and acting

United States Attorney for the District of Montana

;

that he is the attorney for the plaintiff herein; that

he has read the foregoing complaint and knows the
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contents thereof, and that the same is tnio t.. the
best of his knowledi-e, information and belief.

(Signed) JOHN L. SLATTKRY.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 22d dav
of June, 1922.

[^eal] C. R. GARLOW,
Clerk of United States Court, District nf Montana

[6]

In the District Court of the First Judicial District

of the State of Montana.

Present: Hon. HENRY C. SMITH, ,]m\^v.

In Open Court, This 5th Day of November, A. D.

1900.

In the Matter of the Application of SIDNEY E.

KNIGHT, an Alien, to Become a Citizen of

the United States of America.

It appearing to the satisfaction of this Court, l»y

the oaths of Elmer Woodman, and M. M. Potter,

citizens of the United States of America, witnesses

for that purpose, first duly sworn and examined,

that Sidney E. Knight, a native of p:ngland, has

resided within the limits and under the jurisdiction

of the United States five years at k'ast, hist past;

and within the State of Montana for one year, hist

past; and that during all of said five yeai-s' time he

has behaved as a man of good moral (duiracter, at-

tached to the principles of the Constitution of tlie

United States, and well disposed to the good order

and happiness of the same; and it also appearing

to the Court, by competent evidence, that the said
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applicant has heretofore, and more than two years

since, and in due form of law, declared his intention

to become a citizen of the United States; and hav-

ing now here, before this court, taken an oath that

he will support the Constitution of the United

States of America, and that he doth absolutely and

entirely renounce and adjure all allegiance and fidel-

ity to every foreign Prince, Potentate, State or Sov-

ereignty whatever, and particularly to

VICTORIA, Queen of Great Britain and Ireland,

It is therefore ordered, adjudged and decreed,

that the said

SIDNEY E. KNIGHT [7]

be, and he is, hereby admitted and declared to be

a citizen of the United States of America.

(Signed) HENRY C. SMITH,
Judge.

Signature: S. E. KNIGHT (Signed).

Office of the Clerk of the District Court of the First

Judicial District of the State of Montana, in

and for the 'County of Lewis and Clark,—ss.

I, the undersigned. Clerk of the District Court of

the First Judicial District of the State of Montana,

in and for the county of Lewis and Clarke, said

'Court being a court of record having common

law jurisdiction, and a clerk and seal, do certify

that the above is a true copy of the Act of Naturali-

zation of Sidney E. Knight, as the same appears

upon the records of said court now in my office.

In Testimony Whereof, I have hereunto set my
hand and affixed the seal of said court, this 2d day

of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand
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nine hundred and twenty-two, and in the voar of
our Independence the one hundred and fortV-sixth

[Seal] (Signed) WH.L WIIALEN,

riork.
By (Signed) C. T. 'COTTIXnirAM.

Deputy ricrk.

Filed June 22, 1922. C. R. Garlow, Clerk.

Thereafter, and on June 22, 1922, a siil)po(.na in

equity was duly issued herein, bcini,^ in the words
and figures following, to wit : [8]

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

In the District Court of the United States, for the

District of Montana.

IN EQUITY.

SUBPOENA.
The President of the United States of America,

GREETING: To Sidney E. Knight, Defendant:

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, That in

said District Court of the United States aforesaid,

at the courtroom in Federal BuildinLC at Heh'na,

Montana, on the day specified in tlie nieni(a*anduni

below, you answer or otherwise plead to a bill of

complaint exhibited against you in said court by

The United States of America, complainant, and to

do and receive what the said Court shall have con-

sidered in that behalf:

This is a suit to cancel a certiticate of naturaliza-

tion issued to vou on the 5th day (»f Novcnil)«T, IJHX),
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in the city of Helena, in the county of Lewis and
Clark, in the State and District of Montana, by vir-

tue of which certificate of naturalization you then

became a citizen of the United States of America.

The bill of complaint alleges that within five

years after the issuance of said certificate of natu-

ralization, and on or about the month of September,

1901, you went to a foreign country, to wit, South

Africa, and in said month you took up and estab-

lished a permanent residence therein, and ever [9]

since said month of September, 1901, you have resided

and still reside in said South Africa; and that you

procured the said certificate of naturalization fraud-

ulently and illegally in that at the time you procured

the issuance of the said certificate you did not in-

tend to become a permanent resident of the United

States of America, but intended only to obtain such

certificate as indicia of such citizenship in order

that you might enjoy the rights and protection of a

citizen of the United States of America, and yet

within five years after the issuance of such certifi-

cate, to take up and maintain a permanent residence

in a foreign country.

WITNESS, the Honorable GEO. M. BOURQUIN,
Judge of the District Court of the United States for

the District of Montana, this 22d day of June, in the

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and

twenty-two and of our Independence the 146th.

[Seal] C. R. GARLOW,
Clerk.
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MEMORANDUM PURSUANT TO IM I.K 12,

SUPREME COURT U. S.

YOU ARE HEREBY RKQUIHEl) to file your

answer or other defense in the chTk's oftice uf said

court on or before the sixtieth day after servieo,

excluding the day thereof; otherwise the ))ill may

be taken pro confesso.

[Seal] C. R. GAHLOW,
Clerk.

JOHN L. SLATTERY,
United States Attorney,

Solicitor for Complainant, Helena.

Montana.

Filed Oct. 21st, 1922. C. R. Garlow, Clerk. [H'l

Thereafter, and on June 22, 1922. ««'";"'";

publication of subpoena and praecipe was duly filc-l

herein, being in the words and figures folU.wn,,, to

wit: [11]

In the District Court of the United States, for >he

District of Montana, Helena Divis.m..

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
^^^^^^^^^^^,

VS.

SIDNEY E. KNIGHT,
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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AFFIDAVIT FOR PUBLICATION OF SUB-
POENA.

United States of America,

State of Montana and County of Lewis and

Clark,—ss.

John L. Slatter}^, being first duly sworn, on his

oath deposes and says:

That he is the duly appointed, qualified, and act-

ing United States Attorney for the District of Mon-

tana; that he is the attorney for the plaintiff herein;

that the above-entitled cause is pending in the

above-entitled court; that affiant is informed, be-

lieves and therefore alleges the fact to be, that the

iefendant herein, Sidney E. Knight, does not reside

in the United States of America, but does reside at

Capetown, in the Union of South Africa, and is

3.bsent from the United States of America; that a

3ause of action exists in favor of the United States

)f America, and against the defendant in said cause,

;o wit, Sidney E. Knight, who is the defendant with

respect to whom the service of the subpoena herein

s to be made; that the said Sidney E. Knight is a

accessary and proper party to the action, now pend-

ng in this court, and entitled as aforesaid.

JOHN L. SLATTERY,
Attorney for the Plaintiff.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 22d day

)f June, 1922.

[Seal] C. R. GARLOW,
]lerk of the United States Court, District of Mon-

tana. [12]
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In the District Court of the United States, ioi- the

District of Montana, Helena Division.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
PhiintifT,

vs.

SIDNEY E. KNiaHT,
Defendant.

PRAECIPE.

To the Clerk of the Above-entitled Court:

Now, upon the tiling of the foregoing affidavit in

the above-entitled case, the above-named plaintiff

requires you to cause the service of the subpoena

herein to be made bv publication thereof.

JOHN L. SLATTERY,

Attorney for the Plaintiff Herehi.

Filed June 22, 1922. C. R. Garlow, Clerk.

Thereafter, and on June 22, 1<)22, order for pul)h-

cation was duly made and filed herein, being m the

words and figures following, to wit: [13]

In the District Court of the United States, for the

District of Montana, Helena Division.

THE UNITED STATES OF
^^^^^^'^^^^^^f^;^.^^^^^^.

vs.

SIDNEY E. KNIGHT,
^^^^^^^__,^
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ORDER FOR PUBLICATION.

The plaintiff herein, having filed herein the affi-

davit of its attorney, John L. Slattery, United

States Attorney for the District of Montana, in

which affidavit it is stated that the defendant in

this case, to v^it, Sidney E. Knight, does not reside

in the United States of America, but does reside at

Capetov^n, in the Union of South Africa; and that

a cause of action exists in favor of the United States

of America and against the said Sidney E. Knight,

the defendant in respect to whom the service of the

subpoena herein is to be made; and that the said

Sidney E. Knight is a necessary and proper party

to this action; and the plaintiff upon filing such affi-

davit, having filed a praecipe requiring the clerk

of this court to cause the service of the subpoena

herein to be made by publication thereof; and the

above-entitled court being the court in which this

case was commenced, it is hereby ORDERED
That the service of the subpoena herein be made

by publication thereof in "Montana Record Her-

ald," the newspaper which is hereby designated as

most likely to give notice to the said Sidney E.

Knight, who is the person to be served by such sub-

poena, and that such subpoena be published at least

3nce a week for four successive weeks; the said

aewspaper being [14] published at Helena, in

]he State and District of Montana.

Dated June 22, 1922.

C. R. OARLOW,
Jlerk of the United States Court, District of Mon-

tana.

Filed June 22, 1922. 0. R. Garlow, Clerfe
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Thereafter, and on October 21, 1922, amdavil nf

mailing copy of subpoena and bill of complaint was

duly filed herein, being in the words and figures

following, to wit: [15]

In the District Court of the United States for the

District of Montana, Helena Division.

EQUITY—No. 222.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,

vs.

SIDNEY E. KNIOHT,
Defendant.

AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING.

State of Montana,

County of Lewis & Clark,—ss.

€. R. Garlow, being first duly sworn, on his oath

deposes and says: That during all the times herein

mentioned he was and still is the duly appointed,

qualified and acting clerk of the United Staes Dis-

trict Court for the Distrust of Montana; that the,

bill of complaint in the above-entitled cause wa.

filed in the office of the clerk of said chstr.^^^^^^^^^^^^^

on the 22d day of June, 1922, and that a -h . na

dulv entitled in said cause, was on said --d a.

June, after the fifing of said hiU ol

J-^^
issued by affiant as such cler, and thc^U^^^^^^

on said date, affia.^

^^^V H^ ^-La,
the United States Postoffice at IUHua,
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a copy of the said subpoena and the said bill of

complaint contained in an envelope, with the post-

age thereon fully prepaid, directed to the above-

named Sidney E. Knight, the person to be served,

at his place of residence, the said envelope being

addressed as follows:

''Sidney E. Knight,

Capetown,

Union of South Africa."

That the said envelope containing said copies was

duly registered as registered mail, and that upon

registering [16] the same and mailing the same

as aforesaid, affiant received the annexed registry

receipt.

C. R. GARLOW,
Clerk United States District Court, District of

Montana.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21st day

of October, 1922.

[Seal] IRVIN BAER,
Notary Public for the State of Montana, Residing

at Helena, Montana.

My commission expires February 1, 1925.

Filed Oct. 21st, 1922. C. R. Garlow, Clerk.

That on July 19, 1922, affidavit of publication of

.subpoena in equity was filed, being in the words and

figures following, to wit : [17]
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AFFIDAVIT OF PUBLICATION OF sriV
POENA IN EQUITY.

AFFIDAVIT OF PUBLIOATIOX.

State of Montana,

County of Lewis and Clark.—ss.

A. Looby, being duly sworn, says he is the fore-

man of the Montana Record Publishinc: Company,

a corporation, the printer of the "Afoutaiia Record-

Herald," a daily newspaper pu])lished in the city

of Helena, county of Lewis and Clark, and State

of Montana; that the annexed notice is a true copy

of a notice which was published in said newspaper

once a week for a period of four weeks coiniucn-

cing on the 23d day of June, 1922, and ending: on

the 14th day of July, 1922.

A. TX)OBV.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this loth day

of July, 1922.

[Seal] C. A. McLAUC.llLlN,

Notary Public for the State of ^Montana, Kesidinj,-

at Helena, Montana.

My commission expires January 17, li)24.

IN EQUITY.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

In the District Court of the Uuitcd States for the

District of Montana.

The President of the United States of America,

Greeting-: To Sidney E. Kni.udit, Defendant:

You are hereby commanded. That in said district
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court of the United States aforesaid, at the court-

room in federal building at Helena, Mont., on the

day specified in the memorandum below, you answer

or otherwise plead to a bill of complaint exhibited

against you in said court by the United 'States of

Ajnerica, complainant, and to do and receive what

the said court shall have considered in that behalf.

This is a suit to cancel a certificate of naturaliza-

tion issued to you on the fifth day of November,

1900, in the city of Helena, in the county of Lewis

ind Clark, in the state and district of Montana,

by virtue of which certificate of naturalization you

:hen became a citizen of the United States of

A.merica.

The bill of complaint alleges that within five years

ifter the issuance of said certificate of naturaliza-

tion, and on or about the month of September,

L901, you went to a foreign country, to wit. South

A.frica, and in said month you took up and estab-

ished a permanent residence therein, and ever since

said month of September, 1901, you have resided

md will reside in said South Africa; and that you

Drocured said certificate of naturalization fraudu-

ently and illegally in that at the time you procured

:he issuance of the said certificate you did not in-

tend to become a permanent resident of the United

states of America, but intended only to obtain such

certificate as indicia of such citizenship in order

;hat you might enjoy the rights and protection of

I citizen of the United States of America, and yet

vithin five years after the issuance of such certifi-
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cate, to take up and maintain a ix'i-ninnont resi-

dence in a foreign country.

Witness, the Hon. GEORGE M. BOUKQUIN,
Judge of the district court of the United States for

the district of Montana, this twenty-second day of

June, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine

hundred and twenty-two and of our independence

the 146th.

[Seal] C. R. GARLOW,
Clerk.

MEMORANDUM PURSUANT TO RULE 12,

SUPREME COURT U. S.

You are hereby required to file your answer or

other defense in the clerk's office of said court on or

before the sixtieth day after service, exchiding the

day thereof; otherwise the bill may be taken pro

confesso.

[Seal] C. R. GARLOW,
Clerk.

JOHN L. SLATTERY,
United States Attorney,

Solicitor for iComplainant, Helena, Mont.

First publication June 23, 1922.

(Letter-head of Office of United States Attorney-

District of Montana.)

Clerk U. S. District Court,

Helena, Montana.

Dear Sir:

RE: U. S. vs. Sidney E. Knight.

Herewith I enclose affidavit of publication of tlie

summons in the above cause, showing tliat tlie

same was published in the -Montana Record Her-
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aid," at the city of Helena, once a week for four

successive weeks, commencing on June 23, 1922, and

ending on July 14, 1922. You will please file the

affidavit in the above cause.

'Eespectfully yours,

JOHN L. SLATTERY,
United States Attorney.

JLIS/IS.

Filed July 19, 1922. C. R. Gailow, Clerk. [18]

Thereafter, and on June 16, 1923, an order pro

confesso was duly filed and entered herein, being

in the words and figures following, to wit: [19]

In the District Court of the United States, District

of Montana, Helena Division.

ElQUITY—No. 222.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,

vs.

SIDNEY E. KNIGHT,
Defendant.

ORDER PRO CONFESSO.
The defendant herein, Sidney E. Knight, having

been duly and regularly served with the subpoena

in equity herein on the 14th day of July, 1922, and

having failed to file an answer or other pleading,

or make any appearance of any kind in this cause,

within sixty days from and after said 14th day of

July, 1922;
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NOW, THEREFORE, on motion of J,>]hi 1..

Slattery, United States Attorney for tlic District

of Montana, and the attorney foi* the plaint ifT

herein,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND DECRKKI)
that the bill herein be taken as confessed as to the

defendant herein, Sidney E. Knight.

Dated June 16, 1923.

BOURQUIN,
Judge.

Filed June 16, 1923. C. R. Garlow, Clerk. I^y

K H. Walker, Deputy. [20]

Thereafter, and on August 1, 1923, the decision

of the Court was duly filed herein, being in the

words and figures followhig, to wit: [21]

In the District Court of the United States, District

of Montana, Helena Division.

EQUITY—No. 222.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiif,

vs.

SIDNEY E. KNIOHT,
Defendant.

DECISION.

This suit is to cancel defendant's ccrtiricatc of

citizenship. Subpoena was served l.y pul»lication,

defendant made default, and final lu-aimg is ex
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parte. Nevertheless, the inescapable responsibility

of Courts for their decisions, and their like obliga-

tion to righteousness therein, whether cases are

ex parte or contested, demand careful scrutiny of

the integrity of the proceedings and of the suffi-

ciency of the evidence. Hence, brief references to

features that otherwise might be deemed fatal de-

fects that escaped the Court. It does not appear

the suit is upon any of the affidavits of Sec. 15, Act

June 29, 1906, but whether the suit could be main-

tained in the absence of statute (Johannessen vs.

U. S. 225 U. S. 240), the affidavit is not jurisdic-

tional.

See U. S. vs. Leles, 227 Fed. 190.

The statute is inclusive, not exclusive, and like

statutes for actions on complaints by private prose-

cutors, does not preclude public prosecutors from

proceeding of their own motion to enforce the laws.

The complaint alleges defendant procured the

certificate in this judicial district in November,

1900, went to South Africa in September, 1901,

established permanent residence there, [22] at all

times hitherto and now there maintained. No ref-

erence is made to defendant's last known residence

in this country, and so it does not, as it should, af-

firmatively appear by direct and positive averment

that this court has jurisdiction of subject matter

and person of defendant. Altho sec. 15 does not

expressly prescribe venue of a suit against a de-

fendant resident abroad at his last known residence

in this country, that is its import when as usual is

considered its implications, analogies, the substan-
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tial nature of the issue, the purpose of voiuie and
notice and the circumstances affecting- })()tli. Ob-

viously, Congress did not intend, contrary to piiii-

ciple and precedent, suit and notice elsewlieic .nid

haphazard from Alaska to Florida.

It may be the pleader counted on a presuiiiption

that defendant's residence in this judicial district,

when certificate issued, continued until lie went

abroad, and it may be that the omission could he

remedied by amendment. Upon either supposition

the merits may be determined. Preliminary

thereto, the query in U. 'S. vs. Sharrock, 276 Fed. 31,

whether if a citizen abroad is jurisdiction here to

litigate status and whether is due process in ser-

vice of subpoena by publication, is answered yes.

The relations between state and citizen, the latter 's

obligations to the former, are unchanged by his

absence. The state is where he left it. lie is

bound to hear and to respond to its call to render

service of allegiance and to account for default

therein at any time in any place. It is not obliged

to pursue him with personal notice, but may adopt

publication or other convenient method. For the

state's purposes the res and situs of the relation

between it and the absent citizen remain in the

territory of the state. There is analogy in niai-

riage and divorce. Hence, jurisdiction and dwv

process.

Adverting to the merits, the charge, on informa-

tion [23] and belief, is that defendant fraudu-

lently procured the certificate in that he tlien "did

not intend to become a permanent resident of the
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United States" (the statute is ''permanent citizen,"

perhaps equivalent terms. See Luria vs. U. S., 231

U. S. 9). The only evidence is a copy of the cer-

tificate of citizenship, and a narrative by plaintiff's

counsel at Cape Town, certified by its Department

of State and presented by the district attorney, as

follows

:

"I, Charles J. Pisar, Vice Consul of the United

States of America, at Cape Town, Union of South

Africa, hereby certifj^ that I am personally ac-

quainted with Sidney Ernest Knight, who resides

at Cape Town; that he stated under oath on May
26, 1917, when he registered as an American citi-

zen at the American Consulate General at Cape

Town, that he was born in London on September

24, 1875 ; that he came to the United States in May,

1890; that he was a naturalized American citizen,

submitted his naturalization certificate, issued by

the First Judicial Court at Helena, Montana, on

November 5, 1900, in proof thereof; that he came

to 'Cape Town on September 13, 1901, for the pur-

pose of representing the Mercantile Agency, R. G.

Dun & Company, of 290 Broadway, New York City,

which firm he has constantly represented in South

Africa since, and that he intended to return to the

United States for permanent residence whenever

his employers so desired.

I further certify that on October 25, 1920, Mr.

Knight appeared at the American Consulate Gen-

eral at Cape Town, bearing passport No. 32218/11

issued to him by the Government of the Union of

South Africa on October 19, 1920, with a request
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for a visa thereto to eiia])le him to proceed to the

United States in connection witli tlie business of

the firm he represents, and that siicli a visa wns
granted by Vice Consul Charles W. Allen, to whom
Mr. Knight was not personally known to be a citizen

of the United States.

I further certify that answering an invitation

to call at the American Consulate Genci-al, Mr.

Knight appeared on Octoher 26, 1921, and \\\)()u

being questioned concerning his citizenship, stated

to me that he applied for a British passport in Oc-

tober, 1920, for specific reasons which he declined

to di\ailge, that when he applied for said passport

he was not required to take an oath of allegiance

to the British Crown, or to swear to the declaration

made in applying for the passport ; that he admitted

that he has now lived for twenty years in South

Africa, returning to the United States but once

during this period, and that he did not know when

he would return for permanent residence; that he

had voted on several occasions at elections in South

Africa, and that he has acquired interest in local

community affairs and intended to [24] tjil^e an

active part therein during his residence here.

I further certify that Mr. Knight left the United

States within less than one year after completing

his naturalization as a citizen of the United States

of America, and while he has been representing

American interests in South Africa, he has failed

to adhere to his oath of allegiance as an American

citizen, and that his naturalization as an American
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citizen was fraudulently obtained, and should be

revoked.

I further certify that Mr. Knight refused to sur-

render his Certificate of Naturalization.

Given under my hand and official seal at city of

Cape Tovm, Union of South Africa, this 29th day

of October, A. D. 1921. '^

[Seal] OHARfLEiS J. PISAR,
Vice-Consul of the United States of America.

Section 15 provides that if any naturalized citi-

zen within five years after issuance of certificate,

takes "permanent residence" abroad, 'Mt shall be

considered prima facie evidence of a lack of in-

tention on the part of such alien to become a per-

manent citizen of the United States at the time of

filing his application for citizenship, and, in the

absence of countervailing evidence, it shall be suffi-

cient in the proper proceeding to authorize the

cancellation of his certificate of citizenship as

fraudulent"; that consuls "shall from time to

time, through the Department of State, furnish the

Department of Justice with the names of those

within their respective jurisdictions who have such

certificates of citizenship and who have taken per-

manent residence" therein, "and such statements,

duly certified, shall be admissible in evidence in all

courts in proceedings to cancel certificates of citi-

zenship. '

'

The statute (1) creates a rebuttal presumption

(perhaps) of past intent by proof of subsequent

acts, and (2) imposes a duty on consuls and gives

evidentiary competency to some of their ex parte
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and extrajudicial statements. It invades llic I;i\v

against hearsay evidence, always a dangerous inno-

vation, and is not to be extended by imi)lication.

At the same time to serve its purpose of in forma-

tion [25] and to facilitate proof, the statute nnist

be reasonably construed. The com]x^tency it cre-

ates can extend no farther than the duty, viz., to

furnish names of naturalized citizens of perma-

nent residence, in consuls' respective jurisdictions.

Xot everything the consul incorporates in liis nar-

rative will be competent and admissible, l)ut only

that which is relevant, material and competent,

were the consul testifying on oath to the facts it

is his statutory duty to report and none other. Ac-

cordingly, the narrative aforesaid is evidence only

as follows: that May 26, 1917, at the consuhite in

€ape Town, defendant registered as an American

citizen and on oath declared as follows; his nanu^

and time and place of naturalization; tliat lie ar-

rived in Cape Town on September 13, 1901, in l)usi-

ness representation of a noted New York concern,

had since continuously represented it in South Ai-

rica, and intended to return to the United States

for permanent residence whenever his employer so

desired; that Oct. 26, 1922, defendant, at said con-

sulate, admitted that in October, 1920, lie lia.l ap-

plied for a British passport, had lived twenty years

in South Africa, in that time bad rctuiiuMl to the

United States but once, did not know when he would

return for permanent residence, had voted in South

Africa, and was interested in conmumity affairs

and intended to be active therein: and that defend-
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ant refused to surrender his certificate of citizen-

ship. Other of the consul's narrative, hearsay, con-

clusions, advice, etc., is without evidentiary com-

petency and value save to the extent it discloses the

overzeal if not irritation and prejudice of an af-

fronted man, and inspires more than usual caution

in appraising trustworthiness in reporting more or

less remote conversations with an accused and ad-

missions imputed to him. If, however, the con-

sul's report of defendant's declarations and [26]

admissions be taken at face value, it fails to prove

the vital fact that alone may invoke the presump-

tion of defendant's fraud in procuring the certifi-

cate. Even if the declarations and admissions of

past acts but of only present intent, suffice to prove

that then presently defendant was a permanent

resident in South Africa, they fall short of proving

that such permanent residence began twelve—seven-

teen years theretofore and within five years after

certificate issued,—the vital fact as aforesaid. The

mere fact that eleven months after certificate issued,

the citizen in his employer's business goes abroad,

in it is detained twelve years, then avows his in-

tent to return to the United States for permanent

residence when his employer desired, and refuses

to surrender his certificate of citizenship to one

who officiously demands it, are not proof that the

citizen by act and intent abandoned his domicile

in the United States and acquired a domicile abroad,

all within five years after certificate issued. They

are reasonably consistent with domicile in the

United States until the time of the declaration if
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not always, and by reason of them is no backward

presumption otherwise. A change of abode witli

present intent to return to the former al)()de uj»uu

the contemplated happening- of an event, in the

indefinite future, as business despatched, liealtli

recovered, employment ended, employer's recall, is

not a change of residence or domicile. If, how-

ever, a person removes to another place with present

intent to abide there indefinitely and not merely

until contemplated happening of a contingency as

aforesaid, he abandons his old residence or domicile

in the place from which he removed, and accjuires

new residence or domicile in the place to which he

removed, notwithstanding he may entertain a vague,

floating intent or hope to some time return to the

former place. The distinction and difference are

that in legal contemplation [27] the first case

is a present intent to return and independent of

future determinations; whereas, the second case is

a mere present expectation or hope to return, and

wholly dependent upon future state of mind. The

latter, unlike the former, does not rise to the dig-

nity of that "present intent" which is a vital ele-

ment of residence or domicile.

See Williamson vs. Osenton, 232 U. S. 619.

Gilbert vs. Davis, 235 U. S. 561.

It must be borne in mind these proceedings are

to annul a solemn judicial grant of and by the

United States to defendant, and "nothing will war-

rant cancellation of his grant of citizenshii) hut

clear, unequivocal and convincing evidence, that

in quantity and quality inspires confidence and
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produces conviction of the truth of the charge, vir-

tually beyond reasonable doubt."

U. S. vs. Sharrock, 276 Fed. 32.

The evidence in this case is short of that high

character. Like comment applies to the admissions

of voting and community interest. All may have

been presently.

Taken as a whole, the evidence fails to persuade

the conscience of the chancellor that justice would

be done by a decree against defendant, and so the

decree is for him.

Aug. 1, 1923.

BOURQUIN, J.

Filed August 1, 1923. C. R. Garlow, Clerk.

Thereafter, and on August 11, 1923, decree was

duly filed and entered herein, being in the words

and figures following, to wit: [28]

In the District Court of the United States, in and

for the District of Montana.

No. 222.

UNITED STATES
vs.

SIDNEY E. KNiaHT.

DECREE.
This cause came on to be heard at this term, and

was submitted without argument; and thereupon,

upon consideration thereof, it was ordered, adjudged

and decreed as follows: That the Court finds the
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issues in favor of defendant and against plaintiiT,

and thereupon concludes that plaintiff is not en-

titled to recover and the proceedings should be and
are dismissed.

August 11, 1923.

BOURQUTN,
Judf![C.

Entered and filed Aug. 11, 1923. C. R. Garlow,

Clerk.

Thereafter, and on December 7, 1923, petition for

appeal and order allowing same was duly filed

herein, being in words and figures following, to wit:

[29]

In the District Court of the United States, District

of Montana, Helena Division.

EQUITY—No. 222.

THE UNITED STATES OF A^IERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

SIDNEY E. KNIOHT,
Defendant.

PETITION FOR APPEAL.

To the Honorable GEORGE M. BOURQUIN, Judge

of the United States District Court Aforesaid:

The United States of America, plaintiff above

named, feeling itself aggrieved by the decree made

and entered in this cause on the 11th day of August,

A. D. 1923, does hereby appeal from said decree to

the United States Circuit Court of Ap])cals for the
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Ninth Circuit, for the reasons specified in the as-

signment of error, which is filed herewith, and prays

that its appeal be allowed and that a transcript of

the record, proceedings and papers upon which said

decree was based, duly authenticated, may be sent

to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the Ninth Circuit, sitting at San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, and for such other and further order as to

the Court may seem just and meet.

(Signed) JOHN L. SLATTEKY,
United States Attorney, District of Montana,

Attorney for Plaintiff. [30]

The foregoing petition is hereby granted and ap-

peal allowed to the United States of America.

Done in open court at Great Falls, Montana, this

7 day of December, 1923.

(Signed) BOURQUIN,
Judge.

Filed Dec. 7, 1923. C. R. Garlow, Clerk. By

H. H. Walker, Deputy.

Thereafter, and on December 7, 1923, assignment

of errors was duly filed herein, being in the words

and figures followdng,- to wit: [31]

In the District 'Court of the United States, District

of Montana, Helena Division.

EQUITY—No. 222.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,

vs.

SIDNEY E. KNIGHT,
Defendant.
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ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS.

Now, and on this 7tli day of December, 192:^,

comes the United States of America, the phiintiri"

in this cause, by John L. Slattery, United States

Attorney for the District of Montana, and in con-

nection with the petition of i)laintift' for an appeal

herein, hereby makes the following assignment of

errors, which plaintiff avers occurred in this cause:

I.

The Court erred in finding the evidence taken in

said cause, at the hearing thereof, was insufficient

to sustain the allegations of the bill of complaint

herein.

II.

The Court erred in ordering a decree herein in

favor of the defendant and against the plaint iif,

dismissing plaintiff's bill of complaint.

III.

The Court erred in entering a decree herein in

favor of defendant and against the plaintiff, dis-

missing plaintiff' 's bill of complaint. [32]

WHEREFORE, tli^fi plaintiff prays that the said

decree be reversed and the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit direct a

proper decree in favor of the plaintiff and against

the defendant in accordance with the prayer of

plaintiff's said bill of complaint and the record in

this cause.

(Signed) JOHN L. SLATTERY,

United States Attorney, District of Montana,
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Filed Dec. 7, 1923. C. R. Garlow, Clerk. By
H. H. Walker, Deputy.

Thereafter, and on December 7, 1923, order ex-

tending time to prepare record on appeal was duly

filed herein, being in the words and figures follow-

ing, to wit: [33]

In the District 'Court of the United States, District

of Montana, Helena Division.

EQUITY—No. 222.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,

vs.

SIDNEY E. KNIGHT,
Defendant.

ORDER EXTENDING TIME THIRTY DAYS TO
FILE RECORD AND DOCKET CAUSE.

Upon good cause shown, it is hereby ordered that

plaintiff and appellant in the above-entitled cause,

may have thirty days in addition to the time

allowed by the rules of this court within which to

have prepared and certified up to the Circuit Court

of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, the record on ap-

peal herein.

Dated this 7 day of December, A. D. 1923.

(Signed) BOURQUIN,
Judge.

Filed Dec. 7, 1923. C. R. Garlow, Clerk. By
H. H. Walker, Deputy.
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Thereafter, and on December 19, 1923, citation on

appeal was duly issued and filed herein, wliich oric:i-

nal citation is hereto annexed, and is in the words

and figures following, to wit: [34]

In the District Court of the United States, District

of Montana, Helena Division.

EQUITY—No. 222.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Ph^intift,

vs.

SIDNEY E. KNIGHT,
Defendant.

CITATION ON APPEAL.

To Sidney E. Knight, Defendant and Appellee,

GREETING:
You are hereby cited and admonished to bo and

appear before the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, sitting a the cr^

of San Francisco, State of California, w.thn. thn

t

days from the date hereof pursuant to an appe

filJd in the office of the Clerk of the

f^f^^
of the United States for the District of Mont ..

wherein the United States of America is appellan

Ind sley E. Knight is appellee, to ;1-—
any there be, why the ^^^^^^J^^^L
tioned should not be corrected and ^^^^^

speedy j-tice should not be done to the partie.

that behalf.
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WITNESS, the Honorable GEOROE M. BOUR-
QUIN, Judge of the United States District Court,

District of Montana, this 19 day of December, 1923.

BOURQUIN,
Judge United States District Court, District of

Montana. [35]

United States of America,

District of Montana,—ss.

W. H. Meigs, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

That he is over the age of twenty-two years and a

duly appointed, qualified and acting Assistant

United States Attorney for the District of Montana;

that on the 19th day of December, 1923, he served

the foregoing citation on appeal by leaving a copy

thereof for the said Sidney E. Knight with C. R.

Garlow, Clerk of the United States District Court

for the District of Montana, at his office in the Fed-

eral Building, in the city of Great Falls, Montana,

and by depositing an additional copy thereof, se-

curely sealed, in an envelope, in the United States

Postoffice at Great Falls, Montana, with full pre-

paid registered postage thereon, the said envelope

being addressed as follows:

Mr. Sidney E. Knight,

'Cape Town,

Union of South Africa,

the same being the last known address of the said

Sidney E. Knight, defendant and appellee herein.

This in compliance with paragraph 4 of Rule 33,

Rules of Practice of the United States Circuit Court
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of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, in and for the

District of Montana.

W. H. MEIGS.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day

of December, 1923.

[Seal] C. R. GARLOW,
Clerk United States District Court, District of Mon-

tana. [36]

Stamp of dispatching office.

[Groat Falls, Mont.
Registered Dec. 19, 1923.]

ADMINISTRATION OF UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

RETURN RECEIPT

for a letter with declared value of- )

for a registered article-letter (i)- j ^^^ered at the office

Great Falls, Mont., Dee. 19, 1923. No. 14602 (-)

mailed by M—U. S. Dist. Atty. Helena, Mont.

and addressed to M—Sidney E. Knight (at)

complete address—Cape Town, So. Africa

m, J • J J 1 ^i, ^ I
letter with declared vahie ) , ,, „v^,

The undersigned declares that a < . ^ , ,. , > to the abo^
( registered article

|

address, and originating at

has been duly delivered the ,
19

stamp of delivering office.

[Cape Town, So. Africa

29 Jan. 24]

Signature (3) of the addressee:

Signature (3) of the postal official of the office of delivery:

Mua Lenen.

(1) Nature of the article (letter, sample, print, etc.).

(2) Office of origin; date of mailing at that office; registration No. of

that office.

(3) NOTE —This receipt must be signed by the addressee or, if tlio

regulations of the country of destination permit it, by the postal offi.ial

of the office of delivery, then placed in an envelope and sent by the first

mail to the office of origin of the article to which it relates.
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[Endorsed]: No. 222. In the District Court of

the United States, District of Montana, Helena

Division. The United States of America, Plaintiff,

vs. Sidney E. Knight, Defendant. Citation on Ap-

peal. Filed Dec. 19, 1923. C. R. Garlow, Clerk.

[37]

Thereafter, and on December 19, 1923, statement

of the evidence v^as received in the clerk's office,

and on March 12, 1924, was approved and filed,

being in the v^ords and figures following, to v^t:

[38]

In the District Court of the United States, District

of Montana, Helena Division.

EQUITY—No. 222.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,

vs.

SIDNEY E. KNIGHT,
Defendant.

STATEMENT OF THE EVIDENCE.

BE IT REMEMBERED, that the above-entitled

cause came regularly on for trial before the above-en-

titled court on the 18th day of July, 1923, the plaintiff

being represented by John L. Slattery, Esq., United

States Attorney for the District of Montana, the

defendant being in default and not represented.

And thereupon the following proceedings were

had and the following evidence was duly introduced

and submitted in said cause:
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CERTIFIED COPY OF CERTIP^ICATE OF
CHARLEiS J. PISAR, AMERICAN VICE-
CONSULATCAPE TOAVN, SOUTH AFRICA.

No. 10,196.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
DEPARTMENT OP STATE.

To All to Whom These Presents Shall Come,

GREETESTO:
I certify that the attached certificate regarding

the acquisition of a permanent residence abroad by

Mr. Sidney Ernest Knight within five years after

his naturalization as a citizen of the United States

was executed by the American Vice-Consul at Cape

Town, South Africa, pursuant to Section 15 of the

Act of June 29, 1906. [39]

In Testimony Whereof I, Charles E. Hughes, Sec-

retary of State, have hereunto caused the Seal of

the Department of State to be affixed and my name

subscribed by the Chief Clerk of the said Depart-

ment, at the City of Washington, this 22d day of

December, 1921.

(Signed) CHARLES E. HUGHES,
Secretary of State.

[Seal] Bv (Signed) BEN G. DAVIS,

Chief Clerk.

I, Charles J. Pisar, Vice-consul of the United

States of America, at Cape Town, Union of South

Africa, hereby certify that I am personally ac-

quainted with Sidney Ernest Knight, wlio resides

at Cape Town; that he stated under oatli on May 2i\

1917, when he registered as an American citizen at
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the American Consulate General at Cape Town, that

he was born in London on September 24, 1875; that

he came to the United States in May, 1890; that he

was a naturalized American citizen, submitting his

naturalization certificate, issued by the First Judi-

cial Court at Helena, Montana, on November 5, 1900,

in proof thereof; that he came to Cape Town on

September 13, 1901, for the purpose of representing

the Mercantile Agency, R. G. Dun & Company, of

290 Broadway, New York iCity, which firm he has con-

stantly represented in South Africa since, and that

he intended to return to the United States for per-

manent residence whenever his employers so de-

sired.

I further certify that on October 25, 1920, Mr.

Knight appeared at the American Consulate Gen-

eral at Cape Town, bearing passport No. 32,218/11

issued to him by the [40] Government of the

Union of South Africa on October 19, 1920, with a

request for a visa thereto to enable him to proceed

to the United States in connection with the business

of the firm he represents, and that such a visa was

granted him by Vice-Consul Charles W. Allen, to

whom Mr. Knight was not personally known to be

a citizen of the United States.

I further certif}^ that answering an invitation to

call at the American Consulate General, Mr. Knight

appeared on October 26, 1921, and upon being ques-

tioned concerning his citizenship, stated to me that

he applied for a British passport in October, 1920,

for specific reasons which he declined to divulge;

that when he applied for said passport he was not
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required to take an oath of allegiance to the British

Crown, or to swear to the declaration made in ap-

plying for the passport; that he admitted that he

has now lived for twenty years in South Africa,

returning to the United States hut once during this

period, and that he did not know when he would

return for permanent residence; that he had voted

on several occasions at elections in South Africa,

and that he has acquired interest in local commu-

nity affairs, and intended to take an active part

therein during his residence here.

I further certify that Mr. Knight left the United

States within less than one year after completn.g

his naturalization as a citizen of the United States

of America, and while he has been representing

American interest in South Africa, he has failed to

adliere to his oath of allegiance as an American c. i-

zen, and that his naturalization as an A°^«";"" '•;
"

zen was fraudulently obtained, and should be re-

"l ftther Irtify that Mr. Knight refused to sur-

render his Certificate of Naturalization.

Given under my hand and o«>««\-«^,4',
,

Cape Town, Union of South Afn<-a, this 29th da>

October, A. D W21.
prSAR,

[Seal] (Signed) CH^K^r^o
A^prica

Vice-consul of the United States of Amen a.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff 1-ys that ^be a

-

and foregoing certiticate ^^^^J^^ ^^^

said cause, be settled, approved " >
\..,„;„,,e

above-entitled court as a tiie id
^^^

statement of the evidence relatne and mat
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the issues in the above-entitled cause for use on the

appeal taken to the Circuit Court of Appeals for

the Ninth Circuit, sitting at San Francisco, Cali-

fornia.

JOHN L. SLATTERY,
United States Attorney for the District of Montana,

Attorney for Plaintiff.

The above and foregoing is hereby approved as a

true and complete statement of the evidence in the

above-entitled cause.

Dated March 12, 1924.

CHARLES N. PRAY,
Judge. [42]

United States of America,

District of Montana,—ss.

W. H. Meigs, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

That he is over the age of twenty-one years and a

duly appointed, qualified and acting Assistant United

States Attorney for the District of Montana ; that on

the 19th day of December, 1923, he served the fore-

going statement of evidence on appeal by leaving

a copy thereof for the said Sidney E. Knight with

C. R. Garlow, clerk of the United States District

Court for the District of Montana, at his office in

the Federal Building, in the city of Great Falls,

Montana, and by depositing an additional copy

thereof, securely sealed, in an envelope, in the

United States Postoffice at Great Falls, Montana,
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with full prepaid registered postage thereon, the

said envelope being addressed as follows:

Mr. Sidney E. Knight,

Cape Town,

Union of South Africa,

the same being the last-known address of the said

Sidney E. Knight, defendant and appellee herein.

This in compliance with Paragraph 4 of Rule 33,

Eules of Practice of the United States Circuit Court

of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, in and for the Dis-

trict of Montana.

W. H. MEias.

'Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day

of December, 1923.

[Seal] C. R. GARLOW,
Clerk United States District Court, District of Mon-

tana.

Received Dec. 19, 1923. C. R. Garlow, Clerk.

Filed March 12, 1924. C. R. Garlow, Clerk. [43]

Thereafter, and on December 19, 1923, notice of

motion to approve statement of evidence was filed

herein, being in the words and figures following,

to wit: [44]
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In the District Court of the United States, District

of Montana, Helena Division.

EQUITY—No. 222.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,

vs.

SIDNEY E. KNIGHT,
Defendant.

NOTICE OF MOTION TO APPROVE) STATE^
MENT OF EiVIDENCE ON APPEAL.

To Sidney E. Knight, Defendant in the Above-en-

titled Action:

You are hereby notified that the undersigned at-

torney for the plaintiff and appellant herein has

this day lodged with the clerk of the aforesaid

court, plaintiff's statement of the evidence on ap-

peal herein, and that at Butte, in the State and Dis-

trict of Montana, on the 25th day of February, 1924,

at the hour of 9 :30 A. M. of said day, or as soon there-

after as counsel can be heard, the undersigned will

ask the Court or Judge to approve the aforesaid

statement of the evidence on appeal herein.

JOHN L. SLATTERY,
United States Attorney, District of Montana,

Attorney for Plaintiff. [45]

United States of America,

District of Montana,—ss.

W. H. Meigs, being duly sworn, deposes and says

:

That he is over the age of twenty-one years and a

I
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duly appointed, qualified and acting Assistant

United States Attorney for the District of Mon-
tana; that on the 19th day of December, 1923, he

served the foregoing notice of motion to approve

statement of evidence on appeal by leaving a copy

thereof for the said Sidney E. Knight with C. K.

Garlow, clerk of the United States District Court

for the District of Montana, at his office in the

Federal Building, in the city of Great Falls, Mon-

tana, and by depositing an additional copy thereof,

securely sealed, in an envelope, in the United States

Post Office at Great Falls, Montana, with full pre-

paid registered postage thereon, the said envelope

being addressed as follows:

Mr. Sidney E. Knight,

Cape Town,

Union of South Africa,

the same being the last known address of the said

Sidney E. Knight, defendant and appellee herein.

This in compliance with paragraph 4 of Rule -33,

Rules of Practice of the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, in and for

the District of Montana.

(Sig-ned) W. H. MEIGS.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day

of December, 1923.

[Seal] C. R. GARLOW,
Clei-k United States District Court, District of

Montana.

Filed Dec. 19, 1923. C. R. Garlow, Clerk. [4()]
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Thereafter, and on January 29, 1924, order ex-

tending time to prepare record an appeal was duly

made and entered herein, being in the words and

[47]figures following, to wit:

In the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the Ninth Circuit.

UNITED STATES OP AMERICA,

vs.

SIDNEiY E. KNIGHT,

Appellant,

Appellee.

ORDER EXTENDING FURTHER TIME TO
PREPARE RECORD ON APPEAL.

IN THIS CAUSE and on the 7th day of Decem-

ber, 1923, an order was duly made and given grant-

ing unto the plaintiff and appellant in the above-

entitled cause thirty days in addition to the time

allowed by the rules of this Court within which to

have prepared and certified to the Circuit Court

of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, the record on

appeal herein, which said additional time will ex-

pire on February 19, 1921; and it further appear-

ing to the Court that the appellee resides in Cape

Town, Union of South Africa, and that the notice

of motion to approve statement of evidence on

appeal will expire on February 25, 1924;

NOW, THEREFORE, upon good cause shown,

it is hereby ordered that the said plaintiff and

appellant may have thirty days additional time
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from and after February 19, 1924, in which to have

prepared and certified up to the United States Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, the

record on appeal herein.

Dated this 29th day of January, 1924.

BOURQUIN,
Judge. [48]

That on December 19, 1923, a praecipe for tran-

script of record was duly filed herein, being in the

words and figures following, to wit: [49]

In the District Court of the United States, District

of Montana, Helena Division.

EQUITY—No. 222.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,

vs.

SIDNEY E. KNIGHT,
Defendant.

PRAECIPE FOR TRANSCRIPT OF RECORD.

To the Clerk of the Above-entitled Court

:

You are hereby requested to make a transcript

of record to be filed in the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, sitting at

San Francisco, California, pursuant to the appeal

allowed in the above-entitled cause, and to incor-

porate in such transcript of record the following

papers, to wit:
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1. The bill of complaint.

2. Subpoena in equity.

3. Affidavit for order directing service by publi-

cation.

4. Order for publication.

5. Affidavit of mailing copy of subpoena together

with copy of bill of complaint.

6. Affidavit of publication.

7. Order pro confesso.

8. Opinion of the Court rendered and filed Au-

gust 1, 1923.

9. Decree made and entered August 11, 1923.

10. Copy of petition for appeal and allowance

thereof by the Court.

11. Assignment of errors accompanying appeal.

[50]

12. Order extending time for completing and

transmitting the record on appeal herein

to the United States Circuit Court of Ap-

peals for the Ninth Circuit.

13. Citation on appeal.

14. Statement of evidence on appeal.

15. Notice of motion to approve statement of evi-

dence on appeal.

16. Copy of this praecipe.

17. Any other file, paper or document required to

be incorporated in a transcript of record

herein imder the practice and rules of

the said United States Circuit Court of

Appeals for the Ninth 'Circuit.
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Dated this 19th day of December, 1923.

(Signed) JOHN L. SLATTERY,
United States Attorney, District of Montana,

Attorney for Plaintiff. [51]

United States of America,

District of Montana,—ss.

W. H. Meigs, being duly sworn, deposes and says

:

That he is over the age of twenty-two years and

a duly appointed, qualified and acting Assistant

United States Attorney for the District of Mon-

tana; that on the 19tli day of December, 1923, he

served the foregoing praecipe for transcript of

record by leaving a copy thereof for the said Sid-

ney E. Knight with C. R. Garlow, clerk of the

United States District Court for the District of

Montana, at his office in the Federal Building, in

the city of Great Falls, Montana, and by deposit-

ing an additional copy thereof, securely sealed, in

an envelope, in the United States Post Office at

Great Falls, Montana, with full prepaid registered

postage thereon, the said envelope being addressed

as follows:

Mr. Sidney E. Knight,

Cape Town,

Union of South Africa,

the same being the last known address of the said

Sidney E. Knight, defendant and appellee herein.

This in compliance with paragraph 4 of Rule 33,

Rules of Practice of the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, in and for

the District of Montana.

(Signed) W. H. MEIGS.
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19 day

of December, 1923.

[Seal] tC. R. GARLOW,
Clerk United States District Court, District of

Montana.

Filed Dec. 19, 1923. C. RL Garlow, Clerk. [52]

CERTIFICATE OF CLFRK U. S. DISTRICT
COURT TO TRANSCRIPT OF RECORD.

United States of America,

District of Montana,—ss.

I, C. R. Oarlow, clerk of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the District of Montana, do hereby

certify and return to the Honorable, the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit, that the foregoing volume consisting of 53

pages, numbered consecutively from one to 53, in-

clusive, is a full, true and correct transcript of

the record and proceedings had in the within en-

titled cause, and of the whole thereof, required to

be incorporated in the record on appeal therein by

praecipe filed, as appears from the original records

and files of said court in my custody as such clerk;

and I do further certify and return that I have

annexed to said transcript and included within

said pages the original citation issued in said cause.

I further certify that the costs of the transcript

of record amount to the sum of Sixteen & 95/100

($16.95) Dollars, and have been made a charge

against the United States.
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In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my
liand and affixed the seal of said court at Helena,

Montana, this 14th day of March, A. D. 1924.

[Seal] C. R. GARLOW,
Clerk.

By H. H. Walker,

Deputy. [53]

[Endorsed]: No. 4222. United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. United

States of America, Appellant, vs. Sidney E. Knight,

Appellee. Transcript of Record. Upon Appeal

from the United States District Court for the Dis-

trict of Montana.

Filed March 18, 1924.

F. D. MONCKTON,
Clerk of the United States Circuit Court of Ap-

peals for the Ninth Circuit.

By Paul P. O'Brien,

Deputy Clerk.

In the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the Ninth Circuit.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Appellant,

vs.

SIDNEY E. KNIGHT,
Appellee.
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ORDER EXTENDING TIME THIRTY DAYS
FROM FEBRUARY 19, 1924, TO FILE
RECORD AND DOCKET CAUSE.

IN THIS CAUSE! and on the 7th day of De-

cember, 1923, an order was duly made and given

grantmg unto the plaintiff and aj)pellant in the

above-entitled cause thirty days in addition to the

time allov^ed by the rules of this Court within

which to have prepared and certified to the Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth 'Circuit, the record

on appeal herein, which said additional time will

expire on February 19, 1924; and it further ap-

pearing to the Court that the appellee resides in

Cape Town, Union of South Africa, and that the

notice of motion to approve statement of evidence

on appeal will expire on February 25, 1924,

—

NOW THEREFORE, upon good cause shown,

it is hereby ordered that the said plaintiff and ap-

pellant may have thirty days' additional time from

and after February 19, 1924, in which to have pre-

pared and certified up to the United States Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, the

record on appeal herein.

Dated this 29 day of January, 1924.

BOURQUIN,
Judge.

[Endorsed]: No. 4222. In the United States

iCircuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

United States of America, Appellant, vs. Sidney E.

Knight, Appellee. Order Extending Further Time

to Prepare Record on Appeal. Filed Feb. 4, 1924.

F. D. Monckton, Clerk. Refiled Mar. 18, 1924.

F. D. Monckton, Clerk.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

vs.

SIDNEY E. KNIGHT,

Appellant,

Appellee.

BRIEF OF APPELLANT.

UPON APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES
DISTRICT COURT FOR THE

DISTRICT OF MONTANA.

STATEMENT OF CASE.

This is an appeal on the part of the United

States from a decree rendered by the United States

District Court for the District of Montana on the

11th day of August, 1923, (Tr. 28-29) in a suit

wherein the appellant prayed for the cancellation

of a certificate of citizenship issued to the appellee.
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• The complaint was filed on June 22, 1922 in the

said court, and alleges, in substance, that the ap-

pellee on November 5, 1900, at Helena, Montana,

was admitted to citizenship by the State District

Court of Lewis and Clark County, and that ever

since that date has been, and still is, a naturalized

citizen of the United States; that prior thereto he

was a subject of Great Britain; a duly certified copy

of the order, admitting appellee to citizenship, was

annexed to the complaint, and by reference made

a part thereof; the complaint further alleged thcit

within five j^ears after the issuance of the certifi-

cate of citizenship, and on or about the month of

September, 1901, the appellee went to South Africa,

and in that month took and established a perma-

nent residence in said foreign country (Tr. 2-3),

and ever since the appellee has resided, and still

resides, in South Africa.

The complaint then alleges that the certificate of

citizenship was fraudulently and illegally procured

by appellee, because, at the time the same was is-

sued, he did not intend to become a permanent res-

ident of the United States, but intended only to

obtain such certificate as indicia of such citizenship

in order that he might enjoy the rights and pro-

tection of a citizen of the United States, and yet

within five jeam after procuring the certificate to

take up and maintain a permanent residence in a

foreign country.
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There was a prayer fur the cancellation nf tin*

certificate as fraudulent (Tr. 4).

On the date of tlie filing- of the ci.niitlaint. a

subpoena in equity was (hdy issued ('I'l-. 7-Ji), antl

an affidavit for the pu))lication of the subpoena

(Tr. 10), and a ])raeci])e foi- the sei-vie.- ..f tlie

same by publication (Tr. 11) were tiled with the

Clerk of the Court, and on the same day an oi-.j.-r

for publication of subpoena was made by the Clerk

(Tr. 12-13) ;
and on the same day the Clerk of tlie

Court forwarded, by registered mail, a (•oi)y of tlie

bill of complaint and the subpoena to the appellee

at Cape Town, Union of South Africa (Tr. 13-14):

on July 19, 1922, an affidavit of publication of the

subpoena was filed with the Clerk (Tr. 14-17):

thereafter, and on June 16, 1923, an order pro cou-

fesso was duly filed and entered (Tr. 18-19), the

appellee being in default for failure to appear in

the suit.

Thereafter, and ci July 18, 1923. the case «.....

on for trial, the appdlee being in <lefanlt ai,,! n..t

represented. The fjoverument intn.du.-..d .n evi-

dence a certified copy of a certificate made by the

American Vice-Oonsnl at Cape T,.wn. S.mtl.

Africa, which certificate was ex..cuted pm^uant

to Section 15 of the Act „f .r„ne -X ^^ (Tr.

.%-37) Thereafter, and on Anj,'i>st I. ^-r-i. i'"

eonrt rendered an,l filed its decision in the oan.-

(Tr l<)-'^8); an,l on A««"st H. l!»-'-X "'- """^



rendered, and there was filed, its decree in favor

of the appellee and against the appellant, and dis-

missed the suit (Tr. 28-29).

ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS.

Three specifications of error, relied upon by the

appellant, are as follows:

I.

The Court erred in finding the evidence taken in

said cause, at the hearing thereof, was insufficient

to sustain the allegations of the bill of complaint

herein.

II.

The Court erred in ordering a decree in favor of

the defendant and against the plaintiff, dismissing

plaintiff's bill of complaint.

III.

The Court erred in entering a decree in favor of

defendant and against the plaintiff, dismissing

plaintiff's bill of complaint.

ARGUMENT.

It is apparent that the sole question is whether

or not the certificate of the Vice-Consul is suffic-

ient. Under the circumstances admitted by the

default of the ai3pellee, it should be prima facie

evidence of the lack of intention on his part to be-



I come a permanent citizen of the United States at

the time of his application for citizensliip.

In its decision, the conrt finds that the service

of a snbpoena by publictioan on a citizen residing

abroad, in an action of this chai-acter, is due process

(Tr. 21). The statutes of Montana were followed

in all respects relative to the service by publication

of the subpoena.

The government contends that the certificate of

the Vice-Consul, executed in conformity with Sec-

tion 15 of the Act of June 29, 1906, is sufficient

to establish prima facie evidence that the ai)pellee

lacked the intention to become a permanent citizen

of the United States at the time of his a])})lication

for citizenship.

Said Section 15 provides, in part, as follows:

"If any alien who shall have secured a cer-

tificate of citizenship under the provisions of

this act shall, within five years after the issu-

ance of such cei-tificate, return to the country

of his nativity, or go to any other foreign coun-

try, and take permanent residence therein, it

shall be considered p^rima facie evidence of a

lack of intention on the part of such alien to

become a permanent citizen of the United

States at the time of filing his application lor

citizenship, and, in the absence of counter-

vailing evidence, it shall be sufficient in the

propel- pi'oceeding to authorize the cancelation

of his certificate of citizenship as fraudulent,
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and the diplomatic and consular officers of

the United States in foreign countries shall

from time to time, through the Department of

State furnish the Department of Justice with

the names of those within their respective

jurisdictions who have such certificates of

citizenship, and who have taken permanent

residence in the country of their nativity, or

in any other foreign country, and such state-

ments, duly certified, shall be admissible in

evidence in all courts in proceedings to cancel

certificates of citizenship."

It is observed that the diplomatic and consular

officers of the United States in foreign countries

are required, from time to timiC, through the De-

partment of State, to furnish the Department of

Justice with the names of persons in their respect-

ive jurisdictions who have obtained certificates of

citizenship in the United States, and who have

taken up permanent residence in the country of

their nativity or any other foreign country; and

that such statements of such officers, duly certi-

fied, are made admissible in evidence in all courts

in proceedings to cancel certificates of citizenship.

It may well be argued that the statements re-

quired of such officers would fully comply with

the provisions of the Act if they contained only the

names of such citizens, so residing out of the United

States, together with the bald conclusion of the

officer that such persons were permanent residents



of the foreign country, of which the certifying

officer was representing the United States in a

diplomatic of consular capacity.

In the instant case, the Vice-Counsul's certificate

goes beyond the apparent requirement of the stat-

ute and states the facts from which the certifying

officer evidently draws his conclusion that the res-

idence of the appellee in South Africa is perm-

anent.

The certificate discloses that within about ten

months after the appellee was naturalized, he went

to Cape Town, South Africa, for the purpose of

representing an American firm, and that he has

constantly represented the said firm in South

Africa ever since; that the appellee stated, under

oath, in May, 1917, that he intended to return to

the United States for permanent residence when-

ever his employers so desired. Clearly, his inten-

tion to remain in South Africa was for an indefinite

period, for, if his employers never desired his re-

turn to the United States for permanent residence,

it was his intention never to return to his adopted

country.

The indefiniteness of his residence in South

Africa brings the appellee squarely within the rule

laid down in Gilbert v. David, 235 U. S. 561, 35

Supt. Ct. Rep. 164, in which case, Mr. Justice Day,

speaking for the court, said:



"This matter of domicil has been often be-

fore this court, and was hist under considera-

tion in the case of Williamson v. Osenton,

supra. In that case the definition of domicil,

as defined by Mr. Dicej^ in his book on "Con-

flict of Laws," 2d ed. Ill, is cited with ap-

proval. There change of domicil is said to

arise where there is a change of abode and

'the absence of any present intenticm to not

reside permanently or indefinitely in the new
abode.' Or, as Judge Story puts it in his work
on "Conflict of Laws," 7th ed. sec. 46, page

41, 'If a person has actually removed to anoth-

er 23lace, with an intention of remaining there

for an indefinite time, and as a place of fixed

present domicil, it is to be deemed his place

of domicil, notwithstanding he may entertain

a floating intention to return at some future

period.' 'The requisite animus is the present

intention of permanent or indefinite residence

in a given place or country, or, negatively ex-

pressed, the absence of any present intention

of not residing there permanently or indefi-

nitely' Price V. Price, 156 Pa. 617, 626, 27

AtL 291."

See also Williamscm v. Osenton, 232 U. S. 619,

34 Sup. Ct. Rep. 442

It should be borne in mind that at the time of

the institution of this suit, the appellee had be(;n

residing in South Africa for almost twenty-one

years and that that residence was commenced in
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said f()reij»'ii eoinitiw within about ten months after

he became an American citizen. It is rather cui-i-

ous and quite significant that in October, 1920, the

appellee should call at the office of the American

Consulate General at Cape Town, bearing a pass-

port issued to him by the Covernment of the ITnion

of South Africa, with a request for a visa to tlu!

passport to enable him to proceed to the United

States. It further appears from the ceritificate

of the Vice-Consul that in October, 1921, the ap-

pellee, an American citizen, declined to divulge

the specific reasons for his application for a Brit-

ish passport in the preceding October, and that he

admitted that he was not required to take an oath

of allegiance to the British Crown, or to swear to

the declaration made in applying for the passport.

This is certainly strange conduct on the part of one

who has, by naturalization as an American citizen,

renounced forever all allegiance and fidelity to any

foreign prince, potentate, state or sovereignty.

The appellee, according to the certificate, stated

to the Vice-Consul that he did not know when he

would return to the United States for permanent

residence, and that he had voted on several occa-

sions at elections in South Africa, and that he had

acquired interests in local community affairs, and

intended to take an active part therein dui-ing his

residence in South Africa.

From the foi'egoing, it appears that the a])i)ellee
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was acting in all respects as a British subject and

exercising the franchise privilege of the citizens

of South Africa. That, of itself, ought to be suf-

ficient to shoAV, at least prima facie, that his resi-

dence, in South Africa is permanent, and, taken

in conjunction with the other facts stated in the

certificate, and with the inferences that might

properly be drawn therefrom, justifies the con-

clusion that it was his intention to reside perma-

nently in South Africa when he first went there

after procuring his certificate of naturalization.

While it is true that the statements provided ior

in Section 15 of the Naturalization Act are ex

parte and extrajudicial, and, thus, as noted by

Judge Bourquin (Tr. 25) invade the law against

hearsay evidence, yet it is equally true that Con-

gress has undoubted authority—within reasonable

limits—to prescribe what shall be deemed com-

petent and admissible evidence in a proceeding of

this nature; and the courts have so held.

"The statements of the Consular Agents

and Consul are made evidence under section

15, and, although of course they are not on

that account conclusive. Congress has the

power to make them competent evidence, and,

as such, the United States should be entitled to

whatever probative force the tribunal in fact

be for whom the issue arises may give them.

Indeed, at common law, the statements of an
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official are admissible in evidence if they re-

late to acts within his person knowledge and
recorded in the performance of his duty. While
it is true that this would not come within

those rules, it is nevertheless of a kind some-

what similar and not without the power of

Congress in the exercise of its control ovei-

the rules of procedure and evidence. The
statements of the Consul, therefore, are ad-

missible. It may be a question whether any-

thing but his mere conclusion upon the ques-

tion of permanent residence is properly ad-

missible under the Statute; but, so far as his

other statements are concerned, they aid the

defendant, who cannot therefore complain of

the addition "

United States v. Luria, 184 Fed. 643, 649.

The Luria case was appealed to the Supreme

Court of the United States, which affirmed the

decree setting aside and cancelling the appellant's

naturalization certificate as fraudulently and il-

legally procured. In discussing the power of Con-

gress to provide for the admissibility and com-

petency of the Consular statements, required uii-

der Section 15, supra, the Court, speaking through

Mr. Justice Van Devanter, said:

''Objection is specially directed to the pro-

visi(m which declares that taking u]) a ])er-

manent residence in a foreign country within

five vears after the issuance of the certificate
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shall be considered prima facie evidence of a

lack of intention to become a perm^anent citi-

zen of the United States at the time of the

application for citizenship, and that in the

absence of countervailing evidence the same

shall be sufficient to warrant the cancelation

of the certificate as fraudulent. It will be

observed that this provision prescribes a rule

of evidence, not of substantive right. It goes

no further than to establish a rebuttable pre-

sumption which the possessor of the certifi-

cate is free to overcome. If, in truth, it was

his intention at the time of his application to

reside permanently in the United States, and

his subsequent residence in a foreign country

was prompted by considerations which were

consistent with that intention, he is at liberty

to show it. Not only so, but these are matters

of which he possesses full, if not special,

knowledge. The controlling rule respecting

the power of the legislature in establishing

such presumption is comprehensibly stated in

Mobile J. & K. C. R. Co. v. Tuniispeed, 219

U. S. 35, 42, 43, 55 L. ed. 78, 32 L. R. A.

(N. S.) 226, 31 Sup. Ct. Rep. 136, Ann. Cas.

1912 A, 463, 2 N. C. C. A. 243, as follows:

'Legislation providing that proof of one

fact shall constitute prima facie evidence of

the main fact in issue is but to enact a rule of

evidence, and quite within the general power
of government. Statutes, national and state^

dealing with such m.ethods of proof in both
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civil and criminal cases, abound, and the de-

cisions upholding them are numerous

'That a legislative presumption of one fact

from evidence of another may not constitute

a denial of due process of law, or a denial of

the equal protection of the law, it is only es-

sential that there shall be some rational con-

nection between the fact proved and the ulti-

mate fact presumed, and that the inference

of one fact from proof of another shall not be

so unreasonable as to be a purely arbitrary

mandate. So, also, it must not, under guise

of regulating the presentation of evidence,

operate to preclude the party from the right

to present his defense to the main fact thus

presumed.

'If a legislative provision not unreasonable

in itself, prescribing a rule of evidence, in

either criminal or civil cases, does not shut

out from the party affected a reasonable op-

portunity to submit to the jury in his defense

all of the facts bearing upon the issue, there

is no ground for holding that due process of

law has been denied him.' (Citing a number

of cases).

"That the taking up of a permanent resi-

dence in a foreign country shortly following

naturalization has a bearing upon the purpose

with which the latter was sought, and affords

some reason for presuming that there was an

absence of intention at the time to reside per-
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maneiitly in the United States, is not debatable.

No doubt, the reason for the presumption less-

ens as the period of time between the two

events is lengthened. But it is difficult to

say at what point the reason so far disappears

as to afford no reasonable basis for the pre-

sumption. Congress has indicated its opinion

that the intervening period may be as much
as five years without rendering the presump-

tion baseless. That period seems long, and

yet we are not prepared to pronounce it cer-

tainly excessive or unreasonable. But we are

of opinion that as the intervening time ap-

proaches five years, the presumption neces-

sarily must weaken to such a degree as to

require but slight countervailing evidence to

overcome it. On the other hand, when the

intervening time is so short as it is shown to

have been in the present case, the presumption

can not be regarded as yielding to anything

short of a substantial and convincing explana-

tion. So construed, we think the provision is

not in excess of the power of Congress."

Luria v. United States, 231 U. S. 9, 34 Sup.

Ct. Rep. 10.

Resuming, the government contends that the

certificate of the Vice-Consul, in the instant case,

does not invade the rule against hearsay evidence,

but that it is admissable and entirely competent

to prove the permanent residence of the appellee

in a foreign country withiu the period prescribed.
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by Section 15 of the Naturalization Act; and that,

there being no countervailing evidence on the part

of the appellee, the force of the presumptions aris-

ing from the facts contained in the certificate of

the Vice-Consul warrants only the rational con-

clusion therefrom, that the appellee, at the time he

procured his certificate of naturalization, did not

intend to become a permanent citizen of the United

States; and that, therefore, the decree of the lower

court should be reversed, with directions to enter

a decree herein in favor of the United State.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN L. SLATTERY,
United States Attorney.

RONALD HIGGINS,
Assistant United States Attorney.

WELLINGTON H. MEIGS,
Assistant United States Attorney.
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